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Editorial Note
In achieving its vision of internationalisation and shared scholarship of knowledge generation
in the African region, the International Conference on Public Administration and Development
Alternatives (IPADA) hosted its 2nd Annual International Conference at Tlotlo Hotel, Gaborone,
Botswana on the 26th to 28th July 2017. With academic collaboration being its ultimate
destination, this conference aimed at bringing together academics from a multi-disciplinary
context to engage on one of the critical significant issue of debate in Africa today which is
the role of Africa in the age of globalisation. The question as to whether Africa is completely
politically and economically independent from the West continues to be debatable in both
Public Administration and Development discourses. In its 2nd Annual Conference the Scientific
Committee deliberately crafted the theme ‛‛ Independence of African States in the age of
globalisation:” as a way of provoking debates that would ultimately bring about economic and
political solutions to the African continent.
Indeed, papers received for publication in these Conference proceedings addressed Africa’s
problems of role and independence from a variety of perspectives. In general, many papers in
this collection addressed Africa’s role in the globe from general public administration problems
in government, Africa and culture, Case studies of African public administration problems,
African democracies, Coloniality and De-Coloniality, African elections and problems, Economy
and the Regional African blocks.
All papers that are published in this Conference Proceedings went through a quality
scholarship verification of Triple Blind Peer Review process by specialists in the subject of
Public Administration, Development and Public Governance. Papers which were accepted with
suggested revisions were sent back to the authors for corrections before a final decision could
be made by the Editorial Committee to publish them. The review process which determined
the publishability of each paper contained herein was compiled in accordance with the
editorial policy and guidelines approved by the Scientific Committee of the membership of the
International Conference on Public Administration and Development Alternatives (IPADA).
In this second annual international Conference hosted in Botswana, The International
Conference on Public Administration and Development Alternatives (IPADA) successfully
managed to draw together experts from the subjects’ fields of Public Administration,
Development Management, Human Resources and Local Government among others to
converge in Gaborone, Botswana and engage scholarly in an attempt to find solutions that
would improve African policy discussions.
This compilation provides only 47 papers out of 128 paper abstracts received and read at the
1st Annual International Conference on Public Administration and Development Alternatives
(IPADA) held at Tlotlo Hotel, Gaborone, Botswana from July, 26-28, 2017. Indeed, only 70 papers
were reviewed in which 59 received favourable review reports and 21 were rejected and two
papers never submitted for publication. While 44 papers from this conference were published
in the 2nd Annual International Conference on Public Administration and Development
Alternatives (IPADA) Conference Proceedings 2017, 15 other quality papers from this conference
were selected for publication in the African Journal of Public Affairs, a peer reviewed journal
accredited with the International Bibliography of the Social Sciences (IBSS) for the March 2018
issue. This Conference proceeding is published online (ISBN no. 978-0-620-73783-8) and print
(ISBN no. 978-0-620- 73782-1) in order to be accessible to as many academics, researchers and
practitioners as possible.
This publication consists of 47 scientific papers contributed by authors from varying South
African Universities, Regional universities and public institutions. The Volume consists of 60%
of papers published from varying institutions as per the requirements of the South African

Department of Higher Education and Training Research Output Policy guidelines published in
March 2015.
Papers published in this Conference Proceedings may be reproduced for Pedagogic and
Non-Commercial purposes. For republication of the paper in a journal, the authors have to
secure a written permission from the publisher; in this case, the Editor and Deputy Editor
of the International Conference on Public Administration and Development Alternatives
(IPADA).
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Neoliberalism in the South African Post-Apartheid Regime:
Economic Policy Positions and Globalisation Impact
BK Sebake
University of Mpumalanga, South Africa
Abstract: The period of more than two decades of democracy, South African government has trampled into
a policy revamp as a mechanism of crafting and crystalising new order of public administration in the new
regime. It is envisaged that any society emerged out of liberation struggle may trample after one to two decade/s in power, which this view become relevant to access the performance of democracy in South Africa in
relation to the policy perspective, economic impact in the context of globalisation. It is arguable that post 1994,
government of the African National Congress (ANC) had establish its policy positions on neoliberalism, which
create an opportunity to make a deep analysis through the scholarship of public administration. The paper is a
conceptual analysis of the literature and empirical evidence on governance praxis, political ideology influence
in the manner in which the post-apartheid government in South Africa have succeeded, failed and work in
progress. The paper provides a historic reflection of neoliberalism in the context of New Public Management
(NPM), policy direction of the post-apartheid, trade controls against the mineral resources, private sector influence on public sector, capacity of private sector and its impact on public service, fiscal position and economic
growth etc. These concepts are engaged in the context of assessing the state and impact on the current era
on maturing democracy. The methodology will summarily be some mixed methods inter alia: – qualitative and
quantitative is used as a secondary data to often illustrate the impact on the focus areas. The paper is then
concluded and recommendations of a scientific oriented solution in relation to topical strategic focus areas
of the paper are provided.
Keywords: Neoliberalism, New Public Management, Policy perspective, Democracy, Political ideology, Economic
perspective

1. Introduction

and economic perspective that prioritise monetary
and peculiar status of exchange to services rendered
by public sector. Woolard (2002) argues that poverty is multi-faceted. It can be linked with hunger,
unemployment, exploitation, and lack of access to
clean water, sanitation, health-care or schools. It can
be about vulnerability to crisis and homelessness.
While clearly many of these issues are related to
not having enough money, it is simplistic to ignore
the non-material aspects of the experience of poverty. The paper notes the determination of the ANC
government’s aim of removing the black people in
particular Africans out of bondage of the legacy
of apartheid and navigate them into an economic
active sectors of the economy. The ANC and the
government have announced their determination
to tackle many outstanding challenges. In 2010, government finally launched an AIDS campaign that
did more than go through the motions. The disastrous outcomes based education experiment was
abandoned and a national health-insurance scheme
was being crafted, in which Marais (2011) argues
that South Africa pushed to the limit tries to gauge

Many countries in a democratic space always get to
be confronted by policy and economic perspective
that is characterised by people centered alternative for empowerment and change the citizens lives
out of bondage of triple challenges of inequalities,
poverty, and unemployment. The new order of
rethinking public administration offers an opportunity to create a consolidated system that ensures
equal society, yet triple challenges are perpetuating
the unequal society, which constitute the failure
of policy direction of the government in the new
era. It is necessary to understand what is underpinning these triple challenges by firstly defining what
poverty is? According to Woolard (2002), the living
standards are closely correlated with race in South
Africa. While poverty is not confined to any one racial
group in South Africa, it is concentrated among
blacks, particularly Africans. The paper underscore
that the system within which South Africa government has taken since post-colonial apartheid are
based on the macro-economic neoliberal policies
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where South Africa’s journey beyond apartheid is
headed and why this is happening and it proposes
some modest interventions that could bring the
prospect of wellbeing and genuine emancipation
within the grasp of millions more citizens. For a
large proportion of society, job creation along the
current development path does not offer a viable
basis for social inclusion and wellbeing; wages and
salaries are the main source of income for only
about 5.9 million (57%) of the 10.3 million African
households (Statistics SA, 2008c see in Marais,
2011). The emphasis of the paper is on the job
creation, exchange control within the context of
globalisation, and therefore the neoliberal policies
perspective assisted in removing power from the
public sector to the private sector to use government for financial resources as a means of providing
service to the society. The conceptual analysis of
New Public Management (NPM); Reconstruction
and Development Programme (RDP); Growth,
Employment and Redistribution (GEAR) conceptualise within the context of their impact on South
African Government to create opportunity for foreign investment, which exploited the market, and
the overall impact on the ordinary citizens.

willing to invest in activities that were considered
critical by the state. Yet in other countries, the state
expanded its activities in emulation of the socialist
ideology pursued by the Soviet Union during the
communist period. Greater reliance on the public
sector was also needed to check the concentration
of wealth in private hands, end exploitation and
ensure fairer allocation and distribution of scarce
resources for development purposes (CAPAM 1996;
Commonwealth Secretariat 2002 see in Dzimbiri,
2008). However, the paper note that the post South
African context, the power of controlling the state
at the centre has been private sector control of
state machinery in order to maximise profit as
opposed to fair distribution of wealth. From the
policy perspective, Peet (2002) argues that the ANC
has long stood for a development policy committed
to improve living conditions for the black people
in South Africa. Assuming power in 1994, the ANC
adopted a leftist, basic-needs-oriented RDP as the
popular foundation for its economic policy, and
within two years, the ANC had switched to a rightist, neoliberal GEAR policy stressing privatisation,
deregulation, and trade liberalisation. Habib and
Padayachee (2000) note that the shift in economic
policy, we would contend, was the result of the
ANC’s perception of the balance of economic and
political power at both the global and local level.
Habib (2003:236) argues that the ANC’s implementation of neoliberal economic policies has meant
disaster for the vast majority of South Africa’s poor.
Increasing unemployment and economic inequalities associated with neoliberal policies have also
pushed even more of South Africa’s population into
the poverty trap. The paper argues that the citizens
for over two decades being surviving the ravages
of neoliberalism policies adopted by the ANC-led
government in rethinking the new order of public
administration, the consequences was entrenchment of capitalism which dictated to the public
sector their profit interest against the poorest of the
poor. The political system has then protected capital
as the means of defining the relations of the state
and the civil society. The paper further notes the
over accumulation of private sector due to lack or
rather absence of radical policy alternatives. Clarke
(1992) suggest that therelationship of the state to
the contradictory form of over accumulation is not
established directly, but is mediated by the form
of the state. The class character of the capitalist
state is defined by the separation of the state from
civil society, and the corresponding subordination
of state and civil society to the rule of money and

2. Neoliberalism Within New Public
Management Context
The paper observes the emergence of NPM as
adopted by the South African Government in the
post-colonial apartheid as the class suicide of creating private sector influence more strong on the
public sector given the capacity of the private sector
to provide services and boost the economy. Arthur,
Felts and Philip (2000) state that the rise of the NPM
has sparked considerable criticism because of its
affinity with the private sector and market models
generally and has ignited a new round of efforts
to sharply distinguish public and private organisations. But this serves to obscure the historical
reality that public bureaucracy owes at least part of
its ascendancy to the demands of capitalist enterprise. The policy perspective as observed by the
paper becomes that of the contradiction between
capitalist and socialist state/s. The socialist state
was for a long time in the history of the class question that the Soviet Union was leading the debates
and efforts to ensure the defeat of the agenda
of neoliberalism, which was viewed capitalist in
nature. Dzimbiri (2008) note thatthe state became
a direct investor and provider, either because
the private sector was not developed or was not
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the law. The paper notes the slow transformation
and the interdependency of the state to the foreign
market and private sector, in particular, the market
conditions that are not favourable to the majority of
the poor and the working class. Clarke (1992) argues
that the political form of the state is determined
by the class struggle, and most particularly by the
struggles of the working class which arise as the
working class confronts the subordination of social
production to capital as a barrier to its own physical
and social reproduction. The social foundation of
these neoliberal economic policies created unequal
society based on transforming even socialists to
become aspiring ‛bourgeoisies’. The paper posits
that it changed the character of the envisaged
economic transformation that was crafted by the
ANC-led government in the context of the ‛Freedom
Chatter’. Under socialism all the means of production are the property of the community. It is the
community alone which can dispose of them and
which determines their use in production. It goes
without saying that the community will only be in a
position to employ its powers of disposal through
the setting up of a special body that the purpose
(Von Mises, 2016), further suggest that there are
many socialists who have never come to grips in any
way with the problems of economics, and who have
made no attempt at all to form for themselves any
clear conception of the conditions which determine
the character of human society. The paper observed
an argument in the land question, which was argued
that ‛the land, must be given to those who work
it’, which find an expression with assertion of Von
Mises (2016), which suggest that the owner of production of goods, who has manufactured goods
and service, thus becomes their owner, now has
the choice of either consuming them on their own
or of having them consumed by others.

citizens. However, form the empirical context, the
shift of economic power to the minority perpetuated a monopoly capital against the reflection of
the leftist ideological content which was sold to the
people of South Africa by the ANC-led government.
The NPM is viewed by the paper as the neoliberal
system adopted by the South African government
as a model of service delivery and economic perspective, which has not addressed the challenges
of inequalities in the society and has only benefited
the private sector in the global market to dictate
profit agenda through liberal trades, privatisation
due to the state only positioning itself as a regulatory body and handover the economy in the hands
of private sector.

3. Post-Apartheid Policy Perspective
The colonial apartheid policies are argued by the
paper as a capitalist of its own special type due
to its nature of empowering the minority, which
is the white monopoly capital. The controversy
about the relationship between apartheid and
capitalism is reviewed from an economic perspective, which (Nattrass, 1991) further states that the
old ‛liberal-radical’ debate was concerned with the
clash between neo-classical and revisionist Marxist
economic ideas to the detriment of alternative economic perspectives. Over the past decade, however,
social-democratic ideas have become more popular
and represent a potential middle ground between
the old extremes. Lipton (1986:3) suggests that if
it is assumed that capitalists are a homogeneous
group, and apartheid is a fixed social order, which
the paper view it as a protector of a white monopoly capital. Bhorat and Kanbur (2005) argue that
South Africa’s formal baptism as a democracy in
April, 1994, received international acclaim and recognition – which to this day serves as a model for
other countries undergoing difficult and protracted
political transitions. However, perhaps the greater
struggle since the early post-apartheid days has
been the attempt to undo the economic vestiges of
the system of racial exclusivity. The paper argues
that policy provide a platform for a turnaround
strategy to improve from the old systems that has
lost purposes, and therefore it constituted a natural course to rethink new policy perspective in
the new era. Carmody (2002) observed that when
South Africa achieved its transition to non-racial
government in 1994, a debate took place about
the future direction of economic restructuring. Two
years later the Government of South Africa changed

In the quest to review the literature on NPM is
conceived as ‛administrative argument’ and ‛administrative philosophy’ (Hood, 1991 see in Kalimullah,
Alam, and Nour, 2012), suggest that these two concepts were fraternal rather than identical twins.
Kalimullah et al. (2012) argue that NPM points
to the failures and inadequacies of public sector
performance over time and the problems lying
squarely in the nature and processes of public
sector activity and traditional public administration. The paper note that from an administrative
argument, NPM model the order of public administration that consolidate private and public sector
efforts to improve the material conditions of the
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its development strategy by adopting an orthodox
economic reform programme. The South African
economy is now rapidly globalising, but the nature
of that globalisation differs significantly from that
experienced by the rest of the region. The paper
notes the first attempt to restore the dignity of
the poor as part of the leftist ideological reform in
the post-apartheid South Africa. In a bid to restore
these imbalances, the government in 1994 introduced RDP whose one of the major goals was to
address the house provisioning challenges. RDP was
a developmental policy framework for socio-economic progress with five key programme areas, with
objectives were to satisfy basic needs to empower
people to decide where the housing projects should
be located and their access to habitable, dignified
and safe houses by the needy (Republic of South
Africa, 1994 see in Manomano, 2013). The RDP
policy is noted by the paper as the move towards
building equal society as sold to the South Africans
in the period leading to the first democratic elections by the ANC. Adelzadeh (1996) suggest that
economically, RDP was successful in articulating the
main aspirations of the movement for post-apartheid South Africa, that is, growth, development,
reconstruction and redistribution, in a consistent
macroeconomic framework, using the Keynesian
paradigm. It proposed growth and development
through reconstruction and redistribution, sought a
leading and enabling role for government in guiding
the mixed economy through reconstruction and
development, and it argued for a living wage as a
pre-requisite for achieving the required level of economic growth. However, the paper notes the fact
that RDP implementation needed a strong fiscal
footing from the state, in which the argument of
the paper is the association of RDP failure due to
fiscal capacity of the state. Although, RDP policy is
still in existence, but it has seized to be a face of
government macro-economic policy due to the turn
of events in two years of democracy by introducing
GEAR as a macro-economic policy. The paper also
notes that RDP was also designed to deal with apartheid spatial Bantustan’s arrangement. Crankshaw
and Parnell (1996) assert that the aim of the RDP
is to redress the inequalities created by apartheid.
Unwittingly, however, RDP may perpetuate many
of the social divisions which were created by the
policies of National Party. This is because RDP
emphasises the racial inequality caused by apartheid, and forgets that a central goal of apartheid
policy was to drive a wedge between rural and
urban Africans.

The paper notes the ANC-led government’s strategic
policy U-turn on RDP to GEAR policy, as the effort
of glorifying private sector as a strategic partner
in the stimulation of economic growth. At the crux
of the paper, the impact of GEAR policy direction
may be admitted that regardless of registering
economic growth which has turned into no benefit
to the society given its liberal nature of the profit
front mechanism. Heintz (2002) states that the GEAR
policies were launched in an environment where
the Rand was depreciating and foreign exchange
reserves were at an extremely low level. The strategy proposed a set of medium-term policies aimed
at the rapid liberalisation of the South African
economy. These policies included a relaxation of
exchange controls, trade liberalisation, ‛‛regulated”
flexibility in labour markets, strict deficit reduction
targets, and monetary policies aimed at stabilising the rand through market interest rates. The
paper note that from the leftist policy perspective,
the private sector had more powers to dictate to
the public sector and take over the economic control and power in the interest of capital and in the
expense of the poorest of the poor. Therefore, the
paper argues that GEAR did not assist in the acceleration of transferring the wealth of South Africa
back to the people. The paper further assumes that
the ‛Freedom Chatter’ is then a ‛white elephant’ that
has no space due to the competition of capital. The
paper further notes that in the literature to assess
and demonstrate that majority of researchers
demonstrated a leftist analysis of what GEAR has
done to South African economy and its capitalist oriented motives. Streak (2004) argues that the GEAR
promised to reduce poverty and inequality via a
surge in economic growth. The economic growth
engine in GEAR takes the form of a demand stimulus
led by a rapid expansion in private sector investment. The text of the document presents growth
in fixed investment and exports as the engines
of growth, and suggests that public sector investment is as important as private sector investment.
However, the paper also notes the strategy of the
state to adopt GEAR necessitated by the poor fiscal
standing to deliver the expectations of the RDP.
Streak (2004) posits that the conservative to be the
most important intervention required to facilitate
growth and employment, because these measures
lower interest rates, build confidence and ignite the
private sector investment engine.
The paper suggests that due to the effect of GEAR
on the lives of the citizens, the alternative policy
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needed to be developed for new shift. It is important
to reflect that June 2011 marked a new intervention
in a form of National Development Plan 2030, with
a view to cover the shortfalls of GEAR in taking the
economy to the greater heights. The Diagnostic
Report of the National Planning Commission
(NPC), released in June 2011, sets out South Africa’s
achievements and its shortcomings since 1994
(National Planning Commission, 2013). The paper
argues that the initial move to establish a planning
commission was a cornerstone of a radical move
to close the gap that has been opened by both RDP
and GEAR policy/s perspectives and create a stand
for a better South Africa towards 2030, while there
is a firm believe from the labour movement that,
the NDP is drafted to cover the failures of GEAR as
a micro-economic policy in South Africa. The paper
posits that the NDP’s role is to consolidate all opportunities of maximising the potential for economic
opportunities, and therefore a case in point is to
give effect to the informal economy to contribute to the Gross Domestic Product (GDP). Valodia
(2013) argues that building on the New Growth
Path (NGP), the NDP proposed by the NPC, aims
to reduce the unemployment rate from the current level of 27%, to 14% in 2020 (as per the NGP),
and then to 6% by 2030. The informal initiatives
is expected to create employment to the community in order to contribute to the overall strategy
of addressing poverty among the community, it is
however that this strategy has not yet being formalised to assess its significance in the closing of
a gap for the low income generation as projected
by the NDP. The employment scenarios outlined in
the NDP assume that the sectoral contribution of
the informal employment to total employment will
continue at 22% – that is, the current pattern will
not change (Valodia, 2013), further argues that this
appears to be a rather short-sighted assumption
for a plan that has employment creation as its core
objective. Assuming that the informal economy will
continue to make up 22% of total employment is
simply not good enough.

and prosperity is recognised by South Africa’s NDP,
which is a visionary document that seeks to map
out strategies towards achieving a more equitable
and globally competitive 2030 South Africa, in which
all of its inhabitants are freed from the shackles of
poverty and our apartheid past of racial inequality. The paper admit that NDP constitute a filler of
the gap to consolidate the failures of GEAR in the
quest to premeditate the improved consolidated
economic competitiveness of South Africa within
the context of the global market, which has to be
given an opportunity to change approach of public
service, which the paper note that it requires a
strong leadership to carry its demanding effort for
economic transformation in South Africa.

4. Trade Controls Against Mineral
Resources
The ANC-led government is expected to be guided
by the ‛‛Freedom Chatter”, in which specifies that
the mineral resources beneath the soil must be
transferred to the people as a whole, and this
important policy statement premeditated the use
of the mineral resources to benefit the society,
which this section of the paper wishes to observe
the contemporary issues around trade controls and
beneficiation from the practical and scholarly point
of view. In conformity with the above statement as
Shackleton, Campbell, Wollenberg, and Edmunds
(2002) suggest that evidence from a number of
studies on the impacts of natural resource devolution policies in several Asian and Southern African
countries from the perspective of local people.
Devolution outcomes are assessed in terms of
who has greater benefits and decision-making
authority. Shackleton et al. (2002) argue that the
last two decades have witnessed a paradigm shift
in conservation and natural resource management (NRM) away from costly state-centred control
towards approaches in which local people play a
much more active role. These reforms purportedly
aim to increase resource user participation in NRM
decisions and benefits by restructuring the power
relations between central state and communities
through the transfer of management authority
to local-level organisations. Yet, the reality rarely
reflects this rhetoric. The paper note that the prevalence of white monopoly capital still dominates
and control the mineral sector on the basis of what
was negotiated to settle the apartheid system in
South Africa and therefore, concept of ‛‛beneficiation” is suffocated politically due to the elitists

The paper notes that the sustenance of the economic growth also depends on the NDP approach
on education as a tool to ensure attainment of
growth and innovation towards the attainment of
the NGP as a cornerstone of the NDP milestone.
Arnst, Draga, and Andrews (2013) suggest that
there is an existence of some form of correlation
between a country’s ability to effectively educate its
citizens and its capacity for economic development
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interest in the mineral and energy sector, which
continue to perpetuate the economic status quo
of white supremacy. Southall (2004) suggest that
much of this confusion is a product of the nature
of South Africa’s bargained transition. Given the
emphasis laid by the ANC on racial and national
reconciliation, early ideas about BEE floated by
the government tended to be imprecise and relatively non-threatening to white interests. Having
conceded democracy in 1994, the objective of the
white capitalist class has become to provide for
a limited, formal deracialisation by winning over
key elements of the national liberation movement (NLM), and by carrying through neo-liberal
reforms of the economy to make it more globally
competitive. In the quest to demonstrate that there
is only a portion of political elites who benefited
from the mineral resources through investment in
the mining sector, in which Southall (2004) argues
that Gold Fields South Africa rapidly followed suit
with the sale of 15% of its shares to Mvelaphanda
Resources, a company chaired by former Gauteng
premier Tokyo Sexwale. This purchase was funded
by Mvelaphanda incurring a debt of R2.8 billion,
some R300 million coming from Gold Fields with
the further inflow intended to come from a R1 billion plus share issue (M&G, 13-19 June 2003 see in
Southall, 2004). The paper argues that the portion
of the society benefited labour which in the past
has been argued in the public domain that slavery
is at its best, which labour movement has called
for better wage in the mining sector. The paper
further argues that the call for ‛nationalisation’
revert back to the failure of beneficiation as a policy
statement reflected through ‛freedom chatter’ that
these mineral resources has to be transferred to
the people as a whole. The paper in its conclusive argument note that the mineral and energy
complex in South Africa reflect the status quo of
neoliberalism that extract profit margin in South
Africa due to the capacity to empower industrialisation project that is geared to local beneficiation,
therefore the mining sector is designed to fit the
competitive market in the expense of the poorest
of the poor citizens.

the ordinary citizens to the private sector due to
private investments that they are making to sustain
the economic power. In the literature of building a
neoliberal state, Wacquant (2010) states that the
punitive slant of recent shifts in both welfare and
justice policies points to a broader reconstruction
of the state coupling restrictive ‛‛workfare’’ and
expansive ‛‛prison fare’’ under a philosophy of moral
behaviourism. The paternalist penalisation of poverty aims to contain the urban disorders spawned
by economic deregulation and to discipline the
precarious fractions of the post-industrial working class. The state relation with the private sector
in the post-apartheid era is noted by the paper
as a contingency economic rehabilitation, which
have pushed international market in the expense
of the society, this provide a contradictions of the
policy alternative of the post-apartheid state due
to fiscal challenges to implement the people centered government as envisaged by the ‛freedom
chatter’. Wacquant (2010) further states that the
new government of social insecurity put in place
in the United States and offered as model to other
advanced countries entails both a shift from the
social to the penal wing of the state (detectable
in the reallocation of public budgets, personnel,
and discursive precedence) and the colonisation
of the welfare sector by the panoptic and punitive
logic characteristic of the post rehabilitation penal
bureaucracy. It is, therefore, that the system creates/d insecurities as private sector take a centre
stage and dialectically get to dictate terms to government as the major contributor to the South
African economic growth.
The paper posits that neoliberalism is capitalist in
nature, and the state power is control not in the
interest of the people, but that of capital. Chomsky
(1999:8) intensify the argument that neoliberalism,
on the other hand, is indeed ‛‛capitalism with a
gloves off ”. It represents an era in which business
forces are stronger and more aggressive, and face
less organised opposition than ever. Therefore,
the analysis of the paper is that neoliberalism is
deepening elitism in the society due to access to
means of production to shift state power to dominate interest group than the society as a whole. In
this political climate, they attempt to codify their
political power on every possible front, and as a
result, make it increasingly difficult to challenge
business – and next to possible – for non-market,
non-commercial, and democratic forces to exist at
all (Chomsky, 1999:9).

5. Public and Private Power Relations
While the paper acknowledge that the economic
stance of South Africa has been pro-rich as a strategic move to attract foreign investments, therefore
this section reflects its impact on the state relations with the private sector that is shifting from
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6. South African Fiscal Position and
Economic Growth

20 years. However, the promise of the efforts in
liberalisation, privatisation and stabilisation in the
1980s has only been partly fulfilled and the benefits of deeper, broader, and cheaper finance have
not yet been reaped. In a conclusive reflection,
the RDP would have not been a sustainable policy
direction alone in post-apartheid South Africa, and
therefore the slow economic growth, which was
experienced between 1999 to 2003 would have
not being there and it might have slowly generated
state of emergency and mark the collapse of the
economy of South Africa, however the slow growth
is only benefiting few given the legacy of apartheid
that majority of citizens are generally dependent of
selling their own labour for support their families
and are generally super-exploited due to private
market profit priority.

It is ideal to determine the impact of the economic
shift given the policy dynamics of the democratic
government of South Africa and its ability to attract
the competitive world of market. The paper moves
from a premise that the policy shift from leftist RDP
to rightist capitalist GEAR has been necessitated
by negative or poor fiscal footing of government
of South Africa from 1994 era. Ansari (2016) suggest that the removal of capital controls in 1995
rendered the Treasury dependent on portfolio
inflows as a means of stabilising long-term government bond prices above a certain threshold in
order to access capital at rates below the equilibrium level in a semi-closed economy. The paper
underscores that the GEAR policy removed a little
that government would have generated to the
market as a means of South Africa to position itself
in a competitive market and therefore rendered
government policy shift to international market
and investors. The comparative performance of
the South African economy from the 1960s to the
1990s was unimpressive. The rate of growth began
to decline gradually from the mid-1960s, and the
1980s saw a performance which was not strong
enough on average to prevent a fall in real GDP
per capita (du Plessis and Smit 2007: 670 see in
Lundahl and Petersson, 2013). The fiscal footing
of the state always determines the strategy to
ensure that the response to societal challenges is
according to the agenda of a developmental state.
The literature affirms that the turn of events from
RDP and GEAR was a move perhaps for a greater
possibility. Lundahl and Petersson (2013) posits
that the industrial efficiency has been raised by
greater exposure to competition from overseas and
the economy has become much more diversified
and less vulnerable to commodity price swings.
In the process, the rate of economic growth has
more than doubled on average since the end of
apartheid in 1994. The paper suggests that the
economic strategy of any country determine its
financial development, which ultimately provide
and generate new ideas for economic growth. Beck
et al. (2011 see in Menyah, Nazlioglu and WoldeRufael, 2014) suggest that even after recent policy
changes including financial liberalisation and development and further attempts at integration into
the world market, many African countries are still
showing only limited economic progress. Africa’s
financial systems have progressed over the past

7. Conclusion and Recommendations
The paper proved that the socialist slogans that was
sold to South Africans in the era before democracy
in 1994 was swallowed by the material conditions
of the running a poor state with charitable ambitions. The arguments presented in support of the
conclusion provide basis to understand that the
task of governance from outside the trenches of
running the state are different from what you see
in every day governance praxis, particularly those
who are involved in the running of the state. The
apartheid system was an oppression by race as
a fixed order of public administration, and therefore the new era defined as democracy may be
concluded that South Africans survived neo-liberalism as a fixed order of public administration in
democracy that disadvantaged the society in the
quest to clarify private capital. On the other hand,
the literature proved that the post-apartheid government in South Africa would have not survived
the RDP as a policy framework due to the poor
fiscal performance the democratic government
has inherited from the colonial-apartheid regime.
The paper recommends a radical gradual pilot on
nationalisation of national economic key points that
will assist in shifting the power from the private
hand to the empowerment of the society for at least
three years. This recommendation would assert
the state power relations with private investors
and remove state as a regulator of the economy.
The paper note that challenges of African countries
need African solutions, and therefore the second
recommendation is the imposing of high tax for
international entities that does business in South
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Africa and focus on capacity to develop local capacity to sustain the economy. The strategy would
assist revenue from corporate taxes compared to
income tax. The paper also, finally, recommends
building state capacity to deliver services to the
society as compared to the dependence on private
sector skills.
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Alleviation: The Dilemma Within the Ambit of South Africa
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Abstract: The purpose of this paper is to explore whether integrated development planning can be used as
strategy for poverty alleviation at the local level. This paper first appraises the unsurpassed concerted and planning exertions of the preceding, whilst poverty on the other hand is still declared as a devastating phenomenon
that endure manifest in different ways and further culminates and demoralises precipitously the well-being of
the local communities. Worth noting is the fact that contemporary poverty reduction strategies diverges from
the usual rhetoric in the poverty discourse as contrary to putting forwards the fundamental of what the local
communities through the integrated development planning would consider as an appropriate response to the
daunting and an alarming issue of comprehensively addressing poverty as a multi-dimensional and a nebulous
concept. This paper therefore, put forward the argument that there is a cognitive convergence to the notion
that the efforts of the technocentric and macro-level development thinking did not respond positively towards
the attainment and transformation of people lives. Therefore, the latter signals a shift of the planning trajectory
to more of a micro-level participatory approach. Continuously, the South African government is envisaged to
be developmental in nature with the purpose to overcome the unprecedented planning practices of the past
and contemporarily focuses on putting the interest of the local people at the forefront of any development
planning initiatives. It is therefore, against this backdrop that various policy prescripts have been put in place
which includes inter alia: Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, Local Government: Municipal Systems
Act, 32 of 2000 and the Local Government Structures Act, 117 of 1998 in which they all support and aid the
alleviation of poverty on the local sphere of government. The formulation and the implementation of integrated development planning as a distinctive local government initiative aid to assist municipalities to alleviate
poverty at the local level.
Keywords: Integrated Development Plan, Integrated Development Planning, Poverty, Poverty Alleviation,
Service Delivery, Developmental Local Government

1. Introduction

culminated and imbedded within the following principles: integration and sustainability, people-driven
development and meeting the basic needs of building infrastructure (RSA, 1994). Therefore, in order to
operationalize the latter, the national government
has to make some form of interventions that is to
explicitly set out directives that compel districts
and local municipality to prepare their own strategic development plan which is ultimately called
integrated development planning. Municipalities
are required especially by the Local Government:
Municipal Systems Act, 32 of 2000 to formulate and
implement integrated development planning that is
to assist in dealing with the triple challenges which
include among other to alleviate poverty (RSA, 2000;
Muller, 2006). Some scholars argued that poverty
is considered to be one of the major challenges
that threatened the human life and persists despite
the amalgamation of various interventions and
efforts to reduce it (Naledi, 2005). Therefore, the

Since the advent of democracy, the South African
government had been forging to be developmental
in nature with the purpose and in order to alleviate
poverty in local communities. It was long observed
that in order to alleviate the level of poverty in local
communities, there is a need to revamp development strategies to hold a pivotal role (Barole, 2013).
The government on the other side subsequently
identified intrinsic and rudimentary strategies to
effect the transformation (Van der Walt, Venter,
Phutiagae, Khalo, Van Niekerk and Nealer, 2007).
Additionally, in the quest for transformation that
was apparent in the African National Congress led
the government to unveil the Reconstruction and
Development Programme (RDP) which serves as
the basis for formulation of strategies for uplifting communities. The RDP is meant to arrive on
the social upliftment of the poor which was more
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South African local government signals a shift to
put as an integral gist the alleviation of poverty as
the key priority of South African agenda and most
notable from the international development agencies such as United Nations (UN), World Bank and
International Monetary Fund (IMF). Poverty is a complex phenomenon and it is interpreted in different
ways given the nature of its multidimensionality,
trans-contextual and nebulous. But however, some
scholars identified several weaknesses in the government effort to reduce poverty, namely, lack of
interdisciplinary analysis of poverty, lack of political
and social analysis and lack of linkage between poverty assessment and other instruments of planning
and policy (Maxwell and Conway, 2000).

planning process. IDP is a vital strategic document
that must be produced by all municipalities as a
comprehensive plan which guides all services and
development within the jurisdiction of a municipality (RSA, 2000). Furthermore, it aims to co-ordinate
the work of local and other spheres of government
in a coherent plan to improve the quality of life for
all people living in the area (Mautjana and Mtapuri,
2014).

This paper extends its argument that in as much as
an effort to complement the efforts of the technocentric and macro-level development thinking are
still disillusioned in terms of addresses poverty at
a global and local level. Correspondingly, the South
African government is envisaged to be developmental in nature with the purpose to overcome the
unprecedented planning practices of the past and
contemporarily focuses on putting the interest of
the local people at the forefront of any development
planning initiatives of some sorts.

Municipalities are accorded a developmental role
to enhance service delivery. According to Tsatsire,
Taylor and Raga (2010) the Constitution of the
Republic of South Africa requires municipalities to
structure and manage their administration, budgeting and planning processes to give priority to
the basic needs of communities and to promote
social and economic development. Van Niekerk
(2014) further asserts that integrated development planning becomes the function in which the
local government is assigned the responsibility to
develop an IDP for the local area. In the essence
of this paper integrated development planning is
viewed as a tool that assists in identifying the least
serviced and most impoverished areas and point
out where municipal funds should be spent (Borole,
2013).

2. Conceptualisation of Integrated
Development Planning

3. Developmental Local Government
Within South African Context

Integrated development planning can be defined as
an elaborative and collaborative planning process
which produces a strategic plan designed to guide
municipalities and their entities to systematically
eradicate service delivery backlogs. Encourage
socio-economic development, preserve and conserve the natural environment, address spatial
disparities of development and deliver on the
agreed priorities which are translated into projects
with clearly defined output and targets within five
year planning cycle. This plan covers a five-year
period and it is reviewed annually to accommodate
new pressing priorities (Department of Provincial
and Local Government, 2000).

The character of the current system of local government is informed by the 1996 Constitution
which defined five objects for local government
and made provisions for all municipalities to strive
for the realisation of these objectives within their
financial and administrative capacity (DPLG, 2000).
The objects of the local government as per section
152(1) are to:
• Provide democratic and accountable government for local communities;
• Ensure the provision of services to communities
in a sustainable manner;

Worth noting and important to realise in this paper
is the difference between integrated development
planning and integrated development plan (IDP).
The former refers to the municipal planning process whereas the latter refers to the output or
product of the process. In that case, IDP is a document produced through integrated development

• Promote social and economic development;
• Promote a safe and healthy environment; and
• Encourage the involvement of communities
and community organisation in matters of local
government.
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Developmental local government, according to
the white paper, refers to a local government that
must be committed to work with citizens and groups
within the community to find sustainable ways to
meet their social, economic and material needs and
improve the quality of their lives. It should target
especially those members and groups within the
communities that are marginalised or excluded,
such as women, disabled people and the very poor
(RSA, 1998). Therefore, it is inevitably evident that
one of the salient and fundamental objectives
behind the South African developmental local government is to address higher levels of poverty and
inequality at the local level as the failure of apartheid system to strengthen the local authorities to
address the needs of communities (Asha, 2014).
Some scholars lamented on the attributes that lead
to the failure of the apartheid planning system as
follows: as the kind of the fragmented planning
system that prioritises racially segregated planning,
the system of planning that channels resources and
infrastructural development in favour of the white
communities (Ameir Issa, 2004). As a results, the
system lead to the prolific infrastructural backlogs,
precipitous decline in service delivery and poverty
at the grass root level. The centralised governance
system that was used did not constitutionally safeguard the local government simply because the
local government was treated as a standalone
sphere (Williams, 2006). The latter hindered the
local government from having the autonomy over
initiating and implementing their development initiatives. Therefore, developmental local government
in south Africa became as an explicit approach that
transform the local government system towards
people-centred development to services, poverty alleviation and local governments (Thornhll,
2008). It is within this backdrop that it’s evident
that apartheid system had left challenges to the
new government of South Africa in redressing the
imbalances of the past. Continuingly, in order to
overcome the unprecedented effort caused by the
apartheid legacy, the local government through
the outcomes of developmental local government
requires the municipalities to structure and manage
its administration, planning and budgeting processes differently (DPLG, 2000). The White Paper
on Local government, 1998, proposes the pillars of
the systems that the municipalities need to adopt
and which concretely support the developmental
orientation as enshrined in the Local Government:
Municipal Systems Act, 32 of 2000 which includes
the following:

• Integrated development planning to assist
municipalities to develop a coherent, long-term
plan for the co-ordination of all development
and delivery in their areas;
• Performance measurement and management
assist to make sure that all sections of the
municipality co-operate to achieve the goals
and targets and also to ensure that plans are
being implemented; and
• Structures and systems to enable active involvement of citizens and communities in the affairs
of municipalities.

4. The South African Paradigm Shift in
Local Government Trajectory
The ideal transformation of the South African local
government started appearing in the early 1990s
during the negotiation of the local government
forum. The transformation deemed necessary
and highly imperative to demolish discriminatory policies in order to elicit and encourage the
contemporary system of local government in
post-apartheid South Africa. Henceforth, the Local
Government Transition Act, 1993 was introduced and
provided the guidelines to reform the new system
of local government of the country (RSA, 1993). The
Local Government Transition Act enacts the establishment of various councils ranging from metropolitan,
district and local. The South African development
path had also gone to the transformation process
of local government planning and implementation
through the introduction of the comprehensive
socio-economic development policy. Inter alia:
The White Paper on Reconstruction and Development
Programme of 1994 was introduced. The policy
aimed to promote socio-economic development
through meeting basic needs of people, including
job creation, land reform, housing, water, sanitation and social welfare and security (RSA, 1994).
The government further adopted the Development
Facilitation Act of 1995. The act focuses on the shift
of development planning from technocentric or
top-down approach that does not entirely reflect
the actual needs of communities (Asha, 2014).
Continuingly, the government adopted integrated
development planning as a strategy that is deemed
to revamp and facilitate development planning at
the local level (Beyers, 2015). Conversely, the local
government planning because of the paradigm shift
from macro-level development thinking position
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6. The Prevalence of Poverty in South
African Communities

of integrated development planning at the centre
stage of the local function and that the local government through IDP has a role to play in spite of
traditional role of providing services, but to also
lead, manage and play an active role in social and
human development (Van Niekerk, 2014).

Poverty in South Africa is visible and its visibility is
widely shown and demonstrated by what people
are subjected to. The poverty that exists in South
Africa whether created by design or not, its effects
are still evident and felt. Between 45% and 55% of
the South African population live in various degrees
of poverty and still experience insufficient access to
basic services, overcrowding in informal settlements,
malnutrition, ill health, limited economic resources
and opportunities, social exclusion, and joblessness
(Hindson, 2003). Various degrees of poverty are
experienced and manifested within the following:
absolute poverty, relative poverty and poverty line.
Firstly, absolute poverty is more of the household
which is unable to afford the basics with regard to
inability to access basic education, clothing, services,
health facilities and food is classified under absolute
poverty. Devas, Amis, Beall, Grant, Mitlin, Nunan, and
Rakodi (2004) define absolute poverty as those who
do not have sufficient income to afford a minimum
level of nutrition and basic needs. Absolute poverty, therefore, denies the citizens sufficient income
which enables them to access basic services such as
electricity, houses, health, education, water and sanitation, and also unable citizens to access goods such
as food and clothing. The higher absolute restriction
nations are often characterised by a lack of goods
and services as well as severely limited access to
marketplaces by most consumers (Hill and Martin,
2012). Secondly, in terms of relative poverty, Devas
et al. (2004) define it as the position of the poor in
relation to the rest of society, and so is the headcount index, which indicates the numbers falling
below a specified poverty line. When comparing the
position of the poor in terms of their resources to
that of the rest of the society, interventions such as
welfare schemes and programmes should be implemented to narrow the societal gap that exists, and
to reduce the poverty levels. Relative poverty lines
can be developed based on a percentage cut-off
point in the welfare distribution, below which some
proportion of the population is located (Pressend,
2008). Thirdly, the poverty which is the combination
of relative and absolute poverty characterises the
poverty line, and the poverty line can either be absolute or relative depending on the situation of the
recipients. In support of this, Pressend et al. (2008)
state that measuring the degree or level of poverty
within the community or geographical area gives an
indication whether poverty is relative or absolute,

5. The Rationality of Poverty in South
Africa
Poverty in South Africa is found to be regarded as
one of the greatest burden on the lives of the people
and is predominately affecting millions of people
who are engulfed by unemployment. Poverty is a
multi-dimensional concept manifest itself in different ways which can includes, unemployment,
poor infrastructure, lack of skills and education
and poor health (Malefane, 2004). As the South
African government effort to reduce poverty, some
scholars argue that poverty alleviation strategies
are designed to influence policy, but in most of the
instances they are found to be having little influence. The study on poverty and inequality institutes
define poverty reduction as strategies and policies
that reduce the number of percentage of people
living in poverty or the severity of the impact of
poverty on the lives of the poor people. It is also
evident that poverty reduction has been a major
concern for international and national development
agencies and has increased attention in the recent
years. Therefore, it is also of highly significant in
this paper to have an operational definition of what
constitutes poverty notwithstanding its complexity. Some scholars define poverty as the inability
to attain absolute minimum standard of living,
reflected by quantifiable and absolute indicator
applied to a constant threshold, such as minimum
income line, that separate the poor from the nonpoor (Pressend and Ruiters, 2008). Martin and Rosh
(2002) define poverty as the inability of individuals,
households or communities to command sufficient
resources to satisfy a socially acceptable minimum
standard of living. It comprises both the physiological and social wellbeing of the poor people. But
however, for the purpose of this article poverty will
be viewed from basic municipal service perspective
which culminates and looks at inability of people
at the ground to access certain basic municipal
services in their areas of jurisdiction. Therefore,
important to note from the latter is that poverty
does not only revolve around income perspective,
it furthermore extended to lack of basic services
and public infrastructure (Borole, 2013).
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and this is realised using the poverty lines which is
in the form of Minimum Income Question (MIQ). A
popular approach to estimate poverty line is based
on the Minimum Income Question (Nivorozhkin,
Nivorozhkin, Nivorozhkina and Ovcharova, 2010).
Chambers (1982) defines a poverty line as a measure
of the amount of money society believes is necessary for a person to live at minimum of subsistence
or at a level consistent with a socially decent standard of life.

the creation of conducive environment for people to
participate in and to define their own development
path. IDP saliently assigned community participation to take the centre stage which will in turn
assist to tie closer the people and enable them to
determine their own form of development that is in
line with their developmental needs and priorities
(Madzhivandila and Asha, 2012).

8. Legislative Prescipts for Integrated
Development Planning and Poverty
Alleviation in South Africa

The above definition in simple terms explains that
the poverty line separates acceptable from unacceptable levels of well-being and thus essentially
reflects a value judgment (Notten and De Neubourg,
2011). The poverty line provides a measure of the
level of poverty, of the geographical areas or communities that are observed, inequality provides an
indication of the gap between the rich and the poor
within a group (Asmah-Andoh, 2009).

There is a vast amount of policy prescripts that
guides the formulation and implementation of the
IDP. The national and provincial government has
passed legislation that directly impact on the municipal planning and that need to ultimately considered
in the IDP processes (Mashamba, 2008). The purpose of this article will focus much of its attention
on the following: Constitution of the Republic of South
Africa, 1996; White Paper on Local Government, 1998,
Local Government: Municipal System Act, 32 of 2000
and lastly Development Facilitation Act, 67 of 1995.
The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996,
is the supreme law of the country. It aims to protect
human rights and promote democratic governance.
It provides for the developmental roles and responsibilities of local government to be achieved through
the IDP. In term of section 15(1) of the constitution, developmental local government should make
provision for a democratic and accountable government for communities, to ensure the provision of
services to communities in a sustainable manner in
order to promote social and economic development
(RSA, 1996). The Constitution further highlights that
municipalities should structure and manage their
administration processes in a way that gives effect
to the basic needs of communities.

7. The Efficacy of Integrated
Development Planning on Poverty
Alleviation in South African Context
Integrated development planning is seen as the
means to achieve developmental and participative local government, requiring that different
departments collectively link their plans, objectives, budgets, resource auditing, and performance
monitoring and community consultation in a process of cooperative governance (Department of
Constitutional Development, 1998). In order to
effectively alleviate poverty at the grass root level,
IDPs should align all available resources towards
development goals, integrate local activities and
prioritise objectives. IDPs should put too much of
emphasis on effective and affordable service delivery, local development and community participation
(McEwan, 2003). Some other scholars argue that
the functional IDP process is the one which is able
to identify the real needs of the people and break
down into sectoral issues such as water, health
electrification and housing so that the precipitous
decline in poverty can be observed (Mashamba,
2008; Beyers, 2015). As IDP is a legal document,
it is preceded by progressive policies in order to
alleviate poverty and to promote development
at the local sphere. Inter alia, Reconstruction and
Development Programme (RDP) in which one of
its object is to enact change and moving the poor
people out of the poverty traps (RSA, 1994). RDP
aims to transform the lives of the people through

The White Paper on Local Government, 1998, provides and approach for workable relationships with
the local citizenry and partners. The White Paper
characterises developmental local government as
maximising social development, integration and
co-ordination and democratising development
within a developmentally oriented context. In terms
of the Municipal Systems Act, 32 of 2000 section
23 elude that municipalities are expected to undertake developmentally oriented planning to ensure
that they achieve the objective of local government stipulated in the Constitution, 1996. In terms
of section 25 of the Municipal Systems Act, 2000,
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states that municipalities should adopt a single,
inclusive and strategic plan for the development
of the municipality within its prescribed five-year
period. Municipalities are required to ensure that
there are constant community engagements in
the planning and implementation of the IDP. The
latter has also been lamented by the section 152(1)
of the Constitution, 1996 that the object of local
government is to encourage the involvement of
communities in matters of local government. The
land development projects served as the catalyst
towards the alleviation of poverty in communities
around South Africa. Mavengere (2008) stated that
the Development Facilitation Act, 67 of 1995, (DFA) sets
out principles that will guide all the decisions relating
to the development of land. Integrated land development as part of the aforementioned principles
is there to encourage IDP programmes to alleviate
poverty through the implementation of a sustainable development strategy. In conjunction with the
Development Facilitation Act, 67 of 1995, the National
Development Agency Act, 108 of 1998 established
the National Development Agency which is aimed at
granting funds for project and programmes meeting the development needs of poor communities
(McMurray and Van Rensburg, 2004). Therefore,
Chapter 1 of the Development Facilitation Act, 67 of
1995, encourages and promotes sustainable development that: is within the fiscal, institutional and
administrative means of the country; establishes
viable communities; meets the basic needs of all
citizens in an affordable way; protects the environment; and ensures the safe use of land.

two objectives behind the introduction of EPWP.
Firstly, is to provide short term relief strategies by
means of creating short-term jobs, secondly is to
include previously marginalised groups such as
youth, people with disabilities, women and black
people in general in a formal labour market. The
EPWP is an alternative labour management policy
framework for the reduction of rural unemployment, poverty, and for addressing development
challenges. The programme enables the government to adopt common performance standards
in implementing similar large scale development
initiatives. Projects within the scope of the EPWP
are aimed at addressing social imbalances by creating opportunities for the previously disadvantaged
individuals (McCord, 2004). The Accelerated Shared
Growth Initiative for South Africa (ASGISA) was introduced in 2006 to halve poverty and unemployment
by 2014 by focusing its attention on women and
youth. Specifically, this policy framework puts
emphasis on human resource training, access to
finance, taking the poor out of the second economy, ensuring their participation in agriculture and
creative industries, improving their access to basic
services, and increasing their participation in EPWP.

9. Conclusion
This paper concludes that Integrated Development
Planning (IDP) as an intrinsic municipal planning
tool, did not entirely provided much of the efforts
in alleviating poverty at the grass root level. It is
anecdotally evident that the inability of IDP to deal
with the unprecedented and daunting poverty is
attributed to the fact and its nature of multidimensionality. It is also clear that the multidimensionality
of poverty makes it impractical for municipalities to
alleviate it from its roots. This paper also observed
that beyond reasonable doubt poverty is not only
limited to lack of income to access several basic
necessities, but it way beyond and inculcates the
diverse of issue ranging from poor infrastructure,
lack of basic services, social exclusion among others.
It is clear that poverty alleviation efforts in most
of the instances are guided by the vast amount of
policy prescripts, but however the very same policies are found in most cases to have little influence
which makes it difficult for poverty to be reduced.
One of the many government responses to poverty
has been evident through policy implementation
in South Africa. Many of the policy guidelines have
been consistent in proclaiming that because poverty is a multidimensional phenomenon, responses

There are evidently a lot of government responses
through the use of policies in place to reduce poverty. But the focus in this article will only be limited
to Reconstruction and Development Programme
(RDP), Expanded Public Works Programme (EPWP),
Accelerated Shared Growth Initiative for South Africa
(ASGISA) inter alia. RDP is a set of a policy framework which aimed to reduce poverty and inequality
in South African society. RDP is a socio-economic
framework that is based on the principles of integration, sustainability and people-centred processes,
peace and security and meeting the basic needs.
The RDP is aimed reduce poverty by focusing on
building low cost houses, provision of and access to
electricity and provision of running water. Expanded
Public Works Programme was also introduced in
order to reduce poverty by providing essential
services, infrastructure, skills and jobs creation.
Chakwizira (2010), states that the government has
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to it cannot be solely based on policies, but rather
inclusive sets of well-co-ordinated measures that
are able to deal effectively with it. This signals a
shift for inclusive and holistic approach for poverty
alleviation. Therefore, this paper suggests that a
robust and meaningful participation by all affected
individuals and stakeholders is needed in order for
people to be able to influence and determine what
constitutes their own form of development.
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Abstract: This paper assesses the impact of local government elections in addressing service delivery matters.
Service delivery protests have become a common phenomenon in South African communities. The reasons
attributed to these protests have often been corruption, maladministration, financial challenges and slow
rollout of services by authorities in local municipalities. As a result, the frustrated masses are forced to make
informed choices through the ballot paper. Local government elections are one of the most popular platforms
where South Africans choose candidates of their choice to serve as councillors and mayors in local governments. By voting for a particular candidate, citizens will be empowering politicians with a mandate to make
important decisions on their behalf. However, in most cases elected officials are corrupt and frequently feed
their communities with empty promises. The study employed an exploratory design and a qualitative method.
Snowball sampling was employed in selecting relevant sources which would lead the researchers to other
research work on the same field through key words and reference lists. Discourse analysis was employed to
analyse data. The study discovered that local government elections are important in ensuring the quality of
service delivery the electorate receives.
Keywords: Corruption, Local government Elections, Maladministration, Municipality, Protest, Service Delivery

1. Introduction

government, protest action escalated, especially
from 2004 (Managa, 2012). In the past, protest was
the only recourse that the public had to air their
displeasure with government. The main reason was
because majority of the people were unable to vote
or engage in any public political participation before
1994 (Lindberg, 2005).

Local government elections are one of the most
popular platforms where South Africans choose
candidates of their choice to serve as councillors
and subsequently some will be mayors in local
municipalities. It is the mandate of these individuals to provide best services to their communities. If
the electorate is not pleased by the kind of services
rendered by elected officials in their communities,
they employ various ways of getting rid of them and
one of these ways is local government elections.
The promising candidate is most likely to be voted
for and political parties that have a good record of
service delivery are also most likely to be the choice
of the electorate. Elections are designed to suit the
needs of a society based upon historical events as
well as desired outcomes (Lindberg, 2005). In a previously divided society, there is a strong need for
representation and accountability. At the local level,
elections should allow citizens to feel that they are
represented and are holding leaders and parties
accountable.

Politicians have always made short-term promises
to satisfy voters’ interests during every election campaign. As a result, politicians elevated the public
expectations by creating false perceptions that after
the election communities would receive the services promised (Managa, 2012). Since 1994, election
manifestos and campaigns of political parties participating in the elections have shared a sequence
of repeated themes such as addressing underperforming municipalities to defeat poor service delivery;
improving service delivery; developing infrastructure
and creating employment (Managa, 2012). The
themes are eye-catching and they directly address
the most pressing issues that societies face on a
daily basis. Hence, communities could be lured to
vote for parties that could not fulfil their promises
in the end. Once these promises are not delivered,
communities could resort to protest. Protests have
always been a result of frustration due to failure
by the authorities to fulfil promises made during

In 1994, a huge responsibility faced the democratic government to reverse the apartheid policy
legacies of inequality, poverty and racial segregation. As a result of slow roll out of service by the
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election time. Due to this frustration, many South
Africans go the protest way hoping that their voices
will be heard. Between 2009 and 2010 protests were
at massive and they were associated with high levels
of violence (Managa, 2012). A significant number of
these protests took place in informal settlements.
This suggests that people living in informal settlements where there are high rates of poverty and
unemployment would likely demand better service
delivery (Managa, 2012). The phase of massive service delivery protests was overtaken by the new era
of local government elections where citizens take
control of pressing issues in their communities by
voting out authorities who cannot deliver to their
expectation. This paper aims to assess the impact of
local government elections in ensuring superlative
service delivery to communities.

the deepening of the democratic culture within
municipalities (Madumo, 2015). The purpose of
the existence of the local government is to warrant
easy delivery of services and promote the general
well-being of the people living in different communities. Hence, it is the obligation of people in any
community to hold their leaders accountable in any
way and to recall them via the electoral process
when they so wish.

3. Governance in Municipalities
Municipalities are of paramount importance in the
governance of local communities. Good governance is an important facet that the leadership must
provide. In a way, it is the mandate of every local
municipality to provide good governance to the
community. Local government is the only institution
of government that is mandated to bring together a
variety of sectoral issues within one developmental
policy and it is close to the people. Municipal offices
are geographically closer to residents than other
government institution. Most importantly for the
poor the offices are easier to reach. Furthermore,
local councillors have smaller constituency to report
to than public representatives at provincial and
national level. Therefore, they can concentrate on
local matters that are highly community-specific
(Arkinson, 2002).

2. Local Governments
Local government is defined as a political unit established by law which have considerable control over
local affairs and have the power to tax (Nyalunga,
2006). Since 1994, the South African government has
taken great strides in ensuring development and the
promotion of economic growth through legislation
and specific regulations targeted at improving the
general wellbeing of its citizens, especially the poor
(Madumo, 2015). In that regard, it is increasingly
challenging for the government to accelerate development because of the difficulties associated with
corruption, mismanagement and maladministration
amongst others. The system of local government in
South Africa is relatively new and it aims at addressing the developmental dilemmas created by former
Apartheid rule (Managa, 2012; Madumo, 2015).
Municipalities have their own limited autonomy as
per the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa
of 1996. The Constitution serves as a supreme law
of the country and any other legislation, policies
or conduct that is not consistent with it become
null and void. Local government in South Africa is
flooded with a variety of challenges including the
incapability to facilitate and improve development
in the communities under which the municipalities serve (Madumo, 2015). Hence, this serves as
a huge challenge to the provision of services that
are aimed at initiating developmental projects by
municipalities.

Councillors are required to attend to the needs and
interests of specific neighbourhoods. Since councillors are voted for by the people, it means that a
councillor who consistently fails to deliver can be
removed at the end or during the course of his term.
Before the attainment of democracy in South Africa,
municipalities prioritised regular maintenance of
infrastructural services and social facilities. They
maintained streets, water pipes; storm water
drainage, electricity networks and cemeteries just
to mention a few. They also planned new housing
estates and infrastructure works. Sometimes they
adopted innovative economic or tourism strategies,
nonetheless, these tended to be the exception particularly in the poor rural communities (Arkinson,
2002; Managa, 2012; Madumo, 2015).

4. Methodology
4.1 Design

On the same note, municipalities in South Africa
play a crucial role in propelling the agenda of development of the national government and ensuring

The current secondary study employed an exploratory design and a qualitative method. Exploratory
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design is an appropriate research design for projects that address a subject which has high levels of
uncertainty and ignorance and when the problem
is not clearly understood (Bryman, 2012).

White Paper on Reconstruction and Development,
which essentially represented the post-apartheid
blueprint for policy and administrative transformation, explicitly noted in Section 3.12.4 that the
government would act ‛...decisively against corruption in the welfare system through a system
of audit trails’ (RSA 1994). The Reconstruction
and Development White Paper also mentioned in
Section 3.15 that legislation was being prepared to
introduce a Public Protector, ‛...to give the public
recourse to deal with corruption and maladministration’ (Jackson et al. 2009).

4.2 Sampling
Snowball sampling is a non-probability sampling
method that involves data sources identifying other
potential data sources to be used in the research.
Hence, it is a method based on referrals from initial
subjects to generate additional subjects (Bryman,
2012). For the current study, the researchers
employed snowball sampling in selecting relevant
sources which would lead them to other research
work on the same field through key words and reference lists.

The 1996 constitution provided for the protection
of human rights and equality for all. In contrast to
upholding these rights, corruption became widespread in the face of violation of human rights
(Jackson et al. 2009; Managa, 2012)

4.3 Data Analysis

5.2 Financial Challenges

The researcher employed discourse analysis.
It refers to the practises of talking and writing
(Woodila, 1998) which brings text into being
through the production, distribution and consumption of text. Therefore, the goal of discourse
analysis is to explore the relationship between
discourse and reality as well as interpretation of
hidden meaning (Bondarouk & Ruel, 2004). The
researcher analysed data collected from the internet, databases, newspapers, journal articles and
books. In so doing the relationship between discourses that is other authors’ findings on service
delivery in South Africa and how they influence
voters’ decision during local government elections
was established.

Most of the local municipalities in South Africa are
either bankrupt or on the brink of bankruptcy. As a
result, their ability to provide quality service delivery
to the people is greatly affected (Mdlongwa, 2016).
Many municipalities are unable to supplement the
budgetary allocation with rate payments to assist
in rendering the services required because of the
lack of quality service provision. Communities
often refuse to pay any services that they receive,
citing low efficiency levels and a lack of affordability. The Auditor-General’s 2010/2011 financial
report revealed that only 7 out of the 283 municipalities audited around the country had received
clean audits for the year. In spite of this, unauthorised expenditure of R5 billion was incurred by 112
municipalities and their business entities compared
with R2,7 billion by 101 municipalities in the previous year. The report further paints a bleak picture
of financial mismanagement in almost all municipalities. The 2010/2011 National Audit Report states
that clean audits are delayed by a lack of satisfactory internal controls and financial management
skills which exacerbates unauthorised spending
(Mdlongwa, 2016).

5. Findings and Discussion
5.1 Corruption
One of the most important reasons why the electorate subsequently decides to remove a sitting
official through the electoral process is corruptions.
Most politicians who engage in corrupt activities during their term of office often risks recall.
Notwithstanding the political crisis brought about
by the end of National Party apartheid rule in 1994,
corruption persisted into the democratic period
on mismanagement and a lack of transparency
and public parliamentary accountability (Jackson,
Muzondidya, Naidoo, Ndletyana & Sithole, 2009).
The Mandela Presidency introduced measures
intended to counter corruption. A government

Municipal managers receive bonuses and they
are deployed to government positions regardless of proven incompetence. There are reports
of a municipal manager who earned a salary of
R2 015 024 per annum, which included a bonus
of R335 837, the highest in the country. Reports
disclosed similar situations in the other 56
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municipalities where municipal managers were
paid performance bonuses in the last financial year
despite presiding over poor municipal performance.
Despite government promises of capping the salary
package for municipal managers, salaries are still
not regulated and managers of poorly performing
municipalities are still earning significant salaries
and bonuses (Managa, 2012).

COSATU president Sdumo Dlamini indicated that:
This was a final warning shot to the movement. We
must listen, the people they are saying the movement
must rid itself of factionalism and start addressing
socio-economic challenges (News24, 2016).
South African Bishops pointed out that:

5.3 Elections and Councillor Performance

People of South Africa can take credit for the recent
local elections who all agree were free and fair.
Democracy itself was the victor. The election result
may herald in a new phase in the history of our
democracy involving coalition government, realistic opposition politics and greater responsibility
in the exercise of power. In this election our people
have spoken, they demand change; they expect
service and are tired of corruption, maladministration and being ignored. God will be with us if we
create a future based on respect for human dignity
(Gaudium Press, 2016).

One of the drivers of competitive local elections
should be how well councillors do their jobs. In
a study by Chingwete (2015) on public opinion
on the execution of duties by councillors across
South Africa, 61% of respondents ‛‛disapprove”
or ‛‛strongly disapprove” of the way their elected
local councillors performed over the previous 12
months. Nearly five in 10 respondents say local
government performed ‛‛fairly well” or ‛‛very well”
in maintaining roads (48%) and markets (49%),
an improvement on both ratings from previous
years. When asked who should be responsible for
ensuring that, once elected, local government councillors execute, respondents are split. Three in 10
(31%) say the local council should hold councillors
accountable, 28% say the voters, 22% say their
political party, and 16% say the national government (executive).

5.5 Ensuring Quality Service Delivery Through
Elections
The purpose of elections is to ensure that people’s
views are represented. By voting, people will be
giving power to make important decisions on their
behalf to certain individuals. A survey by Nkomo
and Felton (2016) on local elections and people’s
perceptions found that:

The findings of this study suggest that few people
believe that the people can have the capacity to
hold their council accountable. This is because the
majority of the respondents concurred that the
local council should hold its councillors accountable.
Arkinson (2002); Managa (2012); Madumo (2015)
are of the view that the ward system of representation requires councillors to attend to the needs and
interests of their communities. A councillor who
consistently fails to execute his or her duties can
be removed at the end or during the course of the
tenure of office.

Less than half of South Africans believe that elections ensure that their views are represented (44%)
or enable them to remove non-performing leaders
from office (36%). Both measures have decreased
from previous surveys.
Two-thirds say that elections guarantee they have
genuine choices (68%) and that votes are ‛‛often”
or ‛‛always” counted fairly (66%).
Six of 10 South Africans (61%) disapprove of the
way their local government councillors did their
jobs over the previous 12 months.

5.4 Political Parties’ Role in Municipal
Elections
The results of the 2016 local government elections
in which the ANC suffered a massive blow from
opposition parties indicate the loopholes in the ANC
led municipalities. Comments from different stakeholders indicate that the loss of a political party in
an election is a result of its failure to leave up to the
promises they make to the electorate.

Support for the idea that it is voters’ responsibility
to make sure that councillors do their job is still a
minority view (28%) but has doubled since 2008
(Nkomo & Felton, 2016).
The results of the study discovered that very few
people believe that their views are represented
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through the voting system. Nyalunga (2006) asserts
that local governments are units constituted by law
and they have substantial control over local affairs.
This implies that with the power local governments
have they can represent fairly the wishes of the
people who vote them into office. In that regard,
elections guarantee communities genuine choices
and ensure that their votes are counted fairly. On
the same note, it is increasingly challenging for local
governments to accelerate development because of
the difficulties associated with corruption, mismanagement and maladministration amongst others
(Managa, 2012; Madumo, 2015).

the public’s hopes and create false perceptions
that after the election, communities will receive
the services promised. Since 1994, most election
manifestos and campaigns of political parties have
shared a series of regular themes such as addressing underperforming municipalities to defeat poor
service delivery, improve basic service delivery and
develop infrastructure (Managa, 2012; Madumo,
2015).

5.6 Voting Trends
Since the year 2000 the voting trends in local government elections has never been stable. The
fluctuation of the number of votes among political
parties is a cause for concern in as much as service delivery is concerned. As indicated in Table 1,
in the year 2000 the ANC received 59.4% of votes
followed by the DA with 22.1%. However, in the
local government elections that followed that is
2006 the ANC received 66.3% and the DA 14.8%.
Apparently, the ANC gained and the DA dropped.
A better explanation to this would be the quality
services offered by ANC led municipalities would
have led most of the people to vote for the party.
This assumption is best supported by the 2016 Local
government elections results in which the ANC lost
the previously stronghold Metros to the DA. Even
if one is to compare the 2016 and 2011 election
results it is apparent that the ANC received a massive blow. Reasons to this would be the increase in

A Marikana resident indicated that:
‛‛We hear the promises they make but we don’t
know whether they will or won’t do as they promise. But we will vote and only then will we be able
to see if those promises will actually come true. The
promises never end. They are quick to come and
ask for our votes and make us promises but they
aren’t quick to sort out our problems. But it’s not
a problem because we will still cast our votes, we
have to exercise our right to vote” (News24, 2016).
In line with the findings of this study, Managa
(2012) asserts that politicians have a tendency of
making temporary promises that often go unfulfilled. This is done to fulfill voters’ interests during
election campaigns. As a result, politicians elevate

Table 1: Voting Trends Municipal Elections
YEAR
2000

2006

2011

2016

POLITICAL PARTY
ANC
DA
IFP
Other
ANC
DA
IFP
Other
ANC
DA
IFP
Other
ANC
DA
EFF
Other

VOTES GAINED %
59.4
22.1
9.1
9.4
66.3
14.8
8.1
10.8
69.4
15.3
5.2
10.1
55.6
24.5
8.3
11.6

Source: IEC election reports 2000-2016
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the incidence of service delivery protest in ANC led
municipalities. Mugambiwa, Tirivangasi and Yingi
(2015) assert that in South Africa, service delivery
has become a serious challenge. There are a plethora of causes which include dissatisfaction with the
delivery of basic municipal services such as running
water, electricity and toilets, especially in informal
settlements and rampant corruption and nepotism
within local government structures. Such aspects
are key to the demise of the ANC in the 2016 local
government elections.

Bryman, A. 2012. Social Science Research Methods, 4th edition,
Oxford: Oxford University Press.
Chingwete, A. 2015. South Africans disapprove of government’s performance on unemployment, housing, crime. Afrobarometer
Dispatch No. 64. Available at: http://afrobarometer.org/
publications/ad64-south-africans-disapprove-governments-performance-unemployment-housing-crime.
Gaudium Press. 2016. South African Bishops rejoice at the
successful holding of municipal elections. http://www.guadiumpress.org./ Accessed 13 September 2016.
Jackson, P., Muzondidya, J., Naidoo, V., Ndletyana, M. & Sithole,
M.P. 2009. South African governance in review: Anti-

6. Conclusion

corruption, local government, traditional leadership. HSRC
Press. Cape Town.

In conclusion, local government elections are to a
significant extent a popular platform where South
Africans choose candidates of their choice to serve
as councillors and mayors in local governments.
Municipalities are mandated to provide best services to their communities. Hence, the quality of
service they provide to the electorate determines
the electorate’s choice during local government
elections. If the electorate is not pleased by the
kind of services rendered by elected officials in
their communities, voting will be one of the ways
in which they chose councillors and mayors who
satisfy community needs. The most promising candidate is most likely to be voted for and political
parties that have a good record of service delivery are also most likely to be the choice of the
electorate.
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Abstract: The Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) is a 15 member nations of the West
African states founded in 1975 for primarily promoting economic integration and good governance. This paper
interrogates through literature review and secondary sources the relevance of the ‛Community’ in the 21st
century. The paper argues that with socio-economic and politico-legal turmoil by some of the member states,
ECOWAS continues to lose its relevance and executing the objectives it was initially founded for. West African
states are marked with political instability, humanitarian crimes, civil unrest, corruption, poor or bad governance and lack of transport and communication infrastructures. This paper therefore calls for self-reflection and
introspection of ECOWAS if economic integration and good governance are to be achieved. This will not only
be for the benefit of the ‛Community’ and its region but also that of the African continent in general. Using the
Kingdon’s Multiple Streams Theory, the paper probe challenges and possible solutions as confronting ECOWAS.
Keywords: ECOWAS, Economic integration, Good governance, Kingdon’s Multiple Streams Theory

1. Introduction

disparities, issues relating to human trafficking and
lack of economic infrastructure to facilitate economic integration within the region. The problem
stream, policy, political and solutions streams of the
KMST are unpacked and applied to the challenges
with a view of finding working solutions. Lastly, the
paper seeks to question the relevance of ECOWAS
in the 21st century and proposing recommendations
to the challenges unearthed through engagement
with literature.

The formation of the Economic Community of the
West Africa States (ECOWAS) was for the primary
objectives of promoting economic integration and
good governance for the West African Member
States (Terwase, Abdul-Talib & Zengeni, 2015). This
paper argues that these objectives have not been
fully achieved and therefore calls for renewal and
self-introspection. Majority of the Member States
continue to be entangled in challenges relating to
political instability, leadership and governance. This
necessitated the interrogation of ECOWAS with a
presumed hypothesis that poor or bad governance, political instability, gender disparities, human
trafficking, poor or lack of transport and communication infrastructure prevents ECOWAS from fully
executing its main objectives of creating a common
market and promoting good governance for the
region. This paper attempts to prove its theoretical
speculation through literature review and the application of the Kingdon’s Multiple Streams Theory
(KMST). This will be done through interrogating the
formation and objectives that the Community was
established for. In doing so, it is also important for
the paper to briefly visit the history of ECOWAS.
Furthermore, the paper goes on to zoom into the
challenges confronting the Community such as poor
or bad governance, political (in)stability, gender

2. Formation, Objectives and History
of ECOWAS
The Economic Community of West African States
(ECOWAS) was founded in May 1975 with the signing of the Treaty of Lagos (Greer, 1992). The first
fifteen West African States to be signatories of the
Lagos Treaty were the People’s Republic of Benin,
Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Ivory Coast,
Liberia, Mali, Mauritania, Niger, Nigeria, Senegal,
Sierra Leone, Togo and Burkina Faso. Through the
creation of a common market, ECOWAS was seen as
a machine to increase trade relations and improving
economic infrastructure among West African States.
As such, the founders of ECOWAS thought that this
would be achieved through the free movement
of goods, labour and capital within the Member
States (Greer, 1992). However, this was to present
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its own challenges as tensions between the Member
States and former colonies in the form of Britain
and France started to emerge and grow. Like any
other institution in society, challenges for growth,
development and prosperity were imminent in
ECOWAS. In the words of Greer (1992), ECOWAS
needed to relaunch itself. This paper argues that
Greer’s words were an indication that ECOWAS
had lost relevance and focus, and therefore need
for self-introspection and renewal was necessary.
Despite policy and institutional challenges, ECOWAS
in the 21st century is faced with challenges ranging from poor/bad governance, political instability
and lack of economic integration among others.
This is to say, if the Community has to remain relevant, these challenges need to be ironed-out while
taking into consideration the need for economic
integration of the West African region. However,
there is always sustained pressure to trade with
other countries outside the borders of Africa. Most
of this pressure is from the United States. This is
so taking into consideration the political history of
the Member States of ECOWAS, which means that
regional and economic integration would prove to
be a daunting task. This challenge presents itself
despite the fact that West Africa is immensely rich
with natural resources. Other challenges that make
regional integration not smooth are bad governance and political instability. The focus of the paper
is now turned into interrogating these challenges
in perspective.

Defining a concept such as governance which is
complex and often lend itself to a variety of interpretations can be difficult. This is so because scholars
from different Schools of Thought tend to equate
the concept to government. It is for this reason
that this paper seeks to conceptualise governance
as an activity or business of running government
affairs. The Dictionary meaning of governance is
that it is an activity of governing a country in order
to ensure efficient, effective and economic delivery of resources and proper functioning of State
institutions. According to Ogundiya (2010), governance refers to the ‛art’ of running government and
governing people within a particular State through
processes that are aimed at achieving the primary
roles of that particular State. Not considering the
type of a particular system used in a particular country, the end of a State has always been to create
and administers administrative justice with a view
of promoting the socio-economic needs of the
people. By this, it can therefore be deduced that
governance seeks to forge a relationship and understanding between government, its institutions and
systems together with the society it governs while
the interest of the people on the ground receive the
deserved preference.
Gray and Khan (2010) contend that governance can
be measured by the quality of government, which
is sometimes difficult due to other complexities
and the absence of Key Performance Indicators.
However, governance requires a State that is capable of upholding the rule of law and maintaining
stability in both property and human rights. With all
this being said, the focus should be to understand
what good governance as opposed to bad or poor
governance is all about. Good governance according to Ene, Abam, Williams and Dunnamah (2013),
can be understood in terms of characteristics that
African States need to imbibe to. Such features are;
the respect for the rule of law, constitutional checks
and balances, the supply of a system of economic
programmes which is growth oriented, citizens
must feel involved in the nation’s life, accountability, transparency, and government operations must
be democratic with free, fair and credible elections
(Ene, Abam, Williams & Dunnamah, 2013). With all
these features required for a government system to
be well or ‛good’ governed, it would prove difficult if
not impossible to refer to African States in general
and West African States in particular as ones that
possesses a system of good governance (Afegbua
& Adejuwon, 2012).

3. Good or Bad Governance,
Democracy and Elections
According to Wohlmuth (1998), the end of the 1980s
was marked with the domination in debates surrounding the meaning of good governance in the
African context. However, the challenge in attempting to comprehend the concept necessitated the
conceptualisation of the concept ‛governance’ which
in nature is not easy to define as it is attached to
a variety of concepts and interpretations. Because
of this complexity of trying to differentiate governance and good governance, it becomes imperative to
demonstrate that governance only has to do with the
marshalling of government resources without taking
into account the consequences of such actions while
good governance is aimed at perfecting the art of
governance in order to yield the desired results. In
essence, good governance is goal-oriented while
governance is the general act of governing. However,
this differentiation is not sufficient.
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Scholars tend to define democracy in terms of
their own perception because of the ambiguity surrounded by the concept (Schmitter & Karl,
1991). It is for this contention that authors such
as Karl Popper (n.d.) said, ‛democracy is the word
for something that does not exist’. According to
Becker and Raveloson (2008), democracy can best
be understood as the government that comes
from the people and is exercised by them for their
own interest. It is a system of governance in which
rulers are held accountable for their actions in the
public realm by citizens, acting indirectly through
the competition and cooperation of their elected
representatives (Schmitter & Karl, 1991). Drawing
from these conceptions, one can closely relate the
concept of democracy to elections and the power
of the citizenry to choose their own representatives and ultimately their government. However,
democracy is a combination of several elements
such as equality, consensus, participation, access,
free and fair elections, responsiveness, majority
rule, parliamentary sovereignty, pluralism, checks
and balances etc. However, it is noteworthy that
democracies are different from each other and
none can be considered to be the best. This is supported by the words of Karl Popper who contend
that; ‛democracy is never perfect and never complete’ (Popper, n.d.).

Kenya and Cote d’Ivore to legitimise autocratic
regimes and ensure ‛dynastic succession on the
continent’ (International Peace Institute, 2011).
This in all probability has the potency of stigmatising the citizenry about the flaws of participatory
democracy and therefore loses faith on democracy
as a process. Hence countries such as the Central
African Republic, Democratic Republic of Congo,
Rwanda, Burkina Faso, and Egypt just to mention
a few, have in the past led revolutions to remove
presidents who were deemed autocratic and undermine democratisation.

4. Political Instability in ECOWAS
Africa, and particularly West Africa, has been characterised by political instability for the past four
decades (Ogundiya, 2010). This however is not the
only challenge as issues relating to civil wars and
genocide remain prevalent. According to Ogundiya
(2010), these societal ills require human guts and
people with integrity to uphold the rule of law. A
question can therefore arise as to whether ECOWAS
possess character and mechanisms to deal with challenges confronting West Africa? The answer is likely
to be ‛no’, since these challenges has been existent
for many decades. It is with no doubt that political instability is a consequence of bad governance
(Ibid). Other symptoms that could result in political
instability, as is the case in ECOWAS countries, are
corruption (Ene et al., 2013). Several examples can
be made of the African continent and not of the
West alone whereby political leaders cling onto
power for longer than what the public can accept.
Such has also been identified as a major factor that
can breed political instability. The consequences
of such cases of instability are in many instances
assassinations, guerrilla warfare, succession movements, revolutions, civil war, anti-government riots,
constitutional crisis and politically motivated strikes.
These and other examples are in one way or the
other prevalent in West African States. According
to Fagbadebo (2007), power struggles, bad governance and political instability are major hindrances to
Africa’s development. Since the major objectives of
ECOWAS have been to achieve economic integration
and promote good governance, why has this been
ignored for the sake of prosperity for West Africa?
The focus in this regard would have been to focus
on leadership issues and putting systems in place
that would in turn promote good governance for
the region as a whole. This is so because political
leadership and governance systems are in shamble

Elections are a major factor in ‛the stabilisation and
democratisation of emerging democracies and
post-colonial countries’ (Kuhne, 2010). However,
elections can also undermine the stabilisation of
democracies if they are followed by violence and
war. Literature suggests that many African countries
have generally found it difficult and at times impossible to conduct, free, fair, transparent and credible
elections. Elections in many countries are usually
followed by violence that results in the killings and
displacement of civilians (Vorrath, 2011). The cause
of all this is the unwillingness of certain leaders to let
off their hands on the machinery and government
resources. Although it can be acknowledged that
elections improve the strengthening and quality
of democracy, a question that needs to be asked
is whether regular elections in an African context
improve such democracy quality? Vorrath (2011)
holds that voting in Africa ‛produces an ambiguous
picture’. The fact that African countries are holding frequent elections does not underscore their
impetus on democratisation particularly of those
fragile democracies. For example, elections have
been used in countries such as Nigeria, Zimbabwe,
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and therefore lead to civil unrest. The discourse on
political stability at ECOWAS level must take priority
not only because the Community need to remain
relevant in the 21st century but because this was
part of the 1975 Lagos Treaty. With all this being
said, the focus of the paper focuses on a theoretical
framework which can be applied to the problem as
identified by the paper and subsequently seek for
a swift solution.

the methodological approach. Public Administration
as a discipline and applied science has to relate to
theory/ies applied in practice (Thornhill & Van Dijk,
2010:97). The Kingdon’s Multiple Streams Theory
(KMST) is used in this paper to understand the objectives of ECOWAS and interrogate their relevance in
the current discourse. Therefore, the KMST can be
used as a framework to predict for future policy
trends (Lovell, 2010) in regional coordination and
perhaps applied in continental policy frameworks.

5. Theoretical Framework: Kingdon’s
Multiple Streams Theory

Traditionally, the KMST consist of the following
structural elements; the problem stream, the policy
stream, and the political stream (Burgess, 2002;
Larkin, 2012; Rossiter & Price, 2013). However, there
are additional elements such as; policy window and
coupling (Zhou & Feng, 2014), policy entrepreneur
(Rossiter & Price, 2013), and window of opportunity
(Riddle, 2009) which Lovell (2010) refers to as the
coming window. Due to the nature and scope of
this paper, the traditional elements of the KMST will
be discussed and applied in relation to governance
and political stability or lack thereof in the context
of ECOWAS together with the solutions stream as
advocated by (Teodorovic, 2008).

A most critical part of a social science research is
a theoretical framework which provides both the
structure and boundaries within which the study
is conducted. This assists the researcher to maintain focus on the phenomena being investigated
as opposed to any haphazard inquiry. A theory is
understood as an ordered set of assertions about
a generic behaviour or structure assumed to hold
throughout a significantly broad range of specific
instances. It can also be defined as a statement of
relationships between units observed or approximated in the empirical world (Wacker, 1998:364). As
opposed to a conceptual framework, a theoretical
framework refers to the theory that a researcher
chooses to guide the research or hypothesis and
the application of such a theory or sets of concepts
drawn from one theory to offer an explanation
for a phenomena or research problem (Imenda,
2014:189). This paper adopts the Kingdon’s Multiple
Streams Theory (KMST) to understand the relevance
of the Economic Community of West African States
(ECOWAS) in the 21st century, using good governance and political stability as units of analysis. Having
adopted the KMST as a theoretical framework to
guide the argument of the paper, it is interesting
to learn that the theory has not been applied in the
study of good governance and political stability in
general and specifically in the context of the African
continent. The KMST has its origins in the work of the
American political scientist John Kingdon. The theory
has usually been used in the analysis of national
policy development with the aim of understanding
policy and decision making processes under conditions of ambiguity (Rossiter & Price, 2013). However,
according to Riddle (2009:938), the theory can be
extended and have the potential to lead to the formulation of several theoretical propositions.

5.1 The Problem Stream
The problem stream seeks to evaluate the notion
of political and social problems which calls for
the creation of new policies if it can reasonably
be argued that they are solving a problem (Lovell,
2010). According to Rossiter and Price (2013:855),
the problem stream relates to the manner in which
issues are acknowledged as challenges requiring a
policy response. Central to the problem streams,
Kingdon (1995) asked this question;
‘Why do some problems come to occupy the
attention of decision-makers rather than other
problems?’
The response to this question relates to a manner
in which policy makers learn about conditions
around them through indicators, crisis, experience
and research (Rossiter & Price, 2013). According
to Zhou and Feng (2014:2), these mechanisms of
learning about conditions must be urgent and easily
attract government official’s attention to addressing
the problem. In this view it can be argued that the
state of governance and lack of political stability
in the majority of West African countries and be
viewed as both political and as societal problem that

Schurink (2009:807) states that a theoretical framework is used to inform the research design and guide
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requires policy intervention. In this vein, governance
is both political and social issue in the same way that
political instability is. West African States, majority
of those who are member states of ECOWAS have
been known for their civil unrest which in most
instances is fuelled by lack of political leadership
and therefore the public register their grievances by
the use of force and violence. According to Porter
(1995) in Teodorovic (2008), for a societal condition to be a problem, it must be perceived as such
and be seen as a condition enabling government
action. There is a plethora of literature and empirical evidence pointing out that the crisis in West
Africa necessitates that policies at ECOWAS level
be designed and implemented if this challenges are
to be addressed and maintaining the main objectives of the Community of economic integration and
good governance. Poor governance and political
instability in ECOWAS has with no doubt calls for
policy makers attention and conditions around the
matter requires adequate thoughtfulness.

There is no doubt that ECOWAS has a branch mandated to formulate and revise policies and therefore
imperative on this body to start acknowledging challenges affection West African States and act swiftly.
A common error that is usually committed by policy
makers is taking time to respond to matters of
national importance by procrastinating until the
problem manifests itself. This must not be the case
in ECOWAS if the Community is to remain relevant
in the 21st century and beyond. The aim should be
to serve the interests of the region and that of the
African continent in general.

5.3 The Political Stream
Similar to the problem stream, the political stream
can be understood as flowing along independently
of the problem and policy streams composed with
public mood, campaigns from pressure groups, elections, partisanship, change in administration, change
in jurisdiction, turnover in positions which has the
potential to gradually strengthen the urgency of the
problem (Burgess, 2002; Kroliczek, 2013; Chow, 2014;
Zhou & Feng, 2014). According to Burgess (2002),
the political stream reflects the ongoing breakdown
between policy and monopoly. It is in this regard that
issues of governance and political stability whereby
political power and willingness vested to those with
the ability to exercise is used as a mechanism to
enforce good governance and reduce or completely
curb civil unrest in the West African region. Hence
all this give rise to the question of political leadership and political will. It must be borne in mind that
politicians are responsible for policy making including policies which are at times not favourable to all
the citizenry within a nation-state. Majority of the
challenges confronting ECOWAS and in particular
bad governance and political instability often results
in finger-pointing whereby high ranking officials in
ECOWAS politicians refuse to take responsibility
and therefore be held accountable for their failures.
Although the political stream of the KMST seeks to
separate the problem stream and the policy stream
from the political stream, this paper argues for the
integration of the streams if policy initiatives are to
address challenges as argued above.

5.2 The Policy Stream
According to Rossiter and Price (2013:857), the
policy stream describes activities relating to the
identification of potential policy solution(s). It is
along these lines that this paper firmly argues
that poor governance and political instability in
ECOWAS and its Member States rings a bell to policymakers directorate of the organisation for the
formulation or even the amendment of existing
policies on pieces of legislation applicable to all
affiliates, policy frameworks and codes of conduct.
The policy stream contains all the possible solutions
to the problems as brought to the picture by policy
experts, scholars, government officials and politicians (Chow, 2014:56). However, this argument
does not seek to impose that the stream or the
theoretical framework should be viewed as providing all the answers to a problem as issues of
good governance and political stability can at times
prove very difficult and complex to deal with. The
policy stream advocates for the legislator to produce alternatives and proposals which are viable
and seek to address the realities and ideals on
the ground. This is so because such policy must
be technically feasible and value accepted for it to
survive. In that view, ideas may be proposed, developed, reworked and combined on an ongoing basis
(Rossiter and Price, 2013) on good governance and
political stability until such time as they receive the
necessary attention for a lasting solution.

5.4 The Solutions Stream
Besides the orthodox structural elements of the
KMST of the problem stream, policy stream, and
the political stream, Teodorovic (2008) proposed the
solutions stream. This is in line with the view that in
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as much as all streams can be applied to a societal
and political problems such as bad governance and
political instability, solutions must be sought for.

was not therefore focusing on all the objectives of
ECOWAS. It is in this vein that the paper concludes
that the existence of ECOWAS remains critical for
member States, West Africa and the African continent. However, the lack of implementation of
resolutions and failure to act in instances of crisis,
to promote good governance and political stability
renders the Community irrelevant in this century.
Therefore, there is a deer need to reflect at initial
intentions and benchmark them with best governance practice around the world.

6. ECOWAS’ Relevance: Questioning Its
Existence
The relevance of ECOWAS in the 21st century is
questionable. This is so as its primary objectives
have become extraneous for the member States.
Studies indicate that while the ‛Community’ continues seeking to engage in its primary business,
many of its resolutions are not implemented (West
Africa Network for Peace Building, 2012). However,
this observation cannot be allowed to overshadow
certain successful elements embodied by ECOWAS.
A free trade area for member States has been established, intra-regional passengers transport has been
facilitated and infrastructure improved to some
extent. However, central to the argument of this
paper are the issues of good governance and political stability. Can it be honestly said that West African
States in general and ECOWAS in particular ‛well’
governed or at least politically stable? This question
is simply answered by this paper with a firm No. it is
therefore argued that to talk of ECOWAS’s existence
and relevance, one needs to narrate it in relation to
good governance and political stability.
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Abstract: Public enterprises play a vital role in economic development, yet they suffer from various problems.
Mismanagement, corruption, personal and political interest masquerade the role played by these state enterprises. Several cases of mismanagement and corruption have been reported in most public enterprises in
Botswana. This paper uses a documentary analysis to unearth some of the problems and challenges faced by
public enterprises in Botswana, in particular the paper uses Botswana development Corporation and Botswana
Railways as case studies. Corporate slip-ups continue to plague Botswana despite the adoption of the King
Code of Governance. Corporate governance gaffes have happened in big public corporations like Botswana
Development Corporation where government ended up being the biggest looser when the glass company
plant materials were auctioned for a pittance. Other public enterprises such as Botswana Meat Commission,
Botswana Railways, Air Botswana, have also been hard hit by bad governance. The paper uses literature on
best practices of governance to interrogate how corporate governance is practiced in the public sector. Boards
of directors are mandated to ensure proper governance based on principles of corporate governance. They
should safeguard that decision making process is independent of government, injecting values of transparency and accountability, and guarantee shareholder (citizens) trust. If indeed a good system of corporate
governance is executed, public enterprises can graduate from relying on government subsidies, and come to
be profitable entities. However, a challenge remains in running public enterprises like businesses where tax
payers and owners of means of production are treated as customers and spectators. Another challenge that
remains before Public Enterprises Evaluation and Privatisation Agency (PEEPA) is to reposition itself so that
public enterprises become relevant entities manned by Board of directors who are accountable.
Keywords: Corporate governance, Botswana Development Corporation, Botswana Railways, public enterprises,
Board of Directors, Stakeholders

1. Introduction

order to try and answer the hypothesis Wu (2005)
gave five reasons to support the hypothesis: a) an
independent and competent corporate board that
truly represents the interest of shareholders can
help prevent the opportunistic behaviours of the
managers (and/or inside shareholders); b) having
strong corporate boards also makes it more credible
for managers to commit to a ‛‛no bribe” policy when
dealing with public officials who demand a bribe
payment; c) having a strong corporate board helps
deter the extortion demands from corrupt officials
by increasing the risks they face, because there will
be more people in the know and the chance of whistle-blowing from insiders will be increased; and d)
increasing the accountability of corporate boards
to shareholders can also help solve the problem
of the coordination game by providing firms with a
mechanism to signal to their competitors that they
are unwilling to cope with demands a from corrupt
officials for bribe payments ( Wu, 2005:158). If corporate governance is not well guarded by Boards of

Botswana has been hit hard by corporate scandals
in the past. The majority of the scandals mainly
happen in the public enterprises or the state
owned enterprises (SOEs) or what is commonly
known as parastatals in Botswana (Bulawa, 2017).
Corporate governance has taken a centre stage as
a major reform for the world especially after the
collapse of Enron which demonstrated that even
world class companies can become victims of bad
corporate governance. Wu (2005:151) argues that
after ‛‛the collapse of big companies like the corporate scandals of Enron, WorldCom, and Tyco, more
and more countries have embarked on corporate
governance reforms to better protect the interests
of investors”.
A study by Wu (2005) hypothesised that corruption would be lower in countries where corporate
boards are more accountable to shareholders. In
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Directors, ‛‛consequently, corporate governance will
increasingly affect both a country’s economic stability and its growth prospects” (Vaughn & Ryan, 2006).

in Botswana that have encountered governance
challenges. The final section includes recommendations and conclusions.

Rwegasira (2000) traces the concept of corporate
governance to the Greek word kybernetikos (good
at steering) which has been translated to cybernetics in English and popularised by N. Weiner
(1894-1964). According to Rwegasira (2000: 258)
cybernetics, ‛‛refers to a feedback and control
mechanism by which a system, and any system
for that matter, keeps itself oriented towards
the goals for which it was created”. Therefore,
corporate governance should be ‛‛concerned
with structures within which a corporate entity
or enterprise receives its basic orientation and
direction” (Rwegasira 200:258). According to the
OECD Corporate governance ‛‛refers to the private
and public institutions, including laws, regulations
and accepted business practices, which together
govern the relationship, in a market economy,
between corporate managers and entrepreneurs
(corporate insiders) on one hand, and those who
invest resources in corporations, on the other”
(OECD, 2001: 13).

2. Different Codes of Corporate
Governance
In order to protect shareholder interest, several
countries have developed Corporate Governance
Code of Practice. Before the early 1990’s, the ‛‛big
four” that is United Sates of America (U.S), United
Kingdom (UK), Germany and Japan were believed
to have the ‛best’ systems of corporate governance
in the world, with Japan having best corporate governance than the U.S. (Denis & McConnell, 2003).
Different countries also started developing their
own codes of Governance. The purpose of this
section is to discuss different threads across these
Codes.

2.1 Cadbury Committee, 1992
The principles of the governance according to
the Cadbury report are: openness, integrity and
accountability (Cadbury report 1992: para 3.2).
These principles are supposed to be followed by
Board of directors and executive management.

According to Okeahalam and Akinboade (2003:3)
‛‛Corporate governance is concerned with the
processes, systems, practices and procedures as
well as the formal and informal rules that govern
institutions, the manner in which these rules and
regulations are applied and followed, the relationships that these rules and regulations determine
or create, and the nature of those relationships”.
Corporate governance should be viewed as a tripartite relationship between shareholders, board
of directors and management. That being said,
there are other secondary players like workers,
government, creditors, customers and society at
large (Rwegasira, 2000). Though there are other
stakeholders, the focus of corporate governance
is on effectiveness board of directors in policing
the organisation. The objective of this paper is to
discuss corporate governance in Botswana using
two case studies of the Botswana Development
Corporation and the Botswana Railways. The paper
starts with an introduction followed by a discussion
on the different Codes of Corporate Governance
and then the theories of corporate governance. The
next section discusses the literature on corporate
governance in state owned enterprises, followed
by methodology used in the paper. The paper provides two case studies of state owned enterprises

2.2 King I-IV Code Reports (1994; 2002; 2009
and 2016)
There are four different types of the King reports
in South Africa. The purpose of King I of 1994 was
to promote the highest standards of corporate
governance in South Africa (Executive Summary of
the King Report, 2002). King III’s sets out the principles relating to integrated reporting (IODSA, 2014).
King III also came up with the emerging governance
trends which are alternative disputes resolutions,
risk based internal audit, shareholders and remuneration and evaluation of board and directors’
performance. New issues included in the King III
are information technology governance, business
rescue and fundamental and affected transactions.
Table 1 on the following page summarises all the
King Codes and what they emphasise.

2.3 Commonwealth Association of Corporate
Governance Principles (CACG) (1999)
The CACG principles of governance includes the
following: leadership, board appointments strategy
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Table 1: King Codes of Corporate Governance
King I 1994

King II 2002

King III 2009‑

King IV 2016

Board of directors’ makeup
and mandate

Directors and their
responsibility

Leadership

Leadership, ethics and
corporate citizenship

Appointments to the board

Risk management		

Sustainability

Strategy, performance
and reporting

Director’s remuneration

Internal audit

Corporate citizenship

Governing structures
and delegation

Board meeting frequency

Integrated sustainability
reporting

IT governance

Governance functional
areas

Balanced annual reporting

Accounting and auditing

Business Rescue

Stakeholder
relationships

The requirement for effective
auditing

Director’s responsibilities
during mergers,
acquisitions and
amalgamations

Affirmative action programs

IT governance

The company’s code of ethics

Business Rescue
Source: Authors compilations from King I – IV.

and values, company performance, compliance,
communication, accountability to shareholders, relationships with stakeholders, balance of
powers, internal procedures, board performance
assessment, management appointments and development, technology, risk management and annual
review of future solvency.

corporate governance framework; the rights and
equitable treatment of shareholders and key
ownership functions; institutional investors, stock
markets, and other intermediaries, the role of
stakeholders in corporate governance; disclosure
and transparency; and the responsibilities of the
board.

2.4 UK Combined Code (2003)

2.6 Botswana Code of Corporate Governance
(BCCG) (2013)

The combined principles of good governance and
code of best practice according to the UK combined
code are as follows: directors, directors’ remuneration, relations with shareholders, accountability
and audit, and institutional investors. These are
explained in detail within the code.

Botswana has traditionally adopted other codes
of practice from other countries. Botswana has
benefitted from all the above discussed Codes of
Practice in order to try and steer corporate governance in state owned enterprises. With the advent
of Botswana Stock Exchange (BSE), a code of practice was developed referred to as The BSE Code
of Best Practice on Corporate Governance. The
code acknowledges the Code of Best Practice on
Corporate Governance of the Institute of Chartered
Accountants of Sri Lanka and the Executive
Summary of the King Report 2002 for its development (The BSE Code of Best Practice on Corporate
Governance, 2013:1). The major contents of the
code are more biased towards Board of Directors
of the stock Exchange listed companies. In actual
fact, one would say there is no code of Corporate
governance in Botswana as this Code is mainly a

2.5 Organisation of Economic Cooperation
and Development (OECD) Principles of
Corporate Governance (2004) Revised and
Endorsed by the G20 in 2015
OECD principles are used as a template for good
governance around the world. According to OECD
good governance is not an end in itself, but that it
creates market confidence and business integrity
(Smith, 2017). The following are the revised principles of corporate governance approved G20/
OECD in 2015: ensuring the basis for an effective
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Board Charter for BSE. One fundamental aspect
of this code is that it emphasises the importance
of adequacy of compensation in relation to time,
demands and responsibilities of Board of Directors
(The BSE Code of Best Practice on Corporate
Governance, 2013:9).

being an organisation leader and Chairperson of
the same organisation. According to Donaldson
and Davis (1991:52), the dual role of the CEO, as
‛‛chair and CEO, will enhance effectiveness and produce, as a result, superior returns to shareholders
than separation of the roles of chair and CEO”. The
dual role of the CEO has been criticised by both
practitioners and scholars. While that may be the
case, Larcker and Tayan (2016) found that private
companies still prefer to have a dual role CEO
and this affects both small and large companies.
Leblanc and Pick (2011:1) conclude from their academic literature review that ‛‛board effectiveness
is affected by the chairman’s industry knowledge,
leadership skills, and influence on board process
rather than by the particular leadership structure
chosen”. Bickley, Coles and Jarrell (1997) found
that corporation go through that route because
the costs of separating the roles are larger than
the benefits for most companies. The Institute for
Enterprise Ethics (2004:6) agrees that separation
of the two roles is a ‛‛very complex and dynamic
problem”.

Magang and Magang (2016) observed that in
Botswana board of directors do not concern
themselves with the issue of remuneration of
the members. This is due to the fact that most of
the SOE’s/ parastatals are governed by an Act of
Parliament which gives the Minister the powers
to approve the boards’ remuneration contrary to
King Code (2002) that seeks for the establishment
of the Remuneration Committee that decides on
matters pertaining to remuneration of directors.
Procedurally, the Minister is not the final approver
of the remuneration as government through
the Ministry of Finance issues directives on the
amount of money that should be paid to board
members.
In summary, there are so many commonalities
between the different codes and principles of governance. The earlier reports were brief but the
later ones have been expanded to include recent
and currents trends that should be governed in
the world. The main themes focus around the
role of directors, stakeholders, ethics disclosure
and transparency and others. Should all the
principles in the above codes be followed, companies and organisations will be governed with
integrity. Overall as espoused by Cadbury report
(1992: para 4.10) ‛‛the calibre of the nonexecutive
members of the board is of special importance in
setting and maintaining standards of corporate
governance”.

3.2 Stakeholder Theory
Proponents of the shareholder theory contend that it focuses on issues that concern the
stakeholders in an organisation. Propounded by
Abrams (1951) the theory specifies that the aim of
a corporate entity is to try and bring together the
interest of the all the shareholders in an organisation. Taken from this view, the theory seems to be
too simplistic due to its concern with shareholders
only (Coleman, 2008). Coleman (2008:4) however, trusts that the stakeholder theory is better
in explaining the role of corporate governance
than the agency theory by highlighting different
constituents of a firm.

3. Theories of Corporate Governance

3.3 Agency Theory

There are several theories of corporate governance.
For the purpose of this paper, only four theories
will be discussed, which are stewardship theory,
stakeholder theory, agency theory and the Liberal
Model of corporate governance.

The agency theory seeks to understand the relationship between the company owners (Principals) who
have been separated from the control of the company and the managers of the company (agents)
(Eisenhardt, 1989). Managers in an organisation
are responsible for ensuring that the company
runs well and that it can be profitable. Principals
(company owners) interests are to ensure that
their businesses are operated professionally and
that they can make profits (Jensen and Meckling,
1976). But since the principals are now removed

3.1 Stewardship Theory
The stewardship theory asserts that managers
when left alone will safeguard the properties that
they control in an organisation (Yusoff and Alhaji,
2012). In this theory the CEO has a dual role of
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5. State Owned Public Enterprises
Governance Worldwide

for directly managing the organisations, for them to
guarantee proper governance is followed and that
their assets are protected, they engage board of
directors to be guardians of their investments. The
responsibilities of the board of directors to shareholders are direction, executive action, supervision
and accountability (Reinecke, 1996:11). As espoused
by Berle and Means (1932), agency theory maintains
that the interests of the agent and those of the principal never converge.

In a report to the World Bank, Shirley (1989:6)
defines a state owned enterprise as ‛‛publicly owned
entity with a separate legal personality and separate
accounts that earns the bulk of its revenue from the
sale of its goods and services”. Bozec (2005:1922)
views State Owned Enterprises (SOEs) or parastatal
organisations, as ‛‛arm’s length corporate entities
established to pursue public policy and commercial objectives”. Magang and Magang (2016:1042)
contend that SOEs may be wholly owned by federal government or provincial government and are
similar to private firms in the way they operate and
function”.

3.4 Liberal Model of Corporate Governance
The liberal model (also known as the AngloAmerican) as a corporate governance model is seen
as a system that finances through equity, with dispersed ownership and believes in active markets
for corporate control (Aguilera & Jackson, 2003). The
model gives priority to shareholders. The model is
believed to encourage radical innovation and cost
competition. Aguilera and Jackson (2003) believe
that models of corporate governance differ according to the nature of the capitalist system within
which they operate.

SOE’s have been created by governments as monopolies in the services that they offer to the public,
something that has been found to be problematic
for governments because if SOE’s are not profitable, governments pump lot of money into their
operations at the expense of other developmental objectives (Ayogu, 2001). The state partially or
wholly funds them and the state acts as a guarantor
if they get funding from outside organisations like
the World Bank, African Development Bank, Chinese
Government or any funder who has some interests
in the proposed project.

4. Methodology
The paper has utilised secondary research also
known as the desk top research. In this method the
research summarises and collates existing research.
The sources of desktop research information used
for this paper are: reports; newspapers, journals,
books, industry statistics; online data bases and the
internet. Secondary research allows a researcher to
collect information at any time.

Kauzya (2005) maintains that there are some ambiguities in the naming of public enterprises. Some of
the names used are as follows: Public Enterprises
(PEs) (Kaul 1990; Ramaphane, 2011; Vhaghes & Das,
2015), State Owned enterprises (SOEs)(Stan, Peng &

Table 2: Difference between Private and Public Enterprises
Basis of difference

Private sector enterprises

Public sector enterprises

1. Objective

Maximisation of profit

Maximise social welfare
and ensure balanced
economic development

2. Ownership

Owned by individuals

Owned by Government

3. Management

Managed by owner and professional
managers

Managed by Government

4. Capital

Raised by owners through loans,
private sources and
public issues

Raised from Government
funds and sometimes
through public issues

5. Area of operations

Operates in all areas with adequate
return on investment

Operates in basic and
public utility sectors

Source: Public sector enterprises. (Available at: http://download.nos.org/srsec319new/319EL8.pdf)
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Bruton, 2014; Bruton, Peng, Ahlstrom, Stan, Xu, 2015;
Liang, Ren & Sun, 2015), Parastatals (McCorriston &
MacLaren, 2016) , Public Companies (Cicero, Wintoki
& Yang, 2013) and Public Corporations (Quiggin,
2014; Pepper, 2015). These different names confuse the authors and other people outside the
country where that nomenclature is not used. For
the purpose of this paper, the terms State Owned
enterprises (SOEs)/ Parastatals are the most commonly used in Botswana and worldwide. It will be
good to pause at this stage to differentiate between
private and public enterprises, which can be seen
in Table 2 on the previous page.

at the minimum to reduce the risks of corporate
failures due to inadequate transparency over the
management of some of some of these concerns”.
Botswana is believed to follow the Liberal Model of
corporate governance which gives priority to the
shareholders (Ramaphane, 2016). Board of directors in Botswana derives their authority from the
‛‛Shareholder Compacts which is an agreement
between the shareholder and Board as regards
performance expectations by the shareholder and
the parameters of the Board’s operations and vice
versa” (Ramaphane, 2016: para 16).
The Former BNPC Director Mr Lebang at his
farewell party launched a scathing attack on the
poor state of corporate governance in Botswana.
(Mosinyi, 2009). He postulated that it was high
time ‛‛the right people” were selected to serve as
directors on boards in areas ‛‛they are passionate
about” instead of ‛‛appointing public servants as
ex-officials of boards of directors because we are
punishing the poor souls” (Mosinyi, 2009: para 3).
Lebang reiterated that ‛‛besides the tendency to put
public servants, mostly permanent secretaries, in
the wrong boards, there are also no corresponding incentives” (Mosinyi, 2009: para 4). This as
alluded to in the section that discusses the King
Code of Practice, does not incentivise the directors
as opposed to their counterparts in South Africa
where they are paid millions of Rands as sitting
allowances. Lebang was emphatic in his speech and
reiterated that ‛‛if we think we still have people who
will sacrifice or continue to sacrifice their time and
energy for free, we are wrong” (Mosinyi: Para 6).
Botswana is lagging behind, hence board positions
are taken as voluntary work (italicised words are the
writers emphasis) (Mosinyi, 2009). As a result, ex-officio board members’ busy schedules and primary
duties result in them often finding it unprofitable to
attend scheduled board meetings. Mosinyi (2009:
para 8) continued to say that Lebang’s view was
that ‛‛putting wrong people in business they don’t
buy,… stifles efficiency and effectiveness in organisations that critically need their undivided loyalty
and dedicated service”.

6. Corporate Governance in Botswana
Public Enterprises
Magang and Magang (2016:1042) make allegations
to the effect that researchers have found that in
Botswana ‛the ability of boards of directors of state
owned enterprises (‛‛SEOs”)/parastatal organisations to effectively discharge their oversight
functions is severely compromised’. The majority
SOE’s/ parastatals in Botswana are created through
an Act of the Parliament. Ramaphane (2016: para
3) alludes to the fact that local media debates that
‛‛focused on specific instances of apparent poor
corporate governance practices in local public corporations have highlighted certain weaknesses in
the overall standard of corporate governance in
Botswana”. Ramaphane (2016: para 6) goes on to
mention that there are different players in ‛‛corporate governance sphere in Botswana including
sector regulatory bodies such as the Bank of
Botswana, Botswana Stock Exchange, Registrar of
Companies, Registrar of Insurance, Pensions and
Provident Funds, Botswana Public Officers Pension
Fund (BPOPF), Non-Banking Financial Institutions
Regulatory Authority (NBFIRA) and the Botswana
Telecommunications Authority”.
According to him, the sectorial regulators need
to play a greater role in entrenching corporate
governance amongst other responsibilities in the
institutions they oversee. The Director Institute of
Botswana also has to take a leading role in encouraging and enforcing the adherence to governance
principles by SOE’s/ parastatals in Botswana.
Ramaphane (2016: para 11) goes on to say that
‛‛the current global emphasis on effective corporate
governance by both private and public companies
is borne out of a strong and understandable desire
by governments and shareholders to prevent or

7. Botswana Case Studies
7.1 Fengyue Glass Manufacturing Plant
Chronology of Events
Piet (2016) was able to trace the chronology of
the events that lead to the rise and fall of Fengyue
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Glass manufacturing plant as shown in Table 3
below.

In the whole process according to Kesuplie’s report,
the Board was side-lined. It is clear that the Boards
cannot be effective when the executive management commit companies to ventures behind their
backs. According to the Codes of Governance discussed above for different parts of the world, Board
of directors creates market confidence and business
integrity (Smith, 2017). If in the process of procuring
major ventures like the glass company they are left
out, disasters like these are likely to happen and
where millions of taxpayer’s monies are wasted.
According to Bulawa (2017:9) there is a ‛‛worrying
trend of scandals pertaining to corruption in which
billions of public funds are investigated and alleged
to have been unaccounted for” in companies like
Botswana Meat Commission, Fengyue Glass Project
and Moruple B plant. Fengyue Glass Manufacturing
was originally supposed to cost P309 million but the
costs escalated to P500 million (BOPA, 2013; Bulawa,
2017) while the project never took off. Corporate
governance requires somebody to take responsibility for the failure of the project that wasted taxer
payer’s money. Due to lack of clear and firm corporate governance regime in Botswana, scandals such
as for Fengyue Glass Manufacturing are bound to
happen and left neither unchecked nor investigated.

According to Piet (2016) ‛‛the project stirred controversy after it emerged that the Chinese company
that was in partnership with BDC was a shelf
company with no experience whatsoever in glass
manufacturing”. There was also confusion as to
which company was in the project between Fengyue
China and Fengyue of Cayman Islands.
From Piet (2016) chronology of the events it is evident that the BOD was just a mere shadow of the
politicians. Corporate governance was non-existent,
and the so called-joint venture between government and Fengyue China or Fengyue of Cayman
Islands was done in loose manner. According to the
Botswana Press Agency (BOPA) (2013), ‛‛the Palapye
glass manufacturing project was bound to fail as it
was premised on poor diligence, doubtful partner
selection and a litany of project implementation violations” as observed by Abram Kesupile who chaired the
Parliamentary Special Select Committee of inquiry into
the Botswana Development Corporation (BDC). The
inquiry actually unearthed the fact that two Batswana
women who came up with idea were ‛‛robbed after
presenting their glass manufacturing idea to BDC”
(BOPA, 2013) who shunned and looked for a joint venture with Chinese Shanghai Fengyue Glass Company.

BDC management appointed G4 Consulting
Engineers to monitor project implementation but

Table 3: Chronology of Events
Year

Action taken

2007

The concept of a glass project is discussed between BDC and Ministry of Finance and
Development Planning.

2008

A delegation is sent to China to identify and meet with potential partners for the
project.

2009

A plot is set aside for the project in Palapye and meetings are held between the
partners – BDC and Fengyue Glass company.

2010

Finances are availed for the project and the contractor mobilises to the site to start
construction works.

2011

Newspaper reports indicate that things are not going well with the glass project.
November 2011: The National Assembly sets up a special select committee to
investigate the allegations of corruption at the glass project.

2012

The Parliamentary Report is released and BDC applies for liquidation of the project.

2013

The liquidator reveals that the project was in a mess and that there were no records
whatsoever of what was going on.

2015

The liquidator announces that there are prospects of new owners taking over
the company.
Source: Piet (2016).
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‛‛the G4 inspections revealed a litany of violations
by the contractor and produced a series of reports
which went largely unheeded by the BDC management” (BOPA, 2013). In this particular case, tenets of
the Agency and stakeholder Theories did not work
as BDC management acted on their behalf without
properly representing the other shareholders and
stakeholders. While the executive management was
busy trying to hide their impropriety the following
whistleblowers: Ms Rosemary Mogorosi and three
board members Mr Nightingale Kwele, Mr Odirile
Merafhe and Mr Thuso Dikgaka decided to ‛‛expose
the shenanigans at BDC” (BOPA, 2013). Consequently,
Mogorosi was sacked from her job by BDC management and the three Board Members were sacked
(see Tadu & Mukonya, 2016 on the consequences
of whistleblowing & Vandekerckhove, 2016) by the
Minister because by then Botswana did not have a
Whistleblowers Act (Bill) but they had exposed malpractice and corruption (Motshegwa, Bodilenyane
& Mooketsane 2016). But at the end, Fengyue glass
Manufacturing was sold for as little as P10 million
(Lute, 2016) after some struggle to get a buyer
(Morula, 2015), where the country and the citizens
became the biggest losers. Motubatse, Ngwakwe
and Sebola (2016:91) contend that the ‛‛presence of
an effective governance function is important for
overseeing and ensuring clean administration”.

(government) should inject a lot of money. According
to the Sunday Standard Reporter (2008), Botswana
railways experienced financial losses that they
could not even account for because there was no
‛‛fraud response plan, fraud prevention plan or
ethics policy” tools that could have been used for
good governance. The board of directors abdicated
their responsibly, because their strategic plan (if at
all available) lacked all the above mentioned key
requirements. BR report shows clearly that there
was lack of oversight from the BR Board of Directors.
In 2009 BR operations were stopped on order to
revamp the old carriages and Transnet. A South
African government owned company was tasked
with manufacturing 37 passenger coaches (Kologwe,
2016) which failed upon commissioning in 2016.
Members of the public were later informed that
the failures were due to lack of training of operators who couldn’t operate the air conditions in
the new passenger coaches. Meanwhile the CEO
of Botswana Railways refused to resign and the
Board could not fire him immediately (Pitse, 2016).

8. Recommendations
The paper makes the following recommendations:
• Shareholders/ ministries should not interfere
with the operations of the board when the
Boards are carrying out their oversight role.

7.2 Botswana Railways
Botswana Railways (BR) started its operations from
1987 (Botswana Railway Rolling Stock Increase
Project, 1999) after buying the Zimbabwe Railways
Botswana-based sections. It is one of the parastatals
in Botswana which are wholly and fully financed
by the government of Botswana. A board of director was selected to oversee the governance of the
Botswana railways but at inception, BR was not
ready in terms of human resources required to
operate the railways. In the interim, BR was able
to train its employees to run the railways but in
the late 1990’s BR was faced with ageing carriages
that needed to be replaced. The Board of Directors
by 2008 appointed Deloitte Consultants to do a
forensic audit that ‛‛found incidents of systematic weaknesses, conflict of interest and a terrible
culture of poor corporate governance at the corporation” (Sunday Standard Reporter, 2008).

• The boards should be given powers to execute
and implement decisions without fearing that
they will be fired from the board.
• Board Charters clearly stipulate what the Board
and its sub-committees should do and there
should not be any interference in the execution
of those decisions.
• Board of directors should ensure that there are
policies in place that allow them to discharge
their oversight role so that they can hold their
executive team accountable.
• Whistle blowers, be they board members or
employees, should be protected by companies
and governing Acts.

The control environment was weak, open to abuse
and long-term sustainability of Botswana Railways
was in doubt but for it to survive, shareholders

• The public should request for accountability
when their hard earned money in the form of
taxes are wasted and not properly accounted for.
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9. Conclusion

Bulawa, P. 2017. Corruption is burying this country. Weekend

Botswana government has mandated the Public
Enterprises Evaluation and Privatisation Agency
(PEEPA) to ensure that people who are chosen to
sit in Boards of directors should be of high quality and experienced enough to make decisions
in the best interests of the organisation in their
oversight role. The two cases discussed above
indicate serious lapses of corporate governance
on the part of Board Members. The paper had
discussed the various Codes of practices that have
been adopted by different countries and regions
of the world but governance still seems to be a
problem in Africa.

Post, Saturday 4-10 February 2017.
Cadbury Report, 1992. The financial aspects of corporate governance. www.ecgi.org/codes/documents/cadbury.pdf.
Accessed 19 April 2017.
Cicero, D., Wintoki, M.B. & Yang, T. 2013. How do public companies adjust their board structures? Journal of Corporate
Finance, 23:108-127.
Commonwealth Association of Corporate Governance. 1999,
CACG Guidelines: Principles of Corporate Governance in the
Commonwealth (Commonwealth Association of Corporate
Governance). http://www.ecseonline.com/PDF/CACG%20
Guidelines%20-%20Principles%20for%20Corporate%20
Governance%20in%20the%20Commonwealth.pdf. Accessed
16 April 2017.

Board Members in Botswana should be empowered to fire CEOs whenever possible. Interference
from Ministers normally makes Boards ineffective
as in the case of the Botswana Railways. But typically in the case of the Botswana Development
Corporation, the Minister went ahead and fired
Board of Directors members who were bold
enough to whistleblow on executive management
‛‛shenanigans”.
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The Rise of Multi-Partyism in South Africa’s Political
Spectrum: The Age of Coalition and Multi-Party Governance
TS Masipa
University of Limpopo, South Africa
Abstract: Since the dawn of democracy, South Africa’s politics has been gradually moving from the prevalence
of one-party dominance to a multi-party system. The failure of the ANC to maintain its political dominance
gave rise to other political parties such as IFP, UDM, DA, COPE and EFF, just to mention the few. Recently,
these parties have gained more support and momentum, and as a result, coalition governance is likely to
become permanent feature of South African political landscape. This was witnessed in 2016 local government
elections where a number of municipalities and metros are co-governed by various political parties. The
purpose of this paper is therefore to contextualise South Africa’s political spectrum and locate the challenges
and opportunities of coalition governance thereof. To this end, an attempt was made to present an analytical
account on various types and theories of coalition and a detailed examination of multi-party political systems.
The argument advanced in this paper is that multi-party governance plays a key role in shaping the agenda of
the government and as well as in terms of suggesting policy alternatives. Though party coalitions are likely to
become a common practice in South Africa’s politics, the paper however acknowledges that most opposition
parties are still struggling with ideological identity, and lack of a clear vision on how to manage the affairs of
the country. Another challenge is the political opportunism of parties, because they might develop tendencies
to advance their own agendas and political manifestos. This might impede the progress to deliver services to
the people. This if not addressed might impose a serious impediment to a coalition government. Furthermore,
the paper recommends that parties building coalition must take into cognisance the risks might emanating
as a result of the alliance.
Keywords: Coalition, party-alliance, multi-partyism, politics, governance, South Africa

1. Introduction

scholars advocate for a need for strong political
parties that can compete in elections and keep
the ruling party accountable and for democracy to
remain healthy. It is partly against this backdrop
that this paper seeks to provide a scholarly argument and insights on ‛future’ of coalition era within
South African polity. It is however worth noting that
despite a considerable number of researches made,
various aspects of party coalitions are largely under
studied, particularly in Africa. It is within this context that this paper aims to provide an analytical
framework surrounding the theories, challenges
and opportunities that may ascend when coalition
and multi-party governments are formed particularly in emerging democracies like that of South
Africa.

Since democracy, there has been an emergence
of multiparty politics in most African States. South
Africa is not immune to this advent, the country held
its first democratic elections in 1994. Since then, its
political system has been characterised by the existence of one dominant party, the African National
Congress (ANC). However, for the past decade, the
country’s political landscape has gradually moved
from one-party dominance to a multi-party governance. This was witnessed in the 2016 local
government elections where by number of municipalities and metros are co-governed by various
political parties. To this end, political scientists and
scholars alike allude that the emergence of political parties like Inkata-Freedom Party (IFP), United
Democratic Movement (UDM), Democratic Alliance
(DA), Congress of the People (COPE) and recently,
the Economic Freedom Fighters (EFF), signals the
strengthening and maturity of South Africa’s democracy, (Brooks, 2004; Kadima, 2006; Kadima & Owuor,
2012; Bogaards, 2013; and Kadima, 2014). These

Apart from the introduction, the paper begins
by providing conceptual views of party coalitions
and alliances. The next section discusses various
theories of party coalition with the view to demonstrate the opportunities and challenges that rises
when building party-coalitions and multi-party
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government. The fourth section outlines the types of
party coalitions. Section five looks at South Africa’s
political journey since the first democratic elections
in 1994. Lastly, section six presents the conclusion
and recommendations based on the implications
of theories, challenges and opportunities of party
coalitions.

coalitions have undoubtedly contributed to consolidating countries’ initial steps towards democracy
and peace, through power-sharing arrangements,
others have however been characterised with ideological identities and unprincipled. As indicated,
party-coalitions and party-alliances are often used
interchangeably. Wyatt (1999) cited in Kadima (2006)
proclaims that the distinction between an alliance
and a coalition is that the former is formed before
an election and the latter is built on the basis of the
election outcomes. Established from Wyatt’s (1999)
argument, party alliance can therefore be defined
as the coming together of political parties prior to
elections in order to maximise their votes, whereas
coalition refers to the agreement between political
parties to work together in government on the basis
of the election outcomes.

2. Conceptualisation of MultiPartyism, Coalitions and Alliances
Given their similarities, these concepts, multi-party governance, coalition and party-alliances
are often, and generally, used interchangeably,
hence it is important to differentiate them in terms
of their unique features. Bogaards, (2013) posits
that multi-party governance is one of the primary
channels for building accountable and responsive
government by providing a link between ordinary
citizens and their political representatives. Hence,
he emphases that multi-party governance represents broader political constituencies and integrate
the society into the democratic process and form
the basis of stable political coalitions and hence
governments. Warwick (1994) also acknowledges
the importance of a multi-party government as he
argues that such political parties play an essential
role in the functioning of every modern democracy.
According to Warwick (1994), supports the notion of
coalition governance as he argues that opposition
parties provide a support that makes democracy
to work effectively and that they mediate between
the demands of the citizenry, thus aggregating
the diverse demands of the electorate into coherent policy. In order to form a stable government,
Kadima (2014) posits that it is necessary for a party
to secure at least 51% of legislative seats. Where
no single party enjoys an absolute majority, party
coalitions are formed. This is particularly true of proportional representation electoral systems when no
party has an absolute majority. According to Kadima
(2014), the idea behind forming the coalition is that
it gives smaller parties an opportunity to make a
difference and to hold the ruling party accountable
for its actions. He further suggests that party-coalition should preserve diversity, a dynamic range of
opinions and approaches.

3. Theories of Party Coalitions and
Alliances
Embedded in Kadima (2006), theories of party coalitions are essentially based on the experiences
of European countries and have focused mainly
on explaining the models of government forming
parliamentary democracies. Therefore, it is worth
inquiring their relevance and applicability to the
African context and if they are relevant, in what ways
might they need modification? Office-driven theory:
is based on the assumption that the main goal of
the political parties is to access power. This theory
is also known as the ‛office-seeking’ or ‛office-oriented’. The advocates of this theory includes among
others, Bazazel & Deemen, (1989); Warwick, (1994)
and Kadima, (2006). The assumption advance in
this theory is that the formation of government is
a win-lose situation in which cabinet portfolios are
the ultimate payoffs.

The office-driven theory was later refined by Bazazel
and Deemen (1989) who proclaim that the largest
party in the legislature is central in coalition negotiations and cannot easily be excluded from office.
This was termed the ‛minimal winning hypotheses’
According to the minimal winning theory, government coalitions should comprise of as few political
parties as possible. De Swaan (1973) cited in Kadima
(2006) equally supports the theory because he
argues that political parties will form a minimal winning coalitions with the smallest ideological range,
which then positions the hypothesis of compact
minimum winning coalition. Michael and Schofield

Brooks (2004) also argues that in a democratic
states party coalition are formed with the purpose
of securing enough votes or combining a sufficient number of parliamentary seats to govern.
Brooks (2004) further points out that some party
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(1990) also support the theory of a minimum winning
theory, arguing that the prospective government
seek to minimise the number of parties involved in
the coalition because it is easier to reach consensus.
Subsequently, Michael and Schofield (1990) modified the minimum winning hypothesis by introducing
the ‛‛policy-oriented theory”. Firstly, they argue that
if parties are not interested in the office but only in
the implementation of their preferred policies, the
party controlling the median legislator will become
a kind of a policy dictator and will definitely get into
government. Secondly, they proclaim that the ideological differences within political opposition may be
as relevant to the viability of minority itself. Similarly,
Axelrod (1970) cited in Warwick (1994) noted that the
policy-oriented theory is based on the assumption
that party coalitions are justified by policy goals. He
however argues that ideologically diverse governments tend not to survive because of the greater
policy compromises that coalition party members
have to make. In the early 1980s, the role of size and
ideological differences in explaining the formation
of party coalitions led to the rise of ‛‛institutional
theories” which emphasise the variety of institutional procedures in structuring the formation of
coalitions and its survival (Baron, 1993). According
to Baron (1993), this theory is a common practice

in Scandinavian politics. Another hypothesis for
coalition government is termed, ‛‛formateur procedure”. The procedure is based on the assumption
that the potential parties to form a multi-party government are given a choice to either accepts or reject
formateur proposals. This allows the multi-party
government to influence the ideological composition
of the coalition in its favour (Stevenson, 1997). From
the preceding theories, it can be noted that these
theories have some shortfalls because they assume
that political parties behave unitarily and that they
do not differ when it comes to strategic decision
making. Figure 1 below further outlines some of the
opportunities and challenges of party-coalitions.
Notwithstanding, the challenges and opportunities
of building party coalitions, the NDI (2015) identified the following weaknesses of political parties in
transitional countries;
• Political parties are often poorly institutionalised, with weak policy capacity.
• They are organisationally thin, coming to life
only at election time.
• They often lack a coherent ideology.

Figure 1: Opportunities and challenges of Party coalitions
Opportunities

Challenges

• By combining forces and resources
with others, parties can increase their influence
and accomplish goals they could not achieve
on their own

• To find a common ground with partners,
each party must to some extent compromise
on its own priorities, principles and ideology

• Parties can broaden their appeal and increase
their vote share by combining forces with
others. This may create an opportunity to
secure legislative seats to form a government
and achieve their specific political goals

• Parties may lose some control over decisionmaking and may find it difficult to maintain a
distinct profile that distinguishes them from
their coalition partners

• The public may see coalition-building as an
admirable effort to consider other points of
view and seek compromise

• The need to consult and reach agreement
among coalition partners can make
government decision-making more complex
and slower

• Coalition parties can learn from each other
and thus strengthening their individual parties
based on those experiences

• Poor communication between individual
parties on coalition goals, objectives and
benefits can sometimes fuel tensions and
cause divisions

• Coalition can provide opportunities to broaden
participation in government

• The public may feel that party leaders have
abandoned their principles by coalescing with
other parties

Source: The National Democratic Institute (NDI) (2015).
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• They often fail to stand for any particular policy
agenda.

it may not be possible for coalition partners to reach
consensus on every single issue, hence compromises will then be required (NDI, 2015).

• They often fail to ensure disciplined collective
action in Parliament.

The fourth pillar is compromise; the ultimate objective of compromising should be to create a win-win
situation among the various parties involved in coalition. Decisions reached by the group should involve
concessions from each individual party (NDI, 2015).
In short, these four pillar serves a guideline for parties building coalition. It is therefore imperative for
parties building coalitions to take into cognisance
of the discussed the challenges, opportunities and
mitigate their risks thereof. This would also help the
coalition party to achieve a common goal.

Another challenge is the process of succession of
leaders within party coalition. Certain parties might
impose their own preferred candidate’s political
party driven agendas not for the interest of the
entire nation. These challenges might seem few;
however, their ramifications might have serious
implications on policy making and actions taken
by the multi-party government. In addition, there
is a general consensus that trust is an important
element and precondition for building party coalition. The National Democratic Institute further
developed the four main pillars which need to be
part of the arrangements that coalition partners
discuss and agree upon.

4. Typologies of Party Coalitions
It is worth noting that the typologies of coalitions
discussed below are mainly based on European
electoral systems. Therefore, the intention is to test
their relevance and applicability in African context.
This would serve as a guideline to African democracies on the type of coalition which best suit their
political system.

The first pillar is communication, party leaders must
communicate with their members and supporters
to the objectives of the coalition. Leaders who regularly monitor how the coalition is affecting their
individual parties and how it is being perceived by
their supporters are likely to take remedial actions
that may be needed to address the issues and discontent of its members. Partners should have a
clear agreement on how decisions in coalition are
taken. Depending on the type of coalition, a coordinated public outreach program may be necessary
to inform the public about the goals and accomplishments of coalition (NDI, 2015).

4.1 Electoral Alliances
The main aim of an electoral is to combine the
resources of two or more parties to improve the
electoral outcomes for the members of the alliance. This may involve uniting behind common
candidates or agreeing not to compete against each
other in elections (Schonhardt, 2014). According to
Schonhardt (2014), the ultimate goal of this type of
alliance is to win election by attaining majority in
the legislature and to form the next government.
For instance, Kadima and Owuor (2012), shows
that in 2002 Kenya’s election, opposition leaders
combined their votes to defeat the Kenya African
National Union (KANU). Fourteen parties together
with the Liberal Democratic Party (LDP) coalesced
into the National Alliance Party of Kenya (NAK) and
reached an agreement to form a coalition called the
National Rainbow Coalition (NARC). Each member
party signed a Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU) detailing their agreement (Kadima & Owuor,
2012).

The second pillar is consultation, a successful coalition-building requires individual parties to make an
effort to seek and understand each other’s points of
view. This can help set the stage for consensus and
compromise. Even when consensus and compromise are not possible, having a clear idea of each
partner’s priorities and interests can be helpful in
managing the expectations of all parties involved
in a coalition, (NDI, 2015).
The third pillar is consensus. Consensus-building
involves finding a common ground among parties
involved in coalition. When consensus has been
reached, all partners see their views reflected in
the final outcome. The more areas of consensus
that coalition partners can find, the stronger their
partnership will be. However, consensus-building
often requires significant time and effort. Moreover,

4.2 Coalition Governments
According to Jaffrelot (2014), coalition governments usually occur when no single political party
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Figure 2: The ANC Election Results Since 1994
Year

% Votes

No. of votes

No. of Seats

1994

62.65

12 237 655

252

1999

66.35

10 601 330

266

2004

69,69

10 880 915

279

2009

65.90

11 650 748

264

2014

62.15

11 436 921

249

2016 (LGE)*

53.90

LGE* Local Government Elections
Source: Independent Electoral Commission of South Africa (IEC) (2016)

wins a clear majority in the parliament. The largest party in the parliament reaches agreement
with other parties to form a cabinet. Based on the
agreement, the cabinet consists of representatives from different member parties. In India, the
United Progressive Alliance (UPA) and the National
Democratic Alliance (NDA) have governed India for
three decades, (Jaffrelot, 2014). Dagenborg (2014)
shows that in Norway, the Conservative party, the
Progress Party, the Christian Democratic Party and
the Liberal Party reached an agreement to form a
coalition government.

preceding types of coalition, coalitions can take
many forms. Political parties have a wide range of
reasons and objectives of forming a coalition. Some
of these reason ranges from the electoral alliances
where parties negotiate conditions to form the government to legislative reasons where party form a
coalition to purse a particular legislative framework.
All these types of coalition are important, but each
party will choose to build coalition on the basis of
its objectives.

5. The ANC’s Election Journey Since
1994

4.3 Grand Coalitions

In a democratic system like that of South Africa,
political parties mobilize support of the voters from
the general public. They do this by critiquing each
other and presenting alternative policies to that of
the ruling party. This competition of ideas encourages each party to refine its own policies in order
to win the hearts of voters. The Constitution of the
Republic of South Africa requires a candidate to win
an absolute majority in order to be elected president of the country or premier of a province. In
order to receive a majority of the votes and govern,
coalitions of political parties are formed when no
candidate has secured 51% or more, (Lodge 2004).
Figure 2 above demonstrates the election outcomes
for the ANC since 1994.

This occurs when a country’s main political parties
unite in a coalition government. Coalition between
these parties can be difficult given the traditional
rivalry between them (Barry, 2014). In addition,
Sanner (2013) argues that grand coalitions may be
formed during moments of national political crisis.
In Germany, Sanner (2013) noted that between
1966 and 1969 Social Democrats and Christian
Democratic Union (CDU) came together to form a
government and constituted 95% of the seats in
Parliament.

4.4 Legislative Coalitions
Ruin (2000) noted that this type of coalition involves
the agreement to pursue specific legislative goals
without a division of cabinet or executive responsibilities. In Mexico, the Institutional Revolutionary
Party, the National Action Party and the Democratic
Revolution reached an agreement for a common
legislative agenda. The agreement would become
known as the Pact for Mexico (Pacto pro Mexico)
(O’Day, 2004). Lastly, as discussed from the

Since the first democratic elections in 1994, South
Africa politics have been clearly characterised by the
existence of one dominant party, and thus the ANC.
From Figure 2 above, it can be denoted that the ANC
has enjoyed majority of votes since 1994. In 1994,
the ANC won 62.5% which equates to 252 seats in
a national assembly. The biggest victory of the ANC
was in 2004 where the party won 69.69% resulting
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in 279 seats. However, since 2009, the party has
suffered 3.79% losses scoring only 65.9% of national
elections. This perhaps owes to the general outcry
of lack of service delivery, scourges of corruption,
collapsing economy and lack of job creation which is
usually blamed on the ANC led government. Voters
demonstrated their anger and dissatisfaction for
the ruling party as most them opted to vote for
other parties and others boycotting elections. This
was witnessed in the 2016 local government elections where the ruling party only scored 53.9% of
the votes, which is their worst ever since 1994. As a
result, the ANC lost some of the major metros such
Tshwane, Johannesburg and Nelson Mandela. This
suggests that the ANC party is failing to maintain its
dominance. It is however worth noting that since
the democratic elections in 1994, the ANC took over
the with alliance partners such as the Congress of
South African Trade Unions (COSATU) and the South
African Communist Party (SACP). This partnership
is commonly known as the tripartite alliance. This
tripartite alliance plays a significant role in the formulations and implementation of the country’s
policies. Another partner in the alliance is the South
African National Civic Organisation (SANCO) which is
an association of civic groups. The SACP and COSATU
deem themselves to be the representatives of the
working class and the poor of which majority are
black people. The alliance plays a role the formulation of Reconstruction and Development Plan (RDP),
Growth Employment and Redistribution Strategy
(GEAR) and recently the National Development Plan
(NDP). However, in recent times, within the tripartite alliance, there seems to be lot contradictions in
terms of policy stance and leadership issues. The
other issues which is said to be causing disunity
within the alliance is corruption and factional battles. McKinley (2001) is also of the view that there is
a trust deficit within the tripartite alliance.

own interest and political manifestos. This might
impede the progress to deliver services to the
people because parties will often engage fight to
advance their own agendas rather than achieving
a common goal. Moreover, political parties that
are not yet exposed to governance might lack an
understanding of how to manage the affairs of the
country.

6. Conclusion and Recommendations
Though this paper intends not to make pessimistic
predictions of future election outcomes particularly
for the ANC, the 2016 local government elections
were however an indication that party coalitions
and multi-party governance is likely to become a
permanent feature of South Africa’s political system.
The purpose of this paper was therefore to contextualise South Africa’s political system and locate
the theories, challenges and opportunities of coalition governance thereof. Various theories of party
coalition and alliance were explored. As indicated,
these theories are primarily based on the European
context, therefore, their applicability and relevance
in African politics, including South Africa might be
difficult because of the country’s diverse political
and socio-economic aspects. Another challenge is
the ideological differences of various political parties, and lack of a clear vision on how to manage the
affairs of the country. This if not addressed might
impose a serious threat to a coalition government.
Apart from the identified challenges, the paper however suggests a need for a coalition as this ensures
accountability and represents a broader political
constituencies and integrate the society into the
democratic process. Since multi-party governance
is relatively new in South Africa’s politics, there is
need to broaden the understanding of political parties’ role with respect to governance. This calls for
the support of political parties through workshops,
training and capacity-building to redress deficiencies in their organisations as well as to ensure
effective multi-party governance.

From the preceding analysis, it can be argued that
the ‛‛multy-partyism” is likely to become a common
practice in the post-apartheid South Africa’s political system. Though multiparty governance is widely
applauded to contribute to good democracy, power
sharing, and consolidation of different policies
of move the country forward, this may however
impose some challenges to the overall governance of the country. For instance, the ideological
differences of political parties forming coalitions
may lead to disunity within government. Another
challenge is the political opportunism because parties might develop tendencies to only serve their
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Perception of Entrepreneurship as a Sustainable Career
Option by Women in Rural Areas
O Dzomonda and R Masocha
University of Limpopo, South Africa
Abstract: The emancipation of women is an emerging area which is at the heart of many agendas of various
nations worldwide. An entrepreneurship career can offer momentous opportunities to women in rural areas
and enable them to realise financial independence as well as benefit the economy by contributing towards job
creation. The purpose of this paper is to investigate how women in rural areas perceive entrepreneurship as
a sustainable career option. The study was based on a quantitative research design. The survey method was
used as a data collection method. Using this method, self-administered questionnaires were used as the primary data collection tool. These questionnaires were hand delivered to the participants by the researcher. The
convenience and snowball sampling methods were used to obtain the participants. The population consisted
of women in Ga-Sekopo rural area. 73 women participated in the survey. Data analysis included descriptive
statistics and T tests. The Cronbach’s alpha was used as a measure of reliability. The findings showed that
women in rural areas have negative perceptions about the entrepreneurship career. This was based on the
perception that the career is highly risk, with no clear benefits and that they have doubts in obtaining support
from the government. Results from T tests showed that there is a significant difference on the perception of
entrepreneurship by women in rural areas based on their level of education. The study concluded by proposing
that the government should design a consortium of programmes aimed at raising entrepreneurship awareness
among women in rural areas.
Keywords: Career, Entrepreneurship, Rural Area, South Africa, Women

1. Introduction

noting that the plight of women is different. Women
in rural areas are exposed to living harsh conditions
compared to the ones in urban areas. The incidence
of poverty, unemployment and inequality are more
severe in rural areas than in urban areas (Armstrong,
Lekezwa & Siebrits, 2007; de Witte Rothmann &
Jackson, 2011). In South Africa, women especially in
rural areas remain marginalised and economically
excluded (Malinga, 2016). This emanates from the
apartheid era where women were deemed solely
responsible for child bearing and rearing while men
work for the family. Consequently, this has resulted in
an unbalanced society where especially black women
languish in poverty and depend solely on social
grants to make ends meet. The few who manage to
progress with school are discriminated against in the
workplace as priority is given to their male counterparts (Department of Women Affairs Report, 2015).
The other significant number of women in the work
place complains about bosses approaching them for
sexual favours for a salary rise (Botha, 2016). A study
conducted by Shontell (2010) showed that 15 percent
of women have slept with their bosses and 37 percent
of them got promoted for it. This sadly affects the
integrity of women and the girl child.

The emancipation of women is an emerging area
which is at the heart of many agendas of various
nations worldwide (United Nations, 2011). This study
is driven by the desire to address the sustainable
development goal number 5 which is to achieve
gender equality and empowerment of all women and
girls. According to Cornwall (2016), in many countries,
women empowerment has been making headlines
recently but less action has been taken to actually
empower this group. As such unemployment remains
stubbornly high in countries like South Africa (Statistics
South Africa, 2016). The South African Board of People
Practices (SABPP) Women’s Report (2011) notes that
women constitute a large percentage of the unemployed in South Africa, especially in the rural areas.
As defined by the Rural Development Framework
for South Africa (1997), rural areas are sparsely populated areas in which people farm or depend on natural
resources, including the villages and small towns that are
dispersed through these areas. In addition, they include
the large settlements in former homelands, created by
the apartheid removals, which depend for their survival on migratory labour and remittances”. It is worth
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The authors of this paper believe that an entrepreneurship career can be a sustainable career option
for women especially in rural areas who by virtue
of being less qualified cannot be absorbed into
mainstream formal employment. On this account,
an entrepreneurship career can restore and decorate women with the dignity they deserve through
economic empowerment and social inclusion.
According to the United Nations (2011), if given the
same opportunities as many, women can greatly
transform communities. Similarly, the National
Development Plan (2030) asserts that the economic
inclusion of women is a proxy towards attaining the
projected 2030 targets. Hence, an entrepreneurship career can offer momentous opportunities to
women in rural areas and enable them to realise
financial independence as well as benefit the economy by contributing to job creation, innovation and
economic growth.

new entrepreneurially driven firms. According
to Schumpeter (1934), the innovative ability of
entrepreneurially driven firms creates a catalytic
mechanism which breaks the equilibrium principle in the labour market hence creating more
employment. Schumpeter (1934) believes that
entrepreneurs are engines for innovation and
drivers of economic growth and development.
Rwigema and Venter (2004) define entrepreneurship as the process of conceptualising, organising,
launching and through innovation, nurturing a
business opportunity into a potentially high growth
venture in a complex and unstable environment.
The foundation of women entrepreneurship can be
traced from the 1970s particularly with the work of
Schwartz (1976). However, Yadav and Unni (2016)
feel that the field is still not fully developed hence
requiring more empirical studies. As Schreuder
and Coetzee (2013:36) highlight, ‛‛entrepreneurial
careers consist of those individuals who decide on
self-employment as a means of sustenance and
starting their own business ventures.” According
to Grigore and Toma (2014), entrepreneurship is
gradually becoming one of the best career options
worldwide. Tamvada (2010) reasons that self
employment is more likely to eradicate poverty than
salaried jobs. Entrepreneurship is commonly associated with job creation, entrepreneurial culture,
business venture, innovation, new products and/or
services, poverty reduction, well-being or economic
development (Amoros et al., 2013). Rural areas can
be turned into economic development hubs if entrepreneurship is seriously fostered among women.
In most rural areas there is vast underutilised land
which women can utilise through different agricultural projects. Rural areas possess a lot of natural
resources which just require a breed of new entrepreneurs to tap through and make economic gains
for themselves and the rest of the communities.
However, existing literature indicates that women
in rural areas still hold negative perceptions about
the entrepreneurship career.

Regardless of the benefits which can be derived
from entrepreneurship, the number of women
involved in entrepreneurship remains low and
unsatisfactory in South Africa. Most people in South
Africa prefer to work than starting their own businesses. A cross comparison between 1st and 3rd
world countries conducted by Friedrich and Visser
(2005) concerning the ratio between the number of
people starting their own businesses and the ones
who prefer working revealed a shocking ratio of 1:52
in South Africa compared 1:10 in 1st world countries.
South Africa exhibit low levels of entrepreneurial
intention (Luiz & Mariottiy, 2011). It is documented
that a significant number of women still perceive
running a business as risky and therefore meant for
man. However, Brijlal (2011) believes that women
have a great role to play in the entrepreneurial
space. He further argues that it is important to study
the entrepreneurship perceptions of females as a
basis to improve the economic participation by this
group. This paper intends to assess the entrepreneurial perceptions of women in rural areas and
to investigate if the entrepreneurial perceptions
of women in rural areas differ based on their level
of education.

2.2 Theoretical Framework
Ibrahim et al. (2015) assert that like any other
career options, the entrepreneurship career should
be planned as well. The entrepreneurial process
is entirely based on the cognitive process. Any
action or decision to start something is influenced
by perception. This explains why entrepreneurship
depends largely with one’s mindset. Perception
shapes the different questions which arise from an

2. Literature Review
2.1 Entrepreneurship as a Career Choice for
Women in Rural Areas
Schumpeter (1934) advocates the need for
new venture creation through the genesis of
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individual regarding the benefits, risks, and support
one can get in pursuing such opportunity or decision. Figure 1 below shows the proposed perception
framework on how people evaluate an opportunity
and finally make a decision at the end.

entrepreneurial career, they evaluate whether, their
families, friends or the government will support
them (Dzomonda, Fatoki & Oni, 2015). Most people
usually end up dropping a certain decision because
of the perception that they won’t get enough support particularly from the government.

2.3 Perceived Benefits

Giagtzi (2013) argues that perception greatly affects
one’s final decision to become an entrepreneur.
Shapero and Sokol (1982) assert that perception is
a proxy to one’s intention to become an entrepreneur. He however, argues that these perceptions
can change based on situations. Similarly, Ajzen
(1991) theory of planned behaviour emphasises
the importance of perception in shaping an individual’s final decision to become an entrepreneur.
Therefore, factors which affect the perception of
women about entrepreneurship need to be identified and improved. Existing literature indicates that
factors such as family factors, cultural factors, lack
of previous experience and entrepreneurial skills,
lack of information and lack of entrepreneurial support structures in communities hinder women from
venturing into entrepreneurship (Lekhanya, 2016).

This explains both the financial and non-financial
gains that one perceives to be associated with a
particular decision or action. In the case of entrepreneurship, one evaluates whether it is viable for
them to undertake such based on the monetary
expectations. On the other hand, perceived benefits
are associated with an evaluation of whether one
will gain a certain status after taking an action to
pursue the entrepreneurship career.

2.4 Perceived Risks
People have different risk appetite. For example,
by nature men tend to be more risk takers than
women. This emanates from the way people of
different gender are raised and socialised. Men
are socialised in a way that challenges them to be
aggressive and to take risk while women are socialised to be conservative. Therefore, before taking a
final decision to become an entrepreneur, people
evaluate the decision based on the perceived risks
associated with such an action. Risk varies from
business failure, to personal failure. People are
afraid to lose their startup capital in the case of
business failure while on the other hand they fear
to be social outcast after in the case that the society
associate business failure with personal failure.

2.6 Level of Education and Entrepreneurial
Perceptions
Existing literature indicate that perception about
entrepreneurship is shaped by a number of factors.
According to Brijlal (2011), attaining tertiary level
equips one to become a serial entrepreneur who
understands the risk associated with new venture
creation. As such, it implies that people with tertiary
qualifications are likely to pursue an entrepreneurship career compared to their counterparts with
Matric and below (SBP, 2013). However, Ibrahim
et al. (2015) note that many schools are producing more of job seekers than job creators. This
calls for a change in the curriculum from primary
stages. Education improves one’s entrepreneurial
alertness. Grigore and Toma (2014), assert that

2.5 Perceived Support
Support comes in various forms. Before taking a
particular decision, individuals evaluate whether
they will have enough support in their endeavours.
In the case of the decision for one to choose the

Figure 1: Perception Framework

Source: The author, 2017
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entrepreneurship education creates a culture that
is responsive and supportive towards entrepreneurship initiatives. According to the World Economic
Forum (2009), education shapes entrepreneurial
attitudes and behaviour as well as instilling an
entrepreneurial mindset in a person. Furthermore,
the report assert that entrepreneurship education
boost self confidence in people and hence give
them the zeal to start something of their own. Seet
and Seet (2006) found out that entrepreneurship
education, where students are exposed to experiential learning and simulation, greatly imparts a
positive perception in students on entrepreneurship. Raichaudhuri (2005) found that students who
enrolled for entrepreneurship studies have a high
probability of starting their own businesses. Based
on the findings of Seet and Seet (2006), the authors
believe that the negative perceptions held by
women in rural entrepreneurship can be changed
through entrepreneurship education. Therefore,
it can be hypothesised that there is a significant
relationship between the level of education and
perceptions formed about the entrepreneurship
career by women in rural areas.

sampling techniques were used to collect data from
the respondents. The respondents were surveyed
based on their availability and existing respondents
referred the researcher to the next participant. The
data was analysed using descriptive statistics and T
tests. The Cronbach’s alpha was used as a measure
of reliability.

4. Results and Discussion
As part of data collection, one hundred and fifty-six
questionnaires were sent out. Seventy-three questionnaires were returned and filled properly. The
response rate was 47 percent.

4.1 Entrepreneurial Perception and Intention
As indicated by Table 1 on the following page,
women in rural areas have negative perceptions
about the entrepreneurship career. In addition, the
results indicate that women in rural areas perceive
the entrepreneurship career as highly risk. It was
also discovered that a significant number of women
in rural areas still perceive entrepreneurship as
something mainly for men. Hence, they do not
have any plans to venture into entrepreneurship
in the near future as indicated by low averages on
the entrepreneurial intention. Rodrik (200) argues
that South Africans lack the entrepreneurial spirit.
Similarly, Brijal (2011) reports that a significant
number of South Africans have negative perceptions about the entrepreneurship career. This is
creating people who are dependent on the government to create jobs hence resulting in astronomical
levels of unemployment because the government
cannot keep pace with the increasing population
(Luiz & Mariotti, 2011).

3. Methodology
This study is quantitative in nature. A quantitative research uses statistical data and methods to
arrive at conclusions about a phenomenon (Cooper
& Schindler, 2008). The quantitative research
design was used because it makes it easier for the
researcher to generalise findings given that the
data is quantifiable and statistical in nature. The
survey method was used to obtain the respondents.
Using the survey, self administered questionnaires
were hand delivered to the respondents by the
researcher. The authors of this study reason that
perception about entrepreneurship is in sync with
entrepreneurship intention. Hence, questions
related to perception were merged with the entrepreneurial intention to gauge responses from the
participants. The questionnaire was constructed
after critically consulting similar studies such
as Shapero and Sokol (1982), Ajzen (1991) and
Krueger and Brazea (1994). In these studies, the
data collection yielded high levels of reliability and
validity. The question was divided into section A
consisting of biographical questions and section B
consisting of questions related to perception and
the entrepreneurial intention of women in rural
areas. Due to the inability to obtain the sampling
frame in the study area, convenience and snowball

4.2 Inferential Statistics
The second objective was; to investigate if the
entrepreneurial perceptions of women in rural
areas differ based on their level of education. This
objective was included on the basis that education
shapes one’s perception about a particular decision.
T tests were used to test this assumption.

4.2.1 Level of Education Difference on the
Entrepreneurial Perceptions by Women in
Rural Areas
To test the education differences, the level of education was categorised into; Matric and below and
tertiary. The results indicate that there is a significant
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difference on the perceptions held by women in
rural areas towards the entrepreneurship career
based on their level of education. It can be deduced
that those with tertiary qualifications have positive
perceptions about the entrepreneurship career
that those with Matric and below. The findings
are consistent with the findings of SBP (2013) that
tertiary education improves one’s entrepreneurial

alertness and hence the intention to start a business. Similarly, Brijal (2011) argues that education
stand as an effective tool to change the negative
perceptions women in rural areas hold about the
entrepreneurship career. The World Economic
Forum (2009) remark that entrepreneurship education can be used a societal agent of change, this
implies that everyone is empowered.

Table 1: Descriptive Statistics of Entrepreneurial Perception and Intention
Variable

Mean

Standard
deviation

1. I perceive entrepreneurship as my possible career choice.

1.71

1.21

2. I perceive entrepreneurship as a profitable career path.

1.33

0.66

3. I perceive entrepreneurship as beneficial to me.

1.66

0.73

4. In my community entrepreneurship is associated with success.

1.37

1.31

5. I perceive entrepreneurship as risky career option.

4.03

0.67

6. I perceive to get favourable support from my family and the government.

2.21

1.44

7. I plan to have my own business in the coming 3 years.

1.24

1.11

8. It is has been my intention to start my own business.

1.03

1.32

9. Starting my own business is an attractive idea to me.

1.30

0.77

10. I am enthusiastic about starting my own business.

1.55

1.23

11. I spent a lot of time thinking about owning my own business.

1.82

1.12

12. Owning my own business is the best alternative for me.

1.33

0.81

Cronbach’s alpha

0.80
Source: Authors

Table 2: T-test Results for Level of Education Difference
Factor

Matric and
below Mean

Tertiary
Mean

t-statistic

Sig level

1. I perceive entrepreneurship as my
possible career choice.

1.33

1.71

1.66

0.01

2. I perceive entrepreneurship as a
profitable career path.

1.44

1.82

1.53

0.00

4. In my community entrepreneurship
is associated with success.

1.01

1.22

1.71

0.03

5. I perceive entrepreneurship as risky
career option.

3.44

3.43

1.61

0.00

6. I perceive to get favourable support
from my family and the government.

1.11

1.63

1.33

0.02

3. I perceive entrepreneurship as
beneficial to me.

Sig>0.05
Source: Authors
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5. Conclusion

is one of the important factors shaping perceptions
one hold about being an entrepreneur. Hence,
stakeholders such as capital and financial structures, educational institutions and policy makers
need to come on board and make the entrepreneurial ecosystem work. It can be deduced that
negative perceptions about the entrepreneurship
career held by women in rural areas can be due to
lack of awareness about the career and its benefits.
Therefore, it is recommended that the media such
as radios, newspapers and radios should come on
board and raise awareness about this career. In
addition, community leaders like councillors and
the municipalities should invite role models to come
and motivate women in rural areas about the benefits of pursuing the entrepreneurship career.

Women remain marginalised and economically
excluded in South Africa. It was noted that this is
worse in rural areas, where women solely depend
on social grants for a living. The authors of this
study were of the view that entrepreneurship can
improve the economic exclusion of women and
give them financial independence. However, it
was discovered that women in rural areas have
negative perceptions and attitude towards the
entrepreneurship career. This negative perception
and attitude automatically lowers the intention
to start their own businesses. The framework
proposed for this study highlighted that these
perceptions are formed based on the perceived
benefits one is likely to derive from the entrepreneurship career, perceived risks associated with
pursuing the entrepreneurship career and more
importantly perceived support from different
stakeholders such as the government, family and
financial institutions. Therefore, it was important
to identify and improve the factors which affect the
perception of women in rural areas. Education was
identified as an important factor which positively
shapes the perception and attitudes of women in
rural areas about the entrepreneurship career.
Comparisons were made between those with
Matric and below and their counterparts with tertiary qualifications. The T tests results indicated
that there is a significant difference between participants with Matric and below and those with
tertiary qualifications. The results were in favour
for those with tertiary qualifications who might
have been exposed to business courses.

More importantly women in rural areas should
endeavour to equip them with entrepreneurial
knowledge by enrolling for entrepreneurship short
courses as well as following programs that teach
entrepreneurship on televisions and radios.
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Abstract: It is an open secret that the world was plunged into a world financial crisis caused by the United States
credit bubble in the mid-late 2000’s. During this time, South Africa was not spared the negative effects of this
crisis. It was also during this time that South Africa’s level of exports and inflows of foreign direct investment
declined sharply. Thus, it is against this backdrop that the study investigates the relationship between exports
and foreign direct investment inflows in the South African economy seeing that they seem to be moving in the
same direction. Using yearly secondary data spanning the period 1980 – 2015, the Johansen cointegration test
was employed to test for the long run cointegrating relationship between the variables in the export model.
The Granger causality test was employed to test for the direction of causality between the variables whereas
the Vector Error Correction Model (VECM) was employed to estimate the speed of adjustment. The results from
the cointegration test showed that there is a long run relationship between exports, real economic growth,
inward FDI and real effective exchange rate. There is also a one-way causal relationship running from exports to
inward FDI. The long run export model shows that an increase in FDI induces an increase in exports. The paper
recommends the strengthening of trade policy in the way of providing export subsidies to domestic producers
in order to help lower their prices and be able to compete in international markets. As a more reliable instrument to increase exports, the government should adopt exchange rate policy to stabilise the exchange rate.
Keywords: Exports, Foreign Direct Investment, Real GDP, Real Effective Exchange Rate

1. Introduction
No economy in the world, perhaps excluding North
Korea with her Juche economic philosophy of self-sufficiency, can afford to be autarkic in modern times.
In order to have a success of an economy, a country has to have very strong ties with the rest of the
world so as to be enabled to compete successfully
in international markets. It is correctly pointed out in
Mohr, Phillip and Associates (2008) that economies
that cannot compete in the international arena tend
to stagnate or decline.
In the South African context, imports, exports and
international capital movements have all been important in the development of the economy. However, the
balance of payments has not always been favourable,
owing (to some extent) to a high deficit in the current
account of the balance of payments. For instance,
South Africa has been confronted with a very huge
deficit in the current account of the Balance of payments. It was reported in the SARB Quarterly Bulletin
(March 2015). The balance in the fourth quarter of
2014 recorded a deficit of R207 billion representing
just over 5.4% of the country’s GDP and although
this deficit was mainly due to the outflow of funds in

the form of net service, income and current transfer
payments, part of it was as a result of an ever rising
trade deficit which was reported at R35 billion for the
4th quarter and a cumulative R69 billion for the year
2014. According to Matlasedi (2016), both exports and
imports declined sharply during 2009 as South Africa
felt the effects of the world financial crisis which had
gripped most economies for two consecutive years
preceding 2009.
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) can enhance the
ability of a country to compete successfully and
realise its macroeconomic goals/objectives such as
full employment, economic growth, equitable distribution of income and balance of payments stability
(International Monetary Fund, 2005). FDI has also
been praised for its positive impact on employment
and on the economic growth of a country, and as it
is expressed in International Monetary Fund (2005),
FDI can also represent a source of foreign exchange
inflows that can help strengthen a country’s total
international reserves (International Monetary Fund,
2005).
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A closer look at recent trends as reported in UNCTAD
(2013) on inward FDI, suggests that South Africa
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recorded a decline from $6 billion (R60.6 billion)
in 2011 to $4.6 billion (R46.46 billion) in 2012. This
decrease was mainly due to net divestment in the
third quarter of 2012 as a foreign mining company
offloaded its stake in a local subsidiary. Roberts
(2011) states that inward FDI declined by as much
as 70% between 2009 and 2010 and that was the
period in which South Africa was beginning to feel
the full effects of the world financial crisis. This
is illustrated further in section 4. Therefore, it is
against this backdrop that the researcher proposes to investigate if there is a causal relationship
between trade and inward FDI, as they both deteriorated sharply during the world financial crisis.

2. Literature Review
2.1 Theoretical Framework
The IMF (1993) defines FDI as a category of international investment that reflects the objective of
a resident in one economy (the direct investor)
obtaining a lasting interest in an enterprise resident
in another economy called, the direct investment.
The lasting interest implies the existence of a longterm relationship between the direct investor and
the direct investment enterprise, and a significant
degree of influence by the investor on the management of the enterprise. A direct investment
relationship is established when the direct investor
has acquired ten percent or more of the ordinary
shares or voting power of an enterprise abroad.

account, one usually looks at the inflow of foreign
direct investment. Not only can such an FDI inflow
fill the gap in the current account of the balance of
payments, but it can also stimulate exports in the
future thus creating a more permanent solution
to the current account deficit problem.
Hailu (2010) states that FDI is expected to affect
export from the export supply side of the host
country. FDI may enhance export-oriented productivity that further improves export performance.
Others may argue that export leads to increase in
productivity that further attracts foreign investors
to undertake FDIs. Export contributes to growth by
facilitating labour mobilisation and capital accumulation. In theory, there is a two-way causal
relationship between trade and productivity,
although advocates of export-led growth generally
contend that exports enhance productivity growth.
These economists argue that firms tend to learn
advanced technologies through exports and must
adopt them to compete in the foreign marketplace.
Firms also learn by doing, and emulate foreign
rivals through trial and error inherent in the production and sale of export goods (Hailu, 2010).

It is stated in Amiti and Greenaway (2000) that
until recently, it has been difficult to base empirical work on a theoretical framework given the
lack of a unified theory covering different types of
FDI. Theories on FDI – trade relationships include
‛horizontal’ multinational enterprises (MNEs) as in
Markusen (1984), i.e. firms which produce the same
goods in multiple countries, or on ‛vertical’ MNEs as
in Helpman (1984), i.e. firms which geographically
fragment production by stages. Predictions about
the relationship between FDI and trade crucially
depend on whether FDI is vertical or horizontal:
theories on horizontal FDI predict a negative relationship whereas theories on vertical FDI predict
a positive relationship.

Several studies have been undertaken to investigate the effect of FDI on exports such as those by
Orr (1991), Blomstrom et al. (1988), Pfaffermayr
(1994), and Lin (1995). Of all the researchers
acknowledged, only Orr (1991) examined the trade
balance effects of inward FDI to the United States
of America (USA). He suggests that FDI improves
the competitiveness of US firms in both US and
international markets. He found an elasticity of
US aggregate exports to FDI of 0.21 which suggests that FDI in the US during the late 1980s
raised US exports by roughly $20 billion over the
long term.

2.2 Empirical Evidence

Orr's findings (1991) suggest that USA’s FDI in
Mexico may initially raise US exports and improve
the US trade balance. However, Mexico’s imports
of US goods may eventually fall and US imports
from Mexico may eventually rise. Total US exports
could rise if the US parent would ship inputs to
Mexico for final assembly before shipment back
to the US and if lower production costs in Mexico
create a larger US market for the good than would
otherwise exist.

It is stated in Marinova and Marinov (2003) that
if a country has a very high deficit in the current

Dunning and Lundan (2008) point that several
scholars have also attempted to measure the
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balance of payment impacts of foreign affiliates
operating in developing countries. In Latin America,
Vernon (1971) found a positive impact of US inward
direct investment on the balance of payments in
the early 1960s, if it is assumed that the goods and
services arising from the investment would otherwise be imported. However, the impact becomes
negative if the assumption is that such production
had replaced that by indigenous firms. Biersteker
(1978) obtained the same results for foreign firms
in Nigeria.

Jansen (1995) found that even though direct
investment was strongly export orientated and
contributed to a sharp increase in exports earnings
in Thailand, it also led to an even sharper increase
in imports, which resulted in deterioration on
the current account, and an increase in external
debt burden. Thus, while the direct investment
itself did not constitute a debt obligation, its indirect effects led to adjustments that resulted in
increased borrowing.
Another study has revealed that Central and
Eastern Europe, which received considerable flows
of inward FDI in the 1990s, recorded increasing
current account deficits, caused largely by imports
exceeding exports on the other hand. However, it
is pointed out in Pӧschl (2000), that if a net inflow
of FDI coincides with increased deficits on the current account, these deficits might be the result of
upgrading and capital imports, and consequently
a sign of increasing, rather than declining, competitiveness. Furthermore, the capital inflows
can offset some of the current account deficit,
increase reserves and decrease vulnerability to
financial crisis.

Examining the balance of exports by foreign-invested enterprises (FIEs) in china between 1980
and 1996, Sun (1998) found that although the
overall balance of Chinese trade was increasingly
positive from 1990 onwards, although that of FIEs
was consistently negative over the entire period.
This he attributes to their imports of machinery and
equipment, which is supported by the fact that if
such imports are excluded from the calculations,
the balance of trade of the FIEs was balanced or
had a modest surplus since 1990, in spite of their
considerable imports of intermediate goods
Since the turn of the millennium, there have also
been studies conducted such as that of Liu et al.
(2002), which found evidence of Granger causality
between FDI and trade in China based on panel
data covering 19 investing home countries in 1984
and 1998. They found a one-way complementary
link between the growth of China’s imports and the
complementary link of the inward FDI stock from
the home country. They also revealed that there
is a one-way complementary link from the growth
of inward FDI in China and Chinese exports on the
home country. Finally, they found a one-way complementary link between the growth of Chinese
exports to imports, although, in their assignment,
this link lacked a clear theoretical basis.
In a study on the US economy, Orr (1991) hypothesised that inward FDI should lead to lower US
imports, but, empirically, an increase in FDI appears
to raise aggregate imports even after several years.
However, this finding does not hold up at the industry level. For example, Orr finds that FDI in the US
auto industry initially raised the trade deficit as
imports of capital goods and parts offset the reduction in imports of finished automobiles. However,
after four years, FDI led to a trade surplus in automobiles as imports of capital goods and parts fell
and domestic content rose.

3. Methodology
The aim of the study is to investigate the effects
of inward Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) on
exports in the South African economy. This section discusses the methodology adopted, which is
basically quantitative in nature. The data section is
followed by the model specification and estimation
techniques conclude the section.

3.1 Data
The study used annual secondary data spanning
the period 1970-2015. Data for Merchandise
Exports, Real Gross Domestic Product and Real
Effective Exchange Rate was obtained from the
South African Reserve Bank (SARB) whereas data
for Foreign Direct Investment Inflows was obtained
from the World Bank.
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3.2 Model Specifications
Export model
LNEXPt = β 0 + β1 LNGDPt + β 2 LNFDI t +

β 3 LNREERt

(1)
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Priory expectation

A disadvantage of the test is that it relies on large
samples to give reliable results and hence it will
perform rather poorly in small sample sizes.

β1 > 0; β 2 > 0; β3 < 0
Where LNEXP = the log of real merchandise exports,
LNGDP = the log of South Africa’s real GDP in constant 2010 prices. The elasticity is expected to be
positive in both models. LNFDI = the log of foreign
direct investment inflows expressed as a percentage of GDP. The elasticity is expected to be positive
in both models. LNREER = the log of the real effective exchange rate based on the volume of trade
in manufactured goods between RSA and 20 of its
major trading partners. The elasticity is expected
to be negative in the export model as a decrease
in the value of the rand leads to an increase in the
value of exports.

3.3.2 Johansen Cointegration Test
After completion of unit root testing on the time
series and assuming that all time series are integrated of the same order, a bivariate Johansen
cointegration test is conducted between each of the
variables in the trade balance model. The Johansen
process is actually ‛‛a maximum likelihood method
that determines the number of cointegrating vectors in a non-stationary time series Vector Auto
Regression (VAR) with restrictions imposed, known
as a vector error correction model (VEC)” (Johansen
and Juselius, 1990: 194).

3.3 Estimation Techniques

The concept of Granger causality starts with the
premise that the future cannot cause the past. If
event A occurs after event B, then A cannot cause
B. Granger (1969) applied this concept to economic
time series to determine whether one-time series
‛‛causes” in the sense of precedes another. However,
merely because event A occurs before B does not
mean that A causes B. Therefore, the Granger causality test will also be used to determine if there is
causality between inward FDI and exports as well
as the direction of causality between the variables.

3.3.1 Unit Root Tests
Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) unit root test.
The equation for the A Augmented Dickey-Fuller
(ADF) unit root test is given by:

∆yt = a0 + β t + γ yt −1 + δ1∆yt −1 + ... +

δ p −1∆yt − p +1 + ε t

(2)

Where a is a constant, β, the coefficient on a time
trend and p is the lag order of the autoregressive
process. Maggiora and Skerman (2009) state that
it must be noted that in order to select the optimal
lag length for the model, the log-likelihood function must be maximised. That is done by selecting
the model with the lowest Schwartz Bayesian
Information Criterion (SBC) and confirming the
results with the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)
in order to ensure accuracy.
The Phillips – Perron (PP) unit root test is one of the
most widely used alternatives to the ADF test in the
analysis of time series data. The difference in the
tests (ADF & PP) lies in how issues of serial correlation and heteroskedasticity are dealt with. Whereas
the ADF test uses a parametric autoregression to
approximate the ARMA structure of the errors in the
test regression, the PP modifies the test statistic so
that no additional lags of the dependant variable
are needed in the presence of serially – correlated
errors (Phillips and Perron, 1988). An advantage
with the test is that it assumes no functional form
for the error process of the variable which means
that it is applicable to a very wide set of problems.

3.3.3 Granger Causality Test

It is stated that if ever the F-statistic is greater than
the Probability value, then the null hypotheses can
be rejected.

4. Results and Discussion
Figure 1, panels (A) – (C) show the trend and behaviour of merchandise exports, inward foreign direct
investment and merchandise imports for the period
2005-2015. The period is chosen because it offers
us a chance to analyse the trends before, during
and after the world financial crisis. In panel (A) and
(B), exports and imports follow a very close pattern
and almost move identically, that is, they increase
and decrease around the same time. The figure in
panel (C) shows that inward FDI moves differently.
However, of particular importance is the period
between 2008 and 2009, which could be attributed
to the world financial crisis. During that time, all
the variables reported in figure 1, declined sharply,
which prompted the need to investigate how inward
foreign direct investment can influence the trade
balance through the export path.
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Figure 1: The Pattern of Trade and Inward FDI During the Period [2005-2015]
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4.1 Unit Root Tests
Table 1: Unit Root Tests: Augmented Dickey Fuller and Phillips – Perron
VARIABLE

INTERCEPT
ADF

INTERCEPT & TREND
PP

ADF

PP

ORDER OF
INTERGRATION

LNEXP

-4.282

-4.282

-4.516

-4.476

I(1)

∆LNEXP

-6.857***

-8.584***

-6.767***

-8.905***

I(1)

LNIMP

-1.776

-1.858

-2.849

-2.773

I(1)

∆LNIMP

-5.732***

-5.960***

-5.888***

-10.561***

I(1)

LNFDI

-4.255

-3.975

-5.720

-5.966

I(1)

∆LNFDI

-7.291***

-19.736***

-7.158***

-19.314***

I(1)

REER

-1.883

-1.547

-3.624*

-2.677

I(1)

∆REER

-5.160***

-5.625***

-5.078***

-5.534***

I(1)

LNGDP

-1.607

-1.638

-1.825

-1.898

I(1)

∆LNGDP

-6.404***

-6.365***

-6.311***

-6.280***

I(1)

∆ represents the difference operator. *, **, *** represents the rejection of the null hypothesis at 10%, 5%
and 1% levels of significance

Source: Authors
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The results in Table 1 on the previous page show
that all the variables are non-stationary at level form
but become stationary when the both ADF and PP
tests are applied to their 1st differences. Thus, the
variables are integrated of the first order and are
applicable for the Johansen cointegration test and
the VECM.

4.2 Johansen Cointegration Test Results
In order to test for cointegration, it is necessary
that we determine the lag length in the series. The

lag order selected by most is the one chosen as
indicated by asterisks in Table 2 below.
The (1) lag chosen by the Schwarz information criterion and the Hannan-Quinn information criterion
yielded unsatisfactory results, thus, (2) lags were
chosen as suggested by the Akaike information criterion (AIC). Hence, the paper uses 2 lags for the
estimation of the Johansen cointegration test, the
VECM and the Granger causality test.

See Tables 3 and 4 below:

Table 2: VAR Lag Order Selection Criteria for the Export Model
Lag

LogL

LR

FPE

AIC

SC

0.006576 6.327189

6.492681

HQ

0

-128.8710 NA

6.387848

1

20.08631 262.4485* 1.18e-05 -0.004110

2

36.66883 26.05824

1.17e-05* -0.031849* 1.457582

0.514086

3

50.63466 19.28615

1.36e-05 0.065016

2.216417

0.853590

4

67.65259 20.25944

1.45e-05 0.016543

2.829913

1.047755

0.823352* 0.299187*

* indicates lag order selected by the criterion
LR: sequential modified LR test statistic (each test at 5% level)
FPE: Final prediction error
AIC: Akaike information criterion
SC: Schwarz information criterion
HQ: Hannan-Quinn information criterion
Source: Authors

Table 3: Trace Test
Hypothesised
No. of CE(s)

Eigen Value

Trace Statistic

Critical Value
@ 5%

Prob.**

None *

0.442740

50.49612

47.85613

0.0276

At most 1

0.389713

25.35302

29.79707

0.1492

At most 2

0.091063

4.118526

15.49471

0.8937

At most 3

0.000300

0.012887

3.841466

0.9094

Source: Authors’ computation

Table 4: Max-Eigen
Hypothesised
No. of CE(s)

Eigen Value

Max-Eigen
Statistic

Critical Value
@5%

Prob.**

None

0.442740

25.14310

27.58434

0.0995

At most 1 *

0.389713

21.23450

21.13162

0.0484

At most 2

0.091063

4.105639

14.26460

0.8480

At most 3

0.000300

0.012887

3.841466

0.9094

Source: Authors’ computation
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The Johansen cointegration test shows that in
the export model, there is a long run relationship
between the variables as evidenced by the trace
statistic which is greater than the critical value at the
5% level of significance. Therefore, since a long run
relationship is confirmed, the paper then proceeds
to estimate the VECM for the export model.

of exports. There is also a positive relationship
between domestic GDP and the level of exports. A
10% increase in the level of GDP will surge exports
by 26.6%. The results further show that there is a
positive long run relationship between exports and
the exchange rate. This means that when the value
of the exchange rate declines, so does the value of
exports. The result does not meet the priory expectation of a depreciation increasing exports.

4.3 The Vector Error Correction Model
Long run cointegrating equation from the normalised cointegrating vector is represented as follows:
LNEXPt = −12.35 + 0.04 FDI t + 2.66 LNGDPt +
0.01REERt + ε t

(3)

In order to give a more accurate picture, coefficients
from the long run normalised cointegrating equation are multiplied by (-1). The results show that as
expected, foreign direct investment inflows have a
positive relationship with exports. A 10% increase
in FDI inflows leads to a 0.4% increase in the level

4.4 Pairwise Granger Causality Test Results
The results from the Pairwise Granger Causality Test
(Table 6 below) show that there is one-way causality
which runs from exports to FDI, meaning that exports
predict increases in the inflows of FDI in the South
African economy and not the other way round. There
is also one-way causality from imports to inward FDI,
meaning that greater imports help explain increases
in inward FDI. Also of interest is that increases in GDP
predict inward FDI in the South African economy.

Table 5: The Vector Error Correction Model Results
Cointegrating
Equation
Coint Eq1

LEX(-1)

FDI(-1)

1.000000

-0.037741
(0.03530)

LGDP(-1)

REER(-1)

-2.659819
(0.21915)

-0.011143
(0.00309)

C
12.34994

Notes: Standard error in ( )
Source: Authors

Table 6: Pairwise Granger Causality Test Results
Null Hypothesis:

Obs

F-Statistic

Prob.

44

0.12780

0.8804

3.97179

0.0269

0.43200

0.6523

3.66856

0.0347

5.36197

0.0088

0.35592

0.7028

4.14520

0.0233

0.78870

0.4616

3.98414

0.0266

2.48501

0.0964

2.08208

0.1383

3.42211

0.0427

FDI does not Granger Cause LEX
LEX does not Granger Cause FDI
REER does not Granger Cause LEX

44

LEX does not Granger Cause REER
LGDP does not Granger Cause FDI

44

FDI does not Granger Cause LGDP
LIM does not Granger Cause FDI

44

FDI does not Granger Cause LIM
REER does not Granger Cause LGDP

44

LGDP does not Granger Cause REER
LIM does not Granger Cause REER
REER does not Granger Cause LIM

44

Decision rule: If Probability value is <5% level of significance, the null
hypothesis is rejected.
Source: Authors
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5. Conclusion and Recommendations

Export growth, although it has always been strong,
it has also been outpaced by import growth for a
significant amount of time. One of the major reasons that have contributed to the trade deficits
since the world financial crisis has been the turmoil
(industrial action) in the mining and agricultural
sectors in protest against lower wages, thus leading to lower productivity and lower production
in those industries. The result was a decrease in
commodity exports (and thus a deterioration of
the trade balance). Therefore, the government
will do well if it can try to control the industrial
action(s) before it spills out of control. One way to
do this would be to come up with a policy/agreement similar to the 3 (three) year wage agreement
the government had with public servants in 2012
and AMCU signed with the LONMIN mine in 2016
in order to avoid the debilitating effects of strikes.

The paper investigated the effects of inward FDI
on exports in the South African economy where
annual data covering the period 1970 – 2015 was
used in the study. The Augmented Dickey Fuller
and Phillips – Perron Unit root tests were employed
to test for the stationarity of the variables so as to
give way to estimation techniques. The Johansen
cointegration test was employed to test for the
long run relationship between the variables in the
export model. The Vector Error Correction Model
was used to estimate the long run equation as well
as the speed of adjustment. The granger causality test was employed to test for the direction of
causality between the variables.
The results from the unit root tests show that all
the variables were not stationary at level form,
but became stationary when the ADF and PP tests
were applied to their 1st differences. A long run
relationship was determined using the Johansen
cointegration method. The results from the VEC
long run model show that all the variables, except
for the real effective exchange rate, carried all the
expected signs. An increase in inward FDI was
found to increase the level of exports. An increase
in domestic GDP or income was found to increase
the level of exports. Rand depreciation was found
to decrease exports in the long run, thus contradicting with theory. The results from the Pairwise
Granger Causality Test showed that there is a oneway causal relationship which runs from exports
to FDI, meaning that exports predict the inflows
of FDI in the South African economy and not the
other way round. There is also one-way causality
from imports to inward FDI, meaning that greater
imports help explain increases in inward FDI. Also
of interest is that increases in GDP predict inward
FDI in the South African economy.

With regard to inward FDI, the government needs
to steer away as clear as possible from the nationalisation rhetoric as that could lead to a loss of
business sentiment/confidence and a downgrade
in credit ratings. The downgrade in credit ratings
will mean that foreign investors will be discouraged from bringing in foreign capital which can
help bolster economic growth and reduce unemployment. On the other hand, the Trade, Exports
and Investment division of the Department of
Trade and Industries (DTI) is tasked with promoting trade and inward foreign direct investment as
well as building trade and investment relations.
This division also focuses on encouraging exports
in order to leverage global growth for the development of the South African economy through
the establishment of collaborative agreements
with existing trading partners and dynamic fast
growing markets. The DTI would also do well if it
can capacitate this division in order to achieve its
objectives more efficiently.

The results from the study have practical implications for policy discussions. Firstly, trade policy
could be strengthened in terms of providing
export subsidies to domestic producers in order
to help lower their prices and be able to compete
in international markets. The government can also
impose stricter import controls in the form of tariffs and the imposition of quotas. Furthermore,
as a more reliable instrument to control imports
and increase the level of exports, the government
can try to use exchange rate policy to regulate the
exchange rate.
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The Promotion of Cooperative Sector as a Mitigating Driver
Against Poverty and Unemployment to Enhance Southern
Africa’s Economic Growth and Development
MK Maoto
University of Limpopo, South Africa

Abstract: The issue of cooperatives has fascinated a lot of consideration in academic world and industry
circle both countrywide and across the globe including Southern Africa as a continent. Africa has been going
through difficult times where it faces the challenge of poverty and unemployment. The challenges have had an
enormous consequence on the quality of social, cultural and political wellbeing of the nation. This has caused
development to run at a very sluggish pace in the past years. This article endeavours to review the literature
on the promotion of cooperative sector as a driver towards poverty and unemployment mitigation in Southern
Africa. Again, this article aimed at assessing the contribution made by the cooperative sector towards Southern
Africa’s economic growth and development. The cooperative sector is acknowledged to be a foremost role player
in contributing towards poverty and unemployment reduction and also contribute towards the improvement
of economic growth and development. The promotion of cooperative sector is predominantly concentrated on
the European and American continent while Southern African continent is given less attention. This issue still
needs more investigation, particularly in Southern Africa. The review is based on books, peer reviewed articles,
conference papers and chapters in books between the year 2000 and 2016. This paper initiates debate on ways
to improve cooperatives sector, their survival rate and escalate their level of competitiveness in Southern African
and global market. Despite the contribution which cooperative sector made towards economic growth and
development, it still faces several challenges that prohibit them to prosper. Among others, constraints include
the following: shortage of critical skills among cooperative members, inadequate access to finance as well as
markets, nonexistence of intensive care and appraisal for cooperative improvement. These challenges cause
cooperatives to remain vulnerable and weak. The promotion of cooperative sector across Southern African
countries could be good start to mitigate poverty and unemployment which will lead to economic growth and
development. This article will add value and contribute to cooperative sector literature from an African perspective and also the fact that the cooperative skills form an integral part of SMMEs and large businesses. The
article concludes by supporting the notion that cooperative skills are more crucial and should be developed
on a wider basis of Africa.
Keywords: Cooperative sector, Poverty reduction, Unemployment, Economic growth, Economic development

1. Introduction

Mauritius, Madagascar and Seychelles (Chingono
& Nakana, 2009: 396 & 398). This regional integration was designed with the intention of promoting
economic growth and social development because
majority of these countries are depending on
Agriculture for their economic growth and development. Cooperatives have been acknowledged
to play imperative roles in these nations for the
advancement of their living conditions of their
population, more predominantly the low-income
receiving group of the inhabitants, as well as the
public as whole. Presently, there is view that cooperatives improvement in Southern Africa were
rooted in colonial-oriented models, which impact
on the incorporation and structure of the cooperative on the continent (Wanyama, Develtere &

After liberation, and until the commencement of
the structural adjustment era (roughly the period
1960 to 1985) the newly independent governments
of numerous African nations, irrespective of their
colonial antiquity, discovered that cooperatives
could serve as crucial tools that can be utilised
to execute the ideal of ‛‛African socialism”, as a
‛‛third way” amongst capitalism and communism
(International Labour Office, 2014:3). The Southern
African development community (SADC) was established in 1992 by integrating 15 countries which
are South Africa, Zimbabwe, Lesotho, Botswana,
Mozambique, Zambia, Namibia, Tanzania, Angola,
democratic republic of Congo, Malawi, Swaziland,
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Pollet, 2009:11). Cooperative societies are seen as
essential vehicles for community development and
as the reason to assemble local resources into a
precarious mass and their structures permit them
to be more community-oriented (Ezekiel, 2014:132).
Cooperatives are therefore becoming the number
one instrument or tool for authorising people to
make use of most important resources frequently
and also enable them to participate in other activities through which they could made a living (Ezekiel,
2014:138). A cooperative is well-defined as an independent relationship of individuals who are joint
together freely to meet their mutual economic
desires and ambitions through a mutually owned
and legitimately controlled business (ICA, 2013;
Khumalo, 2014:62).

as its contribution in respect of economic growth
as well as development in the Southern Africa continent. The paper provides input towards the body
of knowledge in respect of cooperative sector in
Southern Africa, poverty alleviation and the issue
of unemployment as the influential factors affecting the enhancement of economic growth and
development. The cooperative principles, contributions made by cooperatives both internationally
and nationally are outlined, challenges faced by
cooperative sector in the Southern African region,
cooperatives and unemployment as well as cooperatives and poverty reduction in Southern Africa,
lastly the other contributions such as income security, social inclusion and provision of jobs to rural
communities whose majority of them are illiterate
are also highlighted.

It can be argued that the escalation of global markets
and reasonable trade response, democratisation
and the renaissance of civil society, and the demise
of socialism have all led to a cooperative renaissance in developing and transitional economies.
The Southern Africa continent has seen a revival
of cooperatives in the post-liberalisation era after a
period of decline brought by structural adjustment
programs (Khumalo, 2014:64). Furthermore, there
is a need for poverty alleviation and unemployment
reduction in the SADC region through encouragement and promotion of cooperatives because they
have been acknowledged as a vehicle to attain economic growth and development by various authors
such as (Wanyama, 2012:18; Chingono & Nakana,
2009:398).

2. Cooperative Principles
Since Southern African Development Community
(SADC) region is forming part of international cooperative alliance (ICA), it has to be regulated and
guided by the principles of ICA. For the effective
execution of ICA, SADC has to implement this by
introducing Electronic government (E-governance)
amongst its countries. There is an emerging consensus that cooperatives are self-governing associations
of individuals unified of their own free will to meet
their communal economic, social as well as cultural
desires and ambitions by way of jointly-owned and
democratically-controlled initiatives (ILO, 2002).
Like any other organisation, cooperatives also
have their own value and principles. Cooperatives
as a business ideal are based on the principles of
‛‛self-help, self-responsibility, democracy, equality,
equity and solidarity”. The members of these associations have faith in respect of ethical standards
such as trustworthiness, straightforwardness, social
accountability as well as compassionate for others.

An appropriate literature was brush up to demonstrate the significance of cooperative sector as a
mitigating driver against poverty and unemployment and also as a mechanism for augmenting
economic growth and development in Southern
Africa. In various countries which were previously
disadvantaged more especially in Southern Africa,
cooperatives have eloquently contributed towards
mobilisation and dissemination of financial capital, created employment and constituted platform
for education and training, social welfare as well
as solving other socio-economic problems associated with poverty and unemployment (Ezekiel,
2014:134).

These principles and ethical standards have led to
the invention and reconsideration of the values
upon which cooperatives manoeuvres such as
‛‛voluntary and open membership; democratic
member control; member economic participation;
autonomy and independence; education, training
and information; cooperation among cooperatives;
concern for community” These seven universal doctrines of cooperatives were approved by
International Co-operative Alliance (ICA). Hence it
has been approved by this international body, it
could be of great importance for the cooperatives

This paper attempts to narrow this gap by providing deeper understanding of the importance of
cooperative sector as a mitigating driver towards
alleviation of poverty and unemployment as well
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in the Southern Africa to implement them for their
success.

According to DTI (2012), in Canada, Canadians are
members out of ten are the members of cooperative. Again, in the United States, forty percent of its
population belong to cooperative. In Japan, almost
one out of every three households’ forms part of
cooperative member. In Germany, more than 20
million people are being recognised as the members
of cooperatives. Furthermore, almost 45% of the
Bangladesh citizens access their electricity power
supply via cooperatives. This is serves as the indication that most of the European continent relies
on cooperatives to boost their economic growth
but in most of Southern African countries, cooperatives are still given less attention as compared
to European and American continents. In contrary,
Kenya has to be the mirror of majority of Southern
African countries because it performs well when
it comes to cooperative sector development. For
example, 45% of its GDP derived from cooperatives,
31% of its total national savings and deposits were
also contributed by cooperatives. Furthermore,
almost seventy percent of their coffee bazaar, dairy
products amounted to seventy-six percent and also
ninety-five percent of cotton bazaar is controlled
by cooperatives.

There are several kinds of cooperatives that are
mostly applicable in Southern Africa. The most
common type of cooperative is called Agricultural
cooperative, second form of cooperatives is financial
cooperative which fall under user- cooperative category such as stockvels, burial society, savings and
credit unions, village banks and mutual banks. Third
type is savings and credit cooperatives (Khumalo,
2014:70). The cooperatives play a vital role towards
the economic development of Southern African
continent. These cooperatives have to apply these
doctrines in order for them to succeed and be competitive. To follow this doctrine, it will reduce the
level of conflict among cooperative bodies and it
will also enhance the mutual way of running them
effectively and efficiently.

3. Contributions Made by Cooperative
Sector Internationally with Regards to
Economic Growth and Development
Quite a lot of studies have been conducted within
and outside the Southern African countries to spell
out the correlation amid cooperative sector, poverty
and unemployment reduction as well as economic
development. Most researchers have strong self-assurance that cooperative sectors are serves as chief
catalysts for poverty and unemployment alleviation
(Allahdadi, 2011; Otto & Ukpere, 2011; Ezekiel, 2014).
Wanyama, Develtere, and Pollet (2008:18) affirmed
that cooperative sector is also acknowledged for
job formation, support in respect of financial services, edifying nourishment, labour exchange as
well as communal benefits and it also serves as
the ultimate poverty and unemployment mitigation
mechanisms as well as sustainable economic development strategies. For that reasons, we vouch for
the development of cooperatives enthusiastically,
as a catalyst for poverty and unemployment as well
as economic growth and development. Allahdadi
(2011), in his study, acknowledged that cooperative
sectors offer work opportunity for the destitute individuals with the intention to accelerate their income
earnings and also add value intensely towards poverty and unemployment mitigation in Marvdasht
Iran. Cooperative, like any form of business, tends
to play enormous role towards the world’s economic growth and development as compared to
other types of business (Department of Trade and
Industry (DTI), 2012).

In South Africa, government has established
Cooperative Development Policy of 2004 and
also the Cooperative Act, no 14 of 2005 with the
intention to create a conducive environment for
cooperative. The policy and the act are aimed at
promoting robust, feasible, self-sufficient, as well as
self-governing cooperative society within the country (DTI, 2012:7). Despite the effort which the South
African government makes to enhance the cooperatives, most of them do not survive for long periods
before the issue of training and the mentoring of
the emerging cooperative has to be strengthened.
According to Wanyama, et al. (2008:1-2), the cooperative sectors have the ability to pinpoint the
pecuniary opportunities for the underprivileged
people, empower them to look after their interest,
and also offering them an asylum by letting them to
transfigure their personal risks into communal risks.

4. The Contribution Made by the
Cooperative Sector in Southern Africa
The importance of cooperatives in Southern African
economy are as follows: cooperatives can help to
create more equitable growth; it can also aid in
tackling rural poverty; cooperative could expand
by allowing poor people to access financial services;
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they make available a variety of services, for instance
‛‛health care, housing, and utilities such as water
and electricity”; they could also make available an
opportunity for self-government and empowerment
of underprivileged societies; financial cooperatives
can offer small price services compared to other
forms of industries; agricultural cooperatives can
aid agriculturalists acquire a better pledge at several phases of production as well as dissemination;
they serve as the principal channel through which
smallholder farmer have access to fair-trade certificate; they could also assist with skirmish or tricky
resolutions, harmony building together with social
unity; utility cooperatives have been predominantly
fruitful in making certain that there is prudent
imbursement for services from both families and
societies; utility cooperatives are also capable to
answer back to the challenges of ‛‛omitted market”;
housing cooperatives could make available access
for underprivileged people to reasonably priced
housing within the conurbations; cooperatives
could also aid in addressing the issues of market
catastrophe.

percent in new exploration (research) or savings,
and that co-operatives must constitute eighty percent of all workforces (DTI, 2012). This serves as a
benefits to cooperatives and they could encourage
and promote the development of new cooperatives
which will lead to reduction of poverty and unemployment among Spain population and further
improves economic growth. The Canadian government sets its aims around the whole value-chain of
co-operatives, comprising of ‛‛credit unions wherein
over US$200 billion in respect of assets; agricultural
($9,6 billion turnover in 2003), consumer ($7,3 billion in assets), housing co-operatives ($5,7 billion
in assets), insurance (over $16 billion in assets),
and worker co-operatives ($343 million in assets)”,
(DTI, 2012). Despite the fact that all the subdivisions
of cooperatives are doing well, typically, the most
prosperous cooperative division is the credit union.
Ezekiel (2014:132) notices that there is an evolving
thought among most organisations around the universe such as United Nations, International Labour
Organisation, International Cooperative Alliance,
European Union, as well as African Union about
cooperative, as being the type of organisation which
is having local proprietorship and control, and also
the organisation in which its net profit is dispersed
to its members and is also regarded as the initiative
that met all the magnitudes of poverty.

The majority of countries have created conducive environment for promoting cooperatives, by
developing legislative framework, supportive programmes as well as delivery institutions, because
they discovered that cooperatives grow more rapidly and contribute unequivocally towards economic
improvement, job formation, pecuniary possession by local societies as well as human resource
improvement as compared to those countries
which have strict rules and regulations in respect
of cooperatives (DTI, 2012:20). Accordingly, for the
Southern African continent to prosper and be able
to achieve better economic growth and development, it must mirror from the countries like India,
Spain and Canada in respect of promoting cooperatives. For example, In Indian, the co-operatives
undertaking, as yet, has turn out to be one of the
predominant across the globe. Almost, sixty-seven
percent of families and ninety-nine percent of previously disadvantaged inhabitants are involved in
a different way, within the co-operative division.

Apart from above mentioned countries ,the South
African Government also is dedicated towards the
stimulation of co-operatives as a way to ‛‛create and
develop income-generating activities and decent, sustainable employment; reduce poverty, develop human
resource capacities and knowledge; strengthen competitiveness and sustainability; increase savings and
investment; improve social and economic well-being;
and contribute to sustainable human development”
(the DTI, 2012:7; Godfrey, Muswena, Strydom,
Mamafa & Mapako, 2015:ii). Godfrey, et al. (2015)
regard cooperatives as a progressive vehicle
intended to lighten the contemporary levels of
joblessness as well as poverty and also promote
economic tumor in South Africa.

5. Challenges Faced by the Cooperative
Sector in Southern Africa

The government of Spain raise the spirits of its
society to practice co-operatives instead of private
entities. Every kinds of co-operative appreciates a
broad tax break from communal tax for the first
ten years, subsequently, they would be taxed at
10%, prior to the condition that they devote ten percent of their surpluses towards education, twenty

Unluckily, the quality of life expectancy of many
Southern African inhabitants had remained undesirable and shockingly short, in spite of the massive
financial apportionments and counter measures
that most of Southern African nations put in place
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to stimulate cooperatives as an impetus towards
poverty and unemployment reduction. Most of the
Southern African countries government initiatives
have failed to yield the anticipated domino effect
in respect of poverty and unemployment alleviation, now it is deemed necessary to diverge from
relying on SMMEs and big businesses as a vehicle
towards the preferment of economic development
and growth. But to empower cooperative sector
as another institution that could mitigate against
poverty and unemployment. This sector has the
ability to provide conservative monetary as well as
resource materials to its associates which are predominantly encompasses of individuals who are
previously disadvantaged, more specifically to old
women and people who are having low level education or illiterate individuals.

formalisation by informal self-help groups, limited
access to finance and technology as well as limited
access to critical business infrastructure”.
Secondly, there is a challenge regarding cooperative
management. This category embraces the following challenges: ‛‛poor management and technical
skills; limited trust and social cohesion; lack of democratic decision-making skills among cooperatives;
limited cooperation among cooperatives; appreciation of collective interest above individual interest
still remains a challenge; embracing self-reliance
as a principle within cooperatives also remains a
major challenge; and lack of compliance with the
cooperative legislation among new cooperatives”.
The formal courses on key cooperatives skills need
to be incorporated in existing business management programme in both high schools and tertiary
institutions.

Despite the contributions that cooperatives make
to the Southern African countries, and striving to
look after human development, they are still confronted with numerous challenges, comprising of
‛‛low human resource capacity, a weak economic
base, extensive external financial dependency, lack
of internal capacity and occasionally bad governance” (International Cooperative Alliance, 2013:5).
The study conducted by Gala in Limpopo Province
of South Africa about the challenges that faces LED
agricultural cooperative identify the following factors that hampers cooperative sectors to proper:
lack of access to land to conduct cooperative activities, shortage of machinery and equipment, lack
of access to finance and information (Gala,2013:3).
Gala (2013:3-4) in her findings reveals that poor
infrastructure, the cooperatives that are operated
by old age people who are less innovative, shortage
of marketing skills as well as poor transportation
systems are factors that need serious attention for
these cooperatives to flourish. According to DTI
(2012:52-56), South Africa if facing several cooperative development challenges wherein they divided
them into categories. Firstly, there are challenges
that are related to government in respect of execution of cooperative initiatives. The following
challenges are outlined: ‛‛inadequate economic and
social impact statistics on cooperatives; the lack of
co-ordination; limitation of current support from
existing enterprise development agencies; recognition of cooperative as a unique form of entity and
diversity in both public and private market remains
very low; accessibility of cooperative registration to
local communities; limited promotion and awareness by government to cooperatives; avoidance of

The third one is market challenge. This category
looked at the following as challenges, embryonic
networks as well as economic value-chains; inadequate access to market and lastly, cooperative
organisational structures. In this regard, the focus
was on the shortage of resilient and feasible relations as the only challenge facing cooperatives.

6. Cooperatives and Poverty Reduction
in Southern Africa
Turner, Cilliers, and Hyghes (2014) Supporting notion
Sizya (2001:4), that ‛‛Poverty has various manifestations including lack of income and productive
resources sufficient to ensure sustainable livelihoods; hunger and malnutrition; ill health; limited
or lack of access to education and other basic services; increased morbidity and mortality from illness;
homelessness and inadequate housing; unsafe environments; and social discrimination and exclusion.
This is also characterised by a lack of participation
in decision-making and in civil, social and cultural
life” (Sizya, 2001; Turner, Cilliers & Hyghes, 2014).
The main challenge that confronts various Southern
African countries is how to keep the level of poverty
to minimal while still maintaining level of economic
growth (Omilola & Van Lerven, 2014:3). Roughly
sixty-two percent of Southern African inhabitants still living underneath the poverty line and is
approximately twice the usual one for all underprivileged national state as compared to privileged
one (African Development Bank (AFDB), United
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Nations Economic Commission for Africa (UNECA),
African Union (AU) and United Nation Development
Programme (UNDP), 2011). Apart from Ethiopia and
the Central African Republic, it appears that there
are wide gender disparities in the rates of poverty
(Omilola & Van Lerven, 2014:3). Some of the reasons
why poverty persist in Southern Africa vary from
huge amount of population, unmeasurable levels of
inequality, political unrest and conflict, institutional
imperfections, erratic economic tumor, governance
feebleness, destitute infrastructure, nonexistence
of economic divergence as well as catastrophic
weather conditions (Omilola & Van Lerven, 2014:4).
In South Africa, government has worked hard to
alleviate poverty by offering grant to pensioners and
children. According to Ezekiel (2014:132) supporting
the notion of Sweetman (2002), poverty is defined
as ‛‛…lack of income and productive resources sufficient to ensure a sustainable livelihood without
hunger and malnutrition, ill-health, homelessness
and inadequate housing, unsafe environment and
social discrimination and exclusion”.

alleviation. Apart from the contributions which
cooperative sector made, a portion of researchers ascertain that cooperative sectors cannot aid
towards reduction of poverty. This perception is
revealed by Ezekiel (2014) supporting the notion
by Shekari (2012) who indicated that majority of
households who are part of cooperatives earned
little income and are still living beneath poverty line.

7. Cooperatives and Unemployment in
Southern Africa
Due to the fact that economic growth in Southern
Africa is poor and that it has scarce capital intensive reserves, enormous numbers of people do
not accumulate any reimbursements from such
economic tumor. For the growth to be comprehensive, great amounts of work must be sustained for
a long period across broad-based economic areas.
Co-operatives could play a crucial role in this regard.
The unemployed individuals are those people who
are vigorously in search of work and instantly ready
for work, again; are those who are in anticipation of
being called from a provisional dismissal from their
former employer, and are also regarded as unemployed (Nizeimana & Nhema, 2016; Mago, Mazise
& Hofisi, 2013). According to Statistics South Africa
(2015:xxv), unemployed individuals are those ‛‛aged
15-64 years who were not employed in the reference week; and actively looked for work or tried to
start a business in the four weeks preceding the
survey interview; and were available for work, i.e.
would have been able to start work or a business
in the reference week; or had not actively looked
for work in the past four weeks but had a job or
business to start at a definite date in the future and
were available”. Employment is regarded as a foremost source of household income, and as a result,
employment formation as well as a value-added
labour throughput are the essential tools whereby
economic growth could be echoed in poverty reduction and growth could be converted into improved
incomes earnings (Seleteng & Motelle 2015:37).
Employment is defined as a way through which all left
out people could be accommodated to be capable
to attain sustainably greater income level (Seleteng
& Motelle 2015:37). There is a growing number of
people who are working in the cooperatives sector
internationally and these sector make available
the employment opportunities to lots of people
in various sectors of the economy. Cooperatives
are also main sources of job in wide-ranging enterprises offering ‛‛foodstuffs, services to consumers

Poverty reduction is denoting all hard work made
by government, corporate individuals, organisations that endeavour to position themselves and set
momentum to get rid of the underprivileged inhabitants out from the acquaintances of poverty or place
them outside poverty line (Ezekiel, 2014:133). Oseni,
Ogunniyi & Sanni (2012) assert that, even though
participants might become a member of cooperative for numerous motives, but on the other hand
their foremost aspiration is to acquire inexpensive
loans as well as capital that could be devoted for the
acquirement of fixed assets as part of the investments for the difficult times. Wanyama, Develtere,
and Pollet (2008:19) disclose that employment
establishment, acceleration of monetary amenities, educational sustenance, labour conversation
together with reciprocated helps are regarded as
the necessary poverty alleviation mechanisms and
viable economic growth tactics of many citizens in
almost Southern African republics. As a result, the
strategy raises the spirits of promoting the cooperative undertakings enthusiastically. Otto and Ukpere
(2011) pointed out that in Nigeria, cooperative citizens normally motivated their members to take
part in respect of capital improvement as part of
investment and poverty alleviation mechanisms.
Allahdadi (2011) also postulated that cooperatives
offer a great chance to the underprivileged people
towards intensification of their income earnings and
also made a noteworthy impact towards poverty
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and financial services” (Boyana & Tshuma, 2013).
Financial cooperatives offer people an opportunity
to have a secure institution in which they could
deposit money and have access to credit. This raises
up the spirits of establishment in respect of new
business ventures and, as a result, generates new
employments. In Europe only, cooperatives provide
employment opportunities for over and above 5
million people (Cooperatives Europe, 2013). The
promotion of cooperative sector could serve as an
imperative factor because it is able to offer employment opportunity to old people, disable people,
youth, those who have less education. This could
serve as a mitigating mechanism towards unemployment if it could be well implemented among
both southern African countries and Africa as whole
to boost their economic growth.

in rural areas and again, in the developing countries.
At this juncture, the most of cooperatives are initiated within the agricultural sector. The cooperatives
within the agricultural sector make available permanent, seasonal as well as causal employment to
their associates. The cooperatives have power and
in offering income earning as well as job creation
to people who were previously disadvantaged as
well as rural inhabitants as a whole. The cooperatives serve as an enabler for other rural business
ventures to grow and also enhances the provision
of local employment (ILC, 2007).

8.3 Social Inclusion
Cooperatives are also offering great eminence
employment opportunities for both youth, females,
previously disadvantaged individuals, such as those
with physical or mental impairment/ disabilities as
well as those who were previously sidelined, e.g.
African/ Black groups. The capability of cooperatives to assimilate females together with youth as
well as disable people into the labour force is of
utmost important, because these sets of individual’s
experience discrimination one way or another and
also offered poor employment opportunities. There
is evidence that properly premeditated cooperative initiatives are predominantly ready to lend a
hand for females; the females not only reap greatly
from the additional security gave by such group
determinations but this also form part of social
organisation that stimulates the preservation of
economic improvements accumulating from their
own inventiveness as well as innovation (Majurin,
2012). Cooperative determinations have allowed
more proficient exploitation as well as adaptation
of home-grown resources together with the production techniques, while firming up the abilities of
previously disadvantaged people in negotiating for
nondiscriminatory market environments. As such,
cooperatives are often regarded as intrinsically
viable business ideal, with their tripartite bottom
line of social, economic as well as environmental
sustainability. The advancement and development
of cooperatives may possibly become an imperative mechanism for accomplishing the improved
economic growth and development in Southern
African countries.

8. Other Contributions Made by
Cooperatives
Other contributions as means of support and reasonable growth acknowledged for cooperatives take
into account the following: ‛‛income security, jobs for
rural communities, strengthening farmers’ position
in the value-chain, employment in diverse sectors
of the economy, spillover effects on employment,
provision of infrastructure and other services, and
social inclusion” (Wanyama et al., 2008; Godfrey et
al., 2015; DTI, 2012).

8.1 Income Security
Cooperatives have made contribution in stimulating decent employment and also offering
income earning security, particularly amongst
people who were previously disadvantaged. For
example, research pertaining to the dairy industry in India signposts that cooperative associates
delight in greater and additional secure earnings
as compared to non-cooperative associates in the
industry. Similarly, in Ethiopia, agricultural sector
validates how agricultural producers who are the
members of cooperatives obtain improved salaries,
greater savings as well as abridged input expenses,
compared to non-cooperative members (Tesfay &
Tadele, 2013).

8.2 Provision of Jobs for Rural Communities

9. Conclusion

Correspondingly, agricultural sector serves as the
most important source of earnings and also the
greater employer amongst people who are dwelling

The cooperative sectors play a crucial role in mitigating against poverty and unemployment and are
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also considered to be the principal driving force of
both economic growth and development of both
developed and developing countries. Due to several constraints which cooperatives are facing, the
majority of cooperatives still encounter difficulties
to prosper and survive for the longer period. This
article provided literature that discusses the importance of cooperative sectors in relation to poverty
reduction and unemployment and the contribution they made towards Southern Africa’s economic
growth and development. The researcher considered the promotion of cooperatives as an important
factor that could mitigate against poverty and
unemployment in the Southern African continent.
The concept of economic growth, poverty reduction,
unemployment is intertwined, and to the best of
researcher’s knowledge, there is no way in which
you can talk about one variable without stating the
other. This study is conceptual in nature and the
data was collected from books, peer reviewed articles, papers presented in conferences and chapters
in book. The literature consulted provides thorough
basis for argumentation offered in this article. The
promotion of cooperatives could be a good start to
mitigate against poverty and unemployment and
also accelerate survival rate as well as increasing
cooperatives’ level of competitiveness in the market
locally, and in this context referring to Southern
Africa and globally.

survivalist, micro, small and medium cooperatives in Southern Africa. This bank will focus
specifically for cooperatives which are situated
in the Southern region of Africa to enhance their
development.
• To encourage diversification among cooperative businesses in Southern Africa to move
from unifunctional to multifunctional activities. Most of cooperatives in Southern Africa
region are focusing on agricultural cooperative
and are giving other forms of cooperatives less
attention. As such, the issue of diversification is
required in this matter.
• The establishment of Southern African cooperative colleges whereby the key or formal
courses relating to cooperatives skills could
be imparted and also incorporated in existing
business management related fields in order to
solve the problem of cooperative skills shortage
among the existing cooperatives and also plant
the skills amid the novice cooperatives. This has
to be applicable in each country in Southern
Africa with the intention to boost its economic
growth and development and has to be regulated and governed through the implementation
of e-governance among countries.
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The Essentiality of Decolonisation to Excellent Functionality
by Public Secondary Schools
NS Modiba
University of Limpopo, South Africa
Abstract: The paper interrogates why experimentation with decolonisation is hard to come by in public
secondary schools despite its usefulness. The paper is both conceptual and empirical in nature. Document
study and interviewing techniques were used to collect data from three selected secondary schools in one
of the Districts of Limpopo Province. Research findings reveal that firstly, sticking to old apartheid practices
prevent schools from becoming sufficiently functional. Secondly, dearth of consciousness that decolonisation
revolutionises schools, delay managing schools through it. Thirdly, the absence of decolonisation in schools
amounts to emancipation, without freedom, to institutional incumbents. Lastly, decolonisation emphasises
taking thinking differently seriously in educational institutions. As part of the conclusion, the researcher recommends that public secondary schools need to genuinely embrace the 21st century manner of managing and
leading learning institutions where decolonisation of every practice at the school, permeates every corner of
a school’s governance. Such a change of focus is likely to assist schools to deinstitutionalise the entrenched
colonialism which is irrelevant in the 21st century schooling.
Keywords: Consciousness, Deinstitutionalisation, Mental Barriers, Revolution

1. Introduction

Clarke (2009:14) understands decolonisation to be
the act or manner of governing an educational
institution which enables everyone to speak out
his mind. This implies the emancipation of everyone
for the triggering of excellent functionality of the
entire educational institution. Broadly, this signifies
that decolonisation encapsulates how power and
authority are exercised in a particular educational
organisation with the intention of carrying out the
mandate of that institution. To confirm the essentiality of decolonisation especially in an school which
has being recording scholastic learner performance
which was putting a school in a category of underperformance and dys-functionality, Msila (2016:31)
articulates that a sound governance and decolonisation have a potential of steering the half-sinking
ship into the bay of educational transformation
and social change. With decolonisation in place, a
school that was known to be struggling in terms
of producing brilliant and exquisite learner results
could turn the tide and register quality learner performance. Decolonisation teaches emancipatory
and civil ways of engagement for institutional members. Furthermore, decolonisation is known to be
able to teach how to decimate organisational challenges other than magnifying or aggravating them
(Fox, 2010; Theletsane, 2014; Moyo, 2015:16; Levin,
2017:33). Khoza, (2015:43) and Masina (2015:24)
contend that where there is decolonisation, the

The desire for a decolonised school has to be
an aspiration of every educational institution at
least this century. Gold (2016:8) has a point when
emphasising that in learning institutions, decolonised practices, remain a stress-buster for all the
organisational incumbents. This suggests that with
decolonisation in place in a school, not a single
member would be heard of complaining of stressrelated challenges. Decolonisation under discussion
in this paper, is being comprehended by Sebola
(2015:610) as the creation of a structure and order
which cannot be externally imposed, which result
from interaction between a multiplicity of governing
nodes which influence each other in the creation of
a certain order or behaviour. Every school requires
order and a certain way of behaving by all its members for a learning institution to succeed with its
core- function of teaching and learning. This is
exactly what genuine decolonisation, brings to an
educational institution. In the context of a school,
decolonisation has to be internally generated other
than being externally imposed, so that it remains
relevant to the ethos, culture and general unique
ways of doing things in that school. One of the
key advantages of decolonisation in a school, is its
ability to nag all institutional incumbents to always
wish to serve a school with aplomb and distinction.
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delivery of quality schooling to all learners is possible. Nkuna (2015:120) and Tisdall (2015:15) have
a point when remarking that apartheid has instilled
in African professionals and their learners a sense
of self-hate and inferiority complex to the level of
battling to embrace decolonisation through which
they would use to govern, manage and lead their
secondary schools with dignity and pride. Brilliant
functionality by public secondary schools is essential especially where an educational institution is not
paying any lip service to the concept of a decolonisation project. It has to be stated in no unequivocal
terms that entrenching colonialism benefits no one
in public secondary schools (Yukl, 2006; Motsepe,
2015:5 & Allen, 2017:9). One of the underlying
reasons why many secondary schools still experience colonialism that is indescribably inefficacious,
after more than two decades of independence, is
because of placing little attention to decolonisation project largely by public secondary schools.
Shejavali (2015:34) and Siswana (2007:182) have a
point when asserting that conspicuous indicators of
the inefficacy of colonialism are the dysfunctional
institutional systems and structures prevalent in
many public secondary schools which are also
responsible for the under-achievement of those
schools.

of the critical theory is that very often truth serves
the status quo. The other principle relates to the
question of ‛‛why is it that certain groups of people
are so privileged in life than others”? These fundamental principles of this theory were helpful in
clarifying how lack of decolonisation project, perpetuates inequality between learners. For instance,
on the one hand learners from Limpopo Province
under Capricorn District found themselves attending some schools where there were no genuine
decolonisation project, in their learning institutions, something which was not completely the
case with learners of other Provinces. The predicament with such a sordid state of affairs could be
that some learners are already being advantaged
by where they are schooling much as others are
already disadvantaged (Motsepe, 2015:5). Knott
(2017:14) and Joubert (2017:18) remind that lack of
decolonisation project may make it difficult for the
school governors and managers to be accountable
to their customers, namely, learners and parents.
Critical theory encourages reflective and analytical thought with regard to a lack of decolonisation
projects, in some of the public secondary schools.
The fact that the three chosen secondary schools
in this paper are still having shaky decolonisation
projects, has to be a cause for concern. The question
to pose is whether the absence of decolonisation
project, is deliberate or unintentional in the three
secondary schools under study. Critical theory is
better placed to respond to such a question (Moyo,
2015:16; Skenjana, 2017:8). The theory reveals that
inequality in schooling in the form of experiencing
decolonisation in some schools and failure to witness it, in others, could be entrenched if the masses
are docile and gullible and not standing up for their
own trampled upon rights. Decolonisation facilitates quality teaching and learning with the theory
serving as a basis for approaching, understanding
and interpreting the significance of decolonisation to excellent school functionality as occurring
in some educational institutions of the Provinces.
Higgs and Smith (2010:67) advise that knowledge
and how we understand truth, including scientific
truth, moral truth and historical truth should not be
separated from everyday life. This implies that comprehending the trend on how quality and decent
schooling services are denied to their legitimate
recipients, namely, learners and parents, the context of the manifestation of denial of quality and
decent schooling service, is as essential as the state
of affairs itself. Critical theory assists in arriving at
the root cause of persisting with colonialism in the

2. Theoretical Considerations
Welman, Kruger & Mitchell (2005:12) retort that a
theory represents a mental view of phenomenon
or a system and normally forms the basis for a
chain of reasoning. This signifies that when one
advances a particular argument on a phenomenon such as the utilisation of the decolonisation
project by public secondary schools, with a theory
in place, one’s argument is likely to hold substance.
Critical theory underpins this paper. Its choice rests
on the relevance the researcher finds in it in terms
of sufficiently illuminating issues of how lack of
decolonisation project by some public secondary
schools, deny learners there the basic right of quality and decent schooling they are entitled to and
how that persists to paint a picture of African public
secondary schools as places where the future of
black learners are being doomed for good. Critical
theory helped the researcher to make meaning
from the whole notion of the essentiality of decolonisation, to the excellent functionality by public
secondary schools and how persisting with colonialism by public secondary schools, compromises
the dignity of learners. Briefly, one of the principles
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epoch of decolonisation as experienced by many
African public secondary schools (Van Niekerk &
Van Niekerk, 2009:12). Furthermore, the theory
emphasises schooling ethics which in this context
would imply the study of good and bad behaviour
by human beings especially in the manner in which
they interact as part of rendering a schooling service in educational institutions, to nurture learners.
Critical theory uncovers whether inability to create
structures, systems and processes by some public
secondary schools to enable the success of decolonisation there, was a deliberate or unintentional
exercise. The credibility of the theory as regards the
worrying effects of lack of decolonisation in defining
and characterising many public secondary schools
is not in doubt. Critical theory stands out in advising
against separating ‛‛real life testing” from scientific
theories. This suggests scientists are bound by
social reality and norms as much as the rest of all
the people, including learners who benefit from the
availability of decolonisation in schools because of
facilitating excellent institutional functionality and
thus good learner performance through the decent
schooling generated by decolonisation project.

conditions and circumstances that either facilitate
the quality and decent educational service to the
learners or an entrenched and perpetual neglect
of those learners through the absence of strong
decolonisation project in schools (Tisdall, 2015:15;
Joubert, 2017:8).

3. Problem Statement
Hofstee (2010:107) advises that there is a distinction
between the research topic and the research problem. The stated author maintains that the researcher
risks wasting the reader’s time where she fails to
distinguish between a topic to read about and a
research problem to solve. The above explication
implies that with a research topic, the researcher
gathers data about it while with the research problem, the researcher strives to have it ultimately
solved. The prerequisite of the researcher solving a
research problem is to understand it better. Hofstee
(2010:110) avows that no skill is more useful than
the ability to recognise and articulate a problem
clearly and concisely. On the basis of the above, the
problem of this paper centres around explaining
the opportunity missed by some public secondary
schools who persist to disregard the significance of
decolonising practices in their own schools because
of their schools having being naturalised to be
managed and led along colonialist inclinations and
tendencies which at times become a huge disservice
for schools. Some secondary schools do take their
own stakeholders for granted through managing
and leading schools devoid of efficacious decolonisation tendencies. This becomes a disservice to
mainly internal stakeholders of a school. It has to
be emphasised that this practice by some public
secondary schools, of despising their own internal
stakeholders, is as old as mountains themselves.
What is astonishing though about the discussed
practice is that it appears to be more prevalent in
public secondary schools than in the private ones.
The question to pose is why such a sordid state of
affairs in public schools? The response relates to the
point that due to the suffered colonialism in Africa,
indications are that it has eroded and corroded, in
fellow stakeholders, any semblance of humanity
and Ubuntu to the level where egoism in Africans
is so strengthened that institutional incumbents
turn to operate without conscience in much of what
they are doing. That is why educational stakeholders could be cruel against each other. Such an alien
behaviour by Africans as practised in some public
secondary schools, is having devastating effects

The researcher contends that not every theory other
than the critical theory could productively illuminate and delineate a problem of this paper like the
chosen theory (Allen, 2015:11). The problem of this
paper centres around explaining the opportunity
missed by some public secondary schools by taking
their own internal stakeholders for granted through
managing and leading schools without a decolonisation project. Critical theory advocates for critical
reflection on society, schooling included, in order to
discover the hidden assumptions that maintain the
existing power relationships that keep the societal
members perpetually enslaved though in a different form and guise (Higgs and Smith, 2010:72).
Embracing critical theory by the researcher, in this
paper, centres around the theory advising against
separating the context of decolonisation between
schools and the learnt social oppression which
schools as once oppressed organs of state, have
been subjected to during the era of colonialism
and apartheid. Critical theory teaches that public
secondary schools require to be emancipated from
inefficacious colonialist practices experienced daily,
sooner rather than later (Arden, 2013:38). Schools
do not have to wait for its unpleasant consequences to spread further. This suggests that how
public secondary schools normally think and act,
is the product of many years of being subjected to
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to schools and their communities. With that kind
of disposition, African public secondary schools
could take long to successfully push back the habit
of managing and leading schools that are bereft
of a sound decolonisation systems and practices
(Skenjana, 2017:8).

problem was found to be researchable along the
qualitative school of thought as against the quantitative line of thinking (Dawson, 2006; Levin, 2005).
The choice of the qualitative research methodology was also triggered and orchestrated by the fact
that the paper is being underscored by the critical
theory. The researcher found a need to create a
synergy between the Critical theory as the theoretical perspective that underpins the paper, as
well as the qualitative approach as the overarching research methodology (Hofstee, 2010:115). It
has to be emphasised that the combination of the
two, helped immensely in terms of illuminating
issues of how lack of efficacious decolonisation
practices by some public secondary schools, deny
their own learners the basic right of quality and
decent schooling service which all learners are
entitled to and how that persists to paint a dark
picture of some public secondary schools, being
the destroyer of the fate and future of countless
black learners. A good case in point for such a state
of affairs happens annually when some secondary
schools keep on experiencing unabated scholastic
underperformance of learners due to placing inadequate attention to those schools’ decolonisation
systems. This occurs amongst others as a result of
lack of efficacious decolonisation practices. That
was manifested through poor learner results by
some schools which was fast becoming legendary
for those schools (Masina, 2015:24). The example, just referred to, goes to exhibit and expose
the rifeness of the predicament of inefficacious
decolonisation in public secondary schools. With
the critical theory underpinning the paper, the
researcher utilised it, to interrogate how stakeholders in secondary schools normally understand lack
of efficacious decolonisation and the kind of discourses they normally engage themselves in, as part
of overcoming perennial under-functioning of their
schools. Furthermore, the theory was also applied
to establish and determine the common reaction
by secondary schools as regards utilising decolonisation project, to engender superior institutional
functionality. Since this paper is qualitative in nature,
there was a need to amalgamate both the critical
theory and the qualitative research approach. That
aimed at maximising the ability and strength of the
critical theory towards the exposure of how inefficacious decolonisation tendencies, rob learners of
the quality schooling service they are entitled to.
Partnering the qualitative research approach and
the critical theory enabled the researcher to make
an in-depth understanding of how despite many

4. Research Questions
The research questions addressed in this paper
are anchored on the critical theory as the theoretical perspective that underscores the paper (Higgs
& Smith, 2010:88; Pheko, 2017:27). The research
questions are as follow: What are the roles and significance of decolonisation structures and systems
that are clearly crafted in line with the conditions
and circumstances of incumbents populating an
educational institution, in enhancing and reinforcing
excellent functionality by public secondary schools?
What are the ideas, concerns and aspirations of
institutional incumbents regarding the shifting and
the strengthening of the decolonisation practices?
Broad as they are, the above questions can be
broken down into the following sub-questions:
• How are decolonisation structures and systems
created?
• Who genuinely benefits most from the functional structures and systems in place?
• How best to replace un-impactful decolonisation
practices with efficacious ones?
• How is an excellent functionality linked to
decolonisation structures and systems of an
educational institution?

5. Research Methodology
This paper is qualitative in nature. There are many
reasons that necessitated that the paper follows
a qualitative research approach as against the
quantitative line of thinking. In the first place, the
problem which the paper pursued centred around
attempting to explain the opportunity missed by
some public secondary school by ignoring the invaluable contribution of decolonisation practices to
superior performance of those schools. Such a
research problem was amenable to be studied
through the qualitative way of thinking as against
through the quantitative one. The nature of the
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years since colonialism and discriminatory schooling formally ceased to exists, its effects remain
firmly in place. Such effects are still so severe such
that many public secondary schools, find it difficult to experiment with a sound decolonisation
system to begin to offer schooling opportunities
to all learners with aplomb and distinction. To conclude this item on research methodology, there is
a need to divulge that document study as well as
interviewing techniques were utilised to construct
data relevant for this paper. To be precise, all the
documents primary and secondary that contained
information about the decolonisation project for
public secondary schools were studied. To corroborate and triangulate the gleaned data, interviewing
was conducted with three members in each of
the identified or sampled three public secondary
schools. Responses were audio-taped for transcription later-on. The said data collection tools emerged
very helpful in terms of accessing data pertaining
to how lack of decolonisation practices in public
secondary schools, reduce learners into sub-human beings denied of quality and decent schooling
service which they are entitled to by virtue of being
dignified human beings (Glatthorn & Joyner, 2005;
Levin, 2017:33).

having familiarised himself with issues of decolonisation in those institutions, down the years. The
critical theory has been sufficiently instrumental in
assisting in the analysis of data to ultimately emerge
with these findings. Findings and discussion for
this paper are the following: Firstly, the challenge
of sticking to the old apartheid practices; secondly,
the dearth of consciousness that decolonisation
revolutionises schools; thirdly, the predicament
of emancipation without freedom and lastly, how
decolonisation advocates for thinking differently on
educational issues. A detailed discussion of each
finding follows.

6.1 The Challenge of Sticking to Old Apartheid
Practices
Exquisite and magnificent functionality of learning
institutions occurs with much ease after the establishment of the necessary decolonisation structures,
systems, policies, procedures and processes. The
South African Schools Act 84 of 1996 explicitly
proclaims that doing such is the competency of
the school governors (Brunton, 2003: B-11). On
this point that excellent functionality of secondary
schools owes its origin on decolonisation which is
excellently anchored, School Principal I of School A
advises that ‛‛there is no gainsaying the fact and reality that decolonisation of schooling rejuvenates and
refreshes how an enterprise of teaching and learning
is being approached and conducted all along, a practice which is but hard to introduce in schools due to
clinging tenaciously to an old apartheid way of doing
things by the majority of current school managers
and leaders”. Teacher B of school C shares that ‛‛I was
more than privileged to serve in a primary school
whose policies, structures and systems were simply
matchless because of having being prepared along
the decolonisation way of doing things as against
the old colonialist pattern of handling the complex
business of schooling especially in the 21st century”.
School governing body chairperson 2 of School A
asserts that ‛‛without a sound decolonisation project in our public secondary schools which is based
on functional policies, systems and structures, any
school irrespective of the unequalled competency
of a principal, would always pull hard to perpetually
display excellent functionality”. The utterances of the
research respondents are straightforward in calling
for the taking serious of strong decolonisation practices by schools for the sake of salvaging the future
of its learners. This is a point which even the review
of literature is not mute about it. For instance, both

6. Findings and Discussion
Findings arrived at in this paper, are in relation to
the research topic whose focus is: the essentiality
of decolonisation to excellent functionality by public
secondary schools. The basis of the findings is the
analysed data which were generated through the
document study and the interviewing technique.
The three public secondary schools which were
interrogated as regards the invaluable contribution of decolonisation to excellent functionality by
public secondary schools, were being referred to
as School A, School B and School C, respectively.
That was done to protect the actual identities of
those schools. The researcher sampled those
public secondary schools for scrutiny in the area
of a sound decolonisation practices, in relation to
the production of a maverick learner results as a
hallmark of excellent functionality by those public
secondary schools. Furthermore, paying attention
only on those sampled schools ought not to create
an impression that they are worse off as regards
to clinging tenaciously to inefficacious colonialist
practices. That is not the case, not at all. Suffice to
disclose that the choice of those three public secondary schools, was on the basis of the researcher
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6.3 The Predicament of Emancipation Without
Freedom

Tsheola, 2002, Mbeki, 2003, Madue, 2013; Zwane,
2015:10) emphasise that efficacious educational
institutions are what 21st century organisations so
much require and demand for the sake of their
smooth operations.

Allen (2014: 9) remarks that as long as the creation
of efficacious decolonisation practices are not taken
as a priority by many public secondary schools, then
managing schools within the emancipatory mood
which is devoid of genuine freedom could remain
an unabated challenge. This point suggests that
apart from the discourse on decolonisation, relying
on the creation of appropriate decolonisation systems, structures, policies, procedures and processes
for its success in educational institutions, remains
something inevitable. On this aspect of the need for
educational emancipation that ushers in a real freedom, Teacher 1 of School A emphasises that ‛‛despite
having less than 15 years teaching experience, I have
personally witnessed good intentions in schools failing to be impactful especially to learners, because
of ignorance of the value of the concept of decolonisation, which in my opinion humanises everyone
in a school and thus promote a spirit of oneness”.
School principal 3 of school C reasons that ‛‛attempts
to operationalise ideas associated with decolonisation, however noble they could be for a school, but
when those ideas are detached and disconnected
to the context and the nature of institutional incumbents populating a school, then their contribution
to freedom could be minimal”. School governing
body Chairperson 1 of school A reminds that ‛‛the
school context, just like any other institutional environment as well as the real nature of members of
the educational institution, are as contributory to a
freedom prevalent in a school terrain, as any other
constituent ingredient of an educational institution”.
The responses of research participants are spot-on
in disclosing in no uncertain terms that ignorance of
the context or environment in a learning institution,
which is where decolonisation practices are expected
to thrive, is tantamount to embracing decolonisation
on the one hand and sticking to colonialism on the
other. This fact is even being vindicated by countless literature reviewed for the sake of this paper
(Omano, 2005; Kouzes & Posner, 2007; Thornhill &
Van Dijk, 2010; Sebola, 2012; Qwabe, 2013; Tisdall,
2005:15; Skenjana, 2017:8).

6.2 How Decolonisation Revolutionises
Schools
It comes as no surprise for some schools that perpetually demonstrate excellent functionality to
continue to hope that, as long as they embrace
decolonisation tendencies and inclinations, then
mediocre institutional performance would be a
thing of the past. that regards schools that are still
rigidly tied to their old colonialist way of operations, which at times deny them the opportunity
of experimenting with new innovations of doing
things, that can only be declared and labelled unfortunate (Macha, 2016:23). On this challenge of some
public secondary schools not showing signs of being
ready to replace colonialist patterns of operations
with decolonisation practices, School Principal 3 of
school C cautions that ‛‛my experience of having
being a principal for no less than two decades
keeps on reminding me, that it is the readiness
to try new innovations, which assists in sustaining
the momentum of excellent functionality created in
an educational institution”. Teacher 3 of the same
school agrees when stating that ‛‛show me a single
school whose learner performance is annually excellent, which is not producing those mouth-watering
pupil results being helped by a decolonisation practice which keeps on enlivening the operation spirit
at the school”. School governing body chairperson 2
of School B accentuates the fact that ‛‛having noticed
what a decolonisation project does for schools, it
will not be soon for me and my school governing
body to begin to ignore and disregard it as a result
of its vivid contribution to the excellent functionality
of our schools”. As a researcher, I fully align myself
with the observation by the research respondents
that in many instances, scholastic learner achievement in educational institutions could be ascribed
to the available decolonisation practice in a school
as against the previously employed colonialist pattern of managing and leading schools. The body of
literature reviewed confirm in no uncertain terms
the expressed views. For instance, Gobillot (2008),
Cunha, Filho & Goncalvers (2010) advocate that
the essentiality of a sound decolonisation system
towards the excellent functionality of educational
institutions remains irreplaceable.

6.4 How Decolonisation Advocates for
Thinking Differently on Educational Issues
With decolonisation in the picture, it is business unusual. This is the case because as regards education
or schooling-related issues, decolonisation project,
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advocates for the adoption of thinking out of the
box. This is the relevant and appropriate 21st century
way of thinking and acting which in the main emphasises reflective praxis in all respects. One of the key
reasons why decolonisation is gaining momentum
with regard to the current handling of school-related
issues, is because of the realisation of how much
it resonates with the constitutional democracy in
the country. On this matter, School principal 1 of
School A notes that ‛‛myriad secondary schools are
battling to replace dys-functionality defining and
characterising their educational institutions because
of being mired in conservative mood with regard to
throwing away the old apartheid way of thinking and
operating in favour of embracing a recent concept
of decolonisation”. Such a view is being endorsed by
Teacher 2 of the same school when reminding that
‛‛the enemy of dysfunctionality of countless learning institutions is their stay with the old in the form
of refusing to think out of the box as an inherent
requirement of how 21st century educational institutions have to operate in comparison to those of the
previous years”. School Governing Body Chairperson
3 of School C reasons that ‛‛from time immemorial,
there was always the concept of evolution, which
in the context of schooling signifies never being
satisfied with the status quo and as a result being
always open to learning in order to imbibe new ideas
and practices and then reform or transform as part
of taking a school forward”. Views shared by the
research participants are together emphasising the
need for change by all institutional incumbents so
that they are able to transform their workplace practices to be different from how it has always known
to be. The review of literature reminds that in educational institutions, change has to be inevitable and
ongoing (Knott, 2017:14; Pheko, 2017:27).

systems that are well tailored to incumbents and
institutional conditions. Appropriate decolonisation practices have to be free from euro-centric
models and general institutional rigidity. The postponement of introducing decolonisation by African
public secondary schools, could allow institutional
dys-functionality and instability to soar. There are
copious incidences and examples occurring in the
selected public secondary schools, that confirm that
as regards magnificent and brilliant decolonisation
systems, structures and processes that enable a
school to offer first class learner performance, the
selected three schools are still lacking. Lack of decolonisation in schools benefits no one.

8. Recommendations
The bases of these recommendations are discussed
findings which are as follow:
• There is a need for public secondary schools
to fathom or establish for themselves why it is
that decolonisation is being underrated in those
schools, despite its known efficacy in terms of
generating unabated institutional performance
everybody would have a reason to identify himself or herself with a school.
• There is a need by public secondary schools to
embrace an awareness that decolonisation in
educational institutions, requires structures,
systems and processes through which it would
flourish and thrive remaining impactful and
ever well-meaning to the sterling performance
of a school. That could occur first through the
creation of decolonisation ethos that by and
large, promote a school’s exquisite and maverick learner results.

7. Conclusion

• Lastly, there is a need to reconcile decolonisation in public secondary schools with the nature
of institutional incumbents there as well as the
nature of the school context or environment
enabling the success of the introduced decolonisation project.

African public secondary schools need to deal with
their challenges of lack of excellent functionality
sooner rather than later. This will enable them
to improve their scholastic learner performance.
Whether decolonisation hurdles experienced by
public schools are internally generated or externally
imposed, is not an issue. The question to ask has to
be: how should every school makes decolonisation
practices succeed? That would enable schools to
operate differently and in an efficacious manner?
That would enable institutions to put their school’s
interests in a trajectory of forward development
and movement. This is possible with decolonisation
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The Role of Separation of Powers in Ensuring Public
Accountability in South Africa: Policy Versus Practice
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University of Venda, South Africa
Abstract: The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa of 1996 (1996 Constitution) makes a provision that
there shall be separation of powers between the legislature, executive and judiciary, with appropriate
checks and balances to ensure accountability, responsiveness and openness. This constitutional provision
is adopted from a century old principle of trias politica which stipulates that power of the state must be
divided amongst the three existing arms. This policy position makes a sound pronouncement that each
arm of the state must be held accountable in the performance of their public functions. However, more
focus of this paper is on the legislative arm in that it is the one responsible for ensuring that the executive arm accounts for all functions vested upon it by the 1996 Constitution. This conceptual paper seeks
to explore the nature of the relationship between these three arms of the state, and identify challenges
confronting the legislature in holding the executive to account so as to propose possible solutions to
the challenges. It is recommended the legislative arm must be beefed-up to ensure that the executive
arm is held accountable at all times so as to curtail maladministration, corruption and the abuse of state
resources.
Keywords: Separation of Powers, Public Accountability, Oversight and Parliament

1. Introduction

executive and judicia ry, in the same hands,
whether of one, a few, or many, and whether
hereditary, self-appointed or elective, may justly
be pronounced the very definition of tyranny”
(O’Regan, 2005:123).

It is provided for in the Constitution of the Republic
of South Africa of 1996 (hereafter referred to as
1996 Constitution) that there shall be a separation
of powers between the legislature, executive and
judiciary, with appropriate checks and balances to
ensure accountability, responsiveness and openness (RSA, 1996; O’Regan, 2005:120; Mojapelo,
2013:39). It is argued however that there’s no universal model of separation of powers basically
meaning that ‛‛all should not be put in one basket”
which emphasises that all power cannot be concentrated in one arm or person to prevent abuse
of such power (Kohn, 2013:6).

It is safe to note that the first philosopher to
propagate the principle of separation of powers
is John Locke (1632-1704) who lived way before
Montesquieu. However, it is Montesquieu who is
regarded as the architect of the doctrine of separation of powers (Mojapelo, 2013:37).
The principle of the separation of powers underscores that the specific powers and functions are
allocated to each arm of the state, and each with
its own duties and responsibilities. The importance
of the separation of powers is that each arm of
the state serves as a ‛‛check and balance” over one
another (Dube, 2017). As posited by Mangu (1998:2),
separation of powers is one of the core elements of
constitutionalism and democracy all over the word.
The doctrine of separation of powers is essentially a
flagship of many constitutional democracies in the
world which often provides for the three arms of
the state which seeks to ensure that there’s checks
and balances in each other’s operations and functions (Mojapelo, 2013:39). This doctrine continues

French philosopher named Charles Montesquieu
is well known for articulating the theory of trias
politica, which is implemented in many of the
constitutions around the world particularly in
developed world including but not limited to that
of the United States of America as far back as the
1780’s (O’Regan, 2005; Venter & Landsberg, 2011;
Mojapelo, 2013:37). Trias politica basically refers to
the separation of state powers. Montesquieu is also
associated with an assertion that says:
‛‛…. the accumulation of all powers, legislative,
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2.1 The Legislature

to evolve particularly with the identification of need
for further amendment in the legislative framework.
The traditional notion as propagated by Locke and
Montesquieu posits that there are separate and
distinct roles for the executive, legislative, and
judicial branches of the state which should remain
unaltered has changed over time to reflect the
growing interrelationship among the said arms
(Hicks, Myeni & Buccus, 2017:62). Separation of
powers doctrine as advocated by Mangu (1998) and
Mojapelo (2013:40) is based on the notion that each
arm of the state has its own unique set of powers
and that these powers are exclusive and not to be
exercised by another arm so as to prevent the concentration of too much power in the same hands
and also ensure that there’s checks and balances
in all the respective branches of the state (Dube,
2017). However, as discussed below, the application
of this principle in practice overlaps from one arm
to the other.

Section 42(3) of the 1996 Constitution stipulates that
the National Assembly which is the main house
of parliament is elected to represent the aspirations of the people and to ensure government
represent the people under the Constitution (RSA,
1996; South African Catholic Bishops’ Conference,
2013). The National Assembly realises this objective of the Constitution by electing the President, as
well as considering national public issues, passing
national legislation and scrutinising and overseeing
the implementation of such law by the executive
(O’Regan, 2005:127). Holding the executive arm
to account by parliament and overseeing the performance of its functions is one of the pillars of
separation of powers. In fact, it is what separation
of powers is about.
The 1996 Constitution which is the foundation of
separation of powers in South Africa state that the
President of the Republic is elected by the National
Assembly from among its members at its first sitting
after an election (RSA, 1996; O’Regan, 2005:125).
Such election is presided over by the head of judiciary who is the Chief Justice. Noteworthy is that
President ceases to me a member of parliament
once elected by the National Assembly. However,
the National Assembly may still remove the
President from an office several occasions including on a vote of at least two thirds of its members
and only on the grounds of a serious violation of
the Constitution or the law; serious misconduct;
and inability to perform the functions of office even
when he’s not a member of the National Assembly
anymore (RSA, 1996; Venter & Landsberg, 2011).
The inevitable relationship between the legislative
and the executive arm is intertwined particularly
the process of law-making. A practical example is
that cabinet members as members of the executive initiate, craft and prepare different legislative
frameworks which are then proposed either into
the National Assembly or the National Council of
Provinces for debate and passing. Once a particular
bill has been passed by legislature, it is presented to
the President to assent ( Jolobe & Graham, 2017). As
stated elsewhere in this paper that the legislature
makes laws, the executive implements or executes
and the judiciary adjudicates or interprets the said
law (Majapelo, 2013:37). But most importantly,
the legislative arm holds the executive to account
including but not limited to implementation of laws
and budgets passed by parliament.

2. Separation of Powers in South Africa
Yamamoto (2007:9) states that in John Locke’s
model of the separation of powers who is one of
the propagators of this principle, the legislative and
executive powers are to be separated. In terms of
John Locke’s philosophy, law-making which is the
preserve of the legislature, is to prescribe rules
and the power of execution, and the executive is
subordinate and accountable to the legislature
(Madue, 2012:438). Important in separation of
powers analysis is an understanding of the nature
of the powers of each separate branch of the state.
The traditional characterisation of these powers
is that the legislative power is the power to make,
alter, and repeal laws of the republic; the executive
power is the power to execute the laws; and the
judicial power is the power to construe and interpret the Constitution and law, and to apply them
and decide controversies (O’Regan, 2005:134). A
key limit on the legislature’s authority is the executive branch’s ability to approve or disapprove
legislation passed by the legislature prior to the
legislation becoming law (Mojapelo, 2013). This crucial and special role is performed by the president
of the Republic who signs bills of parliament into
law. The three arms of the state are elaborated on
below particularly in the context of South Africa. It
must however be stated that the existence of the
three arms of the state is to ensure that there’s
an element of checks and balances which seeks
to hold each other accountable.
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2.2 The Executive

apprehensions may arise, lest the same monarch
or senate should enact tyrannical laws, to execute
them in a tyrannical manner” (O’Regan, 2005; Kohn,
2013:6; Mojapelo, 2013). Mojapelo (2013:37) also
correctly postulates a view held in this paper that
complete application of the separation of powers is
not possible particularly in practice than in theory.

The cabinet of South Africa which is constituted
by the President, Deputy President as well as the
national ministers represent the executive arm at
the national sphere. To this effect, section 92(2) of
the 1996 Constitution stipulate that members of
the cabinet are accountable collectively and individually to Parliament for the performance of their
functions as well as implementation of executive
programmes (RSA, 1996; Maserumule, 2007:148).
Deputy President, cabinet ministers and deputies
are the nominated from the National Assembly
by the President after his election by the same.
However, the 1996 Constitution affords the President
to include at least two ministers from outside the
National Assembly. These ministers nominated
to head government departments continue to be
members of parliament in South Africa which is the
legislative arm while they are members of cabinet
which is the executive arm ( Jolobe & Graham, 2017).
Furthermore, even when ordinary members of
parliament may introduce a new bill in parliament,
ministers are the ones who often initiate, craft and
introduce bills in parliament with the assistance of
the bureaucratic machinery for deliberation and
passing by parliament. It is also possible that the
legislature may just approve a bill without having
amended as introduced by the executive.

One of the contributing factors to the sad impossibility are weakness and lack of capacity by the legislative
arm to hold the executive arm to account. The South
African Catholic Bishops’ Conference (2013) highlights the fact that the executive has a substantial
influence in parliament in that more often than not
most members of the executive come from the same
political party as the majority of members in parliament. Whenever members of the executive have
to account in the legislature, the opposition parties
often argue that there’s an element of bias and protection. It is often alleged (De Vos, 2017) that the
chairperson of the portfolio committee who is often
the member of the ruling party often ‛‛shield” the
members of the executive from answering difficult
questions. It therefore means that the accountability
of the executive to the legislative arm is often made
difficult because of that challenge. However, at times
it is argued that by Legal and Public Administration
scholars alike that while the principle of separation
of powers is effective with regard to prevention
of tyranny, oppression and violence, it may cause
inefficiency (O’Regan, 2005:124; Kohn, 2013:6) by
having to wait for the approval of the other arm
of the state. A perfect example is when the executive has to wait for the approval of the budget and
most legislative framework by the legislative arm.
It is however the view of this author that even if
there may be challenges associated with the principle of separation of powers, there are more good
than bad including the fact that with the separation of powers comes functional specialisation in
the respective arms of the state. The South African
Catholic Bishops’ Conference (2013) contends this
argument that the legislative arm has a shortfall
regarding the human resource capacity by alluding
to the fact that where shortcomings are identified,
parliamentary content advisors and researchers are
provided as supplements to capacitates parliamentarians (Jolobe & Graham, 2017). It is argued that this
capacitation is not sufficient to address the shielding
and protection of the executive from accounting in
parliament. It is mostly in instances like this where
the judiciary comes into the picture to ensure that
the legislative arm plays its constitutional mandate.

2.3 The Judiciary
The 1996 Constitution states that the judiciary in
South Africa is vested in the hierarchical courts and
that these courts ought to be ‛‛independent and
subject only to the Constitution and the law” (RSA,
1996; Venter, 2017), and that it must apply this law
impartially and without fear, favour or prejudice
(Venter, 2017). Furthermore, the 1996 Constitution
posits that no one including the state may interfere with the functioning of the courts including the
executive and the legislative arm. Of paramount
importance that section 172 of the 1996 Constitution
empowers the judiciary to decide on the constitutionality of any law before it, and it may declare
invalid any law or conduct inconsistent with the constitution (Munzhedzi, 2016). Additionally, the 1996
Constitution mandates the judiciary with the most
critical role of monitoring the application of the separation of powers. Montesquieu correctly assets
that ‛‛when the legislative and executive powers are
united in the same person, or in the same body
of magistrates, there can be no liberty; because
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3. The Role of Parliament in Ensuring
Public Accountability

failed in its responsibility to hold the executive to
account regarding the Nkandla case of building security futures in the house of the President (Mogoeng,
2015). The Court found that the legislature should
have exercised its obligation of ensuring that the
president accounts to the legislature as stipulated
by the policy framework including but not limited
to the 1996 Constitution. The said Constitution provides that the executive arm of the state should
be accountable to the legislative arm for all their
actions including implementation of all legislative
approved programmes. Such programmes include
but not limited to the budget. It must however be
said that holding the executive to account by parliament at times causes animosity between the two
arms of the state. This assertion is supported by
Madue (2012:438) who posits that the power relations between the executive and the legislature are
at times not that smooth and as such call for the
balancing of power between these two arms of the
state. Jolobe and Graham (2017) are of the view that
an underlying challenge particularly in the developing world is that their legislatures are usually much
weaker than the executive. This is also applicable in
South Africa. Some of the contributing factors to this
challenge is that the executive yields a lot of power
through the budget and the state resources they
control. In addition to that, most of the members
of the executive which is inclusive of the President,
Deputy President and ministers are most often
than not senior leaders of the ruling party who are
members of the national executive committee of
the African National Congress (ANC). The opposite
is the case when it comes to the members of the
legislature. In that, even though it has senior leaders of the ruling party, most of its members are
junior members who occupy lower positions in the
structures of the ANC as well as the South African
Communist Party. Such dynamics puts the legislative arm at a weaker advantage which results in
it failing to effectively and efficiently holding the
executive to account. Junior members of the party
respects the seniors to the point of unable to hold
them to account regarding their executive actions
and implementation functions.

It is assumed that parliament in the context of
South Africa represents the aspirations and interests of the people through the regular contest and
elections (Sisulu, 2013:25). Parliament has also
been mandated by the 1996 Constitution to represent the people and to ensure government of
the people by the people under the Constitution.
Madue (2012:431) correctly posits that the legislative arm of the state is responsible for law making,
exercising oversight over the executive, facilitating
public participation and promoting cooperative
governance. Legislatures are in fact mandated to
ensure that laws of the republic passed are properly
implemented so as to achieve the political objectives particularly of the ruling party. It basically
serves as a platform where issues of national interest receive public consideration through various
debates that takes place in parliament. One of the
fundamental roles of the South African democratic
parliament is that of holding the executive arm of
the state to account for all executive actions ( Jolobe
& Graham, 2017). Munzhedzi (2016:1) posits that
public accountability in South Africa has its origin in
the 1996 Constitution. It is for this reasons that all
officials of government as well as public institutions
are in one way or the other accountable to some
kind of a higher authority. Minnaar (2010:17) concur
and state that public officials account to political
executive office-bearers and political executive
office-bearers account to parliament or municipal
councils in the context of municipalities. Municipal
councils are also a representation of a legislative
authority at the local sphere of government. These
legislative authorities at all spheres of government
are composed of elected office-bearers (members
of parliament, members of provincial legislatures
as well as municipal councils) who account to the
electorate (Munzhedzi, 2016:1).
Johnson (2005:7) posits the most important question that the degree of separation or unity between
the legislature and executive branches is perhaps
the major factor in determining legislative strength
and independence. Madue (2012) postulates that,
the 1996 Constitution and standing rules generally
grant legislatures more power than they ever use
effectively. This analogy was proved right when
the Constitutional Court which is the highest court
in South Africa made a finding that the National
Assembly which is the main house of parliament

4. Practical Cases of Accountability of
the Executive by Parliament
There are several cases where parliament was
found wanting in as far as holding the executive
to account for the implementation of government
programmes and activities (Dube, 2017; De Vos,
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2017). As stipulated earlier, parliament is mandated by the Constitution to hold the executive to
account for all the executive functions. One of the
most talked about case of lack of accountability in
the post-apartheid South Africa is the case between
the Economic Freedom Fighters and Speaker of the
National Assembly and others at the Constitutional
Court of South Africa. The Constitutional Court pronounced as follows:

as well which leaves parliament at an untenable
state. De Vos (2017) reemphasised Froneman’s
(2017) judgement between Black Sash Trust and the
Minister of Social Development and Others that the
Minister bears the primary responsibility to ensure
that SASSA fulfils its functions and that she appoints
its chief executive officer (CEO). It is in these kind of
cases and more where parliament is found wanting
regarding it oversight role over the executive

5. Conclusion and Recommendations

‛‛The resolution passed by the National Assembly
absolving the President from compliance with the
remedial action taken by the Public Protector in
terms of section 182(1)(c) of the Constitution is
inconsistent with sections 42(3), 55(2)(a) and (b)
and 181(3) of the Constitution, is invalid and is set
aside” (Mogoeng, 2015).

It is concluded that an oversight over the executive
by the legislative arm is indeed the most fundamental role of parliament in South Africa. This said
oversight involves monitoring the performance and
implementations of programmes and projects by
the executive so as to ensure that the said programmes, projects and policies are carried out as
approved by the legislature. As discussed in the
forgoing paragraphs, the legislature uses various
means of holding the executive to account including
but not limited to standing committee on public
accounts (SCOPA), different parliamentary portfolio
committees, debates on the National Assembly as
well as the National Council of Provinces (Madue,
2012). This is done with the purpose of ensuring
that the executive arm of the state accounts to
the legislative arm as provided for by the 1996
Constitution. However, in exercising this enormous
responsibility, the legislative arm is confronted
with multifaceted challenges of ensuring that the
executive accounts with ease and without difficulty
( Jolobe & Graham, 2017). Amongst other challenges
as discussed is that most members of the executive
are more senior to most members of the legislature
in their respective political parties. In essence, most
members of the legislature are more often than
not junior in standing in their political parties as
compared to those of the executive arm. This is also
applicable in the African National Congress as the
ruling party in South African national government
and most provincial governments.

In this case the National Assembly is found to have
failed in holding the executive to account as required
by law. Due to the said failure of parliament to hold
executive accountable, the judiciary which is the
third leg of the state had to ‛‛remind” the legislative
arm of its constitutional responsibility hence the
Constitutional Court judgement on Nkandla security upgrades. Section 165 of the 1996 Constitution
vests the judicial authority in the courts and they are
accountable to the Constitution and the law (Dube,
2017). In the build-up of the same case the Minister
of Police and Public Works respectively could not
be held to account the way it is required by the
Constitution and the law (Mogoeng, 2015). It is for
this reason that Dube (2017) correctly argues that
absolving the President from any responsibility in
spite of evidence suggesting he unduly benefited
from upgrades in his Nkandla residence is arguably
a dereliction of duty on the part of Parliament.
The Minister of Social Development was also
criticised for not appearing before the portfolio
committee meetings in parliament during and in the
wake of the grants crisis in South Africa (Corruption
Watch, 2017). The Corruption Watch (2017) further
notes the ‛‛shoddy” role played by the President’s
legal adviser, Mr Michael Hulley as a ‛‛strategic
advisor” to SASSA in the adjudication of the multi-billion-rand contract, because the Minister had
failed to provide answers to parliament through
the portfolio committee on the contract between
Mr Hulley and SASSA. The question on who is he
representing in the whole matter keeps coming.
Unfortunately, the accountability by the Minister
of Social Development has not been forthcoming

For example, the President of the country in South
Africa is also the president of the African National
Congress which makes him the most senior person
in the party. President Jacob Zuma for example has
been a leader of the party for decades (including
as deputy and other capacities). It then makes it
difficult for junior members of the party who may
have only 10 years’ membership (or even less) in
the party to hold the President with so many years
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of membership and leadership experience in the
party to account. Similarly, there are other members
of the executive with many years of experience as
members and leaders of the party than those of the
legislative arm. This definitely plays a pivotal role in
trying to ensure public accountability. The effectiveness and efficiency of public accountability plays a
pivotal role in curtailing maladministration, fraud
and corruption. Members of the executive including
their bureaucrats should perform their functions
with a belief that at one stage or the other they will
be required to account for their actions. As clearly
stipulated by Minnaar (2010) that every official or
political with an inch of authority of power should
account elsewhere to ensure continuous account
of programmes implementation to avoid abuse of
state power and resources, maladministration and
endemic corruption. In essence, the policy framework
including the 1996 Constitution clearly stipulates that
there should be a separation of powers to ensure
checks and balances between the three arms of the
state. In practice, this poses a challenge particularly
between the executive arm and the legislative arm
(O’Regan, 2005; Kohn, 2013:6; Mojapelo, 2013). The
said seniority of politicians in the two arms also play
a contributing role. The Constitutional Court through
the Chief Justice ruled that on the case between
the Economic Freedom Fighters and Speaker of
the National Assembly and the President Jacob
Zuma that the National Assembly failed to hold the
President of the Republic to account on the ‛‛Nkandla
case” that was investigated and recommended by
the Public Protector. This confirms that at times the
legislative arm is found wanting with regard to holding the executive to account on their activities and
functions. This at times even overlaps to cabinet
ministers, for example, the case of the Minister of
Social Development leaving the SCOPA meeting in
the middle for something less paramount. However,
it is important to note that for separation of powers
in the three arms of the state to be practiced in the
purest form propagated by Locke and Montesquieu
is almost impossible hence the continuous challenge
of holding the executive to account by parliament.
However, it is recommended that the legislative arm
is beefed-up to ensure that accountability of the
executive by the legislature is enhanced (Munzhedzi,
2016). This may be done through instilling a sense of
understanding of the supremacy of the Constitution.
The 1996 Constitution underscore the paramountcy
of the principle of accountability through different
means discussed above as well as separation of
powers.

It is also recommended that the different portfolio committees in parliament are comprised of a
mix of senior and junior politicians with requisite
skills and capacity. Those without public finance
knowledge should be capacitated through various
methods including, but not limited to workshops, a
year’s training at university and in-house training by
trained professional. The ruling party (whichever it
is at the time) at all spheres of government should
ensure that capable and capacitated politicians are
deployed in the legislative arm of the state.
The same way that parliament can call for a motion
of no confidence on the President of the state in
the case of South Africa, the electorate must be
empowered by law to recall or put a motion of no
confidence against parliament at all spheres of
government for failure to perform responsibilities
assigned to it by the Constitution. This endeavour
may be used as a mechanism of ensuring that parliament does its mandated responsibility with a
caution that it might be dissolved if it doesn’t.
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Abstract: The failure of most African states to achieve their total independence forms a remarkable theme
in the post-colonial globalisation debate. Critics reflect how globalisation has benefited the first world countries through the burden of their capitalist free market economic system coupled with state capture cases by
multinational corporations and the policies of the institutions of Bretton Woods to the detriment of under-developed countries. Although all African countries have accessed their political independences, it is a fact that
their social and economic expansion and their total independence are yet to be materialised. This paper, refers
to the case of the Democratic Republic of Congo to observe that, at international level, Africa is a victim of the
current westernised globalisation and that, political elitism has been an obstacle – rather than an opportunity
for the attainment of socio-economic expansion and total independence. Using an exploratory and conceptual
research approach, the paper reviews the elitist paradigm and the elite theory and analyses the characteristics
of the African political elites with regard to their political and socio-economic development roles as well as their
relationship with the masses. Through public an administration research methodology, the paper proposes a
conceptual understanding of political elitism to guide a conclusive research on how African political elites can
facilitate the socio-economic and total independence of Africa for the continent to equally enjoy the rewards
of globalisation as the developed nations.
Keywords: African political elites, Democratic Republic of Congo, Elite theory, Elitism, Political elites, Socioeconomic expansion, Total independence

1. Introduction

social and economic expansion and active participation of Africa in the global market.

Understanding the complexity of the political, social
and economic independence or the total liberation
of Africa is difficult and confusing for various reasons. A simplistic way of theorising the possibility
of a total independence of Africa revolves around
a vicious circle of interdependent relationships
between the newly independent states and their
former colonisers through globalisation in one
hand, and between the governors (mostly the elite
class) and the governed (communities or people
or masses) through the political and governance
systems within the independent states in the other
hand. Considering globalisation as the political, cultural, social and economic behaviour across nations
and the changes they shape worldwide, it is important to argue that, in order to actively participate
in and benefit from globalisation, African states
need to build and sustain strong and competitive
political and governance systems and structures.
Political elitism is therefore assumed to be a key
facilitator of strong and competitive political and
governance systems that can facilitate political,

Although the elite theory is important, it presents a
dilemma for its effective application in Africa. This
paper notes that, in Africa, the unequal relationship
between the elite class and the citizenry impacts
negatively on democracy and consequently on
socio-economic development. Taking into account
the case of the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC),
the paper agrees with Walker (1966), who insinuates
that democratic systems rely on the relationship
between the wisdom, loyalty and skills of the elite
class, or the political leaders or entrepreneurs who
possess ideological commitments and manipulative skills; and the average citizen’s inadequacies
whereby the large, apolitical passive and inert class
of masses or citizens or followers who have little
knowledge and are less interested in knowing how
public affairs are run.
This paper is based on the assumption that, traditionally, a stable democracy was the consequence of
an agreement among the politically active citizenry
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and their governors on certain fundamental policies
and basic values, and widespread acceptance of
democratic procedures and restraints on political
activity (Walker, 1966). However, in analysing the
characteristics of elites through four crucial epochs
of the development process of the DRC (colonial era,
the post-independence dictatorship dispensation,
the neo-colonialism or western interference period
and the current failed post-dictatorship transition),
it is correct to affirm that in the DRC, political elitism has failed both democracy and socio-economic
expansion. The prevalence of a dichotomy between
ideological commitments and manipulative skills
of the elites – most of which defend their personal
and the foreign interests; and the consequent inadequacies of the large apolitical, passive and inert
citizens accentuate the domination of the elite class.
Walker (1966) contends that political leaders would
not violate the basic consensus, or ‛‛democratic
mould,” if they wished to be successful in gaining
their objectives, because once these fundamental
restraints were fragmented the otherwise passive
public would become aroused and would organise
against their offending leaders.

and options for solutions of research questions,
whereas, a conclusive research produces final
solutions or new theories to explored research
questions. The research was undertaken through
the adaptation of four of the six stages of research
methodology in public administration by Perry and
Kraemer (1986).
As an exploratory analysis of political elitism in
Africa, this research analyses the elite theory and
related phenomena around the elite theory in
general and African political elites in particular.
The research topic and questions are therefore
explored without suggesting conclusive solutions to
the problem of political elitism and socio-economic
expansion and total independence of Africa. The
research refers to the case of the DRC to understand the nuances of the elite theory in Africa. The
focus on the DRC situation does not justify generalising the elitist paradigm in Africa but assists in
developing a conceptual framework and motivating preliminary solutions to be explored further in
a different research. The conceptual part of this
research alludes to the fact that the elitist paradigm
and the elite theory might not be helpful in solving
the failure of Africa to develop and to achieve total
independence. Thus, the research suggests that
elite theory can be supplemented by class theory
and analysis in understanding the role of and the
relation between both the elite class and the people.

In most African countries, as is the case of the DRC,
the manipulative skills of the elite class have not yet
been tested by public resistance. Thus, the need to
understand political elitism, transform the current
African political elites and groom active and resilient citizenry to hold the transformed elite class
responsible in implementing democratic systems
that favour social and economic development. This
paper is therefore a preliminary exploratory and
conceptual research on elitist paradigm, elite theory
and a profiling of African political elites in order
to guide a complete and conclusive investigation
on feasible recommendations for a positive contribution of both the African political elites and their
citizenry in fostering socio-economic expansion and
total independence of the continent.

The first stage of this research was to determine the
research problem which is to assess the role played
by the African elite class in the failure to achieve
socio-economic expansion and total independence.
In this stage the paper states and explains the problem statement and research key questions. In the
second stage the research delineated the problem
by focussing much on political elitism, the elite
theory and the role of African political elites with
regards to the socio-economic expansion and total
independence of Africa. This stage also focused on
the case of the DRC to explore the failure of the
political elites to foster socio-economic expansion
of the DRC and its total independence. The third
stage is the identification of variables that are
linked to the problem of concern. In this stage the
research described how, in the case of the DRC, the
elite class was either not prepared or unwilling to
contribute to the social and economic expansion
of the DRC and its total independence. The fourth
stage concerned the establishment of the causality
among the variables contributing to the failure of

2. Research Process
This paper is the result of an exploratory and conceptual process. It is a preliminary exploration of
a yet to happen comprehensive and conclusive
investigation on African political elites and their role
in fostering socio-economic expansion and total
independence of African nations. For Sandhursen
(2000), the difference between an exploratory
and a conclusive research is that the outcomes
of an exploratory research are a range of causes
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the African political elites. In this stage the research
debated the elite theory and proposes preliminary
propositions of solutions to be complemented in a
conclusive effective research.

ranking in their social activities based on their skills
and regardless of their moral and social qualities in
his 1916 work entitled ‛‛Trattato di sociologia generale”, translated in 1935 as ‛‛A Treatise of General
Sociology”. He subdivides the class of maximum
performers into ‛governing’ and ‛non-governing’
sections, the ﬁrst of which includes all individuals
who ‛play directly or indirectly a noteworthy role
at the highest levels of power” (Korom, 2015:391).
Robert Michels (1876-1936) emphasises the dominating political power of political leaders whereby
elite fractions pursue personal interests by manipulating both the efforts and resources of ordinary
party members. In other words, the elected dominate the electors. The author considers the elite’s
political power as an inherently oligarchic enterprise
(Korom, 2015). For the author elites equal oligarchs
who are characterised by a common will to action
through three ‛3Cs’ which are, (1) group consciousness; (2) group coherence; and (3) conspiracy.

3. Understanding ‛‛Elite”, ‛‛Elite Theory”
and ‛‛Political Elitism”
From the classical elitist literature, elites are defined
through capacity, personality and skills according to
Lopez (2013). The term ‛‛elite” is important in politics
and administration discourses as it refers somehow to the classification of the society into different
social groups and considers the weight and impact
of the power that each social group has and exercises. In such situation, the elite group is considered
to be special, and with power and influence. Lloyd
(1966: 4) defines elite as ‛‛those persons who were
western-educated and wealthy to a high degree relative to the mass of the population”. For the whole
colonial period, the term elite should most properly be applied to the European residents of the
colonial territories in whose hands laid political and
economic power emphasises Lloyd (1967). Gaetano
Mosca, Vilfredo Pareto and Robert Michels (the
‛‛elitist triad”) are the precursors of the elite theory
in Europe in the 19th century when ‛‛the doctrine
of rule by elite superior individuals” was in vogue
(Manghezi, 1976: 70). The elite triad deepens knowledge on the elitist paradigm and elite theory and
facilitates debates on how to introduce and apply
the elite theory in Africa. These pioneers of the elite
theory argue that every society is composed of two
groups of people. The first group is formed by a
minority which rules or governs whereas the second
group is formed by the majority of people who are
ruled or governed.

The formulation of the elite theory was necessary to revive feudal notions of social hierarchy
in an attempt to halt the new ideas of democracy
according to Manghezi (1976). The elite theory was
therefore antagonistic to democracy because it postulated that in every society only a minority rules,
and this is contrary to the notion of majority rule (at
least in theory) under democracy (Manghezi, 1976).
Two of the three types of the organisation of the
political system by Aristotle are disputed as unfit by
the elite triad. The first type known as the ‛‛rule by
one” is impossible because in any circumstance no
one-man can be capable of ruling by himself. The
second type, the ‛‛rule by the many” is also impossible because too many people will lack the ability
to govern. The pertinent type of the organisation of
any political system is therefore the ‛‛rule by a few”
which forms the basis of the elite theory, as in any
political system, only a few people can govern and
exercise effective control. Thus, the elite theory was
conceived as a deterrent of socialism and particularly Marxist-socialism.

The conceptual foundations of the elite triad are:
the ‛‛ruling class” of Mosca, the ‛‛governing elite” of
Pareto and the ‛‛political leaders” and the ‛‛iron low
of oligarchy” of Michels. In his 1896 work entitled
‛‛Elementi di scienza politica”, translated in 1939
as ‛‛The Ruling Class”, Gaetano Mosca (1858-1941)
argues that ‛‛social change is determined not by
class structure but by the political apparatus and
an organised minority in control of this apparatus.
Regardless of the type of political organisation, this
minority imposes its will on the disorganised majority” (Korom, 2015:391).

From the classical elitist thesis, ‛‛the core of the elitist doctrine is explained by the fact that a minority
within a society takes major decisions affecting such
society” (Parry, 1969:30). Elitism is therefore a belief
that some individuals (referred to as elites) form a
group of people with a certain noble inheritance and
or have intellectual qualities, are worthy, are well
educated and have authority and influence as well

Vilfredo Pareto (1848-1923) initiated the term ‛elite’
which encompasses all individuals with the highest
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as other typical characteristics which are greater
than those of others and for which their views on
societal matter are considered seriously and carry
more weight. Such people are considered to be wise
and therefore worthy of and fit to lead and manage
others. The elite class means ‛the men at the top’
and the future of poorer nations rests with that very
small minority which holds power in political parties
as well as in the civil services and in the business
sector (Lloyd, 1971:128)

the socio-economic expansion of the DRC. During
the colonial and post-colonial eras for instance,
some form of political elite was developed to the
detriment of economic elite. The post-dictatorial
period is experiencing the emergence of political
elites and the transformation of economic, scientific and artistic elites into political elites whereby
the exercise of power and influence is the game of
the day and the means of success. This debate is
however beyond the scope of this paper although
it emphasises the primacy of political elitism over
all other forms of elitism in the DRC particularly and
in generally in Africa. Lopez (2013) is therefore right
to argue that political elites probably constitute the
most researched elite sector, and often in the literature the term ‛elite’ is being used as a synonym for
‛political elite’. Parry (1969:30) argues that: ‛‛because
the decisions taken by the minority (elites) within
a society are of a wide scope that they affect many
aspects of the life of the whole society makes such
decisions to be regarded as political”. Political elites
therefore influence government decisions and at
the same time formally decide policies of the day.

For Korom (2015:394), ‛‛all elite concepts, although
different, have some similarities as they refer to the
criteria of distinction and the sources of power of the
elites”. The different explanations of the term elite
convergent on issues such as ownership and exercising of power, ownership of material resources,
expression of intellectual excellence and occupation
of higher position coupled with efficiency and a preferential high social status in institutions and society.
All these characteristics are of importance when discussing the influence and the role to be played by
the elite class in exercising authority to foster social
and economic expansion though democracy.

The current emergence of social groups and the
impact of the politicisation of the public-sector
administration and the political interference in the
management of the non-profit, the private and the
business sectors in the DRC have contributed to the
proliferation of political elitism. As a consequence
of such rapid and abrupt interest in political elitism,
classification such as the no-developed elite, the
semi-developed elite, the pseudo-elite, lumpen-elite,
and developed elite (Mitrović, 2010) are building up
in the DRC contributing to the ineffectiveness of the
political elites to foster social and economic development through democracy. In other words, the
author stigmatises that, based on the level of their
ideology, elites can be either undeveloped elites
(no ideology); semi-developed elites (some form of
ideology that might not be applied); and developed
elites (with applied effective ideology).

From a Weberian point of view, elite theory is
explained by the fact that any political action is
always determined by the political manoeuvrability of small leading groups of people referred to as
superior or elites. The elite theory is based on the
assumption that elite action has a causal effect on
a relationship between state and society especially
the regime types and changes and many other political phenomena according to Lopez (2013). There
are diverse versions of the elite theory based on
how power, opportunities as well as psychological,
sociological, intellectual, material, personal and
other differences determine the authority in the
society especially in social, economic and political
institutions. Although there is no consensus on a
standard classification of elite, a distinction of the
types of elite by Mitrović (2010) makes sense to this
paper. The author distinguishes three main types
of elite: (1) the economy elite is the group of managers who are considered as per either meritocracy
and/or technocracy); (2) the political elite are those
within the politocracy, bureaucracy and ideocracy;
(3) other type concerns those in the science field or
scientocracy and include the scientific elite, artistic
elite and cultural elite.

4. Political Elitism, Democracy and
Socio-Economic Expansion
The debate on the role of the political elites in the
democratisation of the independent African continent and its social and economic expansion is
very rich although the result is always deceiving.
It is, therefore, appropriate to agree with Mitrović
(2010) that, the classification of elites on the basis of
how much their respective consciousness and their

The notion of economic elite and political elite is
essential in debating the place of the elite class in
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identity have formed and progressed as compared
to the structure of social classes they represent are
mismatched. This results in the political elites not
defending the interest of the people they represent,
yet such people are hypnotised by the power and
influence of the political elite class.

of a local economic development by foreign-led
corporations or governments benefiting them to
the detriment of the local economy. For Iqbal et al.
(2015:10), ‛‛comprador bourgeoisie is never ready
to understand and care about what people think,
and what they want. All they do is what will be helpful in order to carry on their profits and their own
well wishing”. The comprador class is never ready
to cater about the public needs, like their colonial
masters, they are always indifferent to the public
ideology and their social needs because they are
answerable to none, emphasises the author.

The classical formulation of the elite theory is that
society was composed of antagonistic classes
based on contradictory class interests. In the case
of Africa, Manghezi (1976) agrees with Lloyd that
contemporary African society is divided into two
mains groups – the elite and the masses. The author
defines the ‛‛modern” African elites as ‛‛those persons who were Western-educated and wealthy to
a high degree relative to the masses of the population” (Manghezi, 1976:73). The characteristics
that differentiate the elite from the masses in Africa
are therefore the possession of the Western education and wealth. African political elites are in a
position of privilege because of their monopoly of
the essential attributes in their correct proportion.
In other words, African elites represent the symbols
of wealth and the western style of life. For Lloyd
(1967:133) establishes that, ‛‛the Western-educated
African nationalist leaders sought to gain control
of their countries but the European population
acted as a reference group for the African political
elites, with its behaviour determining in part the
African reaction to the impact of Westernisation”.
Diop (2012:221) emphasises that: ‛‛postcolonial
modernism in the context of neoliberal capitalism
has impacted on the traditional cultures and economic life of Africa’s new elite class”. The author is
of the view that the African political elites are conditioned by the inherited set of beliefs. For Manghezi
(1976:75), ‛‛the Western ideas and values assimilated
by the Western-educated elite are transmitted to
the masses thus influencing their behaviour”. This
explanation of the African political elites underrates
the power and influence of the traditional rulers in
tropical Africa according to Manghezi (1976); thus,
the spread of the notion of comprador bourgeoisie
to describe the African political elites.

In most cases, political elites (comprador bourgeoisie) defend the interest of their foreign masters or
their own selfish benefits and comforts. For Willame
(1972:25), ‛‛in the case of the DRC, the colonisers
insulated the ‛évolués’ (elites) from the harmful
effects of colonisation by helping them maintain
their petty privileges, and by reinforcing their feeling that they formed a special group distinct from
Congolese masses”. This paper understands that,
not only colonisation and neo-colonialisation, but
importantly, foreign Western governments and
multinationals play a critical role in plundering the
resources of African countries by using the elite
class, thus hampering African governments’ efforts
in fostering and sustaining socio-economic expansion. In fact, it is correct to refer to the absurd face
of globalisation in supporting useless and dictatorial
regimes as long as the West (and recently the East)
benefits from the wealth of Africa.
In the case of the DRC, the link between the selfish
role of the comprador bourgeoisie (political elites)
working for the foreign and personal interests and
the failed democracy contributes to the current
economic crisis. An analysis of the elite theory and
the characteristics of the past and current African
political elites can facilitate the design of a prototype
of African political elites that could lead and drive
the undeveloped social class of the peripheral globalised capitalism out of poverty and domination
through an effective and efficient democratic rule
as many African countries and specifically the DRC
are still trapped in the vicious circle of poverty and
dependency. There are many reasons why the elite
class has failed to contribute to the socio-economic
emergence of Africa. This paper pin-points some
of the causes for the DRC. They are the colonial
system and its legacy; the unsuccessful succession
between the European elites and the opportunistic
African political leaders during the transition from

Comprador bourgeoisie or the elite class is comprised of members of the society or some natives of
a former colony that are ‛bought’ by the colonisers
(Iqbal, Arif & Jamil, 2015) from whom they derive
their influential position and status from their connection to foreign corporations or governments of
developed nations. The term comprador bourgeoisie is used in critical theory to infer the domination
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colonialism; the neo-colonialism or neo-liberalism
strategies of the former colonisers and the current
failed transitional governments dominated by civil
wars and instable political situations impacting negatively on peace, democracy and development.

and economies that were not deigned with African
interests, aspirations, objectives, traditions, customs, and well-being in mind (Assensoh, 1998). With
an illiterate population and the workforce prepared
for auxiliary positions, the social and economic
systems of the colonial governments were not
designed to facilitate the participation of Africans
in their development. To be exact, the colonisers
were not interested in developing Africans. Instead,
colonial institutions were structured to advance the
objectives of European colonisers and to perpetrate
exploitation of African riches through repression. In
fact, Young and Turner (1985), reflect four classes
in the DRC from the colonial to the post-colonial
epochs. The elites occupied a preferential place in
that classification as they came after the imperialists
who extracted the wealth of the country. The elite
class is referred to by the author as the ‛‛reactionnaires” or the politician and the bureaucrats who
facilitated the looting by the imperialists.

4.1 The Legacy of the Colonial System
The failure of African political elites to facilitate the
socio-economic expansion of their countries to foster
democratic rule is in a great part the consequence
of the legacy of colonisation. In fact, Calvocoressi
(1985:31) was right that, ‛‛no colonial regime has ever
undertaken the administration of a distant territory
with the aim of improving the lot of its inhabitants”.
In the DRC, the colonial education system deprived
the local population of education and opportunities.
For Lloyd (1971:19), ‛‛the higher education policy of
colonial governments was directed to providing a
small cadre of executive officials for bureaucracy”.
Universities did not exist in the colonial DRC and government scholarships were not provide for higher
education overseas to Congolese students. The early
elite provided such training for their children from
their own resources according to Lloyd (1971). In
the DRC, the colonial Belgian government did not
prepare the political class for the independence
seeing that at independence there were no more
than fifteen university graduates in the entire country. Similarly, the colonial government did not train
the local citizens to assume posts of responsibility
but to only occupy auxiliary (clerk) positions.

4.2 The Post-Colonial Era: Opportunistic
Political Elites and the Dark Hand of the
Former Coloniser
The post-colonial epoch was not as promising in
term of facilitating social and economic expansion
of African countries as was the colonial era. The
initial belief about the struggle for independence
was that, capturing the government apparatus by
indigenous elites would improve the ability of the
state to eliminate mass poverty and deprivation
according to Professor John Mbaku (Assensoh,
1998). However, this paper denotes two major
issues to characterise the failure of the post-colonial social and economic systems. The first issue
is the opportunistic and corrupted political elites
referred to by Professor John Mbaku (Assensho,
1998) as ‛‛rent-seeking” (seeking bribes) and ‛unscrupulous national elites’ whom, after taking over from
the colonisers manoeuvred the weak institutions
they inherited to enrich themselves to the expense
of the population (Assensho, 1998). The second
major issue is the unwillingness of the colonisers
to prepare African elites and public administrators
for the heavy task of leading their countries, thus
the unpreparedness of most African countries to
acquire their independence and consequently to
effectively and efficiently run their countries without
the dark hand of the former colonisers.

The former president of Tanzania, Julius Nyerere
who was the first university graduate ever produced
in his country in 1961, claimed that a year before
its independence, Tanzania had only two qualified
engineers, 12 medical doctors for a population of
nine million, 85 percent of the adult population was
illiterate and there was no university in the country
(Assensoh, 1998). Willame (1972:25) argues that,
‛‛in the Congo, the bureaucratic hierarchy was not
merely rigid, but physically and politically oppressive”. As a direct consequence, Willame (1972:1)
observes that, ‛‛the decolonisation process in the
DRC was atypical in that no such facades could be
built. Within a month after independence, the colonial administration collapsed with the departure of
the 10,000 Belgian civil servants”.
In a foreword to a book on African political leadership, John Mbaku, a professor of economics, points
out that African leaders inherited state structures

In essence, after the independence the Belgian
government maintained a strategy or policy of
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paternalism (Young, 1965). Because there were
no appropriate and well-trained cadres to lead the
affairs of the country, and using the immaturity of
the Congolese political class, the ‛‛civilised” or elites
were used by the former colonisers. This is what
Young (1965) refers to as the elite satisfaction. Such
satisfaction was granted in exchange to the governing of the country by the Belgian dark hand. Turner
(2013) maintains that after independence was equal
to before independence in the sense that the transition from the Belgian-Congo to the independent
Congo inherited pre-colonial political culture which
emphasised personal power and authority (by the
elite for the Congolese population). The elite class
was therefore not running for the interest of the
population but their own and that of the former,
now neo-colonisers.

many African countries have seen the rise of their
role of suppliers of raw materials to the MNCs. This
commodity trade is facilitated by the elite working
for the interest of such MNCs. ‛‛MNCs exercise control over pricing and contract specifications. This is
facilitated by arrangements with the political elites
in exchange for financial and monetary compensations” (Nafziger, 1988:57). Many African countries
have been conned by the so-called foreign aid which
in realities are either debts or a means by which
the donors play their influence on the poor receiving country. The foreign aid has also been used as
bait to manoeuvre political elites. Nafziger (1988:61)
regrets that, ‛‛aid is biased against the poor in many
countries”. Debts have been used by developed and
former colonisers as a mean to lure political elites
in many African countries. Such aids are provided
with various conditions not favouring social and
economic development. Nafziger (1988) observes
that in many instances political elites expanded the
patronage for intermediaries and contractors so
fast that they lost track of millions of dollars borrowed. The consequences of the repayments of
some debts which did not even reach the coffers
of the state or serves the right purpose could only
heavily bleed the economic system.

The three problems that characterised the failure of
the post-colonial African governments are, according to professor John Mbaku: (1) shortage of skills
indigenous elites to help lead each country into
post-independence democracy; (2) the institutions
left behind by the colonisers did not facilitate the
participation of the African people in economy and
politics and; (3) the unwilling of the African political
elites to engage in institutional reforms to reconstruct their states and to provide the African people
with appropriate and viable institutions, structures
and systems.

4.4 The Post-Dictatorship Failed Transitions
and the Failed Democratisation Process
The debate around the post-dictatorship DRC is very
rich and controversial when it comes to its political and economic stability. Three important views
analysed by Koddenbrock (2014) are very interesting in debating the role of the political elites in the
current failure of the post-dictatorship DRC. The
first important view is of Jeffrey Herbst and Greg
Mills, who arguably concluded that ‛‛the DRC does
not exist” as a state because there is no sign of real
governance in the way it is run.

4.3 Neo-Colonialism
The neo-colonial relations in Africa usually involve
alliances between foreign capitals and domestic
political elites, bureaucrats and intermediaries
who benefits from the foreign countries and MultiNational Corporations (MNCs) (Nafziger, 1988). The
author regrets that, ‛‛while Africa’s elites incurred
debts partly to expand patronage, they respond to
external pressures on debt crises by reducing social
programmes, especially those for small farmers,
workers, the unemployed, the sick and the elderly”.

The second important view is of Englebert and
Tull who countered the first view by arguing that
‛‛the DRC state exists but it was different from
other states”. They supported their argument by
pointing the endless negotiations and the subsequent contestations and resistances. Koddenbrock
(2014:671) is correct to argue that, ‛‛in the DRC,
once deals are signed, Congolese politicians (elites)
would prefer to renegotiate instead of achieving
what was negotiated”. This argument has just been
observed recently when a political accord reached
under the offices of the African Union (Edem Kodjo)

For Iqbal et al. (2015:6), ‛‛neo-colonialism is the
indirect survival of the colonial system, a stage
managed and designed by the colonial powers to
give the colonised the illusion of freedom”. Such
illusion has resulted in relations through among
other practices, foreign investment as a mean of
control over Africa’s resources; foreign aid and
debts always granted on conditions often not beneficial to the poor. Consequently, the DRC as well as
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on October 18th, 2016 was renegotiated under the
mediation of the DRC Catholic Bishops Conference
and signed on December 31st, 2016 (Saint Sylvester).
Neither the October African Union Accord nor
Catholic Bishops Conference Accord has been fully
implemented by July 2017 making elections impossible before December, 31st 2017. Tull and Englebert
qualify the Congolese elites as ‛‛economic elites”
who favour transactions (or trading) over production (or implementation).

(1980). However, Parry (1969:31) warns that, ‛‛no
mechanism for ensuring the accountability of the
leaders to the public, no ideology which enshrines
the principles of majority will can prevent the elite
from imposing its supremacy over the rest of society. Because of their power, their organisation,
their political skills or their personal qualities, the
members of the elite are always potentially capable of exploiting their positions so as to preserve
their elite’s domination”.

The third important view is that of Théodore Trefon
who refers to the DRC politics as ‛‛malevolent” politics as Congolese actors masquerade by masking
the reality and hiding the truth about their dealings
in development reforms. In this last important view
Trefon (2011) underlines two critical issues: (1) the
prevailing practices of Congolese civil servants and
the political (elite) class dominated by the culture
of secrecy, oppression, and corruption. The Congo
masquerade view of Trefon (2011) is appropriate to the argument of Kisangani (2012), that the
Congolese elites practice strategies of exclusion
whereby the same (old) actors (or their descendants) from different constellations of power,
harbour similar grievances, in a weak state where
the cleavages between political power, access to
resources, and communal identity overlap. In fact,
Kisangani demonstrates the difficulty to make distinctions between greed, grievance and creed.

The above statement prompted the initial question
of this paper research: ‛‛whether political elites are
an obstacle to the socio-economic expansion and
total independence of Africa”, to which this paper
responds affirmatively based on the arguments
of authors such as Lloyd (1971), Manghezi (1976),
Nafziger (1988), (Assensho, 1998), Young (1965) and
Willame (1972) and Young and Turner (1985) for the
specific case of the DRC. Professor John Mbaku’s
argument that evidence indicates the decline of the
quality of life of most Africans since African countries began gaining their independence in the 1960s
and that the quality of life improved only marginally in the post-colonial Africa (Assensoh, 1998) still
stands.
Lloyd (1971) is of the view that political leaders or
elites can be an opportunity or can facilitate total
independence and socio-economic expansion of
Africa if they interact with and apply the will of the
people and if they detach from the external dependency. It is therefore necessary to fix the elite theory
dilemma in Africa. Assensoh (1998) agrees with
researchers who believe that only drastic measures and radical changes in leadership can arrest
the deteriorating economic and social conditions
of African countries. To embrace this paradigm in
seeking solutions to the elite dilemma in facilitating
socio-economic expansion and full independence
of Africa is precarious because the scientific debate
of elite theory is very dubious.

5. A Genuine Elite Class for SocioEconomic Expansion and Total
Independence
For Lloyd (1971:18), ‛‛social changes result from
continual interactions between individuals and
groups seeking, through the use of existing
resources and new opportunities, to improve
their position in the social hierarchy”. He argues
that structural change results from the actions of
individuals (influenced by the elite class), yet the
author cautions that some or even most changes
occurring in tropical Africa have little or even nothing to do with Africans themselves but stem from
external sources. It is right that, ‛‛the elite rule is
inherent and inescapable in all societies, but the
elites are essentially unlimited and unchecked,
except by their own corruptions and weaknesses
in their actions and effects” (Field and Higley,
1980:18). The elitist paradigm holds that elite ideas
and action are everywhere determinative of important social change according to Field and Higley

While elitists consider shaping the modern politics
and claim elite theory as scientific analysis of the
society, there is a debate about the elite theory
being an ideology (Parry, 1969). Such debate goes
further in analysing the distinction between politics
as the art of governing and politics as the science
of government (Parry, 1969). Because, this paper is
written from a public administration and political
sciences paradigm, it is safe not to focus on the elite
theory rather to consider the place and role of the
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elite class within the theory of class. For Manghezi
(1976:101), ‛‛applying the elite theory to the study
of African societies discredits, refute and replace
the Marxist theory of class and class conflict”. The
author argues that, ‛‛only class analysis can facilitate
the real comprehension of Africa’s socio-economic
problems. However, class analysis in the African
context, must be applied creatively”. The author
warns that such class analysis must consider the
local nuances considering that many studies are
generalised when it comes to African societies
(Manghezi, 1976).

To raise the consciousness of the African people on
their role in transforming Africa, Manghezi (1976:92)
holds that, ‛‛the concept of class consciousness
plays a very important role in the Marxist theory
of class. At the stage when societies break up into
antagonistic strata on the basis of class interests,
the degree of ‛class’ consciousness is very low in the
exploited social strata”. In practice, Manghezi suggests that political consciousness of the oppressed
(the African citizenry in general) must take place
for Africa to achieve social and economic expansion and its total independence. In other words,
the author regrets that the elite theory has distracted the revolutionary leaders to understand
the exploitation and oppression of the citizenry
by the political elites in one hand and in the other
hand, the need for awareness on the part of the
dominated classes with regard to their position and
participation that would develop their conscience
of their role, thus facilitating socio-economic participative development

To respond to the optimistic view of Lloyd (1971)
and the recommendations of Professor John
Mbaku and Assensoh (1998) this paper agrees
that: (1) the African elite class needs to be urgently
transformed; (2) the transformed elites need to
raise the consciousness of the African people on
their role in transforming Africa; (3) the elite class
needs to initiate and sustain a permanent social
and political mobilisation so as to facilitate the key
role of the political elite through continual positive
interactions between people and groups in order
to improve their position in the social hierarchy
using their existing resources and opportunities
as suggested by Lloyd (1971) rather than serving
their personal and external interests. A separate
complete conclusive research is needed on how
the above recommendations as well other potential
solutions can be materialised to address the elitist
theory in Africa.

Class consciousness can be influenced by mobilising the citizenry according to Manghezi (1976). The
combination of social and political mobilisation for
public active participation that holds the elite class
responsible and accountable in implementing democratic systems that favour social and economic
expansion and consequently total independence
is therefore paramount. Social mobilisation is seen
by the author as an endlessly on-going process to
raise awareness of the people on the conditions
and contradictions within the society as the result
of social class relations. If the citizenry is aware of
the role of each social class (especially the elites and
the citizenry, in this case), then harmony between
the two classes can favour socio-economic expansion and total independence. Political mobilisation
means involving political organisations in promoting
the participation of the citizenry in the running of
their own localities through different structures. It
is important that public political participation be
initiated from the grass-root level to the top of the
government structure.

To transform the African elite class, Professor John
Mbaku’s suggestion of almost two decades, remains
appealing. He said: ‛‛To prepare for twenty-first century, Africa must undertake effective institutional
reforms to provide each society with efficient and
viable institutions. In addition, corrupt, uncaring,
dictatorial, racist, opportunistic and incompetent
leaders must be replaced by individuals who are
willing and able to provide the leadership that Africa
needs for sustainable economic and human development in the new century and beyond” (Assensoh,
1998:ix). This suggestion is brilliant as it emphasised the role to be played by the Organisation of
African Union (now African Union) to reshape Africa
after independence. The crucial role to be played by
the continental organ is yet to be determined and
implemented. Such topic is not the focus of this
paper, however, one might be tempted to argue
that the elite class within the African Union is not
different from the other African political elites.

6. Conclusion
As field and Higley (1980:69) point out, ‛‛because
elites are persons with more power, wealth, status
and privileges than others, their presence is incompatible with freedom and equality in a society”. With
such condition, bringing equilibrium between the
elite class and the population or the masses they
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are meant to lead is very important. This paper
agrees with Manghezi (1976:101) that, ‛‛the elite
theory, applied to the socio-economic situation
and the dependence of Africa and considering the
African political elites, is conservative and misleading as it is based on and support the domination
and oppression of the majority masses by the
minority political elites”. As a consequence of such
theory, it is not possible to deal with the social and
economic problems of Africa using such theory.
However, this paper has clarified the elite theory
and analysed the characteristics of the African
political elites, who are dominated by their quest
for their own and foreign gain, and their unwillingness to develop Africa, but depend on the former
colonisers.
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Abstract: The paper argues that despite 22 years into democracy in South Africa, gender discrimination is still
prevalent in the formulation of developmental plans. Gender discrimination in the formulation of Integrated
Development Plan (IDP) is an inevitable, and requires rigorous transformation. Although, South Africa has transcended from a racial system of governing to a more democratic inception of policies, there are still loopholes
in the participation women towards the formulation of the IDP. Gender equity in South Africa is an inexplicit
concept, principle, and a legally binding policy which is the result of the inception of democracy. In spite of
some of the superficial differences on human race inter alia skin colour and the locus of control aspects (culture, religion and tradition) which dictates the formulation of developmental plans, majority of women remain
inconsequential. The paper posits that a relative majority of women are still disregarded in the formulation
of developmental plans, even though they can actually bring on board ideas which can lead to society transformation and they should be allowed to participate in such activities. Equal participation of women and men
can lead to greater societal progress and can amount rubbing-off of skills from both genders. Therefore, the
paper concludes that lack of rigorous and efficient monitoring mechanisms in ensuring the participation women
predominantly in rural areas has resulted in gender discrimination and marginalisation of other groups due
to superficial societal differences which in terms of the paper is in terms of their gender.
Keywords: Integrated Development Planning, Service Delivery, Democracy, and Gender discrimination

1. Introduction

institutional framework that facilitates equal access
to goods and services for women and men, such
discriminatory actions cannot be turned a blind eye
on. Hutson (2007) states that stature of apartheid
in south Africa was characterised by collaboration
which includes racism and sexism inter alia (gender),
such superficial difference dictated the formulation
and steering of developmental policies, as this was
supported by government though its bias discriminatory formulated policies.

Discrimination is the distinction, exclusion or preference for or against a person on arbitrary grounds
(Fry, 2014). This could be on the basis of amongst
others (gender, sexual orientation, religion, ethnic
or social origin, and race), this can either be by
nullifying or impairing equality of opportunity in
participation. Discrimination is viewed at different levels depending on the type and place of
occurrence. Therefore, in this regard gender discrimination will be discussed as defined by Morrison
and Jutting (2005) as the exclusion of one gender
to another or the granting of opportunities based
on the distinction of gender. Gender discrimination
engenders inequalities between women and men.
Thus women in some rural predominantly rural
areas have been and are still discriminated from
participating in developmental plans such as the
IDP. This has always been an ongoing trend from
the apartheid era till to date in South Africa with
the similarities in how women are side-lined due to
their gender. As South Africans take action in remedying the historical legacy by defining new terms of
reference for interactions in the private and public
spheres, and by proposing and recommending an

2. Gender Discrimination Before and
After Democratic Dispensation
The dynamics of political, cultural and traditional
stratum during the apartheid era was characterised
by different policies which promoted the exclusion,
segregation, and oppression of the majority of
people who are the black community, this affected.
The apartheid government had centralised the
power and only white people were allowed to participate in the formulation of developmental plans,
while the black majority were excluded from the formulation of developmental plans. The structure of
the policies in the apartheid government side-lined
the black majority towards service provisioning due
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or only provided few items inter alia (Fry, 2014) and
thus service delivery towards the black community
was insufficient due to the number of blacks, who
were classified and evacuated from the white classified communities. Black people were forced to stay
in informal settlements and arid and/ or semi-arid
areas where service provisioning was very poor. In
this case the majority of men went on to work for
white owned businesses at different levels inter alia
(farms, shops etc.) in cities and also in farm lands,
and consequently women were left in rural areas
where there was poor service provisioning. This led
to women being the casualties in the participation
of community meetings, in which, according to tradition, women are not allowed to present an idea
in the presence of man. It is due to such grounds
that authors such as Hutson (2007) accused the
ethnic traditions of the multi-cultural communities
in South Africa, and that the aspect of culture as
the main instigators and dictators in the nature of
discrimination South Africa with concerns to gender
discrimination.

For instance, boys and girls grew up knowing what
was required for them in society. Boys grew up
knowing they had to be strong and wise in order to
take care of and provide for their wives (Permanyer,
2013). Similarly, girls grew up knowing that they
had to be hardworking and submissive in order to
appeal to a man as a wife. Women were victims of
injustice not because of what society did to them,
but because of what society did not do to them
meaning that if society does not change, then it is
up to the women to change society (Walker, 2011).
Women continued to conform to the social and societal norms with which they were brought up, society
had no reason to change. Only when a culture gives
society a reason to change, will it finally be altered
(Roy, 2015). Because of the norms of society, it was
not up to women to make their lives successful;
rather it was up to their future husbands.
In societies dominated by patriarchal social relations, men have greater control over economic
activities with higher earning potential, or over
the income derived from those activities, while
women may be concentrated in activities with
lower returns (Ferreira, Moraes & Rocha, 2013).
Gender relations not only affect control and decision-making at the household level, they also affect
access to productive resources and employment
as they are reinforced through institutions such
as labour markets and legal systems (Cecile et al.,
2013). For instance, men play a paramount role
in determining the health needs of the women.
Since men are the decision makers and in control
of all the resources, they decide when and where
women should seek health care. Despite the fact
that women are often the primary care givers in
the family, they have been deprived of the basic
health care information and holistic health services.
The cultural norms dictate that men are senior to
women in all respects; as such men have the right
to do as they please (Akinboade, 2008). Only in
villages where traditional norms and values are
not strictly enforced, people more flexible regarding the participation of women in decision making
(Akinboade, 2008; Roy, 2015). As a result, women
show a tendency to push the men forward in dealings with people from outside of the community.
This situation was exacerbated by the fact that the
focus of the young girls and women was on the
family and the household, while that of the men
was on education and training outside the home.
Furthermore, the work load of the women and girls
was such that they did not have the time to attend

In many rural societies infamous laws governed
the lives of African women and men prior to 1994,
apartheid acted to distinctly divert the participation of women in various aspects of life. This had
profound effects on what was possible both in the
private and public lives of women through a patriarchy which was coupled with violence, conservatism
and the rigidity of the apartheid state (Morrisson
& Jutting, 2005; Cecile et al., 2013; Fry, 2014). Black
women’s participation in the workforce was indicative of the gender division of labour within the home
(Permanyer, 2013). The most common employment
of African women was that of domestic work and
agriculture, whereas factory jobs for women were
largely confined to Coloured women (Marumoagae,
2012). Due to the low pay of these jobs and the
high cost of inter-occupational movement, many of
these married women proceeded to remain in rural
areas and lived off the remittance payments of their
husbands (Permanyer, 2013). Thus, unemployment
for African and Coloured women remained high.
South African rural societies have always been disadvantaged and successful with conflict whether it
is between tribes, between husband and wife, or
between citizens and the government (Cecile et al.,
2013). Most of the conflict involves the discrimination and oppression of women. Traditional African
culture had clearly stipulated the different roles of
men and women in society (Carola, 2004; Fry, 2014).
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school and training courses, while the men and
boys had ample time for these activities.

balance. Women participation in decision-making
in rural areas make up only four per cent of the
entire rural population. This is just one of the reasons why gender inequality and discrimination are
a huge problem for women in this country as the
ones who bear the brunt on the development of
rural Areas in South Africa. Therefore, Majority of
women are not participants in the formulation of
developmental plans which is a manifest of a of
thought gender discrimination which is a problem
in the South African rural community meetings as
supported by Overton (2014) that the scarce and the
practices of the apartheid era are still visible even
after apartheid was abolished.

Women have limited control over resources and
access ownership rights, placing them in a vulnerable position and compromising their ability to
care for the health and welfare of their children
(Akpotor, 2009; Roy, 2015). This might be the reason
why women are still doing more work within households as they make sure that there is food, children
are clean and even the house is clean. This indicates that many women are still exploited within
the households, especially in rural areas because
they hold a lower status in the communities. The
low status that women have in the communities
shows that women are still marginalised and are
thus unequal to men. The low status and unequal
responsibility help in the manifestation of gender
inequality and will hinder the process of women
empowerment. Women in South Africa are still seen
as primary housekeepers in most rural contexts,
while men are the primary breadwinners (Morrisson
& Jutting, 2005; Saleni, Nejah, Mahmoud & Knierim,
2015). Traditionally, women could only be responsible for the household and the management of
household resources. Moreover, women were not
considered in decision-making (Marks, Hassim,
January-Bardill, Khumalo & Olcker, 2000; Akpotor,
2009; Khumalo et al., 2015). The status of women
as primary housekeepers reduces their chance of
influencing the decision making process within
household. The more women are silenced and are
unable to influence decisions within household the
more the strategies to improve the status of women
will fail. Furthermore, women should be given the
opportunity to take part in decision making within
households as well as in the community.

Although South Africa is performing well against
the indicators specified for the third goal of the
Millennium Development Goals; the goal that
focuses on gender equality and women’s empowerment, on the ground persistent discriminatory
practices, social norms and persistent stereotypes
which often shape inequitable access to opportunities, resources and power for women and girls
still exist. In order to establish the extent to which
gender discrimination was a problem, Walton (2013)
explains that, because of these cultural traditions,
compliance, and the government, gender equality
in South Africa has been an ongoing battle.
Gender discrimination in the apartheid era was characterised by the sideling of women. Women were
excluded from participating in different forms. Thus,
this resulted in scant or no representation of women
in managerial positions, due to the relegation of
women to trifling occupations and duties in the
communities, predominantly in rural areas. Thus,
this limited the participation for women in rural
communities towards the formulation of developmental plans as the level of capacity and knowledge
was also a problem. According to Hutson (2007),
the formulation of development plans was characterised by collaboration which includes racism and
sexism. Theories of gender discrimination could be
the results of conflicting mandates of both the constitution and the traditions in the societies. Such as
a locus of control aspect goes head on and conflict
with the democratic and full representation infused
(equality) kind of policies. While on the other hand,
some culture might not allow the representation of
women, which has been constitutionally enshrined.

3. Gender Discrimination and Service
Delivery
The terms of the westerns have always viewed
Africa as an impoverished and a continent inflicted
by conflicts, either between tribes, citizens, genders
(women and men) to mention a few (Wessels, 2008).
Which this inflicts conflicts between fore mentioned
parties. Thus, such conflicts hamper the development of a rural dominated Africa. In the context of
South Africa, the manifestations of such conflicts has
always manifested in different dimensions which
has led to a situation which even After twenty-two
years into democracy South Africa still struggles
to achieve its set targets of participatory gender

The stature of gender discrimination changed its
cause during the apartheid when the apartheid
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introduced laws became more favourable to men
than women. The colonials changed the cause of
gender discrimination in South Africa and the role
of women in both societies and households was relegated to less important societal and households’
activities. The colonial introduced laws became
much consequential due that by the time they were
introduced, polygamy was most effective, so they
only exacerbated the situation by creating vacuums
between the role of men and women in society.
The continuous existence of polygamy overlapped
into the democratic South Africa, due to that it is
one of the traditionally and culturally fabricated
aspects in the African society. Thus, the existence of
such primitive but traditionally incised aspects has
led to a staggering change of the role of women in
society. In some other parts, predominantly rural
areas women are not allowed to participate in processes developmental planning processes such as
the formulation of the IDP. Gender discrimination
in the democratic South Africa is scared with colonial practices, which has not healed in the within
different communities, and women have an inferior
status.
In rural societies presently, gender relations
favour men in that: society dictates that women
must be subordinate to men, that they should
have less power, less opportunities, and less
access to resources than men. However, because
gender is socially constructed it is dynamic. Gender
roles are different in different societies and have
changed over time. Tradition is the key problem
in African countries because the inadequacy of
women’s access to and control management of
services is constrained by various customary and
patriarchal social relations (Wallace, 2005; Ashley,
2012). In KwaZulu-Natal, women’s access to water
is extremely insecure, although, women provide
labour for farming under severely exploitative
relations in terms of both production and reproduction (Manase, 2003; Ashley, 2012). The major
source of the unequal water distribution problem
is undoubtedly the on-going dominance of patriarchy, including customary land tenure systems that
privilege men’s access to land and local authority
structures (Wallace, 2005; Ali, 2014). Such perverse
social relations, also characteristic in different
forms within pre-colonial African society, were contrived during colonial and post-colonial times by
male-dominated central and local states in Africa
which led to women not being empowered.

Culture and tradition have created an environment
where men and women have different roles and
responsibilities within households and it is still
manifesting even in the 21st century (Manase, 2003;
Morrison & Jutting, 2005; Ali, 2014). This is not different even in United Kingdom (UK), women continue
to combine dual work duties and are still marginalised (Greed, 2005). The female gender is the one
that is over worked within the households. Men are
doing a little to help women within the households
and this makes the unequal division of labour within
households to be visible (Walton, 2013). The manifestation of gender inequality is conditioned by the
unequal allocation of responsibilities undertaken by
women and men within households.
Unequal gender relations in water services control
and use have deepened over time (Ray, 2008). These
relations have deprived women of their rights in
many parts of the continent, reduced the extent and
quality of the water rights that they hold, and failed
to cater for new forms of rights and the growing
needs of women (Lerner,1986; Jacques Moraes &
Rocha, 2013). There is increasing evidence of women
calling and craving for control over water and land
service delivery which they can call their own (Ray,
2008; Jacques Moraes & Rocha, 2013). Women’s
existing rights are insecure and inadequate despite
their ascribed roles as critical agricultural labourers
and producers, their effectively compelled role as
custodians of reproducing children as well as their
status as guarantors of family livelihoods in rural
areas often in the absence of a significant male presence because of the male migrant labour system
(Overton, 2014). Women are regularly excluded
from the products of their own labour and from the
benefits of the control of land, such that the social
and economic. Other sources of gender discrimination found throughout Africa especially in the
rural sphere are: household responsibilities, paid
employment, cultural and religious restrains, and
dominance of agriculture in national economies and
the role of women in agriculture (Overton, 2014).
Democracy remains nebulous it is not given pragmatic effect in ordinary citizen specific context. Such
context would avoidably involve service delivery.
The pragmatic realisation is service delivery through
public participation. In a democratic government,
gender discrimination is an impediment towards
service delivery. Mafunisa’s (2006) opinion that the
Republic of South Africa is faced with multitude of
issues in the provision of public service and one of
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those factors includes a fully representative public
sector. Although, they are democratically promulgated laws and policies which are framed out of
the constitution which promotes matters such as
equity, impartiality, fairness and full representation. However, there are some loopholes which
might have overlapped from the apartheid era to
the democratic era which are most critical impediments in the provision of public service. Gender
discrimination is a problem in service delivery due
to that in opens up a vacuum with regards participation between women and men. Thus, it leaves
some people with hobbled access to participation
in processes such as the formulation of integrated
development plan which is conducted a municipal
level, public service provision and access.
The menacing factor of gender discrimination
should not be taken lightly, due to that the democratic South African societies should not accept
issue such as discrimination, which was supposed
to be dealt with and left in the apartheid era. Gender
discrimination causes the provision of service by
municipalities to what Makalela (2016:245) refers to
as a snail pace in terms of the provision of municipal
service, which predominantly occurs in rural areas.
The local government failure to deliver services is
attributed to having incompetent personnel who
are incapable of leading the agenda of local government and thus results in the poor implementation
of the IDP (Beyers, 2015). Beyers (2015) the implementation of the IDP remains meagre due to faulty
function and incompetency of the public servants
who are not capacitate enough to get rid of the
primitive and old ways of governing. Thus, gender
discrimination still persists in rural areas. Makalela
(2016) states that municipal service delivery such as
water, roads, sanitation, health facilities, electricity
and basic shelter are still inadequately distributed.
Thus, this could be due to that officials do not pay
attention to the issue of gender equity but chooses
to either create barriers for women not to participate in meetings were they gather and identify their
developmental goals and needs.

4. Guidelines and Mechanisms for
Gender Equity in IDP Processes
Gender equity in South Africa as guided by policy
frameworks which do not only advocate for the right
of women and men but seek to strike a balance
and up bridge the gap between the participation of
women and men. Societal transformation in South

Africa is a very critical issue which consent to the
development of rural areas, thus it creates a wellplanned and fully representative democracy for both
women and men. A democratic societal transformation in south began to mushroom since the advent
of democracy in 1994, were many redress policies
were introduced. Such redress policies included the
promotion of equality in societies, as discussed in
the legislative frameworks. The acceptance of societal transformation in South Africa could very well
be a panacea towards the development of a South
Africa as democratic developmental state. A democratic developmental state seeks to harmonise
socio-economic structures and policies which the
communities at large. Government departments, civil
society organisations and individuals made various
attempts to convene and work against the overlooking of women in decision making. In essence, the
Republic of South Africa as democratic developmental states should seek to formulate, implement, adopt
and synchronize the policies which are in line as a
supreme law which governs the country.

5. Societal Transformation, Gender
Equity and Legislative Framework on
Gender Discrimination
Societal transformation has been a major issue in
addressing underdevelopment in third world countries. Societal transformation could have been an
upshot of the migration of European colonisers into
some African regions. Thus, there was a need to
start accommodating each other, and conversely
this was not the case as it led to the oppression of
one race by another. This was however the other
part of the story, as the other part presents the
emergence and adoption of different cultures, while
others maintained their culture and tradition. In this
sense, toward and in the democratic South Africa,
proposed the issue of gender equity as part of the
human rights rule. Gender equity liaises with the
constitution and also advocates for equal opportunities between both genders (male and female).
The idea was to ensure that all genders are equally
treated and given the same rights and opportunities
which they are entitled to. This was however hampered by the low implementation of such policies
predominantly in rural areas.
The commission for gender equity (2000) states that
the transformation of gender related issues is one
of the ways of perusing democracy and promotion
of unity in working towards a common societal goal.
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The transformation of South Africa requires totally
redistributing power and resources and promotion
full and equal participation. It is equally possible,
that as a society, and individuals and groups within
a society, it should be in the interest of everyone so
as to change gender roles and gender relations so
that men and women can be equal.

5.1 The White Paper on Affirmative Action of
1998
The first overarching policy to be legislated in
South Africa to promote equality in the Public
Service was the White Paper on Affirmative Action
of 1998. Affirmative action can be defined as laws,
programmes or activities designed to redress past
imbalances and to amend the conditions of individuals and groups who have been disadvantaged on
the grounds of race, gender or disability. The goal of
this policy was to speed up the creation of a representative and equitable Public Service and to build an
environment that supports and enables those who
have been historically disadvantaged by unfair discrimination to fulfil their maximum potential within
it so that the Public Service may derive the maximum
benefit of their diverse skills and talents to improve
service delivery. The White Paper refers to women
as one of the designated groups race and disability
being the other and recognizes that these groups are
poorly represented at decision-making levels and in
other technical occupational classes (Moagi, 2008).

5.2 National Policy Framework on Women’s
Empowerment and Gender Equality
The National Policy Framework on Women’s
Empowerment and Gender Equality was formulated by the National Office on the Status of Women.
This policy framework was adopted by Parliament
in 2000, and provides guidelines to spheres of government with regards to the formulation of gender
policies. Gender Policy Framework was established
to provide a clear vision and framework to guide
the process of developing laws, policies, procedures and practices which will serve to ensure
equal rights and opportunities for women and
men in all spheres and structures of government
as well as in the workplace, the community and the
family. The Policy Framework recommends gender
mainstreaming as an approach towards achieving
gender equality, and also stresses the importance of
Women’s Empowerment as a further requirement
for achieving gender equality.

5.3 The Constitution of the Republic of South
Africa of 1996
Constitution is the cornerstone of democracy in
South Africa. In terms of Equality, the Bill of Rights
articulates that the state may not unfairly discriminate directly or indirectly against anyone on one
or more grounds, including race, gender, sex, pregnancy, marital status, ethnic or social origin, colour,
sexual orientation, age, disability, religion, conscience, belief, culture, language and birth. Act 108
of 1996, Chapter 2: Section 9 further emphasizes
equality of mankind. It prohibits unfair discrimination against anyone on the basis of race, gender,
sex etc. Gender equality is therefore, enshrined in
the Constitution as a fundamental principle. The
Constitution provides specifically for gender equality, affirmative action, freedom and security of the
person and socio-economic rights. In this section
of the Bill of Rights, emphasis is placed on the
corrective measures to be taken to promote the
achievement of equality.

5.4 Employment Equity Act 55 of 1998 (EEA)
The EEA is the principal legislation for protecting and promoting the right to equality in the
workplace. It is designed to overcome the disadvantages that have been endured by historically
marginalised groups such as people with disabilities and women. The EEA aims to achieve equality
in the workplace and the equitable representation
of disadvantaged groups in all occupational categories and levels in the workforce. The aim of
the EEA as stated achieves a diverse workforce
broadly representative of the people; and to promote economic development and efficiency in
the workforce. The EEA seeks to achieve equity in
employment through promoting equal opportunities and fair employment practices. To achieve
this objective, the EEA requires employers to eliminate unfair discrimination in their employment
policies and practices, as is stated in Section 6 of
the EEA that ‛no person may unfairly discriminate,
directly or indirectly, against an employee, in any
employment policy or practice, on one or more
ground.

5.5 Gender Mainstreaming
Gender mainstreaming is a pro-active process
designed to tackle inequalities which can and
do discriminate against either men or women. It
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recognizes that differences exist in men and women’s lives and therefore their needs, experiences
and priorities are different. It establishes willingness in people, to establish a balanced distribution
of responsibilities between men and women
(European Commission, 2003; Eveline & Bacchi,
2005). Gender mainstreaming is not a woman
only issue and is not just about improving access
or of balancing the statistics. It is not about only
women taking action and benefiting from it (RSA,
2006). Gender mainstreaming covers policy design,
decision-making, access to resources, procedures
and practices, methodology, implementation and
monitoring and evaluation (European Commission,
2003; WorldBank, 2004).

6. Conclusion
The transformation in South Africa officially
occurred after the adoption of the constitution of
the Republic of South Africa, with the introduction
of numeral laws as mentioned in the above discussion. These laws have been put in place mainly to
deal with the scarce of the past. The constitution
of the Republic of South Africa mainly gives South
Africans rights and privileges, so in this regard the
constitution has made provisions for both men
and women to enjoy the rights and privileges. So
there is a need to monitor the participation of
women in the formulation of IDPs, this mechanism
should be exercised predominantly in rural areas
where there are still loopholes with regard to the
participation.
The commission for gender equity and other ad
hoc organisation have to fully be at their potential in order to ameliorate such kind of deprivation
on women. The commission has to come in as the
advocate of the voice of women and deal with the
deprivation were women are still being sidelined
even in the current era of democracy. This is due to
that there is a need to bring women in to the picture
in terms of them participating in the formulation of
developmental plans.
The guidelines and mechanisms for gender equity
in IDP processes have to play their role and also
need to be practiced, this is due to the fact that
these loopholes reflect a depravation of women
towards participation.
A cooperative intervention Government and citizens
is of crucial importance due to that if government

continue to bring the light of such policies and
people don’t implement them it shown a communication gap between government and the people.
This however has to be dealt with rigorously and
follow constitutional directions and autonomy.
As much as South Africa is transformed society
there is also a need to still deal with loopholes
related to gender issues. Thus, the should be
strict emphasis on the above mentioned laws
and regulation in South Africa to ensure that
this laws are being abided with in all spheres of
governance including public, private and social
organisations. The newly transformed south Africa
seeks to deal will the scarce of the apartheid era,
and as such there should be strict measures to
ensure that all persons in south Africa are being
treated equally not on the basis of their gender
by the fact of in their contributions towards societal transformation. Thus will also be affording
women with opportunities due to that in the past
there were laws which were mandated to intentionally exclude the contributions of women and
much their contributions which was disregarded
in rendered invalid.
According to the constitutional mandates, all South
Africans are entitled to rights which give them
opportunities that they can also benefit from. This
is due to the fact or dictum of ‛‛South Africa is for
all those who live in it”. All South Africans without
gender demarcation are entitled to rights and privileges which one of them is that everyone can and
should participate in societal matters. Everyone
is also entitled to will have the opportunity to
develop his or her full potential and contribute
to the Common community goals. This will mean
that men and women will have equal rights, and
thus, that responsibilities - at home, at work, in
public life - will be equally shared. Both women and
men are entitled to have wider choices and more
freedom. But at present in some areas predominantly rural areas as discussed above, women do
not have the same access to resources and decision-making processes as men do because of the
gender roles in society seeks juxtapose between
man and women, thus lead to women being casualties. Furthermore, this hobbles some aspects of
development on women so they are unable and
cannot fully develop and use their talents and
skills, for their own benefit or for the benefit of
our society as a whole. Based on the constitutional grounds the paper therefore concludes that
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gender discrimination is unlawful and should be
redressed. A room for monitoring and evaluation
should be open so as to ensure that these constitutional democratic laws are followed.
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ABSTRACT: Provision of quality service by all spheres of government to citizens of South Africa is a Constitutional
mandate. Poor quality of service delivery raises questions about human resource management practices in
South African municipalities. If the performance of municipal administration is poor and its human resources are
frustrated, neither of the strategic goals could be achieved. The efficiency of administration is directly linked to
human resource capacity, therefore, there is a need to develop public institutions through modernizing human
resources and improving their performance. Human resource development as a process for developing and
unleashing human expertise through organisation development and personnel training and development for
the purpose of improving performance to be involved in the advancement of municipal service is necessary.
The paper highlights that it is important that human resource development be designed so as to make a much
better use of human resources and to improve, at the same time, the well-being and opportunities of professional advancement of its personnel. Various municipalities are continuing to experience lack of service delivery
and thus raises the question of saying, if human resource development is practiced well then why are there still
continuing protests about service delivery. The purpose of this paper is to examine the role of human resource
development in improving municipal service. A comprehensive literature survey or review in the study was the
most important research method to gather relevant data that supports the study. Findings of the study indicated
that there is shortage of skills in the practice of human resource development and therefore there is a need for
HRD professionals to upgrade their skills and knowledge in order to meet the requirements of the new generation.
Keywords: Human Resource Development, Human Resource Management, Municipal Service, New Public
Management, Public Service Delivery, Training and Development

1. Introduction
Provision of quality service by all spheres of government to citizens of South Africa is a Constitutional
mandate. According to Yahiaoui, Anser and Lahouel
(2015) efficiency of administration is directly
depending on human resources, therefore it is
necessary that every public institution be developed through modernizing and improving human
resource management by building up efficiency of
individuals and improving their performance. From
its origins (Harbison & Myers, 1964; Nadler, 1970)
in McGuire (2014:1) posit that HRD has evolved as
a field of theory and practice with a distinctive tripartite agenda of human betterment, organisational
enhancement and societal development. Swanson
and Holton (2001:8) further indicate that it is easy
to logically connect the origins of HRD to the history
of humankind and the training required to survive
or advance. According to Boohene (2011:266) there
are scarce resources and human resources happen
to be one of those resources, this is evident particularly if human resources are effectively deployed
through appropriate human resource practices.

One of the key tasks for every organisation,
and department is the effective management
of human resources; this is because in most
instances, human resources are required to perform duties of departments, organisations and etc.
Poor (2013:253) states that the quality of human
resources is a critical factor in the capacity of
the government to deliver its mandate. Human
Resource management is critically important in
that it ensures that human capital is well managed and that all issues such as development,
performance management, safety, wellness,
administrative support and training relating to this
resource are effectively dealt with. Furthermore,
McGuire (2014:1) emphasises that the transformative power of HRD lies in its capacity to empower
the creation of innovative and radical solutions to
real-world problems.

2. Conceptualisation of Human
Resource Development
Garavan and Dooley (2012:225) posit that as
Hillion and McLean pointed out, it appears that
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the definition of HRD varies from one country to
another, and the national differences are a crucial factor in determining the way in which HRD
professionals work. Human resource development can also be defined as a set of systematic
and planned activities designed by an organisation
to provide its members with the opportunities to
learn necessary skills to meet current and future
job demands (DeSimone & Werner, 2012:4; Singh,
2011). Meyer (2012:2) align with other authors by
defining human resource development as all the
processes, systems, methods, procedures and
programmes an organisation employs to develop
its human resources in order to equip employees
to be able to contribute to organisational performance. Garavan and Dooley (2012:234) on the
other hand also state that it is any process or activity that, either initially or over the long term, has the
potential to develop adults’ work-based knowledge,
expertise, productivity and satisfaction, whether for
personal or group/team gain or for the benefit of
an organisation, community, nation or, ultimately,
the whole of humanity.
Gibbs (2006:3) states that HRD is part of people
management that deals with the process of facilitating, guiding and coordinating work-related
learning and development to ensure that individuals, teams and organisations can perform as
desired. Adding to the conceptualisation of HRD,
Swanson and Holton (2001:4) choose to define
HRD as a process for developing and unleashing
human expertise through organisation development and personnel training and development for
the purpose of improving performance. The practice of human resource development in the public
sector is an essential activity in order to deliver
public services effectively. It is therefore crucial
that human resources be managed for a diverse,
competent and well managed workforce. It is further indicated by Swanson and Holton (2001:3)
that the practice of human resource development
has long been established as compared to the discipline of HRD. In other words, human resources
have been trained by various institutions and then
later it was decided to include the human resource
development as a discipline. Therefore, it is a good
thing because if people learn about how human
resources are developed in institutions, it will be
easy for the management to gather employees
with acquired skills and there will not be a lot of
work to do when it comes to training of human
resources.

3. The Role of Human Resource
Development in Improving
Municipal Service
Dzansi and Dzansi (2010:996) emphasise that poor
quality of service delivery raises questions about
justice perceptions of HRM practices in South
African municipalities. According to Johnston
(2001:39) competing perspective of HRD is that it is
primarily about helping individuals in organisations
learn and grow. This perspective of HRD argues that
leaning is the mechanism for empowering individuals by equipping them with skills and knowledge
required for technological and occupational change.
Meyer (2012:279) accentuates that HRD will typically
have to fulfil the following functions: doing proper
needs analyses to determine mentoring, coaching
and other capacity-building needs; selecting consultants and coaches to support the initial and or
on-going implementation of mentoring/coaching.
Furthermore, Boohene (2011:267) indicates that
human resource management practices include
amongst others recruitment, selection, training
and development. Tabiu (2013:248) also emphasises that activities of HRM include HRM planning,
staffing, training and development, performance
management, compensation management, safety
and health and employee relations. Additionally,
Mohanty (2016:325) indicates the following as the
functions of HRD: Training and development, performance appraisal, feedback and coaching, career
planning and development, organisational development and potential appraisal.
It is the duty of the Human Resource Development
to perform functions such as building the capacity
of mentors and mentees to effectively manage the
relationships; assist in the matching the mentors
and mentees; create and maintain a sound institutional framework for mentoring and coaching
by drafting policies, strategies and action plans;
monitor the effective implementation of mentoring
and coaching relationships and strategies (Meyer,
2012:279). Additionally, Watson (2015) indicates
that HRD activities can include training, needs
analysis, training programme design and modification, planning and control. It is therefore crucial to
understand human resource development play an
important role in the improvement of municipal services in the sense that if human resources working
for municipalities are developed and trained then
the municipal services will be improved. This will
curb the protests with regard with service delivery.
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3.1 Training and Development
Training and development is regarded as one of the
roles that human resources play in the improvement
or advancement of municipal services. Therefore,
Ganihar and Nayak (2007:16) express their view that
training is a learning process that allows employees
to acquire new skill knowledge and attitude that
bring about a permanent improvement in the ability
and behaviour that will lead to more efficient performance. Armstrong (2006) in Boohene (2011:268)
further indicates that training is the use of systematic and planned instruction activities to promote
learning. People receive knowledge and acquire the
necessary skills to perform their job satisfactorily
through the formal process of training. Training as
one of the largest component of HRD is tracked
back through evolution of the human race although
the term HRD is relatively new (Swanson & Holton,
2001:8). Goldstein,1980; Lathan,1988 in McGuire,
Garavan and Dooley (2012:4) regard training as the
main mechanism of human resource development
and define it as systematic acquisition and development of the knowledge, skills and attitudes required
by employees to adequately perform a task or job
or to improve performance in the job environment.
The development of employees is a necessary of a
company to improve quality and to meet the challenges of global competition and social change (Noe,
Hollenbeck, Gerhart & Wright (2004) in Boohene
(2011:269). Human Resources are developed
through training, learnerships, mentorships and
performance management development system
(PMDS) (Public Service Commission, 2010). Thus,
Chlivickas (2015:14) indicates that public administration and public sector in general will be advanced
if there is an effective improvement of public governance, public management and administration, as
well as the development of civil servant training systems. It is further indicated by Swanson and Holton
(2001:3) that the purpose of human resource development is to focus on the resource that humans
bring to the success equation- both personal success and organisational success. Another purpose
according to Pillay (2016:14) is to provide a strategic
human resource function within the department.
Chlivickas (2015:8) indicates that though there is a
big number of intelligent and qualified specialists in
Central and Eastern European countries, imperfect
legislation as well as human resources system very
often impede the process of civil service and even
that of public administration.

4. Human Resource Development and
New Public Management
According to Brown (2004:305) public sector organisations need to hire, develop and train employees,
and establish payment systems, set conditions
of employment and develop a coherent set of
employment policies. The adoption of New Public
Management (NPM) may have opened the possibility
of managers acquiring or developing sophisticated
HRM techniques. Thus, NPM principles allow a more
flexible and responsive approach to questions of
recruitment, selection, retention, training and
development of public sector employees (Brown,
2004:305). Robinson (2015:7) on the other hand
indicates that the New Public Management (NPM)
refers to a series of novel approaches to public
administration and management that emerged in
a number of OECD countries in the 1980s. It is further indicated that the New Public Management
(NPM) is a management philosophy that is used by
the government since 1980s in order to modernize
the public sectors. Many developed and developing
nations are now experimenting about the applicability of NPM in their contexts (Ferdousi & Qui,
2013:150).
Brown (2004:306) further contends that the
introduction of New Public Management with an
emphasis on transferring private sector management techniques into the public sector shifted the
emphasis in the public sector from administration
to management and was part of a broad strategy
to achieve efficiency, effectiveness and quality of
service. Nogueira and de Santana (2015:2) indicate
that some governments are now endeavouring to
rectify the strategic error that has occurred and a
trend is emerging toward the upgrading of human
resource management processes, which requires
that some balance be sought between old and new
ideas. Ferdousi and Qui (2013:150) further emphasise that in response to economic, institutional and
ideological changes, as well as criticisms of inefficient and costly public sectors, public sector reforms
has become an international phenomenon and
therefore a paradigm of public sector management
known as NPM has emerged in OECD. Constantinou
(2015:38) also indicates that the emergence of
NPM comprised a major shift whereby traditional
public administration was transformed into a public
management system, making governments more
effective and efficient.
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5. Challenges Associated with
Resource Development
According to Pillar (2016) the following are human
resource development challenges:
• Some departments still do not enjoy adequate
support of the top management for HRD implementation in terms of human and financial
resources.
• Departments and practitioners have only
recently begun to understand framework.
• Not all departments have adequately resourced
HRD units and many HRD practitioners still
struggle to fully understand the strategic role
of HRD function
• HRD implementation plans not a conscious
exercise in many departments and therefore
what is planned is not what is implemented.
• Weak alignment between HRD processes and
HRM processes.
• Mismatch between training and development
initiatives and organisational needs/priorities.

5.1 Technology or Skills
Singh (2011) states that the techniques and technologies used for training are moving in a very high
pace as in the case of technological development,
the new technologies are replacing the older ones
quickly. This requires an HR professional to then
upgrade his skills and knowledge in order to meet
the requirements of the new generation. Lauby
(2011) posits that human resources professionals
are realizing that the fast-paced, ever-changing digital world impacts their jobs and workplaces because
technologies are evolving every day.

5.2 Knowledge or Information
Enhancement of knowledge is a big challenge for
HRD professional as they have to understand the
different philosophies demonstrated at different
places in the world. The philosophy related to leadership is an example of the challenge faced by HRD
professional as it changes dramatically in organisations from different parts of the world (Singh,
2011). Johnston (2001:37) states that there is a need

for HRD practitioners to become highly skilled to
ensure that their practice meets the changing needs
of organisations since they are primarily responsible
for employee development.

5.3 Lifestyle or Habits and Environment
The life style of an employee is also important for
HRD professionals because they have to understand the habits of the employees and then decide
the training that needs to be imparted for bringing
a change in the habits of the employees (Singh,
2011). The participant in Budhwani (2006:62) indicated that the lifestyle and environment that people
have is extremely hard for them to contribute additional time. It is a problem because people do not
have time to contribute to the development work.
According to Singh (2011) the nature of the environment where the organisation is situated contributes
to the success of an organisation.

5.4 Management Support
Public Service Commission (2011) indicated that
one of the main challenges which HRD practitioners
face is lack of management support. Many departments indicated that due to lack of support of line
managers, HRD units found it difficult to implement
practices effectively.

6. Legislative Frameworks
In order to effectively manage and guide the skills
development, training and capacity building of
employees within the Public Service, legislation,
proper strategies, policies, processes and procedures are necessary.

6.1 Constitution of the Republic of South
Africa of 1996
Van der Westhuizen and Wessels (2010:33) indicate that the Constitution is the supreme law of
the Republic; law or conduct inconsistent with it is
invalid, and obligations imposed by it, must be fulfilled. According to Barlett (2011:46) the Constitution
legitimises the need for quality education and training, HRD and HD for all South African citizens. The
Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996,
emphasise that public administration must be
broadly representative of the South African people,
with employment and personnel practices based on
ability, objectivity, fairness, and the need to redress
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the imbalances of the past to achieve broad representation; Good human resource management
and career-development practices to maximise
human potential must be cultivated; A high standard of professional ethics must be promoted and
maintained (RSA, 1996).
Section 195(1) of the Constitution (RSA, 1996)
requires the following basic values and principles to
strengthen service delivery: democratic values and
principles, a high standard of professional ethics, efficient, economic and effective use of resources and
services must be provided impartially fairly equitably
and without bias based on the citizens’ needs and
priorities. Barlett (2011:46) further indicates that the
Constitution thus emphasises the need for quality
public service delivery and section 195(1)(h) requires
the public administration to cultivate competent
capable public officials with good human resource
management and development practices and career
development practices to maximise human potential. Therefore, the development of human resources
in municipalities will thus help achieve effective, efficient and economic use of resources which will lead
to the quality delivery of services.

6.2 White Paper on Transforming Public
Service Delivery (Batho Pele), 1997
The provision of a policy framework and a practical
implementation strategy is regarded as the primary
for purpose of the White Paper on Transforming
Public Service Delivery in order to ensure transformation of the public service and improved and
efficient public service delivery to all its citizens.
Chapter 11 of the White Paper focuses on, among
other things: plans for staffing, human resource
development and organisational capacity building,
tailored to service delivery needs; and the redirection of human and resources from administrative
tasks to service provision, particularly for disadvantaged groups and areas. The WPPSTE acknowledges
that training and education are not the solution to all
organisational problems, but recognizes that education and training contribute to a strategy for human
resource development. Training and education thus
need to be systematically linked to the broader processes of human resource development.

6.3 Skills Development Act, 1998
According to Kaufman (2014:394) the purpose of
the Skills Development Act was to raise skill levels

in the workplace by requiring companies to invest
in at least 1 percent of payroll on workforce training. This Act has been so successful in increasing
investment in training that South African companies spend. Skills Development Amendment Act
37 of 2008 Skills development in the workplace is
governed by the Skills Development Act (SDA) (No.
97 of 1998) (RSA, 1998d), which mandates every
employer to appoint a Skills Development Facilitator
(SDF) for the purpose of managing human resource
development in every organisation.
The amended Skills Development Act aims to
improve the quality of the sector skills plans to
ensure better investment of HRD and skills development initiatives to ensure an enhanced return
on investment. The HRDSA will utilise the improved
sector skills plans to develop a national master
scarce skills list, to further direct HRD in improving
return on investments with regard to HRD programmes and projects.

6.4 South African Qualification Authority
(SAQA) Act, 1995
Human Resource Development Strategy for public
Service (2006:50) indicates that this legislation
introduces new institutions, programmes and
funding policies designed to increase invest in
skills development. The two overriding priorities
that this legislation seeks to address include the
ever-present reality of the global economy and the
imperative to increase skills within the country to
improve productivity and competitiveness of its
industry, business, commerce and services. The
second is to address the challenges of an unequal
society, to make it more inclusive and to encourage
greater cohesion. The government has committed
itself to training and development in the Public
Service through its White Paper on public Service
Training and Education (WPPSTE, 1998). There is a
challenge of training and transforming employees in
government departments in a manner that will not
only benefit government in its quest for excellent
service delivery, but will empower the individual
employees as well.

6.5 Macro Human Resource Development
Strategy
The Human Resource Development Strategy (HRDS)
(South Africa 2002) was adopted to support a
holistic approach to training and development in
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the South African public sector (Venter, Van der
Walt, Phutiagae, Khalo, Van Niekerk and Nealer,
2007:183). To enable it to actualise its constitutional
mandate of creating a better life for all, the government envisages a public sector that is guided by the
ethos of service and committed to the provision of
high-quality services (Majam, 205:446) in Venter et
al., 2007:183). Venter et al. (2007:183) state that the
key mission of the HRDS is to maximise the potential
of the people of South Africa through the acquisition
of knowledge and skills to work productively and
competitively in order to achieve a rising quality of
life for all and to set in place an operational plan
together with the necessary institutional arrangement to achieve this plan. Pillay (2016) indicates
that the strategic HRD strategic framework provides
strategic vision and direction for human resource
development across the entire public service. The
human resource development strategic framework
is a national framework that is intended to provide the overarching strategic direction for human
resource development within the public service.
Boohene (2011:266) further indicates that research
in Human Resource Management (HRM) has established that the success of any organisation is highly
influenced by the calibre of its human resource
(HR), which in turn, is affected by the organisation’s human resource management practices.
Therefore, in terms of the public sector, public
sector organisations require good quality of human
resources and human resource management
practices. Collins and Druten (2003) in Boohene
(2011:267) contend that the effectiveness of human
resource practise, particularly employee selection
procedures, performance appraisal, rewards and
benefits management, and employee training
and development often have a direct bearing on
organisational productivity and performance. If
people are well trained and developed in organisations, there will be an increase in productivity.
The assumption that underpins the practice of
HRM according to Armstrong (2006) in Boohene
(2011:267 is that people are the organisation’s key
resource and organisational performance largely
depends on them. Therefore, if an appropriate
range of HR policies and processes are developed
and implemented effectively, then HR will make a
substantial impact on the firm’s performance. In
the public sector, effective provision of services or
effective administration of services by the public
servants depends largely on the human resource
management practices in the public sector.

7. Conclusion and Recommendations
In this paper, the role that human resource development plays in the advancement of public service
is very important. It is essential that every public
sector have human resources that know their
personnel function as it is defined as a group of
activities that are responsible for the provision, utilisation and maintenance of adequate personnel
for effective service delivery. Typically, activities in
the human resource management include aspects
such as recruitment, selection, training, placement,
evaluation and remuneration of personnel. It is
important that civil servants training be developed
for the advancement of public service. Armstrong
(2006) in Boohene (2011:268) indicates that HRD
invests in people in order to enable them to perform
well and empower them to make the best use of
their natural abilities. Furthermore, Public Service
Commission (2011) accentuates that there should
be an evaluation of training and development initiatives in government departments by measuring
the effectiveness both in terms of realising the components outputs and the departments’ strategic
objectives as well as measuring improvement of
employee competence in crucial in an organisation.
It is thus important to indicate that if there is management of human resources in municipalities,
there will be diverse competent and well managed workforce that is capable of and committed
to delivering high quality services to the people of
South Africa. It is also necessary for the human
resources in municipalities to be committed to
their work by providing services to the people at
the right time rather than being forced to provide
those services. Furthermore, Chlivickas (2015:13)
stipulates that it is important to improve the capabilities of human resources and of the public sector
at large in order to transform the contemporary
society, with priorities to be set for intellectualisation, ability to react to increasingly rapid changes,
adaptability and competitiveness. From the concept
Human Resource Development, the development
of human resources in the public service stresses
that if public service officials are well trained, there
will be effective provision of services this is because
the effective provision of services revolves around
the training of public service officials. Rao, 1990;
in Mohanty, (2016:323) indicates that employees
in every organisation or institution are the most
important and valuable resources and their development can help the organisations or an institutions
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realize their objectives by creating a competent,
dynamic and motivated employee force.

Mohanty, S.K. 2016. Human Resource Development Practices
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Marketing Communication and the Performance of Small
and Medium Enterprises in Polokwane Local Municipality
M Ramasobana
University of Limpopo, South Africa
Abstract: This study investigated marketing communication and the performance of SMEs. Quantitative research
methodology was used in this study. SMEs located in Polokwane Local Municipality in Limpopo Province, South
Africa were considered for this study. The study used convenience sampling and snowball sampling methods
because; there was no defined population frame of SMEs in the research area. One hundred and sixty SMEs
participated in the study. The researcher used structured self-administered questionnaire to collect data. The
questionnaire was developed by the researcher after a thorough review of literature on marketing communication strategies and SMEs. Pearson Chi-Square and descriptive statistics were used to analyse data. The
Cronbach’s alpha test was used to measure reliability of the questionnaire items. This study revealed that the
use of traditional marketing and the use of guerrilla marketing communication strategies increase the sales
and profit of SMEs. However, it does not necessarily contribute to the employment of additional employees.
The combination of the two marketing communication strategies yields better results for SMEs in terms of
performance as compared to when used individually. Recommendations proposed included marketing subsidies from the government which have a potential to reduce unemployment because SMEs will now be able
to employ marketing personnel using the financial resources from the government
Keywords: Marketing communication, Performance, Small Micro and Medium-sized enterprises

1. Introduction
SMEs are vital drivers of economic growth in
many countries including South Africa. Hence,
governments throughout the world focus on the
development of the SME sector to promote economic growth (Subhan, Mehmoo & Sattar, 2013:2).
SMEs contribute positively to various aspects in the
economy. According to Arafat and Ahmed 2013:37,
SMEs dominate the world economies in terms of
employment. Jasra, Khan, Hunjra, Rehman and
Azams (2011:274) remark that one of the most
important roles of SMEs includes poverty alleviation through job creation. Muritala, Awolaja and
Bako (2012:18) posit that the majority of developed
and developing countries rely heavily on risk tasking, dynamism and the resourcefulness of small
and medium enterprises to trigger and sustain the
process of economic growth. SMEs make a positive contribution to wealth creation in the South
African economy (Department of Trade and Industry
2009:1). However, notwithstanding the noted contribution of SMEs as pointed out above, SMEs in
South Africa continue to fail. It is estimated that
the failure rate of SMEs in South Africa is between
70% and 80% Adeniran and Johnston (2011:1). Given
this high failure rate, it is of utmost importance to

research into the factors that are required to sustain and improve the performance of SMEs (Bowen,
Morara & Mureithi, 2009:24). Extensive research has
been conducted on the financing aspect as a contributing factor to the high failure rate of SMEs. The
financial success of SMEs often depends on their
marketing communication ability (Kotler & Keller
2009:24). However, Pencarelli and Cioppi (2009:3)
argue that SMEs do not have high degrees of marketing abilities necessary to create value for their
stakeholders. There are two broad strategies in
the marketing communication domain, which are
traditional and guerrilla marketing. According to
Koekemoer (2014:116), traditional marketing refers
to the use marketing communication strategies such
as advertising, personal selling, sales promotion,
direct marketing, sponsorship and public relations
to communicate with stakeholders.
Hutter and Hoffman (2011:39) remark that guerrilla
marketing is an umbrella term for unconventional
advertising campaigns, with an aim of grasping the
attention of a large number of potential customers
at a relatively low cost. According to the researchers;
knowledge, limited research has been conducted
in the sphere of marketing communication and
SMEs. Hence the aim of this study is to evaluate
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the difference in the performance of SMEs based
on the type of marketing communication strategies
adopted. This paper evaluates if there is a significant difference in the performance of SMEs on the
basis of the marketing communication strategy
adopted. The paper makes the following hypothetical statements:
Ho1: There is no significant difference in the
performance of SMEs on the basis of marketing
communication strategy adopted.
Ho1: There is a significant difference in the performance of SMEs on the basis of marketing
communication strategy adopted.

2. Literature Review
This study provides the theoretical literature
review of marketing communication strategies and
the performance of SMEs. Integrated Marketing
Communication (IMC) theory by Schultz (1996) provides the theoretical framework for this study. IMC
is the integration of different marketing communication techniques such as traditional and guerrilla
marketing strategies to provide added value to the
customer, and to increase positive relationships
with all stakeholders (Du Plessis, Van Heerden &
Cook, 2010:19).

2.1 Marketing Communication Strategies
Marketing communication comprises of management tools that establish, develop and maintain
long-lasting relations with consumers and potential
clients or customers (Esposito, 2013:81). SMEs can
adopt traditional or guerrilla marketing or a combination strategy both to successfully communicate
with customers.

2.1.1 Traditional Marketing
Traditional marketing refers to any form of advertising, campaign or promotion in the form of print
advertisements such as flyers, newsletters, billboards and newspaper print advertising (Higuera
2015:1). SMEs use various traditional marketing
strategies to effectively communicate with their
customers (Shima & Varfan, 2008:8).
Advertising: Advertising is a paid form of mass presentation of products or services by an advertiser
addressed to the specific target audience (Frey &
Rudloff, 2010:14). Advertising has an objective of

creating awareness, informing, reminding, influencing and persuading the target market to purchase
the product or service (Koekemoer 2014:123). In
addition, advertising can be executed on various
media channels such as television, radio, in-store
media, interactive media (internet and telephone)
and print media (Cant, Strydom, Jooste & du Plessis,
2006:474). According to Ruzzier, Ruzzier and Hisrich
(2013:222), SMEs use cost-effective forms of media
such as advertising on local rather than on national
TV, or use cable channels such as radio and newspapers. Tsikirayi, Muchenje and Katsidzira (2012:7)
find that SMEs engage in advertising to create
awareness of their products and to stimulate the
purchase action from consumers.
Direct Marketing: Direct marketing is a process
of communicating directly with the target market
to encourage responses by telephone, personal
visits or mail (Du Plessis et al., 2010:36). Direct marketing is interactive and is used to ensure direct
response from customers (Percy, 2008:153). Cant et
al. (2006:474) remark that direct marketing includes
direct mail, direct response advertising and telemarketing. SMEs use direct marketing (face to face) to
discover and satisfy the needs of customers with
the aim of selling products that customers need
(Shima & Varfan, 2008:08).
Public Relations (PR): Public relations is the management, through communication, of perceptions
and strategic relationships between an organisation
and its internal and external stakeholders (Cohen,
2011:1). According to Armstrong, Kotler, Harker
and Brennen (2009:14), public relations activities
include press releases, press conferences, video
news releases, exclusives and interviews. Ruzzier
et al. (2013:225) find that the most important PR
tools used by SMEs are speeches, open days, press
releases, press conferences and charitable work.
Sponsorship: Koekemoer (2014:7) defines sponsorship as the marketing communications activity
whereby a sponsor contractually provides financial or other support to an individual, a team or an
organisation in return for the rights to associate
the sponsor’s brand. Rabale (2011:2) holds that
SMEs engage in sport sponsorships, which offer
numerous opportunities for simultaneous access
to audiences globally (Dhurup, 2010a:2)
Publicity: Cant et al. (2006:466) describe publicity
as the stimulation of the demand for a product by
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making its commercial news value available to the
mass media such as the press, television and radio.
Berger, Sorensen and Rasmussen (2010:816) assert
that publicity is about generating news about a business, service or product in the media. SMEs use
social media to publish news about their products
(Egeonu, 2012:1).
Word of Mouth: Ali and Goriparthi (2012:146) point
out that word of mouth is about personal communication between two or more people reflecting
on their experience about a brand, product or a
service. Dzisi and Ofuso (2014:106) find that SMEs
use word-of-mouth to obtain feedback from customers about their brands, products or services.
According to Kozinets, de Valck, Wojnicki and Wilner
(2010:72), SMEs use electronic word of mouth. In
electronic word of mouth, consumers’ experiences,
expressions and views can be added by expressing
opinions on blogs, social media and online communities (Ruzzier et al., 2013:222).
Personal Selling: According to Koekemoer
(2014:116), personal selling is a process by which
the seller learns about the prospective buyer’s
wants and seeks to satisfy them by offering suitable products, and in the process, makes a profit.
Du Plessis et al. (2010:149) find that personal selling should be mutually beneficial to both the seller
and the prospective buyer while at the same time,
it should be stakeholder orientated. According to
Dzisi and Ofosu (2014:106), personal selling enables
SMEs to gather relevant information on the needs
of their customers, which SMEs usually depend on
to ensure continuous customer satisfaction.
Sales Promotion: A sales promotion consists of
a set of incentive tools to stimulate sales on a
short term (Cant et al., 2006:462). According to
Dzisi and Ofosu (2014:106), SMEs use discount
sales and promotions to sell off old stock, promote the sale of new products and retain existing
customers, and also pull new customers towards
the products. Kozinets et al. (2010:72) assert that
SMEs use price-based sales promotion and nonprice sales promotion. Ruzzier et al. (2013:222)
argue that the price based sales promotion tools
include coupons and price reductions, while the
non-price sales promotion tools include samples
and sweepstakes. Businesses can use the traditional marketing tools individually or mix them.
Kotler (2009:3) believes that each grouping has
its own sets of marketing tools such as quality,

design and variety for product; price reduction;
personal selling and advertising for promotion;
and inventory, channels for place.

2.1.2 Guerrilla Marketing
Caliskan (2012:23) defines guerrilla marketing as
a marketing tactic designed to attract prospective
consumer’s attention and to attain competitive
advantage over competitors by applying low cost
or no cost marketing activities. Different types of
guerrilla marketing strategies are available for SMEs
to attract potential customers.
Viral Marketing: Viral marketing is about spreading
products or brand information on digital domains
with the help of internet mediums such as the social
media (Ali & Goriparthi, 2012:146). SMEs use viral
marketing through social media platforms such as
facebook, blogs, LinkedIn, YouTube and twitter to
minimise marketing costs (Dzisi & Ofosu, 2014:106).
According to Lim (2010:33), viral marketing allows
SMEs to maximize sales while minimising the
expenses. Viral marketing is a more economical
and quicker way for SMEs to reach out to the target
market directly, and an ideal way for businesses to
advertise in both the local and international markets
(Salehi, Mirzaei & Aghaei, 2012:153-154). Viral marketing activities allow SME owners to advertise their
brands, products and services more widely with less
expense, and to answer customer queries in various
languages if need arises (Gilmore, 2011:138).
Buzz Marketing: Buzz marketing involves a specific event or performance of the brand in order
to stimulate excitement among consumers, and to
spread the message about a product or brand (Leila
& Abderrazak, 2013:2). Businesses use various tactics to create buzz, such as celebrities in different
marketing communication activities (Belic & Jonsson
2012:17). SMEs invite a small number of consumers to try their products, and to send them out to
spread the rumours (buzz) about the product to
friends and acquaintances (Ruzzier et al., 2013:231).
Ambient Marketing (role-plays and graffiti):
Ambient marketing is the placement of advertising
in uncommon and unexpected locations, such as
placing advertisements on the floors, petrol pump
handles and on the back of toilet doors (Belic &
Jonsson, 2012:24). According to Cox (2012:19),
SMEs engage in ambient marketing through popup-windows on consumers’ emails and social media
accounts.
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Ambush Marketing: In ambush marketing, an
organisation (ambusher) pretends to be a sponsor
to an event. The ambushers get the same benefit as
if they are the official sponsors, avoiding the costs
of a sponsor and misleading the customers to make
them believe that the organisation is the actual
sponsor (Belic & Jonsson, 2012:25). SMEs engage in
ambush marketing by purchasing advertising time
during the broadcast of major events sponsored by
rival businesses, to be perceived by consumers as
main sponsors (Dhurup, 2010a:5).

2.2 The Difference in the Performance
of SMEs on the Basis of Marketing
Communication Strategy Adopted
Investor words (2011:1) define performance as the
results of activities of an organisation or investment over a given period. Ahmed and Chowdhury
(2009:129) assert that different variables can be
attributed to the performance of SMEs. These
performance variables can be financial and/or
non-financial. Fatoki and Asah (2011:198) reveal
that financial measures include variables such as
sales growth, increase in the market share, and
profitability, while non-financial measures include
the employment of additional employees.
Keh, Nguyen and Ng (2006:593) assert that the
use of marketing information relating to sales promotion has a positive effect on firm performance.
Dzisi and Ofosu (2014:108) remark that traditional
marketing strategies are more related to the performance of SMEs than non-traditional marketing
strategies as they attract the mass attention of
prospective customers. Oboreh, Ogechukwu and
Francis (2011:231) find that SMEs that engage in
traditional marketing to attract and retain customers increase their sales and profit.
David, Neeraj, Derek, John, Michael, Ruba, Julia and
Julio (2013:2) reveal that there is a strong correlation
between guerilla marketing strategies and SMEs’ performance in terms of improved efficiency, growth in
revenue and job opportunities. Ardjouman and Asma
(2015:144) find that technology can effectively affect
the performance of SMEs through marketing products and services online. SMEs with more advanced
marketing capabilities as a result of technology indicate a better financial performance (Quresi & Mian,
2010). The above findings indicate that there is a
difference in the performance of SMEs on the basis
of marketing communication strategies adopted.

3. Research Design and Methodology
Quantitative research methodology was used in
this study because data collected was expressed in
numbers and analysed in tests (Grix, 2010:124). This
study focused on SMEs located in Polokwane Local
Municipality in Limpopo Province, South Africa. Non
probability sampling was deemed appropriate for
this study because of the difficulty in obtaining a list
of SMEs in the study area. In addition, the researcher
wanted to include the smallest micro enterprises
which are not in any data base. The study used convenience sampling and snowball sampling methods
because; there was no defined population frame
of SMEs in the research area. The researcher used
structured self-administered questionnaires to collect data because, they are quicker to administer
and are useful in describing the characteristics of a
large population (Bryman & Bell, 2014:192). In addition, this study used structured self-administered
questionnaire because it was relatively inexpensive. The questionnaire was developed by the
researcher after a thorough review of literature on
marketing communication strategies and SMEs. The
questionnaire used close-ended questions. Closeended questions are more easily analysed and are
better suited for computer analysis. This study also
included Likert scale questions to evaluate the effect
of marketing communication on the performance
of SMEs. The respondents had to identify a trend
in the performance measures of their businesses.
The performance was measured in terms of sales,
profit, employment of additional employees and
the sales growth relative to competitors. The scale
ranged from 1 which indicated a ‛significant decline’,
2 ‛decline’, 3 ‛remained the same’, 4 ‛increase’ and
5 ‛significant increase’. Pearson Chi-Square and
descriptive statistics were used to analyse data.
The Cronbach’s alpha test was used to measure
reliability of the questionnaire items.

4. Results and Discussion
The results and discussions of the study are hereunder given in line with aim and objectives that were
set for the study.

4.1 Response Rate
Table 1 on the following page depicts the response
rate of the survey. Three hundred and seventy questionnaires were distributed and hundred and sixty
were returned. The response rate was 43%.
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Table 1: Response Rate
Respondents

Number sent out

Number returned

Percentage

370

160

43

SMEs

Source: Authors

Table 2: Overall Performance of SMEs
Performance measures

df

Pearson Chi-Square
Asymptotic Significance
(2-sided)

Sales

8

0.000

Profit

8

0.000

Employment of additional employees

8

0.000

Sales growth relative to competitors

6

0.002

p<0.05
Source: Authors

4.2 The Effect of Marketing Communication
on the Performance of SMEs
Table 2 above indicates the effect of marketing communication on the overall performance of SMEs.
The results indicate that there is a significant difference in sales, profit, employment of additional
employees and the sales growth of SMEs relative
to competitors, based on the marketing communication strategy adopted. Traditional, guerrilla
and the combination of both marketing communication techniques contribute differently to the
performance of SMEs in the study. Table 2 indicates
the contribution of traditional, guerrilla and the
combination of both marketing strategies to the
performance of SMEs.

4.3 The Effect of Traditional and Guerrilla
Marketing on the Performance of SMEs
Table 3 on the following page depicts the effect of
marketing communication on the performance of
SMEs. A total of 24 SMEs in the study practise guerrilla marketing, 91 SMEs are engaged in traditional
marketing and 45 SMEs are engaged in both guerrilla
and traditional marketing. These results are inconsistent with Lee and Carter’s (2011:19) suggestion
that guerrilla marketing techniques such as social
media are increasingly appealing and cheap, which is
suitable for SMEs as a result of their limited budgets.
The results highlight that SMEs that are engaged
in guerrilla marketing were able to increase their

sales. Guerrilla marketing tools also increased their
profit. Sales growth as compared to competitors
also increased. However, the number of employees remained the same. Results further specify
that SMEs that are engaged in traditional marketing
were able to increase their sales. Their profit also
increased, as well as their sales growth as compared
to their rival businesses. The number of employees
remained the same. These results are consistent
with the findings of Oboreh, Ogechukwu and Francis
(2011:231) which indicated that SMEs that engage
in traditional marketing are able to increase their
sales and profit.
SMEs that are engaged in both guerrilla and traditional marketing were able to increase their sales.
The use of both traditional and guerrilla marketing increased their profit; however, SMEs were not
able to employ additional employees. The sales
growth has increased as compared to the sales of
their competitors. The results can be concluded
by emphasising that marketing communication
increases the sales and profit of SMEs. However, it
does not necessarily contribute to the employment
of additional employees. SMEs that are engaged in
both traditional and guerrilla marketing scored the
highest mean scores on profit and sales, indicating that the use of multiple categories of marketing
communication contributes positively to the performance of SMEs. Therefore, H1: indicating that
there is a significant difference in the performance
of SMEs on the basis of marketing communication
strategy adopted, was accepted. These results are
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Table 3: The Effect of Traditional and Guerrilla Marketing on the Performance of SMEs
N
Sales

24

4.00

0.00

Traditional marketing

91

3.69

1.51

Traditional and guerrilla marketing

45

4.04

0.42

160

3.84

1.17

Guerrilla marketing

24

4.00

0.00

Traditional marketing

91

3.68

1.51

Traditional and guerrilla marketing

45

4.07

0.54

160

3.84

1.19

Guerrilla marketing

24

3.00

0.00

Traditional marketing

91

2.81

0.95

Traditional and guerrilla marketing

45

3.49

0.82

160

3.03

0.89

Guerrilla marketing

24

4.00

0.00

Traditional marketing

91

3.78

0.60

Traditional and guerrilla marketing

45

4.09

0.56

160

3.90

0.56

Total
Employment
of additional
employees

Total
Sales growth
relative to
competitors

Std.
Deviation

Guerrilla marketing

Total
Profit

Mean

Total
Cronbach’s alpha

Number of items

0.893

4
Source: Authors

consistent with the findings of Gabrielli and Balboni
(2010:287) which indicated that SMEs are able to use
various communication tools (IMC), including both
traditional and guerrilla marketing tools, to declare
ambitions and long-term goals to increase sales
and profit. The Cronbach’s alpha coefficient for four
performance measures is 0.893, suggesting that the
items have relatively high internal consistency. The
measures were relevant to business performance.

5. Conclusion and Recommendations
This study can be concluded by emphasising that
there is a significant difference in the performance
of SMEs on the basis of marketing communication
strategy adopted. The use of traditional and guerrilla
marketing communication strategies increases the
sales and profit of SMEs. However, it does not necessarily contribute to the employment of additional
employees. The combination of the two marketing communication strategies yields better results
for SMEs in terms of performance as compared to
when used individually. Marketing communication

can actually increase the number of personnel
employed in SMEs if the government can subsidise
the marketing function of these businesses in order
to sustain them. Marketing subsidies have a potential to reduce unemployment because SMEs will
now be able to employ marketing personnel using
the financial resources from the government. This
support from the government will enable SMEs to
have funds in order to engage in both traditional
and guerrilla marketing strategies to improve their
performance.
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Abstract: The paper analyses the concepts of government systems transformation in a state. These concepts
are change, development, modernisation, and globalisation. The paper focuses on factors for promoting
change and those that are against it. It continues to analyse various fields of development, and development
problems. As far as modernisation is concerned the paper explains the characteristics of modernisation, and
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1. Introduction

2. The State as a Political Entity

Transformation is a fundamental change of the
structures, practices and power relationships in a
society or a social institution (CEPTSA, 2006:44). The
process of democratisation in South Africa brought
high expectations for transformation. The relatively
good starting conditions which are developmental status, infrastructure, and abundant natural
resources promoted these expectations. In this
regard South Africa was regarded as a potential
growth engine in the region. These hopes were
partly fulfilled even although South Africa has made
progress toward democracy and a market economy
in recent years (Deutsch, 2017:1).

The criteria laid down for states in International Law
(the law that is applied to relations between states)
and Constitutional Law (the law according to which
a state functions internally) are as follows:

The year 1986 is regarded as a turning point of the
South African history. The transformation of this
country began in 1990, when President FW De Klerk,
announced about lifting the ban on black political
organisations, and released Nelson Mandela from
prison after 27 years. Between 1990 and 1994,
the South African government gradually repealed
apartheid laws. The negotiations aimed at establishing a new democratic government were held. The
African National Congress was a party with majority
members and supporters during that period, and
people were focusing their hope on it. The selected
concepts of systems transformation are change,
development, modernisation and globalisation.
These concepts are discussed below.

2.1 Demarcated Territory
A requirement to determine whether a political
entity is a state or not, is the requirement that a
state should have a demarcated territory, this
implies that a state‛s authorities have jurisdiction
of a particular territory. Territory does not include
only land, but also water masses, territorial waters
and airspace over land and water (Roos, 2003).
Rodee et al. (1983:29) says ‛‛territory is an obvious
prerequisite of statehood”.

2.2 Permanent Population
In the above-mentioned discussion of territory, mention was made of the fact that a state ‛s government
has jurisdiction over a specific territory. Government
makes authoritative decisions for an entire society.
Thus a political unit is impossible without people.
According to Thornhill et al. (2014:419) a state is
composed of government, sovereignty, territory,
and people. A permanent population is therefore a
prerequisite for the existence of a state (Heywood,
2011). A region that does not have a permanent
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population cannot be a state. Antarctica is a good
example here. However, there are no criteria that
stipulate the nature, size, population density and
composition of the population.

state by the international community is becoming
increasingly important (Johnson, 1997:61).

2.3 Government

There are two most important types of recognition
applicable to a state, which are de facto and de jure
recognition.

The word government can be used to refer in a comprehensive sense to all public institutions involved
in regulating the general welfare of people. It can
denote the specific government-of-the day, and
it can only function if it has adequate authority
(Meyer, 1995:55). There should be authorities that
rule and govern and thereby exercise control over
the population of a particular region. The government can also act on behalf of the state in internal
matters such as the prosecution of criminals. In
addition, the government can also act externally
on behalf of the state in the international community, by say, concluding treaties with other states.
According to Heywood (2011) the core functions of
government are to make law, to implement the law,
and interpretation of the law.
When a particular government collapses, for example, after elections, during political unrest and civil
war, this does not mean the state ceases to exist.
Likewise, it is not a requirement. In spite of the
fact that many people regarded the government
in South Africa as illegitimate during the apartheid
era, South Africa still continued to exist as a state.
A government should have the ability to enforce
its authoritative decisions either through physical
force or through influence (Van der Waldt, 1997).

2.4 Sovereignty
The state has supreme authority domestically and
independence internationally (Dunne, 1998:122).
The government of a region or a state must also be
sovereign. This means that the government may not
fall under the control or partial control of any other
power. Before Namibia became independent, it was
not a state because it was under the control of the
South African government. When independence is
obtained, especially in colonial areas, sovereignty
is granted to the authorities of these regions.
According to Heywood (1997:143) sovereignty, in
its simplest sense, is the principle of absolute and
unlimited power. As a rule, the existence of a demarcated territory, permanent population, government
and sovereignty are regarded as adequate for the
existence of a state. However, the recognition of a

2.5 Recognition

2.5.1 De Facto Recognition
De facto recognition of a state is granted to the
government of a newly created state if it is independent and wielding effective power, it fails to
offer sufficient guarantees in regard to its good
will or ability to fulfill the obligations imposed by
the status that have granted recognition (Jankovic,
1984:14-15). De facto recognition is provisional
and can be withdraw if the recognizing state is of
the opinion that the recognised state has not yet
laid down requirements. A state recognised de
also enjoys jurisdictional immunity in the courts
of the recognizing state (Oppenheimer, 1962:156157). De facto recognition is provisional and can be
withdrawn by the recognising state if the conditions
for recognition have not been fulfilled and also if it
appears that the permanence of the newly created
state fails to materialize.
2.5.2 De Jure Recognition
De jure recognition means that according to the
recognizing state, the state or government fulfills
the requirements laid down by international law for
effective participation in the international community (Starke, 1977:162). De jure recognition is the
final seal of recognition granted to a new state and
it is the final act of recognition, great caution is exercised whilst granting. De jure recognition is granted
on the basis of assessment of factual as well as legal
functions, for example Beijing regime was recognised by the United States with effect from January
1979 (Hingorari, 1984:92-93). De jure recognition
usually follows the period of de facto recognition
and when the recognition state is satisfied that the
conditions of stability and effectiveness have been
met as well as convinced of the permanence of the
situation, de jure recognition would be granted to
the de facto recognised state.

3. Change or Innovation
Innovation is derived from Latin word ‛‛novare”
meaning to make new things. Innovation is the
introduction of new approaches, services, goods
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and processes, or new actions. In the New Practical
Standard Dictionary by Funk and Wagnalls, innovation is described as ‛‛… the making of a change in
something established.” Generally, the term innovation is reserved to denote a change, which requires
a significant amount of imagination represents a relatively sharp break with established ways of doing
things and thus essentially creates a new capability. Effective innovation results in the capability of
doing something that could not be done before,
or at least not so well, or so economically (Du Toit,
1998). A characteristic of the human society, and
thus human beings, is innovation. The environment
in which politicians and officials function is continuously changing (Wissink, 2006:6). All government
functions and thus also the governing and administrative processes must continuously be adapted to
changing circumstances. In contrast, the activities of
political office-bearers (politicians) and officials are
tied by a set of complicated legal rules, regulations
and other prescriptions. Innovation of governing
and administration arrangements comprises those
actions, which alter the existing, binding measures
to bring about change (Todaro & Smith, 2015).

3.1 Environmental Circumstances Which
Necessitate Change/Innovation
People interact with other people to accomplish
goals. People, their goals and actions are however time and place (environment) bound. The
environment is seen as the total reality within
which a human being finds him/herself (Van der
Waldt, 1997) and (Hornby 2005:490). According to
Sharkansky (1978:9) the environment is described
as the sum total of the existing social, economic,
and political circumstances, which cause problems
for policy makers. When determining and providing
services the human factor cannot be overlooked,
because the goal of any government, and consequently officials, centres around promoting the
general welfare of the inhabitants of a particular
environment. Human beings exist in a particular
setting at a given point in time. Humans, however,
have different needs in terms of Abraham Maslow’s
theory, which are satisfied by different groups of
people in different environment, i.e. political, economic, social, physical and religious environments
(Van der Waldt, 1997:116-119).
The policy made by a government legislative body,
i.e. the executive policy is always the starting point
of the development of a municipal environment.

It stands to reason then that if the innovation of
executive policy lags, the development will also lag
behind and could in due course become a burden
rather than an asset to society. Public policy serves
as a guide to work and promote the well-being of
the society (Hanekom & Thornhill, 1993). It should
also be borne in mind that in any society there are
numerous institutions and persons (individuals and
groups) who strive to keep policy unchanged (maintain the status quo), accomplish a return to the past
(the good old times), and accomplish change (bring
about new environmental conditions). The governing and administrative processes are carried out to
provide public services to the inhabitants of a specific geographical area (Van der Waldt, 1997:186).
Services are, for example, rendered to meet the
geographic (physical), economic, political, social
and religious needs, interests and expectations
of the inhabitants/society. The above human phenomenon is, however, unique and is experienced
differently by individuals compared with people in
groups in the same environment.
Various environmental factors can also influence
the governing and administrative processes (Van
der Waldt, 1997:158). These factors are population
growth, scientific and technological development,
changing opinions of inhabitants, changing needs
for community services, the necessity for giving
special cases particular attention, new perceptions
regarding the role of government in keeping community life healthy, preservation and utilisation of
resources. From the above it can be deduced that
environmental factors influence human needs,
behaviour and relationships and that these factors
cannot be ignored when solutions are determined
for the solving or prevention of community problems. To develop a specific environment is however
subject to the influence of various environmental
factors, which could counteract change.

3.2 Factors that are Against Change
Inertia: Generally speaking, all people tend to be
reluctant to change the traditional ways of doing
things.People are reluctant to let go of existing
circumstance which may include material benefits
(salaries and status symbols) and psychological benefits (power and prestige) (Hanekom, 1987).
The absence of reasons for the planned changes
may cause resistance: Such resistance may result
from poor communication on the part of public
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managers. More commonly, however, it may be
attributed to the inability of workers to recognize
the necessity of change. Communication is essential
in any organisation, as it is a process of transmitting
message from one person to the other (Erasmus,
2015:1).
Resistance to change may be caused by uncertainty about the reasons for and the effect of
change in particular: In particular, when change is
not discussed with the participants or employees
they may lose confidence and trust and the attempt
at change may fail. Trust is essential when dealing with changes such structural change (Todaro,
2009:838).
If the introduction of change is not timed appropriately: Participants or employees may be reluctant to
co-operate. Time is the most precious commodity
which should be used efficiently, and should not be
wasted in terms of the principle of value for money
(Cloete, 1995).
Change may require employees to abandon
existing customs and practices: For example, if
the decision has been made to make new parking
arrangements, perhaps they have to get up earlier to get to work on time and other changes in
their routines. This may cause resistance to change.
Customs have to do with an action or way of behaving which is usual and traditional among the people
in a particular group or community (Kleyn and
Viljoen, 1998).
Structural inertia: Many institutions do not have
adequate established organisational arrangements,
and this hampers effective performance which is
presently emphasised (Thornhill et al., 2014:417).
For example, outdated organisational structures,
incomplete procedural guidelines, inadequate delegation of powers and over-centralisation of activities
are typical obstacles that may impede change.
Outdated methods and procedures: Clinging to
outdated methods and procedures is one of the
most prominent administrative factors that can
affect change negatively. In the public sector,
operational methods and procedures are often
established by a higher authority, but this is no
excuse for public managers to ignore shortcomings and it is the responsibility of every employee to
bring such shortcomings to the attention of a higher
authority. This will ensure that better methods are

found for performing tasks and change may be
expedited (Cloete,1995).
Obsolete technology: Using obsolete technology
can be a major obstacle when it comes to change.
Imagine the delay that would result without the use
of modern-computer facilities in a large-scale project, such as general salary adjustments for public
officials (Cloete & Thornhill, 2012).
Narrow view of change by management: Public
institutions such as state departments are made up
of several decisions and sections. It will be impossible to introduce any change that will not affect the
activities of virtually all the divisions and sections.
For example, if a decision is made to use computers
in the workplace, it will have to be done throughout
the institution and not just in one division or section,
because it will affect all activities of the institution
as a whole (Cronje et al., 2006:263).
Inappropriate management style: When administrative change takes place in the public sector,
the management style of the public managers will
be a decisive factor in its success. For example, if a
higher authority decides to introduce a personnel
system which supports increased participation by
staff at the lower levels of the hierarchy (operational workers), it will be inappropriate for public
managers (especially at middle management level)
to persist in an autocratic management style and
therefore to oppose change. In such a case, a public
manager who persists in an autocratic management
style will be an obstacle in the way of change (Du
Toit et al., 1998).

4. Plan of Change for South Africa
The Plan of Change for South Africa is known as the
Two-Stage Theory of Revolution. It indicates two
objectives which are to be achieved by the South
African Democratic Government after the end of
apartheid government (Slovo, 1988). These objectives are the objectives of the New South Africa after
liberation. These objectives are building a nation
and building the economy.

4.1 Two Objectives of the Plan of Change for
South Africa
4.1.1 Building a Nation
At its founding conference in 1912, the ANC issued
a clarion call for African unity under the slogan, We
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Are One People. As head of the liberation alliance,
it is committed to working for the creation of one
South Africa which, in the words of the Freedom
Charter, ‛belongs to all its inhabitants, black and
white’ (Slovo, 1988).
Nation-building is a process of national integration
in deeply divided society through which different
cultures and social groups are joined in a single
territorial unit; the establishment of a national identity and loyalty to a state (CEPTSA, 2006:29). It is
building a consciousness amongst people so that
they should feel or regard themselves as a nation,
e.g. South African Nation, American Nation. There
is no nation if people in a particular geographical
area are still divided and more conscious of being
members of their own tribes, races, social groups,
and linguistic groups.
According to Heywood (2011) nationalism is not an
ideology at all, but a doctrine, in that it does not
contain a developed set of interrelated ideas and
values. An interesting character about nationalism is that as it cuts across all major ideologies at
different times, nationalism has been progressive
and reactionary, democratic and authoritarian,
both left-wing and right-wing. A nation used to be
defined as cultural entity, a collection of people
bound together by shared values and traditions,
e.g. a common language, religion and history, and
usually occupying the same geographical area.
To define a nation as a group of people bound
together by a common culture and tradition raises
some very difficult questions. Heywood (2011)
raises the point that although certain cultural features are commonly associated with nationhood,
like for instance, history, there is no blueprint or
any objective criteria which can establish where
and when a nation exists. Another crucial question
is whether people residing in a certain area of a
country possesses the right to political independence simply by virtue of calling itself a nation, or
must some external standard be applied. It is true
that a nation, unlike the state, does not have a
tangible existence.

4.1.2 Building the Economy
According to the White Paper on Reconstruction and
Development (1994:34) the apartheid government
cooperated with a handful of conglomerates to
shape the economy to benefit a minority of whites
at the expense of black people. This process had a
profound effect on economic structure, reducing
efficiency and flexibility as well as greatly aggravating inequality and unemployment. Profound
socio-economic changes are required over an extensive period of to restructure the economy to meet
the needs of the majority. Economic policy and the
main economic actors in industry and agriculture
systematically excluded and hindered black people.
As a result, South Africa now has one of the most
unequal patterns of distribution of income, wealth
and opportunity in the world. The apartheid system
forcibly denied blacks and women key positions in
business and the public sector.
Effectiveness, efficiency and economy are important
values to promote development and good administration (Thornhill et al., 2014). A critical cause of
inefficiency and inequality lies in the position of
labour. Rigid hierarchies and oppressive labour
relations ignored the skills latent in the experience
industrial workforce. Apartheid laws denied workers their basic rights. High levels of unemployment
and oppressive legislation made it difficult even for
organised workers to maintain a living wage. The
lack of skills forms a major obstacle to the development of a modern economy able to support a
decent living standard for all South Africans, and
all workers in general.
The economy needs to be reconstructed and
restructured to meet the needs of the majority.
According to the White Paper on Reconstruction and
Development Programme (1994:35) the central goal
is to create a strong, dynamic and balanced economy
directed towards achieving the following objectives:

Despite the existence of cultural and racial diversity, South Africa is a nation in the making. It is in a
process which is increasingly being advanced and
nationhood will hopefully be achieved in the future.
The concept of one united nation, embracing all
ethnic communities, remains the virtually undisputed liberation objective, even today.
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• Eliminating poverty and the extreme inequalities generated by the system and ensure that
every South African should have a decent living
standard and economic security;
• Ensuring that no one should suffer discrimination in hiring, promotion or training on the basis
of race or gender;
• Democratising the economy and empowering the historically oppressed through the
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encouragement of broader participation in decisions about the economy in both the private
and public sector.
• Creating productive employment opportunities
at a living wage for all South Africans;
• Developing a prosperous and balanced regional
economy in Southern Africa based on the principle of equity and mutual benefit, and
• Integrating into the world economy in a manner
that sustains a viable and efficient domestic
manufacturing capacity and increase the capacity to export manufactured goods.

4.2 Economic Ideologies in South Africa
The South African Liberation Theory was initially
aimed at replacing capitalism with socialism. The
downfall of socialism in Africa also gave South Africa
a lesson that socialism alone cannot sustain the
economy. This brought the idea of mixing capitalism
and socialism to form the mixed economic system.
There are different characteristics of socialism and
capitalism.

4.2.1 Characteristics of Capitalism
Capitalism can be described as an economic system
in which productive assets are predominantly privately owned and production is primarily for sale.
Capitalism can also be described as a form of economic, industrial and social organisation of society
involving ownership, control and directions of production by privately owned businesses. According
to Roos (2000:7-8) the characteristics of capitalism
are that government does not interfere with private
economic and social activities and individuals. The
government should concern itself with the maintenance of law and order.
4.2.2 Characteristics of Socialism
Socialism is an economic system which was aimed
at replacing capitalism and regarded it as the root
of all social evil, and intended to promote greater
economic equality by promoting higher wages for
the working class, and more stringent taxation for
the upper class. According to Samuelson (1980:817)
and Gildenhuys (2015:8), in socialism all factors of
production except labour are owned and controlled
by the government. This means that the government acts as the entrepreneur and owns resources.
There is no private ownership. The government

decides how the country’s resources will be used
to the advantage of all citizens.

5. Development
Development involves both being and doing.
Conditions in communities such as deprivation,
degradation and poverty all point to a state of
underdevelopment. Therefore, much of development is planning and designing programmes
that are aimed at alleviating these circumstances.
According to Todaro (2004) development implies
three core values, which are the ability to provide
basic necessities (life sustenance), the ability to realise a sense of worth and self-respect (self-esteem)
and the ability to have the freedom or emancipation
from the captivity of the conditions of life, the dogmatic beliefs, and misery (freedom from servitude).

5.1 Development Explained
The process of development was originally conceived in terms of economic growth (Rostow, 1960).
In reality, the environment, as a whole, needs to be
changed if the general welfare of the people is to be
promoted. Such change to the environment should
meet the requirements of improvement or betterment of the well-being of the people. Purposeful
change to the environment to make it a ‛‛better”
place to live is known as development. According
to Todaro (2004) development is aimed at:
• Eliminating poverty caused by lack of the means
to provide for food, clothing, housing and other
material needs;
• Equipping the people/citizens materially and
spiritually so that each person is able to pursue
a specific standard of living, enjoy a meaningful
job opportunity, and live according to personal
values;
• Eliminating social problems such as insufficient
housing and a lack of insufficient services.
It has been indicated above that all communities live
in a specific a unique environment. To increase the
quality of life of the people of the people all the components (‛‛sectors”) of the environments need to be
improved and raised to a favourable and acceptable
level. Various preventative, curative and promotional
actions will have to be taken, for example poverty
could easily develop into a vicious circle; a lower
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financial income usually leads to a lower level of personal investment (savings), limited job opportunities,
high unemployment rate and low productivity. Low
productivity could in time cause low income, low
personal savings and ultimately, poverty.
According to Todaro and Smith (2015) development
is, however, not only aimed at economic advancement. It includes more that aspects of material
welfare such as motor car, houses of good quality,
good roads and highways or highly graded hotels.
Development also includes the cultural and spiritual
enrichment of people, for example through the
provision of schools, churches, opera houses, universities and art galleries. It should, however, be noted
that development has horizontal and vertical dimensions. Development entails for example not only:
• More land for agriculture, but also a higher production per hectare;
• More children in a school or even more schools,
but also a higher level of education for each
child;
• More teachers, but also better trained teachers;
• More roads, but also roads of a higher standard;
• More politicians and officials in government, but
good governance in a state;
• More political parties in a state, but unity and
cohesion prevailing in a state (Wissink, 2006:18).
Development is an attack on the chief evils of the
world today (World Bank, 1990), and it should
become part of a community life (Wissink, 2006:19).
The inhabitants of a community should be educated
to strive towards development. Development is for
the above reasons a given function of any government. Depending upon the frame of reference,
development can be promoted in the economic,
social, political and physical environment. The
results of such development can be measured
quantitatively and qualitatively. It should be noted
that ‛‛good life” should meet specific norms or standards. The norms with which the ‛‛good life” should
comply is determined and set by the inhabitants of
the relevant community. The human way of living
and human actions contain aspects which are so
closely linked to the total life of human beings that
they result in each community being unique; and

this results in different descriptions or meanings
being given to development.

5.2 Development Problems
According to Todaro (2004) development is defined
as an approach which is some multidimensional
process involving major changes in social structures,
popular attitudes and national institutions as well
as the acceleration of economic growth, the reduction of inequality, and the eradication of absolute
poverty. On the other hand, the World Bank (1990)
defined development as an attack on the chief evils
of the world today. These chief evils are development problems. Development initiatives are aimed
at eradicating development problems. According to
Wissink (2004:7) the development problems are lack
of food, lack of clothing, poverty, unemployment,
homeless people, lack of houses, illiteracy, low level
of education, low level of education, lack of economic growth, crime, corruption, diseases, protests
and strikes, lack of service delivery and others.

6. Modernisation
The end of World War II gave rise to the beginning of self-government in much of Asia and Africa.
India, giant among nations in population and land
area, was the first to gain independence. Due to
the nature of Ghandi’s message and his leadership of the world’s largest non-violent movement,
India’s independence set in motion a general
repudiation of colonial legitimacy. It was also a
period characterised by unprecedented economic
growth; probably the most pronounced booms in
world history. During the 1950s and on through
the 1960s, the economists tended to dominate
the development debates and essentially determined their intellectual scope. Modernisation of
technology resulted in a change from simple traditional technique to the application of sophisticated
scientific knowledge. There was also the commercialisation of agriculture from subsistence farming
to a cash crop production to wage labour. It was
also characterised by industrialisation, bringing
about a transition from the utilisation of human
and capital power to the utilisation of machine
power (Wissink, 2004:8-9).

6.1 Characteristics of Modernisation
According to Stuart Hall (Hall & Gay, 1996; also
see O’ Donnell, Mike, 1977:40), the six distinctive
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characteristics of modern society (which also distinguish it from traditional society) are:
Religious characteristic: Religion is not highly
regarded and there is a rise of a secular materialistic culture. Religion determines the relationship
between God and an individual. (Kleyn & Viljoen,
1998:13).
Economic characteristic: In modernisation there
is a replacement of feudal economy (getting services by the owner of land) by an economy in which
money system provides the medium for exchange
(in trade) based on large-scale production and consumption of commodities for the market, extensive
ownership of private property, and accumulation of
capital on a long- term basis. Economy is concerned
with the utilisation of scarce resources in order to
meet the unlimited needs of the society (Van der
Waldt, 1997).
Political characteristic: The dominance of secular
political authority over state and marginalisation
of religious influence from state/political matters.
Politics is concerned with the struggle for power and
achieving goals through collective effort (Heywood,
2011).
Social characteristic: The decline of social order
based on simple division of labour and the
development of new division of labour based on
specialisation, the emergence of new classes, and
changed relations between men and women. A
society is a group of people living together and
being linked by common needs (Riker and Brisbane,
1997:500).
Cultural characteristic: The forming of new nations
(communities-ethnic or national) having their own
identities and traditions to suit their own purposes, e.g., rejection of aristocracy and monarchy
by France, Britain accepting monarchy only as a
symbol, Egypt rejecting monarchy and accepting
democracy, and so on. Culture has to do with a set
of learned and shared beliefs, customs, skills, habits,
traditions, and knowledge common to members of
a society Riker and Brisbane, 1997:496).
Intellectual characteristic: The rise of scientific,
rationalist way of looking at the world. Thus, while
the traditional society is characterised by ritual,
custom, collectivity, community ownership, status
quo and continuity and simple division of labour,

the modern society is characterised by rise of science, emphasis on reason and rationality, belief
in progress, viewing government and the state as
essential in bringing about progress, emphasis
on economic development and complex division
of labour, perceiving human-beings as capable of
acquiring great control over nature and environment and seeing world in terms of dualisms or
opposites. Intellectual is adjective concerned with
using person’s ability to think in a logical way and
understand things (Hornby, 2005:776).
Post-modem society, or late modernity, concen
trates on critical awareness and is concerned about
the damaging effects of applied science on nature,
environment and humanity. It points out risks and
unintended negative consequences of the pursuit of
progress. From nationalism (emphasised in modern
society), it moves to the process of globalisation.
Instead of giving importance to economic development (as in modern society), it gives importance to
culture. Unlike modern society (which sees the world in
terms of opposites or dualisms), post-modern society
views unity, similarities and connections as important.

6.2 Problems of Modernisation
In this development paradigm, which is modernisation, there are demands that society must
change in all ways at once (Wissink, 2004:8). But
such a regular and coordinated pattern of growth
cannot be planned and materialised. Some amount
of social interest, hence, is bound to be there, for
example, discrepancy between mass education
and employment opportunities. Modernisation
structural changes mostly remain uneven, for example, industries may be modernised but religious
systems, family systems and others remain conservative. Modernisation of social and economic
institutions may create conflicts with the traditional
ways of life. Example, trained MBCHB doctors may
pose a threat to the traditional medical practitioners
(Lindhard et al.,1987:199).
There is also a problem because, most often,
roles adopted by the people are modern, but their
values continue to be traditional, for example, new
Business firms and industrial establishments. The
traditional leaders are also to perform some of the
modern functions (Mafunisa et al., 2016).
Cooperation becomes a problem in modern times.
There is lack of cooperation among agencies which
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modernise and among those institutions and systems which are already modernised. It is essential
that government politicians and officials work in
espirit de corps, which simple means that they
should work in the spirit of togetherness (Silima,
2017:13). Though modernisation raises the aspirations of people, the social system does not provide
enough chances to materialise them. This creates
frustration, disappointment and social unrest.
People are involved in strikes because they want
the government to provide better services for the
improvement and promotion of the general welfare of the society. According to Thornhill et al.
(2014:127), it is the role of the state to render services and to promote development.

7. Globalisation
Globalisation is the process by which the world is
becoming increasingly interconnected or one global
village as a result of massively increased trade and
cultural exchange (Machala, 2009). Globalisation
can also be defined as the process of treating matters and issues of crucial importance and concerns
of all states of the world within a multinational context (CEPTTSA 2006:19). Globalisation is a complex
web of interconnectedness through which life is
increasingly shaped by decisions or events taken
at a distance (Heywood, 1997:405-406). According
to Beautement (2007:209) globalisation is the
breakdown of barriers to the free movement of commodities and capital across national borders as well
as the removal of obstacles to setting up production
processes in any part of the world. Globalisation
has resulted in increased international trade, a
company operating in more than one country,
greater dependence on the global economy, freer
movement of capital, goods, and services, and recognition of companies in Less Developed Countries,
companies such as McDonalds, Starbucks, and KFC.

7.1 Advantages and Disadvantages of
Globalisation
Agrawala (2009) came up with the advantages and
disadvantages of globalisation: These advantages
and disadvantages are indicated below.

7.1.1 Advantages of Globalisation
Countries are able to use resources that are more
available to them to produce goods and services in
an efficient manner. People get various products in
their own countries, as there is market accessibility.

The fact that goods or products are easily found,
this also makes the prices to be low, and that companies are able to reach big markets. Globalisation
also promotes good international relations amongst
countries of the world. It is interesting because
international relations concern the way states see
and understand themselves in relations to the
wider world outside their borders and the actions
they perform on the basis of this understanding
(Johnson, 1997:61). This process will make it simple
for companies to invest in other countries.

7.1.2 Disadvantages of Globalisation
In globalisation, it can be found that developed
countries are benefiting at the expense of the
undeveloped and under-developed countries.
This means that the third world countries can be
adversely affected. When economic depression
hits one country, it can become a spillover effect
to other countries of the world. Globalisation can
increase the spread of communicable diseases, e.g.
bird flu. Competition can also become high amongst
companies in the market. At the end of the day, it
will be difficult for small companies to survive. The
inability of the small companies to compete well in
the international market is one of cause of lack of
development (Wissink, 2006:39).

8. Recommendations
Transformation demands that there should be
change, development, modernisation, and globalisation. Innovation can be the result of changing
circumstances. By ‛‛circumstances” is meant the
whole environment, as stipulated by place and
time, in which the governmental actions take
place. It should be noted that if the government
and administrative arrangements become obsolete,
the environment will enforce change and thus innovation. To reduce resistance to innovation/change
there should be good communication, negotiation,
participation and support.
Government and administration should be the
cause of innovation, and development (not the
result). In other words, the arrangements should
change the environment. If a government authority
neglects to adapt its governmental and administrative arrangements to changing circumstances
or to satisfy new needs, such as institution may
become obsolete and will either cease to exist or an
additional institution will be established to render
proposed new services.
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Government authorities are created in accordance
with the provisions of legislation. It can be said
that the creation, change, development, abolition
or amalgamation of government authorities (macro-organising) is, for final approval by the political
superstructure. The existence of government institutions is thus directly influenced by the political
environment. This does not, however, mean that
the chief officials cannot make a contribution to
the innovation and development. However, the last
word throughout the public sector must always
be with the political judgement. Modernisation
and globalisation are phenomena which cannot
be avoided if governments want to develop their
activities and societies. Good governance and service delivery can be realised if governments are
accountable and responsive politically, socially,
economically, scientifically, internationally and
otherwise.
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Xenophobic Violence and Globalisation Discourses for
Contemporary South Africa
K Meso
University of Limpopo, South Africa
Abstract: This paper takes cognizance that the causes of xenophobic violence in the second economy of South
Africa remain contested. Moreover, there exists an assortment of interpretations regarding the causes of xenophobic violence including but not limited to: general hatred, poverty, unemployment and inequality inter alia.
Over and above these observations, this paper edifies that perhaps the nature of the second economy and its
market structure could engage the prevailing discourses on the probable instigations of xenophobic violence
in South Africa particularly amongst street traders. It further alludes that Africa, and its disintegrated nature,
is not perfectly poised to respond to globalisation requirement notwithstanding its resource rich nature inter
alia. It observes that the informal economy within which street trading operates is pigeonholed by the perfectly
competitive market structure. That is, there is free entry and exit into the market, homogenous goods and
services, perfect knowledge about the market price and a paucity of government intervention to influence the
market price. Thus, fellow foreign nationals who have resources and robust business acumen as opposed to
local indigent sprouting entrepreneurs that have been historically alienated and marginalised in many ways
begin to dominate the informal economy. Understandably, the former would gain competitive edge over the
latter given their proven ability to manoeuvre through the informal economy and its convenient market structure that allows complete freedom of entry and exit. Additionally, the paucity of government intervention to
protect, influence and regulate the informal economy of South Africa creates an attractive business space for
the ingenious, resourced and competitive foreign entrepreneurs to deluge local street trading. Consequently,
the informal street businesses of the foreign nationals continue to flourish thereby creating a possibility for
local street traders to develop envy, jealousy and eventually hatred. Therefore, anger and frustration begins to
develop amid local street traders resulting in xenophobic attacks, violence and looting. In light of the aforesaid,
this paper conceptually posits that the informal economy and its unregulated nature give impetus to xenophobic violence between foreign and local street traders. It concludes that general hatred, unemployment,
poverty and inequality could not be the only reasons of xenophobic violence. The informal economy and its
market structure coupled by its miscellaneous nature inter alia engender xenophobic violence and mayhem
within the informal sector.
Keywords: Perfect competition, Informal economy, Street trading, Xenophobic violence

1. Introduction
This paper edifies that the possible causes of xenophobic violence in the second economy of South
Africa engenders contestations amidst a multiplicity of scholars (Hjerm, 2007; Duffield, 2008;
Nyamnjoh, 2010; Charman & Piper, 2012; Crush &
Ramachandran, 2014). There’s an existing assortment
of interpretations regarding the causes of xenophobic violence that include general hatred, poverty,
unemployment and inequality. Furthermore, poverty, unemployment and food security inter alia are
frequently cited as the main factors that ignite a xenophobic mind-set amongst indigent street traders
and participants of the informal economy. The paper
posits that the informal economy and its unregulated, assorted and miscellaneous nature creates an

attractive business space for the continuous inflow
and outflow of entrepreneurs from foreign countries
who are assumed to have a robust business acumen,
skills, expertise and experience in the informal business world as opposed to local entrepreneurs. That
is, South Africans have been isolated and alienated
from the mainstream economy and exposed to the
‛‛work for the boss mentality’’ which could justify their
frozen mind set and their inability to successfully
participate in entrepreneurial endeavours (Crush &
Ramachandran, 2014). However, this does not mean
that all South Africans are not successful in entrepreneurship; a select minority makes it through the
initial stages of a business lifecycle. Conversely, a
large proportion of informal start-up enterprises in
South Africa fail within the first few years of operation, what else could justify this dismal failure?
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The paper contributes that the market structure
within which street trading operates is the one
creating an enabling environment for competitive
foreign nationals to inundate the informal sector
and eventually muscle out local street traders.
Understandably, local street traders would begin
to develop envy and jealously in that regard, that
would lead to a xenophobic mind-set, mayhem and
violence amongst street traders (Liedholm & Mead,
2010). Nonetheless, this paper is organised in the
following sections: the first section explores various
contestations of xenophobia in South Africa; subsequently, it highlights the divergent perceptions
regarding the instigations of xenophobic violence
and attacks. The second section conceptualizes
street trading in South Africa; this is based on key
issues such as unemployment and poverty inter alia,
that forced people to participate in informal trading.
The third section entails differences between the
South African and foreign street traders.

2. Contestations of Xenophobia in
South Africa
The contestations of xenophobic violence in South
Africa have intensive amongst scholars given
divergent perspectives and ideological points of
departure. This could be due to the fact that currently, there is a robust contestation on whether or
not the recent violent attacks in the informal sector
are referred to as xenophobic and/or afrophobic.
The former encompasses violence that is predominantly targeted towards foreign national across the
globe despite their country of origin (Klaaren, 2010;
Liedholm & Mead, 2010; Crush & Ramachandran,
2014; Timeline, 2015). Conversely, afrophobic violence is more often than not regarded as violence
and a sense of disapproval that is mainly targeted
towards foreign nationals in the African context.
However, looking back to recent experiences in
South Africa’s informal economy, the ‛‛labelling” of
the violent occurrences that took place in mainly
amongst street traders does not deserve to be
referred to as xenophobic. Understandably, African
foreign nationals are the ones who were mostly
affected as opposed to foreign nationals from other
European states.
Klaaren (2010) articulated that most explanations
about xenophobia highlighted factors that include
border anxieties, lack of service delivery as well as
poverty. Understandably, when resources are scares
admits a situation where foreign nationals appear

to be leading the informal economy – jealousy,
envy and hatred could possibly develop thereby
creating room for violent attacks in the informal
economy. Subsequently, the unregulated nature
of the informal economy could possibly give birth
to a xenophobic mind-set amongst local traders
(Klaaren, 2010). It is for the aforesaid reasons that
the paper suggests that the informal economy, its
unregulation and market structure be considered,
amongst other factors, as the possible instigations
of xenophobic violence in South Africa.
In the South African context, theories of xenophobia
over the last years have included: a focus on South
Africa’s divisive and exclusionary apartheid past;
economic and resource strain; poor service delivery and the failure of the post-apartheid project;
and poor immigration policy and strategy (Duffield,
2008). Most of these concerns are still perpetuating
the xenophobic violence in the current dispensation
of democracy in South Africa. Given the skewed distribution of the benefits of its own relative economic
success after its advent of democracy, South Africa
was regarded as having a plethora of migrants.
According to Timeline (2015), South Africa is perceived as the Africa’s most industrialised country;
and it is for that reason that the country attracts
thousands of foreign nationals every year, seeking
refuge and socio-economic emancipation inter alia.
South Africa is believed to be inundated with disaffected nationals who, in conjunction with the
state, direct the resentment against immigrants and
ethnic minorities as the easiest and most obvious
targets, whom are often projected as the cause of
social ills (Nyamnjoh, 2007). Consequently, linking
migration and belonging to crime and increasingly
to terrorism, makes certain kinds of mobility by certain kinds of people from certain kinds of places a
most contentious political issue within many states,
with no exception of South Africa (Nyamnjoh, 2007).
Moreover, unreliable laws and regulations could be
one amongst the factors that contributes to the act
of the perceived xenophobic violence and attacks in
South Africa. It is therefore believed that in South
Africa, the law holds a responsibility for the acts of
violence that encompasses the killing, looting and
other acts of demolition inter alia. In some other
cases, a view regarding violence, attacks and looting
in South Africa derives from the common perception
that black South African are xenophobic. According
to Klaaren (2010), it is unfortunate that little or no
legal justice was served; for instance, 11 May 2009
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report suggest that after the 2008 violence, not a
single conviction of violence has been made, of the
68 cases placed on the court roll, where 35 have
been withdrawn, 11 not found guilty and only six
resulted in guilty findings.

3. Juxtaposing Local and Foreign Street
Traders in South Africa
Generally, street traders are either people who tried
to find employment and did not manage, some
were working and their organisation or company
closed, some planning to study and that did not
work. There are so many reasons that perpetuated
the practice of street trading. In some other case it is
a matter of survival and improving the living standard of the disadvantaged. The propelling practice of
street trading is due to an attraction of economic
growth and opportunity of a certain country that
cascade down to cities and townships. Hence, there
is a mixture of local and foreign street trading in the
same location. However, the definition of foreign
street traders could be considered in the context
of the immigrant’s struggle pertaining socio-economic deliverance as well as hassle for economic
opportunities (Crush & Ramachandran, 2014). MudiOkorodudu (n.d.), conceptualize immigrant street
trade as the meeting point of the immigrants struggle for social and economic emancipation and the
locals struggle for economic realisation. From this
meeting point, this could result in social conflicts
that have much impact on violent disintegration
in a form of xenophobic violence in South Africa
(Mudi-Okorodudu, n.d.).
The most common problems confronting the
refugee groups is the slow pace of processing
applications for asylum that renders asylum seekers vulnerable and unable to seek work or right
to education (Crush & Ramanchandran, 2009;
Klaaren, 2010; Jearey-Graham & Böhmke, 2013).
Subsequently, finding job is perceived as a pressing need in most developing countries due to the
fact that income becomes a pivotal aspect towards
accessing basic needs that encapsulate housing,
education inter alia. Many expatriates that are also
called asylum seekers, are forced to rely on generating income in the informal sector due to slow
process of asylum applications among others in
the absence of official permission to work (Klaaren
2010; Jearey-Graham & Böhmke, 2013). Thus,
through that process of attempting to generating
income, they found themselves in place of constant

conflicts with local street traders and perhaps with
local authorities in some other case. For example, in
the context of Cape Town, Charman & Piper (2012)
highlighted that the rights of refugee groups do not
allow them to engage in trading but they are still
found in the designated areas of informal trading.
According to Charman & Piper (2012), the proportion of people in South Africa wanting strict limits
or total prohibition on immigration rose from 65%
in 1997 to 78% in 1999; that nearly 50% strongly
support the deportation of foreign nationals
including those who are living legally in the country. The basic reason is that the flux of immigrants
invades the space of South African constituency
employment opportunity, the market viability of
selling products and maintaining the reasonable
price for profit. Notably, Charman & Piper (2012)
study reflect that South Africans do not want it to
be easier for foreign nationals to trade informally
with South Africa were 59% opposed; to start small
business is opposed at 61% and while obtaining
South African citizenship is opposed at 68%. The
survey work by the Southern African Migration
Project (SAMP) reflecting on 2006 state that South
Africans are the least open to outsiders and want
the greatest restrictions on immigration as compare
to citizens of other countries worldwide (Charman
& Piper, 2012). Conversely, in 2011 the minister of
Home Affairs, Nkosazana Dlamini Zuma, announced
amendments to the immigration law in order to
streamline the processing of immigrants to South
Africa who ‛‛add value to our economic, social and
cultural development” (Jearey-Graham & Böhmke,
2013). This could be a different case in respect of
informal street traders. Concomitantly, the amendments do not consider the fact that the local and
foreign street traders do not play the same role
in the economic development. Ironically, the foreign street traders are prohibited from operating
in most of the cities and townships, whilst, the local
street traders are paying local government tariffs
for trading. It could be avowed that the difference
brings about conflicts and fights between local and
foreign street traders due to unfair treatment as
local street traders believes that the foreign street
traders invade their space and take potential customers while not paying tariffs as they do.
In the case of South Africa, there is a ubiquity of
street trading due to economic opportunities that
are key to the success of development in the advent
of democracy. This kind of practice (street trading)
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is not only limited to the indigent South Africans, it
also includes the expatriates that left their countries
for better improvement of their life. The mix of both
local and foreign street traders brought a chaos
as the differences arise, of which could lead to a
possible xenophobic violence and attacks. Violence
against Somali, Zimbabwean, Indian street traders
amongst the others, are often cited as evidence of
xenophobic attitudes and violence in South Africa
(Charman & Piper, 2012). The insight is that foreign street venders have come to dominate area
of market potential due to their business acumen,
while some believes that is not about business
acumen but the flourishing of businesses derives
from crime, bribes and theft. In addition, while
South African street venders openly resent the foreign advent, most consumers remain indifferent to
their presence and certainly prefer the lower prices
(Charman & Piper, 2012).
For example, Jearey-Graham & Böhmke (2013) witnessed that low levels of animosity between South
African and non-South African street traders who
traded on the same street in Port Elizabeth is the
result of the fact that the two groups were not
generally in competition for customers as they sell
different types of merchandise. However, JeareyGraham & Böhmke (2013) further highlight that
different possibility is that Allport’s contact hypothesis posits that negative stereotypes break down
of different groups are with a minimal power differential between them are in close contact with
one another. Concomitantly, the aforesaid statement indicates the pivotal aspects of the difference
between contact and recorded information pertaining to the data gathered. It is important to perceive
that a close range of view between South African
and non-South African street traders have high conflicts that are hidden. As a result, the issues and
conflicts resuscitate during the attacks and fights
amongst street traders, were allegation such as the
foreign street traders are invading the space of the
local street traders and they also sell cheap goods
and products. It could be avowed that conflicts pertaining street traders is visible in most part of the
cities in South Africa.
Some of the cities that have plethora and ubiquitous street traders in South Africa are Durban
and Johannesburg. In Durban, local government
has tried to address issues and challenges fronting
street traders for many years; building markets,
talking to street traders and their organisation in

implementing street trade policy and negotiating
with the Informal Trade Management Board (ITMB)
amongst others, has been a way of trying to create
a conducive environment for street trading viability
(Department of Trade and Industry (DTI), 2013).
Even though, there has been in a quest to eliminate
the conflicts and fights amidst street traders, the
recent xenophobic violence and attacks in Durban
city in April 2015 radiate a point of reference that
a scourge of xenophobia is unabated. In an actual
fact, in Johannesburg city, the government has not
planned as carefully for street trading because
there has been many violence, conflicts and fights
between South African and foreign street traders
(Department of Trade and Industry (DTI), 2014).
Although, Johannesburg local government has
also talked to street trader organisations such as
Gauteng Hawkers Association (GHA) in relation
to the dire issues, violence, conflicts and fights of
street traders, it could be avowed that the challenges still persist in city regarding street trading
(Department of Trade and Industry (DTI), 2014). It
is therefore evident that violence, conflicts, fights
amongst others of street traders need to be taken
into consideration in terms of analysing and accessing the instigators of xenophobia in South Africa.
This could be one of the key instigators of xenophobic violence due to the fact that most of attacks
take place in the street of the cities with reference
to South Africa.

4. Perfect Competition: An Enabling
Environment for Xenophobic Violence?
Xenophobic violence has been occurring in South
Africa since the 1990’s (Jearey-Graham & Böhmke,
2013), and continued persistently in 2008 and 2015.
The question remains, what instigates the act of
attacks and violence? Most authors are reporting
the increasing levels of xenophobia worldwide in
both developed and developing nations, coinciding with increases in asylum seeking and soaring
international migration figures (Nyamnjoh, 2006;
Hjerm, 2007; Crush & Ramanchandran, 2009; JeareyGraham & Böhmke, 2013). Ironically, South Africa’s
levels of xenophobia have been documented as
being amongst the highest in the world (JeareyGraham & Böhmke, 2013).
Xenophobic violence in South is believed to be
typically flared up due to resourced areas and
economic opportunities hence the xenophobic attitudes appear to be widespread across all sectors
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of South African society (Jearey-Graham & Böhmke,
2013). In the context of informal trading, the point
of view is that, could the street trading environment be an enabling of xenophobia violence? Due
to perfect competitive market structure, one could
highlight the fact that most conflicts between local
and foreign street trading derives from there. In
most cases, perfect competition reflects the price of
products as determined by the supply and demand.
The rationale behind the perfect competition lies
on the fact that any product sold should be on the
market price. This is due to the fact that no individual or street trader will charge higher or lower price
than the existing market price lest they lose the
customers. According to Liedholm & Mead (2010),
the challenges in respect of entrepreneurship and
informal businesses include the perfectly competitive market structure which would result in the
owners/managers of such enterprises to contemplate shutting down and continuing operation if the
total cost of production exceeds the total revenue.
In line with the avowed dictums in respect of perfect
competition, the problems become dire between
local and foreign street traders. The alleged dictions are that the non-South African street traders
sell their goods and products at a lower price
without considering the market price. Moreover,
as the South African policy in most cities do not
allow non-South African street traders, most foreign street traders barge around peak hours, where
the Municipal officials who are in charge of street
trading would have knocked off from duty. In that
time, they would sell product at an ultimate business operation end; on one hand not paying any
Municipal tariffs and on the other hand the South
African street traders who are issued with permit
to trade on the street are expected to pay tariffs.
The most important aspect of street trading is the
visibility part of informal economy.

to reduce violence and mayhem in the second
economy. Additionally, the recent violent attacks
in South Africa have largely occurred in the informal economy, amongst street vendors. Thus, the
unregulated nature of South Africa’s informal
economy is prone to hosting more violent attacks
given the fact that entrepreneurial skills, production, growth and competitiveness appears not to
be common amongst local street vendors and
traders as opposed to their foreign counterparts
who mainly migrated in to South Africa in search of
socio-economic opportunities. Consequently, literature on the informal economy suggests that foreign
street traders operate under conditions which do
not favour the smooth functioning of their businesses. Notwithstanding the aforesaid challenges,
they continue to grow and become competitive
thereby creating a possibility for division, separation
and segregation between local and foreign street
traders. It is therefore crucial that contestants of
the informal economy begin to understand the intricate and ever changing dynamics of the informal
economy in understanding issues of the alleged
xenophobic violence.
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Abstract: The purpose of this paper is to analyse the impact of global-culture in developing countries. The
paper seeks to explore the challenges brought by globalisation to different states and their societies. The
main objective being to evaluate the extent to which globalisation impacts different cultures, identify the
causes of dominance of other cultures and also propose measures to be taken to strike a balance between
cultures of different nations. To achieve the objectives of this; the paper relied on both primary and secondary
sources to collect data. The borderless world brought by the system of globalisation is meant to promote
the fiscal, cultural and political flows without any restrictions. In the other hand, borderless world is promoting dominance of some cultures over others. African states seem to be in a state of confusion brought
by the system of globalisation. Western states seem to be imposing their cultures which contradict values
and norms of developing countries. Globalisation is localizing everything economy, politics and culture. This
is declaring war against different societies. The questions brought forward are: which culture is the best?
How can an individual protect or preserve his or her own culture? Is there any bad culture? Is globalisation
wrong? Fundamentalists face a challenge of having to come to grips with the notion of globalisation, have
to strike a balance between maintaining cultural integrity and tradition, have to absorb changes associated
with globalisation of the world. The main challenge being that, it seems individual members have no choice
but to adjust to modern and its accompanying changes. Globalisation is a paradigm shift from which there
is no escape; the shift which affects lifestyle, value systems, cultural and mental attitudes towards local,
national and the universe. The process has de-territorialised culture and politics, but at the same time has
intensified cultural politics in many countries. Identities are constructed in dynamic process and assume
multiple forms that permit individuals and societies to uphold both cultural diversity and global norms, such
as human rights and democratisation.
Keywords: Globalisation; Culture; Tradition; Fundamentalists; Identity

1. Introduction
Culture portrays belief, values and principles of a
certain group of people. It is not static, but dynamic
and can be passed from one generation to another
through teaching and learning. It is people’s psychological orientation exercised through beliefs,
symbols and values (Heywood, 2007). Culture in
simple terms is a way of life through which people
humanize and socialize nature. This implies a world
view, a value system and a social relation. Culture is
a system which grows out of reverence for selected
customs and habits as it has its own personality
(Wang, 2007). It gives a sense of identity, security, dignity, continuity and also binds community
together. Each and every state, nation, ethnic group
or society has its traditional way of life with values
and beliefs playing a significant role in promoting
identity of such nation or individual.

Kluver and Fu (2004) define cultural globalisation
as the transmission of ideas, meaning and values
around the world in such a way to extend and intensify social relations. Cultural globalisation brings
increasing interconnectedness among different
populations and cultures. The process of producing a global culture is difficult and not possible
without conflict, especially for developing nations.
The core values of western societies are in conflict
with the core values of many developing countries as many cultures in developing countries are
based on a concept of protecting the livelihood of
ethnic, racial, religious groups, and common language, not individuals. The conflict can be noted
in different concepts of morality and social values.
Global culture creates changes in the culture of host
communities. These changes affect the role that
the traditional culture plays in the lives of African
communities.
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The rise of globalisation since 1980s has introduced
a society with multi-cultures. Globalisation has given
rise to global village. There are no more restrictions
in relation to the transference of political, economic
and cultural activities. Territorial boundaries have
become meaningless. Heywood (2007) defines
globalisation as complex web that shapes people’s
lives through events and decisions that are made
by other people far from them.
In Ancient time, people would fight against each
other and the strongest state through its colonial
power had the right to dominance. The strongest
state would emerge whenever possible and centralize power in a durable way. Today the world
has become a global market in which logistics and
optimisation are the predominant concerns and all
participants are gradually trying to reach the global
economic level of the developed communities. The
rise of modern state has brought with it cultural
and national homogenisation which is promoting
dynamic competition for universalisation and particularisation. Although globalisation is regarded as
an authentic process, it does not possess a moral
imperative or single widely recognised value. Other
theories regard it as an evil, a catastrophe, or a disaster which is to be challenged (Beilharz, 2012).
The interconnectedness of the states is posing a
challenge to other states or nations. There are cultures that are more dominant than other cultures.
The system of globalisation, by its own nature,
seems to be undermining, destroying or weakening
other cultures. People seem to regard other national
cultures as better than others. Traditionalists and
indigenous peoples are concerned about their cultural and social identities in the new global era. This
makes the situation about globalisation and cultural
identity quite complex. People are confused and failing to have a clear idea of what culture is. If people
can have an understanding of what culture is, they
will also understand the impact of globalisation on
cultures around the world, in the meantime people
will also understand the way they could handle globalisation and its dynamics. Globalisation seems to
be an overwhelming world trend. Multi-products
are circulated around the world. Economic, social
and cultural globalisation is forever moving more
swiftly across national borders. As a result, local
orders are disrupted. In other words, global culture
is shaped in such a way that it adheres to the dictates of the market and utilizes customs, practices,
and rituals for the beneﬁt of the few (Ghosh, 2011).

To achieve the objectives, the paper reports on
the theoretical framework and literature review
from appropriate primary and secondary sources
wherein the impact of globalisation to different
cultures, the reasons for the dominance of other
cultures over others are also discussed. The paper
tries to analyse the influence, effects, and challenges of globalisation on culture.

2. Theoretical Framework
Neoliberal theory of ‛‛world order” has been used in
this paper in order to evaluate the extent to which
globalisation impacts different cultures, identify the
causes of dominance of other cultures and analyse the effects of cultural globalisation. The basic
rationale of using this theory is that it advocates
for nation-states as the key actors of globalisation,
and are the products of rational connections with
society which is capable of rationally regard globalisation project as a new affirmation of the principles
on which they are based. The theory includes both
traditional states and more extensive, flexible
socio-political systems resembling social unity or
civil society.
The theory regards globalisation as the opportunity
for nation-states to establish uniform structures,
and establish common political values such as
democracy, freedom of the press, free enterprise,
non-interference of the government in the economy,
and a common tolerant social climate in regards to
ethnic, gender, social, and other principles.
The theory also regards globalisation as procedures
for further promoting ‛‛open society,” individualism,
cosmopolitanism, rational behaviour, and ‛‛human
rights.” With this theory the ideology of ‛‛global society” becomes predominant, and the controlling of
the nation-state begins on a global scale. The parts
of one state become closer to the parts of another
and transitional social communities are created
which, after developing communication and freedom of movement, result in the disappearance of
national borders and the creation of a world state.
According to this theory globalisation openly appeals
to Eurocentrism and does not conceal the fact that
it considers European values to be universal and
common; it addresses the philosophical paradigm
of Western social-political culture; it openly, strictly
affirms the consecutive plan of social-political transformation both within the state and on a global
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scale; it openly acknowledges ‛‛global society” as
its ideological goal; it stresses that globalisation’s
actors are NGO’s that become the instruments of
arranging national and common transnational communities (Meyer et al., 1997).

3. Influence of Globalisation on
Culture
Globalisation has a great influence on international
world as it emphasises in interdependence between
nations and their economies. The global realm is
composed of national, regional, local and international communities, speaking different languages
and consisting of different ethnicities and races,
professing a number of faiths which are all exhibiting numerous and competitive cultural, economic,
technological and financial systems (Kroukamp,
2011). Globalisation promotes cultural and national
homogenisation. Globalisation has the potential
to influence dominance of a certain culture over
others, particularly western cultures. Developing
countries are struggling to identify with cultures
of the modern era and yet remain in poverty with
an ever growing inequality of multiculturalism.
Globalisation can be regarded as a system that
is declaring war upon all other cultures. People
seem to be undermining the issue of uniqueness
of individuals which have an impact on self concept
and tend to forget that the way people see them is
shaped by a web of social and other relationships
that distinguish them from other people. There is
no life style which is better than the other and every
way of life has its own flaws.
In today’s world, the geographical position of an
individual no longer counts as every individual has
the right to move from one geographical area to
another. Society, culture and economy operate in
the same sphere. If cultural globalisation is affected,
economic globalisation is also affected as they
depend on each other. Therefore, an advanced
economy, an industrialised nation and a mature
economy are likely to be considered than weak
economies, an emerging market and a liberalising
society. Trade creates wealth, the world’s poorest
people continue to struggle for survival as they do
not have access to that wealth.
Globalisation is seen as an evolutionary and irreversible process to which all human societies must
adjust. Cultural globalisation leaves people with
no choice but to adjust to modern times and its

accompanying changes. Once a state is exposed
to the globalising imperative no aspect of social
life, customary practice, traditional behaviour will
remain the same. The system calls for changes in
lifestyle, values, and cultural and mental attitudes
toward local, national and universe (Monshipouri,
2005). Globalisation by its own nature through free
trade and free markets dilute or pollute other cultures. Globalisation is killing non-western cultures
and is augmenting and enhancing western countries. The fact that American culture is encroaching
on the rest of the world is not a new idea. The 100th
anniversary of the Louisiana Purchase which was
celebrated in 1904, in the meantime it was celebrating an alleged American cultural, political, and even
ethnic supremacy (Balko, 2003). U.S.A culture has
been successful in generating trans-national appeal,
as it is able to produce entertainment, products
and services that naturally appeal to a wide array
of tastes and demand. American mass culture has
transformed the world into a replica of the United
States. Local cultures in developing countries are
to conform to western cultures. The example of
western cultural hegemony is Hollywood and its
big-budget studios which is monopolising the world
movie industry and, consequently, polluting other
cultures with American iconolatry (Seabrook 2004).

4. Effects of Cultural Globalisation
Cultural globalisation helps spread awesome ideas
and at the same time bringing pretty bad stereotypes. Cultural globalisation has the potential for
cultural homogeneity, which refers to worldwide
cultures becoming similar. Homogenisation could
be regarded as something imposed on people by
market forces and basically treats people as objects.
Western countries are affecting local businesses
around the world as other developing countries
cannot compete with some of their brands. This
means that in plenty of places around the world,
western brands have become a very common sight,
and this has led local cuisines and businesses to
decline in some instances. Huer (2009) advocates
that every society has its main culture and its subcultures with the main culture representing the
nation and symbolizes its society, character and
way of life. In most advanced nations, the main culture tends to be open and easily comprehensible,
to both its own members and visitors alike. The
global world has its main culture and subcultures.
The European Union and the US, along with Japan,
make up today’s dominant ‛’world culture;’’ as such,
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they form an economic-political-cultural group that
sets the world’s agenda.
The introduction of western life style to developing
countries has led to the decline of core values of
African cultures. African cultures, like South Africa
is composed of different ethnic groups with different cultures. The country had and still has core
values and principles which govern its nation in such
a way that some of the challenges people suffer
today would not be the case. The example of challenges the nation is suffering from because of loss
of values and principles is of the pandemic such as
HIV/AIDS. In Africa girls were taught from young
age to maintain virginity till marriage. Every African
tribe in South Africa has traditional schools which
would teach a boy and a girl child, of different ages,
norms and values of the particular community or
society. Religious ceremonies were highly observed.
But today, cultural globalisation has given rise to
many policies which are against those norms and
values. Global policies are dictating national policies and governments. Examples of some policies
are gays and lesbians’ rights, the right to abort the
unborn child, and other policies. Globalisation has
led to the loss of state sovereignty (Akello, 2013).
Developing countries are losing control over their
own cultures which leads to looseness and promiscuity of the generation of today.
Cultural globalisation though being a two-way
street, some countries are actually imparting their
cultural patterns onto more places in the world than
the other way around. The effect of this may lead to
diverse cultures and languages losing their unique
stories, flavours, ideas, and other cultural aspects
in favour of today’s more popular western culture.
The global flows of capital, labour and information,
is having a homogenizing influence on local culture
(UNESCO, 2017). Cultural globalisation has the
potential of disseminating experiences, values, and
ideas throughout the world through various means.
Though cultural globalisation allow people access
to new and exciting information, but at the same
time it runs the risk of stereotypes and homogenisation or worldwide cultures becoming very similar
of global culture. There are countries like the United
States which have greater influence on globalising
culture than others, because of its size of economy
which is the largest in the world as it is one of the
wealthiest economies. The mass market of USA has
connections to cultural globalisation. The USA is a
large producer of various forms of media, such as

film, television, music, and literature. People are
becoming more and more connected, more and
more similar to one another. USA cultural products
dominate despite other nations’ efforts to preserve
local culture. Many American cultural products tend
to be popular with people of very different societies, and despite the popularity of American cultural
products, other countries still produce a substantial
number of films, music, books, and TV shows.
By sharing ideas, language, music, the concern by
some is that the differences that exist between
different cultures might become lost over time.
The concern is that the only cultures that are continuing to have a strong and increasing presence
are the ones from more economically and politically dominant countries. Across the globe, the
lifestyle activities of people have changed dramatically following the influence of western countries.
Television broadcasts are accepted as models,
as simulation of reality, by young generation.
The weaker cultures of the developing world are
being threatened. Cultural identity is at risk everywhere with the depredations of globalisation, and
the developing countries are particularly at risk
(Crawford, 1993). Global culture is in such a way
that people from developing countries feel good
when identified with western styles. People who
can afford are even taking their children to schools
where they could be taught in English and other
international languages so that they can identify
well with western cultures. Youth prefer western
food, songs, clothing, languages and other things
than local ones (Muyale-Manenji, 1998).

5. Challenges Brought by Globalisation
Globalisation promotes diversity and weakens
traditional social identities. Globalisation undermines class solidarity and political loyalties in its
tendency of increased social mobility. It affects the
nation’s capacity to establish a strong and stable
social identity (Heywood, 2007). States or countries
are trying to decolonise its nations by democratisation of social, political and economic lives. In the
meantime, globalisation is recolonizing the states,
particularly African or developing states. People feel
obliged to adopt what the televisions, newspapers,
radios, internet and other systems portray as good
cultures. Global inequality widens as some nations
with certain cultural traits prosper and others with
other traits don’t (Brooks, 2005). The challenge
with globalisation is not only with the intrusions of
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global culture on local norms, but also bears with
it the economic costs of the disruptions. The process favours a certain group of people over others.
Western countries benefit more from the process
than the counterpart. Global wealth is enriching
the already developed countries than enhancing
underdeveloped states. Globalisation impart the
developing countries the notion of interdependency
and reliance to other countries (Jordaan, 2001).
Globalisation negatively affects the call for respect
of authority and the strengthening of traditional
values and culture. Fundamentalists are concerned
about the sense of values, beliefs and faith being
sacrificed to global necessity. The rich and powerful are failing to acknowledge that they are unable
to separate the profound and complex social and
religious disruptions with spectral companions of
economic globalisation. The system is sacrificing
vast number of poor in pursuit of what advantages
their own image (Seabrook, 2004). Cultural globalisation also brings with it a loss of uniqueness of
local culture, which in turn can lead to loss of identity, exclusion and even conflict. This is especially
true for traditional societies and communities,
which are exposed to rapid modernisation based
on models imported from outside and not adapted
to their context.
There is no policy in relation to the protection of
local or indigenous cultural value conflicts with the
forces of globalisation (Steger & James, 2010). Issues
of culture pertaining to globalisation in terms of
conflicting values should be considered and people
should be able to decide for themselves what
aspects of globalisation may be positive, negative,
or truly indifferent to cultures around the world.
Western countries have straddled multiculturalism
and assimilation policies, but failed to pursue them
(Monshipouri, 2005). The further away a society is
placed from this main culture, the ‛’stranger’’ the
nation appears to the main centre of the world
and, consequently, more ‛’estranged’’ the nation
becomes from the centre of action and understanding. The emerging nations, such as the BRICs
(Brazil, Russia, India and China) are trying to replace
or join the dominant Western-capitalist group and
become part of the world’s main cultural force
(Huer, 2009). Globalisation emphasises the transfiguration of worldwide diversity into a pandemic
of westernised consumer culture. Dominance of
American culture influencing the entire world seems
to be causing an end of cultural diversity which may

lead to a human monoculture. The end of cultural
diversity is associated with the destruction of cultural identities, dominated by a homogenised and
westernised, consumer culture. The global influence
of American products, businesses and culture in
other countries around the world has been referred
to as Americanisation.
The process of cultural globalisation has the potential of causing conflict to the civilians. While the
world is becoming smaller and interconnected,
the interactions between peoples of different cultures enhance the civilisation consciousness that
in turn invigorate differences. Indeed, rather than
reaching a global cultural community, the differences in culture sharpened by this very process of
cultural globalisation will be a source of conflict.
Cultural globalisation is an ambivalent process
bringing an intense sense of local difference and
ideological contestation (Huntington, 1993). The
phenomenon of globalisation is perpetrating a
kind of cultural genocide on the world in such
a way that the largest, most dominant cultures
are becoming larger and more dominant at the
expense of many others. In this view, globalisation is in fact another word for Americanisation.
The playing field of cultural globalisation is not
on the same level. Free trade naturally favours
larger economies and so the predominant western influence stifles the cultures and traditions of
the developing world. Another important factor
is that globalisation enhances culture that cannot
thrive in poverty. Both sides generally agree that
subsidies, tariffs and other protectionist policies
by developed countries against goods commonly
produced in the third world (textiles, for example)
hamper both culture and economic growth there
(Balko, 2003). Cultural globalisation involves the
spread of language, the arts, food, business ideas,
and technology, and therefore, its impact is felt by
almost everybody in the world.

6. Conclusion
Culture embodies values, traditions and practices
of a particular group of people or society, but also
gives particular society a sense of belongingness,
common identity and sense of distinctiveness.
Culture is a dynamic force for change rather than
a rigid set of forms or parameters that must be
strictly adhered to. Every culture of a particular
society influences and is also influenced by other
cultures in numerous ways.
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Balancing the benefits of integrating into a globalised world against protecting the uniqueness
of local culture requires a careful approach. Placing
culture at the heart of development policies does
not mean to confine and fix it in a conservative way,
but may mean to invest in the potential of local
resources, knowledge, skills and materials to foster
creativity and sustainable progress. By recognising
and respecting other cultures, there will be mutual
understanding, dialogue and peace. Globalisation
contributes to a certain homogenisation of culture. This impact is more prominent in developing
countries than other countries. The growing disparities among different segments of all the nations
across the globe and the resultant unevenness in
the spread of a global culture proliferates diversity.
Globalisation is promoting a tremendous rise in the
inﬂuence of religion in the public sphere in recent
times. There is an increase in the number of religious institutions and the large-scale participation
of people in religious aspects. The rise of religious
and ethnic aspects is also posing a challenge in
contemporary era. Globalisation is clearly at the
crossroads of tradition and modernity, particularly
in developing countries. Globalisation is perceived
to have cleared the way for world-wide development but the pace of progress seems to be not the
same. This means that globalisation does not hold
the same benefits to all the states (Lawal, 2006).
In conclusion, globalisation cannot be defined as
a single concept. Globalisation is a dynamic process that impacts on all spheres of life of different
societies in unique ways. Some of developing countries were deterred to participate in global activities
because of apartheid practices, South Africa is an
example, however, since the rise of democracy from
1990’s has ushered the countries into global realm.
Globalisation is there to stay with its pros and cons.

creativity. When two cultures trade with each other
they tend to expand the opportunities available to
individual artists.
Globalisation is not this monolith that some
argue. Individuals should not regard globalisation
as uncontrollable force that easily sweeps away
other cultures with the dominant culture, but
rather, use their abilities to accept what cultural
globalisation offers, or equally, use the ability to
reject it. It is imperative that the maintenance of
balance between multicultural integrity be found
and absorbing changes associated with a globalising
world on the other. People should be empowered
in practice and in theory to understand and accept
the uniqueness of every culture and that no culture is better than the other. Every culture is good
on its own. Restoration of human dignity, sense
of identity, continuity, and security are things that
every culture should strive for. Africa or developing
countries should find a way to manage their own
affairs and of bringing back values and principles
of their nation.
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Abstract: Attainment of high and sustainable economic growth is one of the macroeconomic objectives countries endeavour to realise using different economic policies prescribed in their national development plans.
Kenya has pursued trade policies that were aimed at stimulating long term growth since independence. Despite
such policies, the current account balance has remained mostly negative for the past 40 years. Therefore,
the study investigates the relationship between international trade and economic growth in Kenya for the
period 1980-2015 using an Autoregressive Distributed Lag analysis. The study outcome is meant to add value
to the empirical evidence on international trade and economic growth nexus. The results derived from the
Autoregressive Distributed Lag Bounds test revealed that a long run relationship between international trade
(exports and imports) and economic growth exists for the Kenyan economy. The unit root test performed using
the Augmented Dickey Fuller test and the Phillip Perron test showed that the variables used in the analysis
were all I(1) variables. The results also disclosed that imports and exports are positively and negatively related
to economic growth respectively. The VAR Granger causality test on the other hand verified that the export–led
growth, export – led import growth and the export led growth hypotheses hold for the Kenyan case.
Keywords: International trade, Economic growth, ARDL, Kenya

1. Introduction
The realisation of a high and sustainable economic
growth is one of the macroeconomic objectives of
every country. Hence through trade policy, economies can affect international trade and money
flows which then shift the aggregate demand and
aggregate supply of goods and services and in turn
influence economic growth. International trade
enable countries to consume outside their production possibility frontiers. Odhiambo & Otieno
(2006) in Kumar & Pacheco (2012) holds that trade
liberalisation and openness to international trade
in Kenya have not clearly spelled out the long term
path towards economic growth. Therefore, Kenyan
policies should aim to improve openness to international trade if the enhancement and sustainability
of long term growth is to be realised (Kumar &
Pacheco, 2012). Hence this calls for an investigation of international trade and economic growth
relationship in Kenya.

While other studies found a negative relationship
between imports and economic growth (Keong,
Yusop, & Sen, 2005; Khan, Salam, & Batool, 2015;
Bastola & Sapkota, 2015). Similarly, some studies
confirmed the existence of a bi-directional short
run and lon run causality between international
trade and economic growth (Ramos, 2001; Ugur,
2008; Hye, 2012; Hussain, 2014; Pradhan, Arvin, &
Norman, 2015; Rahman & Mamun, 2016). Other
studies supported a unidirectional causality running from international trade to economic growth
(Olufemi, 2004; Islam, Hye, & Shahbaz, 2012; Muhoro
& Otieno, 2014; Chatterji, Mohan, & Dastidar, 2014;
Andrews, 2015; Abugamea, 2015; Saaed & Hussain,
2015). On the other hand a unidirectional causal
relationship running from economic growth to
international trade was also confirmed by empirical
evidence (Ugur, 2008; Muhammad, 2012; Andrews,
2015; Saaed & Hussain, 2015). Some studies passed
a no causality verdict (Hussain, 2014; Abugamea,
2015).

Based on literature review, it is revealed that some
studies advocate for a positive relationship between
international trade (imports and exports) and economic growth (Karras, 2002; Keong, Yusop, & Sen,
2005; Muhammad, 2012; Kim, Lin, & Suen, 2016).

Irrespective of mixed outcomes as revealed by
empirical evidence, mostly the international
trade-economic growth nexus was explored in
other countries other than Africa, especially Kenya.
A single study conducted on Kenya only tested
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the export-led growth hypothesis at the expense
of import-led growth and the export-led import
growth hypotheses. It is therefore the intention of
this study to add to the strand of literature on international trade and economic growth from Kenya’s
point of view.
The study applies the Autoregressive Distributed
Lag (ARDL) bounds testing technique and the VAR
Granger causality technique to investigate the international trade and economic growth nexus in Kenya.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section
2 provides the review of theoretical and empirical literature of intermational trade (emports and
imports) and economic growth. Section 3 outlines
the empirical model, estimation techniques and data
used in this study. In section 4 estimation results
are reported and discussed. Finally, conclusions are
drawn in Section 5.

2. Literature Review
According to the Ricardian-Heckscher-Ohlin model
openness to international trade results mainly in a
one-time increase in output without implications for
long run growth (Eris & Ulsam, 2013). An efficient
allocation of scarce resources is based on comparative advantage theory. Similarly, with the neoclassical
model changes in trade policy solely influence the
pattern of product specialisation and not the long
term economic growth (Yiheyis & Musila, 2015).
Hence, the Ricardian-Heckcher-Ohlin model and the
neoclassical growth model have been improved by
the introduction of endogenous growth models. The
new growth theory explicitly incorporates the impact
of openness to international trade. According to the
endogenous growth theories changes in trade policy
can now influence long term rates of economic
growth (Yiheyis & Musila, 2015). Most empirical studies, including this paper, have based their research
studies on new growth theory in order to determine
international trade-economic growth relationship.
Karras (2002) detemined whether openness to
international trade accelerated productivity and
promoted economic growth by using a sample of
56 economies from the year 1950 to 1992. Empirical
results derived from analysing a cross section
yielded fragile and statistical insignificant outcome.
But the employment of a complete panel and the
fully utilisation of the time dimension of a panel data
set produced both a positive and statistically significant relationship between openness and economic

growth. Explicitly the results showed that a 10%
increase in trade as a percentage of GDP leads to
an approximately 0.5% permanent increase in economic growth.
When countries were differentiated as oil and non–
oil countries Mehrara & Firouzjaee (2011) used the
Granger causality technique to determine the relationship between oil/non-oil exports and economic
growth. The analysis of 1970-2007 time series data of
73 developing countries from both bi and trivariate
models confirmed a bi-directional long run causality
between export and GDP growth for oil and non-oil
exporting coutries. Using a bivariate model, the short
term causality between export and GDP growth for
non-oil was confirmed while that of oil countries
was not.
Various forms of imports were analysed against
GDP for the Turkish economy by Ugur (2008) for
the period 1994:1 to 2005:4 using multivariate VAR
analysis. Emprirical results from Granger causality
test showed that a bi-directional causality between
GDP and real investment goods import (IIMP)
holds for Turkey. Also a uni-directional relationship between real GDP on real raw material import
was also confirmed by the results. The accounting
innovation results revealed that there is a bi-directional relationship between real GDP and both real
investment goods import (IIMP) and real raw material import (RIMP). Also a uni-directional causality
was confirmed running from real GDP to both real
consumption goods import (CIMP) and other goods
import (OIMP). But other studies only confirmed
import-led growth hypothesis instead of the growthled import supported by Ugur (2008) in order to reap
international trade benefits.
Such benefits envisaged to arise from international trade were supported by Chatterji, Mohan &
Dastidar (2014), who examined the empirical relationship between trade oppenness and economic
growth in India for the period 1970 to 2010. The
study used the Vector Autoregressive technique,
the results indicated that growth in trade volumes
speed up economic growth for the Indian economy
for the years beyond 1980-81, that is, the pro-market regime period. The empirical results rendered
the state-led growth model applied during pre-1980
ineffective for boosting economic growth.
Khan, Salam, & Batool (2015) studied the role played
by agricultural raw material exports and the degree
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of trade openness in stimulating economic growth
of Pakistan for the period 1980 to 2013. This study
employed the Vector Autoregressive (VAR) methodology to determine the relationship among the
variables in the model. The existence of a long run
association in the model was supported by empirical
results. It was deduced from the normalised cointegration equation results that a 1% increase in the
liberalisation of trade creates approximately 0.09%
positive influence on GDP. While a 1% increase in
agricultural raw material exports stimulate approximately 0.10% positive impact on gross domestic
product. But a 1% increase in imports yields approximately -3.6%, a negative impact on gross domestic
product growth for the Pakistan economy.
Another study in Pakistan by Muhammad (2012)
investigated the impact of trade openness on
economic growth in the long run yielded intra-contradictory results. The ARDL bounds testing
technique and the Granger causality test (complemented by innovative accounting methods)
were applied to test for the existance of a long run
relationship and causality among the variables
respectively. The emprical results confirmed that
the series was cointegrated. It was also found that
trade openness promoted economic growth in the
long run but the growth-led trade was supported
by VECM Granger causality test results.
Since the causes of economic growth in India and
other countries were not well understood, Pradhan,
Arvin, & Norman (2015) used ARDL bounds testing
technique together with the VECM to determine the
dynamic linkages between growth, trade openness
and financial sector depth. The results confirmed
that the variables were cointegrated and hence the
existance of a long run relationship was justified.
Furtermore the results confirmed the existance of
a bi-directional causality between trade openness
and economic growth for the Indian economy. As
a policy prescription, the results suggested that
international trade can be encouraged in order
to accelerate and maintain sustainable economic
growth in the long term.
Rahman & Mamun (2016) investigated the existence
of trade led growth and other options in Australia
by employing an ARDL bounds testing approach of
cointegration, the Granger Causality test and the
impulse response functions covering years 1960
to 2012. The research findings confirmed a bi-directional causality between international trade and

per capita GDP growth. Hence the study provided
evidence in support of the trade-led growth hypothesis for the Australian economy.
The Australian study outcome was further extended
by Kim, Lin & Suen (2016) who employed the Cross
Sectionally Augmented Autoregressive Distributed
(CS-ARDL) panel data technique to investigate the
trade with economic growth and growth volatility
relationships. The research results revealed that
international trade promotes economic growth,
increase long run growth volatility and simultaneously promotes a positive long run relationship
between growth and growth volatility. Therefore
the stimulation of economic activities through the
promotion of international trade in the short run
dampens economic fluctuation on average. The
moderation of economic fluctuation causes an
inverse short run correlation between growth and
growth volatility to hold.
A study by Olufemi (2004) on the Nigerian economy used Granger causality to investigate the
causal relationship between the openness variable
and economic growth covering 1970 to 2000. The
research study applied various forms of trade openess as proxies in the model. The empirical results
confirmed a uni-directional relationship running
from trade opennes to economic growth. It was concluded that for an increased level of openness to
be beneficial to the Nigerian economy, it should be
dependent on the level of economic development.
Hence the Nigerian economy needs to attain a certain threshold with respect to economic growth for
the trade openness benefits to be realised in full.
Other studies used exports or imports or both to
determine the international trade-economic growth
relationship. Such studies include Keong, Yusop, &
Sen (2005) among others, who applied the bounds
testing procedure to test the validity of the exportled growth hypothesis for Malaysian economy for
the years 1960 to 2001. Empirical results revealed
that exports and economic growth were cointegrated. Also exports accelerated economic growth
but imports influenced economic growth negatively.
The conclusion was that export-led growth hypothesis hold for the Malaysian economy.
The negative import-economic growth relationship
was also confirmed by the Nepalese time series data.
In this case Bastola & Sapkota (2015) employed the
ARDL bounds testing approach and the trivariate
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Johansen method to investigate the causal relationship between real GDP, exports and imports. The
outcome of the time series analysis from 1965-2011
revealed that the estimated long run parameters
were stable overtime. A uni-directional causality
running from export to GDP was detected both in
the short and long run. This result confirmed that
the export-led hypothesis holds for the Nepalese
economy. But a negative causality running from
imports to economic growth was established. The
long run estimates showed that there is a significant
negative influence of imports on gross domestic
product. The conclusion was that economic policies
could be implemented in an effective manner in
order to spur exports and simultaneously maintain
a healthy trade balance in order to boost growth.
Another study by Hye (2012) investigated the
export-led growth, growth-led export, import-led
growth and growth-led import using the Modified
Granger causality test and the ARDL bounds testing approach for China coverings the years 1978
to 2009. The results confirmed the existence of a
bi-directional long run relationship between economic growth and exports, economic growth and
imports, and exports and imports. Therefore the
results confirmed that the tested hypothesis are
valid for China. The long run elasticities derived
from the study showed that the responsiveness of
economic growth to exports (0.591) and imports
(0.621) and that of imports to imports (0.975) indicated an inelastic relationship among the variables.
Whilst the responsiveness of exports to economic
growth (1.635), imports to economic growth (1.392)
and exports to imports (1.322) revealed an elastic
relationship.
Hye’s (2012) outcome was also partially confirmed
at a country level by Ramos (2001) who investigated
the causal relationship among the export-import
and economic growth nexus by using Portugal
data covering 1865 to 1998. Imports were considered to play a critical role in the nexus. Hence
the inclusion of imports in the nexus empowered
the study to test for the direct, indirect and spurious causality between export growth and output
growth. The empirical findings confirmed a bi-directional causality between export-output growth
and import-export growth. In the same realm
Hussain (2014) examined the causal relationship
between economic growth, exports and imports
using Granger causality and cointegration tests
over the years 1976 to 2011 in Pakistan. The results

indicated that variables were stationary at 1st difference. The Johansen and Juselius cointegration test
results showed that exports, imports and economic
growth were not cointegrated. But Granger causality results confirmed the existance of a bi-directional
causality between GDP and exports. On the other
hand no causality was empirically deduced between
exports and imports.
In the long run the bi-directional relationship was
also tested by Tsegaye (2015) who examined the
trade-economic growth nexus in South Korea by
analysing the Cobb-Douglas production function
using the VECM and Granger causality. The analysis
of 1960 - 2010 time series data confirmed a unidirectional long run causality between exports and
economic growth. A bi-directional long run causality
between imports and economic growth was also
confirmed. With respect to the short run, a casual
relationship was found running from exports and
imports to economic growth. Such a result validated
the applicability of both the export-led growth and
the import-led growth hypothesis for the South
Korean economy. The paper also indicated that an
integrated policy mix could be used to influence
exports and imports in order to stimulate sustainable economic growth. The paper concluded that
policies aimed at driving exports only may not be
as effective in growing the South Korean economy.
The existance of bi-directional causality could not
hold for Palestine when Abugamea (2015) employed
both the cointegration and Granger causality
tests to determine the long run and the short run
export-import-economic growth relationship. The
VECM results derived from the analysis of 1968 to
2012 time series data confirmed a long run relationship of the nexus. The results showed that imports
Granger cause variations in economic growth in the
long run and not in the short term. Despite the fact
that both exports and imports are considered to be
of utmost importance in the nexus, Granger causality failed to show any causality among exports,
imports and economic growth.
A cross country study qualified the causal relationships according between low and high income
countries. Islam, Hye, & Shahbaz (2012) applied also
the ARDL bounds testing methodology and Granger
causality to determine long run relationship and
both long run and short run relationships for 62
countries from 1971 to 2009. The study revealed
mixed results. Higher income countries were
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associated with the unidirectional long run causality running from import to economic growth. An
exception was with respect to USA, Iceland and Italy,
whose data whose data showed the importance of
economic growth as a source of imports. While a
bi-directional long run causality was found to exist
between imports and economic growth for low
income countries, with the exception of Madagascar
and Mauritania.
Muhoro & Otieno (2014) tested the export-led
growth hypothesis which advocates that export
growth is instrumental in driving economic growth.
The claim was investigated by applying a seven
variable ARDL bounds testing model and a 2 Stage
Least Squares technique on the Kenyan annual time
series data covering years 1976 to 2011. The emprical results confimed that a unidirectional causality
running from exports to economic growth holds
for Kenya. Such an outcome supports the exportled growth hypothesis in the short run. Therefore
the study recommended that the implementation of export enhancement policies that leads to
the improvement of export quantity, quality and
value which inturn increases the ability to promote sustainable economic growth. But use of a
bivariate (exports and economic growth) instead
of a multivariate (exports, imports and economic
growth) may not be as effective in growing the
Kenyan economy.
In addition to other findings, the export-led growth
hypothesis was not confirmed by Saaed & Hussain
(2015) who investigated the effect of exports and
imports on economic growth in Tunisia for years
1977 to 2012. The study applied both the Granger
causality and Johansen cointegration methodology to determine both short run and long run
relationships. The findings showed that economic
growth Granger cause imports and exports while
exports cause imports. The study concluded that
the Tunisian economic growth could be accelerated
by the adoption of the growth-led import strategy
and complemented by the export-led import strategy. The study also highlighted that imports could
be regarded as a critical source of economic growth
for the Tunisian economy.
In an African setting, the confirmation of the bi-directional relationship was also complemented by
other tested claims when Andrews (2015) used
Granger causality to determine the export-import-economic growth relationship for Liberia.

Using the 1970-2011 time series data the import
variable was placed under investigation as the
paper explored the export-output causality. Such
emphasis reinforced the testing of direct, indirect
and spurious causality between export growth and
output growth. The empirical results exposed that
imports Granger cause both GDP and exports.
Overall the results showed that there is a bi-directional causality between imports and GDP while
a uni-directional relationship was revealed with
respect to exports on GDP and imports on exports.
The study concluded that Liberia’s economic growth
is driven by a mixture of exports and exports, while
imports are said to have a greater impact in the long
run. In order to have a greater impact on both local
and export market, the optimal strategy could be to
implement the export-led strategy in the short term
and import substitution strategy in the long term.

3. Research Method
The study investigates the international trade
(exports and exports) and economic growth relationship in Kenya by employing the Autoregressive
Distributed Lag (ARDL) bounds testing technique.
Other econometric testing procedures are used to
augment the ARDL methodology. Such methods
like the Augmented Dickey fuller unit root test and
Phillips Perron unit root test are used to check for
stationarity and order of cointegration. The ARDL
bounds test technique is initially applied to determine the existence of a long run relationship in
the model. After the justification of the presence
of cointegration in the model, the ARDL analysis is
conducted to determine both short run and long
run relationships in the model. Finally, the diagnostic tests are then used to verify the reliability of
results obtained.

3.1 Data and Model Specification
The data analysed for the Kenyan economy was
acquired from the World Economic Outlook and IMF
International Financial Statistics data bases for the
period 1980 to 2015. The empirical study utilises
the economic growth model of the form:

LNGDP = f ( LNM , LNM )

(1)

Equation 1 is then expressed as a linear multiple
regression equation shown as follows:
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Where: LNGDPt = log of Gross Domestic Product at
time t, a proxy of economic growth

Figure 1: Time Series in Levels
LNX
22.8

LNXt = log of exports at time t
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LNMt = log of imports at time t

22.0

β0 , β1 β2 = model coefficients of elasticity
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υ = epsilon which represents a random variable
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called the error term
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Then the ARDL approach to cointegration applied in
the study using unrestricted error correction model
(Klasra, 2011) is represented as follows:
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(3)
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ψ 1GDP LNGDPt −1 + ψ 2GDP LNX t −1 + ψ 3GDP LNM t −1 + γ 1t
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Where Δ represents the first difference operator.
The F test is then used to determine the long run
relationship between the variables by testing the
significance of the lagged levels of the variables
(Klasra, 2011). The null hypothesis derived according to Pesaran & Shin (1999) can be shown as:

22.0
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H0 : ψ1GDP = ψ2GDP = ψ3GDP = 0
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Which is tested against the alternative hypothesis
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H0 : ψ1GDP ≠ ψ2GDP ≠ ψ3GDP ≠ 0
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4. Empirical Results and Discussion

23.6
23.2

4.1 Unit Root Tests

22.8

In testing for unit root this study firstly considered the graphical approach, Figure 1 shows the
respective variables LNX (exports), LNM (imports)
and LNGDP (economic growth as proxy) in levels.
Given that their time series graphs are not hovering
around their respective means this is an indication
that the time series are not stationary in levels.
When time series variables are differenced once,
DLNX (exports), DLNM (imports) DLNGDP (economic growth) seem to be stationary as shown in
Figure 2 on the next page. The differenced time series
appear to oscillate around the mean. Therefore,
using the graphical approach the outcome is not

22.4
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2015

Source: Authors

conclusive, hence more robust techniques need
to be applied on the Kenyan time series data. The
more readily applicable techniques are the ADF and
the PP tests to derive more efficient and reliable
outcome of unit root tests.
Table 1 on page 152 shows the unit root test results
obtained after applying the ADF and the PP unit
root testing procedures. The unit root test results
show that variables LNX (exports), LNM (imports)
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Figure 2: Time Series in 1st Difference

cointegration irrespective of whether regressors are
[I(0)], [I(1)] or mutually cointegrated (Klasra, 2011).
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5. ARDL Cointegration Tests: Short Run
and Long Run Form
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In Table 2, on the following page, the empirical
results of the bounds cointegration test reveal
that the null hypothesis of no existence of long
run is rejected at 2.5% level of significance. The
rejection is based on the fact that the F-statistic
value (4.971119) is greater than the lower critical
bound value of 4.41. Therefore, the existence of a
steady state long run relationship exists between
LNGDP (economic growth), LNX (exports) and LNM
(imports) (Atif et al., 2010).
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The estimated coefficients derived from the long
run relationship between LNGDP, LNX and LNM in
Table 3 are represented in the equation 4:
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and LNGDP (economic growth) are non-stationary
or (contains a unit root) in levels. When the series
are differenced once all the variables become stationary at least at 1%, 5%, and 10%. This implies
that all variables are integrated of order one [I (1)].
Given the order of integration of [I (1)], both ARDL
bounds testing technique and VECM are applicable.
Klasra (2011) holds that the ARDL bounds testing
methodology is superior to the Johansen cointegration technique in that, ARDL bounds testing
gives more efficient results with small samples (36
observations) and it can also test for the presence of

Equation 5 above and Table 3 on page 153, show
that exports (LNX) are positively related to economic growth (LNGDP). An elasticity coefficient
of 0.3048 between exports and economic growth
implies that a 1% increase in the level of exports
(LNX) leads to a 0.3048% increase in economic
growth. The export-economic growth relationship
is inelastic indicating that the variation in economic
growth is less responsive to changes in exports. On
the other hand imports (LNM) are negatively related
to economic growth (LNGDP). The import-economic growth relationship is elastic and negative
meaning that a 1% increase in imports leads to a
1.0143% reduction in economic growth. Exports are
statistically significant at 10% level while imports
are significant at 1% level which indicates their relative importance in the economic growth model.
The results indicate that in the long run, export led
hypothesis holds for the Kenyan economy.
Table 3 also reveals the short run results and of
particular interest is the speed of adjustment
(-0.572173) with the expected priori sign and
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Table 1: Augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF) and the Phillips Perron Unit Root Test Results
Series

Model

LNGDP

ττ
τμ

ADF
Lags
0
0

τ
ττ
τμ
τ
ττ
τμ

0
0
0
0
0
0

2.781003
-4.975597***
-4.624340***
-3.931695***
-2.647128
0.941022

0
7
3
1
1
2

2.781003
-5.202943***
-4.591511***
-3.889645***
-2.619582
0.604724

τ
ττ
τμ
τ
ττ
τμ

0
0
0
0
0
0

2.584295
-3.954839**
-3.910917***
-3.449554***
-3.125446
0.394167

2
0
1
3
1
1

2.083701
-3.954839**
-3.852658***
-3.485464***
-3.147529
0.529983

τ
ττ
τμ
τ

0
0
0
0

2.184068
-6.827278***
-6.630688***
-5.726070***

0
9
8
1

2.184068
-6.827278***
-6.627490***
-5.832432***

DLNGDP

LNM

DLNM

LNX

DLNX

ADF Statistic
-1.490312
1.352089

PP
Bandwidth
3
4

PP Statistic
-1.558119
1.353853

Conclusion & Order
of Integration
Do not reject H0:
Series contains unit
root, (= series
not stationary), I(1)
Reject H0: Series
contains unit root,
(= it’s stationary)
Do not reject H0:
Series contains unit
root, (= series
not stationary), I(1)
Reject H0: Series
contains unit root,
(= it’s stationary)
Do not reject H0:
Series contains unit
root, (=series
not stationary), I(1)
Reject H0: Series
contains unit root,
(= it’s stationary)

xxx

H0 : There is unit root

* mean significant at 10%, ** imply significant at both 5% & 10% and
*** indicate significant at 1%, 5% & 10%.
xxx

Source: Authors

Table 2: ARDL Cointegration Test results:

is corrected toward the steady state long run equilibrium in the following year. The validity of the
model is also confirmed by Figure 3 which reveals
that from 20 top models (based on Schwarz criteria) both the long run and the short run results
in Table 3 where estimated using the best model
ARDL (1,0,0). Hence the results in Table 3 are more
efficient as compared to the outcome of other 19
possible models.

ARDL Bounds Test
Date: 01/04/17 Time: 02:28
Sample: 1981 2015
Included observations: 35
Null Hypothesis: No long-run relationships exist

Test Statistic

Value

k

4.971119

2

I0 Bound

I1 Bound

10%

3.17

4.14

5%

3.79

4.85

2.5%

4.41

5.52

1%

5.15

6.36

F-statistic
Critical Value Bounds
Significance

6. VAR Granger Causality Test Results

Source: Authors

significant at 1% level. The negative value of the
speed of adjustment indicates that the system will
converge to an equilibrium, hence the model is
valid. The speed of adjustment also indicates that
57.22% of the disequilibrium in the previous year

Table 4 reports the VAR Granger causality test
results. The null hypotheses; lags of LNGDP do not
Granger cause LNX or LNM, lags of LNX do not
Granger cause LNGDP or LNM and lags of LNM do
not Granger cause LNX or LNGDP is rejected at 1%,
5% and 10% according to the criteria used by other
studies (Lean & Smyth, 2010). The results show that
exports (LNX-lags 1 to 2) jointly Granger cause economic growth (LNGDP) and imports (LNM) while
imports (LNM-lags 1 to 2) Granger cause economic
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Table 3: ARDL Cointegrating and Long run results:
ARDL Cointegrating and Long Run Form
Dependent Variable: LNGDP
Selected Model: ARDL(1, 0, 0)
Date: 01/04/17 Time: 02:29
Sample: 1980 2015
Included observations: 35
Cointegrating Form
Variable

Coefficient

Std. Error

t-Statistic

Prob.

D(LNM)

0.580348

0.127975

4.534847

0.0001

D(LNX)

-0.174383

0.109145

-1.597724

0.1202

CointEq(-1)

-0.572173

0.096739

-5.914613

0.0000

Cointeq = LNGDP - (1.0143*LNM -0.3048*LNX + 7.7704 )
Long Run Coefficients
Variable

Coefficient

Std. Error

t-Statistic

Prob.

LNM

1.014287

0.134058

7.566052

0.0000

LNX

-0.304773

0.174811

-1.743448

0.0912

C

7.770385

1.094377

7.100281

0.0000

Source: Authors

Figure 3: Top 20 Applicable Models Based on Schwarz Criteria
Schwarz Criteria (top 20 models)
-1.75
-1.80
-1.85
-1.90
-1.95
-2.00
-2.05

ARDL(3, 1, 0)

ARDL(3, 0, 1)

ARDL(1, 2, 2)

ARDL(1, 2, 1)

ARDL(2, 1, 2)

ARDL(4, 0, 0)

ARDL(1, 0, 3)

ARDL(2, 1, 1)

ARDL(2, 0, 2)

ARDL(1, 1, 2)

ARDL(1, 2, 0)

ARDL(3, 0, 0)

ARDL(2, 1, 0)

ARDL(2, 0, 1)

ARDL(1, 1, 1)

ARDL(1, 0, 2)

ARDL(2, 0, 0)

ARDL(1, 1, 0)

ARDL(1, 0, 1)

ARDL(1, 0, 0)

-2.10

Source: Authors

growth. The results support only a unidirectional
causality among significant relationships. The
results support the ARDL cointegrating and the long
results shown in Table 3 above.

7. Conclusion
This paper investigated the relationship between
international trade (imports and exports) and

economic growth of Kenya from the period 1980
to 2015. The study’s outcome is meant to add to
the diverse empirical evidence on the international
trade-economic growth nexus from the Kenya’s
point of view. The Augmented Dickey Fuller and
Phillips Perron unit root tests reveal that the time
series variables are stationary at 1st difference,
hence they are integrated of order I(1). Empirical
results derived from the ARDL analysis justify the
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Table 4: VAR Granger Causality Test Results

LNGDP
Dependant Variable
LGDP
LNX
LNM

0.190043
(0.5516)
0.964616
(0.6174)

LNX

LNM

5.822604*
(0.0544)

11.66077*
(0.0029)
1.182438
(0.5537)

7.962137**
(0.0187)

-

*, **, ***, represents statistical significance at 10%, 5%, 1% and figures in parentheses are p-values
Source: Authors

existence of cointegration among the variables. The
ARDL cointegrating and long run results confirm
that exports and imports are positively and negatively related to economic growth respectively.
The VAR Granger causality test results show that
there is a causal relationship running from exports
to economic growth and imports and imports to
economic growth. The empirical results seem
to support export-led growth, export-led import
growth and import-led growth. This is in line with
the work of Muhoro & Otieno (2014) and Tsegaye
(2015) who also confirmed the export-led growth
hypothesis. Given a negative import-economic
growth relationship, Kenyan economy can apply an
integrated policy mix aimed at influencing exports
and a preferential array of imports in order to spur
economic growth.

Hussain, M.A. 2014. Economic Growth, Exports and Imports in
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Abstract: Information is crucial for improvement of the lives of any nation and has no substitute when it
comes to the development because it has been identified as the driver of economic growth and productivity.
There has been an acknowledgement from government that the previous regime government neglected the
potential contribution of the SMMEs towards economic growth and job creation. South Africa continues to
struggle with the sustainability of SMMEs. Most of these SMMEs are found in rural area of Limpopo and in
agriculture and in health. Most of the SMME projects cover rural communities in Africa where the projects
do not survive due to lack of relevant information. The information needs of SMME project owners vary.
Therefore, such needs should be identified and matched with the resources. SMMEs may need information on
how to run projects, the cost of project and know other project owners doing similar business. For example,
those who are involved in the production or selling of goods would like to know where to products/good at
a cheaper price, where to market them, and find customers for the products or goods. Project owners get
information from different information centres. The majority of SMMEs have failed to grow or rather, more
seriously, they have failed to survive. The failure is sometimes associated to a lack of access to information
largely due to the fact that information is still not seen as an important as other natural resources by planners, developers and governments. There are SMMEs that do not consider the information as the important
resource that would enable them to develop and sustain their projects. There are different types of SMMEs
depending on the nature of their daily operations, the market they are in, and how they are organised and
managed, agricultural farming, poultry farming, but they all need information. SMMEs need access to timely
and relevant information. This paper seeks to establish the value of information resources to SMMEs. Thus
the paper will assist to, identify information needs of SMMEs, improving access to information and improving
provision of quality information to these owners. Lastly, the authors of this paper suggest solutions on the
lack of access to relevant information questions so as to improve sustainability of the SMMEs in Limpopo
Province.
Keywords: SMME, projects, Limpopo Province, information, entrepreneurs, production, development

1. Introduction
Global business landscape has been evolving in the
last decades. According to Jorosi, (2006:97) ‛‛today’s
business environment is fraught with uncertainty,
diverse global players, rapid technological change,
wide spread price wars and seemingly endless
reorganisation, all of which exert pressure on the
business environment”. Information is seen as
one of the most important weapon that SMMEs
can use to deal with these challenges. High rate of
unemployment and staggering economic growth
all over the world is a big concern for researchers,
policy makers and government, and South African
is not an exception. However, SMMEs has been
seen as having the potential to be one of the most

critical contributors to South Africa’s job creations
and economic growth. There is consensus among
researchers, economists and policy makers that
SMMEs play an important role in job creation to
solve the high unemployment rate and economic
growth. South African government have also realised the importance of SMMEs to the economy. A
healthy SMMEs sector contributes immensely to
the economy growth and creation of job opportunities. This research is driven by the arguments that
SMMEs in South Africa have not been sustainable. It
would not be accurate to claim that access to funding would lead directly to healthy entrepreneurial
environment. There are other various factors that
SMMEs need to have access to in order to have a
healthy entrepreneurial environment.
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A number of studies of the value of information
on small, medium, and micro enterprises (SMME)
have been covered widely in literature. Thus a
new Ministry of Small Business Development was
established in 2014 to facilitate the promotion and
development of SMMEs in the country. According
to the DTI, (2008) SMMEs ‛‛contribute significantly
to national GDP and have proved to be major contributors to job creation”. However, experienced on
the ground suggested that SMMEs in South Africa
are faced with several difficulties in accessing information. Tlhomola, Rankhumise and van Niekerk
(2010:3) posit that ‛‛apart from the lack of funding,
SMMEs appear to suffer from a lack of information and efficient production technologies, scant
use of management and control systems, inability to access consulting services and other related
deficiencies”. This research was aimed at exploring
the value of information resources in sustaining
SMMEs projects in Limpopo Province. Most of the
SMME projects cover rural communities in Limpopo
Province do not survive due to lack of relevant information. The information needs of SMME project
owners varies. Information is crucial for improvement of the lives of any nation and has no substitute
when it comes to the development because it has
been identified as the driver of economic growth
and productivity. Therefore, such needs should be
identified and matched with the resources.
There is consensus among researchers, policy
makers, economists, and business experts that
SMMEs are drivers of job creation and economic
growth. SMMEs are faced with a competitive and
constantly changing environment. The high level of
unemployment and staggering economic growth
in South Africa dictated the government to invest
more money in SMMEs. Despite the significance
role played by SMMEs in job creation and local economic growth, SMMEs in South Africa, are still faced
with challenges that hinders job creation and economic growth. Majority of SMMEs has failed to grow
or rather more seriously, they have failed to survive.
Apart from funding and access to finance, SMMEs
are faced with other challenges. It is an undisputable fact that access to information resources plays a
critical role in sustaining SMMEs. Research evidence
suggests that the failure of SMMEs is sometimes
associated with lack of access to information largely
due to the fact that information is still not seen
as an important as other natural resources by like
capital, land and labour. It can be concluded that
the timeous access to information resources by

SMMEs may reduce the risk of failing business. One
major problem that is hampering development
of SMMEs in Limpopo Province is lack of access
to information. It is however becoming clearer
that majority of SMMEs in Limpopo Province do
not seen the value of information resources or
let alone have access to information resources.
There are numerous benefits that could accrue if
the relevant information is availed to the SMMEs.
However, experiences on the ground suggest that
SMMEs in South Africa are faced with several difficulties in accessing information. Unsurprisingly,
based on the problems stated above the need for
all SMMEs to have access to information cannot be
overemphasised. It is against this statement that
this study was instituted to investigate the value of
information resources in sustaining SMME projects
in Limpopo Province.

2. What are SMMEs?
SMMEs are an essential panacea for improving
the standards of living in a society and the stability
of a country. The definitions of SMMEs vary from
country to country, and depending on the type of
industry they are affiliated with (Esselaar, Stork,
Ndilwana & Deen-Swarray, 2007:88). This implies
that SMMEs in the construction industry will not be
defined in the same way as SMMEs in the services
sector (Modiba, 2010:32). A plethora of definitions
exist and it becomes evident that there is no single,
uniformly accepted definition for a ‛small’ enterprise. Nsegiyumva (2006:47) observed that even
within countries like Ghana, Rwanda and Nigeria
it is difficult to find a common definition. Modiba
(2010:32) further states that SMMEs can in general
be defined as small businesses that have a small
number of employees.
The National Small Business Act (South Africa,
1996) defines micro, small and medium businesses
(SMMEs) as: ‛‛a separate and distinct business entity,
including cooperative enterprises and non-governmental organisations, managed by one owner
or more which, including its branches or subsidiaries, if any, is predominantly carried on in any
sector or sub-sector of the economy and which
can be classified as a very small, a small, a microor a medium enterprise (SMME)”. According to the
aforementioned Act, an enterprise is considered to
be an SMME if it has between 1 and 200 full-time
employees, makes a turnover of less than R50 million, has assets worth R30 million and has a fixed
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address. SMMEs can be either be formal, which
means legally registered with the Companies and
Intellectual Property Registration Office (CIPRO), tax
revenue, value added tax (VAT) and other bodies,
or informal which are those that are not registered at all. All SMMEs fall under a specific industry
which could be construction, services, agriculture
or manufacturing. The type of industry with which
an SMME is affiliated determines the differences
(Modiba, 2010:36) and their information needs. For
the purpose of this study, the South African context
definition of SMMEs will be used.

3. The Role of SMMEs in South African
Economy
Small businesses are the heart of many economies
around the world. According to Mukumba (2014),
SMMEs comprise over 90% of African business
operations and contribute to over 50% of African
employment and Growth Domestic Products (GDP).
In South Africa, it has been indicated that SMMEs
account about 91% of the formal business entities
which contribute 51-57% to the GDP and 60% of
employment (Lekhanya, 2015). According to the
Banking Association South Africa (2014), SMMEs
foster diversification through their development
of new and unsaturated sectors of the economy.
Moreover, the report by the Department of Trade
and Industry of 1995 linked SMMEs to the country’s economic growth (Underwood, 2009:1). The
development in business environment, globalisation and competition have necessitated the SMMEs
to change the way they do information in order
to survive. Literature shows that unemployment
is one of the pressing issues that attract more
attention in South Africa at the moment (Ngek &
Smit, 2013). SMMEs can play a vital role in job creation and economic growth. This is because the
cost to create one job in a small firm is less than
creating a job at a big firm, as large businesses
are more capital intensive (Davies, 2012). Job creation can help to solve some of the many pressing
socio-economic problems such as unemployment,
poverty and crime. In addition, innovative and technology-based small and medium enterprises can
provide a platform for local, regional and international growth, especially in Brail, Russia, India,
China, South Africa (BRICS) economy (Lekhanya,
2015). However, despite the above-mentioned
commendable contribution of SMMEs towards economic growth and job creation, SMMEs in Limpopo
like in many other provinces and countries faces a

variety of constraints. Majority of SMMEs has failed
to grow or rather more seriously, they have failed
to survive. The constraints are sometimes associated with lack of access to information largely due
to the fact that information is still not seen as an
important as other natural resources by planners,
developers and governments. One of the major significant constraints to the SMMEs sector is the lack
of credible information to support the businesses.
Chiware (2007:136) underscores that the ability of
SMMEs to survive in an increasingly competitive
global environment is largely dependent upon their
capacity to access and use business information as
an economic resource.

4. Business Information Needs of
SMMEs
Information is generally described as the data
that has been processed. Chiware (2007:23) views
information as a strategic commodity that brings
value to business activities. An individual’s information need is usually tricked by the problems
encountered by that individual. In business, the
information needs of SMMEs are driven by types of
business activity, size of business, stage of growth,
and the education level of the business owner
( Jaworski, 2012:13). According to Feldmann (2014),
business community requires both financial and
nonfinancial business information in order to
develop effective business ventures. Jaworski (2012)
found that SMMEs in Poland were more concerned
with short-term financial information needs such
as information on liquidity, profitability, operation
efficiency, cash flow, income, and costs of products
than long-term financial information needs such as
how to manage debt, cost of capital, net profitability of investments, current and future value of a
business venture, payback period and net return
on investment. In contrast, Kamunge, Njeru and
Tirimba (2014) examined non-financial information
needs of SMMEs and found that the needs include
business matters, infrastructure development,
information on available institutional support and
networks, information on trade policies and legal
framework. Okello-Obura, Minishi-Majanja, Linda
Cloete and Ikoja-Odongo (2008) point out that the
most needed information by the business enterprises include such as business contacts which
involves information on business and marketing
partners, technology providers, public incentives
bodies, available market opportunities such as procurement and marketing opportunities; markets
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for products or goods; and services and research
information, general business information such
as registration, procedures, laws, taxation and tariffs, sector statistics such as target markets and
prices, business potential and business trends
such as resources for development; and changes
in demand, supply and prices and adequate information and knowledge for new product/service
development, design or innovation. The aforementioned information needs are both financial
and non-financial and they promote growth of the
SMMEs. This is in tandem with the results of the
study conducted by Rufaro, Chiware and Dick (2008)
which show that the information needs of SMMEs
can be ranked as: sources of finance, marketing,
production processes, training in business management and development, government policies
on SMMEs, sources of raw materials, government
regulations and technical information. Through
the use of information, managers of SMMEs are
also able to adapt their organisations to changes
in order to sustain and prosper.

5. Value of Information to SMMEs
SMMEs are important drivers of economic growth
and development in South Africa, particularly
Limpopo Province. However, their development and
growth are deprived of availability and accessibility
of relevant information (Okello-Obura, MinishiMajanja, Cloete & Ikoja-Odongo, 2007:1). Access
to information for SMMEs is important in that it
provides entrepreneurs with a competitive edge in
running their businesses. Without access to information, entrepreneurs will not know about financial
institutions and government bodies that can assist
them with funds to start up and sustain their businesses. Bank (2014:1) acknowledges the value of
facilitating access of credit financial information by
SMEs, and linked it to growth and development of
the SMME sector, and to the creation of jobs and
cohesion in the community.
SMMEs need to have access to adequate information to enhance productivity and to facilitate market
access. Chiware (2007) states that the lack of business information affects growth and SMMEs’ ability
to provide jobs and income opportunities in both
urban and remote rural areas. Entrepreneurs should
be aware of fellow business people with whom they
can form partnerships in order to strengthen their
business. This can only be achieved if relevant and
reliable information is available for them.

The value of business information cannot be overemphasised. It helps the entrepreneur to be abreast
of the latest development in the business sector
and increases the entrepreneur’s knowledge and
skills. Gichohi (2016) concurs with this view and
notes that information enlightens one on how
best to handle business customers and configure
available resources in order to pursue identified
business opportunities. It also equips one with the
ability to overcome inhibiting personal, economic
and socio-cultural factors. Bouthillier (2013:126)
established that the business community sought
and accessed information in order to identify business opportunities, to start businesses, understand
competition, and to identify markets. Small businesses cannot operate properly if their owners lack
information. Entrepreneurs need information to
start and sustain their businesses. Gichohi (2016:76)
argues that such information plays a critical role
in opportunity recognition and notes that it is the
access to information and how one utilises it that
makes the difference on new business venture
development. As such, this information should be
communicated to sustain small businesses.

6. Information Sources that Support
SMMEs
An information source is any material regardless
of its form that contains facts, ideas, and data in
an organised manner to meet the needs of the
intended user (Gichohi, 2016:48). Information
sources that support SMMEs are called business
information sources. Information sources can be
available in various forms such as print, CD-ROM,
audio visual or online. They can be found in various
libraries such as public libraries, academic libraries, special libraries, government ministries, and
in various bookstores. According to Okello-Obura
(2007) a business information source can be formal
such as government published reports, and trade
journals or informal such as colleagues, customers
and suppliers.
The usefulness of business information sources is
largely dependent on the type of the industry and
information characteristics. Wilson (2013) established common sources and places consulted by
the SMMEs community for business information
in the state of Arizona in USA. They are: internet,
colleagues, professional associations, government
agencies, books, library, research databases, consultants and librarians
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Bouthillier (2013) observes that most of SMMEs
consult informal sources of information such as
colleagues, suppliers and customers. Other sources
accessed for business information included: internet (online journals and websites), electronic
databases, libraries and documentation centres. In
the same vein, Okello-Obura et al. (2008) shows that
the SMMEs are less likely to access formal sources
of information as they tend to rely largely on advice
from family, friends and other business owners.

30.1% of small-business enterprises are not aware
of the public library as a place for business information while a high percentage (60.1%) said that they
have never used a public library. Moreover, many
small and medium-sized enterprise cases studied by
Kinnell, Feather and Matthews (1994:17) were noted
to be largely unaware of the existence of business
information services.

7. Awareness of the Value of
Information to SMMEs

Despite the aforementioned value of business
information, the availability and accessibility of
information is facing serious challenges. Illiteracy
is a serious problem for most of the entrepreneurs
in Limpopo. Mbuyisa and Leonard (2015) attest that
the owners of SMMEs on average are less educated.
As such, they lack information retrieval skills and
cannot realise their information needs. Related to
illiteracy are the challenges faced in accessing information in the electronic era. Mbuyisa and Leonard
(2015) posit that the owners of SMMEs lack knowledge on how to use computers and applications that
would be beneficial in running their businesses. The
study by Anwar and Tuqan (2006:344) established
the information literacy challenges affecting SMMEs
in the electronic environment to mainly include: the
accuracy and credibility of information, lack of knowhow, lack of confidentiality, difficulty in contacting
concerned individuals, difficulties in getting the right
information, inability to access some information,
information overload, time economy issues, and
lack of professionalism by information providers.
Some entrepreneurs may also experience the lack
of money to access internet cafes to use electronic
sources.

The utilisation of information resources is largely
dictated by the level of awareness. There will be
no information provision if entrepreneurs are not
aware of the information services provided by
government departments, libraries, independent
information brokers, or SMME business service
providers. A study conducted in Uganda by OkelloObura et al. (2008) attributed the overwrought
accessibility of business information by SMMEs in
Uganda to the lack of proper information support
systems, poor awareness of business information,
its value, and where to obtain it as well as unfamiliarity of information professionals in business
related matters. The study shows that the SMMEs
depend, mostly, on informal institutions as they lack
an awareness of important business information
provision agencies or institutions.
Bank (2014) is of the opinion that small enterprises
are unaware of government initiatives to support
them. This is not a surprise because they might not
know the procedures that they have to follow in
order to access such support programmes. This
may be as a result of lack of information. It is therefore necessary for information hubs and campaigns
to be introduced in order to ensure that entrepreneurs have access to information.
Seeletse (2014) found that one of the key obstacles
to the growth and development of SMMEs that are
operated by indigenous South Africans in South
African townships is the lack of awareness about
support programmes that are provided to SMMEs by
the South African National Department of Trade and
Industry. Poor awareness of information resources
available to the business community also featured
in the study by Gichohi (2016), which indicates the
awareness gap that needs to be addressed. The
results of the study by Gichohi (2016) indicate that

8. Challenges on Information Access

Although libraries are expected to provide entrepreneurs with relevant information, Underwood
(2009) found out that the levels of computer
awareness were not high amongst the community and many librarians also lack training in the
provision of business information and the use of
computers to locate information. In addition to this,
Underwood (2009) established a lack of books and
other resources that are relevant to the needs of
entrepreneurs and owners of SMMEs in libraries.
In addition, Mamafha, Ngulube and Ndwandwe
(2014:4) notes that small-scale business community users at public libraries are facing information
access challenges ranging from distance, lack of
knowledge on the use of ICT tools to retrieve information, and lack of relevant information sources
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and services that are tailored to their information
needs. Additionally, availability and accessibility of electronic information in libraries is facing
challenges such as the licence agreement and the
ownership versus the subscriptions dilemma, while
other information is accessible only within the confines of a library (Rumsey & Spoiden, 2000:64). Asa,
Casteel, Kraus and Whitten (2006:1867) voice their
concern about crime that hampers small business
development. These crimes include robbery, breakins and vandalism which result in businesses losing
ICT equipments which help them to access information such as computers are lost.

in Limpopo Province. This paper is conceptual in
nature and it seeks to explore the value of information resources in sustaining SMMEs. To reach this
aim the following research questions were developed; What is the value of information on sustaining
SMMEs? What is the level of awareness of the value
of information on sustaining SMMEs? Does access
to information has any value towards SMMEs? This
study employed the literature review process to
investigate the value of information resources in
sustaining SMMEs in Limpopo Province.

Many of small businesses in Limpopo Province are
in the rural areas (Mbedzi, 2011:24), which might
impact on a growth of small businesses. Business
location may affect many businesses since they do
not have access to information due to poor infrastructure. Ejembi and Ogiji (2007:7) have found that
poor infrastructure hampers small business growth.
Poor infrastructure includes bad roads, inadequate
water supplies and erratic electricity supply. A lack of
ICT poses a serious challenge to small businesses as
they affect access to information. Chong (2008:469)
explain that a lack of information and communication technology can lower customer satisfaction and
seriously limit growth in small businesses.

This paper wanted to establish the following: What
is the value of information on sustaining SMMEs?
What is the level of awareness of the value of
information on sustaining SMMEs? Does access to
information has any value towards SMMEs? The
results showed as follow:

South Africa has eleven official languages. It is a
well-known that SMMEs managers are conversant
in different languages. However, the business
language is English of which many may not be proficient in. This poses a challenge not only to the
consumer but also to the information providers as
they are unsure as to which language to use when
presenting information. The other biggest challenge
has been on the issue of translating the language
into indigenous language. The experience of library
business corners from South Africa Western Cape,
reported the lack of business-related materials in a
range of indigenous language as a key hindrance to
the provision and utilisation of business information
sources (Gichohi, 2016). In relation to this, Mamafha,
Ngulube and Ndwandwe (2014) have emphasised
the need to provide information sources in vernacular languages to promote access and utilisation of
business information by SMMEs.

9. Research Methods
The aim of the study was to explore the value of
information resources in sustaining SMME projects

10. Results and Discussions

10.1 The Value of Information on Sustaining
SMMEs
An important finding from this study is that SMMEs
contribute significantly to the economy of both the
developing and the developed countries through
the creation of employment and the innovation
of the economy as a whole. But the finding of the
study also shows that SMMEs have not seen the
value of information in sustaining their businesses.
Thus, the value of information on sustaining
SMMEs cannot be overemphasised. A poor province such as Limpopo is in dire need of adequate
and credible business information for high productivity of SMMEs and economic development.
The finding also revealed that SMMEs in Limpopo
Province need a wide range of both financial and
non-financial business information. It emerged
that information equips entrepreneurs with the
ability to overcome inhibiting personal, economic
and socio-cultural factors so as to alleviate poverty
and crime.

10.2 To Identify the Awareness of the Value of
Information in Sustaining SMMEs
The importance of the SMMEs is widely recognised
and it is therefore essential that small businesses
survive and prosper. For SMMEs to survive, entrepreneurs should be aware of the value of information
which can help them to grow their businesses.
The current study reveals that entrepreneurs lack
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awareness of the value of information and this
has negatively affected the growth and funding
opportunities of the SMMEs. For example, a study
by Orford et al. (2004) observed that a low level
of SMME awareness of government support programmes constrained SMME access to finance. The
findings of this study suggest that there are many
information related challenges which still need to be
addressed by Limpopo business communities and
Limpopo government and all the affiliated stakeholders such as commercial banks. Therefore, the
following recommendations would be helpful in
dealing with identified problems.
• Improving accessibility of business information
in the SMME sector by raising awareness of business information services for SMMEs.
• Training entrepreneurs to retrieve information
using ICT
• Running more campaigns to raise awareness
of existing business information services for
SMMEs (Rufaro, Chiware & Dick, 2008:34).

in various information access skills. The paper
argues that the most of the entrepreneurs do not
understand the functions of information in sustaining their business and are therefore not geared
to approach the financial institutions and other
institutions that can help them even if there are
huge opportunities available for them. This study
can serve as a guide to government agencies to
improve access to information to SMMEs, which will
enable the SMMEs to play an increased role in the
economic growth and job creation. The study concludes that amongst other challenges, the SMMEs
in the Limpopo Province lacks access to information resources and thus hampering the sustainable
development of SMMEs sector and aces to the necessary financial and human resource. The study
recommends that government should make the
necessary efforts to gather and organise the needed
business information by SMMEs.
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PhD by Publication or PhD by Traditional Model:
Which Way to Go?
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Abstract: South Africa is at the cross-roads with the knowledge production economy. The DST target is 6000
PhD graduates per million by 2018. The knowledge economy is important for South Africa as it is the engine
for economic growth. There is a link between knowledge production and economic growth of a country by
comparing the citation intensity and the economic wealth of the country. In addition to the knowledge production other factors such as political and macro-economic factors, infrastructure investments, providing
clean water and sanitation, roads must be in place for sustainable economic development. This can only
be sustained through the ‛production of highly trained people’ the PhD students. But the trick is which PhD
model should I take? On the PhD model, the ASSAF study showed that South Africa produced most of the
PhDs through the traditional model. However, for South Africa to produce more PhDs in a shorter time period
there is a need to move away from the traditional model and embrace other forms of PhD production. The
alternative model is the PhD by publication. This is able to produce PhD graduates in shorter pace of time
with high quality impact publications.
Keywords: PhD graduate; knowledge economy; citation intensity

1. Introduction
Recently I read a document on the ranking of
universities in Africa and the number one spot
was the University of Cape Town and the main
criteria for this ranking was the research agenda
not teaching and learning but research. But the
research is not undertaken by the professors but
the postgraduate students (Hons, Masters and
Doctoral students). And behind these students
lies the postgraduate supervisor! Thus if I was at
the University of Cape Town I would be patting
my back for a job well-done as being number
one research university in Africa. However, my
own University of Venda (Univen) has greatly
improved its internet rankings and its output
in publications is high but the postgraduate
(Masters and PhD) output is low. Thus, in this
study I am discussing the reasons for the low
rate of PhD output (PhD by traditional model) and
how this may be upped by incorporating new
ideas such as PhD by publication. I will discuss my
own contribution, review of relevant academic
discourse, challenges in postgraduate supervision and the way forward to attaining a single
digit ranking. At the Univen, I have supervised
and continue to supervise postgraduate students
(Hons, Masters and Doctoral) who come from
diverse backgrounds.

2. An Overview of Postgraduate
Training in South Africa
The knowledge economy is important for South
Africa as it is the engine for economic growth. The
study of King (2004) clearly showed that there was a
link between knowledge production and economic
growth of a country by comparing the citation
intensity and the economic wealth of the country. In addition to the knowledge production other
factors such as political and macro-economic factors, infrastructure investments, providing clean
water and sanitation, roads must be in place for
sustainable economic development. This can only
be sustained through the ‛production of highly
trained people’ the PhD students. According to
ASSAF, (2010:39) the purpose of PhD training is:
• Training for an academic career
• Training for industry
• Training for a profession
But central to this PhD training is the production of a thesis. According to CHE (2013:40) the
Higher Education Qualification Sub-Framework
the doctoral graduate must ‛demonstrate highlevel research capability and make a significant and
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original academic contribution at the frontiers of a
discipline or field’ and ‛must be able to supervise and
evaluate the research of others in the area of specialisation concerned’. It is this notion of significant
and original academic contribution with which Park
(2005:198) have questioned what constitutes significant and original when they are other advanced
forms of PhD training such as the New Route PhD
and professional doctorates. With regard to professional doctorates CHE (2013:41) have stated that
during the doctoral study there is a research component that contributes to knowledge generation.
The New Route PhD as proposed in the Britain is
modelled along the North American PhD model has
a combination of coursework, research training and
a research component which also contributes to
generating new knowledge and a shorter time to
completion of four years (Park, 2005:201). From
my side, I am following the traditional route in PhD
training as I was trained but I will give more insights
later.
South Africa was in the same cluster as countries
such as Poland, Russia and Brazil in terms of economic wealth and citation intensity (ASSAF, 2010:21).
The citation intensity is a measure of number of
citations in science and engineering journals relative
to the gross domestic product (GDP) of a country,
citations per unit GDP (King, 2004:318). Thus to
improve and maintain this citation intensity, there
is a need to improve the doctoral output. Thus the
Department of Science and Technology (DST) in its
Ten-year Innovation Plan stated that there must
be investments in the knowledge production, the
training of more PhD students in order to join the
wealthier nations (ASSAF, 2010) as South Africa is
classified as middle income country (World Bank
Group, 2015). This was also supported by the
National Planning Commission (NPC) that stated
that the training of PhDs is vital to the developmental success of South Africa (NPC, 2011; NDP,
2012). In its vision of 2030, the NDP (2012) has recommended the following:
• Improve the qualifications of Higher Education academic staff from 34% to 75%
(this is the number one recommendation).
• Produce more than 100 doctoral graduates per
million by 2030.
• SA needs more than 5000 doctoral graduates
per annum.

• Most of these doctorates should be in Science
Engineering & Technology.
I do agree that there is a need for more doctoral
outputs especially from other universities such as
the University of Venda. But innovative ways of
PhD training are required in order to boost the
numbers. The production of PhDs requires input
in quality and quantity (supervision, facilities, environment and student) and quality output (graduate
and publications). At present South Africa produces
23 to 27 PhDs per million of the population per
annum and the DST projections are 6000 PhDs per
million in 2018 of which half of the PhDs are the
science, engineering and technology fields (ASSAF,
2010).
The production of PhDs in South Africa has been
skewed with the traditional universities of producing the majority of graduates. According to the study
of ASSAF (2010) the following findings:
• In 2007, 80% of all graduates were produced
by Universities (as opposed to Universities of
Technology and Comprehensive Universities).
• The top nine South African public higher education institutions in terms of PhD production
were responsible for 83% of the doctoral graduates in 2007.
• Half of doctoral students select a particular PhD
programme or institution based on the research
focus of a department or programme.
The PhDs graduates have found employment in
various sectors of the economy of South Africa
with majority (48%) of science graduates entering
industry and academia (ASSAF, 2010). From the
employed graduates, the PhD training prepared
them very well for employment and with some of
the graduate establishing their own companies
and or consulting companies. From my part, I have
trained and supervised a number of Honours and
Masters’ students who have found work in government departments such as the Department of
Water & Sanitation; academia as lecturers and local
government in the water sector such as water service providers.
On the other hand the employers noted some critical elements in the PhD training in South Africa that
requires improvements (ASSAF, 2010):
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level I am motivating her to continue the study area
at doctoral level. But the trick is which PhD model
should I take? On the PhD model, the ASSAF (2010)
study showed that South Africa produced most of
the PhDs through the traditional model. Thus the
four main models of training doctoral students in
South Africa are:

Employers note as the salient weaknesses in the
skills and abilities of doctoral graduates from
public higher education institutions in South
Africa, a lack of:
(i) Exposure to international expertise, theories
and debates;

• Traditional model is the apprenticeship model
of individual mentoring. This model is usually
supplemented by informal and ad hoc support
programmes.

(ii) Methodological competence; and
(iii) ‛Real world’ relevance.
In response to this I have also improved my training
and supervision of postgraduate students by exposing them to national conference participation and
presentation. Secondly I am supervising Masters’
students who are working and conducting relevant
studies in their work place thus incalculating ‛real
world relevance’. For the doctoral student I am
supervising I have recommended to the University
of Venda, Department of Research & Innovation to
be part of a delegation that will attend the 8th HOPE
meeting with Nobel Laureates in Japan in 2016. The
doctoral student will present a poster to showcase
his research findings in defluoridation of groundwater using metal modified clay and diatomaceous
earth. Though the meeting is for a week, there is
ample time for networking and interaction between
him and other invited guests and Nobel Laureates.
The ASSAF (2010) has pointed out that part of
low PhD productivity is linked limited supervisor capacity, dysfunctional schooling systems,
poor-supervisor relationships, insufficient funding
for postgraduate research and scholarship/bursary awards and nature of PhD model. In order to
boost PhD productivity, NRF has established centres of excellence and South Africa Research Chairs
Initiative (SARChI) in a number of universities including the historical disadvantages universities such as
the University of Venda (ASSAF, 2010).
In addition to the freestanding and grantholderlinked funding of doctoral students, three other
programmes of the NRF allow for PhD support.
These are Technology and Human Resources for
Industry Programme (THRiP), the South African
Research Chairs Initiative (SARChI) and Centres
of Excellence (CoE).
At Univen, I am part of SARChI and the Masters’
student is working on cyanobacteria in small holder
fish farms. Instead of just letting stop at Masters’

• The course work approach, which comprises
a more formalised curriculum in addition to
apprenticeship.
• The cohort-based model provides a critical mass
of students and supervisors and supposedly
offers economies of scale
• The PhD by publication
However, for South Africa to produce more PhDs
in a shorter time period there is a need to move
away from the traditional model and embrace other
forms of PhD production. The reasons for incorporating other forms of PhD models other than the
traditional model are ASSAF (2010):
Traditional approach-being based on availability
of suitably qualified supervisors-serves a relatively
small number of students and may not be an efficient model for rapidly increasing PhD production;
especially it involves an on-on-one student-supervisor relationship…. The shortage of qualified
academic staff and the continuing ageing of the
same cohort pose a serious constraint on any substantive growth in doctoral enrolments in the near
future
Thus for South Africa to produce more PhDs there is
a need to include a hybrid model that encompasses
all and some of good attributes of different types
of PhD models. The proposed route is the course
work and cohort based PhD models since these are
designed to reduce dropout rates; increased graduation throughput; use of interdisciplinary training
and scaffold training the student may have lacked at
undergraduate and Masters’ level. For new doctoral
students that I have supervised at Masters Level, the
PhD by publication seems it is an attractive option
that I want experiment in 2016 and beyond.
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Instead of having one supervisor/promoter in the
traditional PhD model, now there are innovative
supervisory practices to cater for the students and
improve limited supervisor capacity. Supervisory
committees, joint supervision, virtual faculty and
consortia, could potentially increase supervisory
capacity and expose students to additional expert
knowledge. Making use of the large numbers of staff
members with doctoral qualifications within South
Africa national science councils…cohort-based and
course-based models could also maximise the
available supervisory capacity, but they remain
resource-intensive (in terms of time and money)
and require institutional support and infrastructure.
In my experience, I co-supervised some of the
Masters’ and PhD students with supervisors and
promoters from the science councils such as the
CSIR, MinTek and within the University of Venda
from similar context discipline. For example, the
co-promoter for doctoral student is the Department
of Ecology and Resource Management and I from
the Department of Hydrology and Water Resources.
The supervisory committee has greatly assisted
with supervisory capacity and planning. From my
experience there are challenges with coordination
and even talking to the postgraduate student in
two ‛tongues’ in which the other supervisors are
saying something almost different from ones’
line of thought. To improve the lines of communication I have suggested to the other supervisor
that we the team must discuss first and have a
common understanding. Then we can approach
the student with one voice to avoid confusion and
miscommunication.

3. The Positive Benefits of PhD by
Publication
There are benefits on moving to PhD by publication
such as an increase in the number of PhD graduates and also the corresponding increase in the
number of peer reviewed publications in higher
impact journals (Asongu & Nwachukwu, 2016).
A study of Frick (2016:303-304) showed that the
Stellenbosch University, South Africa had a steady
upward production of PhD by publication than the
PhD by traditional route between 2008 and 2014.
An interesting aspect of the study was the PhD by
publication was favoured by Science based faculties (Agrisciences, Medicine & Health Sciences and
Science) with the exception of Engineering. During
the process of publishing the papers, the doctoral

student and supervisor/promoter benefit from the
rigorous reviewer comments and in some cases
improving the overall direction of the doctoral study
(Frick, 2016:301). The PhD by publication produced
more publications and these are linked to government subsidy by Department of Higher Education
& Training (DHET) as a research incentive (DHET,
2016). Also linked to the high impact publications is
the citations intensity that contributes to University
Rankings worldwide (Frick, 2016:300). The publication incentive also contributed to the doubling of the
overall paper publications in South Africa between
2000 and 2010 (Pouris, 2012). In my case, the doctoral student (student enrolled in 2016 and target
date of PhD completion is 2019) has produced one
peer reviewed paper and has two papers under
review. In South Africa and elsewhere the number of
PhD graduates and the number of publications form
the basis for academic promotion for the supervisor/promoter (Frick, 2016:300).

4. The Challenges of PhD by
Publication
There are also challenges to the concept of PhD
by publication such as the review in policy at institutional levels; doctoral pedagogy; retraining and
orientation of the supervisor/promoter and availability of support staff and infrastructure. At most
institutions, the policy on PhD by publication are
not expressly stated but do encourage any activity
that leads to the improvements in doctoral outputs
(Univen, 2012a,b; Odendaal & Frick, 2017).
The PhD by traditional requires on average 1.4
supervisors/promoters per thesis and the PhD by
publication requires 1.6 (~2) supervisors/promoters
(Frick, 2016:308). Thus doctoral pedagogy needs to
change in order to have more supervisors/promoters to supervise doctoral students. The promoters
must on their own have doctoral degrees in order
to supervise doctoral students and this put strain
on the promoter who is also ready burdened
with teaching of large classes. To ease the supervisory challenges, supervisors/promoters can be
drawn from Science Councils such as the Council
of Scientific & Industrial Research Council (CSIR),
Agriculture Research Council (ARC) and Human
Research Council (HSRC). In my case, I have supervisors/promoters from the CSIR for the doctoral
students. As shown by the study of Frick (2016:308)
there is a need for infrastructure and support staff
to back science based doctoral studies.
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5. Requirements on PhD by Publication

ASSAF. 2010. The PhD Study: An evidenced based study on how
to meet the demands for high-level skills in an emerging

The requirements for a PhD by publication is a thesis
composed of introductory chapter, five or six papers
and a chapter on concluding remarks. The number of
papers and number of pages per paper differ as seen
by study of Frick (2016:307) and Robins & Kanowski,
(2008: 6). According to Frick (2016:307), there a five
papers per thesis and the issue of introductory and
concluding chapters may depend on institutional regulation on thesis (this ties in with institutional policy).
The other requirement is examination of the thesis
by two or more external examiners and internal
examiners and oral deference of the thesis. While
in Social Sciences discipline, the number of papers is
between three and five and also requires an introductory chapter, a second chapter that introduces and
summarises the content of published papers and
a concluding chapter (Robins & Kanowski, 2008: 6).
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Abstract: Publishing of research findings is an important activity in the academic fraternity. However, if the
research findings are novel it is better to patent protect first and then publish later in an open forum. An
invention is owned by you until it is patented. Patent is the culmination process of knowledge production and
thus must be protected and then exploited for socio-economic gain. The patent process is long and arduous
and involves the Technology Transfer Office of the Directorate for Research & Innovation. The process involves
patent search, appointment of patent attorney and then writing in legal language the scientific invention. This
aspect is important as this cover the areas or loopholes where others might infringe on the patent. The patent
search involves the searching of the invention in all patent databases so not infringe on other patents. The
patent attorney is an expert on law and also in scientific matters and will guide you in the patent search and
drafting the patent document that outlines your invention. Once the provisional or complete patent is filed
and registered nationally and or international (Patent Cooperation Treaty), the inventor(s) can then proceed
to harvest the benefits of the patent for the next 20 years. Now the paper can be published in peer reviewed
journal (open public forum). The inventors also gain two things: the patent and the publication. The benefits
accrue to the inventors and applicant, in this case the University where the research was conducted. University
Rankings take into account the patents held by universities annually. Thus taking a patent has more benefits
and it is better to patent protect the novel idea and then publish later.
Keywords: Publications; knowledge economy; patent protection; university rankings

1. Introduction
Worldwide there has been an increase and awareness in intellectual property rights (IPR) with some
countries introducing patent laws and institutions,
including in South Africa (Pouris & Pouris, 2011;
Pandor, 2015; Rutenberg & Makanga, 2016). In
South Africa, there has been a steady increase in the
number of technology transfer offices (TTOs) in universities in order to patent the novel ideas that are
being researched at these universities. The National
Intellectual Property Management Office (NIPMO) is
responsible for establishing TTOs at publicly funded
universities. The number of patents generated in
South Africa is lower in comparison to other members of the BRICS family (Patra & Muchie, 2017) and
the Department of Higher Education & Training
has introduced incentives in order to increase the
number of patents (DHET, 2017). There is clear
empirical evidence that the knowledge economy
is linked to economic growth of a country as shown
the citation intensity (King, 2004). The King report
also showed the citation intensity was the number
of citations in science and engineering journals relative to the country’s gross domestic product (GDP).

The knowledge economy was achieved through the
training of doctoral students as per Department
of Science and Technology (DST) in its Ten-year
Innovation Plan (ASSAF, 2010) and National Planning
Commission (NPC) and its 2030 vision (NDP, 2012).
The active academics are involved in knowledge
generation (research activity) as part of their teaching and lecturing activities while at the university.
The academics also are involved in dissemination
of their research either in conference presentations
and or publications in peer reviewed journals and
conference proceedings. As a result of the publication subsidy (financial rewards to researchers) from
Department of Higher Education & Training (DHET)
there has been 8.8% annual increase in publications
in South Africa (Mouton & Valentine, 2016).
The increase in the number of patents world is also
linked to increase in technology (improvement of
standards of living), promotion of market economies
(encourage competition, entrepreneurship and innovation) and Trade-Related Intellectual Property Rights
(TRIPs) according to Sideri & Giannotti (2003). The
coming of TRIPS has improved the standards and
regulations ‛‛enforcement of Intellectual Property
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rights: patents, copyright and related rights, trademarks, geographical indications, industrial designs,
layout design of integrated circuits, undisclosed
information’’, (Sideri & Giannotti, 2003). Also the
availability of patents could spur economic growth
in a country with ‛‛patent information facilitates technology transfer and investment; patents encourage R
& D at universities and research centres; patents are
catalysts of new technologies and business accumulate and use patents in licensing, joint ventures and
other revenue generating transactions’’ (Idris, 2003).
The main objective of this paper is to assess the
patent process in South Africa and how the patent
can contribute to the economic development of
South Africa as envisaged in the radical economic
transformation. Also document my experiences in
working in a black owned company in Zimbabwe
which benefited from patents and how this can
contribute to further economic development of a
country such as South Africa. Here the academics
can choose to publish or perish mentality results
in an increased publication rate at the expense of
patent output rate. But the academics can contribute to generating both patents and publications
without compromising the desire to publish.

2. Methodology
I have documented my experiences as I have
undergone the processes in registering patents, a
complete and a provision patents, in South Africa in
2016 and 2017. Also I have documented my working
years at Varichem Pharmaceuticals Pvt Ltd when I
was the Head of Quality Assurance from 1994 to
1996, in Harare Zimbabwe. Added to this I have
reviewed literature to fill the missing gaps in my
narration. I have also added the comments that I
have received from audience when I first presented
a talk at the University of Zimbabwe, Department
of Chemistry and the University of Venda at the
Institute of Rural Development on the same topic of
patents as a way of encouraging innovation among
academics. On the two patents that form part of
the discussion are: a complete patent entitled
‛‛Defluoridation Treatment of Water with Trimetal
Magnesium/Cerium/Manganese oxide modified diatomaceous earth”, number 2016/08590,
and the inventors are: Gitari, Izuagie and Gumbo
(2016) and provisional patent entitled ‛’ Method of
Bioremediation of Acidic Mine Tailings with the Use
of Banana Fruit waste ‛’, number 2017/05279 and
the inventors are: Mulaisi, Dacosta, Gumbo (2017).

3. Discussions
3.1 The Patent Process in South Africa
The other purpose of TTOs is to assist academics
with registering of their novel ideas and innovative research with the Registrar of Patents as per
South Africa Patent Act 1978 (Act No. 57 of 1978, as
amended) according to World Intellectual Property
Organisation (WIPO). A patent is a novel idea that
is protected and ‛‛...is an exclusive right granted for
an invention, which is a product or a process that
provides a new way of doing something, or offers a
new technical solution to a problem...” according to
Companies Intellectual Property Commission (CIPC)
definition (http://www.cipro.gov.za/products_services/patents.asp). The patent is valid for a period
of twenty years and grants the inventor legal rights
to exploit the idea for financial gain. The TTOs are
located within the university in order to gain the
academics since these institutions receive financial
support from the Government of South Africa as
per IPRPFRD Act (Republic of South Africa, 2008).
In South Africa, any person can file for a patent
with Patent Office but it is better legally to file the
patent through the services of a patent attorney.
The patent attorney is specialist in both the knowledge of the IPR landscape and has a particular
scientific background, for example like scientific
knowledge in the biotechnology field. Part of the
responsibility of the patent attorney is drawing
up the patent documents in legal jargon, carrying
out patent searches to ensure that the patent has
novelty. When a patent is novel, it means that this
idea is unique and is able to solve a socio-economic
problem. The patent searches are time consuming
exercise but it has its benefits as the inventor gets
the chance to learn from other inventors how they
write their patent documents. The patent search
involves going over websites dealing with patents
such as www.patentsearch.cipc.co.za (South Africa),
http://www.wipo.int; https://www.epo.org/searching-for-patents.html; https://www.google.com;
https://patentscope.wipo.int; https://www.uspto.
gov and https://patents.google.com.
There are two types of patents, namely the provisional patent application and the complete patent
application. The provisional patent is temporary
patent that protects the inventors while they carry
further research for 12 months to gather more scientific data in order that will lead to the application
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of a complete patent. For example, the invention of
Mulaisi et al. (2017) evaluates the use of banana fruit
waste in bioremoval of sulphate, the main driver in
acid mine drainage (AMD) and the inventors have to
carry out analysis to gather more scientific information that will enable them to then proceed to apply
for a complete patent. In the meantime, the novel
idea is protected by the provisional patent.
Once the complete data is gathered the inventor
can then apply for a complete patent (nationally)
and also file an international patent through the
Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT) of which cover 142
countries in the world including South Africa (CIPRO,
2017). For example, the complete patent by Gitari et
al. (2016) this invention is aimed at solving a societal
problem of drinking water with high level of fluoride (>1.5 ppm) as World Health Organisation water
guidelines and is a major cause skeletal and dental
fluorosis in developing countries. The invention is
based on trimetal oxide (Mg/Ce/Mn) oxide-modified
diatomaceous earth (DE) and to a method for the
synthesis of trimetal magnesium (Mg) / cerium (Ce)
/ manganese (Mn) oxide-modified DE. This invention is complete as all the scientific information is
available and the inventors need is the complete
patent to protect their invention. Then the next
logical process is to apply for PCT and protect the
novel idea in 142 countries.
However, some countries such as Ethiopia are not
members of PCT and thus an individual patent
application is required for such counties. The patent
application process does involve costs and these
costs are met upfront. Thus the costs are paid for
by the University concerned and recover the costs
from NIMPO. The annual fees for maintain the
patent are also paid by the University and recovered from NIMPO. The purpose of the renewal fees
is to ensure that the patent remains in force (Sideri
& Giannotti, 2003). Once the patent is issued, the
inventors can now proceed to commercialize the
novel idea through the TTO and be able to generate money for themselves and the university.
The inventors also have a number of options of
commercializing their patent. These options can be
the wholly transfer their patent to a third party in
exchange of a large payment; hold the patent but
transfer licensing rights to a number of geographic
locations in exchange of annual royalties and or
manufacture the product in their home country and
sell the product to geographic locations with exclusive agents. For example, IBM has reaped US$1.7

billion in patent licensing in 2000 (Idris, 2003), thus
showing how profitable patents are.

3.2 Issues of Public Disclosure
The academics can proceed to publish and or present their novel ideas at conferences and or publish
in peer reviewed journals and conference proceedings once the patent is issued. Thus the patent
confers the IPR to the inventor for a period of twenty
years to allow for financial exploitation. However,
if an academic first discloses the novel idea either
presenting at a conference and or publishing in a
peer reviewed journal and conference proceedings the novelty is lost. For example, Mungondori,
Tichagwa, Katwire, & Aoyi, (2016) developed a novel
method of removal of herbicides of nanoparticles
imbedded polymaterial material. This is novel since
herbicides are now found in food stuffs as shown
by the study of Kaczyński (2017). The herbicides
are applied to agricultural land to control pests and
herbs in order to enhance the food productivity by
limiting damage caused by pests and these herbicides find their way to water bodies as a result of
diffuse pollution. Hence the removal of herbicides
by the proposed of Mungondori et al. (2017) would
provide a suitable method. However, the novel
works of Mungondori et al. (2017) was published
in as a peer reviewed journal and become available
in a public domain and thus cannot be patented.
As a result of this publication appearing in a public
domain the inventors had lost the novelty.
Thus it is important to protect the novel idea by way
of the patent first and then make a public disclosure
once the patent is issued. Other issues of public
disclosure such as a research proposal to National
Research Fund (NRF), submission of dissertation to
external examiners and Turnitin, means the novel
idea is still protected by non-disclosure confidential
agreements. The NRF reviewers (Kaniki, 2014) and
external examiners and Turnitin cannot publicly
disclose the novel idea as they have signed the
non-disclosure agreements.

3.3 Benefits of Patent
There are benefits to the holder of a patent. These
benefits include financial reward to inventor in the
form of financial royalties, prestige to holder of the
patent, promotion at work, increased recruitment
of doctoral students, increased in publications and
last contribute to the university’s universal rankings.
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On the financial rewards, Pandor (2015 stated that
‛‛first R1 millions of gross revenues, IP creators must
receive a minimum of 20%. Thereafter they must
receive at least 30% of net revenues”. As from 2018,
the DHET has introduced a subsidy of two units
(financial rewards) for patents, copyrights and other
IPR in order to increase the generation of patents in
South Africa (Republic of South Africa, 2017).

in drinking water contributes to dental and skeletal
fluorosis when the contaminated water is consumed
over a long period (Patel, Patel, Zulf, Yagnik, Kajale,
Mandlik, & Joshi, 2017).

3.4 Commercialisation of the Patent

Varichem Pharmaceuticals Pvt Ltd is a black owned
company that was established in 1985 in Harare,
Zimbabwe for the purposes of manufacturing of
generic pharmaceutical medicines for distribution in
Zimbabwe and the Southern African Development
Community (SADC) (Banda, Wangwe, & Mackintosh,
2016). The basis for the technical information on the
manufacture and formulation of the generic pharmaceutical medicines is patents. I joined and worked
for this company as the head of quality assurance
and quality control in 1994. Part of my portfolio was
to track the expiry of patents for targeted branded
medicines. Once the patent had expired (after 20
years), the information I was able to extract the relevant documents from ARIPO, Harare, Zimbabwe.
ARIPO is the centre where the patent register is
kept. While at Varichem we formulated and developed a fixed dosage combination generic medicine
for the treatment of tuberculosis (TB) and we carried out bioavailability study (Nyazema, Rabvukwa,
Gumbo, Ndudzo, & Chitemerere, 1999). The fixed
dose combination was composed of rifampicin and
isoniazid in the form of a tablet. The World Health
Organisation advocates for the replacement of individual TB medications such as Rifampicin (capsules),
Isoniazid, Pyrazinamide and Ethambutol tablets
with fixed dose combinations to ensure patient
drug uptake (WHO, 1999).

In order to reap the economic gains and solve societal problems the patent must now be turned into
a commodity and or a physical item that is manufacturable and preferably in South Africa. According
to Pandor (2015), there is a need for ‛‛preference for
local commercial partners, as well as small, medium
and micro enterprises and broad-based black economic empowerment entities…” in order to enhance
economic production in South Africa and contribute
to radical economic transformation.
The other benefits of the commercialisation of the
patent is creation of sustainable jobs and spin offs
of local companies that will contribute to a wider tax
revenue base and increase in wealth and ease unemployment crises (Wolson, 2007). Also the export of
goods emanating from the patent to other countries
will contribute foreign income that will augment the
foreign reserves held the South Africa Reserve Bank.
The other alternative is licensing of the patent in foreign countries and then accrues of incomes in form
of royalties. A good example of foreign licensing is a
patent held by Pliva, a Croatian company that was
licensed to Pfizer, and the sales of this patented
antibiotic drug reached USD1.5 billion in 2001 and
this resulted huge inflows of royalties into coffers of
Pliva (Idris, 2003). Thus due to patent royalties, Pliva
became a multinational in Central Europe producing
pharmaceuticals.
The patent data base is available source of technical about to expire and entrepreneurs can target
(Cloete, Nel, Theron, 2006). The patent as a novel
product is designed to solve societal challenges
such as our patent on defluoridation of fluoride in
groundwater (Gitari, Izuagie, Gumbo, 2017). Thus
rural communities in South Africa most rely on
groundwater for their drinking purposes and this
water has fluoride (>1.5 mg/l) in excess of World
Health Organisation guidelines for drinking water
(Izuagie, Gitari, Gumbo, 2016). Too much fluoride

3.5 Access to Patent Information Promotes
Black Owned Generic Manufacturer in
Zimbabwe

During the era of economic challenges in Zimbabwe,
Varichem and Caps Pharmaceuticals were
contracted to supply USD4 million worth of pharmaceutical medicines in Zimbabwe under the Extended
Support Programme of the European Union and
UK Department for International Development
(Chataway, Banda, Cochrane, & Manville, 2016).
These pharmaceutical companies were manufacturing other generic medicines which were targeting
malaria and tuberculosis infections in Zimbabwe
and making the generic medicines available in the
public health sector.
During the HIV/AIDS pandemic in Zimbabwe,
Varichem was granted a compulsory licensing by the
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Government of Zimbabwe to manufacture and distribute the anti-retrovirals (ARVs) in Zimbabwe with
three quarters of ARVS reserved for public health
sector (Oh, 2006). The Patent Law of Zimbabwe
authorises (as read with Section 34 and 35) for the
granting of such as compulsory license, in 2002,
in light of HIV/AIDS state of emergency declared
‛‛In view of the rapid spread of HIV/AIDS among
the population of Zimbabwe, the Minister hereby
declares an emergency for a period of six months,
with effect from the date of promulgation of this
notice, for the purpose of enabling the State or a
person authorised by the Minister under section
34 of the Act:
(a) to make or use any patented drug, including any
antiretroviral drug, used in the treatment of persons suffering from HIV/AIDS or HIV/AIDS related
conditions;
(b) to import any generic drug used in the treatment
of persons suffering from HIV/AIDS or HIV/AIDSrelated conditions. (Wipolex).
The state of emergency was later extended for a
further period of five years, from Januray 2003 to
December 2008 (Pfumorodze, Chitsove & Morolong,
2014). According to Chander, Choudhary, & Kumar,
(2013) this declared state of emergency is justifiable
since: ‛‛A compulsory licensing is the key process of
granting the licence to the third party by the government in order to utilize the patent and other form
of intellectual property without the consent of the
patent holder, which allows regulators to a break a
patent holder’s monopoly in situations where the
monopoly is abused to deny access to innovation
to a very large number of people specially in case
of necessary emergencies’’.
Varichem has achieved WHO pre-qualification
accreditation in the manufacture of generics in
Zimbabwe and is the sole supplier of ARVs of locally
manufactured ARVs in Zimbabwe (Russo & Banda,
2015) and the first manufacturer in Africa to produce generic ARVs in October 2003 (Rovira, 2006).
Thus, Varichem was able to manufacture seven ARV
medications and their retail price namely; (a) Varivar
tablets 60s at US$13.95 (this is the generic version of
Combivir –the trade name of double fixed dose combination of Zidovudine and Lamivudine produced by
GlaxoSmithKline, which holds the relevant patent
on Combivir in Zimbabwe); (b) Nevirapine 200mg
tablets 60s at US$7.15; (c) Stanalev-40 (fixed dose

combination of Stavudine 40mg, Lamivudine 150mg
and Nevirapine 200mg) tablets 60s at US$14.45; (d)
Stanalev-30 (as Stanalev-40 except for Stavudine
30mg) tablets at US$14.25; (e) Stavudine 30 mg
capsules 60s at US$2.40; (f) Stavudine 40mg capsules 60s at US$3.25; and Lamivudine 100mg tablets
60s at US$5.25), according to (Oh, 2006). The entry
of Varichem in the manufacture of generic ARVs
resulted in a 50% drop in the retail price of ARVs
from US$30 to US$15 (Osewe, Nkrumah, Sackey,
2008). Thus, the entry of local players in the manufacture of generic ARVs generated two advantages
to the HIV/AIDS patients by greatly reducing the
retail prices of ARVs thus making these affordable and readily available as there were no longer
imported ARV medications. The other advantage
was the access to information on ARVs allowed the
local company Varichem to develop capabilities of
manufacturing and quality control of ARVs.

3.6 Remuneration of Patent Holder
On the issue of remuneration of patent holder
for access of a registered patent as a result of the
compulsory use of patented ARV information, there
is mixed success. According to WHO (2010) some
countries opted to pay a fixed amount of monetary
reward to owners of the patented ARVs and while
other countries did not pay any form of monetary
amount citing the HIV/AIDS state of emergency.
However, these countries that opted not pay for
the patent holder and went on to restrict the sale
of ARVs in their home countries only and banned
export of the generic ARVs. An example is Varichem,
which sold 75% of the generic ARVs to the public
health sector and 25% to the private sector and
banned any exports of their ARVs to neighbouring
countries and the issue of compensation of the
patent holder, there is no information at present
(Oh, 2006). But what happens after the expiry of the
emergency to the manufacturer of generic ARVs?

4. Conclusion
This paper, therefore, concludes that:
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• It is wise to protect your novel idea, thus apply
for a patent, either a provisional patent if there
still further research to be carried out and or a
complete patent once the data is available,
• The patent document can then be published in
a peer reviewed journal
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• Thus the inventors have both a holder of a
patent and a peer reviewed publication.

Kaniki, A. 2014. Roll-out of new research chairs: adjudication
and granting processes. www.nrf.ac.za/.../Presentation%20
on%20SARChI%20and%20research%20focu. Accessed 10 July

• The benefits of a patent are available and these
range from financial rewards to solving economic challenges (creating decent jobs, increase
in foreign reserves, widening tax revenue base)
and societal problems (such as reducing F in
groundwater sources intended for human
consumption).
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Negotiating Precarious Online Spaces for Enhanced Gender
Equality: Challenges and Opportunities for Zimbabwean
Gender Advocacy
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Abstract: Social, economic and political challenges since the 2000s have especially propelled the need for civic
action to challenge gender inequality issues. The emphasis of political reforms, for example, placing restrictions on public gatherings through the Public Order and Security Act, has created constraints for civic action
around these matters. In recent years, while the formation of women movements has not been restricted,
they have had to exercise an ability to adapt under what might be considered as unfavourable advocacy situations. Citizen movements which had generally almost disappeared from Zimbabwe’s body politics after the
2013 general elections, appear to have reawakened through hashtag movements which use social media to
break the restrictions on political mobilisation in the physical political space. The mobilisation and protests
seen through social media symbolise a new frontier of activism and collective mobilisation. Where the hashtag
movements have translated online mobilisation into street demonstrations, this reveals the potential influence
of social media in politics. It is recognised that women generally play a peripheral role in citizen movements
and part of the challenge is that the new movements forming via social media need to be interrogated to see
if they are adequate spaces for women participation and gender equality dialogue. This paper seeks to unpack
the challenges and opportunities of online gender advocacy through social media in Zimbabwe. Considering
the recognised importance of broadening the representation of women in governance processes, the paper
contributes to discussions on the influences of current online modes of civic action on gender equality.
Keywords: Gender equality, Hashtag movements, New media activism, Social media, Women movements

1. Introduction
The eminence of the internet in modern society raises
a pertinent question on what role the internet and
new media can play to reduce inequalities experienced by marginalised groups. New media channels
are proving to be a powerful resource for multiple
interests. Various groups use their persuasive power,
for example, to create leverage on influential discussion platforms to penetrate politically and socially
created boundaries. The different media platforms
that exist open new potential for dialogue and for
shaping change in society. Concerning gender activism, citizens and civil society organisations now have
access to virtual spaces through social media unlike
ever before. They can put forward issues previously
concealed or restricted to a broader networked population. The nature of present day activism goes
beyond traditional boundaries and seemingly creates optimism of ‛‛being heard” and participating is
gendered social making processes.

In Zimbabwe, the power of social media to bring
recognition and remedy on gender issues has not
gone unnoticed amidst the numerous social, economic and political challenges that have riddled the
country for over the last twenty. In recent years,
a number of Zimbabwean gender activists have
become active participants on social media. Civil
society organisations concerned about gender
issues and women’s rights have also taken to social
media to give thrust to gender inequality dialogue.
The full impact that the alternatives social media
creates for these activists and organisations alike
are yet to be fully uncovered. A cursory look at the
social media presence of certain organisations
and activists through a simple Google search of
Zimbabwean gender activists and women’s rights
organisations with Facebook or on Twitter reveals
that it is notable. However, the information is not
enough to conclude on what input or influence
these online interactions and activities have on
substantive political and social change.
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The Zimbabwean socio-political context of gender
inequality has historically been characterised as one
which seemingly perpetually marginalises women
and needs de-and re-constructing. Broadly, the
context of gender relations has been influenced at
individual, cultural and institutional levels such that
gendered experiences exist at all levels of society
and politics. Like any other society, Zimbabwean
society faces socially created gender inequalities.
For example, the cultural beliefs and behaviours
that hinder women are embedded in social systems
and are therefore structural. Even within a supposedly democratic political system with principles that
ascribe equality as important, in building the envisioned democratic society, democratic processes
are still highly gendered. In the present context of
pervasive social media, it should be probed whether
social media can challenge gendered structures to
further gender equality.
This paper broadly presents the challenges and
opportunities social media offers for enhanced
gender equality in Zimbabwe. Gender equality
in Zimbabwe still largely require the upliftment
of women, thus an emphasis in the paper is on
achieving equal opportunities for women. It begins
with an overview of new media activism literature
with an emphasis on social media. It then proceeds
to discuss perspectives that explain gender inequalities constructions. This is then followed by an
account of Zimbabwean social media activism. The
concluding discussion proposes potential political
and social influences of new media activism on
gender equality agendas given experiences already
observed.

2. New Media Activism
The use of new technologies by social movements
to mobilise, protest or bring political change has
long been a topic of research for scholars. The
spread and use of these is contributing to changes
in forms of activism witnessed across the globe.
New media activism describes the incorporation
of non-traditional forms of media in activism. The
use of social media forms part of this. Social media
has a longer history than some may realise but
it is in the last decade that interest in its power
has grown. For example, in 1979, Duke University
scholars Tom Truscott and Jim Ellis created Usenet,
a global discussion system that enabled users to
post public messages (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010).
Increased internet access then led to the growth

of social networking sites for example MySpace
(launched in 2003), Facebook (started in 2004) and
Twitter (created 2006). It is only during the 2000s
period that the term social media was coined and
has grown in popularity to refer to these kinds
of social networking platforms. Today, Facebook,
Twitter, YouTube and Instagram are recognised as
the most influential platforms. Major global events
such as the revolutionary waves during Arab Spring
are used as examples to show just how powerful
social media can be.
Numerous examples exist in the public domain
of how social media is used for women’s rights
and to transmit information relating to protecting
the interests of women. In some cases, activism
has begun with individuals expressing personal
views, then grown to a broader cyber discussion
then a protest. For example, in 2013, three women,
Jaclyn Friedman, Laura Bates and Soraya Chemaly,
organised a social media campaign challenging
Facebook to recognise gender-based hate in its
content in reaction to Facebook removing and banning pictures of mothers actively breastfeeding.
They turned public interest to the ways content
on Facebook depicted violations of women’s
rights and contradictions in how Facebook depicts
women. Within five days of their campaign, about
60 000 tweets mentioned the issue and 15 advertisers had left Facebook (Chemaly, 2014). During
2014, the same women continued to lead campaigns through social media to pressure Facebook
‛‛to remove restrictions on women’s freedom of
speech that results from ‛‛obscenity” double standards” (Chemaly, 2014). Further, there are Facebook
pages such as ‛‛Hey Facebook! Breastfeeding is Not
Obscene”, which are dedicated to challenging the
notion of banning pictures of women breastfeeding while publishing violent pictures. The presence
of Facebook pages like these gives room to ongoing protest to the nuances of gender inequality
on social media. The previously mentioned cases
exemplify the strides active citizens can make to
raise gender inequality issues on social media platforms and how in time, through the networked
nature of social media, a cause can become an
awareness raising protest. Civil society organisations that recognise the influence social media
have even gone as far as assigning dedicated job
positions, such as Social Media expert, to maximising social media exposure. The use of social
media now features as a prominent part of activism strategies.
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Broadly, the arguments on whether social activism
can bring about social change have been nuanced.
Lim (2013:636) argued that for social media activism to become populist political activism, it needed
to ‛‛embrace the principles of the contemporary
culture of consumption … [and] …is more likely to
successfully mobilise mass support when its narratives are simple, associated with low risk actions
and congruent with dominant meta-narratives”. Lim
(2013:636) further suggested that ‛‛success is likely
when the narrative is contested by dominant competing narratives generated in mainstream media”.
What Lim (2013) did not do was place gender into
this picture of social media activism.
Faris (2010) described the use of social media as
‛‛revolutions without revolutionaries”. Faris (2010)
further proposed that with social media networks
it is difficult for regimes to cover up news stories or
events. For a revolution to take place, it would not
necessarily need revolutionaries. The social media
would become revolutionary in itself. Miller (2017)
proposed that digital politics reveals a rise in what
can be termed ‛‛phatic communism” in social media.
As a result, it has ‛‛atrophied the potential for digital
communications technologies to help foster social
change by creating a conversational environment
based on limited forms of expressive solidarity as
opposed to an engaged, content-driven, dialogic
public sphere”. However, Miller (2017) does not
seem to adequately question the gendered conversational environment that exists. Win (2014:35)
potently raises that apart from the fact that new
media offers a space for sexism and abuse, there is
also ‛‛individualism, personal branding, and celebrity
culture at the expense of the collectives of women”,
as well as the fact that ‛‛anybody can now speak on
behalf of women, about women, rather than rights
holders or the women affected by issues speaking
for themselves”. Therefore, scholars still trying to
understand the revolutionary or non-revolutionary
potential of online spaces, especially as it relates
to gender inequality, need to probe the seemingly
neutral, but covertly gender, inequality embedding
analytical mechanisms. Writers are beginning to recognise the relevance of online spaces for feminist
activism (Mills, 2014; Subramanian, 2015; Loiseau
& Nowacka, 2015) and events in online spaces are
driving the reconceptualising of notions such as
structure, space, power and identity within gendered spaces. Yet, more is still to be achieved.
Social relations and patterns of communications
can no longer be understood without factoring in

virtual communities, networks and forums that exist
and are at the disposal of those with access to the
internet.

3. Constructions and Deconstructions
of Gender Inequality
Geiger (2006) suggested that online communities
could be a way out of traditional social norms and
mores. However, the socially constructed nature of
gender means that the realities of standing against
gendered traditions are wrought with difficulties.
Theory on gendered behaviours and inequalities
is diverse. The propositions on why these exist,
why they are reproduced, and how to analyse their
implications for society and social change have continued to evolve with time. Social theory identifies
structures of gender inequality as constructed. It
recognises the social structures and processes of
social construction which embed gender inequalities
in institutions and social interactions. Structural theories make assumptions that gender roles develop
around the need to establish division of labour that
maximises social efficiencies. Post-structural feminists largely emphasise the social construction of
gendered identities and ‛‛the contingent and discursive nature of all identities” (Randall, 2010:116).
Post-structuralist perspectives pertinently maintain
that there is no universal identity of a ‛‛woman” or
‛‛man” category. Within arguments, identity politics
critique underlies the work of many post-structural
feminists. Gender categories forming the basis of
political action are problematised as well.
Risman (2004:429) emphasised that gender needs
to be conceptualised as a social structure ‛‛to better
analyse the ways in which gender is embedded in
the individual, interactional and institutional dimensions of our society”. Risman (2004) proposed a
conceptual scheme to probe some of the complexities of gender and isolate the social processes
that create gender in each dimension. The rationale
of the scheme is important considering a present
need to reimagine how to change gendered social
processes within a context of social media. Risman
(2004) in no way captures all the complexities of
gendered social structures but does attempt to
highlight the kind of multidimensional analysis that
could better be used to confront challenges around
gender inequality. Risman (2004) argued that the
social processes which hold dimensions of gender
exist at individual, interactional (cultural) and institutional levels. Gender inequalities continue to exist
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due to the nature of the social processes and interaction reproducing them.
The possible list of examples of social processes
which hold gender dimensions is extensive. Table
1 is an adaptation of Risman’s (2004) illustration
tailored to social media related arguments that will
later be presented. It exemplifies some complex
social processes that reinforce gendered behaviours
at three levels. At the individual level, socialisation
reproduces gender schema on what is means to
be a boy or girl, man or woman. Internalisation
leads to a choosing of gender-typical behaviour by
individuals. The construction of self, relates to the
self-identity as an individual develops an image of
how to view themselves and their gender. At the cultural level, status expectations formed by cultures
exist and re-create themselves in different settings
through interactions. Cultural beliefs about gender
status and identity create characteristics that are
favoured. These, in turn, ‛‛create a cognitive bias
towards privileging those of already high status”
(Risman, 2004:437), largely males. Privilege and
status thereby become a gendered matter. Othering
leads to unequal treatment between genders as
views are held that one category is ‛‛normal” and is
treated a certain way while the other category is not.
At the institutional level, organisational practices,
legal regulations and distribution of resources are
gender specific not neutral. Institutional settings
include the home and workplace. Organisational
policies and laws may have gender neutral terminology but they are implemented in a gender stratified
society, meaning gender equality is unachievable
without deconstructing inequalities at the other
levels that it exists.
Risman’s (2004) approach elevates the analytic
plane of gender inequalties. Multi-dimensional considerations such as this approach bode well for the
multifarious implications of the virtual platforms of

social media. The opportunities and challenges that
social media presents for gender equality can be
understood at individual, cultural and institutional
levels.

4. Women’s Voices in Zimbabwean
Social Media Activism
Zimbabwe has had a fairly checked history of social
activism around gender matters. Essof (2013:43)
points out that by ‛‛the mid-1990s, it was clear that
gender concerns were marginal within the mind-set
of the Zimbabwean government”. Zimbabwe’s legal
framework and Constitution then were outdated on
matters of gender. Women’s activism was largely
state-sponsored from the 1980s until the 1990s
then movements grew to become more autonomous and radical. As McFadden (2005:11) observed,
‛‛women realised that their citizenship status was
contingent on a fundamental restructuring of the
law and legal instruments that men were using to
exclude them and/or to maintain the bifurcation
of the law into traditional customary law and civil
law”. Factions in the women’s movement did exist
(Dorman, 2003). Win (2004b:23) observed that ‛‛it
was patently clear by 1997 that the biggest problem
underlying the Zimbabwean polity was the governance framework that is, the Constitution”.
The idea that a new Constitution was pivotal to
improving governance and democracy was fuelled
by the abuse of executive and legislative power
by the Zimbabwe African National Union Patriotic
Front (ZANU PF) government. In 1997, five young
activists, including two women (Everjoice Win and
Priscilla Misihairabwi-Mushonga), founded the
National Constitutional Assembly (NCA), which
brought together most civil society organisations
in Zimbabwe to advocate the drawing up of a new
constitution. The NCA was a key driver of the constitutional reform process, together with the Women’s

Table 1: Dimensions of Gender Structure by illustrative Social Processes
Dimensions of gender structure

Social processes

Individual level

Interactional cultural
expectations (Cultural level)

Institutional domain

Socialisation
Internalisation
Construction of self

Status expectation
Cognitive bias
Othering

Organisational practices
Legal regulations
Distribution of resources

Source: Adapted from Risman (2004:437)
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Coalition (WC) that was formed in 1999 and had
produced a women’s rights charter. These egalitarian processes were unfortunately derailed and
disrupted when the President appointed a seemingly partisan Constitutional Commission (CC) to
write up a new constitution. In 1999, the Movement
for Democratic Change (MDC) was launched, signalling the opening of space for vibrant political
opposition but further complicating the scene for
women activism (van Eerdewijk & Mugadza, 2015).
The period of the 2000s heralded a different political setting for activism. While in the 1980s to the
1990s the right to demonstrate could be exercised
without restraint, this was no longer the case in
the 2000s. This can be linked to restrictive legislation enacted in this period. The 2002 Access to
Information and Protection of Privacy Act, for example, gave the minister of information powers to
decide on publications and licensing of journalists.
The Public Order and Security Act of 2002 gave a
lot of power to the police. The penalty of organising
events without police permission would be conviction. The increasingly restrictive laws meant that
women had to seek clearance to demonstrate for
or against anything. The laws still exist at present
and this weakens any spontaneity that might have
been left in the women’s movement after the 1990s
(van Eerdewijk & Mugadza, 2015).
Civic movements have continued to be active in the
face of restrictions. Organisations like the Women
of Zimbabwe Arise (WOZA), formed in 2003, have
for example used bulk messaging services offered
by mobile telecommunication networks to mobilise
and notify their vast network of activists to attend
various demonstrations against poor service delivery by government institutions. WOZA also has an
active Facebook page which it regularly uses. The
mobilisation strategies have been very successful
and allowed WOZA to, in some instances, bring
business to a halt in the major cities of Bulawayo
and Harare. WOZA demonstrations have at times
been seen as a nuisance by the ruling party and
the organisation has been given labels such as a
‛regime change institution’ meaning that its leaders,
operations and activities are often at risk of negative
government reaction.
Other established women’s organisations that
remained visible through the 2000s include
Zimbabwe Women Lawyers Association (ZWLA),
Women and Law in Southern Africa (WASN),

Musasa, Women in Law and Development in Africa
(WiLDAF) and Zimbabwe Women’s Resource Centre,
Network (ZWRCN) (Chigudu, 1997a, 1997b, 1997c;
Chigudu, 2006; Chigudu, 2007). Their use of social
media, linked to the increased access and use of
mobile phones by citizens, is noteworthy. These
and other women organisations have embraced
the versatility of social media. Numerous examples exist. For instance, Her Zimbabwe, an internet
platform founded in 2012 and managed by Fungai
Machirori, works mainly through a network of writers based across the globe. It produces opinion
pieces on issues affecting women and by hosting
online campaigns. Issues on ending stigma against
women who are survivors of violence, and sexual
and reproductive health rights for young women
have featured. In 2011, Fungai Machirori cited in
van Eerdewijk and Mugadza (2015) wrote in one
of her blogs:
‛‛I started blogging in 2009 after I realised that a
Zimbabwean media outlet that would not censor
my views on important societal issues around sexuality and sexual rights would remain a dream for a
long time to come [...]. In the last two years, I have
posted 83 articles and received over 870 comments
and 60 000-plus hits. One of my most popular blog
posts is one in which I questioned societal and
personal perceptions of the vagina. Needless to
say, I believe that I have created a community, a
safe space where women – and men – can freely
discuss issues. [...] In the absence of diversity and
non-conformist mainstream media views, many
young Zimbabwean women are turning to blogging to discuss the issues that affect them”.
Machirori recognised the power of social media for
her own activism but also recognised the limitations
of women activists on social media when she questioned ‛‛Does their discourse speak to the ordinary
Zimbabwean woman, more than likely excluded
from participation through lack of access to the
Internet?” (cited in van Eerdewijk & Mugadza, 2015).
Another Zimbabwean blogger, Delta Milayo Ndou,
who started her blog ‛It’s Delta’ in 2009, shared optimism that blogging has created a platform through
which Zimbabwean women with access to ICTs can
share the stories of those without. She stated:
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because they feel that what they could do is too
little,” she says. ‛‛And idiots we definitely aren’t!”
(cited in van Eerdewijk & Mugadza, 2015).
A major issue still to be addressed is how activism using social media can bring out the stories of
the often marginalised rural women or those without the advantage of technology to tell the story
of Zimbabwean woman in its entirety. In 2014,
members of the Katswe Sisterhood staged a highly
controversial march to voice their concerns against
attacks on women wearing shorter hemlines at minibus ranks. Their Miniskirt March created buzz on
radio and social media (Nehanda Radio, 2014). The
matter challenged gendered perceptions of dress
and violence against women. As a result, a court
ruling was made that people who harassed women
wearing miniskirts would attract jail time. This victory emboldened gender activists to continue fight
for their rights even more in Zimbabwe.
In the political sphere, social media has been
used for gender focused forms of social activism.
For example, the Southern African Parliamentary
Support Trust (SAPST) created a Whatsapp platform
in 2016 that brings together specialists (for example,
economists and lawyers), experts on gender, policy
and economic backgrounds and all female parliamentarians to discuss parliamentary legislation,
gender focused policy issues and other pressing
developmental issues in Zimbabwe. This platform
helps female parliamentarians from both the ruling
party ZANU PF and the opposition parties MDC-T
(led by Morgan Tsvangirai) and MDC-N (led by
Welshman Ncube) to come up with weekly motions
to raise in Parliament based on evidence based
research. The information shared via Whatsapp
helps the parliamentarians who do not have access
to researched information to learn more and also
be able to present better guided motions before the
House of Assembly and the Senate. This Whatsapp
platform, named Women’s Voices, has helped female
parliamentarians in parliamentary debate and to
hold the Executive to account more thus strengthened the oversight and legislative roles of female
parliamentarians.
In 2014, a story on high costs and lack of access
of sanitary pads to both rural and urban women
(due to the high cost of the pads in a country of
90 % unemployment) went viral on social media.
Due to high sanitary costs and lack of resources,
Zimbabwean women were seen using pieces of

cloth, newspapers, fresh grass and even cow dung
to absorb their monthly menstrual flow. This issue
was also addressed in Parliament by opposition
member of the National Assembly, Hon. Priscilla
Misihairabwi-Mushonga and the government
responded by slashing tax on sanitary towels in
2017. On the whole, women’s voices on important issues are evident in social media. What will
be important to track is how far this activism goes
to change gender inequality situations. Taking the
dimensions proposed by Risman (2004), the prospective influences can be imagined (and would
need to be supported) at the individual, cultural
and institutional levels.

5. Prospective Influences of New
Media Activism in Zimbabwean
Gender Debates
New media activism holds potential to change the
elements of gender structures. This change can be
at individual, cultural and institutional levels.

5.1 Raising Individual Agents of Change
Duncombe (2010) argues that social media places
the tools of documentation and truth-telling into
the hands of ordinary citizens. He adds that social
media networks create linked activists who can
contest the narrative crafting and information controlling capabilities of authoritarian regimes. Storck
(2011) observed that the implication for the role of
social media is that it allows those who are directly
involved to expose themselves to an international
audience. Therefore, with social media, citizens
become journalists themselves, telling stories,
expressing their feelings, anger and even ‛‛chatting”
the way forward. Information is often forwarded to
news agencies, and the international community
can be kept informed on developments through
Internet channels.
In Zimbabwe, citizens use social media to, for
example demand transparency and accountability from the executive in hope of influencing
governance. The political spaces where women’s
opinion tends to be side-lined and sometimes
ignored because of gender prejudices are challenged through social media (albeit contentiously).
As more women activists embrace the use technology, more constructive women’s voices can
at least penetrate public spaces and be amplified. Notions of women’s space and place can be
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challenged. At present, individual female legislators
are making use of alternative forms of media to
promote citizen engagement in the law-making
processes. For instance, Hon. Jessie Majome uses
her Facebook handle to inform her constituency
of parliamentary debates and she also gets massive responses to the issues she posts. These are
available for her to use to frame her debates in
the House of Assembly. Opinion leader Fadzayi
Mahere (who has already declared her intention to
contest as an Independent candidate in the 2018
Zimbabwean elections as a Member of the House
of Assembly) regularly airs her opinions and puts
pressure on the government to act on various
issues making use of social media to promote citizen engagement. Mahere has managed to come
up with an online manifesto which she has shared
on her Facebook page and has urged other young
people to be actively involved in national politics.
Interestingly, her campaigns have been low cost as
they are online based and she has even gone on to
urge people who might want to read her manifesto
to request for it in the three major Zimbabwean
languages of English, Ndebele and Shona.
Thokozane Khupe (Opposition MDC T Vice President
and Member of the National Assembly) led
#BeatThePot campaign, just by following the hashtag. This campaign later escalated onto the streets
of Bulawayo as open demonstrations against the
government’s poor service delivery record, corruption and mismanagement of the economy which
the demonstrators claimed had reduced women to
vendors who have to survive by sheer bravery as
they have constant run ins with law enforcement
agencies when they sell their wares in undesignated
areas. Individual leaders being agents that translate
online campaigns into tangible mass mobilisation
for physical demonstrations has proven to be a possibility in Zimbabwean urban areas but little or no
traction has been made to penetrate the ‛closed’
rural parts of the country which have the majority of
the country’s population. Such initiatives by women
leaders could be a better way women engagement
in future Zimbabwean politics. It however stands
to be seen whether such social media influenced
political campaigns are sustainable in Zimbabwe
whose bulk of voters (about 67%) are in the rural
areas (where the ruling ZANU PF party uses mass
mobilisation face to face campaigns and rallies to
explain its policies and manifesto to the majority of
the electorate) and have limited access to the internet and various technologies or they will become

elitist campaign tools reserved for urban and generally young voters.
Many young Zimbabwean women are on social
media for personal and activist reasons (Chirenje,
2011; Changachirere, 2011). Hashtag campaigns
on Twitter are especially proving to draw an interest from young women that need to be involved in
shaping the political arena with respect to gender
equality. Issues on Zimbabwean women identities,
challenges of how women images are constructed
have featured through hashtags. The online expressions could point to individuals more conscious of
gendered socialisation, internalisation and even
construction of self. Although such an assertion is
yet to be empirically found, discursive constructions
of gender do appear to be challenged by women on
social media platforms in their personal and even
professional capacities. The platforms widely disseminate information and views on gender equality.
However, the obstacles remain in translating women’s online advocacy from individual action (for
example, through a tweet or post) to pushing for
systemic change through policy. Their impact in the
political arena needs to be translated to power on
the ground. Women can tell their various stories
and make their voices bolder. The next step might
be that they work towards gaining nominations for
political party primary elections, campaigning for
the leadership positions and being elected while
also occupying great influence on social media. A
reason for this would be to maintain a balance of
both virtual and physical influence given that these
two require different effort and can play different
roles in deconstructing gender barriers. Achieving
gender parity in the political spheres will likely
needs more unconventional modes in the future
and enhancing present skills to use the tools could
bode well for women in politics in the future.

5.2 Understanding Impervious Cultural
Barriers
Geertz (1973) described culture as ‛‛a system of
inherited conceptions expressed in symbolic forms”
through which people ‛‛communicate, perpetuate,
and develop their knowledge about and attitudes
toward life”. Gender is an issue of culture not nature
and therefore tackling gender inequalities requires
a contestation of culture. Sardenberg (2012) investigated the relevance of culture to the promotion
of gender equality and women’s empowerment
and how Latin American women movements have
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negotiated and contested gendered meanings
around culture. Sardenberg (2012) concluded that
‛‛transformatory thinking” has been the key to confronting cultural meanings and such can re-structure
gender order and enhance gender equality.
Dobson (2015) highlights the complexities, tensions,
and shifting flows of power in media as well as in
gendered subjectivity production in postfeminist
digital cultures. She points to contentious gendered
media practices and representations. In doing so,
Dobson (2015:2) suggests that these media practices and representations can be seen as cultural
modes of ‛‛survival” and ‛‛getting by” and are ‛‛political significant in terms of what they reveal about
negotiating conditions of postfeminism and femininity in contemporary techno-social mediascapes”.
As Risman (2004:436) argued, cultural expectations have ‛‛remained relatively impervious to the
feminist forces that have problematised sexist
socialisation practices and legal discrimination”.
This includes social media culture. Online spaces
can silence activists and open them up to threats
of violence, rape and even death (Subramanian,
2015). They can be spaces for perpetuating violence
against women even if violent acts do not immediately follow. Purohit, Banerjee, Hampton, Shalin,
Bhandutia and Sheth (2015), using big data, found
substantial gender based violence related content
on social media. Amongst their findings were that
spikes in gender based violence reflected the influence of events especially involving celebrities and
that social media content highlights the role government, law enforcement and business have in
the tolerance of gender based violence (Purohit et
al., 2015). The findings point to a need for more
research that analyses social media content to
extract not only measure attitudes but to develop
possible interventions. Big data research on women
participating over women issues in Zimbabwe could
reveal much about what cultural expectations exist
and are being shaped by social media interaction.
Negative online behaviours and attitudes against
women are recognised by many. Aumiller (2011)
observed that Twitter often promotes violence
against women. Despite online protests that have
developed against these, much is still needed to
understand truly what social media culture on
gender inequality for Zimbabwe is and how it can
be shaped to deconstruct gender inequalities at the
different levels that it exists.

5.3 Challenging Enduring Institutional
Barriers
Police violence, harassment and beatings of gender
activists still takes place as restrictive legislation
largely facilitates this. The already small space
women movements occupy in civil society operates under major restraints. For major players that
have developed sound strategies to operate within
the limits of existing legislative frameworks, their
experience has continued to carry them forward
with their cause. However, new players will find it
difficult to carry forward any visible mobilisation
campaign for fear of being labelled enemies of the
state. This reality and lack of resources constrain
support for emerging activism. The institutionalised
forms of resistance to gender deconstruction are
arguably expressed through the responses of censorship and harassment when gender questions
are raised. Female-written blogs and websites
have been subject to much censorship. For example, Magodonga Mahlangu and Jenni Williams from
the WOZA have been arrested numerous times.
Through Facebook, WOZA has made known their
experiences. Essentially, when practices, laws and
resources are examined, these are largely used to
maintain gender inequalities. Using social media
to deconstruct these aspects would require commitment to institutionalising gender balancing
processes in various institutions.
External organisations have been useful at extending gender activities where local funds have
been constrained. For example, Hivos Southern
Africa is supporting improvements of women
in Zimbabwean politics. It is currently implementing the Women Empowered for Leadership
programme which aims to enhance opportunities
and capacities for women to participate in political
and societal decision-making processes. It is anticipated that women with enhanced capacities to
engage in influential institutions in their different
capacities can change institutional gender dynamics. Hivos hosts a blog to share information on
activities that have taken place in the country.
Linked to these activities, information is transmitted via Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. As more
women raise to hold influential decision-making
positions and gain capacities needed to redress
gender related marginalisation and social exclusion, the institutional domain producing gendered
practices, laws and resource distribution could be
altered.
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6. Conclusion

Chigudu, H. 2007. Deepening our Understanding of CommunityBased Participatory Research: Lessons from Work around

Social media has introduced speed, interactivity
and flair that has been lacking in the traditional
mobilisation techniques. Zimbabwean women
movements and activists continue to adjust to
their changing socio-political environment and
the same can be said when it comes to online
environments. Activism through social media can
have great potential but many lessons are still to
be learnt about what is truly needed to deconstruct the gendered Zimbabwean social, economic,
political and cultural context using social media. A
number of limitations, for example, e-literacy and
digital divides, still exist to more inclusive dialogue
on women issues. Should online advocacy continue
to grow, the needs of the still silenced proportion
of rural and indigenous women will especially need
to be captured as further neglect of their voices
risks online gender advocacy developing splintering features far worse than those experienced
between genders.
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Abstract: In the light of the constitutional responsibility of Chapter 9 institutions in democratic South Africa,
the study analyses how the Mail & Guardian newspaper reported on the duties of the public protector as the
vanguard of people’s rights between 2014 and 2015. It analyses the editorial ‛‛frames” and ‛‛agenda setting” that
highlighted the public protector’s role in exposing corruption and the misdeeds of some senior government
officials, particularly on issues of national interest. This is in recognition of the potential influence of the news
media on shaping public opinion, which in this case, helped to facilitate open civic debate, mobilise support
and buy-in from the citizens towards the advancement of democratic values. Data were collected through
content analysis of news articles with reportage on matters arising from the public protector’s scope of operations. Articles for analysis were selected on the basis of their ‛‛news value” criteria where transparency and
accountability in the different spheres of governance were prominent indicators. Thematic content analysis
was adopted to synthesise data into intelligible findings and conclusion. In the end, the study noted that the
press’ editorial coverage of the public protector’s findings helped to stimulate national interest and further gave
impetus towards creating awareness about the institution’s mandate in the context of good governance. Thus,
the press should be viewed as an invaluable part of the multi-lateral approach that complements effort from
other monitoring and control portfolios such as the Auditor General and the Hawks towards the promotion of
responsible leadership, good governance and sustenance of a corruption-free society.
Keywords: Public Protector, Accountability, Transparency, Agenda Setting, Good Governance

1. Introduction
Although the transition of South Africa from apartheid to democracy in 1994 came with potential
opportunities for a progressive society, its inception
also emerged with accompanying challenges for
the new government. This is despite the country’s
resolute establishment of strong systems essential for effective accountability and transparent
governance to consolidate the gains of democracy. In its transformational outlook, the South
African government adopted functional political
systems through the establishment of a multi-party
democracy, free and fair electoral processes, and
an independent judiciary system. This has been
complemented by the existence of a more independent and pluralistic press compared to the
erstwhile pro-apartheid communication machinery (Independent Broadcasting Act, 1993). Like
other countries in the world, many people hoped
that these and other support mechanisms would
provide effective checks and balances to expand

government’s accountability where policy makers
and the executive would become more responsive
to the needs of the citizens (Pippa, 2004). Thus, the
new government’s approach would run efficiently
ensuring the rule of law, accountability and good
governance as benchmarks of a new social order
and structural redress of the injustices of the past.
In the end, this would yield positive and sustainable
socio-economic gains for the majority of citizens
particularly the disadvantaged populace of South
Africa.
However, the presence of checks and balances to
control government and its potential for abuse
of power has not always been effective (Murray,
2006). As a result, evidence of poor governance
owing to corruption and lack of accountability has
created untenable levels of mistrust between government and the citizens. This has had a critical
impact on the capacity of government to inspire
nation-building initiatives, uphold human rights
and to delivery on the intents of the National
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Development programme. Hence, lack of effective
social transformation has led to an uproar against
poor governance in the form of heightened trade
unionism, agitated student unrest, service delivery
protests and human rights advocacy (Muswede,
2016). As such, these failures have placed heavy
demands on the numerous constitutional derivatives to remind those in authority of their national
responsibility to the citizens. In addition to the
voice of civic groups, this collective response has
put pressure on the investigation units such as
the Hawks as well as Chapter 9 institutions that
are meant to support constitutional democracy.
These include the South African Human Rights
Commission (HRC), Electoral Commission, Auditor
General, Commission on Gender Equality, the Office
of the Public Protector and the Commission for the
promotion and protection of the rights of cultural,
religious and linguistic communities (Constitution
of the Republic of South Africa of 1996).
All Chapter 9 institutions’ independence is provided for by the constitution for the maintenance
of public interest to promote high standards of professional ethics in the public service (Murray, 2006).
This is done to monitor the government to enhance
accountability and contribute to the constitutional
project of transformation by laying a foundation for
democratic and an open society. Chapter 9 institutions operate on the premises that ensure that
governance is informed by the will of the people
and that citizens are protected by the laws of the
country. They further operate to support the traditional methods of securing accountable governance
by ‛‛providing a legitimate and authoritative account
of government’s record, which can be used by citizens and parliament in scrutinising government’s
performance” (ibid p 11).
Although not established by law, some scholars have referred to an independent press or a
Broadcasting Authority as the 7th institution of the
Chapter 9 institutions (Murray, 2006). This is in recognition of its ‛‛watchdog role” in promoting good
governance through public scrutiny of those in
authority and by highlighting policy failures, corruption and scandals in both the public and corporate
sectors (Pippa, 2004). For this reason, the paper
investigates the role of the press in highlighting the
functions of the Public Protector as the vanguard
of the people’s interests in the context of leadership and governance challenges in democratic
South Africa.

2. The Role of the Public Protector in
South Africa
The Public protector is one of the Chapter 9
institutions established to serve all persons and
communities living in South Africa as their first priority. The office is independent and subject only to
the constitution and the law, and has been given
power to perform its functions without fear, favour
or prejudice. Its services involve investigating and
reporting on any government activities that lead to
poor governance and must ensure that no person
or organ of the state may interfere with their functioning. The office of the Public Protector is only
accountable to the National Assembly and reports
to the assembly at least once a year (Constitution
of the Republic of South Africa, 1996).
The public protector’s role is to investigate any
conduct in state affairs or public administration in
any sphere of the government that is alleged or
suspected to the improper or result in any impropriety or prejudice. S/he has been given the power
by national legislation to report on that conduct
and take appropriate remedial action (section 182
(1) Constitution of 1996). Furthermore, section 6 (4)
of Public Protector Act, 23 of 1994 also states that,
the power and function of the public protector shall
be competent to investigate initiative or receipt of
a complaint any alleged maladministration in connection with the affairs of government at any level.
According to section 182 (4 and 5) the constitution
provides that, in order to preserve the democratic
government, the public protector must be accessible to all persons and communities. It also holds
that reports from his or her office must be open to
the public unless exceptional circumstances require
such to be kept confidential. Moreover, the public
protector must report in writing any activities to the
National Assembly at least once a year, provided
that any report must also be tabled in the National
Council of Provinces (section 8 (2a), Public Protector
Act, 23 of 1994).
However, over the years, there has been an outrage
over lack of independence of some of the chapter
9 institutions with some sections of society alleging partisan behaviour among their members and
political interference on the role of these institutions (Murray, 2006). Despite vehement criticism
of these institutions, society, particularly the media,
have noted how the Public protector’s office has
been lauded for exposing corruption and facilitating
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widespread opportune platforms for civic engagement in the recent past. This stems from Advocate
Thuli Madonsela’s conduct since she took office in
2009, during whose term a number of high profile cases of corruption, lack of accountability and
issues of abuse of authority were successfully investigated and finalised. It has been noted that her
investigations have been accompanied by reports
of evidence that indicate her commitment to act
decisively in cases of alleged maladministration.
Hence, according to Thornhill (2011), the President
of South Africa acknowledged the status of the
Public Protector as one of the prominent institutions that support democracy. He further noted this
as a clear demonstration that the country is committed to transparent and accountable democratic
governance, particularly with respect to protecting
the underprivileged.
Through the Public Protector’s ability to investigate
and resolve numerous cases of misconduct and
maladministration, most South Africans eventually came to the awareness, that despite the initial
perceptions that chapter 9 institutions had limited
powers to enforce accountability, recent judgements by the constitutional court have not only
confirmed that ‛‛they can demand an account of
what the state and other actors have done” (Murray,
2006). Instead, this has authenticated the resolute
stance that their decisions are binding on the subjects of investigation. Thus, the term of office of
Advocate Thuli Madonsela has served both as a
prototype and pontification of how chapter 9 institutions can help to foster public accountability, not
only as a cornerstone of democracy, but also as a
punitive deterrent to those who might be tempted
to flout the rule of law in the future. Despite these
successes, the study gives specific attention to the
Public Protector’s investigations that made news
headlines in 2014 and 2015. These news items are
used to analyse how the editorial ‛‛frames” and
agenda setting highlighted the Public protector’s
role in promoting accountability and good governance in South Africa.

3. The Press and the Promotion of
Good Governance in a Democracy
This section highlights the usefulness of the press
in entrenching democracy through promoting
active participation of citizens and engaging in the
business of governance. It acknowledges the various ways through which this may be achieved by

educating, informing and mobilising the public in
the form of public debate, watchdog role, promoting public education and influencing public opinion
as discussed below.

4. Forum of Public Debate
The press plays a catalytic role, making reforms possible by strengthening democratic institutions and
enhancing public participation. Public participation
is an important indicator of public accountability
and therefore the involvement of the press as a
forum of public debate ensures adherence to
democratic values (Coronel, 2003). This is useful
in determining the nature of interaction that the
public has with government because the media’s
coverage of issues of national interest has a bearing
on how public participation is realised. Thus, the
press remains an indispensable tool to obtain public
participation and to ensure government’s answerability to issues of state delivery. Moreover, the
media are a force multiplier, and usually enhance
proper adherence to the principle of public participation. For this process to be effective, it requires
constant communication and public involvement
as a critical tool for monitoring and good governance (Tshandu, 2010). The press is renowned for
enabling an environment where it helps to create a
civic culture and a tradition of public debate which is
often absent in non-democratic environments. This
is critical for good governance because it provides a
culture of community conversation by creating an
inquisitive citizenry with respect to the important
matters of society.

5. Performing the ‛‛Watchdog” Role
Towards Authority
Democratic theory and enlightenment theorist postulates that publicity and open ness provide the
best protection against tyranny and the excesses of
arbitrary rule (Holmes, 1991). This view resonates
with Sen (1999), who maintained that a free press
and free flow of information can guarantee transparency and enhance critical public discussion. In
both local and global contexts, some countries have
relatively managed to assert the role of the press
in entrenching democratic ideals as monitors or
watchdogs of those entrusted with public office. This
provides an inescapably important requirement of
good public policy. Journalists are renowned for
exposing government authorities worldwide of corruption, abuse of power and malpractice. Notably,
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an adversarial press has been lauded for being part
of the political process that has assisted in strengthening fledgling democracies and inspiring efficient
functioning of governments (Peters, 2002). Globally,
sustained investigative reporting has been associated attempts to stamp down corruption, violation
of human rights and other forms of malpractices,
a gesture that has helped to build a culture of
accountability in government.

6. Platform for Public Education
Through Agenda Setting
Traditional forms of the media such as newspapers have played a significant educational and
informational role by filling the knowledge gap
that most social institutions have not breached
(Coronel, 2003). These include educational institutions and civic structures of society where most
people lack basic informational skills. Daily news
reports through the press alert the public to the
latest events about the larger environment beyond
their immediate experiences through editorials that
serve as considerable signals that highlight major
events and issues. Through specific news selection
criteria, editors and news directors focus people’s
attention and influence their perceptions on what
the most important issues of the day are (McCombs,
2013). The agenda setting role of the news media is
their influence on the salience of a particular issue.
The influence is based on whether any significant
numbers of people really regard the subject in
question as worthwhile to hold an opinion about.
While many issues compete for public attention,
only a few succeed in doing so, and the news media
exert significant influence on our perceptions of
what the most important issues of the day are. In
other words, the news media can set the agenda
for public thought and discussion. The agenda of
the news media becomes, to a considerate degree,
the agenda of the public. In other words, the news
media set the public agenda (McCombs, 2013) and
this makes newspapers an interesting area to study
since their editorial content is usually predetermined by editors.

7. Influencing Public Opinion Through
News Frames
Daily newspapers are considered as one of the principal sources of information about public affairs
globally. They communicate a host of cues about the
relative salience of topics on readers’ daily agenda

although only a few topics really matter to them.
While many issues compete for public attention, the
press usually exert significant influence on people’s
perceptions of what the most important issues of
the day are (McCombs, 2004). As such, this indirectly prescribes societal discourse and influences
opinions regarding matters of importance including
the manner in which readers perceive these issues.
Public opinion matters often revolve around specific issues of the moment or the collective will of
society, either internally or externally constructed.
Perspectives on public opinion as a process stress
the role of dialogue and deliberation as core elements in the description and evaluation of public
opinion (McCombs, Hubert, Kiousis & Wanta, 2011).
Furthermore, carefully packaged news frames
usually become the source of information for key
opinion leaders and agenda setters, who use them
to interpret the social world for target audiences.
This eventually places the media in a potentially
powerful position in influencing public opinion in
the public sphere (Firmstone, 2013). In this regard,
newspapers play an important role as part of the
broad mass media environment to facilitate dialogue among citizens. As a public opinion shaper,
the press brings issues of national interest to public
attention, affect how the issues are framed, and also
gives voice to the disadvantaged populace.

8. Research Design and Methodology
This is a qualitative content analysis study on the
coverage of the Public Protector’s role in the Mail &
Guardian Newspaper between February 2014 and
December 2015. Data were collected through content analysis of purposively selected news articles
with reportage on matters arising from the public
protector’s scope of operations. Articles for analysis
were selected on the basis of their ‛‛news value”
criteria where transparency and accountability in
the different spheres of governance were prominent indicators. Thematic content analysis was
adopted to synthesise data into intelligible findings
and conclusion. A total of 37 ‛‛hard news” articles
were noted which directly reported on the public
protector’s activities and one (n-1) opinionated article written by the incumbent Public Protector (Thuli
Madonsela herself). However, seven (n-7) were letters to the editor, eleven (n-11) were opinionated
whereas (n-5) were investigative reports. This left
the researchers with (n-15) articles for analysis,
which is done according to themes that emerged
from the data.
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9. Results and Discussion
The press communicates a host of cues about the
relative salience of topics on their daily agendas.
The lead story on page one, front page versus the
inside page, the size of the headline and even the
length of a story, all communicate salient topics on
the news agenda. Even the repetition of a topic day
after day is one of the most powerful messages
about its importance.

9.1 Prominence ‛‛Value” on the Public
Protector’s Duties
All the fifteen (n-15) news reports placed high
prominence as a ‛‛news value” on the duties of the
Public Protector (PP) in their news agenda. Most
news items were presented in bold ink and upper
case headlines emphasising the news threshold of
the PP’s work. Despite the overall low frequency
in the quantity of news items about the PP’s activities in the timeframe, the broadness (length), news
headlines and number of articles dedicated to one
institution on one edition, in some instances up 11
pages (20-27/03/2014 edition), demonstrates that
the institution was high on the news agenda of the
Mail & Guardian. For example, this can be seen on
the edition of 7-15 August 2015 titled ‛‛Nukes: The
next Nkandla for Thuli” presented as a Headline
with detailed coverage on page 2-3, with three (n-2)
additional stories on pages 2 and 21 about related
matters by the same office. This approach to news
coverage is reflective of an emphatic editorial stance
on the institution’s monitoring role as denoted by
the broad scope encompassing the social, economic
and political imperatives of South African issues.
This was also complimented by the coverage of high
profile news such as Nkandla saga, Multi-million toilet
tender in the Eastern Cape and Free State, ANC Top
Boss Snubs Thuli and others as clear impression that
the newspaper viewed the PP’s role as a prominent
subject that warranted ample reportage.

9.2 Presentation Style, Objectivity and
Language Usage
The analysis under this section is presented in line
the South African Press Code which implores journalists to report news fairly, accurately and truthfully.
Editorial aspects of hard news reporting styles were
applied to locate the articles’ appropriateness within
conventions of the genre’s journalistic competences.
Most importantly, was the evidence of variable use

of several presentation styles including the inverted
pyramid, champagne glass and narratives accompanied by reporters’ ability to infuse the 5Ws and H
as part of their story intros or leads. The reporters
were accommodative of the paper’s diverse readers
by varying their use of reporting styles in line with
their applicability to the news story genre. Hence,
news stories were creatively crafted sticking to hard
news conventions without deviating to stylistic and
idiomatic expressions associated with rhetoric and
propaganda formats. Such were clearly evident on
the 20-27 March 2014 edition under the Headline
‛‛Madonsela exposes the rot at the heart of Nkandla”
where the reporter used the question and answer
technique to articulate how government Officials
and Cabinet ministers broke the rules to please number
one (de Wet & Evans, 2014).
All fifteen articles reporting on the Public Protector’s
activities used diverse sources as evidence of fair,
impartial and accurate reporting of events. Among
them was reference to Mr Zuma’s personal architect, Mininhle Makhanya and aerial pictures of Mr
Zuma’s Nkandla home on page 3 of the 20-27 March
edition; Minister Zwane’s homestead (2-8 October
2015 on page 10) and citing Cabinet ministers such
as Mr Kebby Maphatsoe’s response on the Nkandla
saga (20-27 March 2015 on page 4). The language
used in the stories formed a critical component of
the reportage in determining how the newspaper
mainstreamed the PP’s role to society. However,
while most Headlines were written in ‛‛catchy” and
poignant style, some of the detail in the stories
was presented in highly-pitched language which
most lay persons would find difficult to understand.
This is evident in titles such as ‛‛Placatory Madonsela
talks tough” in 29 August -04 September 2014 page
11 and ‛‛Warden wilts while ‛King’ lords it in his own
Nkandla” in the 2-8 October 2015 edition. In the
former case, phrases such as ‛‛acting with impunity”;
‛‛soft power … cajoling and ‛‛hysterical reaction” and
use of phrases and words such as ‛‛opulent’ home
… group of workers in … ‛ubiquitous” overalls, in the
latter case may not be simple to digest for ordinary
readers if not explained.

9.3 Contextualisation of the Public Protector’s
Role
Usually, the press provides information upon which
the citizens can judge their government and those
in authority based on knowledge of democratic
values and existing legislative framework. It does
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this by reporting matters of national interest in
contextualised formats such interpreting the constitutional provisions, policies and by-laws of the
country so that citizens are adequately informed
on how to hold those in government accountable.
For example, the Mail & Guardian’s 20-27 March
edition had ten (n-10) news items on cases involving the Public Protector. One (n-1) striking item is
entitled Madonsela puts ‛Gogo Dlamini’ first on page
5. In the story, the reporter highlights how ordinary
people’s plight can get the attention of the PP and
further quotes Thuli Madonsela (the out-going PP)
alluding that ‛‛95% of cases handled by her office
relate to ordinary persons”. In the same story, she is
pictured attending to grievances of Bapo ba Mogale
in Rustenburg who invited her to probe into misappropriation of public funds. In addition, another
story on page 11 of the same edition chronicles how
the Nkandla saga unfolded by displaying a step by
step narrative from the 9 May 2009 to 26 January
2014 under the title ‛‛How the Events unfolded”. This
approach de-personalises the office of the PP and
underscores a carefully crafted impartial persuasion
to convince readers of the rationale for the pursuance of the case measured against the resultant
national implications. For this reason, it can be said
that the role of the Public protector was covered
in a manner that attempted to avoid ideological
nuances and in the proper national context.

9.4 Constructive Focus on the Public
Protector’s Role
One of the salient purposes of the PP in supporting
democracy and good governance is to make recommendations that re-direct government’s focus
towards reconstruction, development and transformation through effective policy implementation.
Evidence of the Mail & Guardian’s constructive focus
on the PP’s role ran through most of the themes
covered through the entire study period. These
include titles such as ‛‛… Thuli tackles the nuclear
build on page 2 & 3 of the 7-13 August 2015 edition;
Protector: Hearts have hardened on page on 6 of the
27 Nov-3 December 2015 edition and Two reports,
same law, one address published on page 33 of the
5-11 June 2015 edition under Comments & Analysis
by Thuli Madonsela herself. In the first news story,
the PP was concerned about how the new Nuclear
Build Programme fits in with government’s planning
framework in the context of public outcry regarding the costs to be incurred. The second news item
makes reference to how Thuli Madonsela (PP) was

‛‛treated like a child” by the parliament’s portfolio
committee on justice when she requested for more
operational funds following the closure of some of
her regional offices. In the third instance, the Public
Protector juxtaposed Nkandla saga with Eastern
Cape MEC, Ms P. Majodina who repaid undue travel
benefits as exemplary. Thus, in all the above cases,
the Public Protector is poised as the vanguard of
the citizens’ human rights, priorities and democratic
aspirations through her impersonal advocacy.

10. Conclusion
The study noted that the press’ editorial coverage
of the public protector’s investigations, findings and
recommendations based on the merit of individual
cases was useful in stimulating public interest as it
gave impetus to the institution’s responsibilities. This
was accomplished through carefully crafted editorial ‛‛frames” and ‛‛agenda setting” highlighting the
public protector’s role in exposing corruption and
misconduct of some senior government officials at
the expense of the disadvantaged people. This is in
recognition of the potential influence of the press on
shaping public opinion, which in this case, helped to
facilitate open civic debate, mobilised support and
buy-in from the citizens to inspire confidence in the
public protector’s office. Furthermore, the reports
were useful in creating awareness about the institution’s mandate in the context of good governance
by underlining the limitations and pitfalls associated
with those close to power to remain accountable
to the South African citizens. This was particularly
evident in the newspaper’s objective reportage that
gave negative prominence to misdeeds such as
corruption, maladministration and policy failure as
elements of poor governance. Therefore, the press
remains an invaluable element of the multi-lateral
approach in complementing efforts by other monitoring and control portfolios such as the Auditor
General and the Human Rights Commission towards
promotion of responsible leadership, accountability
and good governance.
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Abstract: The purpose of this study is to determine how gender socialisation influences the challenges faced
by women entrepreneurs in South African rural areas. It is an extensive review of the literature on entrepreneurship, gender socialisation, rural women entrepreneurship and challenges faced by women entrepreneurs.
This paper highlights the challenges faced by women entrepreneurs specifically those in rural areas. Since
higher levels of gender socialisation increase the challenges faced by rural women entrepreneurs, it becomes
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1. Introduction
South African economic policies (for example,
the National Development Plan [NDP] and BroadBased Black Economic Empowerment Act [BBBEE])
place high emphasis on promoting entrepreneurial
activities (Krueger, Hansen, Michl & Welsh 2011).
In particular, these policies seek to provide for
interventions that minimise challenges faced by
entrepreneurs (Van de Merwe, 2008). For example, the Small Enterprise Development Agency
(SEDA) allocates funding and training opportunities for budding entrepreneurs while BBBEE
promotes access to markets. There still is however, a segment of entrepreneurs that continues
to experience numerous challenges. Female entrepreneurs, particularly, in the rural areas tend to be
more vulnerable to entrepreneurial challenges as
compared to urban-women entrepreneurs. This
was noted in the study by Davis (2011), who put to
light that rural-women entrepreneurs differ from
those in urban areas in terms of service delivery,
networking (finding mentors and role models),
lack of knowledge or information about how to
acquire funding and lack of growth skills. In agreement, Ascher (2012) postulated that many women
in developing countries, emerging economies
and less-economically developed economies are
illiterate and live in poverty, although, this situation does not prevent them from participating
at a certain level in local economies and becoming entrepreneurs. In most economies, women

dominate the micro-enterprise sector; both in
rural or urban areas, their participation in small
to medium enterprises contribute to the economic
development. Women entrepreneurs, therefore
contribute directly to economic growth and poverty reduction. In India, for example, women are
considered as workaholics and participate, economically, outside the house to develop a sense
of independence (Malyadri, 2014). In spite of their
contributions to the economy, women entrepreneurs suffer various constraints that inhibit them
from realising their full entrepreneurial potential (United Nations Industrial Development
Organisation, 2003). Past studies indicate that,
especially, women entrepreneurs face unique
challenges primarily because of gender and the
socialisation practices among societies (Carter,
2014; Department of Tourism & Industry, 2005;
Mboweni, 2015; Valla, 2001). Some of these challenges include the lack of entrepreneurial skills,
gender discrimination, work-life balance and limited access to finance (Aslam, Latif & Mahummad,
2013). The above-mentioned problems are most
severe in rural areas, where the socio-cultural
environment is less favourable for women to
engage in entrepreneurial activities (South Africa.
Department of Tourism & Industry, 2005). Against
this background, the purpose of this study is to
determine how gender socialisation influences
the challenges faced by women entrepreneurs
in South African rural areas such as the Vhembe
District in Limpopo Province.
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1.1 Identification of the Research Gap and
the Development of the Research Problem
Statement
As already pointed out, the notion of entrepreneurial challenges faced by women in business is
not entirely a new topic. Most studies on this topic
report on women entrepreneurship challenges in
the Western world (Ahl, 2006; Baker, Aldrich & Liou,
1997; Brush & Welter, 2009). Of the few studies on
women entrepreneurship in emerging economies
including South Africa, authors such as Chinomona
and Muzariri (2015), Wube (2010) and Vinay, Singh
& Divya (2015) provide useful insights. For instance,
Valla (2001), Witbool & Ukpere (2011) and Mboweni
(2015) reveal that the deficiency with existing studies is that they unjustifiably, assume that women
entrepreneurs are a homogenous cohort. In particular, Mboweni (2015) demonstrates that the
nature and extent of challenges faced by women
entrepreneurs differ across various demographic
factors such as age, family size, and education level.
Following on from Mboweni’s (2015) findings, this
study postulates that the extent of entrepreneurial
challenges faced by rural-women entrepreneurs
differs from those faced by urban-women entrepreneurs. For that reason, this study focuses on
understanding entrepreneurial challenges faced
by the former. Even though the majority of studies
(c.f., Valla, 2001; Witbool & Ukpere, 2011; Mboweni,
2015) have focused on urban-women entrepreneurial challenges in developing countries, Table
1 on the following page demonstrates that macro-level challenges (for example, mobility, access to
finance and markets) have been the focus of past
studies. Moreover, these studies have ignored the
micro-level that is, personal challenges that women
entrepreneurs encounter.

1.2 Research Gap
It can be concluded, therefore, that the existing literature pertaining to women entrepreneurs has
largely ignored two pertinent issues, (1) micro-level
challenges of (2) women entrepreneurs operating
in rural areas. Following this line of thought, this
research attempts to address this gap in the body
of knowledge. As a corollary, the proposal argues
that gender socialisation moderates the extent of
micro-level challenges (for example, personal and
socio-cultural challenges) that rural-entrepreneurs
face. The research problem was thus formulated
to read:

Past research has identified numerous challenges
faced by women entrepreneurs; however, very few
have focused exclusively on challenges faced by
rural-women entrepreneurs. Furthermore, very
few studies have attempted to identify how gender
socialisation affects women entrepreneurs’ experience of these challenges.

1.3 Aim and Objectives of the Study
The aim of this study is to determine how gender
socialisation influences the nature and severity of
entrepreneurial challenges experienced by rural
women in Vhembe District. The specific objectives
of the study are:
1. To identify the challenges faced by women
entrepreneurs in the Vhembe District.
2. To ascertain the perceptions of women entrepreneurs in the Vhembe District on entrepreneurial
challenges.
3. To determine whether there are specific challenges that female entrepreneurs, in rural areas,
encounter due to gender socialisation.

1.4 Significance of the Study
Latest statistics from the USA reveal that women-owned businesses are the fastest growing
segment of new business start-ups. The state of
women-owned businesses report (USA, 2016) highlighted that, between 2007 and 2016, the number
of women-owned businesses increased by 45 per
cent compared to a nine per cent increase over
the earlier periods, as against other businesses.
In particular, Mattis (2004) shows that women
entrepreneurial activities are of strategic importance to economies. It was insightful to learn that
black women’s businesses form a larger share
of black-owned businesses than white women’s
businesses do of white-owned businesses (Mattis,
2004). Commenting on women entrepreneurship,
Bharthvajan (2014) asserts that women in business
have also been recognised as catalysts for poverty
reduction, social upgrading and economic regeneration through job creation (Akhalwaya & Havenga,
2012; Ahmad, 2011). A classic example is the agriculture industry; therein women-farming businesses
cultivate more than half of all the food that is grown.
In Sub-Saharan Africa, for instance, women produce
up to 80 per cent of all basic foodstuffs (South Africa.
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Table 1: Thematic Analysis of Women Entrepreneurship Challenges
Author

Year

Challenges

Context/ Sample

Mboweni

2015

o
o
o
o

Finance
Market
Gender
Family support

o
o
o

South Africa
Urban
n = 126

Vinay, Divya
& Singh

2015

o
o
o
o
o
o

Finance and markets
Management problems
unawareness of support and incentives
mobility constraint
access to policy makers
statistical invisibility

o
o
o

Developing country
India
n=265

Chinomona &
Muzariri

2015

o
o
o

work-life balance
training and education
finance and market limitations

o
o
o

South Africa
Urban
n=30

Aslam, Latif &
Mahummad

2013

o
o
o
o

securing finance
personal problems
family/work role conflict
lack of entrepreneurial skills

o
o

Pakistan
n=120

Wube

2010

o
o
o
o

Premises/land
Finance and training
Conflicting gender roles
Social acceptance

o
o
o

Pakistan
Urban area
n=203

Botha

2006

o
o
o

finance
gender discrimination and bias
lack of support structures

o
o
o

South Africa
Urban
n=180

Valla

2001

o
o
o

Socialisation
Market and finance
Family-work conflicting roles

o
o
o

South Africa
Urban
n=225

Source: Authors

Department of Trade & Industry, 2015). Despite this,
women-owned businesses continue to suffer the
most challenges. Given the importance of women
entrepreneurs, it is vital for this study to identify
challenges faced by women entrepreneurs in rural
areas particularly in Vhembe District. Collectively,
the study envisages that it will contribute not only
to the body of knowledge, but to a deeper understanding of women entrepreneurial practices.

2. Literature Review
2.1 Entrepreneurial Challenges Faced by
Women in Business
The literature identifies several challenges faced by
women entrepreneurs. Table 1, above, provides a
thematic analysis of the challenges faced by women
entrepreneurs, as identified in the existing literature. Table 1 provides a summary of the authors, the

challenges they found and also the countries where
their studies were conducted – whether urban or
rural.
From studying Table 1, it becomes clear that challenges faced by women entrepreneurs can be
classified into nine categories, namely, entrepreneurial factors, personal factors, technical factors,
socio-cultural, infrastructural, educational and
occupational, role barriers as well as behavioural
barriers (Aslam, Latif & Muhammad, 2013; Valla,
2001). Consistent with studies undertaken in South
Africa, the above-mentioned nine categories were
consolidated into four categories. These are briefly
discussed as follows:

2.1.1 Entrepreneurial Challenges (Also Referred
to as Business-Related Challenges)
These are business-related challenges that women
entrepreneurs face and include aspects such as,
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the lack of finance, lack of collateral for acquiring funds, lack of funding, lack of access to policy
makers, inability to network and lack of access to
markets (Chinomona & Muzariri, 2015). Women,
in most cases, fail to meet the minimum requirements to acquire credit (Aslam, Latif & Mahummad,
2013). Authors such as Valla (2001); Ayadurai and
Sohail (2006) pointed out the inability to network as
one of the challenges that women entrepreneurs
face in male-dominated societies. The latter author
observes that it is difficult for women to be well-networked in male-dominated societies.

2.1.4.1 Role Barriers
Work-life imbalance comes about when there is
conflict between work and life. According to Valla
(2001), work-life balancing affects married women
more than unmarried female entrepreneurs. The
double female burden of being a family person
responsible for unpaid housework, upbringing
of children and that of being an entrepreneur is
a drawback to many females starting or running
their own businesses. The doubling of the two roles
leads to what is called role overload (Treasury Board
Secretariat, 2001).

2.1.2 Socio-Cultural Challenges
Historically, women have been excluded from
active roles in major institutions such as churches,
state, and universities. French (2009) asserts that
because of patriarchy, women, and the work that
they do tend to be devalued and discouraged. Thus,
socio-cultural challenges can be viewed as the negative attitude that society has towards women to
engaging in business. This includes the thinking that
women are supposed to fulfil homely duties and not
be in business and lack of family support restricts
them from starting their own businesses.

2.1.4.2 Behavioural Barriers
Behavioural barrier is the second dimension of
personal challenges. These include aspects such
as lack of education, fewer opportunities for skills
development, negative self-image and little confidence in women (low entrepreneurial intentions).

2.1.3 Technical Challenges
The lack of technical skills or knowledge and inability to perform specialised tasks is also considered
to be a hurdle for women entrepreneurs. Although
fulfilling such tasks can be outsourced, but due to
the lack of funding for women entrepreneurs, it
becomes a double impediment. This is consistent with Aslam, Latif and Mahummad (2013), who
found that women in highly patriarchal societies
such as those in Muslim countries mostly suffer
from the inability to perform computer-related
duties, inability to operate heavy machines or
vehicles. The tasks illustrate the negative relationship between gender socialisation and technical
abilities. In other words, how women are raised,
what they have learnt and how they view womanhood. More specifically, lack of technical skills
lead to a general lack of confidence, which in turn
discourages female individuals’ pursuit of entrepreneurship goals (Leavy, 2009).
2.1.4 Personal Challenges
Personal challenges include all barriers that affect
women entrepreneurs as individuals in their personal capacities. Valla (2001) categorises personal
challenges into role and behavioural barriers. These
are discussed next.

2.2 Gender Socialisation and
Entrepreneurship
Gender socialisation, according to Carter (2014),
is the tendency for boys and girls to be treated
and raised differently within families and society. Gender socialisation explains why males and
females behave differently and it is also thought
to be the root for gender stereotyping, including
chauvinism. Carter (2014) believes that the socialisation process begins at birth; families usually treat
new-borns differently according to their sex. These
different approaches and treatment of babies by
the family serve to shape behaviour patterns and
define boundaries as they grow (Wharton, 2005).
The processes of gender socialisation have been
described at length by developmental scholars
(Huston, 1983; Ruble & Martin, 1998), and an extensive body of literature suggests that parents play a
key role in gender socialisation. Raffaelli and Ontai
(2004) found differential treatment between boys
and girls by their parents among Latino communities. Further, the study highlighted that children
tended to have different household responsibilities
depending on their gender. Girls were expected to
help around the house; whereas boys were not.
Gender role attitudes emerged as the most consistent predictor of parental socialisation.
Gender is socially constructed and stressed the
complexity and diversity of the concept (Bockting,
1999; Bohan, 2002; Kimmel, 2000; Maurer,
Margaret & Hughes, 1999). It is difﬁcult to capture
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this complexity because most measures of gender
are based on a dichotomous approach that merely
set women and men in opposition and assume
that people believe that differences between
them are normal and natural. The belief that
men and women are fundamentally different is
often linked to the idea that there are particular
social roles for which men and women are best
suited (Ruble & Martin, 1998). In this study, the
author wishes to give an insight on how gender
socialisation influences the way that rural women
entrepreneurs encounter challenges they face in
entrepreneurship.
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Corporate Entrepreneurship in the Public Sector:
A South African Perspective
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Abstract: Over the last three decades, organisations worldwide have used corporate entrepreneurship (CE)
as a means of building new competencies, revitalizing operations, achieving renewal, and creating value for
stakeholders. However, little is understood about factors triggering CE within the public sector. The aim of this
paper was to collect relevant principles and concepts from existing entrepreneurship and CE literature, which
could then be refined, developed and used in the public sector to foster a new entrepreneurial-orientated climate. This paper determines the entrepreneurial orientation (EO) amongst managers and what antecedents
promote entrepreneurship in the public sector. It used data from managers within organisations under the
Minister of Public Service and Administration (MPSA). The findings of this study can therefore be used to develop
strategies that can be applied within the public sector as a whole to improve organisational performance. This
paper concludes with a discussion on implications for both theory and practise.
Keywords: Corporate entrepreneurship, Entrepreneurial orientation, Social entrepreneurship

1. Introduction
Research, as mostly evidenced over the last decade,
suggested that it is vital for large traditional organisations to support entrepreneurial behaviour
across all hierarchical levels in order to improve
performance (Ireland, Kuratko & Morris, 2006;
Kuratko, 2009; Ireland, Covin & Kuratko 2009). In the
works of Hisrich and Kearney (2011:45), research on
corporate entrepreneurial performance has found
that organisations that are more entrepreneurially orientated have a higher level of performance,
making corporate entrepreneurship (CE) important for organisational success and development.
In the last three decades, public sector literature
has given increased attention to entrepreneurship,
CE, strategy, internal organisational characteristics,
performance and public value. However as with
public organisations little is known about actual
antecedents of entrepreneurship that make public
organisations to be innovative, proactive and risk
taking. Entrepreneurship within existing organisations, often referred to as CE, has been studied
extensively within the private sector however
the same cannot be said about the public sector
(Kearney & Meynhardt, 2016:544). Over the last
few decades’ private sector management principles have been introduced into the public sector
(Kearney, Hisrich & Roche 2010; Morris, Web &
Franklin 2011; Meynhardt & Diefenhach, 2012).

Public sector organisations represent a particular
context characterised by important differences
from CE in private sector organisations. Public
sector organisations are formed with the purpose
of fulfilling a societal need, these organisations face
unprecedented demands from a society that grows
more complex and interdependent by the day.
This sector includes organisations serving important functions such as health, education, human
services, arts and culture (Boris & Steuerle, 2006;
Kearney & Meynhardt, 2016). In the public sector
there is no profit maximising focus, little potential
for income generation and no bottom line against
which performance can be measured. The majority of public sector organisations get their income
from government and they have to account to several stakeholders. Public organisations generally
have more formal decision-making procedures
and are less flexible and more risk-averse than
their private sector counterparts. Therefore, the
blind transfer of concepts between the private and
public sectors appears inappropriate given the
substantial differences in their purpose and mission (Meynhardt & Diefenbach, 2012:761). Private
organisations are mainly focused on shareholder
value driven by profits, while public sector organisations are driven by progress in achieving social
outcomes, a need to provide value to multiple
stakeholders, and the need to generate sufficient
revenues to maintain or enhance operational
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efficiency and effectiveness. While public sector
organisations can emphasize certain commercial forms of entrepreneurship, the predominant
emphasis is on serving the public interest and
creating public value (Meynhardt, 2009, 2011;
Moore, 2013). Despite the increased importance
of entrepreneurship in the public sector, there is
little empirical research on the topic. Even fewer
studies have examined antecedents of entrepreneurship and managers have only recently become
the focus of some (qualitative) research (Hisrich
& Roche, 2008; Meynhardt & Metelmann, 2009;
Meynhardt & Diefenbach, 2012).
Public sector organisations are complex, facing a
turbulent external environment with eroding tax
bases, greater accountability and transparency, rapidly changing technology and increasingly diverse
stakeholders and clients to serve. CE can be a
means to generating alternative revenues, improving internal processes and developing innovative
solutions to meet social and economic needs. As the
public sector is not a profit-oriented organisation,
performance has to be understood as a multidimensional construct (Kearney & Meynhardt, 2016:559).
The purpose of this paper is to conceptualise CE in
the public sector. This study will answer the following research question: which antecedents explain
department-level entrepreneurial orientation of
managers in the public sector? This paper seeks to
identify such antecedents, develop hypotheses and
provide empirical evidence for them. The aim of this
paper is to collect relevant principles and concepts
from existing entrepreneurship and CE literature,
which could then be refined, developed and used
in the public sector to foster a new entrepreneurial
climate.

2. Theoretical Framework
Research studies exploring the role of entrepreneurship in the public sector is still at the very
early stages of development. The concept of public
entrepreneurship has only recently appeared in
the mainstream entrepreneurship literature. The
recent research in public sector entrepreneurial
activity makes the exploration of a public sector CE
model relevant as the topic is emerging as an area
of academic enquiry. Furthermore, the theoretical
underpinnings of public sector CE have not been
adequately researched resulting in a fundamental
need for contributions to both theory and practice
(Kearney, Hisrich & Roche, 2007:276).

2.1 Entrepreneurship
The term entrepreneurship has appeared in the
public sector literature with increasing frequency
and has been applied in various ways (Bernier &
Hafsi, 2007; Luke et al., 2010; Walker et al., 2010).
Entrepreneurship has been studied from a variety
of perspectives by many scholars and, as a result, a
definition of this concept is required in this context.
Kuratko (2013:5) indicated that entrepreneurship is
a dynamic process of vision, change and creation.
It requires an application of energy and passion
towards the creation and implementation of new
ideas and creative solutions. Essential ingredients
include the willingness to take calculated risks in
terms of time, equity or career; the ability to formulate an effective venture team; the creative skills to
marshal needed resources; the fundamental skill of
building a solid business plan and finally the vision
to recognise opportunity where others see chaos,
contradiction and confusion. Entrepreneurship
research and its related topics have led scholars to
advance numerous variants, such as international
entrepreneurship, not-for-profit entrepreneurship, social entrepreneurship, CE and public sector
entrepreneurship.

2.2 Corporate Entrepreneurship (CE)
CE is a concept related to entrepreneurial orientation
within an organisation. It is more than just new product development; it includes innovation in services,
networks and so forth. The organisation will create
added value through new innovations in accordance
with functions and activities within existing businesses (Wolcott & Lippitz, 2007:74). In this article CE
is defined as the process whereby an individual or
group of individuals, in association with an existing
organisation, create a new organisation or instigate renewal or innovation within that organisation
(Meynhardt & Diefenbach, 2012:764). Public sector
CE, in the most basic form is defined as the process
that exists within the public sector organisation and
results in innovative activities such as: the development of new and existing services, technologies,
administrative techniques, new improved strategies,
risk taking and pro-activity. Empirical evidence in various studies supports the statement that CE improves
organisational performance by increasing the organisation’s pro-activeness and willingness to take risks
and by pioneering the development of new products,
processes and services (Covin & Zahra, 1998; Kearney,
Hisrich & Roche, 2007; Kearney & Meynhardt, 2016).
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CE in the public sector has been explored as a
deliberate search for innovative change, the generation of new sources of revenue, the provision
of enhanced services through the involvement of
citizens and continuous innovation to enhance efficiency and effectiveness. CE has increasingly been
recognised as one method to achieve high levels
of organisational performance (Kearney, Hisrich
& Roche, 2010; Morris, Kuratko & Covin, 2011).
Researchers have suggested that the pursuit of CE
requires established organisations to strike a delicate balance between engaging activities that use
what they already know, while at the same time
challenging themselves to embark upon new activities and opportunities to rejuvenate themselves
(Zahra & Covin, 1995; Manimala, Jose & Thomas,
2006).

2.3 Entrepreneurial Orientation (EO)
EO refers to an organisation’s level of entrepreneurship which will be characterised by innovativeness,
risk taking and pro-activeness. According to Rauch,
Wiklund, Lumpkin and Frese (2009:763), EO represents one of the areas of entrepreneurship
research in which a cumulative body of knowledge
is developing. EO has become a central concept in
the domain of entrepreneurship that has received
a substantial theoretical and empirical attention.
Since the emergence of the concept of EO nearly
three decades ago, many researchers have devoted
their studies to the antecedents and consequences
of EO to better understand the role played by EO
in organisation’s development and success (Covin,
Slevin & Heeley, 2000; Wiklund & Shepherd, 2003,
2005; Covin & Wales, 2012). Research on EO has
focused on three underlying dimensions: innovativeness, risk taking and pro-activeness. Recent
developments in public sector management have
recognised the need for public sector organisations to understand how EO can be achieved. EO’s
dimensionality within the public and non-profit
sector can be expected to mirror its dimensionality in the private sector. However, differences
between the public and private sector suggest
modifications to the dimensions (Morris, Webb &
Franklin, 2011; Meynhardt & Diefenbach, 2012). EO
in a public sector organisation is demonstrated by
the extent to which top managers are inclined to
favour change and innovation for the organisation
(innovation dimension), to take business related
risks (risk taking dimension) and to take proactive
strategic action (pro-activeness dimension) in order

to achieve goals and objectives for the greater good
of society at large (Kearney & Meynhardt, 2016:553).

2.4 Public Entrepreneurship
Public entrepreneurship is defined as a process of
introducing innovation to public sector practice,
and of identifying and pursuing opportunities by
groups or individuals. These opportunities can
be characterised by innovativeness, pro-activeness and risk-taking (Diefenbach, 2011:37). Luke,
Verreynne and Kearins (2010:139), refer to public
sector entrepreneurship as deliberate search for
innovative change, generation of new revenue
sources, provision of enhanced services through
the involvement of citizens, and ongoing innovation
to achieve increased efficiency and effectiveness.
For the purpose of this study public sector entrepreneurship is defined as an individual or group of
individuals, who undertakes desired activity to initiate change within an organisation, adapt, innovate
and facilitate risk. Personal goals and objectives are
less important than the generation of good results
for the public sector (Kearney et al., 2007:279).The
strategy in the public sector is not about achieving competitive advantage or attracting profitable
customers but instead, represents a means for
improving public services. CE strategy within the
public sector is a distinct organisational strategy
through which public sector organisations adopt a
strategic approach that allows them to successfully
determine how and when to initiate entrepreneurial
activities (Kearney & Meynhardt, 2016:545).
Public sector entrepreneurship is manifested
in a variety of activities, including changing the
organisational environment or rules of the game,
establishing new public organisations, creating and
managing new public resources, and taking advantage of spill overs from private action for the wider
good (Klein, Mahoney, McGahan & Pitelis, 2010).
Therefore, public sector managers are increasingly
expected to prescribe strategies for overcoming
external threats and internal constraints while at
the same time improving performance and enhancing public value (Kearney & Morris, 2015; Moore,
2013; Meier & O’Toole, 2009). Managers in public
organisations face constraints that arise from limitations imposed by their external environment,
from transitional expectations and from required
features of their organisational processes that
influence how they must make strategic decisions.
Rules prescribe the types of decisions to be made,
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therefore those in decision making positions tend
to create more rules when situations arise for which
there are no precedents. Basically autonomy and
flexibility is lower in public organisations (Kearney
et al., 2007:289).

3. Discussion
Knowledge of entrepreneurship has advanced over
the past few decades, however much still needs to
be done on entrepreneurship, CE and EO in the
public sector. This article provides an integrative
model of antecedents, components and outcomes of CE in the public sector. The paper seeks
to determine factors that trigger CE, antecedents
that promote entrepreneurship and EO amongst
managers in the public sector. For this reason, the
research exploratory model was developed as indicated in Figure 1.
The researcher developed a reflective exploratory
model. The adoption of this model provided an
analytical framework for quantifying the impact of
EO on perceived organisational performance. The
exploratory model consisted of an inner/structural
model as well as an outer/measurement model. The
inner model displays the expected relationships
between the latent variables deducted from the
theory, while the outer model assesses the relationship between indicators and their respective latent
variables. For the purpose of this research the latent

variables included in the model were operationally
defined as:
Management support: The extent to which the
management structure itself encourages employees to believe that innovation is in fact part of their
responsibilities. Some of the specific conditions
reflecting management support would be quick
adoption of employee ideas, recognition of people
who bring ideas forward, and support for small
experimental projects to get them off the ground.
In this paper management support is defined as
the extent to which one perceives that superior
managers support, facilitate and promote entrepreneurial behaviour (Hornsby, Kuratko, Shepherd
& Bott, 2009:238). In the public sector, managers
are more likely to behave entrepreneurially when
they perceive support of such behaviour. In contrast
managers are less likely to behave less entrepreneurially when superior managers discourage
innovative, proactive and risk taking behaviour.
Therefore:
• H1: Management support is positively related
to EO in the public sector
Autonomy: Workers have discretion to the extent
that they are able to make decisions about performing their own work in the way that they believe is
most effective. Businesses should allow employees to make decisions about their work process,

Figure 1: Exploratory Model Specification

Source: (Malatjie, 2016:64)
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and should avoid criticising employees for making
mistakes when being innovative. Managers who
are encouraged to decide how to achieve goals will
find more creative ways of doing so. They are more
likely to experiment and innovate when fewer strict
rules and procedures are in place (Meynhardt &
Diefenbach, 2012:768). Therefore:
• H2: Autonomy is positively related to EO in the
public sector
Rewards/reinforcement: Rewards and reinforcement enhance the motivation of individuals to
engage in innovative behaviour. Businesses must be
characterised by providing rewards based on performance, providing career challenges and increasing
responsibility. Developing and using systems that
reward based on performance, highlight significant
achievements and encourage pursuit of challenging
work (Hornsby et al., 2002; 2013). Therefore:
• H3: Rewards are positively related to EO in the
public sector
Time availability: The fostering of new and innovative ideas requires that individuals have time to
incubate these ideas. Businesses must moderate
the workload of people, avoid putting time constraints on all aspects of a person’s job and allow
people to work with others on long-term problem
solving. Evaluating workloads to ensure that individuals and groups have the time needed to pursue
innovation and that their jobs are structured in ways
that support efforts to achieve short- and long-term
organisational goals (Hornsby et al., 2002, 2013).
Therefore:
• H4: Time availability is positively related to EO
in the public sector
Organisational boundaries: These are boundaries, both real and imagined, that prevent people
from looking at problems outside their own jobs.
People must be encouraged to look at the business from a broad perspective. Businesses should
avoid having standard operating procedures for all
major parts of jobs, and should reduce dependence
on narrow job descriptions and rigid standards of
performance. Precise explanations of outcomes
expected from organisational work and development of mechanisms for evaluating, selecting
and using innovation (Hornsby et al., 2002, 2013).
Therefore:

• H5: Organisational boundaries are positively
related to EO in the public sector
Innovation: Wickham (2006:221) mentions that
innovation goes beyond just invention, it means
doing something in a way that is new, different
and better. Innovation is a key ingredient in the
entrepreneurial process, putting into practice new
ideas, a central characteristic of the entrepreneurial
endeavour. Therefore:
• H6: Innovativeness is positively related to EO in
the public sector
Risk-taking: Involves taking bold actions by venturing into the unknown, committing significant
resources to ventures in uncertain environments.
These types of risks are inherent to entrepreneurs,
as starting a new venture entails some level of
personal financial and psychological risk (Gcaza,
2013:21). Therefore:
• H7: Risk-taking is positively related to EO in the
public sector
Entrepreneurial orientation: EO refers to an organisation’s strategic orientation, capturing specific
entrepreneurial aspects of innovativeness, proactiveness and risk-taking. Prior theory and research
highlights EO as an important constituent for various dimensions of organisational success (Rauch
et al., 2009:763). Therefore:
• H8: EO in the public sector is positively related
to perceived organisational performance.
Perceived organisational performance (PO): Can
be defined as employee perceptions regarding
their organisation’s overall performance. Perceived
organisational performance is related to human
resource management practices and directly affects
employees’ attitudes within an organisation (Allen
& Helms, 2002; cited in Mullins, 2010).

4. Research Methodology
To evaluate the formulated hypotheses, department level data collected during a larger research
project was used. The target population was all
the managers in selected public organisations
under the leadership of the Minister of Public
Service and Administration (MPSA). The selected
organisations were the Centre for Public Service
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Innovation (CPSI), Department of Public Service
and Administration (DPSA) and the National
School of Government (NSG). The total population is 231 (managers) broken down as follows:
CPSI – 13, DPSA – 113 and NSG – 105. The managers in this regard were all employees between
level 9 (junior/supervisory) and level 16 (executive
management).

4.1 Data Collection
For the purpose of this paper, the Corporate
Entrepreneurial Assessment Instrument (CEAI), as
adapted for the public sector, was utilised to collect data. The questionnaire was sent on line to
all departmental managers. A number of tactics
were used to increase key respondent participation, including a letter from the researcher and a
reminder email.
The online medium was chosen for three reasons.
First, managers usually participate in online surveys administered by NSG or National Treasury,
and are thus familiar with this method. Second,
the NSG e-Learning Department using a tool called
Lime-survey, which administered the survey, was
able to ensure anonymity and provided important
demographical data at the same time. Thirdly, the
online survey offered quite a number of benefits
over traditional paper-based surveys, such as costand time-efficiency and flexibility.
The CEAI consisted of five dimensions that measure CE in an organisation (management support,
autonomy, rewards, time availability, and organisational boundaries). Over and above these
five dimensions, four more were added to make
the questionnaire more suitable for the public
sector (innovativeness, risk taking, perceived
organisational performance and entrepreneurial
orientation).
The questionnaire was thus initially prepared and
pre-tested by looking for valuable inputs from eminent practitioners, students and corporate experts
in the same field. Some of the significant suggestions received are summarised as follows: The
language used must be simple; conversational; as
specific as possible; avoiding loaded, leading, double-barrelled, and burdensome questions; without
ambiguity and acronyms. Some questions should
generate variance (Zikmund et al., 2013:341-46;
Leedy & Ormrod [1], 2010:192).

5. Reflections
5.1 Management Support
Top management support is the extent to which
one perceives that top managers support, facilitate
and promote entrepreneurial behaviour, including
the championing of innovative ideas and providing
the necessary resources to take entrepreneurial
action and has been found to have a positive relationship with an organisation’s entrepreneurial
outcomes (Antoncic & Hisrich, 2001; Hornsby et
al., 2002,2009; Goodale, et al., 2011).Public sector
managers are challenged by bureaucratic procedures in the development of their strategic vision.
Therefore, top management needs to engage in
shaping the organisation to achieve its strategic
vision by ensuring it has appropriate systems in
place to generate success in the various entrepreneurial activities undertaken (Kearney, Hisrich &
Roche, 2010). The strategic vision of top managers
towards entrepreneurship is the foundation of CE.
Public sector managers are increasingly expected to
prescribe strategies for overcoming external threats
and internal constraints, while at the same time
improving performance (Meier & O’Toole, 2009).
This statement is supported by the findings of this
study that indicated management support to be
the best predictor for entrepreneurial action that
will lead to improved organisational performance.
Therefore, H1: Management support is positively
related to EO in the public sector and is accepted. In
agreeing with the findings of this study, it is fundamental that top managers develop and support an
entrepreneurial strategic vision. Top managers are
recognised as the purveyors of vision and shapers of
corporate purpose. In the public sector, the notion
of vision is bounded by the legislative framework
and policymaking, which requires sense making and
interpretation to find ways to better and more efficiently fulfil the mandate (Meynhardt & Metelmann,
2009). Top management support is important when
innovative entrepreneurial projects are to be integrated into the regular organisation. Therefore,
management must create an organisational culture
that supports and helps sustain effective entrepreneurship that enhances performance.

5.2 Autonomy/Rewards/Time Availability/
Organisational Boundaries
In previous studies (Meynhardt & Diefenbach, 2012;
Hornsby et al., 2009) it was noted that public sector
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managers are more likely to behave entrepreneurially
when they perceive discretion in their work, however
that was not the case in this study. Reward systems
that encourage risk taking and innovation have
been shown to have a strong effect on individual’s
tendencies to behave entrepreneurially. Therefore,
for entrepreneurial activity to develop in the public
sector there is a need for positive rewards that recognize the contribution of individuals and groups within
the organisation (Kearney et al., 2009). The results of
this study did not support this statement, therefore
one can say that the results of the findings will vary
from one organisation to the other. Time availability
for managers is an important resource for generating
entrepreneurial outcomes. The availability of free
time can enable potential corporate entrepreneurs
to consider opportunities for innovation that may be
precluded by their required work schedules (Hornsby
et al., 2009; Shepherd, McMullen & Jennings, 2007).
Organisational boundaries can ensure the productive use of innovation enabling resources. Therefore,
greater flexibility and adaptability are necessary
for entrepreneurial activity to flourish in the public
sector as high levels of rigidity and red tape are in
conflict with entrepreneurial development (Kearney
et al., 2009). Autonomy/Rewards/Time availability/
Organisational boundaries all these constructs are an
appropriate conceptualisation of the entrepreneurial
conditions of a public sector organisation however
in this study these constructs did not have a positive
relationship with EO. Therefore, hypotheses 2, 3, 4
and 5 were rejected.

hypothesised relationship between risk taking and
EO was supported and risk taking was found to be
a high predictor of EO. Risk taking had a statistically
significant relationship with EO and in turn EO had a
positive relationship with perceived organisational
performance. Therefore, it is quite evident from
this study that public sector organisations need to
embrace an element of risk in their operations if they
want to be entrepreneurial which will assist them
in delivering effective and efficient services that will
in-turn improve organisational performance.

5.3 Risk-Taking

In this study, the results indicated that EO has a
strong relationship with PO, therefore EO is statistically significant to PO. These findings support
what is indicated in literature by various researchers, namely that EO has a positive impact on the
performance of an organisation. The findings of
this study seem to suggest that for the purpose
of achieving EO, organisations wishing to embrace
CE should not think of establishing the climate for
entrepreneurship on a partial basis, but should do
it in totality in order for the organisational antecedents to have a positive impact on PO.

The issue of risk is a central component to the study
of entrepreneurial behaviour. Public sector organisations are known to be bureaucratic and their risk
taking propensity is very low if not non-existent.
Bureaucracy is the classical organisation of government, these are formalised organisation structures
that are characterised by explicitly articulated and
written policies, job descriptions, organisations
charts, strategic/operational plans and objective
setting systems (Baum & Wally, 2003; Kearney,
Hisrich & Roche, 2007; Mabala, 2012; Kearney &
Morris, 2014). Research has shown that risk aversion impedes entrepreneurial behaviour. Although
risk taking decisions are not always desirable in the
public sector, public organisations need to encourage at least some risk taking behaviour since their
policy environment is never entirely predictable and
stable (Kearney et al. 2007:283). In this research the

5.4 Perceived Organisational Performance
Public sector organisations have been significantly
influenced by practices in the private sector.
However, in many respects performance management in the sector is relatively more complicated
due to the absence of the single overriding goal
which ultimately dominates private sector companies. That is, the motivation to make profits and
provide satisfactory financial returns to shareholder
interests (Boland & Fowler, 2000:440). EO is receiving
increased empirical attention among entrepreneurship scholars, however studies linking EO to
organisational performance have been somewhat
limited. Recent research has raised concerns about
a direct relationship between EO and organisational
performance, suggesting that this relationship may
be moderated by characteristics such as the nature
of the environment or other organisational factors
(Arbaugh, Cox & Camp, 2009:14).

Results of this study further indicate that CE within
the public sector produces improved organisational
performance. However, the challenge that managers might be faced with is to identify entrepreneurial
processes that lead to various forms of CE and to
verify the forms that produce the best performance
results for their organisation.
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6. Implications for Scholars: Practice
and Future Research
It is evident that the public sector is faced with structures, rules, regulations and procedures that may
act as barriers to both reforms and entrepreneurship including goal ambiguities, political inferences
and limited political autonomy, disincentives to risk
taking and rigid personal practices (Kearney et al.,
2007:292). However, the public sector could significantly benefit from entrepreneurship if it is to meet
the ever-changing needs, wants and expectations
of their clients and adapt to the rapidly changing
environment.
Adapting and encouraging entrepreneurship in the
public sector could bring benefits which include
improved service delivery, better internal processes,
improved turn-around time, more appropriate
reward systems, improved communication and
better management-employee relationships.
Therefore, for entrepreneurship to be engendered
within the public sector there is a need for greater
flexibility, adaptability and decentralised decision
making, as high levels of rigidity and red tape are
in conflict with the development of entrepreneurial culture. While this paper develops a model that
seeks to determine factors that trigger CE, antecedents that promote entrepreneurship and EO
amongst managers in the public sector, there are
limitations to this proposed model. First, despite its
generic orientation, the model may not be applicable to all organisations as it was only tested in the
departments that are within the MPSA. Second, the
public sector is still very bureaucratic and governed
by a lot of policies, rules and regulations and these
impede entrepreneurship. Therefore, management
must create, to the extent possible an organisational climate and context that supports and helps
promote effective entrepreneurship that will eventually enhance performance.
The proposed model establishes an appropriate
framework by depicting entrepreneurship and its
antecedents and the effect of these on performance
of public sector organisations. Future research into
the topic should proceed along a number of important paths. Measures of innovation, risk taking and
EO must be tailored to reflect the distinct types of
opportunities that exist in public sector organisations. Research should establish the norms for
entrepreneurial performance in different types of
public sector organisations, such norms would be

beneficial for goal setting and performance benchmarking. In practise CE should be included when
formulating organisational strategies and annual
performance plans. Finally, the proposed model
presents numerous avenues of research that can
be explored by adding or removing some of the
constructs that are sector specific.
The field of CE in the public sector is fairly new
(Shepherd & Patzelt, 2011) and would therefore
require more conceptual work for further refinement of the measurement tools used for predicting
CE, EO and perceived organisational performance.
Such scholarly efforts will then result in further
refinement and validation of constructs used to
measure EO and perceived organisational performance; enhanced operational definitions of
constructs will add value to the field and benefit
public sector entrepreneurship training.

7. Conclusion
In conclusion, this study provides initial insights
into what determines department level EO in a
public sector organisation. Although further work
is required to strengthen the findings, they confirm
established private sector CE research on organisational antecedents. For decades, researchers and
policymakers have investigated the significant role
entrepreneurship plays in job creation, new business ventures and the commercialisation of new
technologies that promote economic growth and
development. With the success of entrepreneurship in transforming economies, industries and
societies, little attention has been given to understand its role in transforming the public sector. This
study also contributes to private sector research by
questioning aspects of established concepts. While
further data will be required to base knowledge
on even stronger empirical evidence, this study
hopes to provide indications on how public sector
organisations can help their managers engage in
entrepreneurial behaviour and improve organisational performance. The public sector can be
transformed through CE strategies and thereby
contribute to a well-functioning society. Therefore,
managers in the public sector have an opportunity
to generate reform and change; that will lead to
economic recovery and growth as well as social
cohesion by adapting some of the principles that
have been so effective in the private sector, while
also recognising the uniqueness of the public
sector.
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Finally, for entrepreneurship to succeed in the
Public Sector, managers need to change the way
they do things within their organisations. They need
to change the mind-set of other employees. This can
be achieved through training, drafting new policies,
including CE in the organisation’s strategy, creating
an environment that encourages innovation and
by rewarding employees for coming up with ideas
that can assist to improve the efficiency of organisations. Entrepreneurship should not only be a
lip-service, but it should form part of the culture of
public sector organisations and it should be encouraged and supported by top management. This will
lead to improved performance of organisations and
better service delivery. The public sector is faced
with shrinking budgets and increased demands for
service, therefore, CE is seen as a vehicle towards
alleviating these constraints.

Kearney, C. & Meynhardt, T. 2016. Directing Corporate
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Thulamela Local Municipality
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Abstract: The main purpose of this paper was to evaluate the water tariff policy in Thulamela Municipality.
The study had four objectives to answer the research question which were: To evaluate the effectiveness of
water tariffs in Thulamela by examining the three locations of Tswinga, Dididi and Thohoyandou Block K; To
determine the effectiveness and acceptability of the water cost recovery policy; To determine the attitudes
of the community towards water tariffs and non-payment and to determine the challenges encountered in
the provision and supply of water in the Thulamela Municipality. A mixed method approach was used for
this study combining structured questionnaires and open ended interviews. This allowed both qualitative
and quantitative analyses to be done and to draw out conclusions from the community responding to the
survey carried out. The findings of the study have showed that there are different opinions and perspectives on the issue of the water tariff policy. More than 50% of the populace interviewed noted that they do
not view tariffs as a burden, unaffordable and unsustainable phenomenon while others found the whole
water tariff policy to be a burden, unaffordable and unsustainable. Despite these few hiccups the water
tariffs have been widely accepted in rural communities though more need to be done for every household
to embrace and acknowledge the need to play their part in the maintenance and repairing of water services. The results also show that the sample households have a strong willingness to pay for water tariffs
as indicated by 76% of respondents who agreed to have a strong attitude towards willingness to pay.
Communities acknowledged that it is helpful to pay for water as this will aid the municipality in meeting
the maintenance and repairing costs of providing the supply of water. In addition, the sampled households
exhibited that they had a strong attitude in approving the appropriateness of water tariffs and accuracy
of the water billing system. Lastly, it was noted that there are challenges encountered in the provision and
supply of water; the unavailability of proper facilities for accessing water services, inability to afford to use
the water services, unreliability and inconvenience of services and lack of awareness and knowledge on
the need to pay for water.
Keywords: Adequate supply, Facilities, Water tariff policy, water resources, Thulamela Municipality

1. Introduction
The South African Constitution provides that
every household in the country should have
access to clean drinking water as a basic human
right. However, drinking water supply in South
African rural areas is not sustainable. There are
still millions of people without access to an adequate supply of safe drinking water. The quantity
of water available for drinking purposes is seriously impacted upon by global climate changes
which contribute to severe droughts in certain
areas of Southern Africa such as South Africa,
Malawi and Botswana, while increased frequency
and the extent of flooding are causing considerable damage in other areas, population growth
and urbanisation. The quality of existing water
resources is also deteriorating, resulting in ever

increasing problems with finding suitable and
sustainable treatment technologies to produce
adequate quantities of safe water for household
use (Swartz, 2009:1). Southern Africa generally
remains threatened by water shortages (Sebola,
2000). In a warmer and drier future, the competition for fresh water will increase sharply and
the equitable sharing of the water resource will
demand considerable skill. With the current rates
of urbanisation and population growth in the
country, new sources will have to be developed,
including the use of aquifers and desalination
(Midgley, Chapman, Hewitson, Johnston, De Witt &
Ziervogel, 2005:56). The study focused on different
areas in the Thulamela Local Municipality specifically Tswinga, Dididi and Thohoyandou Block K,
with specific reference to quality water supply in
these areas in Thulamela. The major problem the
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study investigated was the reliability of access to
and supplying of quality water by the Thulamela
Local Municipality to its residents. There is a lack
of specific information with regard to the reliability of access to and supplying of quality water in
Thulamela rural areas. It is within this context that
the study was undertaken to investigate the reliability of the supply of and access to quality water in
the Thulamela Local Municipality so as to provide
solutions that can be helpful to the municipality
and the academic community. This paper therefore provides literature review on water related
issues and problems as well as results for the
study conducted at Thulamela local municipality.

tasked with the responsibility of ensuring equitable
access to water supply and sanitation and the development of the water policy. According to Rogers,
Peter et al. (2001) the Dublin Principles have been
influential in shaping of the water sector reforms.
At the United Nations Conference on Environment
and Development (UNCED) held at Rio de Janeiro
in 1992, when the principles were concluded, they
provide that:
• Fresh water is a finite and vulnerable resource,
essential to sustain life, development and the
environment;
• Water development and management should
be based on a participatory approach involving
users, planners and policy-makers at all levels;

2. The Right to Water
McGraw (2011:10) state that in July 2010, 122
countries formally acknowledged the human
right to water and sanitation law and it is now
incorporated into the Formal International Human
Rights Law. Following this development, the
United Nations Human Rights Council adopted
a binding resolution recognising that the human
rights to water and sanitation are a part of the
right to an adequate standard of living. The human
right to water places certain responsibilities upon
government to ensure that people can enjoy sufficient, safe, accessible water (McGraw & George,
2011:10). The South African Constitution states
that all citizens have the right to an adequate
amount of safe water. The Free Basic Water Policy
(FBW) was implemented to ensure that these
rights are fulfilled and addresses the inequalities in service provision, which were established
during the apartheid era, are reduced. The goals of
water supply in South Africa are outlined in 1997
National Water Service Act. The government aimed
to have implemented FBW at these standards by
2014 in line with the World Health organisation’s
millennium goals.
The national water and sanitation programme in
South African is premised on the right to water and
sanitation. The policy aims to ensure that everybody
is provided free basic water which is affordable and
does not restrict anyone to water access. Devolution
of responsibility from national to local government
has also enhanced the implementation process.
Reservations on the capacity of local government
to implement the programme have been raised
with its sustainability in the long run in mind. The
Department of Water Affairs and Forestry (DWAF) is

• Women play a central part in the provision, management and safeguarding of water;
• Water has an economic value in all its competing
uses and should be recognised as an economic
good.

3. Legislative Framework and Water
Policy
Various legislative frameworks in relation to water
exists in South Africa and are discussed below:

3.1 The Water Services Act
The Water Services Act, 1997 (Act 108 of 1997) is the
first act of Parliament in the post-apartheid era that
gives effect to the right of access to a basic water
supply and basic sanitation as required in terms of
the 1996 Constitution. This Act is wide ranging in
its scope and confirms the National government’s
role as custodian of the nation’s water resources,
as well as confirming the key role of municipalities
in directly delivering water and sanitation services.
The Act further provides for national and provincial
monitoring, oversight and intervention in municipal
water services delivery, and calls upon all spheres
of government to work together in the spirit of
inter-governmental and co-operative government
to ensure clean, safe and affordable water for all.
In terms of the debate over public or private provision of basic water supply and sanitation, this Act
provides a regulatory framework for the operations
of water services institutions and water services
intermediaries, and also prescribes the manner
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in which national norms and standards for tariffs
will be set.
Consideration is given to fact that municipalities
have an obligation to ensure that consumers of
water in their jurisdictions receive efficient, affordable, economical and sustainable access to water
(section 11(1)). This, however (in the case of private
providers), must be balanced against the need of
providers to earn a reasonable profit (i.e. return on
capital invested) (section 10(3) (f).

3.2 The National Water Act, 1998 (Act 36 of
1998)
The National Water Act, 1998 (Act 36 of 1998) takes
a broader view of the water policy for South Africa
than does the Water Services Act. The National
Water Act gives further effect to constitutional principles and prescripts to which the Water Services Act
falls short of effectively addressing. In this regard,
the aim of the Act is to provide for fundamental
reform of the law relating to water resources and
as well to provide for matters connected therewith.
Areas of water policy addressed by the National
Water Act include, among others, the protection
of the quality of water resources; public provision
and user pricing strategies; the establishment of
bodies to implement international agreements; and
safety of dams.

3.3 Reconstruction and Development
Programme 1994 and Growth Employment
and Redistribution Strategy 1996
According to the Reconstruction and Development
Programme (RDP) (Parker & Saal, 2003:295-6), the
process of commercialisation and privatisation of
parastatals must be reviewed to the extent that
such processes might not be in the public interest. The democratic government will reverse the
privatisation programmes that are contrary to
the public interest. The RDP served to affirm and
signal the new direction in which post-apartheid
policies would go. Although there is no specific
mention of water supply, it is significant that the
RDP sought to redress uneven development and
its associated lack of access to basic services for
the majority of the population. It is also worthwhile
to note the sceptical approach towards the privatisation programme of government (started in the
late 1980’s under the apartheid government). After
the RDP programme two years later the Growth,

Employment and Redistribution (GEAR) strategy
document of 1996 was introduced that clarified the
government’s new policy direction vis-à-vis privatisation. The CEO, Water Mandate (2010:2) defines
a water policy as a legal structure that underpins
water management and governance that encompasses all government efforts to define the rules,
intent, research and instruments for managing
water resources.
The Department of Water Affairs and Forestry
(DWAF) in 1990 produced a policy on community
water and sanitation after stakeholder consultation
that provided the foundation for the legislative and
regulatory framework, which was later enacted in
the Water Services Act of 1997. Peters and Oldfield
(2005:5) state that water policy reflects tensions
between addressing water as a basic need and the
insistence that users pay for their access and use.
There are four policy documents which currently
underpin the national water legislation of South
Africa, these are intended to overcome challenges in
the water sector and to provide for improved access
to water, equity and sustainability. The four policy
documents are the White Paper on Water Supply
and Sanitation (1994), White Paper on a National
Water Policy for South Africa (1997), White Paper
on Basic Household Sanitation (2001), and Strategic
Framework for Water Services (2003). In addition to
the above mentioned four policy documents, Goldin
(2010:17) states that the Water Services Act, Act 108
of 1997 and the National Water Act, Act 36 of 1998
provide for the establishment of institutions that
are given responsibility for the management and
distribution of water. Goldin (2010) further states
that the National Water Act rests on the concept of
Integrated Water Resource management (IWRM) on
a catchment basis and the National Water Resource
Strategy must promote the management of catchment within a water management area in a holistic
and integrated manner.
The estimated average cost of providing water per
person is high for rural water supply. The reason for
this includes high capital intensive design standards
that local governments may find difficult to operate and maintain which also could be expensive
for users to fund. According to the Constitution,
within every 200m of every person’s house water
must be available. This entails high costs to rural
communities that are scattered. The South African
government in water and sanitation programmes
carry the full cost of capital. For operation and
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maintenance, the basic level of water of 25 litres
per person per day is free, but higher levels of service should be paid for by the users. The operation
and maintenance of the free basic water is paid by
a subsidy from the national budget. In spite of this,
there is evidence of many users who are failing to
pay for the higher levels of service and thus leaving
the operation and maintenance costs wholly on the
national subsidy.

4. Water Supply in South African Rural
Communities
Providing water to rural communities in South
Africa is achieved mainly through small community water systems. These systems deliver a defined
level of service referred to as ‛basic’ water supply
service. The criteria defining a basic water service
are: communal taps or standpipes as the abstraction technology; maximum distance of 200 m from
each household; minimum quantity of 25 litres per
capita per day; minimum flow rate of 10 l/min and
a minimum reliability of 98%. Water supply systems
that do not comply with these criteria are considered ‛rudimentary’ (DWAF 2000). These rudimentary
systems are then upgraded to small ‛package’ water
treatment plants where water is abstracted on-site,
usually from groundwater or surface sources such
as rivers, treated (where required), stored and
then distributed to communal taps (Momba et al.,
2008:23). Households collect the water from the
taps in a variety of containers and carry it home for
domestic requirements. A water service in this study
is defined by three attributes: access, availability
and portability.
The reliability of a water supply service is generally
defined as the proportion of time that the service
functions to its prescribed level (Moriarty et al.,
2010). Therefore, a reliable service should deliver
water of sound health-related quality (potable) that
is physically obtainable with appropriate technology (e.g. tap) within a reasonable distance from
the household (accessible), while being constantly
obtainable at the source in quantities sufficient
for daily household demands for domestic use,
including personal hygiene (available). One of the
important services that the environment provide
to humanity is a continuous supply of clean and
fresh water from the natural resources. From the
environmental point of view, the decline in water
supply has had a bad effect on humans as well as
animals as water is used for various purposes. The

most important drivers of water use are population
and economic development, and also changing societal views on the value of water. Some people still
travel long distance with wheelbarrows to collect
water from taps which are limited in the human
settlement. The challenges in getting water to the
people in the rural setting are that they are usually
located at remote points from the infrastructure
and as a result getting water to them may be an
expensive task.
Water supply issues cannot be solved by simply
building more dams into the infrastructure, but
they rely on rehabilitation, maintaining and conserving the natural area which forms the critical
catchment for the country. There must be a way
of reducing water demand and making water available and the water that is supplied must be clean
and potable. The water availability is one of the
factors that affect the economic, social and well-being of South Africa and its supply is already limited.
South Africa is an arid country with only 8.6% of
rainfall available as surface water (Walmsley &
Mzuri, 1999:14). The water scarcity situation in
South Africa is exacerbated mostly by mismanagement of available freshwater resources and by the
deteriorating water quality as a result of pollution
(Blignaut & Van Heerden, 2009:123). Pollution of
water resources (rivers, wetlands, reservoirs, lakes
and groundwater) by toxic mine wastes has been
identified as a problem in South Africa. Water shortages are mostly experienced in rural communities
that are fully linked to the water reticulation network. Most of these communities are located in
mountainous areas of the province, for example
the homelands. Only 8% of Limpopo province has
water on site, 50% have access to communal taps,
32% draw water from the source distant from
their home (Water research Commission 2005).In
urban areas 9% do not have piped water, either
in their home or communities. In rural areas 5%
rely on communal water points and 39% have to
make their own provision (Oliver & Van Heerden,
1999:121). In the northern region of Limpopo 6%
have water on site and 34% do not have access to
tap water.
According to this United Nations World Water
Development report 2 (2006) as shown in Figure
1, financial costs are defined as operating costs,
maintenance cost, capital cost for new investments,
depreciation, opportunity costs for capital costs,
administrative costs and other direct costs for
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Figure 1: Cost Structure

Source: UNESCO (2006)

supplying water or treating wastewater. Resource
costs are defined as the costs of foregone opportunities that other users suffer due to the depletion
of the resource beyond its natural rate of recharge
or recovery (for example, the excessive exploitation of underground waters or over use of surface
waters). Environmental costs are defined as the
costs of damage that water uses impose on the
environment, ecosystems and those who use the
environment (e.g. a reduction in the ecological
quality of the aquatic ecosystems). It also includes
economic externalities such as the loss of employment in the services sector in rural areas due to the
social impacts that result from the degradation of
the water resources.

5. Cost Recovery
According to the definition of cost recovery espoused
by Boyle (2012:1) in the Local Government Research
Series, cost recovery is concerned with recouping a
portion of or all costs associated with a particular
service provided by the local authority to the public.
He identifies two critical factors for the proposition of cost recovery methods at local state level as
being revenue enhancement to improve efficiency
and maintaining equity considerations in regard
to the provision of public services. Cost recovery
is a controversial topic among water supply and
sanitation professionals. This controversy dates

back to long ago and two major viewpoints have
emerged. The first one suggests that, based on
the health and social benefits, valid reasons for
public and donor investment to deliver services
for all, while operations and maintenance should
be sourced from within to avoid wear and tear of
the structures.
Table 1 on the next page shows that a proper user
fee and charge is to promote efficiency, effectiveness, transparency and accountability between
service providers and consumers of the services. However, a major drawback of this is that
it makes a fallacy of composition that everybody
is able to pay, yet we live in an environment characterised by people who have different lifestyles.
Therefore, there is a danger of pricing the service
out of the reach of the marginalised people in the
communities.

5.1 Cost Recovery Policy and Methods
The applicability of the free basic water (FBW)
being implemented in a cost recovery mandate
in sustainable use and adequate access to water
is still a deeply contested issue as reported by
Reuters and Stein (2002:27). Peters and Oldfield
(2005:6) argue that incorporating FBW in the policies of cost recovery creates a paradox in which
low income poor household debts, and at the
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Table 1: Merits and Demerits of User Fees and Charges as a Form of Cost Recovery
Merits

Demerits

There is a clear link between the payment
of the charge and the consumption of the
service

The perception of ‛double taxation’

Fosters an element of Transparency and
Accountability.

Charges are not always easily linked to the
ability to pay

Conservation on the part of both the
consumer and the local authority is
encouraged.

Sometimes it is difficult to assess the true
cost of the service or the actual level of
consumption

Charges can be linked to national policy in
such areas with the environment

Some charges can be difficult to collect

Source: Local government research series, 2012

Table 2: Arguments for and Against Cost Recovery Initiatives
For user fees and charges

Against user fees and charges

Creates equity by charging user directly

Monopoly supplier may over charge leading
to inefficiencies

Increases economic efficiency

Administrative complexity

Generates revenue to offset costs and protect services

Potential exclusion of those who cannot pay

Increases direct accountability by providing a link
between services and fees charged

Impacts on competitiveness and economy of
charges on businesses and individuals

Not charging or under-charging can result in over
consumption and subsidisation from other revenue
sources

Potential appearance of double taxation
Fee collection process usually not as efficient
as tax based financing

Source: Local government research series, 2012

same time small municipalities, face increasing
financial losses in the delivery of services such as
water. McDonald (2002:13) points out that strategies such as progressive block tariffs, free basic
services and policies directed towards the indigent
are not incompatible with a policy of full cost recovery. He furthermore suggests that these merely
depend on the nature of the price structure in
relation to consumption levels and the point at
which consumers are expected to pay for the full
cost of water provision.

to be able to renew underlying facilities utilised.
Furthermore, they distinguish six principles that
may guide price setting practices (Carnegie &
Baxter, 2006:107):

5.2 Principles for Consideration and Adoption
of Cost Recovery Fees
Carnegie and Baxter (2006) state that prices
can deviate from cost, because public sector
organisations may want to gain some margin
on the services delivered, for example in order
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• Efficiency: The fees are simple and are not cumbersome to administer.
• Transparency: The nature and use of the service are understood by users.
• Effectiveness: The fees provide value for money
for users.
• Clarity: Users are clear about when and how
fees apply.
• Equity: The fees are fairly applied across a range
of users.
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• Ethics: users with special service needs (for
example, due to temporary or permanent disabilities) are not charged exorbitant fees directly
in accordance with the cost of higher servicing
requirements

5.3 Cost Recovery Mechanisms
According to Kumar (2011:10), a water tariff policy
is one of the possible tools available for cost
recovery. It stipulates a basic charge that is payable
by each household connected to water services.
The charge is based on the consumption of water
attributable to each household that can access the
water service. In determining a tariff structure, the
following needs have to be taken into account such
as that costs should be a true reflection of the
water used thus the billing system should ensure
it is accurate for cost effectiveness, should ensure
fairness and equality across the whole spectrum
regardless of gender, race or ethnic background,
the tariff should be practical and appropriately
implemented, the tariff should be understandable
to the general citizenry and that it is necessary
that the tariff also takes into account the ability
of consumers to pay.
In the determination of a tariff the following factors
should be considered, financial factors, socio-economic factors, credit control, minimum service level
and historical and future user patterns. The main
objective of a tariff is to recover costs of rendering
water services covering aspects such as administration and service costs and other overheads. A
Minimum service level is usually determined to
calculate the appropriate tariff package; this will
ensure sustainable service delivery.

6. Research Design and Methodology
The study adopted mixed research approach.
Because of the diverse nature of data required for
the study both qualitative and quantitative research
designs were adopted. The study required that data
be obtained through questionnaires and through
interviews. The usage of both assisted in avoiding
biasness of the results to be obtained from the study.

6.1 Population and Sampling Procedure and
Method
The population of the study consists of three
communities falling within the Thulamela Local

Municipality being Thohoyandou Block K, Dididi and
Tswinga. The total population of the study is 11 833,
which comprises of 5 573 residents of Thohoyandou
Block K, 2 312 residents of Dididi and 3 948 residents of Tswinga (Stats SA, 2011).

6.1.1 Sampling Method
The sampling strategy in this study involved
both purposive and random stratified sampling.
Respondents were purposefully selected from the
chosen three locations in Thulamela. Stratified
random sampling was ensured through questionnaires directed to the general community
members in the study area where a substantial
number of respondents had the potential to participate in the study. Sample cannot be specific,
in some instances certain members may have no
chance at all of being included in such a sample,
and for example, in this study this was relevant
for Tswinga Village, Dididi and Thohoyandou Block
K. The western side of Tswinga was chosen as a
population sample.
6.1.2 Data Collection and Data Analysis
In this study a questionnaire was used to collect
quantitative data while interview schedule was used
to collect qualitative data. During the collection of
qualitative data field notes were also used. The data
was analysed through the use of descriptive statistics making use of tables, graphs and pie charts.

7. Results and Discussions
The discussions of the findings of the results are
hereunder discussed in line with the objectives of
the study conducted.

7.1 Determination on the Effectiveness of the
Water Tariffs
As indicated in the first chapter of this study the
first objective was to determine the effectiveness
of the water tariffs in Thulamela Municipality. In
order to assess whether the water tariffs have been
effective, three main variables were identified that
sought to capture the views and opinions of the
households with regard to this subject. Primarily the
target was to determine whether the communities
accept these tariffs and how they view them. The
first variable wanted to identify how communities
view these tariffs, as a burden or not. Figure 2 on
the next page depicts the views of the communities
in relation to the perceived burden of tariffs.
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Figure 2: The Burden Nature of Water Tariffs

Source: Authors

Figure 3: Affordability of Water Tariffs

Source: Authors

Figure 2 shows a very interesting outcome of the
opinions of the communities with 58% of the sampled
households suggesting that they do not think that
water tariffs are a burden thus meaning they actually
support and understand the need to pay for accessing the water services while 42% of the households
believe that it is a heavy burden upon them to pay for
water services. This result confirms the assumption
made in the study that some communities are not
happy about the idea of being forced to pay for water
services due to several reasons such as low income or
no income at all. This then actually leads to the next
question to ascertain the community’s perceptions on
the affordability of water tariffs. Figure 3 above shows
the view on affordability as expressed by households.

7.1.1 Views on Assessing Affordability of Water
Tariffs
In regard to how the residents views the water tariffs,
they responded as follows as depicted by Figure 3.
Figure 3 shows that 67% of the households
believe that the water tariffs are affordable while
33% say that they are unaffordable. The results
confirm that mixed feelings exist about the reaction to water tariffs in Thulamela Municipality.
However, a substantial majority agree that the
tariffs are affordable and a third of the population disagree on this arguing that the tariffs are
unaffordable. The results show the divergence of
views with regard to water tariffs within Thulamela
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Municipality and which leads to the next issue that
has to do with whether the tariffs are sustainable in rural communities. The figures depict the
views with regard to sustainability of water tariffs
in Thulamela Municipality.

7.1.2 Assessing the Sustainability of Water
Tariffs in Thulamela Municipality
The results in Figure 3 shows the divergence of
views with regard to water tariffs within Thulamela
Municipality and which leads to the next issue that
has to do with whether the tariffs are sustainable in
rural communities. The figures depict the views with
regard to sustainability of water tariffs in Thulamela
Municipality
Figure 4 shows that 54% of the sampled households
agree that the water tariffs are sustainable while
46% are of the opinion that the water tariffs are not
sustainable. The result shows that there is a division
in the water tariffs issue amongst the households
with those in favour of tariffs arguing that they are
sustainable and others refusing this claim. However,
there is no denying the fact that the majority of
households have acknowledged the water tariffs in
Thulamela Municipality with an average of approximately 66% in support of water tariffs.

7.1.3 Assessing Willingness to Pay
In determining the effectiveness of the water tariff
policy in Thulamela the research also investigated

the willingness of households to pay for their dues
as they come. Table 3 on the following page shows
a summary of the views of the sampled households
on their willingness to pay.
In Table 3, 5% and 10% of the sampled population indicated their unwillingness to pay for
water by either s tating that they strongly disagree or disagree on being willing to pay for water
services. The table captures the portion of the
sample that was not sure about its willingness
to pay which is represented by 9%. From the
table we can deduce that 76% had a high willingness to pay. This is the sum of those that either
agree or strongly agree on being willing to pay
for water services). Therefore, in a nutshell one
can conclude and summarise that households in
the Thulamela Municipality have acknowledged
the water tariffs policy and hence the policy has
been effective.

7.2 Effectiveness and Acceptability of the
Water Cost Recovery Policy
To determine whether the water cost recovery
policy has been effective, the households were
asked if the water tariffs were helpful in improving
the water delivery in their communities. To add,
the researcher further interrogated whether, in
their own opinion, the water delivery process has
been improved as a result of water cost recovery

Figure 4: Sustainability of Water Tariffs in Thulamela Municipality

Source: Authors
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Table 3: Willingness to Pay
Willingness to pay
Valid

Strongly Disagree

Frequency

Percent

Valid
Percent

Cumulative
Percent

5

5.0

5.0

5.0

Disagree

10

10.0

10.0

15.0

Not Sure

9

9.0

9.0

24.0

Agree

55

55.0

55.0

79.0

Strongly Agree

21

21.0

21.0

100.0

100

100.0

100.0

Total

Source: Authors

Table 4: Assessing Whether it is Helpful to Pay for Water
Helpfulness
Valid

Frequency

Percent

Valid
Percent

Cumulative
Percent

Strongly Disagree

2

2.0

2.0

2.0

Disagree

7

7.0

7.0

9.0

Not Sure

10

10.0

10.0

19.0

Agree

54

54.0

54.0

73.0

Strongly Agree

27

27.0

27.0

100.0

100

100.0

100.0

Total

Source: Authors

measures. Table 4 above shows a summary of their
views:
The results show that 2% of the households strongly
disagreed with the motion that the tariffs were helpful and also an additional 7% also disagreed. 10 % of
sampled population were not sure whether paying
for water was helpful or not, however this despite
the fact that the majority as shown in Table 4 above
either agreed or strongly agreed that the tariffs are
indeed helpful. With 54% and 27% of them stating
they strongly agree or agree respectively that paying
for water is helpful. Therefore, the results indicate
that the Thulamela Municipality water tariff policy has
managed to win the acceptance of the residents since
the majority perceive the water cost recovery to be
helpful. Having noted that households perceived that
the water cost recovery was helpful the next question
sought to assess whether it has led to improved service delivery (water).The below bar graph shows 28%
of households were not sure if water cost recovery
had improved efficiency in water delivery while 11%
disagreed with the notion that it had improved efficiency and lastly, and a major highlight was that 44%

and 17% of the households agreed or strongly agreed
that they noted an improved efficiency in the delivery
of water. Thus the results show that a large number
of households had witnessed notable changes in the
delivery of water attributable to the water cost recovery implemented by the Thulamela Municipality.

7.3 Attitudes Towards Water Cost Recovery
To get a better understanding of this phenomenon of water cost recovery the questionnaire also
sought clarity and insights from the households on
their ideologies towards the appropriateness of tariffs. Figure 6 on the next page shows the results
from sampled households.
Figure 6 shows that a smaller portion of the sampled households disagree with the appropriateness
of the water tariffs in Thulamela Municipality with
15% (5% strongly disagree and 10% disagree) registering their disapproval while 25% of them were not
sure whether the tariffs were appropriate. However,
what was remarkable was that more than half of the
total sampled households were of the opinion that
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Figure 5: Improved Efficiency as a Result of Paying Water Tariffs

Source: Authors

Figure 6: Appropriateness of Water Tariffs

Source: Authors

the tariffs were appropriate as seen by 58% (46%
indicated that agree and 12% that strongly agree)
approving of the tariffs.

7.3.1 Accuracy of the Water Billing System
Figure 7 on the next page is the follow up to the
question on assessing the accurateness of the billing system by interrogating the households. Figure
7 shows the perceived opinions.

The different views with regard to the water billing system accuracy. From the results 40% of
households interviewed agree and additional 8%
strongly agreed with the assertion that the water
billing system was accurate while 36% were not
sure about the accuracy of the billing system. In
the figure those that indicated their disapproval
either by disagreeing or strongly disagreeing were
13% and 3% respectively. This can be caused by
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Figure 7: Accuracy of the Water Billing System

Source: Authors

Table 5: Challenges
Challenges
Valid

Frequency

Percent Valid Percent

Cumulative
Percent

Unavailability of facilities

9

9.0

9.0

9.0

Unable to use services

2

2.0

2.0

11.0

Unreliable and
inconvenient

24

24.0

24.0

35.0

Lack of awareness and
knowledge

21

21.0

21.0

56.0

All of the above

44

44.0

44.0

100.0

100

100.0

100.0

Total

Source: Authors

lack of knowledge and awareness on the part of
the households on how the meter readings have
been arrived at. In addition, the households may
have experienced some challenges in the provision
and supply of water.

7.3.2 Encountered Challenges
The next section centres on the challenges that are
faced by households in Thulamela municipality in
the supply and provision of water. Four main challenges were identified in Thulamela Municipality
that were hindering the provision of water. These
were as follows: Lack or unavailability of facilities;
Inability to afford to use the water services; Services

are not reliable and convenient and Lack of awareness and knowledge on the need to pay for water.
The households were asked to identify the challenges they considered to be affecting the provision
and supply of water. Table 5 above gives a picture
of the respondents’ views on what are some of the
major challenges they encounter.
Table 5 shows that 9% of the sampled households
identified that the major challenges encountered
was the fact that they do not have the facilities to
access water services from the Municipality hence
forcing them to rely on other sources of water
which are often unhealthy and polluted. 2% of them
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identified that they were unable to use services
(water) since they cannot afford them, hence are
denied access while 24% were of the opinion that
the services were unreliable and inconvenient and
would prefer their natural sources of water which
have zero cost, and 21% having Lack of awareness
and knowledge on the need to pay for water services. The most notable fact of these results was
that 44% of the sample households felt that the
combination of all the challenges was a major
hindrance to the provision and supply of water in
Thulamela.

8. Conclusion
The findings of the study have showed that different
views exist on the issue of the water tariff policy.
More than 50% of the households noted that they
view water tariffs as affordable and sustainable,
however a percentage of households finds the
whole water tariff policy to be a burden, unaffordable and unsustainable. In Thulamela Municipality
the challenge lies in trying to persuade them to
buy into the tariffs. Deducing from this, it can be
concluded that the water tariffs have been widely
accepted in rural communities though more need
to be done for every household to embrace and
acknowledge the need to play their part in the maintenance of water services. The results also show
that the sample households have a strong willingness to pay for water tariffs as indicated by 76% of
respondents who agreed to have a strong attitude
towards willingness to pay.

on unhealthy and polluted water sources. This presents the Thulamela Municipality and its residents
the opportunity to engage with each other and
find common ground in combating the challenges
they face. The results indicated that households in
Thulamela have generally accepted the water tariffs
and recognise their usefulness in the repair and
maintenance of the water infrastructure. In addition, the results suggest that the community does
have a strong wiliness to pay. However, challenges
identified such as unavailability of proper facilities for accessing water services, unreliability and
inconvenience of services, lack of awareness and
knowledge on the need to pay for water and inability to afford to use the water services dictates that
Thulamela Local Municipality needs to pay attention
to such anomalities and improve the status quo.
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Towards Quality Service Delivery Outcomes:
What Can Local Governments’ Own-Source Revenue Do?
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Abstract: Local governments are mandated, through decentralisation, to mobilise own-source revenues and
channel them into poverty reducing service provision like education and health. Arguably, the best way to
measure the benefits from poverty reducing public service provision is through quality service outcomes (such
as quality education outcomes). This paper argues that the structure of local government finances, where local
governments depend heavy on intergovernmental transfers is not a problem to consider much on when it
comes to improved local service delivery. However, much focus should be geared towards the performance
in the mobilisation of own-source revenue and its relationship with poverty reducing public service provision
outcomes at the local level. The reason is that decentralisation is a medium to enhance the participation of
the local people. The best way to enhance this local participation is through increased accountability from the
local governments to the local people. Local participation attracts local innovations which are necessary for
improved public service outcomes. Existing studies show that the collection of own-source revenues enhances
local accountability, which is prerequisite for achieving quality public service delivery outcomes. This paper
argues that increases in own-source revenues will impact more on poverty reducing public service provision
outcomes. Longitudinal panel data of revenue and service delivery outcome reports for the 20 local governments in the Central Region of Ghana, from 2011 to 2015, were used to answer the research question for
the study. The research question is ‛‛does increases in own-source revenues improve quality of public service
delivery outcomes at the local level?’’ The study found no statistical relationship between service delivery outcomes (core textbook provision per child) and own-source revenues. On the other hand, there was a moderate
statistical relationship between own-source revenues and pupil per trained teacher ratios at 0.01 alpha value.
Recommendations were made for local governments to increase own-source revenue mobilisation efforts as
it impacts positively on efforts to improve local public service delivery outcomes, especially if the focus is on
improving pupil per teacher ratio at the local level.
Keywords: Local government, Service delivery, Quality service Outcomes, Own-Source Revenue, New Public
Management

1. Introduction
The need to focus on service provision became
relevant due to the failures of economic development theory from the growth economists. As
a result, developing countries have shifted to the
provision of poverty reducing public services to
improve poverty levels, through the basic needs
approach (Seer, 1969). This was meant to correct
the challenges created by the development economists position on national productivity as critical for
national development. Additionally, the emergence
of the new management theory and its recommendations for improving the efficiency of the public
sector revolutionised public service delivery and
its outcomes. This theory became conspicuous to
remedy the challenges of the bureaucratic system
which hinders efficiency, managerial discretion

and innovation, especially in public service provision. Barton (1979) further adds challenges such
as irrational decisions with fewer basis on cost and
benefits to the public.
Reforms of the new public management are:
efficiency, marketisation, accountability and decentralisation. Efficiency is assessed from the ratio of
service input and output and employing new methods of working. Marketisation marks the adoption
of contractual relationships in the public sector
which involves measures to revolutionise contractual relationships in procurement, tendering and
delivery of services. Public officials, according to
the provisions of the new public management, are
expected to account for their actions / decision and
use of resources. Accountability should concentrate
on the effects of public officials’ decisions on social
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welfare. Additionally, accountability should be on
performance measures and quality as used in the
private sector. The last stage, transfers of power and
responsibilities to the lesser levels of government
is decentralisation. Decentralisation becomes more
effective if lower levels of governments are more
autonomous beyond government to stimulate initiative, increase local responsiveness and provide
tailored local solutions.
With these changes, developing countries have
intensified the provision of poverty reducing public
service provision like education, health, potable
water and roads. In other words, decentralised
public service provisions, through the local governments, have been promoted. The reason can
be traced to the model of public goods provision by
Tiebout (1956). Tiebout clearly states lower levels of
governments are more efficient in the provision of
services compared to the Central government. It is
argued that decentralisation will attract the participation of the local people and improve lower levels
accountability, an opportunity to improve public
sector innovation and efficiency. Further, the competition generated through the provision of same/
similar public goods by different local governments
improve efficiency. These arguments put forward
are expected to improve service delivery outcomes,
especially those which benefit the poor. However,
overtime this linkage between decentralisation and
service delivery outcomes have been very weak
(Lewis & Smoke, forthcoming, Smoke, 2003 and
Boex, 2009, Dick-Sagoe, 2017). This is to say that
decentralisation has not materialised in improved
service delivery. This scenario has been recorded in
most developing countries including Ghana. Several
academic explanations have been provided to
explain this poor linkage. For example, the second
generation theories of fiscal decentralisation argue
that the fiscal incentives generated from the design
of decentralisation has a lot to do with the performance of public officials, in terms of public service
outcomes levels (Weingast, 2009). One of the prominent theories of the second generation is the fiscal
incentive model of Weingast (2013). To them, huge
transfers to local governments are the cause of their
laxity to innovate and improve local service delivery
outcomes. These huge transfers erode transparency and accountability to the local people, who
are the beneficiaries of public services (Mogues &
Benin, 2012). This presents low incentive to the local
governments to collect more own-source revenues
for development (Rodden, 2003, Oates, 2005). To

many other researchers, poor local service delivery
outcomes represent a practical failure to support
classical theories of decentralisation. Studies to
identify the causes of poor local service delivery
outcomes emerged problems like corruption and
local elite capture.
This paper argues that the gross picture of the structure of local government finances is not the problem
for the poor levels of public service outcomes. Simply
put, local governments’ dependence on external
transfers, rather than the own-source revenue is not
the causal problem of the poor service outcomes in
developing countries. However, trends in the performance of own-source revenue collection at the local
level has a lot to explain poverty reducing public
service outcomes levels at the local level. This is to
say that own-source revenue collection performance
is positively related to service provision outcomes
at the local level. Increase in own-source revenue
collection results in an increase in willingness to pay
taxes by the local people. Willingness to pay for local
taxes goes with demands for local accountability
and participation. Increased local accountability and
participation promotes efficiency and innovations
(Navarra & Cornford, n.d.), which are necessary conditions for increased local service delivery outcomes.
Bawole (2017) reports citizens’ apathy as limitations
for decentralisation in Ghana. The rest of the paper
has been structure this way. It starts with the study
objectives and a brief literature review on the new
public management theories and the fiscal incentive
model. It then continues with the research methodology. Data analysis, presentation of findings and
discussions are done. The study finally ends with
a conclusion. The papers aim to examine the relationship between own source revenue and service
delivery outcomes (core textbook per student ratio
and pupil per trained teacher ratio) from 2011 to
2015 and would like to answer the question: What
is the relationship between own source revenue and
service delivery outcomes of local government? The
paper is grounded on the Decentralisation theorem.
Decentralisation improves service delivery, accountability and socio-economic development (Smoke,
2015). Tiebout (1956) ‛‛interjurisdictional competition’’,
Musgrave (1959) ‛‛solution to the assignment problem’’ and Oates (1972) ‛‛decentralisation theorem”,
provides theoretical support for decentralisation
and how it improves local service delivery. Their
theories (Tiebout, Musgrave and Oates) assume a
normative position that sees public decision-makers
as benevolent social welfare maximisers.
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Table 1: Descriptive Statistics
Variables

Mean

Total IGF

Std. Deviation

N

447629.733

391866.4453

68

39.676

12.8614

68

.734

1.0405

68

Pupil per trained teacher ratio
Core Text took

Source: Revenue and service outcome reports of local governments and ministry of education,
Ghana (2015)

2. Research Design and Methodology
The study adopted the quantitative study approach.
It made use of the objectivist epistemology and
positivist theoretical perspective. The design used
was the panel longitudinal. This design requires a
repeated collection of data consistently over time.
The study made use of revenue records of ownsource revenue mobilised by the local governments
in the Central Region of Ghana. It does the same for
public service provision outcomes (quality education) for the local governments in the Central Region
of Ghana. This data is recorded over a period of
2011 to 2015. Correlation was used for the analysis
of the variables of the study, which are own-source
revenues (independent variable), and pupil per
trained teacher ratio and pupil per core text book
ratio (as the dependent variables (m)). Sample size
was determined using Harris (1985), who states
that sample size (n) for correlation and regression
analysis should not be less than: 50 + m = 50 + 2 =
52. However, the study used a sample size of 68,

meaning the study used more than the determined
minimum sample size of 52.

3. Results and Discussions
Figure 1 presents scatter plot for own-source revenue (denoted by total IGR on the y-axis / vertical
axis) and pupil per trained teacher ratio (denoted
as pptr on the x-axis / horizontal axis of the graph).
The scatter plot depicts that of the typical demand
curve indicating an inverse or negative relationship
between total IGR and pptr while Table 1 shows
the descriptive statistics of the variables used for
the analysis.
Table 2 on the following page finally presents the
correlation analysis for the variables for the study.
The dependent variables are the quality education
variables (which are number of pupil per core text
books –mathematics text book, Science text book
and English text book, and number of pupil per
trained teacher ratio). The independent variable on

Figure 1: Scatter Plot of Own-Source Revenue and Pupil Per Trained Teacher Ratio

Source: Revenue and service outcome reports of local governments and ministry of education, Ghana (2015)
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Table 2: Correlations Result
OwnPupil per
source
trained
Revenue teacher
Own-source
Revenue

Pearson Correlation

1

-0.036

0.000

0.769

68

68

1

-0.052

68

Pupil per trained Pearson Correlation
teacher ratio
Sig. (2-tailed)

-0.417

**

0.000

N
Text book

-0.417**

Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Core
Text
books

0.675

68

68

68

Pearson Correlation

-0.036

-0.052

1

Sig. (2-tailed)

0.769

0.675

68

68

N

68

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
Source: Revenue and service outcome reports of local governments and ministry of
education (2015)

the other hand is own-source revenues. The result
indicates that own source revenues correlate moderately with pupil per trained teacher ratio. This is
supported with a Pearson correlation (r) of -0.42.
On the other hand, own-source revenues had no
correlation with pupil per core text book ratio. The
analysis then shifted to the correlation between ownsource revenues and pupil per train teacher ratio.
According to Cohen (1988), Pearson correlation (r)
figure ranges from -1 to +1. The interpretation of the
results is as follows: r = –.30 to –.4.9 is considered a
moderate relationship, whiles r = 0.0, is considered a
no relationship. Finding the percentage of pupil per
trained teacher ratio that own-source revenues of
local governments in the Central Region influenced
led to the calculation of the coefficient of determination or the r2 x100. The result (-0.42 x -0.42) *100
= 0.18 x 100 =18%. Therefore, own-source revenues
only explain 18 percent of the changes in pupil per
trained teacher ratio in the Central Region of Ghana.
The negative sign, attached to the Pearson correlation (r) of -0.42, indicates an inverse or a negative
relationship between the two variables. This can
be supported with the pattern of the scatter plot in
Figure 1. The simple practical meaning is that higher
levels of own-source revenues matches lower levels
of pupil per trained teacher ratio. A simple practical
understanding is that a classroom of 10 students to
1 trained teacher is better than a classroom of 20
students to 1 trained teacher. Therefore, the inverse

relationship reflects something better on ground.
Therefore, the need to promote the collection of
own-source revenues by the local governments in
the Central Region of Ghana.

4. Conclusion
This study has empirically answered the link between
own-source revenue collection and service delivery
outcomes using the Central Region of Ghana. The
study has proved to support the argument that
increases in the collection of own source revenues
by local governments matches improvement in local
public service outcomes, using education as a case in
the Central Region of Ghana. Specifically, increasing
own-source revenue collection moderately improves
pupil per trained teacher ratio. Further, the study
shows that local governments with higher amounts
of own-source revenue collection in the Central Region
have improved pupil per trained teacher ratios in
their classroom by 18 percent. To support the previous point, the structure of these local governments
in Central Region has been proved to be the heavily dependence on Central government’s transfers,
where local governments have seen their sustenance
built entirely on external transfers (Dick-Sagoe &
Djimatey, 2015; Dick-Sagoe, 2017). They (local governments) are in the position to be accountable to the
main actors within the external sources of funds. This
tends to down play the need for downward accountability to the local people. Absence of this take away
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the role local community play to ensure improved
outcomes for locally determined services through the
full participation of the local people (Bawole, 2017).
This study has empirically proved the relevance of
own-source revenues, especially in this era where
local governments are encouraged to mobilise ownsource revenues. Being a source of funds for local
development, its increased mobilisation has proved to
support local public service outcomes, especially pupil
per trained teacher ratio in the local governments
in the Central Region of Ghana. So mobilisation of
own-source revenues seeks to support the idea of
the new public management theorist, which seeks to
improve the activities of the local governments in line
with management principles.
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The Context of Public Administration: Comparative Analysis
of Selected Former Colonies in Sub-Saharan Africa
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Abstract: This paper presents a comparative study of the legacy of colonial ruler’s vis-a-vis the culture of public
administration in Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA). Four countries, Nigeria, Ghana, Cameroon and the Democratic
Republic of Congo (DRC) were selected as case studies. They lie in two regions of the continent – West and
Central Africa. The culture of public administration in Sub-Saharan Africa is complex as demonstrated by
literature presented in this paper. The models of indirect and direct rule initiated prior to independence and
the political transformation in each country has played a major role in their current governance. The study
shows that the English-speaking countries (Ghana and Nigeria) are better advanced in terms of public sector
reform when compared to the two French-speaking states (Cameroon and the Democratic Republic of Congo
(DRC). However, administrative problems remain in all the cases. Chief among these are corruption, nepotism
and tribalism. Such issues have had also had a negative impact on the development of public administration
within these countries.
Keywords: Public administration, Sub-Saharan Africa, Indirect rule, Direct rule, Public Service Reform,
Decentralisation, Unitary system of governance

1. Introduction
The legacy of colonial rule is apparent in the public
administration of many African countries today.
The notion of direct rule means that there is centralisation of the power wielded (in the ‛‛mother”
country, i.e. the coloniser). European models of
governance (French and Belgian respectively)
were thus imposed on the local African people
without taking any consideration of the way of
life of the local communities or how they had
previously chosen to manage and regulate their
daily affairs. According to Kisangani (2010:223226), the French colonies were governed directly
from Paris through the [appointed] governors. The
French used African chiefs but, unlike in the British
Empire, these chiefs were appointed by the French
authorities, in large measure because of their support for French rule. Most of the chiefs that were
appointed by the French authorities during the
colonial period were not part of the indigenous
ruling family in the African politics and were often
regarded as ‛‛puppet” chiefs by the local population
(Peemans, 1975:173,174). In contrast, the British
model, which is labelled ‛‛indirect rule”, meant that
power or the authority was delegated to the local
authorities in the particular African state. Gerring,
Ziblatt, Van Gorp & Arevalo (2011:382) explain that

for the indirect model of rule to be implemented it
is, essential that the dominant country A, identify
an agent within the subordinate country B (the
colonised country), to whom power or authority
can be effectively delegated. The capacity of the
country B to serve as an agent of country A is a
function of how state-like the polity is. Gerring et al.
(2011:381-383) go on to explain that country B had
to follow all the political and administrative recommendations given by country A. This means that
there had to be effective communication between
the two countries. If there was poor communication or a complete breakdown of communication,
there was a strong possibility that the administrative agent in country B would be removed because
mistrust would develop between them.
The focus of this paper is to understand the
impact of the two models of governance in the
French-speaking and English-speaking states in
the central African region and the West Africa
region. African countries that attained independence in the 1950s and 1960s experienced
challenges regarding the smooth running of their
newly-independent states. There was severe lack
of experience and capacity in the public service
to manage administrative bodies effectively.
However, a general view of the challenges these
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countries encountered will not be provided here as
the realities differ from one country to the other.
The realities in these countries are dissimilar as
far as governance management is concerned. The
study also assesses the transformation of public
administration in the post-independence period
until these countries put democratic systems in
place. This transformation varied in each state
because of the differing political development
from one state to another and their Respective
English-speaking and French-speaking cultural
backgrounds.
The paper first discusses the English-speaking
countries (Ghana and Nigeria) which are located
in the Western African region. The transformation
of government after independence underwent
a complete turnabout in both of these countries when military coup d’états took place and
civil regimes took control. Under these circumstances, it was difficult for any country to have a
fully-functional public administration. Gradually,
political struggles ensued and efforts were made
to introduce efficient governance. The analysis of
this process in each country will be unravelled
to understand the transformation each country
went through and the effectiveness of its current
public administration.
A brief assessment of public administration in SubSaharan African states after independence shows
that many of them have centralised administrations
similar to those that were there already as a legacy
of colonialism. Conyers (2007:2) argues that in most
countries, ‛‛the period immediately after independence was one of centralised systems of governance.
This system of management was justified within the
country and by the external funders and advisers,
on the basis that central policy making and planning
were necessary to bring about the quick economic
and social transformation required”.
Politicians hoped that a centralised administrative
system would bring stability but in reality this was
not the case in most Sub-Saharan states. Initially,
the level of understanding on the role of the public
service and how to manage state institutions was
inadequate. Furthermore, there was a lack of the
necessary skills required for sound governance.
It is against this background that we provide
additional insight and understanding of public
administration in the four countries. Further to
this, we probe reasons behind the transformation

and status quo of public administration in these
countries.
According to Geva-May (2002:279), one of the
basic questions decision makers and scholars
should pose is how they can better comprehend
developments in public policy, administration,
and management and derive useful insights from
them. In Geva-May’s (2002) view, there are two
levels on which these questions can be addressed
the first being the macro level where they relate to
the macro-underlying principles that should promote an international discourse. A case in point
given is that in the realm of administrative change
and reform this pertains to underlying overviews
of the impact of globalisation and administrative
reform and an understanding of what is happening
in theory. Second is the micro-level or case study
level which refers to what can be extrapolated from
a national natural experiment by those involved in
international discourse. Hence, one cannot ignore
the value of analysing individual cases. Citing
Rose (1993:110) Geva-May (2002) states that this
value lies in crossing national boundaries (and)
expand(ing) the number of programs that can be
observed in action ... the fact that they are foreign
introduces an element of speculation whether they
can transfer.
The question that inherently follows is: ‛Does the
problem have international scope, and if so, to
what extent?’ Of particular importance in this context is the ability to use an appropriate method
of inquiry that transcends national/geographical
boundaries. In this regard, comparative studies provide the means to ask questions about common
fundamental problems and transferable arrangements. The method applied in this paper is solely of
a qualitative nature which will help to understand
the applicability of different theories of governance. The researchers focus primarily on secondary
data which discusses the development of public
administration in the selected countries. A qualitative research method provides a comprehensive
interpretation of concepts, constructs and opportunities which brings the research nearer to ‛‛social
reality” (Bless & Higson, 2004). Qualitative research
is exploratory and is frequently used in an investigation of a subject area in which there is only limited
knowledge. This method of investigation will throw
light on the differences and similarities between the
English-speaking and French-speaking countries in
the selected regions in Sub-Saharan Africa.
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2. The Theory of Direct and Indirect
Rule
An understanding of direct and indirect rule should
begin with an investigation of the type of political
development and administrative organisations
these countries had in the pre-colonial period. In
most cases the existing model of governance was
incompatible with European models of governance
and the coloniser simply chose the model it felt was
most appropriate. A practical way to understand the
theory of direct and indirect rule is to begin with a
simple definition. The Oxford Dictionary defines
‛‛direct rule” as a system of government in which
the area colonised is managed by the coloniser’s
central government (Oxford Dictionary, 2014).
The online version of the same dictionary provides a slightly more nuanced definition by stating
that ‛‛direct rule” means a ‛‛system of government
wherein the central government controls [both] the
state and the provinces” of the territory that has
been colonised (Oxford Dictionary, 2014). Taking
these two definitions back to the colonial period it
means simply that the government in the metropole
(seat of power of the coloniser) is considered the
main political decision-maker and has the power
to govern or decide the fate of the colonised area
and its people. In other words, direct rule means
‛‛centralisation of power”.
This model of government is discussed by Klibanoff
& Poitevin (2013: 3) who explain that:

to Schneider (2003:32-56), cited by Gerring et al.
(2011:381) the collaboration between an imperial
metropolis and its colonies, was similar to the collaboration between core and peripheral regions
of a large, ‛‛diverse nation state such as the United
Kingdom or Russia, rendering the classical distinction between intrastate and interstate authority
difficult”. To explain this argument: there is an
inter-governmental relationship between these
different governmental bodies. When a decision is
taken by the central government, other institutions
have to implement the decision handed down to
them from above.
This means therefore that there must be an intergovernmental relationship between the governance
institutions in the centre and those situated in the
periphery. For example, the Belgian government
and the French government established a system
direct rule in the DRC and in Senegal. The governance of the colonies was under the supervision of
the central government in the Western capital. To
elaborate further, the degree of management found
in country B allowed country A (from the metropole) to enforce is will on the colony. One of the
key elements here is to gain a better understanding
between the two nations in terms of political governance of the country.
In an article written by Mamdani (1999:862) it is
stated:

‛‛under centralisation, localities have no right
in dealing with the central authority. Localities
effectively become internal divisions of the central authority’s organisation. They are vertically
integrated and they are an integral part of the
legal structure of the central authority. Within this
organisation or legal structure, divisions have no
property or contracting rights. In effect, no legal
contract can be enforced between them”.

‛‛direct rule aimed at creating a native elite that
was granted a modicum of civil rights in return
for assimilating the culture of the coloniser. The
second type of model was called indirect rule.
While direct rule was premised on assimilation,
indirect rule was premised on autonomy. In spite
of its claims to being a more benign form of rule,
one that tended to reproduce native custom in
a permissive fashion, indirect rule was the more
hegemonic assertion of colonial power”.

Direct rule and centralisation of power therefore
mean that that country A gives direction to country
B on what to do. In the colonial period the metropolis, the capital city of the coloniser, based in Europe,
provided policy directives to be implemented in
the colony, i.e. country B. It means that the major
decision making took place in the metropolis. The
central government took most of the decisions
and the periphery which was considered a province, implemented those decisions. According

The two models cohabited beside one another
in most of the countries in Sub-Saharan Africa.
The administrative system used in many Western
European countries applied this model to control their colonies. Furthermore, Mamdani (1999)
explains that the model of direct rule was focused
on the ideology of a single legal order. He also
emphasises that it was a total contradiction of
traditional native institutions. Country A introduced a new administrative system devised in
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the metropolis and the indigenous people were
forced to adapt to this new system. The theory of
indirect rule in Africa features prominently in studies of colonialism before and after independence
across the continent. This system of governance
influenced state capacity, the economic development of the country, and other activity that took
place in colonised states. According to Naseemullah
(2013:1):
‛‛Principally, the colonial powers or nations ruled
territories indirectly in indifferent ways both within
and across imperial territories. Secondly, while
indirect rule is usually portrayed as a colonial form
of governance, de-colonisation did not always lead
to direct rule; forms of indirect rule persist in many
post-colonial nations”.
This system of governance in Sub-Saharan African
was found in the West African region, more specifically in the British colonies. Some West African
scholars dispute the argument which claims that
indirect rule was only applied in the latter stage.
This paper is not going to focus on that particular
debate.
Another argument raised by Naseemullah (2013:2)
concerning indirect rule is that the ‛‛model is seen
as a form of colonial control in which colonizers
delegate the control of authority to the local people.
The region of indirect rule was considered beyond
the reach of direct power and authority of the
state; instead, intermediaries often those holding
traditional or customary authority were the face of
political elite”.
In this context the local authority or the chief had
the power to control his region and report back
to the capital or the metropolis. To access the
system with the current realities in terms of public
administration we can say that this was a form of
decentralisation of power. Other scholars, such
as Lange (2009), claim that the British direct rule
system led to strong states and greater economic
development, than indirect rule. There is a question
to ask when the statement raised by Lange read. Did
the British impose direct or indirect rule in their colonies in Africa? To answer this question in a simple
manner, the British and the French used both these
models. Our discussion now turns to the first of the
Sub-Saharan states with an English-speaking culture
in the West Africa region, and more specifically to
public administration in Ghana.

3. English-Speaking Countries –
Republic of Ghana and Federal
Republic of Nigeria
In this part of the discussion, we begin by looking
at the Republic of Ghana and the Federal Republic
of Nigeria. While Ghana has experienced relatively
stable governance over the years, Nigeria has on
the other hand been marred by military coups
popular in the West-Africa and military leadership
in the recent past. Despite these developments,
were argue that public administration in these two
countries has been, overtime, largely decentralised
as influenced by the indirect rule during their colonial days.

3.1 Public Administration in Ghana and
Nigeria
Ghana is a country on the coast of West-Africa
with a long history of trade. In 1850, the British
formalised their control of the Gold Coast region
by making it a colonial protectorate following their
early nineteenth century domination. The British
appointed a governor to rule the colony, but largely
depended on in-direct rule, that is, governing
through African traditional leaders who took new
roles as colonial administrators. By 1874, the British
made the Gold Coast an official colony with colonial
officials establishing a legislative council-including
appointed African representatives (The Choices
Program, n.d.:27). The Gold Coast became independent on March 6, 1957 with Kwame Nkrumah
as being its first Prime Minister. Notwithstanding,
in most African countries the period immediately
after independence was one of the centralisation
of power. This was justified both by governments
and by external funders and other Western advisers working with the political leaders (Conyers,
2007:19). A major reason often cited, is that many of
the countries in the SSA did not have the expertise
to maintain the management of the public service
at pre-independence level. Ghanaian government
took the initiative to centralise decision making in
the capital city but the central government could not
perform effectively in the periphery (the provinces)
because of lack of skilled manpower. The result was
a negative impact on the public sector as a whole.
The approach adopted here is to assess the different reforms introduced by the Governments of
Ghana (GOG) and Nigeria (GON) to reach the current levels of public administration. According to Nti
(1978) as cited in Ayee (2001:2) public administration
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in Ghana has been considered ‛‛the finest, most
relevant and performance-oriented institution in
Sub-Saharan Africa” and as ‛‛a moribund, paper
pushing institution”. Ayee (2001) goes on to say
that in Ghana the public administration has had
good years across the difficult period of different
regimes. This particular statement has sparked
debate among Ghanaian scholars and international
experts in public administration.
Comparatively, the evolution of Nigeria as a nation
can be traced to 1914, when the British protectorates of Northern and Southern Nigeria were
amalgamated by the imperial government (Osieke,
n.d.:1). The amalgamation was motivated by the
desire to pool resources so that the relatively rich
territories of southern Nigeria could assist their
poorer neighbours in the North. Nigeria became an
independent state on 1 October 1960. Since then,
the military has ruled the country for a total of 30
years while democratic governance has existed for
only 17 years –1960-66, 1979-83, and 1999 to the
present. According to Agba, Chukwurah & Achimugu
(2014:27) Nigeria is a multifarious ethnic society
(having more than 250 ethnic groupings) with a
long-standing history of traditional administrative,
military and democratic governance. Traditionally,
before independence, Nigeria had well established
traditional structures of politics and administration.
For instance, the three major ethnic groups (Hausa/
Fulani, Yoruba and Ibo) had their peculiar system
of administration.
After attaining independence, the bureaucratic
system inherited was one of centralisation of power
which was to serve the interests of the British colonial master. It was structured in such way as to
guarantee law and order, to collect taxes and fines.
Adamolekun (2000: 33) illustrates that ‛‛British colonial rule was an ‛administocracy’, a dictatorship, and
an authoritarian system of government”. During
that particular period most of the senior positions
in the public sector were occupied by white officials.
For the most part, Nigerians had only previously
been responsible for jobs which entailed manual
labour and at the time were therefore not desirous of working in the public service. Adamolekun
(1999:34) underlines this point asserting that after
independence, and ‛‛even today, many Nigerians still
regard [working in] the public service as a ‛White
Man’s job’”. This is a significant legacy that was left
for Nigerians by their colonial masters. However, in
this regard, a year after independence the public

service was transformed completely. Most of the
positions in the government sphere were thereafter
occupied by Nigerians. It is very important to understand that Nigeria is a federal state; it functions as a
federal system of government with three spheres of
governance. There is a federal government; another
for each of the composite states; and a lower level
of municipal or local government.

3.2 Political Factors
There is no doubt that political developments in
Ghana and related unrest are linked with the level
of public administration of the country. To support
this position, we agree with Ayee (2001:2) who wrote
that ‛‛the best period in Ghana’s public service
covers the entire period before independence in
1957 and after independence in which goes to the
beginning of 1970. That period demonstrated that
the machinery of government essentially revolves,
appear to have been well trained and adequately
remunerated and resources”.
The number of Ghanaian civil servants was limited
during that time and the government was able to
manage the public administration of the country
effectively. This was despite the fact that the economy of Ghana was stable and good in that particular
period. The ten years after independence should
have shown good progress in public administration
were it not for military coups which led to failed
economies for several years. By observing the political transformation which Ghana went through one
can conclude that there is definitely link with the
development of the public service in that country.
The literature shows that the country had a centralised administrative system which was implemented
for two decades under the various military and civil
governments (Haruna, 2003:343-353). Aware of the
parlous condition of public administration in the
country the Ghanaian government decided to transform the public service for the better. It was clear
that there was gross under performance. One of the
reasons for this was that civil servants were receiving
very poor salaries and Ghanaians with the necessary
skills were not prepared to render the required services for such poor remuneration. The main changes
were initiated in the ministries, departments and
agencies that form the administrative core of local
and central government (Ayee, 2001).
According to Republic of Ghana (2014), the ‛‛strategies the government took to introduce reform
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Table 1: Some Strategies of Civil Service Reform in Ghana
1. Further rationalisation of the pay to provide incentive for all grades
2. Re-grading of all civil service posts to allow for improved salaries
3. Introduction of new scheme of service to retain and reward high calibre staff
4. Work to support decentralisation of authority to district assemblies, including staff, structure,
and functions
5. Implementation of job inspection reports, linked with new manpower planning and budgeting
methods
6. Finalisation of new civil legislation to provide a sound legal framework for reform
7. Introduction of a new performance appraisal system which sets agreed objectives for each
office to motivate and assess staff effectively
8. Production, distribution and computerised updating of senior and junior staff lists to assist
manpower planning
9. Comprehensive analysis of training needs for all classes, with crash training programmes in
key areas to improve skills from the top down
10. Launching management reviews of key ministries and functions to achieve improvement of
the civil service
Source: Ayee (2001)

involved diagnostic work, institution building, downsizing, identification and redeployment of excess
labour, as well as restructuring and decentralizing
public administration”. Table 1 above indicates the
strategies of civil service reform which were introduced based on human resource development and
manpower initiatives.
These reform measures helped the government to
identify the correct number of public servants and
to remove the ‛‛ghost workers” from the payroll.
However, according to Davis (1990) the reform in the
Ghanaian public service was not totally successful
for several reasons. He claims, for example, that the
retrenchment of civil servants from the ministries did
not help the government to reduce the number of
public officials because the civil servants who were
retrenched from one ministry simply found employment in another ministry. He therefore maintains that
the reforms introduced in the public sector in Ghana
were by no means successful across the board. Davis
(1990:3) argues further that ‛‛difficulties experienced
in finding the resources to adjust civil service pay to
realistic levels suggest that the scale of downsizing
programmes in the Ghana public service was insufficient to enable adequate progress to be made in this
area”. However, it cannot be denied that in the more
than five decades since independence and under a
number of different governments, the public administration in Ghana has shown significant improvement.

Analogous to Ghana, the current system of public
administration in Nigeria was profoundly influenced
by the colonial administrative system in place before
the attainment of independence. In about 1914 this
was a divided or fragmented administrative system
that differed in the northern part of Nigeria and
in the southern part. The historical evolution of
Nigerian public administration is explained below
(based closely on Maduabum, 2006:14). He provides
the following chronology:
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• From 1866 to 1874 the central administration
of Lagos, Gold Coast, Gambia and Sierra Leone
was transferred to Freetown, Sierra Leone.
• From 1874 to 1886, the Lagos Colony was
administered from Gold Coast.
• In 1886 Moloney was appointed governor of
Lagos.
• In 1889, the Niger Coast Protectorate was merged
with the territories of the Royal Niger Company.
• On 1 January 1900 the protectorate of Southern
Nigeria was formed along with that of Northern
Nigeria.
• In 1906, the Lagos Colony was merged with
Southern Nigeria.
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• In 1914, the Lagos Colony and the Southern
Protectorate were merged with the Northern
Protectorate to form an amalgamated territory
called Nigeria. Thereafter, a governor general by
the name of Sir Fredrick Lugard was appointed
for the amalgamated colony. He was assisted
by a number of European members all of whom
were appointed, and who formed an Executive
Council.
The law of governance is stipulated in the
Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria.
There are mixed cultures of governance as a result
of the political transformation the country went
through. Nigeria was under a military regime for
an extended period of 28 years while the remaining years since independence have been under a
democratic government. Both these cultures of
governance have had an impact on the Nigerian
public service. Anazodo, Okoye & Chukwuemeka
(2012:22) maintain that the main objective of public
service reform in Nigeria was to raise the quality of
service delivery to the Nigerian population, provide
good economic support and social development.

They point out that Improvements in this regard
also enhanced the capacity to implement core state
function revenue generation, financial management
and personnel management.
To reach these goals the Nigerian government
introduced widespread public service reforms after
the country gained its independence. An outline
of these changes is presented in Table 2 below.
However, the realities in Nigeria concerning the
level of public administration and service delivery
available still require a great deal of upgrading and
more effort must be made on the part of the state
to make significant improvements.
Of the above list of reforms, the government implemented there are some which are more significant
than others. Anazodo et al. (2012:22) argue that the
most important reforms are those introduced by
the Adebo Commission in 1971; the Udoji Public
Service Review Reform 1988; and the Allison Ayida
Panel in 1994. Some of the key reforms entailed a
review of the civil servants’ salaries because the
cost of living in Nigeria had risen so much that

Table 2: Public Service Reform in Nigeria (1945 to 1998)
Reform Commissions

Year

Tudoe Davies Commission

1945

Sir Walter Harragin Commission

1946

Gorsuch Commission

1954

Mbanefo Commission

1959

Morgan Commission

1963

Simeon Adebo Commission

1971

Udoji Commission

1971-1974

Williams and Williams Commission

1975

Report of Presidential Commission on salaries and conditions of service of
university staff (Cookey Commission)

1981

Report of Presidential Commission on parastatals (Onosode Commission)

1981

Dotun Philip Panel

1985

Public Service Reform in Nigeria

1988

Justice Atanda Fatai Williams Committee

1990

Longe Commission Report

1991

Allison Ayida Panel

1994

Report of the Vision 2010 Committee

1997

Committee on harmonisation of remuneration in the public service

1998

Source: (Banjo: 2013)
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public servants were in financial difficulty. From
1963 to 1999 all the above reforms emphasised
the government’s evaluation of salary scales. These
various recommendations reviewed some of the
discrepancies civil servants encountered in various
parts of the Federal Republic of Nigeria. According
to Azando et al. (2012:22) put it, the ‛‛uniformity
of salary scale, the conditions of service, performance of appraisal, and so forth” were under
scrutiny. However, the Nigerian government did
not take steps to address all the recommendations
suggested by the various commissions (Azanodo
et al., 2012). Indeed, some commentators are of
the opinion that the public sector in Nigeria is still
performing very poorly. For example, Nigeria still
faces an exceedingly high level of corruption which
continues to affect public sector performance in
that country.
There are some Nigerian scholars who claim that
although Nigeria is a federal state, the country still
shows certain aspects of a unitary system of governance. Ogundele & Somefun (2008:32) write that
‛‛most developing countries that are practising federal states do not practise a full federal system as
what they refer to as federal state is synonymous

to a unitary system”. Wilson (2013:142) emphasises that the Nigerian constitution has been a
major source of controversy on the issue of the
autonomy and power of the local government. The
author implies that the federal government influences most of the decisions in all three spheres
of government and allows very little opportunity
for grassroots political participation. However,
one cannot deny that there has already been
an enormous transformation in Nigerian public
administration reform in the past years across the
country.
The analysis of two English-speaking countries in
the West African region, Ghana and Nigeria, shows
that the governments in these countries have
introduced significant public sector reforms since
independence. However, there are also areas of
ineffectiveness in the public sector of both these
countries. Some of these problems have been highlighted in Table 3 below.
In both Ghana and Nigeria in the past decades many
of these inefficiencies have been addressed. The
challenges for the transformation of the public service in these two countries is however still significant

Table 3: Causes of Civil Service Ineffectiveness in Ghana and Nigeria
Ghana

Nigeria

1. Poor morale

1. Highly regimented and militarised

2. Poor pay, benefits and incentives

2. Slow response to technological changes and
modern organisational methods

3. High level of absenteeism

3. Sycophantic because civil servants feel that it
is safer to conform than initiate

4. Inadequate supervision and accountability

4. Poor work arrangement, highly hierarchical
operational structure, un-streamlined
organisational structure

5. Ineffective promotion and career
development policies and procedures

5. Lacking in financial and material resources

6. Poor performance appraisal practices

6. Corrupt in virtually all affairs because of
insecurity of tenure, poor remuneration and
glorification of materialism by society

7. Poorly designed jobs

7. Grossly indiscipline and negative poor ethics

8. Poor human resources management

8. Declining efficiency, effectiveness and
productivity

9. Hostile environment

9. Disregard and disrespect by some members
of the political class, the business community
and other public servants
Source: Ayee (2001)
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due to corruption in the system and issues such as
political patronage within the public service.

3.3 Socio-Economic Factors
Ghana was accorded role to play in governing the
colony by its colonial master through the legislative council and later the Executive Council. The
British policy of indirect rule made the chiefs and
local leaders’ agents of colonialism representing the
people of Ghana. There was significant economic
development in colonial Ghana such as the construction of roads and a harbour at Takoradi (US
Library of Congress, 2014). According to The Choice
Program (n.d.:27), African in the Gold Coast worked
for themselves or for other Africans, this was not
practiced in other colonies.
With regard to Nigeria, some scholars (Olowu,
Otobo & Okotom, 1997:3) are of the view that public
administration in Nigeria was more efficient and
effective during the colonial era. However, this has
in Akinwale (2014:4); Olusanya (1975:66); Gboyega’s
(1989:169) view, since changed as regionalisation,
political and ethnic interests took precedence over
merit principle. According to Oladimeji, Nasiru, &
Ajike (2016:35) with colonialism, the administrative
system to a large extent was dictated by the exigencies of the era and therefore attempted to conform
to that of colonial power largely making the boss
to occupy larger than life posture while the subject
was to obey.
The post-colonial leaders instead of absorbing
the positive aspect of the imported administrative system at the local levels copied it entirely.
The administrative system generally in Nigeria
manifested servant-master relationship while the
governed were always at the mercy of the governed.
Though in some instances when the political leaders were elected, the experiences under military
system further reinforced servant-master relationship and the hope of inclusive and democratic
local government system has become a mirage. The
Colonial Administration in Nigeria, introduced good
governance structure as it partly succeeded in transforming native customs and institutions such as
improvement in medical care, education, infrastructure and administrative reforms. The administration
noted the unity of Nigeria despite the diverse nature
of her peoples and also recognised the strength of
the merit principle in the practice of representative
bureaucracy in Nigeria (Akinwale, 2014:2).

4. French-Speaking Countries –
Republic of Cameroon and the
Democratic Republic of Congo
The second section of this paper focuses on two
French-speaking countries in the central African
region namely the Republic of Cameroon and the
Democratic Republic of Congo formerly colonised
by France and Belgium respectively. We assess the
development of public administration since their
independence. Of particular interest, are reforms
the Cameroonian government has implemented
in the past five decades. It is also pertinent to note
that in contrast to the DRC, the political situation in
Cameroon has, in the recent past been marked by
relative political stability. A brief administrative history of Cameroon provides evidence that it is unique
among former French colonies in Sub-Saharan Africa.
The country experienced three historical sequences
of colonial administration. The first phase being the
German colonisation that began in 1884 and lasted
until the outbreak of the First World War in 1914. The
second and third phases involved French and British
colonisation in the period between 1919 and 1960
(Mawhood, 1983:189). For this reason, Cameroon’s
public administration shows the influence of both
English and French traditions. Cameroon now has a
unitary governmental system which was introduced
in 1972 to replace the previous federal arrangement,
namely, the former French-administered territory
of Cameroon in the east; and the former British
Administered Southern part of Cameroon. On the
other hand, the DRC was colonised by Belgium. It is
the largest French-speaking country in Sub-Saharan
Africa and presents a different reality from the situation in Cameroon hence our discussion on the DRC
in is inclined towards the transformation of public
administration in the DRC since it independence.

4.1 Public Administration in Cameroon and
the Democratic Republic of Congo
According to Lee & Schultz (2010:12) between
1922 and 1945 the British system of governance in
Cameroon was based on the model of indirect rule.
French governance in the eastern part of Cameroon
applied the model of direct rule. In the east, a commissionaire (appointed by France) managed the
local government and had total authority over the
local community. There was a similar situation in
the region controlled by the British in the southern
part of Cameroon. The central government in the
capital was the main decision-maker during that
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period. Like most other African nations, there exists
in Cameroon, an administrative culture influenced
by colonial heritage.
The current system of public administration in
Cameroon, the creation of the system followed
the Weber-based administrative model. Corkery,
Daddah, O’Nuallian & Land (1998:109) indicate that
the head of the administration in the various ministries is a director general. Each of these ministries
comprises different divisions, services and departments. Divided into a number of departments is a
provincial administration which includes provincial offices that are responsible for services in that
province. There are ten provinces in Cameroon.
Governors of these provinces are appointed by
presidential decree hence none is elected into office.
The system of local government in Cameroon is
decentralised. Cameroon’s Country Profile (2014:37)
states that ‛‛following the provisions of the 1996
constitution, legislation on decentralisation was
adopted by the National Assembly and signed on
22 July 2004”. The law on decentralisation was supposed to be implemented between 2004 and 2007.
The pieces of legislation which recognise the power
of local government are the following:
• Law No. 2004/017 of 22 July 2004, on
decentralisation.
• Law No. 2004/018 of 22 July 2004, on councils.
• Law No. 2004/019 of 22 July 2004, on regions.
These three pieces of legislation are the main laws
defining the decentralisation of local government in
Cameroon. They replaced the previous law on local
government and decentralisation. There are five
types of local authorities or local councils. According
to the Cameroon country profile (2014), these are
(with the number of such bodies in brackets):
• Rural (306)
• Urban (11)
• Special status urban councils (9)
• City councils (2), namely Yaoundé and Douala
• Sub-divisional urban councils (11) which are subunits of Yaoundé and Douala. Yaoundé has six
of these sub-units and Douala has five.

In like manner, the implementation of public
administration in the DRC began with the arrival
of the European (Belgian) colonisers. There is evidence that as early as the fifteenth century, long
before the arrival of the Europeans, then called
Kingdom of Kongo was well governed, well before
the European type of public administration was
heard of. However, after the Berlin Conference of
26 February 1885, Belgium established the l’Etat
Independent du Congo (EIC) which ruled the Congo
from 1885 to 1908. This period saw the establishment of public administration in the country. As
soon the EIC was formed, the Belgian government
set up a two-tier structure of governance comprising a central government (with its headquarters in
Brussels) and a local government with its headquarters in Vivi (Boma), now in the Bas-Congo Province
(Ndaywed & Nzieme, 1997). The governance model
of direct rule was used in the former colony.
Historians claim that public administration in the
DRC began in 1888 when the central government
based in Belgium reorganised the management of
the colony. This was inaugurated by royal decree
on 1 August 1888. In terms of this decree, the
colony was divided into eleven districts (Ndaywed
& Nzieme; 1997). Each district was managed by
an administrator who had one or two deputies to
assist him in the daily running of the district. All the
administrative institutions were operated primarily
for the benefit of King Leopold II of Belgium. During
that period the administrative entities worked with
private companies such as the Anglo-Belgian Indian
Rubber Company, for the exploitation of rubber.
Public administration in the DRC went through many
transformations, the details of which cannot be
provided in this article. An overview is however provided to allow for a comparative analysis of public
administration of the other three SSA countries.
Public service in the DRC is far from satisfactory
and the government needs to make a great deal of
effort to overhaul and improve the public service.
When the DRC attained its independent status
in 1960 the system of governance became centralised in the capital. The provincial authorities
were merely implementing the decisions taken
in the capital. This system of management is still
enforced by the current government. The DRC’s
constitution which came into force on 18 February
2006 with the introduction of the first democratic
government recommended that there be a decentralisation of governance in the country but as yet,
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the Congolese politicians have not yet followed this
recommendation.

4.1.1 Administrative Reform
The reform of the public service in Cameroon
was and still is very complex and one needs first
to understand the national context of the country. The main goal facing the government was
to change the inherited colonial civil service to a
national civil service. As explained by Corkery et al.
(1998:110) ‛‛the statutory change was marked by a
particular characteristic in Cameroon in that the
inherited product was the consequence of four different types of administrative culture (pre-colonial,
German, French and British)”. With these different
administrative cultures, the government decided
to unite the country and to have one single civil
service. Many Cameroonian politicians and scholars
are of the view that in Cameroon ‛‛the public service
has always been characterised by the existence of
a great deficiency in the machinery of their internal
operations, and with regard to their original conception as a support for all development activity”
(Corkery et al., 1998:112).
Public administration in Cameroon is a centralised
system, regardless of Law No. 2004/017 of 22 July
2004, on decentralisation for example, there is no
doubt that the hiring of public officials is a fully centralised process in Cameroon. To emphasise this
view, it is argued by the African Development Fund
(AFD) (2006:26) that ‛‛the systems of recruitment,
promotion and remuneration of the government
officials in Cameroon are not governed by precise
rules, and this significantly affects transparency in
the administration”. Below a brief discussion is provided on the political, socio-cultural and economic
aspects of the public service in Cameroon.
Contemporary reform in the DRC is mainly that of
decentralisation. In the DRC, the pros and cons of
decentralisation are a matter of debate. In terms
of political and administrative control the central
government wants to continue making the final decisions on all matters of governance. According to the
World Bank & European Commission (2008:2) the
implementation of decentralisation in the country
would essentially be a political process and would
bring an element of broader peace and stability.
It would also be a reflection of the reconciliation
process that has taken place in the last five years.
In this perspective decentralisation is part of the
process of seeking a new equilibrium and national

consensus that provides a wider acceptance of
sharing resources while maintaining the national
integrity of the country. This sets the procedure
apart from the donor-driven decentralisation process that has often been seen in other African states.
It also requires from the international community
a different, less technical and more politically conscious approach.

4.1.2 Political Factors
The political chronology of post-colonial Cameroon
can be divided into two periods. The first period
began in 1960, when the country gained its independence and it ended in 1990. In this first period
was there was a one-party, non-democratic government as was the tendency in many Sub-Saharan
African states immediately after independence. The
second period began in 1990 and is currently still in
place. In 1990, with the coming of democracy, there
was a change of state leadership and President
Ahidjo was replaced by President Paul Biya who is
still in power. As Corkery et al. (1998:113) put it, the
political system in Cameroon is characterised by
a concentration of political power in the hands of
an executive president. This system of governance
places the seat of power and the centralisation of
government services in the capital. Cameroon is
divided into ten administrative areas called regions.
Regions are in turn divided into divisions (departments), which are further divided into sub-divisions
(arrondissements), which correspond to the 374
local government councils (clgf.org.uk, 2017:38).
With regards to the DRC, Leopold’s rule during the
Belgian colonialism, and Mobutu laid the framework for the current form of government. Mobutu
established what some have called a ‛‛kleptocratic”
dictatorship, in which the constitution and separate executive, legislative, and judicial branches
existed on paper only, and the primary role of
the government was extracting money from the
land and people. On paper, Kabila answered to a
bicameral parliament including a Senate, Chamber
of Representatives, and an independent judiciary.
In reality, he allowed himself to operate the entire
country with the help of only twelve men, who
comprised his interim assembly, citing civil war as
a deterrent to democratic rule (Countries and their
cultures forum, 2017).
Kabila’s rhetoric included the goal of transferring
power to the people through the use of People’s
Power Committees, which were slated to begin
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operations in each province sometime in the future.
Kabila dissolved his own party, the Alliance of
Democratic Forces for the Liberation of Congo-Zaire
(AFDL) in January 1999, and subsequently engaged
in fighting several armed factions opposed to his
rule. Allegiances to a political party or faction are
usually based along ethnic and clan lines (Countries
and their cultures forum, 2017). Such developments
effectively corroded the good governance principles that were neatly laid out on paper. The United
States Institute for Peace (2011:5,6) observes that
good governance implies competent management
of a country’s resources and affairs in a manner that
is open, accountable, equitable, and responsive to
the present and future needs of society. According
to the Institute, the use of this political, economic,
and administrative authority is meant to facilitate
a process through which citizens and groups can
articulate their interests, meet their obligations,
exercise their legal rights, and mediate differences.
These are some of the values embedded in the
ethos of good governance.

4.1.3 Socio-Economic Factors
In Cameroon, ethnicity, that is tribal affinities,
play a major role in running government institutions across the country. Provisions to deal with
this element of Cameroonian society have been
included in the constitution. One of the major
changes the government wanted to implement was
to resolve the problem of language differences in
Cameroonian public institutions. The southern parts
of Cameroon are Anglophone and the eastern part
is Francophone. Corkery et al. (1998:112) describe
this issue as one of several ‛‛subjective blockages”
and maintain that ‛‛linguistic differences (a cultural
colonial legacy, the inequality in the use of bilingualism, various national languages), disparities
in the training of officials (some training at home,
others training overseas)” had to be addressed.
Government needed to take a specific decision to
remedy this divisive tendency.
Corkery et al. (1998) also use the term ‛‛objective
blockages” to describe the unequal distribution of
government officials in the different departments,
and the allocation of facilities which do not conform
with acceptable principles of sound governance. In
the same vein, holding a position in government
institutions at whatever level should be open to
all citizens of that particular state if they possess
the necessary skills. However, the payroll of the
Cameroonian public service has increased year

by year without improvements being apparent in
the provision of efficient services, which smacks
of social distribution rather than running a sound
public administration (Lukamba, 2015:350). Looking
at the DRC, according to the United States Institute
for Peace (2011:5,6), the DRC is known for the mismanagement of its resources, the incompetence
of its leadership, and corruption. The basic needs
of the Congolese majority go unmet while an elite
minority benefits economically from special status
connections to the government. The institute further argues that if good governance is a precursor
to sustainable economic development in the DRC,
every actor in society must meet challenges to governance and contribute to improving it.

5. Lessons Learned in this
Comparative Study of Public
Administration in Sub-Saharan Africa
As demonstrated by the literature in our analysis,
the culture of public administration in Sub-Saharan
Africa is very complex. The model of indirect and
direct rule introduced by the European colonisers prior to independence played a major role in
influencing the current public administration in the
four countries under study. Despite the attainment
of independence, a culture of public administration influenced by the system of indirect rule still
persists. Our findings demonstrate that the development of public administration reform Ghana and
Nigeria is far more advanced when compared to the
DRC and Cameroon. This reality should however be
linked with the political transformation that took
place in Ghana and Nigeria. There are good lessons
to be learnt from the two English-speaking countries in Sub-Saharan Africa with regard to public
service reform. In the years when civil and military
governments held sway, both states implemented
reforms to reduce the number of civil servants.
These countries also they put mechanisms in place
to remove ‛‛ghost workers” in many government
institutions and introduced programmes of performance appraisal for civil servants in the public
sector. Further to these, they promoted training
to improve the skills levels of civil servants in the
different spheres of management.
The discussion on Ghana’s public sector reflects
on the problem of decentralisation of government
institutions. Undoubtedly, various Ghanaian governments since independence, made significant
progress in this regard however, there are still some
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key challenges the government faces regarding the
representation of people who live in the outlying
districts. Another problem is the line of accountability and the viability and long-term sustainability
of the sub-district structure (Joint Government of
Ghana and Development Partners, 2007:3). One
other challenge the GOG is facing today and the
criticism levelled at the decentralisation process
in Ghana is based on the mixed model of representation at the district level. The reality is that
70 percent of representatives are elected by the
people living in the particular district and 30 percent are political appointments. In its defence, the
GOG’s argument is that the political appointments
are experts, that is, skilled people who are members of the party who won the election. With this
kind of decentralisation system there is a problem
of accountability at the local government level. It is
argued by many experts in the field that a developing African state should adhere more closely to and
have greater respect for the democratic system in
the grassroots third sphere of government, which
is local government.
To introduce an efficient public service system
in a newly democratic country is a difficult task.
Boasiako (2010:166-175) writes: ‛‛Ghana’s political
structure falls into the unitary political class, where
the executive holds the power of nominating district and regional leaders. Hence, the governed in
these units have no choice but to live with the selection of the executive”. In support of this view the
central government in Ghana holds the majority of
power in terms of appointing senior government
officials in the different spheres of government. This
links up with the discussion of indirect and direct
models of colonial rule in the introductory section
of this paper. The British system had the privilege
of appointing the chief and their councillors to
strengthen the policy of the metropolis.

As for public administration in the DRC, the model
that has been applied for the past few years is based
on the centralisation of power in the capital. In other
words, there is direct rule in the DRC. The government
has suggested that the decentralisation system of
governance should be put into practice but the implementation of this decision still lacking. To change the
past patterns of poor governance in Cameroon and
to a large extent the DRC, there has to be in place,
a clear and practical vision which has realistic goals.

6. Conclusion
A comparison of the public administration cultures
in French-speaking and English-speaking countries in Sub-Saharan Africa provide a degree of
understanding of the legacy of colonialism. British
colonies were generally placed under indirect rule
whereas French colonies were governed in terms
of the model of direct rule. All four countries that
were selected as case studies have made public
sector reforms since independence, but political
transformation has played a major role in their
current governance. The study shows that the
English-speaking countries (Ghana and Nigeria) are
better advanced in terms of public sector reform
when compared to the two French-speaking states
(Cameroon and the Democratic Republic of Congo).
Many problems remain in these four countries such
as corruption, nepotism, tribalism and others which
the paper has not discussed. These have had a
negative impact on the advance of public administration in all four of these SSA countries.
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Abstract: Members of parliaments are uniquely positioned to shape, advance and implement the Sustainable
Development Goals in various countries. They can lead the development of relevant legislation and policies,
monitor implementation, ensure oversight, accountability, transparency and good governance. The attainment
of the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals calls for South African government to strengthen its
approach towards sustainability accounting and management. Important to note is that South Africa is a signatory for United Nations Sustainable Development Goals Charter which implies that Parliament has to play
a pivotal role in the implementation of United Nations Sustainable Development Goals. This is a conceptual
paper based on the content analyses of literature written about public accountability and the attainment of
Sustainable Development Goals. Content analysis is defined as a research method which examines words
and phrases within a wide range of texts including books, book chapters, essays, interviews, speeches and
informal conversations. By examining the presence of repetition of certain words and phrases in these texts,
a researcher is able to make inferences about the philosophical assumptions of a writer, a written piece, the
audience to which the piece was written and even the culture and the time in which the text is embedded.
Literature review reveals that sustainability accounting is regarded as the business sector concept, however, it
is more relevant to public sector given the government pressure to reduce public spending in response to the
diminishing resources. In the context of this paper sustainability accounting can be equated to public accountability. From the introduction of the fifth Parliament, South Africa has witnessed various forms and shapes of
unprecedented attempts by the members of the executive of avoiding Parliament to hold them accountable
of their actions. This paper argues that any form by members of the executives avoiding to hold accountable
(tackling accountability from behind), the attainment of Sustainable Development Goals will be an illusion.
The paper posits that the cost of addressing the effects of tackling accountability from behind by members of
the executives’ costs government a lot of Rands compared to the cost that would have been incurred if public
accountability will have been accorded the attention it deserves by members of the executives. Therefore, the
purpose of this paper is to examine the implications of members of executive avoiding to be held accountable
and its impact towards the attainment of Sustainable Development Goals.
Keywords: Accountability, Oversight, Sustainability accounting, Sustainable Development Goals

1. Introduction
Parliament is charged with the responsibility of law
making, representing the interests of the people and
providing checks and balances as a way of controlling
the executive. To this end, sustainability accounting
is a radical political concept that challenges deeply
held beliefs about what constitutes human progress
(economic growth, inalienable rights to high levels of
personal consumption) and requires a basic understanding of ecological thresholds and how to live
within the limits of natural systems which few of
us may grasp or want to think about. In addition, it
1

implies radical change to highly institutionalised practices in service delivery (Ball and Grubnic, 2011:189).
According to Unerman, Bebbington and O’Dwyer
(2011) sustainable development is the central policy
goal of our times and the United Nations Sustainable
Goals remind us just how pressing these issues are.
The 17 United Nations Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) with their 169 targets contained in the
agenda demonstrates its scale and ambition. The
goals and targets seek to build on the Millennium
Development Goals (MDGs) and complete what
theses did not achieve. Sustainable development
recognises that the eradication of poverty in all its
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forms and dimensions, combating inequality within
and among countries, preserving the planet, creating inclusive and sustainable economic growth, and
fostering social inclusion are independent. Therefore,
the attainment of the SDGs depends on the full
functioning of parliament whose members who are
accountable. The purpose of this paper is to explore
the role of South African parliament in ensuring sustainability accounting in the public sector.

2. Contextual Framework
According to Shija (2012), the Constitution of the
Republic of South Africa, 1996 sets parameters of
legitimacy and checks and balances for the utilisation of national resources to benefit every citizen.
Section 195 of the Constitution of the Republic
of South Africa, 1996 makes provisions for good
governance through basic values and principles
governing public administration. In terms of section 195(1)(f) of the Constitution of the Republic
of South Africa, 1996 public administration must
be accountable. Furthermore, the Constitution
of the Republic of South Africa, 1996 states that
Parliament has the power to conduct oversight
of all organs of state. Therefore, sustainability
accounting in public sector organisations has a
huge potential for enabling progress on sustainable future if practised in order to:
•

Provide a vehicle for envisaging how policies
and programmes translate heroic but vague
political objectives for sustainability into action
and change.

•

Provide a frame of reference for understanding
how natural systems works and developing a
precautionary approach to undertaking core
tasks and activities (Burritt and Welch, 1997a).

•

Provide means for reflecting on progress on
redefining core mission and policy objectives
in the context of a more sustainable future (this
idea is analogous to corporations shifting their
core business model).

•

Help define an organisationally or institutionally
significant contribution (Hopwood, 1978:57).

•

Illuminate the consequences of funding cuts,
and such consequences for social justice as
detrimental impacts on vulnerable sections of
society that the government no longer protects.

Batlhomilwe and Molebatsi (2015) assert that the
execution of the above-mentioned responsibility is
dependent upon the existence of Parliament which
is strong, independent and capable of holding the
executives accountable and transparent without
fear or prejudice.

2.1 Critical Theory and Sustainability
Accounting
Critical theory offers the most useful approach for
calling out offensive organisations and working with
them to affect positive change. The literature features three streams for understanding the critical
theory: business case (good for profits), stakeholder
accountability (proof preferred by certain groups
and publics) and critical theory (critique of capitalist
exploitation). Some organisations, more than others,
also report on unachieved goals to provide a more
complete and transparent view; a tactic proven
to yield stakeholder trust when explanations are
offered for moving forward (Pomper, 2015). Critical
theory is relevant to this paper in that the pressures
on service delivery have forced governments to find
new ways of enhancing their delivery of services as
required by the citizens they represent taking into
account the diminishing of resources.

2.2 Understanding United Nations
Sustainable Development Goal Number 16
United Nations Sustainable Development Goal
number sixteen is centred around the promotion
of peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable
development, provide access to justice for all and
build effective, accountable and inclusive institutions at all levels. According to EPF (2014) this goal
is centred around three critical elements i.e. peace,
justice, inclusive societies; and effective, accountable
and inclusive institutions. It is argued that countries
with highly accountable and inclusive institutions
are at the top of the Human Development Index
rankings, whilst those with extremely unaccountable and exclusive institutions are at the bottom.
This paper argues that this goal is the masterpiece
that holds the key to the achievement of all other
United Nations Sustainable Development Goals.
The sustained, thoughtful, deliberate efforts to
maintain peace, promote justice and inclusion, and
build accountable and inclusive institutions is one of
the impetus that investors take into consideration
when business decisions are to be taken. Critical to
this assertion is the fact addressing all the United
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Nations Sustainable Development Goals requires
a collaborative effort between government and
the private sector. In order to attract the business
sector, parliament must take the lead in promoting good governance i.e. advocate for transparent,
democratic institutions as well as efficient and
effective public services (UNDP, 2014). This goal
raises governance issues that parliament has to
address in order to ensure sustainability accounting
in the public sector. As opined by United Nations
Development Programme (UNDP, 2012) the quality
of governance has a profound effect on sustainable
development.

2.3 Role of Parliament in Ensuring
Sustainability Accounting in the Public Sector
Sustainability accounting and accountability in the
public sector, noting that in large part sustainability accounting and practice has focused on private
sector. Ball and Grubnic (2011:189) argue that the
public sector has much to offer society as it is often
these organisations that are called upon and used
by government to translate, among other things,
the heroic demands of the environmental agenda
into tangible policies and programmes. According
to European Parliamentary Forum (EPF, 2014)
parliamentarians as the representatives of their
electorate, they can make the voice of citizens heard
and define the fiscal and budgetary regimes needed
to mobilise sufficient resources.
Parliamentarians hold the purse strings, as such
they have the power to define the fiscal regimes
needed to mobilise national resources towards
financing development efforts, create new and
innovative resources of financing development
assistance. Furthermore, parliamentarians have the
means to ensure oversight, accountability, transparency and strengthening of the institutions of good
governance at a country level. Parliamentarians
have the task to translate the future development
agenda into their very own national perspective,
thus creating ownership and ultimately having the
responsibility to formulate credible laws and establishing relevant institutions within the context of
national realities (EPF, 2014). It is the responsibility
of parliament to ensure that it puts the enabling
conditions for private sector and civil society to
partner with government for the successful implementation of all Sustainable Development Goals.
The role of parliament in ensuring the implementation of Sustainable Development Goals does not go

without challenges. The following section focus on
manifestations of tackling accountability by members of parliament.

2.4 Challenges of Parliament in Relation to
Sustainability Accounting
There are numerous challenges with regard to sustainability which few are discussed below:

2.4.1 Political God-Fatherism
While Southern African Institute of Government
Auditors (2011) concedes that it is widely known
that in South Africa there is a lack of requisite skills
in financial management, Polity (2011) in Ngwakwe
(2012) argues that apart from lack of requisite
skills, there are possibilities that dwindling financial accountability depicted by the rising number of
qualified audit opinions may stem from the incorrect placement of unqualified candidate in critical
positions, political manoeuvrings i.e. god-fatherism
that adversely impact the selection process of qualified personnel. In addition, Kalema (2007) argues
that communities are painfully aware that elected
political office bearers are unreliable, in the process
of accountability. He argues that often, they are
too preoccupied with their own political survival to
pay adequate attention to the officials’ wrong doing.
Alternatively, they become the main instigators of
financial indiscipline and other official wrongdoings
through partisan appointment, meddling in strictly
professional matters, victimizing suspects who do
not follow the party line or protecting the political
loyalists and peers. The same sentiment is echoed
by Thomson (1983) who posited that in some cases
where the executives are to be held accountable
they only do it ephemerally, usually taking the ritualistic blames for policy failures of their departments
committed by officials.
2.4.2 Obscured Transparency in Public Financial
Management
Promotion of transparency within public financial management environment remains the
centre-piece through which the members of the
public throw their trust to the executives and public
office bearers at large. According to African Capacity
Building Foundation (ACBF) (2007), social virtues
such as transparency are often not easily imbibed
by those whose responsibility demands adherence
to transparency. They argue that the level of public
transparency is seen as low and postulates that this
state of affairs may contribute in part to the level of
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political and civil unrest in the continent and in the
rising level of poverty. Semberya (2011) posits that
obscured transparency gives little or no indication
of how the public funds are spent, and this lack
incapacitates citizens from holding the executives
answerable for financial impropriety and poor service delivery.

2.4.3 Lack of Transparency in Public
Procurement
Although procurement is an integral part of public
financial management as advocated by Basheka
(2008), it is however important to indicate that lack
of transparency in the area of public procurement
is one of the platforms through which public funds
are misdirected to personal objectives via dubious
public procurements. According to Ngwakwe (2012),
greater accountability problems tend to manifest in
the procurement or acquisition section of the supply
chain management units. Langseth, Kato, Kisubi and
Pope (1997) postulate that most procurement contracts in Africa tend to favour those with political
connections and such stifles desired service delivery
to the public. All this happens under the watchful
eye of the public and result in the conversion of
peaceful citizenry to a nation of violence and anger
when excuses are delivered at the expense of quality services. According to Herzemberg (2010) argue
that dubious procurement practices may be widely
spread in many sectors of public administration
which may possibly contribute to contemporary service delivery bottlenecks and consequential protests.
2.4.4 Undermining the Minority Views
According to Allen and Tommasi (2006), suppressing or undermining the minority views has not only
been one of the weaknesses, but also a hindrance
to effective performance of platforms established
by parliament to hold members of the executive
accountable. They posit that the African National
Congress (ANC) has used its votes to ensure that the
will of its leaders are served. This is a clear strategy
by the ruling party to avoid subjecting their leaders
to public scrutiny which has since seen the nation
runs out of its patience of tolerating any failure by
government to deliver goods and services. Much
of this has been at play through the arms deal as
well procurement processes for the improvement
of President Jacob Zuma’s homestead in Nkandla.
2.4.5 Dodging Scheduled Committee Hearings
Mzoma (2010) opines that the road to fulfilling
legislature oversight function is often littered with

executive landmines of varying shapes, sizes and
potential to maim legislative committees. He purports that this could include a minister or secretary
giving such excuses as prior commitment clashing
with a scheduled committee hearing under the
pretence that the minister is still researching the
information requested by the committee. Madue
(2012) supports the notion by indicating that a
common excuse in the South African legislature is
conflicting institutional priorities.

2.5 Benefits of Sustainability Accounting in
the Public Sector
When members of the executive subject themselves to public scrutiny through established public
platforms in Parliament they are not only contributing towards democratic consolidation but also
inculcate the culture of accountability in the public
service. Supporting the above notion, Schillemans
(2008), argues that there is a significant direct positive relationship between public accountability
and improving management of public finances.
This paper posits that members of executives are
correctly and strategically placed to display the
exemplification of public accountability through
which the entire public administration can emulate. Inculcating the culture of accountability can
contribute towards addressing negative audit
findings. The study by Bekker (2009) revealed that
public accountability results in improving aggregate
fiscal discipline, allocative efficiency and operational efficiency. This will induce public officials into
taking careful decisions on how public finances are
expended (Fourie, 2006).

2.5.1 Promote Good Governance
When members of the executive allow themselves
to be subjected to public scrutiny, it builds a fine
footprint for good governance. According to Ijeoma
and Sambumbu (2013), accountability and performance reduces costs associated with misconduct
and misappropriation of public funds. They continue to state that this can result in government
realizing billions of cost savings which can be used
to improve performance in areas where there are
shortfalls.
2.5.2 Improve Delivery of Quality Services
Allen and Thommasi (2006) theorises that increase
public accountability would enable government to
achieve optimal performance and improve delivery
of quality services to its citizens. Through monitoring
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and evaluation, government is in the position to put
a watchful eye on how the executives execute their
responsibilities and are therefore more prone to
produce quicker results. Therefore, any means by
the executive of avoiding to be held to account deny
citizens of their constitutional right to sustainable
quality service delivery with service delivery protest
as an inevitable phenomenon.

2.5.3 Improve Efficiency
Public accountability is increasingly becoming one
of the main determinants of effective governmental performance (Schillemans, 2008:16). Schillemans
(2008:16) posits that effective public accountability
results into improving; practice of good corporate governance, management of public finances, and service
delivery. On the other hand, Bekker (2009:1) argued
that public accountability reduces costs associated
with investigating misconducts and misappropriate
of public funds. Through this, he added that governments are able realize billions in costs savings.
2.5.4 Public Sector Institutions for Ensuring
Sustainability Accounting
There are various institutions introduced by government to sustainability accounting in the public sector.
This includes the Public Protector, the AuditorGeneral, Public Service Commission which are
relevant to this paper. These institutions are established in terms of chapter nine of the Constitution of
the Republic of South Africa, 1996. They are regarded
as watchdogs which keep government in checks and
transform the society, thus safe guarding our constitutional democracy. According to Naidoo (2012:667)
these institutions are charged with ensuring that not
only procurement officials, but public service in its
entirety should conduct itself in line with the values
and principles enshrined in the Constitution of the
Republic of South Africa, 1996 and thus geared to
promoting good governance. Sebola (2012) indicates
that most South African oversight institutions have
their effectiveness limited by their advisory and recommendatory role rather than as institutions with
power to enforce implementation. It is a problem
that in most instances the findings of oversight institutions are not implemented by government (Sebake
& Sebola, 2014). Weak capacity, limited investigative
resources and skills to finalise pending corruption related cases for public officials have adverse
effects on the quality of services to be rendered. This
incentivises the wrongdoers since they know that
non-compliance to procurement processes will only
be recommendations without consequences.

2.6 The Antidotes of Enhancing Sustainability
Accounting in the Public Sector
The suggested antidotes of enhancing sustainability
accounting are hereunder given in detail.

2.6.1 Capacitation of Parliament
Madue (2012) argues that Parliaments lack the
technical expertise to be able to participate in economic planning and analysis, and therefore cannot
be expected to be real players in the financial policy
process. Barkan (2005) indicates that the conventional wisdom among students of South African
politics is that the National Assembly is a weak legislature and little more than a rubber stamp for
the ruling party as such cannot be regarded as an
autonomous branch of government and certainly
not an institution of countervailing power capable of
checking the executive because is subject to political
party dominance that prevents the exercise of significant oversight responsibilities on the executives
2.6.2 Effective, Responsive and Accountable
State Institutions
The state capacity or the ability of states to form
and implement policies vibrant policies that address
the global challenges is an essential prerequisite
for sustainability accounting and, therefore, remain
key in the realisation of sustainable development
goals. According to UNDP (2014) weak states are
more prone to conflicts and civil war. It argues that
the capacity for sustainable development is not just
about efficient administration, it also requires state
to be responsive to the needs and demand of the
people, coordinate and mobilising collaborative
action to address an increasingly interconnected
and complex development agenda. It requires
parliament that has a robust multi-stakeholder
engagement with institutions including the courts,
Auditor-General, anti-corruption agencies, Human
Rights Commission and civil society.
2.6.3 Openness and Transparency
Openness and transparency are essential to achieve
sustainability accounting. There is evidence that
informed citizens and the private sector a better
able to engage in developing policy, they are
better collaborators and partners with government on service delivery, and also better able to
hold governments to account, leading to improved
development outcomes. Transparency in government behaviour sends strong signals to citizens
and investors, and evidence shows that the more
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information government releases, the greater the
investment and subsequent effect on economic
growth. Transparency in budget, expenditure and
procurement processes lead to increases in service
delivery (UNDP, 2014).

2.6.4 Addressing Corruption and Curbing Illicit
Financial Flows
According to UNDP (2014), there is wealth of evidence that corruption is a major hindrance to
sustainable development with a disproportionate
impact on the poor and the marginalised populations. It posits that corruption is bad for health
and education outcomes, equality, rule of law, and
foreign investment. Corruption and illicit financial
flow is an international problem. UNDP 92014)
reveals that USD$1 trillion of illicit flows are estimated to leave annually from the developing world;
USD$11.5 trillion of assets are considered to be
owned by individuals in off-shore banks, resulting
in an estimated annual loss of USD$250 billion in
tax revenue, which could be channelled towards
sustainable development. Therefore, there is a
great need for parliament to continuously look for
better ways of addressing corruption and curbing
illicit financial flows since it has a negative bearing
on sustainability accounting.
2.6.5 Curbing Violence and Combating
Transactional Organised Crime
Globalisation has given rise to unprecedented growth
in the volume of trade and movement of goods, persons and money across boundaries and borders.
This has created considerable economic growth and
prosperity, but all too often for the benefit of the few
and further disenfranchisement of many. It has outpaced mechanisms for national, regional and global
governance, giving rise to opportunities for transactional organised crime to thrive. This includes drag
and human trafficking with women as the hardest
hit. In order to address this challenge, parliaments
are required to have a simultaneous attention to the
demand driving the illicit markets for drugs. There
is a need for regional and international cooperation
to investigate, prosecute and adjudicate cases and
the reinforcement of legal frameworks, particularity at regional and international level. Parliament
has to ensure that the criminal justice mechanism
is strengthened in line with international human
rights standards and principles as well as introducing strategies and policies aimed at preventing crime,
rehabilitating and supporting the recovery of addict,
and protecting victims.

3. Conclusion
The world has undergone enormous change over
recent years, including major shifts in the global
economic and political balance, increased global
trade, climate change and depletion of natural
resources, technological change, economic and
financial crises, increased consumption and price
volatility of food and energy consumption, population changes and migration, violence and armed
conflict and natural and man-made disasters, and
increased inequalities. New actors, including private and other non-governmental players, have
arisen in the global arena. In this regard, parliament becomes the most relevant institution to
lead in finding solutions for responding to challenges. The essential role of national parliaments
(through their enactment of legislation, adoption
of budgets and ensuring accountability) remains
critical achievement of Sustainable Development
Goals. Therefore, public accountability is increasingly becoming one of the main determinants of
effective governmental performance (Schillemans,
2008:16). Moreover, Schillemans (2008:16) posits
that effective public accountability results into
improving; practice of good corporate governance, management of public finances, and service
delivery.
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Abstract: The history of a country can be marked by its lack of the capacity of good governance and generally
it can be viewed as backwards. The backwardness and lack of good governance can be perpetuated by lack of
ethical conduct and corporate governance. These are some of the tenets and requirements for globalisation
in Africa. Most of the African states had to be reorganised to fit local context of cultural, political and economic
process in the quest for globalisation. Because globalisation is widely used to describe a variety of economic,
cultural, social and political landscapes, it is contested how African states are able to match the good standards
of governance and South Africa is not an exception. Good governance should be based on oversight bodies
established with the primary objective of monitoring as well as ensuring ethical conduct for sound decision
making. The organisational culture, the organisational climate, organisational goals as well as stakeholders
play a vital role in influencing decision making process. These, in turn, impact on the country’s productivity and
service delivery and impacting on its standing in the global village. Despite all efforts, the administration and
management of government is infiltrated by corruption consequently with the decline in economic growth and
development. These can impact on social and economic factors for corporate governance and adherence to
global standards. The deontological or rule-based beliefs and values that are based on the expected outcomes
or the teleogical beliefs can contribute to the ethical conduct for corporate governance? The paper looked at,
through the primary and secondary data, on how can organisational culture, the external and internal environment, organisational values, organisational culture, the organisational climate, organisational goals, ethical
climates, management control, individual values and stakeholders play. A Model for South African context is
developed to address ethical conduct and suggest good corporate governance for the South African public
service.
Keywords: Corporate Governance, Deontological, Ethics, Model, Organisational culture

1. Introduction
The history of society and its development is
marked by its capacity of good governance for
economic development and growth, social and
political stability; and cultural sustainability such
as Africa. Literature has that backwardness and lack
of good governance can be perpetuated by lack of
ethical conduct and good governance. This happens
after the Africa states were decolonised from their
masters. It is reported that after years of liberation struggles the African continent gained political
independence from its colonial masters though the
observable lack of good governance. In most cases,
most of the African nation states had to be reorganised to fit local context of cultural, political and
economic process in the quest for globalisation.
There are challenges that impact on administration
for good corporate, especially on economic growth
and development. This is evidenced by the trends
in the European States on how African states are

unable to match the good standards of governance
in the global village (Fritzsche, 1997), and Republic
of South Africa (RSA) is not an exception.
Globalisation is widely used to describe a variety of
economic, cultural, social and political landscapes.
The Constitution (Constitution henceforth) of the
Republic of South (RSA) has established the oversight
bodies with the primary objective of monitoring as
well as ensuring compliance to good governance and
ethical conduct. The administration and management
of government is infiltrated by corruption with the
influence from politics consequently with the decline
in economic growth and development. These can
impact on various factors such as social, economic,
cultural, moral, and ethical, etc). President Woodrow
Wilson wrote on the influence of politics on administration in 1887 in the USA, and made observations
on the impact of politics on administration of various
countries such as Germany, France, Serbia, AustriaHungary, Russia, and England (Yoder, 1997:7-8).
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Within the South African context, various institutions have been established through legislative
framework to ensure ethical conduct by management. For instance, the Constitution, in section 196
provides for the establishment of Public Service
Commission, and the state institutions supporting
constitutional democracy in sections 182-192. The
institutions include Public Protector, South African
Human Rights Commission, and Commission
for Promotion and Protection of the Rights of
Cultural, Religious and Linguistic Communities,
Commission on Gender Equality, Auditor-General,
Electoral Commission, and Independent Authority
to Regulate Broadcasting. These state institutions
supporting democracy in RSA have various functions in respect of curtailing unethical conduct
and promoting corporate and good governance.
They should be independent but only subject to
the Constitution and the law in performing their
constitutional mandate. They must be fair, impartial and exercise their powers without fear, favor
or prejudice.

2. Corporate Governance
Every country is affected and involved by international global political, economic and cultural factors.
This is the reason as why powerful economic, technological industrial, political and demographic
forces are converging to build the foundation of
global order. Today most countries activities are
global in scope, including RSA. Certain aspects
such as technology, research, capital, investment,
production, marketing, and distribution and communication systems have global dimensions (Cateora
& Graham, 1999). These aspects can be affected
and influenced by politics, economy, culture, and
demographics; resulting in such countries having
possibilities to avoid the influence. Such influences
can be through internalisation and globalisation of
the world’s markets, politics and economics.
The internalisation and globalisation of the world’s
market, politics and economic require professionalism, morality and ethics to define the administrative
activities within government. The knowledge on
how our everyday dealing affects the externalities
is of paramount importance. The ethical conduct
and moral standards would then have an impact
on the end product of our services and products,
especially on productivity in the global markets, politics and economy. It is, therefore important to have
and build global awareness and its impact on ethical

conduct and good corporate governance. Cateora
and Graham (1999) indicated that opportunities
for globalisation and internalisation are bound for
those who are prepared to confront myriad obstacles for ethical conduct and good governance. The
confrontation of obstacles should be done with optimism and willingness to continue learning new ways
for the 21th century and beyond. The example is the
Manville Corporation which was a leading asbestos
company by the turn of 19th century in the USA.
The company mined and sold raw asbestos fibres,
developed, manufactured and sold intermediate
and finished asbestos products. An investigation
was conducted at the request of the firm representing the asbestos industry, Metropolitan Insurance
Company, and the report was never published in
the United States Public Health Service Report.
The report showed that only 4 out of 708 workers
were free of asbestosis and diagnosed as permanent and irreversible (Fritzsche, 1997:34). Manville
and other manufacturers continued to suppress
negative information on the effects of asbestos, in
the meantime workers continued to die of asbestosis. Scholarly journal articles linked asbestos to
other diseases and it was estimated that more than
100 000 Americans would die of asbestos related
diseases. Lawsuits against Manville were filed in
increasing numbers by workers and their families.
Additional studies were conducted in the 1930s
and 1940s but the results were always squealed,
as the company rejected and denied responsibility. Manville put the labels on asbestos products
after increasing pressure, and such labels read
‛‛Inhalation of asbestos in excessive quantities over
long periods of time may be harmful” (Fritzsche,
1997:35).
The firm had grown and prospered over the years
with great dividends, however, major problems
emerged when the founder of the company died of
dust phthisis pneumonitis which came to be known
as asbestosis. The company became successful in
defending itself as it is argued that its employees
assumed the risks of employment and they should or
knew of the dangers of asbestos and were contributively negligent (Fritzsche, 1997:33-34). Nonetheless
the number of lawsuits increased with a decrease
in asbestos sales and decline in profits with subsequent increase in number of deaths. This was due
to lack of good ethics of which good behaviour supports the market system and unethical behaviour
distorted the market. There should be reciprocal
benefit for both buyers and sellers from the ethical
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behaviour, and it is only possible in a trust relationship created between the seller and the buyer,
as much as trust that promotes productivity from
employees. This example demonstrates how other
countries view the corporation operation (administration and management) especially on the trust
relationship due to its un/ethical conduct. Various
stakeholders such as business, politics, economy,
labor unions, academics, and communication media
locally and internationally have shown interest in
their litigations on lawsuits. Thornhill (2007:14) commented that un/ethical and bad/good corporate
governance have demands for consideration of the
effects of political, economic and social issues as
one of the part of the world may have an effect on
one or more parts of the world because of globalisation. The other cited example is the economic
crisis that was in Zimbabwe which affected South
Africa and Botswana, as well as the other Southern
African countries, the political instability in Ethiopia
or Sierra Leone affected the neighboring countries.
This will invariably affect international trades, foreign investments and flow of capital across national
and international boundaries.
Thornhill (2007) asserted that social conscience
demands that social issues be the concern of the
international society and disregard for basic human
rights. The social issues should be viewed in the
context of ethical conduct in order to have a sound
decision making process by management.

3. Ethics and Decision Making
The ethical conduct for corporate governance
should consider numerous factors such as individual and organisational values, organisational goals,
organisational climate, ethical climate, stakeholder
management. The management control is imperative such that legislative framework (policies),
internal and external environmental factors, strategy, organisational structure can assist in sound
decision making process.

3.1 Values
Individuals are expected to make decisions daily and
such decisions are based and influenced by numerous factors. These factors include personal values,
ego strength, field dependence, focus of control,
stage of moral development, stage of moral approbation, culture of organisation (Fritzsche, 1997:87).
According to Allport (1981) a value is a belief upon

which a man acts by preference though Rokeach
(1973) indicated that a value is a prescriptive belief
because it is about what is right and what is wrong.
According to Rokeach Values Survey, values can be
terminal or instrumental, in which the former refers
to beliefs or conceptions about ultimate desirable
goals or end-states of existence such as comfortable
life; whilst the latter refers to beliefs or conceptions abut desirable modes of behaviour that are
instrumental to the attainment of desirable endstate such as ambitious hard working. Examples
of terminal individual values include a comfortable and prosperous life, a world (of peace, beauty,
free from war and conflicts), equality and freedom,
social recognition, happiness, harmony, mature
love, pleasure, self-respect, salvation, wisdom,
true friendship, family security. The instrumental
values include ambitious, capable, broad-minded,
imaginative, intellectual, logical, cheerful, obedient,
polite, clean, responsible, courageous, independent,
forgiving, loving, self-controlled and honest
According to Fritzsche (1997) the values may be
based on rules such the Ten Commandments and
are referred to as deontological or rule-based beliefs.
Alternatively, as Fritzsche indicated, values may be
based on the expected outcomes and are referred
to as teleogical beliefs. The Deontological or rulebased beliefs and values are based on the expected
outcomes or the teleogical beliefs contributed to
the ethical conduct for corporate governance.
The beliefs and values should be embodiment of
ethical leadership and corporate citizenship. This
means that the leadership should ensure that the
organisation is seen to be a responsible corporate
citizen. The leadership should consider that the
performance of an organisation has impact on its
operations, society and the environment. It should
be the responsibility of the leadership within an
organisation to protect, enhance, and invest in the
wellbeing of the economy, society and the environment through ethical behavior in decision making.

3.2 Ethical Conduct
Collaborative efforts with stakeholders and clients
can assist to promote ethical conduct and good corporate citizenship (Kana, 2009:2). It is important
that management develops organisation citizenship
of which the values that drive employees’ behaviour should be reviewed to ensure that employees
as well as the organisation reflect societal norms
and accepted governance guidelines. This can be
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achieved through corporate citizenship which an
ethical concept is finding its expression in sustainable development through the economic, social and
environmental aspect of the organisation as well as
that of the country such as South Africa. Newstrom
and Ruch (1975) argued that action/s that is/are ethical to others might be unethical to others because
the personal nature of ethical belief appears to be
linked to individual value system. This analogy was
supported by Akaah and Riordan (1989) as they
found out that as to what is the ethical thing to do
might unethical to other. And Fritzsche and Becker
(1984) examined executive managers’ rationale for
the ethical dilemma and found out that the predominate being the utilitarian motive in alternative
decision which were ethical.

(1985) refers organisational climate or atmosphere
as a thought of shared and enduring perception of
the psychological aspect of work environment, and
Schneider (1975) noted some of the organisational
climate to include autonomy or control, degree
of structure, nature of rewards, considerations,
warmth, and support. Of importance is the ethical
climate needed for corporate governance as Victor
and Cullen (1988) believed that the ethical climates
including self-interest, company interest, efficiency,
friendship, team interest, social responsibility, personal morality, rules and operating procedures; and
laws and professional codes are ideal for ethical
criteria.

3.3 Organisational Culture

Organisational goals impact on the ethical dimension
of decision making of any organisation, but this is
not a general rule. Some organisations are not likely
to be influenced by ethical aspects. Organisational
goals may be viewed as similar to organisational
terminal values, as institutional values are socially
shared cognitive representations of institutional
goals and demands (Merton, 1957). Organisational
goals, such as policy and reward structure can
exert a strong influence on the development of the
organisation codes and policy thus on management behaviour and ethical conduct. Literature has
shown substantial impact of organisational policy on
management ethical behaviour are supposed to be
providing guidance and a means for management
control. The policy must be enforced as it is expected
that every employee is knowledgeable about the
organisation’s policies. It is worth noting that a wellthought of and enforced set of policies concerning
ethical behaviour will likely have a powerful impact
on the ethical conduct of executive managers and
all within the organisation. Added to the policy, a
reward structure plays an invariable contribution
to ethical conduct for exceptional performance by
both by employees and the organisation.

Organisational culture is referred to as the common
set of assumptions, beliefs and values that has
developed over sometime within an organisation.
The developed culture within an organisation is to
assist to cope with the external and internal environment in which the organisation is operating
(Schein, 1984). According to Kotter and Heskett
(1992) and Smircich (1983) an organisation has a
set of underlying values that serve the bedrock
of the organisation’s culture. These authors have
noted such values as trust and respect for individuals; focusing on high levels of achievement and
contribution; conducting the organisation with
uncompromising integrity; achieving common
objectives through teamwork; and encouraging flexibility and innovation. According to Schein (1984),
Kotter and Heskett (1992) and Smircich (1983) culture serves as a glue in binding the organisation
together in common identity and actions which then
influences the thoughts and feelings of the decision makers. It is important that everyone within
an organisation understands its culture because it
can manifest itself in norms, ceremonies, legends,
myths and rituals.

3.4 Ethical and Organisational Climate
The understanding of the culture by its employees
should help explain the decision maker’s response
to the various stimuli that occur during the decision
making process. More over to the organisational
culture, the organisational climate, organisational
goals and stakeholders play a vital role in influencing
the ethical conduct and good governance. Ashford

3.5 Organisational Goals

The effect of the reward or the punishment should
depend on the likelihood of receiving it and the
magnitude of the reward or punishment. The communication and understanding of the requirements
for and awarding of rewards and punishments will
likely have a significant influence on the ethics of the
decision makers (Fritzsche, 1997). The institutions
supporting constitutional democracy can be viewed
as oversight bodies that influence both ethical and
unethical direction for government and state owned
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institutions. The institutions have been established
to support democracy as per provisions of chapter 9 of the Constitution, which are accountable to
National Assembly. They are to report their activities
and their performance of their functions once a
year. These institutions perform various oversight
functions for accountability, good governance, ethical conduct, promotion of human rights, fair and
equal treatment. Furthermore, chapter 10 of the
Constitution promotes basic values and principles
governing public administration. These principles
encourage and promote a high standard of professional ethics, efficient and effective use of resources,
services that must be provided with impartiality,
fairly, equitably and without bias.

4. A Model Building for South African
Public Service
Model building is closely related to theory building and various scholars attempted to explain the
characteristics of theoretical models in the social
sciences. In the social sciences, models are usually
representations of the essential components and
characteristics of a certain phenomenon. Thebe
(2014:171) emphasised that a model is generally utilised to portray the relationships between different

elements of a certain subject which is researched,
and further to simplify complex objects. Van der
Waldt (2013:12) indicated that models are usually
constructed to serve as a solution to a research
problem and such a model attempts to propose
an ideal type approach to address theoretical and
practical problems. According to Thebe (2014:172),
literature has provided some definitions of various
types of models by scholars such as Huysamen
(1993), Welman, Kruger and Mitchell (2008), De Vos,
Strydom, Fouche and Delport (2002), Babbie and
Mouton (2001) but they do not give an explanation
of the scientific processes that can be associated
with the construction of any model. However, while
designing a model in this paper, the principles
and criteria for the successful development of a
model were utilised, and Dye (1995:40) in Thebe
(2014:171-172) include that a model should be
explicit, so that it can be easily understood, evaluated and compared with other models, a model
should be congruent with reality, a model should
lead to the observation, measurement and verification of theory and research and that model
should be composed logically and be subjected
to validity tests to ensure that it can be used as a
method of communication. The author proposed
a model below.

Figure 1: Ethics and Corporate Governance Model for South African Public Service

Source: Author’s own model
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5. Conclusion
The effect of unethical corporate has a macro
impact on the organisations, as well as on how
other countries perceive the performance of the
country (RSA). The impact of unethical conduct
is demonstrated by the conduct of managers on
governance. The results of unethical corporate and
lack of good governance are shown in increased
costs, reduced product and quality service, reduced
customer satisfaction, false demand reduction on
the country’s resources, misinformation and theft.
The history of unethical conduct of a county and
is marked by its capacity of good governance for
economic development and growth, social and political stability. Literature has that backwardness and
lack of good governance is perpetuated by lack of
ethical conduct and good governance. The internalisation and globalisation of the world’s market,
politics and economic require ethics and corporate
governance, professionalism, morality and ethics to
define the administrative activities within government. Building global awareness and its impact on
ethical conduct and good corporate governance.
This is imperative for competitiveness in the global
markets. The Constitution provides for oversight
bodies in order to curtail unethical corporate by corporate in their governance and the basic values and
principles governing public administration encourages personal values, professionalism, efficient and
effective use of resources, provision of services with
equity and fairness without bias.

6. Recommendations
It is recommended that the South African Public
Service governance and administration should consider ethical behaviour and corporate governance
for compliance and adherence to global standards
so as to have a competitive advantage and niche.
From the challenges and problems identified, the
following are recommended in Model Ethics and
Corporate Governance.
• Internal and external environmental factors
which include internalisation, globalisation legislative framework, social, economic political
issues, institutions supporting democracy.
• Organisational Culture with set of assumptions, beliefs, values, norms, ceremonies,
legends, myths, rituals, culture with economic,
political and economic to cope with the external
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and internal environment. The understanding of
the culture by its employees should help explain
the decision maker’s response to the various
stimuli that occur during the decision making
process.
• Organisational Values in which the organisation is operating within factors to include values,
trust and respect for individuals; focusing on
high levels of achievement and contribution;
conducting the organisation with uncompromising integrity; achieving common objectives
through teamwork; and encouraging flexibility
and innovation. The organisational culture, the
organisational climate, organisational goals and
stakeholders play a vital role in influencing the
ethical conduct and good governance.
• Organisational climate include autonomy
or control, degree of structure, nature of
rewards, considerations, warmth, and support. Of importance are the ethical climate
needed for corporate governance. Other ethical climates include self-interest, company
interest, efficiency, friendship, team interest,
social responsibility, personal morality, rules
and operating procedures; and laws and professional codes.
• Organisational goals, such as policy and
reward structure can exert a strong influence on
the development of the organisation codes and
policy thus on management behavior with ethical conduct. Literature has shown substantial
impact of organisational policy on management
ethical behavior as they are supposed to be providing guidance and a means for management
control. Added to the policy, a reward structure
plays an invariable contribution to ethical conduct and assists in sound and informed decision
making. The effect of the reward or the punishment should depend on the likelihood of
receiving it and the magnitude of the reward
or punishment.
• Stakeholders affect the organisation as they
have a role in the ethics of the decision making
process by managers. In South Africa institutions
supporting constitutional democracy perform
various oversight functions for accountability,
good governance, ethical conduct, promotion
of human rights, fair and equal treatment,
etc. Furthermore, oversight bodies promoting
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democracy promote the basic values and principles governing public administration, encourage
and promote a high standard of professional
ethics, efficient and effective use of resources,
services that must be provided with impartiality,
fairly, equitably and without bias.
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The Mismatch Between the Theory and Practice of
Participatory Rural Development in Botswana: Prospects
for Transformative Social Change
KB Dipholo and K Molosi-France
University of Botswana, Botswana
Abstract: The economic situation of Botswana at independence was characterised by net dependence on
international aid to maintain a minimum of public services. This state of the economy laid down the foundation
for a development process based on the centralisation of decision making wherein urban officials prescribe
development interventions for the intended beneficiaries. Such centrally determined support ultimately metamorphosed into direct provision of livelihoods for the majority of the rural people. This approach has established
a culture of dependent development where a majority of people in Botswana especially those residing in
the country side expect government to provide them with livelihoods. With persisting high levels of poverty,
Botswana’s top-down approach to rural development came under criticism specifically for marginalizing the
poor and failing to promote equitable development. The criticism led to a shift in thinking culminating with
the adoption of the Community Based Strategy for Rural Development in 1997– a benchmark for a long-term
rural development strategy for Botswana. The strategy sought to give a prominent role to local communities
in identification of their own needs and determination of intervention measures. Using case studies from the
villages of Dibete and Khumaga, this paper argues that in spite of the hype surrounding bottom-up planning
as stated in various official documents, the reality is that government’s commitment to empowering communities is half-hearted and reluctant. This paternalistic posture is further fostered by what appears to be lack of a
desire to participate in local development by rural people. Adult Education which seeks to offer opportunities
for communities to undertake systematic and sustained learning and developmental activities to bring about
change in knowledge, attitudes, values or skills is used to provide a conceptual framework for this discussion.
Keywords: Centralised decision making, Rural development, Adult education, Dependent development

1. Introduction
Participatory rural development assumes that
local communities will contribute to the success of
development projects and therefore of rural development if they have the responsibility to plan and
implement projects relevant to their needs. The
need to integrate communities into development
activities in Botswana has been necessitated by the
realisation that despite the high rates of economic
growth recorded since independence in 1966, most
people in the rural areas still live below the poverty
datum line. One way to explain this is that since
independence the Government of Botswana has
placed emphasis on the provision of infrastructure
and services as a deliberate move to correct imbalances between urban and rural areas, although with
limited involvement of rural people in the planning
and implementation of these projects.
This approach is widely believed (Colclough &
McCarthy, 1980; Picard, 1987; Miti & Chipasula,

1989) to have created an excellent breeding place
for dependence on government provision and the
erosion of the spirit of self-reliance. The Botswana
Government argues that: ‛‛There is a considerable
appreciation in Botswana and elsewhere that one of
the basic factors determining success in rural development is the extent to which communities are
involved in planning and undertaking development
activities that are intended to benefit them. This
applies particularly to schemes aimed at helping
rural poor communities to improve their livelihood
(Republic of Botswana, 1997: 476).
Consequently, in order to stimulate the participation of local communities in development activities
the Government sought to conscientize them about
their role in activities intended to benefit them
through a variety of activities key amongst them
being training in Participatory Rural Appraisal.
However, a culture of rural development has been
established and consolidated for years such that
new approaches representing a radical departure
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from the established ways of doing rural development were likely to be resisted by both development
practitioners and local communities. The next part
provides the context for this discussion by presenting a framework for rural development in Botswana.

2. A Framework for Rural Development
in Botswana
In geographical terms, Botswana’s area is vast relative to its population. With a landmass of 582 000
km2 and a population of 1,680 683, human settlements are relatively many and dispersed (Republic
of Botswana, 2002). A majority of Batswana live in
rural areas known as villages. In view of this, the
Government of Botswana established district institutions to oversee development at the district level,
though many projects implemented in the districts
are under the authority of the central government
through state ministries. This has tended to consolidate the belief among state officials that they have
unmatched powers and the monopoly of wisdom in
so far as they have to plan and implement projects
for rural communities. Power is often related to the
ability to give to others what we want regardless of
their own needs and interests (Weber, 1946)
Similarly, given the desperation of rural communities for development in the context of Botswana’s
situation at independence and a subsequent
leaning towards a developmental state, rural communities were less bothered about the centralised,
prescriptive and disempowering manner in which
their development was planned and implemented.
Rural people needed development more than they
needed power and opportunities to participate
and/or influence planners to make decisions that
addressed their felt needs. The net effect of these
variables – the superiority complex of the development planners and the desperation of the rural
communities – was the institutionalisation of the
centralised style of development planning resulting
in a situation where communities merely presenting
a ‛shopping list to the government for the provision of livelihoods (Dipholo & Mothusi, 2005), and
planners being too happy to ‛initiate, sign, seal
and deliver turnkey packages’ (Dipholo & Mothusi,
2005). However, despite massive investment in
infrastructure and social services in the rural areas,
poverty persisted. It has since become a general
appreciation in Botswana and elsewhere that the
exclusion of local people from the development
process often under the pretext of accelerating

development has tended to lead to inappropriate,
wasteful and unsustainable development interventions. It is maintained that in spite of this realisation,
efforts or commitment in adopting participatory
approaches are indifferent and lackadaisical mainly
because the top-down approaches have become a
way of doing things at the same time eroding the
spirit of self-reliance amongst Batswana and in the
process creating dependence on the state.

3. The Concept and Practice of Adult
Education
Adult education practice in the developing world is
often rooted in the radical tradition, which has always
been concerned with the struggle for social justice
through collective action. In support of collective
action, Freire (1972) proposes that nobody liberates
anybody else and nobody liberates themselves all
alone. The philosophy of radical adult education is
based on the need to develop the consciousness
of members of the community in order to facilitate
social change (Lovett, 1988). Radical adult education
has been influenced by various philosophical positions, particularly Marxism. The relationship between
Marxist theory and the practice of adult education
can be understood clearly within the concepts of
working class consciousness and class struggle in
Western capitalist societies. Adult education within
Marxist radicalism seeks to develop class-consciousness so that men and women organize themselves
to challenge the deplorable conditions under which
they work and live.
Freire (in Newman, 1995) writing from experience
in Brazil and Africa, linked adult education to social
action in which people are motivated to learn from
and through the problems they face. The point of
departure here is that adults have special needs
and aspirations that motivate them to learn. Paulo
Freire held the view that: ‛‛Adult education has a
role in providing learners with the tools and information they need to understand their own histories,
to analyse and understand their social contexts
and to begin acting on those contexts (Newman,
1995:56)”. Freire, through what came to be known
as Conscientisation or Dialogic Education proposed
dialogue to specify educational relationships and
processes that he regarded as necessary aspects of
a socially just way of life. Significantly, dialogue is not
primarily to make friends with the students but to
challenge them to become critical cultural researchers and actors within their own circumstances
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(Linden & Renshaw, 2004). Accordingly, dialogue
promotes the sharing of information and experiences leading to critical reflection in a way that
ensures appropriate remedial action.
Mezirow (1990) adds that through critical reflection
the learner is enabled to have the will to act upon his
or her new convictions, whereas Smith and Pourchot,
(1998:15) comment that ‛‛to survive in today’s world,
adults must be able to change”. Kaye elaborates that
critical adult education based on transformative
learning presupposes that ‛one learns to see oneself
and the world differently from the way one previously did, and this represents a transformation in
attitudes and beliefs about one’s identity’ (2003:48).
In this sense transformation suggests that what an
adult learner has learned represents new knowledge
and understanding of a superior type which is by and
large a step towards empowerment and ultimately
emancipation (Freire, 1970). The paramount moral
orientation of adult education is the conviction that
adult learners are willing to understand their world
not in their desire to adapt to it but rather as part
of their efforts to re-form or change (Freire, 1972).
Adult education further attempts to aid individuals to regain self-confidence and identity. It creates
new attitudes and enthusiasm for social change by
engaging in action to free themselves from externally
induced dependency roles and relationships, adults
seek to be self-directed and proactive.
Thus, extension workers and villagers could be
viewed as potentially critical thinking adults. Yet
extension workers’ previous education, based on
a traditional curriculum, has inducted them into
the language and knowledge of the ruling class
(the ‛oppressors’ to use Freire wording). In the traditional system of education, the adult participant is
presented with information in a manner that often
does not encourage any kind of critical thought or
analysis but rather encourages passive acceptance.
In this part, it has been argued that adult education has the overarching role of stimulating social
transformation, mainly through critical reflection;
that development in this respect is an attempt to
correct distortions in relation to the exclusion of
poor people from the decision making process and
access to national resources.

4. Research Design and Methodology
Using the case study method, this study draws from
a more qualitative research as its methodological

framework. A qualitative methodology was deemed
appropriate for this study as it explores the perceptions and experiences of community members
and government officials on participatory rural
development that is intended to offer local communities an opportunity to spearhead their own
development. Denzin and Lincoln (1994) argue that
the word ‛qualitative’ implies an emphasis on processes and meanings. In this respect, qualitative
research wants to know what kind of purposes
and goals inform participants’ acts, what kind of
problems, constraints and contingencies they see
in the worlds they occupy. As with adult education,
qualitative research offers participants the opportunity to examine the beliefs and attitudes underlying
their actions or inactions; they are invited to consider alternative ways of believing and acting. As a
naturalistic and multidisciplinary enquiry, qualitative research seeks to gain access to the meanings
people attach to things they do or don’t do since
it is from these meanings that they construct their
own personal views of realities.

4.1 Case Study Method
Case studies are good at bringing about an understanding of complex issues and can actually extend
experience and add strength to what is already
known or being done. Case study research is the
method of choice when the phenomenon under
investigation is not readily distinguishable from its
context. A case study is one of the most familiar
methodologies used in qualitative research (Yin,
2003a; Rossman & Rallis, 2003; Yin, 2003b) A case
study is defined by interest in individual cases, not
by the methods of inquiry used. It is both the process of learning about the case and the product of
our learning.

4.2 Sample and Sampling Procedures
This study was conducted in two rural villages in
Botswana – Dibete and Khumaga. It has been indicated that this research sought to illuminate the
strengths and weaknesses in the practice of participatory development in Botswana. The underlying
criterion for selection of participants was the individuals’ willingness to participate in the discussions
and her/his ability to communicate well and freely.
The study sought to select participants in a position
of authority, especially an expert or authoritative
individual who was capable of giving answers with
insight, what Gillham (2002) calls ‛elite interviewing’.
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In the case of this research, for instance, elderly
people were more likely to give a helpful and comprehensive account on trends in the development
of their communities than younger people who
could not readily appreciate traditional practices
whose disappearance was often blamed for the
present high levels of poverty. Key informants such
as extension workers and local influential people
generally constitute guides. It is however noted that
the opinions of the guides were not instructional
but rather advisory, and the researcher reserved
the right to make the final selection. This was meant
to inhibit the guides from stage-managing the selection process and by extension the research project.
A further criterion was based on gender and age
but this criterion was fairly flexible taking note that
in some societies women are culturally forbidden
from talking to strangers, whereas the youth tend
to lack sound understanding of traditional practices. Acknowledging that it was unrealistic to
expect everyone to be willing to participate in the
research, the researchers approached ‛brave’ and
‛willing or inquisitive’ faces. These are described as
villagers whose faces tend to suggest that they are
wondering what the mission of the visitor is and are
willing to help. These are the people who seem less
threatened by the presence of strangers; villagers
who normally wouldn’t shy away from enquiring
about one’s visit. Those who indicated willingness
to participate were asked to recommend others
who could make a meaningful contribution to the
study.

5. Results and Discussions
The results and discussions which are in line with
the aim and objectives of this paper as hereunder
presented as follows:

5.1 Perceptions and Experiences of
Participants
From the findings, compelling evidence suggests
that while recognizing the centrality of people’s
participation in development, some participants
are at the same time ambivalent towards participation. The two case studies show that despite efforts
by the Government of Botswana to facilitate the
application of participatory approaches in rural
development, there has been very limited enthusiasm from both planners and community members.
It appears that this lack of interest is due to lack
of results on investment or at least commitment

to implementing the participatory approaches to
improve the lives of the community. One extension
worker retorted that,
‛we are only responsible for training the community. We are not responsible for implementation or
follow ups’ (Extension worker).
Rowlands (2003:15) comments that, for participatory approaches to be sustainable, people need
to see the results or at least that the results will
be forth coming as these approaches require an
investment of time and effort that could easily be
directed elsewhere if no positive changes emerge.
The case studies further reveal that in most cases
the training of communities in the application of
participatory approaches by extension workers
was rushed and perhaps geared towards familiarisation with the concepts, rather than the practice.
Leurs classifies this short training as ‛short-term
classroom-based events for people who will not
be facilitating PRA in the field, but whose support
might be required for a PRA application’ (2003:222)
and warns that ‛‛growing experience is showing that
an understanding of the methods and practice of
PRA principles is not enough. Facilitation and communication skills are crucial” (2003:223).
While the government has incorporated the district
planning process as a means to provide decentralised planning and implementation capacity which
is sensitive and responsive to needs, problems
and priorities of local communities, many of the
projects that are planned and implemented at the
local level are under the authority of the central
government via planners at the Ministry of Finance
and Development Planning. ‛Development expenditure’ for the district authorities is set by the central
government and so is the disbursement of funds for
district level projects. Central government retains
the final authority to approve or reject all new state
funded development projects. The central government can strike out projects planned by local
authorities and replace them with ones conceived
by central government bureaucrats without giving
reasons. A participant explained that,
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We are so eager to implement our plan but we still
have to seek financial assistance from elsewhere.
This is one of the greatest impediments to self-development initiatives in the rural areas (community
member).
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Under this arrangement, extension officers at the
local level are not motivated to embrace the practice of participatory development since they are
themselves excluded from development planning
and are required to refer even trivial matters to
the centre for endorsement. Swanepoel (2002:46),
points out that ‛‛community workers who feel powerless and uninvolved are unlikely to empower the
people they work with”.
As noted above, existing planning procedures are
not favourable for participatory development.
Central government agencies dominate district and
village institutions. The government’s approach to
decentralisation is excessively cautious, reluctant
and half-hearted. Extension workers on the other
hand lack motivation to involve local communities
branding them lazy and risk averse or unwilling
to change. At the other end of the spectrum, local
communities are resigned to the centralised mode
of development that gives development experts,
extension workers included, the responsibility to
deliver development packages. Resistance to change
must therefore be attributed not only to deliberate
hostility or lack of interest by bureaucrats but to the
culture of perpetuating existing ways of doing things
hence there is very little support for participatory
development in general from the government.

5.2 Dependence on Government Assistance
The case studies show that, by and large, Botswana
still adheres to a centralised mode of development
planning that perpetuates dependence on the state.
For instance, the Kumaga case study reveals that
until the collapse of crop farming (arable agriculture’s contribution to the national economy has
been on the decline since the discovery of minerals in the 1970s), the Khumaga community was
relatively self-sufficient and self-supporting. Even
during dry seasons occasioned by poor rains, the
community would normally take advantage of the
wet riverbanks for cultivation, which came to be
known as molapo farming (flood plain farming).
Livestock farming was also a viable subsistence
economic activity supported by the availability of
both surface and underground water sources. The
nearby Makgadikgadi Game reserve ensured the
availability of wildlife resources, which was another
source of food.

there are no rains. They argued that even during
times of good rains only a few families tilled the land
while the majority idled in the village pleading for
government assistance. Participants observed that,
You see the grass over there? (Pointing to some bundles of thatching grass). I cut it and sell it to sustain
my family. I also sell farm produce such as watermelons and sweet reed. Farming has always been our
means of livelihood. But suddenly people want the
government to give us food, water and everything
while we sit down. I don’t think it is proper. Families
who used to be self-sufficient in food are now beggars because they abandoned farming to depend on
government food supplies. But of course I appreciate that circumstances have changed. For example,
rains are unpredictable these days and are inadequate. I understand why the government has to help
the poor (community member).
Politicians promise people food if they vote for
them, and because of low levels of education
among most of the villagers, they believe in these
promises and simply sit back and wait for food
hand outs after voting them into political office
(extension worker).
Some respondents cited alcohol abuse as another
factor contributing to lack of participation and high
levels of poverty. Most able-bodied people, especially the youth, spend most of their time consuming
alcohol, usually the local brew called mbere. This
prevents them from engaging in productive activities and instead they depend on the government’s
relief schemes. Most residents line up to register
themselves as destitute persons so as to receive
monthly food rations/stipends from the government through the Destitute Scheme that is meant
to cater for people unable to survive on their own.
In the past it was repugnant for a person to clamour for membership to this group but nowadays
a person is not ashamed to be identified as destitute. In any case they queue up for registration and
according to extension workers interviewed, those
who are turned away because they do not meet the
requirement for registration blame social workers
for denying them the chance to benefit from government subsidy. A participant observed that:

Community members interviewed contend that
families no longer take farming seriously because
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In the good old days it was an insult to be classified as a destitute. These days everyone queues
for registration as a destitute so that they receive
monthly food rations (community member).
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Yet, some participants consider the quest for participatory development as being insincere because
governments exit to provide citizens with development and therefore it is wrong to expect people to
do what government is supposed to be doing. A
participant retorted that:
Isn’t it the responsibility of the government to
provide development to its people? Why would
we have a government in the first place? What
will be the use of government planners if we are
expected to do the planning ourselves? What are
they paid for? My point is that the decision to create
institutions for development and man them with
educated, qualified and competent professionals
was a deliberate one (community member).
Perhaps this issue invalidates the commonly held
notion that people are always willing to take part in
the development of their communities. As argued
by Budiriwanto (2007), participation begins from
within. It is rooted in how people see themselves
and their sense of self-worth. This implies that if
people have acquired low self-esteem or helplessness, they may not rise up to the participation
opportunities. It is in this instance that adult education is required to help develop the consciousness
of members of the community in order to facilitate
social change (Laet, 1988).
Botswana is a dry and drought prone country.
The government is repeatedly required to provide
drought relief packages to cushion families that
have been affected by droughts. These drought
relief grants come in the form of food supplements,
free seedlings and generous subsidies. Whereas this
intervention by the government is pragmatic and
reasonable, beneficiaries of the packages consider
this assistance to be permanent and part of an obligation on the part of the government to provide
livelihoods, to the extent that even when conditions
have significantly improved, rural people still expect
drought relief packages to be rolled out. Thus,
well-intended relief programmes end up perpetuating and consolidating a culture of dependence on
the state as shown by the case studies.

the quality of the training determines, to a great
extent, commitment to the use of participatory
approaches in community development. The case
studies reveal that there is limited commitment
towards participatory development from state officials. The findigs suggested that district and village
based extension workers who have the responsibility to sensitize communities about participation
in planning may not be providing the support they
are expected to give to communities. For instance,
support for village level institutions of rural development such as Village Extension Teams (VETS) from
superior structures such as the District Extension
Teams (DETs) is said to be unsatisfactory resulting in
such structures becoming dysfunctional and therefore unable to offer support to the communities.
This concern is captured and explained below:
Our Village Extension Team (VET) is not active at
all and we might end up implicating ourselves or
others who are expected to take lead in seeing to
it that the VET is operational (Extension worker).
We only appreciate the contribution of the nurse in
the village. We never see other government officers
except when the Member of Parliament for the area
is visiting the village (community member).
These observations raise two critical matters. Firstly,
that once the structures become dormant, the
extension workers fail to extend support to communities. Secondly, interdepartmental coordination,
joint planning and communication which are key to
meaningful participation are compromised.

5.4 Ethnicity and Participatory Development
The Khumaga case study revealed that differences
between ethnic groups in a village might scupper
community development especially through the
participatory mode if the ethnic groups are engaged
in a struggle for resources and power as captured
below:
Our kgosi (village leader) is very negative and
divisive. Maybe it is because he does not have
the interest of the village at heart. We do not consider him as our own because he originates from
Mookane (a village east of Dibete) (community
member).

5.3 Dysfunctional Extension Support
Structures
It has been argued that training in PRA was meant to
lay down a foundation for participatory rural development planning. It may therefore be assumed that

A power struggle is often characterised by sabotage
and counter attack whose intention is to frustrate
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other groups’ efforts. Participatory development
appears more likely to succeed in homogeneous
groups where hostility and suspicion on the basis
of ethnicity are limited.
The case studies have shown that participatory
rural development in Botswana is failing because
of, among others, poor quality training; lack of commitment on the part of the government including,
extension workers and development practitioners;
the ambivalence of communities; and a generally unfavourable environment for participation.
Nevertheless, the case studies also show that
there are opportunities for real participation in
Botswana especially noting that before the proliferation of government assistance schemes, many
rural households were relatively independent and
self-supporting.

5.5 Steps Towards Meaningful Participatory
Rural Development
The challenges plaguing participatory rural development indicate that a lot of work still needs to be done
by the government and its development partners
to ensure that peoples’ participation in development is taken seriously. A significant challenge for
government is to supply unequivocal commitment
to district and village based extension workers in
terms of providing training in participatory development methods to those who do not have training;
encouraging and supporting those with training to
apply their knowledge in order to acquire the necessary expertise, and most importantly supporting the
implementation of community projects conceived
through participatory approaches in order to raise
motivation and instil confidence in the approaches.
It is not enough for the government to simply ‛sell’
participatory approaches without walking the talk.
There must be commitment on the part of government officials, especially bearing in mind that
‛the people who set priorities for change on behalf
of others very often have good intentions, but do
not always have sufficient information or skills to
interpret it accurately’ (Rowlands, 2003:p.7). Existing
structures for the coordination of extension services and rural development activities such as VETs
and DETs are presently ineffective and cannot be
entrusted resulting in lack of application of the
approaches. It has been shown that these structures have been inactive for a long time and any
hope that they can be revamped may be misplaced.

It will be important to win the support of district and
village based extension workers so that they feel
appreciated, noticed and valued. This will require
deliberate efforts to re-orient existing planning
and administrative structures, especially in terms
of promoting greater decentralisation and flexible
budgeting in order to accommodate participatory
approaches.
Although necessary, the numerous relief schemes
implemented by the government have invariably
cultivated a mixture of indifference and passivity
among the people of Botswana. People’s dependence on government means that they may find it
obscene to demand to participate and influence
decisions. There is need to find a way to balance the
provision of social safety with the need for beneficiaries to be required to graduate from destitution
after a specified period of time. Little progress will
be made in institutionalising and implementing
participatory approaches unless consideration is
given to creating interest among community leaders
and local communities in the philosophy of citizen
participatory in development through advocacy
and experimentation. Seminars and workshops
using principles of adult learning are ideal for these
groups.

6. Conclusion
While it is true that participatory approaches are
designed to foster the traditional self-help mode
of operations, implementation failures suggest
that circumstances have changed so much that
what was traditionally envied is now despised and
unwelcome. Botswana’s society has changed since
independence in 1966 and continues to experience
rapid change. Traditional methods of extension
work encompassing consultation, planning and
delivery are encountering difficulties in attracting
people’s attention and motivating them for active
involvement in planning and implementation. Many
extension workers interviewed indicated that unless
welfare is provided, people are not motivated to
actively take part in development planning and
implementation.
Historically, Botswana society was relatively
self-supporting and self-sufficient. The study has
also shown that Botswana society has not suddenly
grown dependent on government, but that government’s sincere intervention measures especially
in its efforts to cushion rural families against the
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effects of persistent droughts have had the effect
of increasing dependency. The general situation
of poverty in rural areas is a disincentive for voluntary work. Existing centralised structures and
procedures, especially for planning and budgeting, combined with a long history of paternalism
promote dependency. Participatory development
is important as an initiative to stem the tide of the
dependency syndrome. This need derives in large
part from international and national demands for
political and economic empowerment of the beneficiaries of development. These demands comprise
the right to full participation in the opportunities
and responsibilities of citizenry, especially the
responsibility to play a leading role in identification, planning and implementation of community
development projects. However, this research has
shown that government planners are not keen to
support the participatory initiative perhaps because
they consider themselves as development experts
whose responsibilities include planning for the
people. These paternalistic attitudes are not helped
by what appears to be resistance to change on the
part of rural people.
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Mergers and Acquisitions (M&A) of Municipal Owned
Entities (MOEs) in South Africa: The Case of Johannesburg
City Parks and Zoo
RO Iroanya and B NJingolo
University of South Africa, South Africa
Abstract: Mergers and acquisitions are one way to make none performing enterprises productive and profitable. The City of Johannesburg Municipality (CoJ) has gone through a process of merging some of its municipal
owned enterprises (MOEs) in recent years. Taking the case of the merger of the Johannesburg City Parks and
Johannesburg Zoo to form a new company called Johannesburg City Park and Zoo, this paper draws from
secondary sources such as municipal documents and data from interviews with different Johannesburg City
Park and Zoo staff. The findings point to various problems which the merger has created for the Johannesburg
City Park and Zoo which have negatively impacted on service delivery functions. The findings further indicate
that the problems created by the merger are related to poor articulation of merger process; organisational
fit; inadequate management of merger process; political imperativeness; low staff morale and satisfaction;
and insufficient funding of merger process. These findings are consistent with theoretical exegesis in extant
literature on mergers and acquisitions. The paper concludes with recommendations aimed at strengthening
policy, strategies, and capacities. These are deemed necessary if the Johannesburg City Park and Zoo is to
achieve its intended objectives.
Keywords: Mergers and Acquisitions, City of Johannesburg, Municipal Owned Entities, Johannesburg City Park, Zoo

1. Introduction
The City of Johannesburg Municipality (CoJ) is the
largest metropolitan city in South Africa, especially
in terms of its population size and economic development. Statistics South Africa (Stat SA), estimates
the city’s population at about 4.4 million people (Stat
SA, 2014). As a result of this, the challenge of building new infrastructure, maintaining and expanding
existing ones as well as providing essential services
and jobs to meet growing demands continues to
increase. Despite the enormity of the task faced by
the City, it continues to make effort towards meeting or effectively managing these demands. In this
regard, several initiatives have been undertaken
at the municipal level to ensure the city meets the
challenges facing it and its residents.
One of several initiatives introduced in response to
growing needs and services of the municipality, was
the decision in 2000, to create non-profit Municipal
Owned Entities (MOEs). Generally, these entities
provide specific municipal services as business entities to the city and its residents in particular and the
country in general. The logic behind the creation
of these legal entities to provide services as commercial entities was the understanding that, the

strategy would make the MOEs efficient, effective
and productive. This in turn will accelerate holistic
growth and development in a manner intended by
the municipality.
The pursuance of holistic development entails,
among other things, sustainable use and maintenance of the city’s environment. In this regard
therefore, the Johannesburg City Parks ( JCP), was created as a non-profit company under the Companies
Act 71 of 2008 as amended, specifically to develop,
maintain and conserve green open spaces and
Cemeteries (The City of Johannesburg Municipality,
2013). Accordingly, the JCP maintains over 20 000
hectares of green open spaces and 3.2 million trees
(public spaces) as well as provides services such as
urban parks, recreation and leisure facilities; cemeteries and crematoria. Other products and services
include botanical services; nature reserves, including
bird sanctuaries, nature trails, dams and lakes as
well as environmental education; biodiversity and
conservation management; eco-tourism products
and services; trees and arboriculture services (The
City of Johannesburg Municipality, 2013).
The Johannesburg Zoo (JHB Zoo) was established in
2000 as a non-profit company in accordance with
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Table 1: Epstein’s Six Keys to Merger Success
Key
Strategic Vision and Fit

Clear merger rationale articulated and focused on long-term
competitive advantage and designed for synergies in size,
geography, people, or services. Partners are the right choices for
merger to fulfil the strategic vision.

Deal Structure

Price paid and type of financing are appropriate and beneficial.

Due Diligence

Conducts a formal review of assets, liabilities, revenues, expenses
and evaluation of culture, organisational fit, and other non-financial
elements.

Pre-Merger Planning
Post-Merger Integration
External Factors

Formulation of the key integration processes and decisions are
coordinated, communicated, and completed quickly.
Processes including the management of human resources, technical
operations, and customer relationships are carefully blended and
important decisions made.
External factors that damage the long-term perception due to
temporary stock declines.
Source: Epstein (2005)

the provisions of the Companies Act 71 of 2008. It
was specifically, established to provide conservation
and as well as research functions. In terms of its
size, the zoo is located on a 690 hectares of land
located in Parys. Its animal population totals about
two thousand from about three hundred different
species. As noted earlier, the overall objective of
creating MOEs was to ensure effective and efficient
service provision to the growing population of CoJ
in line with the overall development plan of the
country. Therefore, even though the JCP and the
JHB Zoo operated well in fulfilling their respective
mandates, it was considered expedient to merge
the two legal entities into one organisation. Thus,
following the recommendations of the high-level
institutional review of the CoJ in 2011, the JCP and
the JHB Zoo were merged into one organisation
known as Johannesburg City Parks and Zoo ( JCPZ).
The merger of the two entities was considered
necessary because it was envisioned to allow the
CoJ to take advantage of ‛‛a number of opportunities for economies of scale” (CoJ, 2013:9,10). This
essentially implies realising the following benefits:
‛‛potential for leveraging and enhancing a focus on
environmental conservation, education and awareness; expenditure benefits at operational, executive
and board level; potential for optimising synergies
through combined resources, skills, PR (public relations), marketing and technical capabilities; and a
targeted and focused new business development

and revenue generation capability and capacity”
(CoJ, 2013:10). Against this background, this paper
generally assesses the extent to which the goals of
the merger have been achieved.

2. Theorising the JCP-JHB Zoo Merger
(Pre-Merger Gaps)
An examination of the JCP-JHB Zoo merger requires
theoretical foregrounding. Admittedly, existing
literature on mergers and acquisitions (M&A) is
huge. Results of Works examined show general
agreement that the presence or absence of certain issues determine the success or failure of
M&A. In this regard, Epstein’s (2005) identifies six
keys to merger success which this paper employs.
Similarly, Shrivastava (1986) post-merger theoretical
constructs are also relevant to this paper. Epstein’s
(2005) analytical framework (Table 1) provides a
useful guide to analysis relating to pre-merger and
post-merger processes. Epstein’s model highlights
and discusses the complex interplay between different aspects of M&A processes and postulates
that careful analysis of strategic vision and fit; deal
structure; due diligence; and planning is important
in pre-merger phase. However, effective holistic
integration and management of external factors
are critical to post-merger phase.
Epstein’s framework makes it clear that the motivation or rationale behind proposed mergers and
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acquisitions must be coherently articulated and
presented as a strategic vision. The strategic vision
must of necessity aim at the ‛‛creation of long-term
competitive advantage rather than just short-term
improvements in operational efficiency” (Epstein
2005). This factor is necessary because business
mergers and acquisitions often aim at increasing
scale, geographic scope, knowledge, and cross-industry extension. In this regard companies whose
strategic vision in a merger is aimed at large scale
operations will set to achieve greater efficiency
and cost cutting through a merger. The size of its
organisation would therefore provide advantage to
save cost. Companies that merge to expand geographical space of their businesses will accordingly
set their strategic vision. Similarly, mergers that
set talent pool to improve efficiency as its strategic
vision would take advantage of merger by ‛‛matching people, skills, and knowledge to areas of need”
(Epstein 2005). In the same manner mergers relating to cross-industry mergers will set as its strategic
vision the pooling of products and services to create
competitive advantage through variety and satisfaction of customer needs. It is stated that whatever
is the motive behind M&A, real growth and profitability are often an overriding goal.
In analysing the pre-merger context of JCPZ, particular attention is paid to issues of strategic vision
and fit; structure; diligence and pre-planning. Based
on Epstein’s assumptions, it is theorised that: clarity
of strategic vision enhances the chances of success of
mergers while inconsistency or ambiguity in strategic

vision maximises the risk of failure. The JCP-JHB Zoo
merger was a recommendation by the high-level
institutional review of the City of Johannesburg in
2011 as previously noted. The strategic vision of
the merger is clear and unambiguous and aligns
closely with the broader strategic vision of the CoJ
to make Johannesburg, ‛‛a World-class, African City”.
It is clear that unlike mergers in the private sector
the JCP-JHB Zoo merger sets out neither to increase
geographical space nor achieve competitive advantage through offering of variety of products but to
improve efficiency, cost effectiveness and sustainable service delivery. Consequently, while in the
private sector mergers are decided or sealed by
company directors and stakeholders and their
strategic visions set based on economic feasibility,
the decision concerning JCP-JHB Zoo merger was
reached at the municipal council and appears to be
based mainly on political expediency rather than
economic feasibility since MOEs depend mostly on
subventions from the municipality.

3. Post-Merger Gaps
For merged companies to achieve growth and
profitability it is necessary to overcome certain
post-merger challenges. In this regard, Srivastava’s
post-merger integration framework (Table 2)
acknowledges the recurrent nature of integration
problem in large organisations with diverse functional departments. Post-merger integration of
such organisations is often time-consuming and
problematic. The model underscores the necessity

Table 2: Srivastava’s Post-Merger Integration Model
EXHIBIT 1 POSTMERGER INTEGRATION
CO-ORDINATION

CONTROL

CONFLICT RESOLUTION

Procedural
*Design accounting systems and
procedures

*Design Management
controlling system

*Eliminate contradictory
Rules and procedure

Physical
*Encourage sharing of resources

*Measure and
management
productivity of
resources

Managerial and Socio-cultural
* Establish integrator roles
* Change organisation structure

*Design compensation
and reward systems

* Rationalize system

*Allocation authority
and responsibility
Source: Shrivastava (1986)
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of post-merger integration of functionally different
departments or units of newly merged organisations. Effective post-merger integration entails the
coordination of activities to achieve overall organisational goal; monitoring and controlling of individual
departmental activities specifically to ensure complementarity and adequacy of performance at levels
of quality and output; and the resolution of conflicts between fragmented interests of specialised
department and individuals (Shrivastava, 1986). All
indicators identified in the model are relevant to
this study. The identified gaps can be major obstacles to achieving post-merger success. Thus, these
gaps are relevant in exploring issues underlying the
performance of JCPZ. These indicators are briefly
discussed.
Shrivastava’s model proposes a post-merger integration of procedures of merged companies at
operational, management control and strategic
planning levels as a prerequisite for success. The
central objective of post-merger integration is the
harmonisation and standardisation of work procedures and the improvement of productivity and
reduction of cost and time needed for information
processing (Shrivastava 1986). In practical terms,
procedural integration implies that ‛‛if one of the
merging firms possess highly developed, effective,
and transferrable systems for performing functional
tasks like inventory control, production scheduling, material requirements planning, sales analysis,
order processing, costing, etc., these systems can
be transferred or implemented in the partner firm”
(Shrivastava, 1986).
Shrivastava’s framework also makes it clear that
discrepancies or gaps in post-merger integration
will produce negative impact on the new business
entity. Although procedural integration is important, the framework also emphasises that it must be
complemented by physical integration of resources
and assets. Physical integration refers to ‛‛consolidation of product lines, production technologies,
research and development (R&D), plant equipment and real estate assets” (Shrivastava, 1986).
Problems relating to resource and assets redeployment and sharing often arise despite the fact that
most mergers happen because business entities
have some assets continuity. For there to be success
assets continuity must ensure that merged companies have enough in common to be able to use
each other’s resources. Among identified common
assets are product lines, production systems, R&D

facilities, and raw material inventories or reserves.
Others include resources such as tax credits, cash
flows and reserves, and human assets (skilled workers, management personnel, and technical staff).
The framework proposes that the redeployment of
these resources requires addressing three essential
features of integration, namely, co-ordination, control, and conflict resolution, while seeking to realise
the objectives of the merger.
Post-merger success or failure is also largely
dependent upon managerial and socio-cultural
integration. Basically this refers to the handling
of concerns about appointment and ‛‛transfer of
managers, changes in organisational structure,
the development of a consistent corporate culture, and a frame of reference to guide strategic
decision making, the gaining of commitment and
motivation from personnel, and the establishment
of new leadership” (Shrivastava, 1986). Post-merger
managerial integration specifically concerns, in
most cases, the transfer of some top management
functionaries from the acquiring company to the
acquired company as a demonstration of ownership and control of the acquired business. It also
concerns the appointing of new members to the
board of directors. By socio-cultural integration,
the framework implies how decisions are made
in an organisation. This involves certain assumptions, information, and mental maps that mangers
use in decision-making. Adequate information is
necessary for success in business. Information are
obtainable from personal sources, like the opinions
and judgements of close business associates and
subordinates as well as from hard objective data
taken from well-documented sources. The methods
and procedures used to gather and process information form part of the socio-cultural practices of
an organisation.
Applying Shrivastava’s framework to JCPZ, it emerges
that the merged partners (JCP and JHB Zoo) had
different systems or procedures of operation even
though both were MOEs and followed directives
from municipal, provincial and national leadership.
Their merger was decided by a high-level institutional review. Organisational roles and functions
in the JCPZ were also streamlined to enable delivery on an expanded mandate given to the merged
entity. However, streamlining does not imply that
previous organisational forms of JCP and JHB Zoo
were combined to form new procedures. However,
certain parts of previous procedures and practices
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Table 3: Sample Size of Interviewees
Tentative Group of Critical Stakeholders

Number of Interviewees

Senior Managing staff

3

Financial staff

3

Services delivery staff

3

Principal Political officers

3

Former staff members of JCP and JHB Zoo

3

Total Population (N):

15
Source: Authors

were retained but redefined in light of new mandate
of JCPZ. This can be regarded as part of post-merger
procedural integration.
Against the background of the theoretical examination it is important to analyze result of interviews
conducted to determine the extent to which they
confirm or disprove existing theoretical propositions regarding M&A in the context of JCPZ.

4. Research Design and Methodology
Relevant data for this study was collected by means
of one-on-one interviews between 2014 and 2015.
The main objectives are determining the extent to
which the goals of the merger have been achieved
and to identify the main the causes of poor service
delivery. Questions posed were open-ended with
the intention of allowing participants to expatiate
or elaborate on answers provided. Among those
chosen for participation in the study were management staff of JCPZ; financial staff directly involved
in revenue generation drive; services delivery staff;
former staff members of JCP and JHB Zoo prior to
the merger as well as principal political officers
involved in the process. The participants were
chosen on the basis of their direct involvement
in the merger processes either as principal driving forces or as affected individuals. The sample
population varied in functions and responsibilities.
One-on-one interview was preferred because the
realisation of the objective of this study requires an
in-depth learning of views and perceptions of critical
stakeholders. Table 3 shows the distribution of our
sample population size.
Gathered Information on JCP-JHB Zoo merger are
organised and analysed according to set objectives
or benefits. Analysis of gathered data was done with
specific intention of making sense of interviewees’

responses regarding JCP-JHB Zoo merger. Thereafter,
gathered information are reduced to descriptions
and themes of ideas (coding) as they appear relevant
to the study. Emerging themes are used to present
larger and broader picture and meanings. Identified
themes are linked and their role in motivating or
demotivating the merger process demonstrated.
The interpretation of the findings is benchmarked
against merger objectives and theoretical exegesis.
They are also reviewed and compared to findings in
other studies on mergers and acquisitions.

5. Results and Discussions
The analyses of interview results were based on the
intended benefits of JCP-JHB Zoo merger. This entailed
a determination of the extent to which the merger
has leveraged and enhanced JCPZ’s focus on environmental conservation, education and awareness.
Furthermore, a determination of how expenditure
benefits at operational, executive and board level
has been achieved and how JCPZ has optimised synergies through combined resources, skills, public
relations, marketing; and technical capabilities are
also focused on. Equally determined are how a targeted and focused new business development and
revenue generation capability and capacity have
been achieved. These goals are subsequently examined in light of interview results.

5.1 New Business Development and Revenue
Generation Capability and Capacity
Questions posed with the intention of determining
how new business development and revenue generation capability and capacity in post-merger of
JCPZ have been achieved or improved. Responses
by interviewees indicate that ‛‛JCPZ is still wobbling
financially”. They blamed this on poor management style. Poor management had taken the form
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of inadequate articulation and dissemination of
the motivation and rationale behind the merger
among staff of previously separate MOEs. Several
respondents claimed that business plan for revenue
generation was not well articulated. According to
one of the respondents:
‛‛…there was no real pre-merger business plan
to generate revenue – as far as I am concerned…
the business plan did address the 10 city priorities and one of these is financial sustainability…
but in practice it was more focussed on business
as usual. Both entities had plans to make money
and had acted on these before the merger such as
the ESD activities, zoo tourism aspects, marketing
of products etc… but the real commercialisation
planning for the merged entity occurred throughout 2013…the revenue generation move came with
the appointment of the new MD...”
What this indicates, is that information dissemination regarding the merger was probably
insufficiently done. From the literature Epstein’s
framework makes it clear that motivation or rationale behind proposed mergers and acquisitions must
be coherently articulated and presented as a strategic vision (Epstein, 2005). Merged entities were
supposed to consolidate their individual business
plans into one. This would have also required a form
of training to enable the new staff understand the
business plan and how to implement it. The absence
of this resulted in poor planning and consequent
poor revenue generating capacity and capability.
Similarly, responses to other questions indicated
that poor funding of the process may have largely
contributed to poor revenue generation. Whereas
adequate funding of the process was supposed to
have been provided by the CoJ, responses from
interviewees indicated that this was not the case.
According to one of the respondents:
‛‛…the merger process was supposed to be funded
in my opinion by the CoJ… I am not sure if aspects
of the merger were funded at all by the CoJ… but it
seems to me that the budget was reduced…instead
of zoo budget plus parks budgets, it became parks
budget only and the original zoo budget seems to
have disappeared…”
Thus, investment in areas that could have helped
in revenue generation was not done due to insufficient funding. Furthermore, respondents identified

the problem of fleet management. Fleet of one of
the merged companies (JHB Zoo) had been in bad
shape. Sufficient funding would have helped in
solving this problem and putting the merger in a
sounding footing for revenue generation. Funding
the merger process from budgetary allocation of
one of the companies therefore proved grossly
inadequate.
Improved public service delivery through efficient management of urban parks, recreation
and leisure facilities; cemeteries and crematoria,
botanical services; environmental education; biodiversity and conservation and eco-tourism, is
cited as one of the reasons for the merger of JCP
and JHB Zoo. However, a drop in service delivery
since the merger of the two companies has been
observed. Three different questions relating to
certain factors that can affect post-merger productivity and efficiency of an organisation were
posed with the intention of ascertaining if these
factors are present in JCPZ or not. The majority of
the answers provided by interviewees suggested
that the presence of factors such as organisational
culture and leadership as well as inadequate training and poor integration of staff in the presence of
poor funding may have contributed to poor postmerger service delivery by JCPZ. Responses from
different interviewees indicated that the organisational culture of JCP was quite different from that
of JHB Zoo. While in addition to providing services
to the public, the JCP was also concerned about
meeting certain political objectives. JHB Zoo as an
MOE was more business oriented, and inclined to
meeting international professional standards. A
respondent pointed out that:
‛‛The cultures of the two MOEs look similar on
the surface but in fact there is a vast difference
between staff looking after animals, working in a
facility where visitors pay to enter, expecting certain standards and value for their money compared
to staff who took pride in delivering excellent parks
for the sake of the community and maintaining
open spaces. It was quite clear that as an example
–a concept such as conservation did not have the
same meaning to staff from the two entities…”
The inability to reconcile these differences and
carve out new organisational culture for JCPZ
during the pre-merger phase produced adverse
effects on staff morale, understanding, and effectiveness in the post-merger phase. Findings from
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other studies confirm the importance understanding and integrating cultural differences in merger
projects. Hoberg and Gordon (2010) in discussing cultural clashes in mergers and acquisitions,
emphasised that due diligence must be taken in
order to understand the philosophies and cultures
of target companies for merger. Failure to do this
produces post-merger negative effects. The adoption of the hierarchical culture of the JCP implied
easy adaptability of former staff of JCP in JCPZ
and poor adaptability of former staff of JHB Zoo.
Furthermore, the adoption of JCP’s culture tends
to strongly suggest that rather than merger, what
most probably occurred was the incorporation of
JHB Zoo into JCP. The use of the term merger would
therefore seem a misnomer. Viewed from this perspective, it becomes clear, as some interviewees
stated, why most senior management positions
in the JCPZ are occupied by former management
staff of JCP.

5.2 Optimised Synergies Through Combined
Resources
Combined resources, synergies of functions and
high staff morale produce positive effect on general
productivity and service delivery in any organisation. Poor synergy, lean resources and low staff
morale produce the opposite on productivity and
service delivery. Based on this logic, four interview
questions were posed with the intention of determining extent of integration or synergy of roles
and resources as well as level of staff morale in the
JCPZ. An important fact that emerged from analyses
of interviewees’ responses is that the morale and
satisfaction level of management and staff of JCPZ
appears to be low and this also tends to affect job
performance and service delivery. Thus, as some
respondents pointed out, some senior management staff members supported the merger project
because they could see potential for growth based
on larger budgetary allocations. However, these
management staff appears dissatisfied because
contrary to expectations, the merger has not
brought about increased budgetary allocation to
pursue expansion and growth. Rather the merger
has brought about decreased budgetary allocation
with added responsibilities as some of the respondents previously quoted had noted. Specifically, staff
members of the Zoo appear more dissatisfied,
because JHB Zoo ‛‛has been swallowed”, by the
larger JCP and the zoo’s specialist business form,
is no longer adequately funded.

5.3 Expenditure Benefits at Operational,
Executive and Board Level
Moreover, despite assurances of job security during
consultations, fears of retrenchment have not completely disappeared among several categories of
staff. This, according to respondents, is partly due
to the hiring of new staff rather training, upgrading
and promotion of existing (old) staff. Thus, reporting
structures of JCPZ appears to cause dissatisfaction
among its staff thereby affecting morale and job performance. Staff morale appears to be also affected
by lack of proper pre-merger consultation with staff
other than senior management staff according to
respondents.
Although staff inputs were sought during the
merger process, those inputs appeared to have
centred mainly on employment conditions and how
the merger would affect those conditions. Technical
inputs of staff were not wholly sought, especially
as they relate to revenue generation and improvement on service delivery. It does also appear from
the responses of respondents that staff of both the
JCP and the JHB Zoo did not fully understand the
main reasons behind the merger and saw it as an
opportunity to move up the ranks or simply ‛‛to get
increases in salary”. Respondents made it clear that
a pre-merger survey was conducted and the result
indicated a low staff buy-in among lower staff members of JCPZ. Thus, labour actions at the beginning
of the merger were cited as indicative of staff dissatisfaction. From the analysis of results that combined
resources of both companies were insufficient to
implement revenue generating projects. Thus, there
were seemingly unrealistic expectations in the business plan in the context of lean resources.
It was also noticeable from interviewees’ responses
that, dissatisfaction among staff who felt they lost
out in the merger process and who now report to
newly recruited staff are among factors affecting staff
morale and dissatisfaction. This tends to indicate
inexperience on the part of the human resources
department of the JCPZ in the handling of the merger
processes. Several of the respondents indicated that
this situation has contributed to the current problem
in the company. Equally emphasised is the fact that
inconsistencies in policy implementations may also
be contributing to dissatisfaction among staff.
Despite pre-merger and post-merger consultations
and assurances of job security, it can be deduced
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that staff members of both companies felt they
were not adequately consulted. It would also seem
that despite assurances of job security, certain categories of staff, particularly fixed term contract staff
lost their jobs. A respondent pointed out that:
‛‛…staff retention…not sure if enough was done
in this regard but I think it was lacking because of
the limited budget and vacancies were simply not
filled. In some cases, key staff were not retained…
but the truth is in other cases staff who do not
belong, are still employed…”
This is viewed as a mark of policy inconsistency by
staff. Job losses are not strange especially in merger
projects however; adequate psychological preparations of affected staff should have been done
through pre-warning of possible retrenchment. By
not informing the staff of possible retrenchment,
the management could have been trying to prevent
labour actions and lack of support or buy-in by labour
unions. The analysis of results in the preceding section shows the emergence of several critical issues
in the JCP-JHB Zoo merger. These issues include
among others, political over economic imperativeness; imprecise articulation of merger process; poor
revenue generation; ineffective business plan and
service delivery; and staff morale. It also became
obvious from the analysis of results that JCP-JHB Zoo
merger has created challenges capable of preventing
the CoJ from attaining its goals, mission and vision in
its merger projects. These issues are subsequently
discussed in line with the literature on M&A.

5.4 Political Imperativeness
From the literature, mergers are decided or sealed by
company directors and stakeholders; and their strategic visions set based on economic feasibility (Epstein
2005; Investopedia, 2010; Fubini, Price & Zollo, 2007).
From analysis of results against existing theoretical
postulations, it is clear that the decision to merge JCP
and JHB Zoo was not reached by managements of the
two merged companies but decided at the political
level. Thus, the merger was based on political expediency rather than economic feasibility. This finding is
supported by Kilfoil and Groenewald (2005) who argue
that non-profit organisations such as MOEs merge,
specifically for political reasons. Thus, although a business plan for JCPZ was articulated from the beginning
as documentary evidence (The City of Johannesburg
Municipality, 2013), shows the implementation of the
business plan may not have been effectively pursued.

Therefore, although the JCPZ may have achieved
its political goals, this has not translated into economic goals in terms of revenue generation and
improved public service delivery. Political imperativeness rather than economic imperativeness
appears to account for poor post-merger integration of resources. It came out clear from the analysis
of results that integration of human and material
resources of former companies was not effective.
Judging from the literature, mergers involve careful staff reorganisation and retrenchment where
necessary (Shrivastava, 1986; Field & Edward, 2003;
Epstein, 2004; Epstein, 2005; Jarrod, Max & Paul de
Lange, 2005). However, for political reasons, staff
reorganisation at JCPZ did not involve retrenchment of redundant permanent staff. This indicates
that political gains may have been preferred over
efficiency, cost effectiveness, synergy, business
development and revenue generating capacity.

5.5 Articulation of Merger Process
Another issue emerging from the analyses of results
relates to articulation of the JCP-HB Zoo merger
process. Reflecting back, Epstein (2005) as well
as Epstein (2003) and Ulrich and Kummer (2007)
describe mergers; acquisitions; incorporations, and
conglomerates, as different approaches to growth
and expansion. A merger is described as the bringing together of relatively comparable companies of
equal strengths to form a completely new organisation (Jarrod and Paul de Lange, 2005; Alzira, Wayne
and Gerald, 2003). Acquisition is seen as the process
of fitting one small company into the existing structures of a larger organisation. Conglomerates refers
to the process of bringing large companies together
without any clear attempt to create synergies or
meld strategies, keeping them separate to provide
the advantages of decentralisation and autonomy
(Epstein 2005; Martynova & Renneboog, 2008).
From South African perspective, a merger as defined
in Section 23 of the Higher Education Act 101 of 1997
is ‛‛the combination of two or more separate institutions into a single entity with a single governing
body, whereby all the assets, liabilities, and responsibilities of the former institution are transferred to
the single new institution”. Furthermore, section 24
of the same Act states that: ‛‛Incorporation of a subdivision refers to the situation when an identified
subdivision, faculty, school, department, section or
component of a public higher education institution
becomes part of another public higher education
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institution while the latter institution’s legal personality… is not affected” (Council for Higher Education,
2001). Although this definition has the educational
sector in focus, it is applicable to other sectors.
Thus, from the definitions of mergers, acquisitions
and conglomerates as found in the literature,
it emerges that the JCP-JHB Zoo ‛‛merger” was
imprecisely articulated. Precise conceptualisation
is critical to empirical operations, success or failure
of any business or public service oriented project to
large extent. Poor articulation of JCP-JHB Zoo merger
is revealed in the characteristics of the company.
The JCPZ is characterised by different approaches
to growth and expansion. For example, although
JHB Zoo no longer legally exists, findings show it
has retained an observable degree of autonomy
within JCPZ structures - ‛‛the zoo will continue to
operate as a ring-fenced business unit, retaining
its brand in the market, and maintaining its proportional funding arrangements at a minimum” (City
of Johannesburg, 2011). From the literature, it is
clear that ‛‛retention of autonomy” is an attribute
of conglomerates. Similarly, it was also determined
that JCPZ is an acronym of the names of former
companies that were merged. The literature shows
that name combination is an attribute of a merger
of equals. Furthermore, the study also determined
that based on the terms of the ‛‛merger”, JHB Zoo did
not survive the merger process. However, JCP survived the merger (MSN, 2013). Again the literature
shows that this is an obvious attribute of acquisitions and incorporations.
Thus, it is concluded that, JHB Zoo was not merged
but incorporated into the existing structures of
JCP to form JCPZ. The use of the term merger was
therefore a misnomer. However, exhibiting the
characteristics of ‛Incorporation’, ‛merger’ and
‛conglomerate’ implies that JCPZ can neither be
described as a merger of MOEs of equal ilk as name
combination and other attributes of the process
tend to suggest nor can it be described as a conglomerate. Therefore, the merged company suffers
from poor articulation or conceptualisation.

5.6 Communication and Management of
Merger Process
It emerged from the analyses of results that
communication and sensitisation process of the
JCP-JHB Zoo merger among management and staff
was ineffective. These findings are consistent with

those of Hoberg and Gordon (2010) who discuss
the importance of communication in merger processes. Communication of the merger process was
discovered to be predominantly downward and was
rarely upward as inputs and suggestions of management of merged MOEs were not fully taken into
consideration. Thus, it is postulated that effective
communication enhances the chances of success
of merger deals, while discrepancies in communication maximize the risk of failure.
The findings further show that information dissemination on the motivation and rationale behind the
merger among lower categories of staff by management was most likely ineffective. Although
the merger has a well composed leadership and
a comprehensive business plan, it came out clear
from the study, that several staff members were
not familiar with JCPZ’s business plan. This makes
it difficult for the merger to achieve full support or
buy-in among staff. Reflecting on the importance
of communication in mergers, acquisitions, and
conglomerates, Epstein (2005) as well as Field and
Edward (2003) finds that motivation or rationale
behind proposed mergers and acquisitions must
be coherently articulated and effectively presented
as a strategic vision to stakeholders which include
staff members. Chipunza and Gwarinda (2010) also
observe that lack of strategic direction, leads to dissatisfaction, and failure.
A related issue that also emerged from analyses
of result, which also confirms poor management
of the merger process and consequent poor revenue generating capacity is the incompatibility of
merged entities. It is evident that the strategic vision
of the merger is clear and closely aligns with the
broader vision of the CoJ, ‛‛to make Johannesburg, a
World-class, African City”. Areas of synergies existing
between the two previously separate MOEs were
also carefully identified. Both companies were concerned with the environment and reported into the
Community Development sub-cluster, which is part
of the Human and Social Development cluster of the
CoJ. However, as important as clear strategic vision
and identification of areas of synergies are, these
factors are not sufficient grounds to make, the two
former MOEs compatible merger partners. Other
considerations such as organisational culture and
sufficient funding are equally critical.
In this regard, it emerged that the organisational
cultures of the merged companies radically
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differed. As an MOE, JCP was concerned about
meeting political objectives while the JHB Zoo was
more business oriented, and inclined to meeting
professional standards. Analysis revealed that the
merger has neither reconciled these differences,
nor provided a new organisational culture for JCPZ.
The negative impact of this is poor understanding
among staff members of the company’s business
plan. Problems relating to ‛silo mentality’ are also
identified among management and staff of JCPZ.
Hoberg and Gordon (2010) emphasize that due
diligence must be taken prior to mergers in order
to understand the philosophies and cultures of
target companies for merger. Epstein (2004) and
Epstein (2005) further stress that actual due diligence implies a holistic assessment of the potential
merger candidates throughout the entire business
operations. Assessment of merger targets should
not stop at analysis of cash flow and financial stability but should also involve effective stakeholder
consultation. In the study, it emerged that although
staff (as critical stakeholder) were consulted and
their inputs sought during the merger process,
those inputs mainly centred on employment conditions. Technical inputs of staff regarding revenue
generation and improvement on service delivery
were not wholly sought.

5.7 Stakeholders Buy-In
Danzon et al. (2007) among other things, discuss the
importance of personnel buy-in and integration if
mergers and acquisitions are to succeed. They call
this the sociology of M&A. Based on this, an important fact which emerged is that support, morale
and satisfaction level of management and staff of
JCPZ was low during pre-merger and post-merger
phases. Thus, it is theorised that low staff morale
negatively affects performance and service delivery.
This may have been compounded by inexperience
of the human resources department of the JCPZ in
handling merger processes. As a result, noticeable
inconsistencies in the implementation of policies
were reported.
Inconsistent implementation of policies negatively
impacts staff satisfaction and morale. Among the
management, dissatisfaction and low morale came
from increased responsibilities in the presence of
insufficient budgetary allocation to pursue expansion and growth. Among other categories of staff,
dissatisfaction and low morale were caused by a
number of factors. The first is fear of redundancy

and retrenchment. The second is the new reporting
system in which more experienced staff now reports
to newly recruited and inexperienced staff. The third
is seemingly unrealised expectations from merger
process in terms of promotions. Incompetency
among both old and new staff indicates that the
JCPZ did not undertake sufficient skills assessment
and identification of suitable employees to carry out
specific duties to fulfil its mandate. It also fears political backlash to carry out effective reorganisation
involving retrenchment of redundant staff.

5.8 Service Delivery
Against the background of the CoJ’s objective to provide improved services through M&A, it emerged
strongly from the study that JCP-JHB Zoo merger was
not sufficiently funded to improve service delivery.
From the literature, sufficient funding is necessary
for efficient service delivery (Epstein, 2004; Epstein,
2005; Investopedia, 2010; Chipunza & Gwarinda,
2010). It is pointed out that M&A raise capital base
of a merged company in order that it can achieve
growth and expansion through investments. In this
regard, it is argued that insufficient funding does
not allow for investment necessary for increased
revenue generation, cost effectiveness and growth.
This becomes compounded by fleet management,
especially if the fleet of one of the merged companies had been in bad shape. It was clear from the
study that the fleet of JHB Zoo was in an unhealthy
state before, during and after the merger.
As a merger, JCPZ relies on statutory budgetary allocation to provide mandated services. The merger
entailed expansion of mandated roles as well as
streamlining of salary structures of staff from both
sides, and revaluation of functions. These require
financial resources for proper implementation. In
addition, the merger entailed increased use of combined resources, maintenance and purchases of new
equipment, where existing ones are insufficient. The
merger also involved new staff recruitment especially for highly skilled and specialised areas such as
research and development (R&D). All this requires
increased capital expenditure. Despite the financial
implications of merger processes, evidence shows
the merger of JCP and JHB Zoo has not translated
into increased budgetary allocation. It therefore
becomes clear that where inadequacy of funding
of mergers is exists, the risks of failure is extensively maximised. Sufficient funding puts merger
processes on a sounding footing.
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6. Lessons Learned and Prospects of
the Merger
Findings from the study indicate that JCPZ’s prospects look good, especially if identifiable gaps
are systematically resolved. The following can be
regarded as key lessons from this study:
• Adequate conceptualisation of projects such as
mergers is critical for success. It helps in setting
objectives, goals, visions, and the devising of
strategies for their realisation.
• Sufficient funding of mergers of MOEs is indispensable to their success. Lack of adequate
funding hinders the realisation of stated objectives, and goals.
• Adequate integration and coordination of activities as well as information dissemination among
critical stakeholders are important in mergers
of MOEs.
• Political considerations should not take precedence over economic considerations in mergers
of MOEs if financial self-reliance forms part of
the goal, mission and vision and
• Contingency plans must be made in advance
before new projects are implemented, otherwise after-thought ameliorative measures
cannot work.

7. Conclusion
This paper has evaluated the extent to which the
CoJ has realised its mission, goal and vision through
mergers of MOEs. This has been done by specifically looking at the merger of JCP and JHB Zoo.
Analyses of interview results led to the drawing
of broad conclusions in light of what is revealed
in the literature. Among the broad conclusions
drawn were, poor articulation of merger process,
merger process as a political imperative, poor management of merger process, low staff morale and
satisfaction, insufficient funding of merger process.
Discussions and analyses of these identified gaps
in the merger process of JCPZ brought out some
important lessons. Among these lessons include,
the necessity of adequate conceptualisation of
projects such as mergers; the necessity for sufficient funding of mergers of MOEs, as well as the
need for adequate integration and coordination of

activities and information dissemination among critical stakeholders. The study also shows that political
considerations must not take precedence over economic considerations in mergers of MOEs as this
will result to failure. Similarly, contingency plans
must be made in advance before projects such as
mergers are implemented, otherwise after-thought
ameliorative measures cannot work.

8. Recommendations
Based on the findings of this study, and conclusions drawn, the following recommendations can
be made.

8.1 Improve Funding
Adequate funding should be provided to JCPZ to
enable it to meet its expanded mandate. Findings
from this study show that the CoJ has not increased
the statutory allocation of the new company
based on increased mandate. This calls for urgent
consideration.

8.2 Improve Staff Training
Adequate training should be provided to new and
old staff consistent with policy guidelines of the new
company to improve skills levels. Sufficient training
is a necessity because one of the reasons for staff
dissatisfaction and low morale is lack of training
for older staff with low skills and preference of new
staff with required skills level.

8.3 Review Policy on Staff Hiring and
Retention
A review of JCPZ’s hiring, retention, placement and
promotion policy is necessary to ensure that it is
transparent enough. One of the issues that emerged
from this study was the concern around hiring and
retention processes. It was revealed that certain
staff members (fixed term contract) with skills were
not retained in the merger process while those without skills were retained. The company had fewer
personnel left to deliver on its core mandate.

8.4 Reconsider the Non Retrenchment Policy
If JCPZ is to achieve effectiveness, efficiency, growth
and improved revenue generating capacity, a
reconsideration of its non-retrenchment policy is
necessary even though it will result in job losses.
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Job losses are not strange in merger projects, however, adequate psychological preparations and
transitional programme for affected staff should
be made. In addition to this, improvement on marketing strategies is also needed. This would ensure
JCPZ recruits new skilled employees in line with its
demands.
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The Integrated Service Delivery Model Challenges Regarding
the Implementation of Social Work Supervision Framework
in Mopani District, Limpopo Province
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University of Limpopo and University of Venda, South Africa
Abstract: The White Paper on Social Welfare expects social workers to address issues of poverty and inequity,
and to promote social development services through the Department of Social Development (DSD). In order to
be responsive to the needs of the poorest, the marginalised and the most vulnerable groups in society, social
workers have to be supported to fulfil the national service delivery mandate. In this regard, DSD developed
a supervision framework for the social work profession in 2012, for effective and efficient service delivery,
however, supervision of social workers is still burdened by unprecedented challenges at the workplace, like
inadequate training and structural support, poor working conditions, unmanageable workloads, problem of
power dynamics and uneasy alliances. These prompted the researchers to evaluate the implementation of
supervision framework for social work profession. An evaluation research design was adopted for the study
which employed a quantitative approach. Stratified systematic random sampling was used to draw a sample
of 90 respondents comprising of students on practicals, social auxiliary workers, social workers and their
supervisors in the Mopani District. Questionnaires were used to collect data which was analysed descriptively.
Findings show that supervision cannot be effectively implemented due to high supervisor-supervisee ratio
and that supervisees have negative attitudes towards supervision because of varying reasons and recommended awareness trainings, workshops and road shows as some of the strategies to remedy the situation.
It is anticipated that these measures would change the negative attitude of supervisees towards supervision
and improve service delivery.
Keywords: Social Work, Supervision, Supervision Framework, Service Delivery, Social Welfare

1. Introduction
One of the policies effected after South Africa transitioned from apartheid to democracy, in 1994 was
the White Paper on Transforming Public Service
Delivery (1997) and this was directed at improving the delivery of public services for all South
Africans. Studies conducted by Mubangizi and
Gray (2011:212) assert that this policy has ‛‛proved
extremely difficult to implement because of major
problems in the public service sector”. According
to Gray and Mitchell, (2007) and Ruiters (2007)
these major problems include, amongst others,
a lack of service delivery capacity and resources,
inadequate human resources as well as widespread corruption. In addition to the White Paper
on Transforming Public Service Delivery (1997), a
policy was enacted to provide social welfare services. Both policies, however have implementation
challenges; Mubangizi and Gray (2011:212) attest
that the ‛‛new social service policies required a level
of service integration at the national, provincial
and local government levels that was extremely

difficult to achieve given the historical legacy under
which public services were fragmented under the
various homeland systems and self-governing territories of the country”. In addition, Lombard (2008)
acknowledges that the ‛footprints’ of apartheid are
so intensely rooted that it would take more effort
to erase the inequities.
In recent years, the national Department of Social
Development has endeavoured to deliver comprehensive social welfare services against vulnerability
and poverty as outlined within the constitutional and
legislative frameworks. The Batho Pele principles as
set out in the White Paper for the Transformation of
the Public Service (1997) highlights the values and
ethos that should be adhered to as the basis for
social development service delivery to ensure that
people should come first in the delivery of social
services, amongst others. The DSD further aims
to create an enabling environment for sustainable
development through the delivery of integrated,
sustainable and quality services, however, the
authors argue that sustainable human development
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requires building the capacity of social workers and
providing them with skills and support through
supervision.
In the past, the social welfare delivery system,
through the social work profession was neglected
because of the historical focus on Social Security.
Consequently, the DSD has developed an
Integrated Service Delivery Model (ISDM) to deal
with the neglected social welfare service delivery
(Department of Social Development, 2005). The
ISDM was established as a national comprehensive framework to set out the nature, scope and
level of social services provision in South Africa. In
addition, the ISDM forms the basis for the development of appropriate norms and standards for
social service delivery.
The desired outcome of the Integrated Service
Delivery Model is the implementation of a comprehensive, efficient, effective, quality service delivery
system that contributes to a self-reliant society
(Department of Social Development, 2005:9). For
this end, the ISDM makes available the resource
requirements for effective implementation. Mwansa
(2011) espouses that the social work profession
should be provided with unlimited opportunities
and resources to deal with the human and social
needs of all South Africans. Similarly, Shokane,
Nemutandani and Budeli (2016:137) affirm that the
provision of social services is ‛‛essential in restoring
the ravaged human dignity of millions of people lost
as a result of South Africa’s colonial and apartheid
history, such as poverty, disease and hopelessness”.
This restoration includes dealing with the increase
social pathologies and problems, such as the high
number of street children, sexual exploitation of
children, prevalence of HIV and AIDS, increasing incidences of substance abuse and a multitude of other
problems (Department of Social Development,
2005).
In the light of the above mentioned views, it is therefore, essential for social workers to provide social
services to all South Africans as part of their service
delivery mandate. Mubangizi and Gray (2011:212)
acclaim that South African ‛‛needs a public service
delivery system that is responsive to the needs of
the population”. There is, therefore, an overwhelming need for social workers to provide a public
service delivery and a social service system that
are responsive to the needs of all South Africans,
whether rich or poor.

2. Rationale for this Research
The rationale for this research originates from the
desire to address some of these challenges faced by
social workers in the Mopani District. The interest
arose from the fact that the main researcher is a
social work supervisor in Mopani District and the
co-researchers are social work field work supervisors at the universities of Limpopo and Venda; these
researchers place their social work students at the
Department of Social Development, Mopani District,
to conduct field work practicals. The researchers
have observed that supervision of social workers
and students is still burdened by unprecedented
challenges at the workplace, like inadequate training and structural support, poor working conditions,
unmanageable workloads, problem of power
dynamics and uneasy alliances. This state of affairs
motivated the researchers to evaluate the implementation of supervision framework for social work
profession in Mopani District, Limpopo Province, in
order to identify the challenges, within the ISDM,
which hinder the implementation of the Social Work
Supervision Framework.

3. Contextual Argument
The central idea of this paper is on social work
supervision as it determines the quality of services
rendered by social development professionals
under the auspices of the Department of Social
Development (Shokane, 2016). The main argument raised in this paper, is that it is increasingly
difficult for the social work service profession to
render effective service delivery to the communities
they serve as the profession is still experiencing
various service delivery challenges as these are still
manifested through protests in various communities. Maserumule (2016:3) posits that the ‛‛violent
behaviour in society mirrors the conduct of state
leadership in government”. Masoga (2016:228)
notes that communities still display discontent with
the public service system which is evident through
‛‛the spate of violence and protests by communities
across the country against sluggish government’s
delivery of public service”.
Amongst others, the challenges faced by the social
welfare service delivery includes poorly developed
protection services, inadequate number of social
service practitioners to deal with high caseloads,
deepening poverty, large number of children who
have to stay in prison while awaiting trial because of
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inadequate numbers of probation workers and lack
of infrastructure such as places of safety and secure
care facilities in communities. This is exacerbated by
an almost non-existent information management
system which greatly hampers planning, very poorly
developed prevention and early intervention services, loss of skilled personnel due to poor salaries
and working conditions (Shokane, 2016).
The White Paper on Social Welfare expects social
workers to address issues of poverty and inequity, and to promote social development services
through the Department of Social Development
(DSD). Supervision in the context of the study
refers to a process through which a supervisor
developmentally helps social workers to accomplish
their professional tasks as efficiently as possible
(Vaktaalkomitee vir Maatskaplike Werk 1971 as
cited by Engelbrecht 2014). In order to promote
social development services, supervision has to
be conducted as it determines the quality of services rendered, professional development and
job satisfaction of the social workers (Harkness,
1995; Munson, 2002; Shulman, 2008). Accordingly,
the Social Services Professions Act 110 of 1978 a
social worker may only be supervised on social
work matters by another competent and registered social worker (SACSSP, 1978). As a result,
the National Department of Social Development
developed the supervision framework for social
work profession and it was finalised during 20112012 financial year. The supervision framework is
applicable to social workers, social auxiliary workers
and student social workers (Department of Social
Development & SACSSP, 2012). Social work supervision is a fundamental aspect of social work practice
and the professional development of supervisees.
Supervision can be applied in different settings and
with supervisees with different work experiences.
During supervision, the difference in organisation
structure, staffing of social workers, social auxiliary workers, student social workers and learner
social auxiliary workers should all be considered.
Supervision in social work is carried out in many
forms with emphasis on the important functions of
supervision which are administrative, educational,
supportive and mediating. The amount of time the
supervisor spends on these functions should reflect
the agency or the organisation’s mission, vision and
human resource practice (DSD & SACSSP, 2012).
The main objective of supervision is to monitor
the job performance of supervisees to ensure that

assignments are done in set time and in line with
the organisation’s policies. Monitoring the performance of the supervisees involves reading verbal
reports and recordings as well as reviewing statistical reports (Kadushin & Harkness, 2002). Job
performance evaluation, as a task in administrative functions provides important measurement
for the achievement of the supervisees, which help
to attain their future professional development.
For the supervisor, job evaluation is an opportunity to examine what the supervisee does; for the
organisation, job evaluation is a mechanism for
monitoring output and quality of service in order
to be accountable to the community (Tsui, 2005).
Bernard and Goodyear (2004) indicate that supervisors, in their positions of authority, are given
the power to evaluate the performance of their
subordinates and monitor the quality of services
rendered to the clients. The supervisor not only
has to ensure the assignment is accomplished and
that it is in accordance with organisation’s policies and procedures, but he or she has to make
some judgement as to whether the task is being
accomplished at minimally acceptable level. Formal
evaluation of the supervisee is an administrative
act and the supervisor has the responsibility to do
objective evaluation (Kadushin & Harkness, 2002).
According to Kadushin and Harkness (2002) monitoring, reviewing and evaluating are inspectional
aspects of administrative supervision which further
implies the supervisor’s responsibility to take disciplinary action if the work is clearly unsatisfactory.

4. Social Work in Addressing Issues of
Poverty and Inequality
The previous policies of social work, in South Africa
disadvantaged the black population and left them
enduring poverty due to discriminatory native laws
(Nicholas, Rautenbach & Maistry, 2010). However,
after the dawn of the new democracy all the discriminatory native laws were abolished as noted
by Shokane, Nemutandani and Budeli (2016) ‛‛legislations that promote human rights and equality
for all the people” were enacted. This has realised
the establishment of the White Paper for Social
Welfare (Department of Welfare, 1997) to address
issues of poverty and inequity, and promote social
development. The developed social development
programmes are argued as being beneficial to
people of various social groups; the programmes
are pro-poor as they are channelled to focus on the
most vulnerable as well as those who are socially
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and economically excluded (Engelbrecht, 2014).
Targeting specific groups for social and economic
betterment can also raise questions of inequality
however, Engelbrecht (2014) and Sen (2009) assert
that the ultimate social goal of any nation is to bring
about tangible social and economic development in
the lives of the people; this is in order to enhance
their human capabilities, opportunities and choices.
High global food prices have increased the number
of poor households in developing countries and
although the extent is not the same in all countries,
the increase has also affected service delivery in
nations (Badolo & Traoré, 2015). The higher prices
have a negative impact on income and poverty in
the regions with large households; poverty rate
have increased by 2.2 to 2.9 percentage points with,
the increase being higher in urban areas than in
rural areas (Badolo & Traoré, 2015). This, according to Cameron (2009:913) can also contribute to
‛‛the worsening economic crisis in the developing
world, and the impact of IMF/ World Bank structural
adjustment programmes”. Poverty is largely a rural
phenomenon in sub-Saharan Africa and arises from
low mean per capita income and its inequitable
distributions (Obayelu, 2014). Rising prices create
the income inequality, which increases particularly
in urban areas and in relatively rich regions, but
decreases in poor regions with a large proportion
of rice producers (Badolo & Traoré, 2015). South
Africa is caught in a cycle of modest growth, unacceptable poverty levels and record unemployment
which has led to renewed interest in the relationship
between macro (growth) and micro (poverty and
distribution) issues (Mabugu & Mabugu, 2014). This
cycle of poverty and inequality in South Africa, as
well as the contemporary political landscape has
direct impact on the supervision framework and
the service delivery model meant to speed up the
process of providing services to clients.

5. The Provision of Department of
Social Development Services
The South African Constitution, the Republic of
South Africa, 1996, obliges the government to
meet fundamental basic human rights, through its
mandate to alleviate poverty. In order to be responsive to the needs of the most disadvantaged, the
marginalised and the most vulnerable groups in
society, social workers have to be supported to fulfil
the service delivery mandate. The Department of
Social Development in Limpopo Province renders

social welfare services under three specialised
programmes, namely, social welfare, child and
family and restorative. The Department of Social
Development in Limpopo Province is operating
under five districts and Mopani District is one of
them. Mopani District comprises of five local municipalities, namely, Greater Tzaneen, Greater Letaba,
Greater Giyani, Maruleng and Ba-Phalaborwa
and development services are rendered under
the jurisdiction of these municipalities. Limpopo
Department of Social Development’s annual performance plan indicates that social welfare services are
provided to achieve one strategic objective, which
is to expand and accelerate developmental social
welfare service delivery to the poor, vulnerable and
special focus groups (Limpopo Department of Social
Development, 2016).
The three social welfare programmes are operationalised through ten sub-programmes or focus
areas, namely, services to older persons, services
to people with disabilities, on-institutional HIV and
AIDS, care and services to families, child care and
protection services, ECD and partial care, child and
youth care centres, community based services for
children, social crime prevention and support, victim
empowerment programme and substance abuse
prevention, treatment and rehabilitation (Limpopo
Department of Social Development, 2016). Service
beneficiaries include children, youth, women, older
person and people with disabilities who are specific
target groups and are more vulnerable than others
in South Africa (Department of Social Development,
2013).

6. Theoretical Framing
There are various theories applicable to social work
supervision but in the context of this paper, the
ecosystems theory and the Supervisory Functional
Model have been adopted as the theoretical frameworks to guide the study.

6.1 Ecosystems Theory
The ecosystem theory is comprised of ecological
theory and the systems theory, also known as person-in-environment approach. Ecosystems theory
focuses on the context in which individuals live
and their interpretations of that context and how
cultural context influences an individual’s behaviour. The Ecosystems theory is concerned with
how individuals and the environment achieve an
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Figure 1: The Eco-System Theory

Source: Bronfenbrenner(1994)

adaptive balance and also why they sometimes fail
to achieve the balance (Zastrow, 2006). A system is
a combination of elements with mutual reciprocity
and identifiable boundaries that form a complex or
unitary whole. There is a transaction or reciprocity of person-in-environment relationship in which
each influences the other over time (Young & Smith,
2000). Patters of communication, individual coping
behaviours, interpersonal networks, and characteristics of the physical and social environment
which either support or impede human developments are examined in the context of the complex
reciprocal interactions between the person and the
environment.
The ecosystems theory is equally concerned with
issue of power and oppression and how these affect
the human condition. For example, social power
may be withheld from a group on the basis of
such characteristics as age, race, ethnicity, gender,
religion, sexual orientation, social class, and or variety of physical traits and conditions. The abuse of
power by dominant groups related to such societal
discourse such as poverty and unemployment and
inadequate social support in education, health care
and housing (Germain & Gitterman ,1991; Lesser &
Pope, 2007). This theory focuses on the social and
cultural factors with regard to behaviour change
and learning about the historical traditions, beliefs

and values in a particular environment, and how
social and cultural factors influence an individual’s
behaviour (Bronfenbrenner, 1994). The diagram
below represents the eco-system theory.
Figure 1 presents the eco-system theory showing
that every system has boundaries within which
there are interactions between the members and
the people outside of the boundary. The ecosystems
theory is a holistic, dynamic interactional systems
approach, based on ecology, which in general entail
looking at people in relation to their environment
and how they interact with them. This theory
emphasises the dynamic interactions between individuals, families and communities as well as social
systems. The ecosystem theorists maintain the view
that integrated social service delivery should not be
viewed in isolation from the individuals’ family and
environment as the influence of the homes teaches
them how to fit in the world (Steinglass, 1987). The
theory also gives an assessment of the negative
interactions between people and their physical as
well as social environments.
German and Gitterman (1980) point out that with
the adaptive processes, the people and the environment shape each other. This is supported by
Tshiwula (1998) who notes that the basic premise
of the ecosystems theory is that all members of
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the family participate in the system and therefore
carry part of the responsibility for survival, and
sometimes their failure results in family dysfunction; in the context of this study, work environment
becomes the family.

6.2 Supervisory Functional Model
The supervisory functional model was also adopted
as the theoretical framework for the research. This
is because the supervisory functional model puts
emphasis on the administrative, educational and
supportive functions of supervision (Kadushin &
Harkness, 2002). In terms of this model each supervision function has its own problems and goals (Tsui,
2005). The administrative function’s priorities are to
adhere to the agency or organisation’s policies and
procedures and to implement them, effectively. The
educational function addresses the supervisees’ level
of professional knowledge and skills; it therefore
aims to improve the competency of the professional
staff. The supportive function is achieved by supervisors taking care of the workload, stress and morale
of supervisees with the aim of humanizing job satisfaction and motivating of supervisees (Shulmans,
1995; Kadushin & Harkness, 2002).
The supervisory functional model provides social
work supervisors with clear boundaries and directions (Tsui, 2005). In addition, it comprises of social
development approach to supervision that advocates a rights-based approach to service delivery
and places people at the center of any intervention to enhance service delivery (Engelbrecht,
2014). Engelbrecht (2014) also asserts that the
social development approach uses strengths and
the empowerment of clients to address their needs
in a holistic way by integrating social and economic
interventions Batho Pele (People First) principles.
The administrative functions’ priorities are to adhere
to the agency or organisation’s policies and procedures and to implement them effectively. According
to this model, the educational function addresses
the supervisees’ level of professional knowledge
and skills. It aims to improve the competency of
the professional staff. The supportive function is
achieved by supervisor taking care of the workload,
stress and morale of supervisees with the aim of
harmonising job satisfaction and motivation of
supervisees (Shulmans, 1995; Kadushin & Harkness,
2002). The supervisory functional model provides
social work supervisors with clear boundaries and
directions (Tsui, 2005).

Finally, the researchers chose the supervisory
functional model because of its emphasis on the
functions of supervision. The supervision framework for social work profession (DSD & SACSSP,
2012) puts an emphasis on the operationalisation
of supervision functions. In terms of this framework,
the operationalisation of the supervision functions
should be blended so it is normative, formative and
restorative. Normative refers to ensuring that the
supervisee’s work is professional in accordance with
organisational policies and statutory norms; formative refers to developing the supervisee to become
more competent and restorative refers to enabling the supervisee to mobilise emotional energy
needed for effective job performance (Kadushin
& Harkness, 2002; DSD & SACSSP, 2012). Through
the supervisory functional model, the researchers
were able to evaluation the supervision functions
of social work supervisors as part of the implementation of the supervision framework for the social
work profession in Mopani District.

7. The Supervision Framework for
Social Work Profession
In response to the challenges faced by social
workers, in Department of Social Development in
connection with service delivery, the supervision
framework for social work profession was developed in 2012. The main reason for the framework
was the apparent need for effective supervision
to expand or improve the quality of social work
services rendered to service users (Department
of Social Development & South African Council
for Social Service Professions, 2012). In addition,
the framework was developed to meet the service
delivery mandate and for effective and efficient
service delivery. The supervision framework for
the social work profession aims to provide a basis
for effective supervision of social workers, student
social workers, social auxiliary workers and learner
social auxiliary workers, hence to conceptualize,
contextualise and provide norms and standards
guiding the implementation of supervision (DSD
& SACSSP, 2012). In addition, the framework also
provides a contextual framework which clearly outlines the roles and responsibilities of supervisors
and supervisees, functions of supervision, phases
of supervision and methods of supervision for
effective application of supervision (DSD & SACSSP,
2012). Social work supervision is expected to take
place in various social contexts with different historic cultural backgrounds which affects supervision
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and implementation of service delivery. Supervisors
of social workers need to bear in mind that social
workers and clients are from different socio-cultural
backgrounds which needs sensitivity to enhance
service delivery. This is to improve supervision by
taking account of the local contexts of the social
workers, clients and agency by accommodating
human diversity (Engelbrecht, 2014; Khoza, 2015).
In the context of this study, the implementation
phase is much more activity-driven where people
as subjects in the organisation execute their work
to fulfil goals. There are subjective supervision
issues involved when social workers are executing
their work. There are objects such as manufactured resources (computers, cars…) used by social
workers under supervision to execute their work
properly to enhance service delivery to the client
system. The supervisors need to motivate supervisees to have passion for their work to improve the
service delivery system.

8. Research Design and Methodology
The aim of this research was to evaluate the implementation of the supervision framework for social
work profession, as prescribed by the National
Department of Social Development. The research
design adopted was an evaluative employing a
quantitative approach. The quantitative research
approach was selected for its ability to explain the
phenomena through collecting numerical data that
is descriptively analysed. According to De Vos et al.
(2011) evaluation research is suitable to test the
efficacy of social work interventions.

the respondents to express attitudes and other
responses in terms of ordinal-level categories (for
example, agree or disagree) that were ranked along
a continuum (Neuman, 2006:207). The respondents
were expected to indicate the degree to which they
agree or disagree with a question on a five-point
scale (strongly disagree, disagree, uncertain, agree,
and strongly agree). The questionnaire measured
three variables, namely, implementation of the
supervision framework by social work supervisors
and supervisees, attitudes of supervisees towards
supervision and challenges faced by social work
supervisors in implementing the supervision framework. The collected data was analysed descriptively
to answer the original questions. This was done
through converting data to a numerical form and
subjecting it to statistical analysis (Welman & Kruger,
2005).

9. Results and Discussions
Findings showed service delivery challenges that
are related to the social work profession, such as
supervision. The findings revealed that supervision
cannot be effectively implemented due to high
supervisor-supervisee ratio and that supervisees
have negative attitudes towards supervision due
to varying reasons. The following are the major
challenges faced by social work supervisors in
implementing supervision framework:

Stratified random sampling technique was used
to draw a sample of 90 respondents comprising
of students on practical’s, social auxiliary workers,
social workers and social work supervisors in the
service of DSD, Mopani District, and Limpopo provincial government. The sample of 90 respondents
comprised of 20 students from University of Venda
and 10 from University of Limpopo who were in
the block placements in Mopani District, 10 social
auxiliary workers, 30 social workers and 20 social
work supervisors in Mopani District.
Questionnaires were used to collect data. The
questionnaire was in a form of a Likert scale as
this type is easier to administer than any others on
attitudes scale (Welman & Kruger, 2005). The Likert
scale was suitable for this research as it allowed
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• The majority of participants (90%) indicated that
the annual intake of new social workers adds
to the escalating unfavourable ratio of supervisor-supervisee. In addition, over half of the
respondents (77%) reported that an increasing
intake of new social work professionals has
brought more challenges to supervision. The
findings indicated that this burden of supervisor-supervisee ratio is further exacerbated
by the social work students who are placed on
practical in the Mopani District and who according to policy have to be supervised by a qualified
social worker.
• The research results indicated that 85% of the
participant’s regard shortage of social work
supervisors as hindering effective implementation of the supervision framework and thus
affecting service delivery. This finding was
corroborated by the spread sheet of filled
and vacant posts of the Department of Social
Development, Mopani District, (2015) which

The Integrated Service Delivery Model Challenges Regarding the Implementation of Social Work Supervision Framework ...

confirmed that there were only 17 appointed
social work supervisors who have the responsibility to render supervision to 265 social workers
and 43 social auxiliary workers employed in
Mopani District. Furthermore, the majority of
the participants (62%) concur with the fact that
the supervision structure is not aligned to the
department’s staff establishment structure.

• As much as 87% of the responses indicated that
lack of adequate training; structural support and
unmanageable workload hinder effective implementation of the supervision framework. This
finding is in line with Engelbrecht’s (2012) finding that supervisors are faced with challenges
of formal supervision training and continuing
education in terms of current theories and exit
level outcomes of social work graduates.

• The majority of the participants (74%) indicated
that there is no uniform understanding on the
implementation of supervision framework thus
creating problems and challenges for the social
service professionals. The findings indicate
that training of supervisors can help to bring
a common understanding on the implementation of the supervision framework. The training
should be facilitated by accredited service providers who are recognised by the South African
Council for Social Services Professions (DSD &
SACSSP, 2012).
• The research findings show that 68% participants indicated that the supervision framework
is interpreted differently by social work professionals. This finding is similar to the views raised
by the South African Council for Social Services
Professions (DSD & SACSSP, 2012) that social
work supervisors should be trained on how to
use the framework.
• The majority of the participants (84%) stated
that resource limitations hinder the effective
implementation of the supervision framework.
The findings are similar to Engelbrecht’s (2013:8)
that the supervision framework’s visualised
aim is hardly attainable within the prevailing
neo-liberal discourse, when the improvement
of structural issues such as scarce resources,
unmanageable workload and counter-productive work conditions are outstanding.
• Over half of the participants (53%) agreed that
the application of the supervision framework is
weak and faulty. The findings are corroborated
by Botha (2000) who indicated that the problem
with supervision does not lie with the practice
but with the application of supervision which is
faulty and weak. In another research conducted
by Mathebula and Mudau, as cited in Deonarain
(2012) it was revealed that there are social workers who are in supervisory positions without any
special training for the responsibility.

• Most of the respondents, 74%, indicated that
an enabling environment is not provided for
supervision sessions to take place. In a similar research conducted by Botha (2000) it was
found that the workplace and the working conditions under which social workers work should
always be adequate, inspiring and professional.
• A majority of the respondents (75%) indicated
that insufficient administrative, educational and
developmental support given to supervisors
hinder effective implementation of the supervision frame work. Additionally, 74%, responded
that knowledge gaps in supervision procedures
negatively affected the quality of supervision.
This could be because some supervisors rely
on their experiences in social work practices
instead of formal education and training in
supervision.

10. Conclusions and Recommendations
Public service delivery is under scrutiny as the South
African citizens are up in arms fighting for their rights
for quality and efficient services. This is evident in
various protests in the country. The Department of
Social Development offers social services to the vulnerable communities in South Africa and is also the
main employer of social workers and main sponsor
of student social workers who are pursuing their
qualification in various universities. The Department
of Social Development has identified a critical area
in its recruitment and retention strategy, namely,
the management and supervision of social workers
and other social work professionals. Disappointedly,
the strategy was never evaluated and thus is characterised by deterioration of productivity and quality
of social services provided by social workers due to
lack of supervision. The aim of the paper, hence, was
to identify challenges with the Integrated Service
Delivery Model regarding the Implementation of
Social Work Supervision Framework in the Mopani
District, Limpopo Province.
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The findings identified a number of factors that hinders quality service delivery of social workers, such
as high supervisor-supervisee ratio and supervisees
not always being enthusiastic to attend supervision sessions. The researchers therefore conclude
that supervisees have negative attitudes towards
supervision due to varying reasons. It is thus recommended that awareness trainings, workshops
and road shows on supervision should be launched
to change the negative attitude of supervisees
towards supervision, in order for social workers
to render effective services to the communities.
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Abstract: Service delivery, more especially the delivery of public value, has for years on end traditionally been
carried out by a multiplicity of partnerships as in elected leaders, public officials, leaders from organs of civil
society and traditional leaders or authority. Partnerships in the delivery of services are in the main predicated on
the impulses of enhancing the quality of the people’s lives. Literature on public and development management
studies alludes to the understanding that the people’s quality of life can be enhanced through making them
happy, and that one of the domains of a people’s happiness is good governance that is defined by accountability.
This paper focuses on the role of traditional leaders or authority in ensuring accountability and good governance in the delivery of services. Some traditional leaders or authority tend to lean towards closed systems of
leadership as in practices of authoritarianism, traditionalism, centralism and other attendant closed systems
approaches and styles of leadership. Such practices and behaviours tend to lead to the escalation of deficits
and deficiencies on the accountability and good governance infrastructure. With the onset of the open systems
and the attendant transformation of the public service landscape, a leadership style recalibration imperative
is being visited on traditional authority. The open systems paradigm brings with it the knowledge society that
is affirming its being and demanding accountability from those charged with the responsibility of providing
leadership in the delivery of public value. This paper seeks to postulate a simpler way leadership paradigm
for ensuring that traditional authority is in synchronicity with the realities of the new and evolving knowledge
society. The fundamentals of traditional leadership, more especially in Africa, are found to be in resonance
with the philosophies and principles of the open systems paradigm as also in the simpler way approach to
leadership. The simpler way approach to leadership demands that there be more accountability from people
charged with the responsibility of leadership. It demands that people or citizens be respected as human beings
and meaning giving subjectivities.
Keywords: Accountability, Leadership paradigm, Traditional leadership, Public value, Service delivery

1. Introduction
Throughout the history of governments, the business of government has been prosecuted from the
central or national government level, through provinces or regions right down to the local government
level. It is at the different levels and forms of local
government that we have different kinds or forms of
partnerships in the delivery of services. Traditional
leadership happens to be one of the partners that
local government authority happens to partner with
in the rural areas. In some countries the institution of traditional authority is still very strong and
is working well with the elected government officials, agencies and institutions. We come across the
traditional leadership institutions and or authority
even in the developed world as in the Scandinavian
countries, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom.
The developing world too has its own fair share
of traditional leadership and or authority that has

outlived the modernity project. Traditional authority
in South Africa existed and defined the pre-contact
South Africa’s body politic. With the onset of the
colonial project came the advent of dual governance
universes. This is with reference to the primordial
public realm that is most pronounced in the rural
areas of the country and the civic realm in the urban
areas respectively (Gumede, 2016:1).
In the earlier years, the majority of South Africa’s
populace lived in the primordial public realm which
is defined by traditional ways of life and led by
traditional leadership. As the country’s economy
morphed from the subsistence to the commercial
form, with the emergence of commercial farming, mining activities and industrialisation, people
found themselves living in the civic realm dispensations in the then emerging urban centres. This
development heralded the onset of modern forms
of governance systems, from the national level
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through the provincial right down to the local government as in municipalities or municipal systems.
This development did not lead to the demise of the
governance infrastructure in the primordial public
realm. Traditional systems and institutions remain
part of South Africa’s socio-economic, political and
development narrative.
The legacy of the migrant labour phenomenon is
such that some people find themselves living in the
two realms. Working and living in the urban areas
largely for work purposes and at the same time
keeping contact with the primordial universe where
family, relatives and friends are and are subjects
of traditional systems and leadership. This suggests that some people continue to live through
a duality of governance systems wherein they find
themselves as subjects of the civic realm and governance system and also of the primordial realm
in which they are subjects of traditional leadership,
systems and institutions. At local government level,
more especially in the rural areas of South Africa,
traditional leaders continue to play a role of ensuring that there is cohesion and also an enabling
environment for the creation and delivery of public
value to the public. In the process of the delivery of
products and services to society, traditional leaders
are expected to ensure that there is good governance and accountability in the delivery of public
goods. As it were, traditional leaders are expected
to complement the local government institutions in
the delivery of services through the leadership that
they provide. Some traditional leaders apply closed
systems approaches of leadership in a world that is
rapidly embracing the open systems ways of doing
things (Basheka, 2015:471).

2. Development and Service Delivery
The concept of development means different things
to different people. The major points of confluence
for the multiple perspectives is in the understanding
that it is all about improving the quality of a people’s
lives through quality services and provisioning of
quality infrastructure. The government, with the
involvement of traditional leadership in the rural
areas, mobilises the natural capital such as the land,
water, minerals and other resources to bring about
improvements in the quality of the people’s lives.
It is in resource-endowed communities where we
come across problems of accountability more especially by traditional leadership as evidenced in the
disappearance of millions of rand in royalties due

to the Bapo ba Mogale community in the NorthWest. Members of the Bapo community are today
engaged in running battles with their traditional
leader, demanding accountability for the missing
funds (Mphela, 2016:1). This has been the experience of numerous resource-rich communities in
the primordial realm in the Republic of South Africa
and also in the some of the neighbouring countries.
Wherever millions of rands are involved, there is
bound to be accountability deficiencies with some
traditional leaders closing ranks.
Development also entails the delivery of public
goods such as health, education, sports and recreation in the domain of mobilising human capabilities.
The delivery of public goods requires leadership,
management and good governance that are defined
by accountability. The concept of leadership in
broad terms refers to a commitment to making the
world a better place for others. Embedded in this
commitment, as in the theory of the anatomy of
leadership are the attributes of the governance concept of accountability. Various players on the plains
of service delivery have presented this attribute as
they provided principled leadership in the course of
service delivery (Armstrong, 2016:1). History is festooned with men and women who have given and
dedicated their lives to contributing to the project of
development and by so doing, earning themselves
places in government to continue with the project
of improving the quality of the lives of the people
they lead. For others, providing leadership remains
a chronic deficiency that needs to be dealt with for
the professionalisation of the public service public
institutions. Some traditional leaders are presenting
a commitment to accountability in the handling of
service delivery, whereas some of the traditional
leaders on the other hand are of the view that by
virtue of the offices they hold in society; they cannot
be expected to be accountable to their subjects or
the general public.

3. Partnerships in Development and
Service Delivery
The business of delivering public value and goods
has on most occasions been associated with government. But then again, it emerges that quality
products and services in the course of the delivery
of public goods is attributable to the partnerships
that the government enters into with the other players. Some of the most pronounced partners are
the business sector and the various organs of civil
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society. The business community with its expertise and resources adds value to the development
agenda and the quality of the services rendered to
the public. The organs of civil society have also come
to the party in ensuring that government agencies
are accountable in their delivery of quality products
and services to the public (Hayward, 2015:16).
Traditional leadership and or traditional authority
comes across as another indispensable partner
in the delivery of services more especially in the
rural parts or areas of the country, where traditional authority and institutions continue to define
the primordial socio-political realm. In areas where
traditional authority works well with the elected
leaders and public officials, the quality of services
is found to be enhanced, whereas in areas where
there is tensions and mistrust between traditional
authority, elected leaders and government officials,
the quality of services being delivered is prone to
being compromised. The situation is often exacerbated by the traditional leaders who bring to bear
closed systems ways of providing leadership.

4. Political Philosophy, Good
Governance and Leadership in
Local Government
Service delivery has in the main and in its history
been carried out by public and government institutions and agencies. These institutions and agencies
are found to be guided by political philosophies of
the ruling parties, and these philosophies go as far
back as the ancient realms of the polity right up to
the contemporary era and forms. Ancient political
philosophies present ancient systems like traditional leadership that have endured and outlived
the modernity project. Traditional leadership and
authority continues to be part of rural South Africa’s
body politic. Its influence in rural local government
cannot be underestimated. In some instances, and
situations traditional authority creates an enabling
environment for the delivery of public goods and or
public value. On the other hand, some traditional
authority or leaders have made the conditions difficult for the delivery of services.
The South African government recognise traditional authority as an essential component for good
governance in the delivery of services in the rural
areas. The concept of good governance refers to
an institution’s responsiveness to the needs of the
people and creation of an enabling environment

for the delivery of services through participation.
It is further expected that, for good governance,
there is a need for accountability in the delivery of
services. This is inclusive of the traditional leaders
as a component of the governance infrastructure
in the rural areas.
The concept of accountability of traditional leadership is read in the context of its resonance with the
theory of the anatomy of; leadership which alludes
to the imperative of character and competence
(Bell, 2006:33). The dimension of character refers
to the importance of humility, respect, passion,
accountability, flexibility and several more complementary attributes suggestive of ethically desirable
behaviours. The concepts of humility, accountability
and flexibility are found to be in resonance with the
basic principles of the open systems and the simpler
way leadership paradigm.
Accountability can be consolidated with the competencies that issue out of the anatomy of leadership
theory. It is expected of role players in the service
delivery project to master competencies such as
self-management as often articulated in the discourse on emotional intelligence. In broadening the
frontiers of the concept of competence, emphasis
is on organisational leadership which puts more
premiums on the accountability imperative.
As alluded to earlier on in this article, some traditional
leaders do present high levels of accountability in
the delivery of services that is akin to, the simpler
way, the open systems paradigm and good governance. One case in point is the Muyexe community
outside Giyani in Limpopo in the implementation of
the Comprehensive Rural Development. Traditional
authority in this community ensures that there is
accountability in the handling of resources that are
meant to bring about improvements in the quality
of the people’s lives. All stakeholders represented
in the Stakeholders’ Council periodically account to
the community on the utilisation of resources. The
other community is that of the Makuleke people
just outside Malamulele. This community, through
their Communal Property Association ensures
that there is accountability through participatory
engagements between their community and the traditional authority (Maake & Holtzhausen, 2015:250).
But then again, there are cases of communities
that are periodically engaging in running battles
with their traditional leadership or authority on
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most cases on matters pertaining to accountability. It emerges that the attritions and demands for
accountability are attributable to the closed systems
styles of leadership on the part of some of the traditional leaders.

meant to keep power at all costs. Conventional literature on leadership alludes to the imperative of the
creation of caring institutions, and yet the leaders
championing this paradigm present extreme form
of negative leadership (Makinana, 2016:10).

5. Closed Systems Approaches in
Service Delivery in Local Government

Instead of the requisite existential enlargement of
the subjects, the closed systems traditional leadership approach is found to be an energy-sapping
vacuum of the human spirit. This approach is
defined by energy-wasting running battles between
the communities, elected leaders, local government
officials and traditional leaders. Leadership by its
very nature is expected to be life-enhancing, inspiring and giving hope (Groenewald, 2015:1).

In the course of the delivery of services in local
government, there are cases of tendencies leaning towards closed systems approaches, more
especially in the realm of traditional authority. The
concept of the closed systems is traceable to the
philosophies and principles that undergird this paradigm and go as far back as ancient times, through
the medieval and into modernity. The ancient ontological and cosmological accounts are replete with
mythological narratives on both the origins and the
destinies of both the physical and the social realities. Traditional leadership and or authority draw
its inspiration from the epistemologies and ethical
doctrines issuing from the afore-mentioned narratives. These narratives are also used as justification
for closed systems leadership practices. This is with
reference to beliefs and practices such as continuity,
centralism, inner-directedness and authoritarianism. This in more ways than one is a postulate for
rigidity on the part of traditional leadership in the
course of prosecuting the delivery of public value
or public goods.
There are cases of traditional leaders who regard
themselves as the ultimate receptacles of all virtue,
values and authority in their communities. Even in
the face of a rapidly democratising country like South
Africa, some traditional leaders are of the view that
their authority is by divine ordination and therefore
cannot be challenged. This is a departure from the
accountability imperative in the good governance
narrative and discourse. Such leaders have proved
to be wont to authoritarianism in their communities, more especially on matters pertaining to the
handling of public affairs. They regard good governance notions such as transparency and participation
as alien to the vernacular body politic. There also
is an emerging narrative in traditional leadership
circles that they be exempted from due processes
in the justice system, as in the recent past case of
the convicted King Buyelekhaya Dalindyebo. Such
an approach is bound to lead to resistance at some
point given its authoritarian nature. It is a leadership
paradigm that is defined by strategies and tactics

We have cases of traditional leaders who refuse to
be accountable to the people that they are leading,
more especially in resource-endowed communities.
In some situations, the traditional leaders are exiled
from their communities due to the attritions in the
communities. The converse of this would be the
traditional leader exiling those in the community
who are demanding accountability and good governance from traditional authority. This is a kind of
leadership that leads to much consternation in rural
communities as it is challenged by various organs of
civil society, demanding more accountability.

6. Open Systems Processes and
Accountability in Local Government
Conversations in the human and social sciences are
today presenting the emergence of an empowered
society that is gradually altering the public service
and service delivery landscapes respectively. The
open systems processes are found to be in resonance with the philosophies that are suggestive
of a changing world. The trailblazer philosophy
of change in the contemporary period is that of
phenomenology. As a departure from and a challenge to the positivistic sciences, phenomenology
as another tool of epistemology, takes on the world
in its totality as opposed to the reductionism of the
exact sciences. Taking on humanity in its totality
presents humanity in a constant state of flux and
a rapidly changing world. It is from these ontological and cosmological takes that both the physical
and the social realities are found to be changing.
Traditional leadership, as it were, finds itself in some
situations overtaken by events in a world that is
changing and constantly redefined by numerous
social, economic and political driving forces.
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Closely related to this philosophy we have the philosophy of existentialism. The existential narrative
presents a human movement, the movement of
a people transcending their being reduced to the
state of objectness to wrestling back their humanity.
One of the pioneers of this movement, Jean-Paul
Sartre postulates the cause of the search for freedom by humankind. This search is being articulated
in a multiplicity of ways. For some people it is
through activism while others do it through various
art forms. Communities throughout the world and
with the help of technology are mobilising towards
a more meaningful existence that is devoid of control, authoritarianism and old ways of governance.
People are today able to add their signatures to the
governance narrative and infrastructure through
activism and also through the use of multiple social
media platforms even in the most primordial of
local government realms. Some traditional leaders
find themselves overwhelmed by developments on
a multiplicity of frontiers. Instead of confronting
these developments as an affront and challenge
on their authority, traditional leaders are actually
challenged and presented with an opportunity
to find a simpler way of providing leadership in a
rapidly changing world. After all, the undiluted fundamentals, systems and procedures of traditional
leadership and governance, by and large resonate
with the principles of the open systems paradigm.
As some traditional leaders have made peace with
the reality of the rising tide of human consciousness
as encapsulated in the open systems or next society narrative (Drucker, 2002:235), there are those
traditional leaders who find themselves swimming
against the proverbial waterfall. This comes across
as a leadership approach that is out of kilter with
the socio-political reality on course. People are
today increasingly demanding accountability from
traditional leaders and other related governance
structures that engage in matters that affect their
lives.

7. A Simpler Way and Good
Governance in Traditional Leadership
Today the old ways and approaches of providing
leadership as in the heroic theories of leadership
are being consigned to the margins. The shared
leadership narrative is being visited upon society,
and the best way for the traditional leadership to
survive this challenge, is to consider the simpler way
leadership theory. Heroic theories of leadership like

great man theory, contingency theory and other
related theories are receding into insignificance,
as the vertical leadership models are giving way to
horizontal ways. Leaders are no longer providing
leadership to the people, as people are beginning
to believe more in shared leadership. The simpler
way is one of the approaches to shared leadership.
The simpler way theory is traceable to the work of
Margaret Wheatley and Myron Kellner-Rogers. The
simpler way leadership narrative is a challenge to
the veracity and reality value of the heroic theories of leadership, where some traditional leaders
regarded themselves as the almighty heroic great
men that are above reproach. The simpler way
leadership paradigm is predicated on major themes
such as play, organisation, self, emergence and
coherence (Wheatley & Kellner-Rogers, 1996:52).
It is a paradigm that dovetails with the ontological
and cosmological accounts that anchor the open
systems paradigm as both an epistemological and
metaphysical narrative. In keeping with the fundamental impulses of the simpler way and open
systems paradigm, communities are today demanding leaders that connect easily with the people and
no longer those comfortably ensconced in the ivory
towers. Communities are demanding more accountability from people charged with the responsibility
of husbanding resources for their development.
People are today forming or belonging to new tribes
that are formed around political party affiliations,
civic movements, sports clubs, brands and even
social media platforms (Dixon, 2015:16). Traditional
leaders are faced with the challenge of having to
plug in and go with the flow of the new sociology lest
they be left behind by events. They have to be and
stay ahead of the events and influence the direction
that the events are taking.

8. Conclusion
In conclusion, this paper is of the view that the traditional leaders do play an important role in the
processes and course of delivering services to the
rural communities in the country. This article has
made observations to the effect that some traditional leaders still subscribe to the idea of providing
leadership in a closed systems way. Given the
changing nature of the socio-political landscape in
which they are providing leadership, it is hereby recommended that the traditional leaders, in consort
with the spirituality of the open systems paradigm
and the simpler way leadership model, adapt their
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leadership styles and approaches to simpler ways
of providing leadership to communities that are
getting more empowered by the day. The open
systems and simpler way reality is upon society
and the traditional leaders are not exempted from
this emerging reality. There generally is universal
consensus on the need for accountability from all
charged with the responsibility of handling public
resources for the delivery of public value and goods
to society.
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Funding Criteria and Project Performance of the Food
Security Projects in the Sedibeng District Municipality
ZI Mantena, WN Mofokeng and LB Mzini
North West University, South Africa
Abstract: This paper assesses the criteria for funding food security projects and the performance of the respective projects in the Gauteng Province with reference to the Sedibeng District Municipality. Food security is often
described as one of the fastest growing social movements. This study seeks to understand the criteria applied
to fund the projects. Furthermore, the study assesses the project performance which is a requirement for
outcome measurement frameworks. A qualitative research is applied to comprehend the context of pro-poor
funding and project performance. Semi-structured interviews were conducted in the Gauteng Department of
Agriculture and Rural Development and the Sedibeng District Municipality. The paper concludes with a set of
recommendations to enhance food security initiatives. Conducting successful funding on projects, consistently
and repeatedly, is still a challenge for many organisations. The paper concludes that structured financing on
food security projects leads to a proportionally higher investment in poverty alleviation. The study suggests
that it is necessary to increase funding on investment for sustainable food security projects.
Keywords: Food security, Food security programme, Funding criteria, Project performance

1. Introduction
This paper assesses the criteria for funding food
security projects and the performance of the
respective projects in the Gauteng Province with
reference to the Sedibeng District Municipality.
Food security is often described as one of the
fastest growing social movements. The area has
overwhelming public support, growing interests
from local governments, and is formally included
in the public policy mandates. Actions to address
food security in a country where levels of unemployment and poverty are high have grown and
multiplied. Duclosis and Gregorie (1998:3) define
poverty as a lack of resources, voice and power
to obtain a diet and participate in the economy.
This lack can lead to economic dependence and
subjection to exploitation. The South African government is progressively engaging in the fight
against unemployment and poverty through its
policies and programme interventions since the
democratic dispensation of 1994. The South African
government provides funding and support for food
security projects in the low-income communities.
Many citizens resort to food security projects as
a means of providing food and creating income.
Hundreds of people have become engaged in food
security programmes in order to venture into alternative forms of income generation to better their
livelihoods. Therefore, the government has been

actively supporting food security projects as a
means of fighting poverty and unemployment. The
establishment of food security projects is aimed at
reducing poverty and creating opportunities for
income generation. Funding of these projects along
with performance management is crucial for their
success. Poor performance assessment of these
food security projects limits the potential of them
attaining their objectives. It is against this back
drop that this paper assesses the funding criteria
and performance assessment of food security in
Sedibeng district municipality.
The paper begins with an outline of the methods
used for collecting data. This is followed by a brief
literature review which describes the concept propoor funding and project performance. There is a
discussion on issues of poverty alleviation: municipal budget and expenditure. This is followed by a
description of the criteria for funding food security programmes, which further elaborates on the
two mechanisms, namely: geographical targeting
mechanism and the menu and eligibility criteria.
The manner in which food security programmes are
funded is discussed in the subsequent sections to
outline the context of South African. The findings
of the study undertaken are presented and a section is dedicated for discussing the inputs of the
authors. The paper concludes with the inputs and
recommendations for enhancing project funding.
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2. Study Area and Data Collection
A qualitative research method was applied for this
study. In terms of the theoretical part of the study,
literature review on funding food security projects
and their performance was conducted using previously published work on the topic. This included
sources such as journal articles, municipal reports,
desktop research and university library. Information
was gathered from both municipal offices (LED and
Agriculture) through a structured questionnaire to
gain more insight on the study. In a quest to reduce
poverty in Gauteng, the Gauteng Department of
Agriculture and Rural Development (GDARD) mission is to enable and support transformation of the
agriculture sector to actively contribute to economic
growth, inclusion, equality and the creation of
decent work, boost food security for all and ensure
the sustainability thereof; and ensure comprehensive socio-economic development in Gauteng’s rural
and urban areas (GDARD, 2011:v).
The aforementioned mission statements are also
channelled to all municipalities in the Gauteng
province. In this case the SDM was approached
to schedule an interview with the authors of this
paper. The questionnaire was administered in a
semi-structured interview to probe questions
directed respondents in the municipality.

3. The Concept Pro-Poor Funding and
Project Performance
The concept of pro-poor funding and project performance is looked at here in relation to food security
projects.

3.1 Pro-Poor Funding and Expenditure
Since poverty is multi-dimensional and can be
defined in various ways, the concept ‛pro-poor’ can
have various meanings to different people. Pro-poor
growth is a strategic approach whereby economic
growth is specifically used to reduce poverty in
human social settings. The focus is on promoting
the economic potential of the poor and disadvantaged people through pro-poor project financing.
Project Finance is defined as ‛‛the raising of finance
on a Limited Recourse basis, for the purposes of
developing a large capital-intensive infrastructure
project, where the borrower is a special purpose
vehicle and repayment of the financing by the borrower will be dependent on the internally generated

cash flows of the project” (Gardner & Wright, 2010:1).
Project financing is booming. In recent years, many
countries and corporations have moved towards
the use of limited-recourse financing techniques
for purposes of undertaking major capital-intensive
project developments (Buljevich & Park, 1999:xvii).
Pro-poor expenditure came to be identified in broad
and unselective terms, usually spanning all expenditure within a certain sector or major programme
(Simon, 2012:8). ‛‛Pro-poor financing reforms are a
core part of health sector development in low and
middle income countries. The existing mix of financing mechanisms and sources used in food security
varies greatly, both, between and within municipalities” (Bennett and Gilson, 2001:1). Project financing
is usually chosen by project developers in order to
inter alia to: eliminate or reduce poverty, maximise
the leverage of a project, avoid any negative impact
of a project on the credit standing of the sponsors
and allow the lenders to appraise the project on a
segregated and stand-alone basis (Buljevich & Park,
1999:xvii). Political economists have argued that
the basis for expenditure decision determine the
allocation of resources (Fozzard, 2001). In project
financing, those providing funding place a substantial degree of reliance on the performance of the
project itself.

3.2 Project Performance
Project performance is part of the overall project
performance management system (PPMS) which
encompasses all stages of the project cycle. Brudan
(2010:109) defines performance management as
‛‛a discipline that assists in establishing, monitoring and achieving individual and organisational
goals”. Shane (2010:6) further notes that performance management is a systematic effort to
improve performance through an ongoing process of establishing desired outcomes, setting
performance standards, then collecting, analysing and reporting on streams of data to improve
individual and collective performance. Measuring
the performance of public engagement in food
security provides a variety of two benefits such
as establishing accountability with the public,
improving performance, increasing transparency,
and building trust as well as to measure the five
performance of public engagement in food security since such has proved difficult due to a variety
of issues, including unclear goals, limited funding,
and the situational nature of engagement activities
(Wagner, 2012:2).
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Project Performance refers to the systematic and
objective assessment of an on-going or completed
project. The aim is to determine the relevance and
fulfilment of objectives, development efficiency,
effectiveness, impact and sustainability. Project performance assessment provides information that is
credible and useful, enabling the incorporation of
lessons learned into the decision (Khandkeret et al.,
2009:20). Furthermore, it refers to a critical factor
in optimising performance. However, the project
is sustained achieving multiple, often conflicting
objectives under changing conditions.
On the surface, project performance seems to be
easy to measure on the track, time, cost and scope
are measured as the main factors of project performance and in other words, project performance can
be described as an on-going review of the efficiency
and the importance of a given project. The framework for managing project performance states that
the organisations performance should be measured
to see if it meets its aims and objectives. It promotes
accountability and transparency by providing parliament, provincial legislature, municipal councils and
the public with timely accessible and accurate performance information. It further defines roles and
responsibilities for managing project performance
information to provide guidance on the management of project performance. It furthermore states
that government institution should develop assessment systems to collect, collate, verify and store
information (National Treasury, 2009). The following
is the picture taken in Tshepiso, Sharpeville during
the field observation for understanding project
performance.
The picture below is a true reflection of project performance as echoed by Cohen (2002:9) who stated

that a community food assessment is necessary
because it assists in providing understanding of
local food systems, it provides a framework for
setting of goals to improve local food system, it
further assist in decision making regarding policies and actions that needs to be taken in order to
improve community food security. Lastly it assists in
establishing a long term monitoring system that has
clear indicators. Assessment is critical in the public
sector for determining whether the Organisation
can carry on providing goods and services to the
citizens. This includes external and internal evaluations (Alnoor, 2003:815). Evaluations are used
to measure progress towards the achievement of
policy objectives; to provide political or financial
accountability; and for public relations purposes
(Cloete et al., 2006:248). Performance management
as a mechanism for feedback from policymaking
activities may be used to measure the performance
of projects. Performance measures may provide
useful information for subsequent rounds of policy
choices (Peters, 2007:19).
Gauteng Province has a numerous number of food
security projects which try to deal with poverty
issues throughout the whole province. According
to the Gauteng 20 Year Food Security Plan published by the Gauteng Department of Agriculture
and Rural Development (GDARD, 2011), Gauteng
aims to reduce the figures published in 2011 by
half in 2030. These figures show the poverty index
percentage in each municipality around Gauteng.
These figures are a percentage of people who are
experiencing food insecurities. According to this
plan, food insecurity is caused by structural poverty
and inequality. It further states that to improve food
security, strategies and policies need to be developed that will assist in rapid economic growth with
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improved income distribution (GDARD, 2011: 29).
This means that in households or areas that have
low economic growth which is caused by unemployment and poverty, governmental strategies
and policies will be developed in order to create
food security projects that will increase the economic growth. What all this shows is that poverty
and unemployment are contributing factors to food
insecurity, not only in South Africa, but in all affected
countries. In order to alleviate poverty and unemployment and to achieve food security by alleviating
the former, the performance of food security projects must be assessed. What this means is that
performance measures on the criteria for funding
food security projects and the performance of the
respective projects in the Gauteng Province must
be evaluated and monitored to see to it that food
security projects yield the desired outcomes.

4. Issues of Poverty Alleviation:
Municipal Budget and Expenditure
The single most important problem facing the
post-apartheid South Africa; as noted by Bhorat et al.
(2003:4) is breaking the grip of poverty on substantial portion for the majority of its citizens. According
to the constitution of the Republic of South Africa
(Section 152 and 153), local government is in charge
of the process of development in municipalities
and also municipal planning. The constitutional
mandate of municipalities are, to relate their management, budgeting and planning, functions to their
objectives, gives a clear indication of the intended
purpose of the municipal integrated development
planning. Local government is a key role player in
development of South Africa as a developing country. Some of the ways to ensure a developmental
South Africa is through the reduction of poverty and
this can be done through food security projects,
among other ways. Municipalities are required to
set aside a huge amount of money for food security
projects as they deal not only with one but a few
social issues; poverty reduction, food security and
income generation. Substantial resources are being
made available to the local government sphere to
provide for poverty relief, to extend the infrastructure delivery and to further strengthen the local
government system through skills development and
capacity building. The distribution of resources to
local governments was not addressed explicitly in
the Financial and Fiscal Commission (FFC) formula
before 1998. The Financial and Fiscal Commission
(FFC, 1996:29) states that the intergovernmental

transfers from the national government to local
authorities (which were included in the global
amounts going to the provinces), were unsatisfactory, because the criteria on which such grants were
made, were subject to doubt. The FFC favoured a
mechanism for transfers to local government based
on similar considerations to those used in the provincial grants formula. The Reconstruction and
Development Programme (RDP) were formulated
by the South African government in response to
the issue of poverty. The programme was aimed
at alleviating poverty and reducing inequalities that
exist among the rich and the poor in the country
(Galbraith, 2006:557). Policies are being formulated
by the government that deal with social issues such
as poverty but they cannot be formulated without
the knowledge of which the poor are, how poor
they are and where they are located. Municipalities
come in here; as the local sphere of government
closest to the people, to provide data needed for
the successful implementation of policies aimed at
poverty reduction.
According to the National Strategy and Plan of
Action for Capacity Development towards Good
Local Governance, many municipalities face both
financial and human resource constraints (National
Treasury, 2000:12). Without proper management
of resources, the municipality cannot meet their
goals as stipulated in their strategic documents.
Even though municipalities implement a range of
food security interventions, the concern is that
some may not be effectively implemented or sufficiently funded. Therefore, potential coordination
challenges need to be assessed more systematically
and their performance as well as their impact studied. Improving food security enables the poor to be
more resilient, participate in economic activities and
to contribute to social development.
According to National Treasury (2000:51) local
government expenditure constitutes one-fifth of
total government expenditure. Ever since 1999,
when local government was included in the division of revenue process national transfers to local
government have consistently grown faster than
total government expenditure. As a result, local
governments share has been increasing from year
to year. The growth in grants is intended to assist
municipalities meet the operating and capital costs
of providing basic services to poor households
and fulfilling their other functions. National transfers are not a substitute for a municipality’s own
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revenue (National Treasury, 2000:52). Financial
management in the public sector has evolved over
a period of time, from a centralised, controlled,
prescribed and bureaucratic process that allowed
little scope for managerial discretion (financial
administration) to a modernised system that
encourages effective, economic and efficient utilisation of resources (Visser, 2005:163). Budgeting
system is a very crucial instrument to translate
the priorities and strategic plans of a municipality
into public services and goods. Effective planning,
budgeting and financial management is essential
for effective serve delivery (African Fiscal Research
Centre, 2001:2). Budgeting must always be linked
to strategic management planning. Strategic
planning is a very important component of the
budgeting system in the public sector. In terms
of the Municipal Systems Act, a municipality must
undertake developmentally oriented planning so
as to ensure that:
• it strives to achieve the objects of local government set out in section 152 of the constitution;
• gives effect to its developmental duties as
required by section 153 of the constitution; and
• together with other organs of state, contribute
to the progressive realisation of the fundamental rights contained in section 24-29 of the
Constitution.

5. Criteria for Funding Food Security
Programmes
The income generated is invested in different development activities, including pro-poor programmes.
Good financing policies must be supplemented by
good policies on the organisation and delivery of
health care (Bennett & Gilson, 2001:2). Sometimes
financing mechanisms are seen as being intrinsically pro-poor or anti-poor, but there is frequently
a gap between theory and reality. The context and
manner in which a financing mechanism is implemented may lead it to have effects quite different
from those predicted on a priori basis (Bennett &
Gilson, 2001:2). Establishing a resource allocation
formula is an important step in targeting poverty.
Whether or not to target poverty is a political economy issue rather than a technical one will determine
whether the allocation is closest to a per capita
allocation of resources more intensely targeted to
poor areas (Van Domelen, 2007:33). In order for the

funds to reach the relevant people, the government
needs to know who the poor are and where they
are located. The best funding mechanism will reflect
local context, including institutional framework,
availability of information, the degree of inequality,
governance factors, and the demographic profile,
including the presence of ethnic minorities. A funding mechanism may change over time responding
to evolving objectives, targeting performance feedback, availability of resources, development of
new data sources or shifts in government’s overall
priorities. The effectiveness of the targeting mechanism chosen will depend on the capacity of the
programme managers to design, implement and
monitor its performance.
Van Domelen (2007:27) identified three forms of
funding criteria which are standard pillars of poverty targeting mechanism, such as geographical
targeting, the menu and eligibility criteria and an
inclusive and participatory micro-project identification and implementation process. It is important to
note that any funding allocation will depend on program objectives. The sections below describe the
geographical targeting mechanism and the menu
and eligibility criteria.

5.1 Geographical Targeting Mechanism
Geographical targeting is the most common form
of targeting method used in social fund and community-driven programs. It has also been used to
helped pioneer the practice of using poverty maps
for programme allocation. Several programs use a
two-stage approach to geographical targeting. This
consist of using one method for identifying poverty
levels between geographical units at the highest
levels and then another for identifying priority
zones within these zones. The first stage is typically based on national poverty maps. The second
stage can either be objective indicator-based determination of priority areas or it can be subjective,
community-based targeting which transfers control
over defining priority communities to local stakeholders. The community-based method relies on
local knowledge of poverty conditions to accurately
identify priority areas (Van Domelen, 2007:20). The
geographical targeting is used to:
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• identify eligible or priority zones of intervention:
this can be done either in absolute terms i.e.
to designate zones of exclusion, or in a relative
sense to prioritise zones;
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• transmit national priorities: geographical targeting can identify priority zones that reflect
evolving national investment priorities or other
aspects like vulnerability;
• develop pro-poor resource allocation targets:
the demand driven nature of these programs
requires that there be rules of the game for
future resource allocations; and
• orient promotional and facilitation efforts:
geographical targeting is often used to direct
program effort to inform communities and to
build capacity.
Using objective criteria to allocate resources fosters
transparency and minimises political interference.
Geographical allocations help reserve resources
for those communities that may need more time to
organise and carry out initial planning prioritisation
activities.

5.2 The Menu and Eligibility Criteria
When developing a menu of eligible investments,
there are two characteristics that can affect targeting results. Firstly, results will be more pro-poor to
the extent that the menu can be constructed to
include those types of infrastructure of services with
a high propensity of use by the poor, or conversely
to limit types that have a lower propensity of use
by the poor (Van Domelen, 2007:35).

6. Funding Food Security Programmes
in the South African Context
The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa
(1996) establishes national, provincial and local
government as autonomous spheres which are
‛‛distinctive, interdependent and interrelated”.
It identifies function areas of concurrent and
exclusive competence. In order to give effect to
the requirements of the Constitution, budgetary
procedures and other institutional arrangements have undergone dramatic changes. The
Constitution also recognises local government
as a separate sphere of government entitled to
an equitable share of nationally raised revenue.
A local government’s equitable share of national
revenue should at no time be confused with the
total share of national revenue flowing to local
authorities. Substantial capital grants such as
the CMlP funds also flow to a local government,

defined in constitutional terms as ‛‛additional
conditional grants”. The Intergovernmental Fiscal
Review – IGFR (2001:131) states that the local
government’s equitable share provides general
budgeting support to municipalities, while conditional grants support capital programmes and
institutional needs. Local governments depend
considerably on transfers from the national government to finance its development strategies.
Unconditional equitable share transfers and
conditional infrastructure transfers from especially the Department of Provincial and Local
Government (DPLG), can be highlighted in this
regard. The municipal budget should also be used
as a tool to execute these policies of the local government. The local government’s equitable share
is influenced by section 214 of the constitution.
It is to empower municipalities to provide basic
services to the poor. Substantial resources are
being made available to the local government in
the budget, to provide for poverty relief.
As mentioned by the Gauteng 20 Year Food Security
Plan, numerous projects are implemented in
Gauteng that focuses on the poorest communities.
Some are inter-sectorial programmes, coordination between departments needs significant
strengthening to use resources most efficiently,
avoid duplication and ensure impact. The Funding
Practice Alliance (2010) notes that the National
Development Agency sources applications for
funding in two ways. The first takes the form of a
competitive request for proposals in the media and
is targeted at well-established organisations. The
second ‛programme formulation’ method involves
the National Development agency (NDA) provincial
offices identifying Community-based Organisations
and Non-government organisations working in
poverty stricken areas and asking them to develop
proposals for economic development or food security (Giese et al., 2011:28).
Following in from 2011 Gauteng Food Security
Summit, the food security situation in Gauteng
was established through a desktop situational
analysis of available data. Six pillars were
identified through two facilitated consultative
workshop-one with national, provincial and
municipal participants, and the second with
community members from the Community Rural
Development Programme (CRDP) sites in Gauteng.
The starting point for identifying targeted beneficiaries is to identify these people from existing
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service delivery records and identified poverty
sites, namely the:
• Priority townships identified by the Gauteng
Department of Health;
• 50 poorest wards identified by GCRO (2012) in
2010;
• Four Comprehensive Rural Development
Programme (GRDP) nodes (Devon, Bantubonke,
Hekpoort and Sokhulumi).
This is complemented through information from
the Community Oriented Primary Health Care
Programme, Gauteng Department of Social
Development’s household profiles, the war on poverty
register, food bank registries and indigent registries
with municipalities. Liaison with municipalities is
essential as these too have prioritised areas targeted
food security interventions. The overall budget for
this plan is R50 million per annum with inflation
adjustments from year 4 to 21 years. The national
Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries
(DAFF) is the transferring agent for the three agriculture conditional grants, while provincial departments
are responsible for implementing and reporting to
the DAFF on the spending of these grants.
Ferroni and Kanbur (1990:1) have sought to construct a decision making tool that ‛permits’ the
establishment of the opportunity cost in terms of
poverty alleviation of allocating a marginal dollar
to a particular sector or spending programme. This
entails three stages of analysis. The first stage is
the quantification of the impact each dimension of
the standard of living on the social valuation of the
standard of living. The second stage is the quantification of the link between public expenditures
and dimension of standard of living, essentially a
measure of the cost effectiveness for incremental
changes in outcome, whilst the third stage is an
assessment of the proportion of public expenditure
that reaches the poor. Using this approach, it would
be possible to assess the relative cost effectiveness
of alternative allocations of public expenditure in
improving the standard of living of the poor. While
there is a tendency for economists to regard the
existence of market failure as the fundamental
rationale for public expenditure, it is now accepted
that the reduction of poverty and inequalities is also
a legitimate concern of government and goal of economic policy (Fozzard, 2001:18).

7. Results and Discussions
The authors of this paper take into account the role
of the municipality in a quest to help improve the
economic, social and environmental well-being of
its citizens. Municipalities are required to establish
a legislative, planning and policy framework that
supports sustainable development in its communities. Furthermore, municipalities are required to
promote and participate and assist in alleviating
poverty and in this quest may partner with other
stakeholders. Semi-structured interviews were conducted in ELM and they were, open-ended as to
give the respondents/officials a platform to answer
the questions without being led by the interviewer.
There are many food security projects in the region,
the municipality tries its best to fund them all but
there is an issue of not having enough funds to do
so. Another question posed to the municipality was
to determine whether the municipality assess the
intended beneficiaries before approving the fund
to the respective projects. The response received
from the municipality informed that the process
ensures that applicants have the relevant skills and
competencies to successfully run food security projects. The response conveyed identified that there
are two categories funded, namely Category 1 and
Category 2. Category 1 beneficiaries were identified
as those applicants with less skills and knowledge
on running a business. The municipality provide
training for such in order to be able to participate
in the respective projects. Category 2 participants
were identified as those participants with business
experience and who have been taking part in the
projects. In terms of Category 2 the municipality
indicated that there is training (refresher course)
offered to them in order to ensure that they remain
sustainable towards project enhancement in their
communities. It was pointed out that the municipality is aware that community members have
knowledge about alternative ways of reducing poverty and creating employment opportunities and it
is assisting with such. The municipality’s concluding
remarks were:
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‛‛We have invested a lot into Agriculture through
infrastructure, production inputs and also
Emfuleni Local Municipality has been declared,
as an Agricultural Hub means there is potential for
farming in this area of ours. There is water reticulation hence Agriculture is an economic node that
includes Agro-processing”.
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From the municipality’s responses, it is clear that
agriculture is amongst the top priorities of the
municipality. The following are pictures of a food
garden in Tshepiso, Sharpeville, though it is not particularly funded by ELM but Gauteng Department
of Agriculture plays a huge role in supporting
and ensuring that the project is operational. The
department offers support in the form of agricultural tools which includes, (spades, hose pipes,
pruners, garden rakes, trowels, forks, gardening
gloves, wheelbarrows and seeds). Other projects
were visited but their pictures were not included.

7.1 Discussion
The funding criteria for food security were found
to be transparent and consultative. This was a surprising finding, whilst there are complaints about
the high rate of poverty and corruption of social
issues and finance. The present finding clarifies
that their sound investment made by government
towards alleviation of poverty. The investment of
pro-poor funding in food security projects indicates
that the state considers pro-poor programmes
as one major activity for developing the nation.
Improving the living conditions of the urban poor
is an explicit priority of both governments and international development agencies. The Millennium
Development Goals (MDGs) include a target to
improve the lives of at least 100 million slum dwellers (Mitlin, 2013:2).
The authors found that pro-poor funding help
low-income communities overcome persistent
systemic barriers to progress. Pro-poor funding is
also considered as a mechanism that can overcome
systemic barriers (Devendra, 2013:7). The funding
invested also link government and community
stakeholders to bring improved living conditions
among low-income households. It is also evident
that government applies a structured finance model
to fund the local projects. A structured finance
model was developed to allow funders to determine
the requirements of a project. It also seeks to fulfil
the funding needs of a project. In terms of the benefits, the authors found that this model is flexible and
it is a great way to fund pro-poor projects. The funding model allows urban poor to determine their own
future. It was observed that funding mechanisms
may not be suited to all global goals and targets, but
they are uniquely suited to some, particularly those
that rely on local people taking action to improve
their own environment. Project funders always ask

questions to ascertain whether their assets are performing? Further project funders are anxious to find
whether they gaining value or losing value? One of
the aims of structured finance is to mitigate risk and
improve liquidity. All funded projects must be able
to meet the objectives, contribute especially to food
security and increased income among low-income
households. Devendra (2013:7) believes that the
poor project results impede the incorporation of
the technology to enhance scaling up and wider
development of sustainable production systems,
whilst failed projects are an unfortunate waste of
funds, resources and reflective of poor project formulations (Devendra, 2013:7). Therefore, Pro-poor
funded projects must also demonstrate potential
to contribute to self-reliance, stable households,
and sustainable development. So the criteria for
funding these projects are geared towards verifying that there will be value for money on allocated
funds. Close monitoring of projects was also seen
as an essential process for ensuring that projects
goals are met.
Improving project performance in the construction
industry poses several challenges for stakeholders
(Otaibi, Osmani & Price, 2013:85). In terms of project
performance, the SDM has developed a scorecard
to measure project performance. The scorecard is
organised by principles, objectives, measures, and
goals, with a column for results (Wagner, 2012:10).
We found that every project is different therefore
the funding will differ. For instance, the household
food security project requires less funding as compared to community food projects and the school
based projects. Project funding is ranked according
to the order of priority.

8. Conclusion and Recommendations
The central objective of this paper was to study
municipal budget and expenditure. This was, in a
broader effort, to examine and determine the project funding and performance. Local government
is fundamental in the development the country as a whole both politically and economically.
Municipalities throughout provides pro-poor funding for poverty reduction strategies in their budgets.
Food gardens have been selected for research
because of their successful history as providers of
food security and alleviators of hunger. This paper
has established that food gardens have a role to
play in the extensive fight against hunger and in
improving household food security and ultimately,
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in creating income generation or providing employment opportunities.
Van Domelen (2007:27) explains that there is no
‛one size fit all’ targeting strategy. Poverty targeting
mechanisms should be simple, explicit, monitorable and based on common objective criteria. As a
pro-poor approach, food security projects are in a
position to enable poor citizens to actively participate in the country’s economy and promote growth.
Pro-poor growth is helping in halving the number of
people living in poverty (Millennium Development
Goal 1) which is also important in ensuring that
other MDGs are met. Performance management
is crucial in any project and should be a continuous
process aimed at improving the performance of
food security projects. Performance management
as a managerial tool is imperative in the effective
implementation of any project and food security
projects are no exception. There are therefore
opportunities for further research in this area.

issue resolution, resolve conflicts by transparently
sharing information, motivate workers and work
groups by showing them how their contribution
supports the ‛‛big picture”, align tasks with goals on
both individual and team-based levels and provide
on-going feedback and coaching.
Urban agriculture, in the form of food gardens
should be prioritised. A risk management team
should be allocated to deal with identifying, analyzing and responding to any expected or unexpected
funding and performance risks that may be encountered by food security projects. This will enhance
service quality, and customer satisfaction.
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Abstract: The paper explores the implementation of decentralised local governance in Uganda. It also examines the factors that inhibit the realisation of decentralised local governance. Decentralisation efforts seeks to
promote a more responsive, efficient and accountable governance at the local level. The 1995 Constitution of
Uganda and subsequently the 1997 Local Governments Act, gave impetus and legal backing for the decentralised
local governance in Uganda. Since their establishment in 1997, local governments have played a fundamental
role in democratisation, service delivery, maintaining security, expediting local justice, enhancing local economic
development and above all promotion of good governance in Uganda. Based on the local council system, local
governments have undoubtedly been critical channels of the National Resistance Movement (NRM) – the ruling
party’s manifestos and governance agenda. The concern among scholars, practitioners and the civil society
is the need to generate a balanced assessment of the governance achievements and challenges facing the
local governments in Uganda. Whereas government and the policy makers argue that this system has been
a great success, many scholars, academicians, civil society and even street level bureaucrats are of the view
that all is not well. This paper intends to address this gap by making a balanced assessment of the governance
achievements and challenges of the local council system in Uganda. The study shall present findings based on
analysis of available literature, reports and assessments carried out on the performance of local governments
in Uganda for the period 1997- 2016. The paper shall make suggestions on enhancing responsiveness and
accountability in decentralised service delivery in Uganda.
Keywords: Accountability, Decentralisation, Decentralised local governments, Responsiveness, Effectiveness

1. Introduction
Decentralisation is defined as the transfer of
responsibility for planning, management, resource
raising and allocation from central to lower levels
of government or other agencies (Rondinelli, 1986).
The underlying assumption is that lower levels of
government are more responsive and accountable
to addressing local concerns and are more effective in delivering services to local people (Ojambo,
2012). Decentralisation is therefore an important
institutional reform effort pursued in all developing countries (SAITO, 2001) Decentralisation usually
takes both political and administrative forms.
Political decentralisation takes many types ranging from Privatisation, Delegation, Deconcentration
and also Devolution (Agrawal, 1999). Whereas there
is no country in the world without any form of
decentralisation, countries adopt different types of
decentralisation with varying degrees of responsibility transfer. Some decentralisation systems have
resulted in improved quality, effectiveness, accountability and responsiveness of public service delivery

at local level, while other systems have created
chaos and anarchy (Treisman, 2002). Since 1997,
Uganda adopted a hybrid type of decentralisation
operationalised through a local government system.
(Lambright, 2011) This paper assesses responsiveness, effectiveness and accountability issues in the
local government system in Uganda over the last
twenty-four years.
The history of decentralisation in Uganda can be
traced back to as far as the pre-colonial times.
Before independence and before formal declaration
of Uganda as a British protectorate, there existed
both state and stateless society from whom Uganda
was forged as a nation. In both pre-colonial state
and stateless societies, there existed forms of power
sharing and division of responsibilities between the
kings or paramount chiefs and the subjects in distant
territorial boundaries. The kingdom of Buganda, for
example, had counties – Saza and county chiefs,
as well as sub-county – Gombolola and Gombolola
chiefs, parishes – Muluka and Muluka Chiefs up-to
village chiefs. All these tiers of local administration
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enjoyed some forms of decentralised responsibilities. Similar forms of decentralisation existed in the
kingdom states of Bunyoro, Toro and Ankole. Even
in stateless societies, there were paramount chiefs
who shared some of their political and administrative functions to clan leaders and other the king
Kabaka.
Between 1884 and 1962 when Uganda was under
British colonial rule, the colonial administrators
governed Uganda through a formal decentralised
structure operationalised through several colonial
ordinances (Ministry of Local Government, 2014).
Notably, the 1919 native Authorities Ordinance that
gave district commissioners supervisory powers
over appointed chiefs at county, sub county, parish
and village levels. The 1949 Local Government
Ordinance was probably the most effective colonial
ordinance aimed at ushering decentralisation to the
Ugandan protectorate. This ordinance established
four kingdoms (Buganda, Bunyoro, Ankole & Toro)
and eleven districts covering the rest of the protectorate. The 1949 Local government Ordinance
also established elected district councils mandated
to oversee district administration. However, the
district commissioner and local chiefs remained
responsible to the colonial government (Ojambo,
2012). The 1955 District Administration Ordinance
established local councils at district and county
levels and granted them several local functions
including collecting and spending locally collected
revenues and taxes. The 1959 Local administration
(Amendment) Ordinance empowered the Governor
to appoint District Chairpersons and members of
district appointments boards (Ministry of Local
Governmnent, 2014).
The first efforts towards decentralised governance
in post-colonial Uganda were reflected in the 1962
independence constitution. This was a semi federal constitution that among others attempted at
devolving powers of the central government to
lower levels especially in the functions of tax collections and administration, land management, rural
water and roads maintenance, agricultural extension services, as well as primary education. The
1962 constitution gave federal status to Buganda
kingdom and semi federal status to the kingdoms of
Bunyoro, Ankole, Toro, and the territory of Busoga.
The rest of the country was administered through
elected district councils. These areas included the
districts West Nile, Bukedi, Bugishu, Acholi, Kigezi,
Madi, Sebei and Lango (Ojambo 2012). The 1962

constitution was abrogated and a republic constitution of 1967 re-centralisd almost all the local
government functions that had been created by
the 1962 independence constitution. Notably, the
1962 Local Government Ordinance was repealed
and the Urban Authorities Act (1964) and the Local
Administration Act (1967) passed into law. These
two acts recentralised all the functions that had
been granted to the local governments and their
powers vested in an appointed minister responsible
for local administration, directly under the control
of the president (Nsibambi, 1988).
In the period 1971 -1979, Uganda was under the rule
of President Iddi Amini. President Amini dissolved
parliament, the constitution, and rule of law and
the country was administered by military decrees.
District and urban councils were dissolved as well
and the country ten provinces headed by royal military generals also named governors (Hamilton,
2005). During this time, there was total collapse of
al government structures including all elements
of decentralisation, the economy, and even security. The period that followed after the overthrow
of President Iddi Amini was also characterised by
little efforts to re instate decentralisation and local
governance. In 1981, national elections were held
but local council elections were never held. The
Local Administration Act (1976) that had been suspended by President Iddi Amini was re-instated
and district commissioners were appointed by
President Milton Obote and posted to all districts.
The basis of this appointment was loyalty to the
ruling political party – Uganda People’s Congress
– UPC. Staff were recruited by the central government and de-concentrated to districts and could be
transferred to other districts by posting instructions
from the centre. Because the was little efforts to
re-introduce democratic governance, especially
re-establishing district councils and holding local
elections, there was an urgent need to re-establish
democratic governance, peace and security in most
parts of the country. Many parts in central Uganda
were already in civil wars that saw the National
Resistance Movement (NRM) capturing state power
in 1986.
When the NRM captured power democratisation
and good governance were already very critical.
Even before capturing state power in 1986, the
NRM bush war tactics of the 1980s had developed
a grassroots community mobilisation strategy
commonly known as ‛‛Resistance Committees”.
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Whenever NRM fighter capture territory in the
bush war, residents in the captured territory were
mobilised to form resistance committees, some
of the objectives of which were to safeguard and
manage local security in areas captured by the
fighters and to provide an alternative to local
administration which was lacking because it had
been neglected by President Milton Obote’s government (SAITO, 2001). The resistance committees
would manage local governance including local
dispute resolution, resource mobilisation, environment, security, and above all, local politics. The
resistance committees were composed of nine
members directly elected on ‛‛individual merit”
and not political party sponsored. Gradually,
members of the resistance committees became
converts, sympathizers, mobilisers, spies, and
later cadres of NRM. On capturing state power, the
bush war Resistance Committees were gradually
transformed into ‛‛Resistance Councils” and institutionalised into the local government structure.
In 1987, the Resistance Councils and Committees
Statute was passed that paved way to non-political party elections of resistance councils from
Resistance Council 1 (Village /Cell), Resistance
Council 2(Parish/Ward), Resistance Council 3
(Sub-county/Town Council/Municipal Division),
Resistance Council 4 (municipalities), Resistance
Council 5 (Districts/Cities) and the National
Resistance Council – NRC (National Assembly).
A committee of experts that was appointed to
study and recommend a local government system
for Uganda recommended the decentralisation
system of local that was based on the resistance
committees/councils structure. Decentralisation
as a local government programme was launched
in 1992 and a year later, the Local Government
(Resistance Councils) Statute was passed. The
constituent assembly – CA recommended the
decentralisation system of local government
and the constitution adopted the devolution
type of decentralisation which was operationalised in 1997 in the Local Government Act – LGA.
Resistance Councils were renamed ‛‛Local Councils”
and granted six devolved local government functions, viz: executive/political, planning, budgeting,
administrative, legislative, and judicial functions
(Government of Uganda, 1995). Twenty-four years
after establishing local governments in Uganda,
this paper aims at measuring for responsiveness,
accountability and effectiveness of these local
governments towards the objectives of decentralisation upon which they were premised.

2. Theoretical Framework
The theoretical underpinning of decentralisation,
and of this study, can be ably quoted from (SAITO,
2001:1-2). ‛‛Decentralisation brings public services
closer to people, who have more opportunities to
participate more actively in decision-making process of local policies and activities than in centrally
decided ones. This participation in turn contributes to improve accountability of public services,
because people can scrutinize local governments
more closely than central governments. The services
are also delivered more speedily than in the case
of a centralised administration, since decentralisation reduces often lengthy bureaucratic procedures
for decision making and implementation. The services then become more responsive to and are
tailored for different needs of different localities.
Accordingly, often large bureaucracy at the center
can be reduced, and limited public resources are
more efficiently and effectively utilised”.
Decentralisation is both a political and an administrative intervention to enhance government’s
responsiveness to local needs by involving local
people to find local solutions to solve local problems.
Decentralisation is also an economic intervention
as well as an intervention of administrative theory
(Hart, 1972). This therefore brings us to the conclusion that no single theory may ably explain
decentralisation in any country. Since decentralisation is a convergence of several disciplines, theories
underpinning it are related to the various disciplines
and angles upon which decentralisation has been
directed. For purposes of this paper, several theories were relied upon and included, but were not
limited to the Rational Choice (Tiebout Model), The
Principal-Agent Theory and the Normative Theories
and Principle of Subsidiarity. The rationale for
decentralisation therefore is that the central government is very far and even if the central government
wished to solve local problems, it will do so with
macro and magnified lenses. Finding local solutions
to local issues would not only be cheap, but also
would take less time. Local responses to local issues
make public management more effective because
solutions can easily be identified and implemented.
The above theoretical underpinning to decentralisation is double edged and only applicable to some
limited degree. Sometimes, local problems can be
locally solved, in other instances local interventions
may fail to handle them, depending on the degree
of magnitude of the issue at hand. Quite often, the
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issues may either be of a national or global nature
(such as natural disasters and epidemics) or the
local skills and resources cannot ably give a workable solution to what seems a local problem such as
floods and landslides. Therefore, in as far as citizens
are to be involved in solving local affairs, the public
administrator should gauge the capacity for them
to accomplish specific tasks (Mamdan, 1996).
Decentralisation theory is therefore of not exempted
from criticism. Some scholars have paraded a
number of short comings linked to decentralisation
theory. SAITO, (2001) has highlighted possible challenges of decentralisation theory. Decentralisation
may result in local royalty when it breeds localism that may harm both regional and national
interests and at worse incite sessionism. Besides
decentralisation may be manipulated by the local
elites who may hijack decentralised services for personal interests. Some scholars are of the view that
decentralisation breeds local corruption especially
when local resources become scanty to support the
decentralised functions. In some cases, when some
regions are more endowed with resources than
others, decentralisation may result in uneven development within a country with resource endowed
regions prospering more than those with meagre
resources. In all, decentralisation theory may either
be good or bad depending on particular contexts
and practices and it is therefore untenable to judge
it as good or bad theory (Litvack, 1998; Crook, 1999).

3. Conceptual Framework
Accountability has been defined as the obligation
of a decentralised unit to answer to a hierarchically super-ordinate body of government for its
activities and also to the citizens and the public
(Christiph Demmke, 2006). Accountability is a key
public management lever and is not only a tool
but also an indicator of effective and good governance (OECD, 2005). Enhancing local accountability
is one of the foundations of decentralisation and
hence public accountability and decentralisation
are mutually exclusive. Accountability entails that
decentralised local governments are in position to
respond to questions relating to abiding by the rules
and procedures, complying with the expectations
of the principal, meeting external expectations,
giving performance information and responding
to performance consequences. Accountability
therefore results in effective delivery of public
services. In a decentralised government system,

accountability is simplified by narrowing the distance and time between the principal and the
agents. Responsiveness on the other hand is the
capacity of decentralised units to address local concerns in terms of quality, quantity, cost and time.
Several studies such as that of (Sjahrir, 2013) have
generated empirical evidence to prove that decentralisation increases responsiveness to local gaps in
service delivery. Indeed, there it is global conviction
that decentralisation, participation, and responsiveness indicators of good governance and result into
effective service delivery. However, responsiveness
especially to vulnerable groups may be hampered
by lack of political accountability (Crook, 1988).
Decentralisation is broad and cross cutting ranging
from administrative, political, economic and also
public management. The objectives and measuring
of decentralisation are as wide as its forms. This
paper limits itself to measuring decentralisation as
has been implemented under local governments in
Uganda in the last twenty-four years. In this paper,
decentralisation is measure in three mutually inclusive parameters: Responsiveness, Accountability,
and Effectiveness.
Uganda established a decentralised local government system based on an elaborate, representative,
democratic and a unique model. Saito (2000)
identifies three features that make Uganda’s
decentralisation system unique. First of all, unlike
decentralisation in many developing countries that
was donor driven, decentralisation in Uganda was
born out of the aspirations of Ugandans driven
by internal desires to enhance democratisation
through participatory democracy and inclusiveness.
Secondly, Uganda’s decentralised local government
system is based on the ‛‛movement” system which
limits political party activities at local level and
encourages a united non-political party approach to
managing local affairs. Lastly, the local government
system is based on the local council system is also
a tool for democratisation, development and local
security management. The local government structure is based on the local councils’ system with five
levels of local councils (LC). Firstly, there is a Village/
Cell Local Council – LC (LC1) as the lowest LC, (LC 1).
The second level is the Parish/ Ward – LC 2, the SubCounty/ Township is LC 3, the County/Municipality is
LC 4, and the District/City is LC 5. Some LC are local
governments while others are administrative units.
In turn, the local government system is based on
the district as a unit under which there are several
other local governments and administrative units
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(Government of Uganda, 2010). The district/ city is
a higher local government – HLGs, while municipalities and towns are lower local governments –LLGs
of the districts where they are situated. LC 1, LC 2
and LC 4 (in rural areas) are administrative units
of their respective local governments. In terms of
numbers, as by 1st July 2016, there are 134 districts,
249 counties, 1,403 sub counties, 7,431 parishes,
and 57,842 villages that all in all total to 67,060 local
governments and administrative units (Ministry of
Local Government, 2016). The structure is demonstrated in Table 1.
Local governments are governed by directly elected
local councils with the district as a unit and other
lower local governments and administrative units.
The elected local councils have supreme political,
executive and legislative powers over their areas
of jurisdiction. (Government of Uganda, 2000).
Local councils are highly representative and are
composed of elected chairpersons, councillors representing electoral areas, two youth councilors (one
of them female), two councillors with disability (one
of them female), two elderly persons (one of them
a female), one third of the whole council should be
women. The chairpersons of local women, youths,
and disability councils, as well as elected leaders
of higher electoral constituencies in a particular
local government are ex officio members of council
(Government of Uganda, 2000).
Local councils are mandated to provide the basic
public services to the local communities and to bring
service delivery closer to the local people (Ministry
of Finance Planning and Economic Development,
2013). The Second Schedule of the LGA gives the
functions of the central government and local governments and specific functions for districts and
lower local governments in both rural and urban
areas. In all, most of the operational government

functions other than those of maintaining macro
stability are vested in local governments. The objective of involving many stakeholders at all levels of
local governments and administrative units was to
improved quality of service delivery at the grassroots level (Nsibambi, 1988).

4. Statement of the Problem
Several studies, reports and analyses depict
Uganda’s decentralised local government system
as an ideal model in the developing world that is
exceptional in terms of the scale and scope of devolution (Steiner, 2006). The local government system
was hailed as one of the most far reaching local
government reform programmes in the developing
world (Paul & Robert, 2003). Uganda’s local government system was described by (Mitchinson, 2003)
as one the most far reaching reform programmes in
the developing world. Local governments in Uganda
were established to fulfil specific policy objectives;
notably, enhance local participation, improve quality of the public good, make efficient and effective
use of local resources, quicken decision making,
improve local democratic participation, promote
local ownership of government programmes and
enhance local economic development (Ministry of
Local Government, 2011). The specific objectives of
Uganda’s local government system therefore are in
line with the conceptual objectives of decentralised
governance of creating an enhanced environment
for responsiveness, accountability and effectiveness (Government of Uganda, Decentralisation: The
Policy and its Phyilosophy, 1993; Governmnet of
Uganada, 1994).
After twenty-four years after local governments in
Uganda, a lot of achievements and challenges have
been realised. There is mixed interpretation of the
achievements of the local government system in

Table 1: Local Government Structure
Local Council Level

Rural

Urban

LC 5

District

City

LC 4

County

Municipality

LC 3

Sub county

Municipal Divisions
Town Council

LC 2

Parish

Ward

LC 1

Village

Cell

Source: Author
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Uganda. Whereas some analysts regard the local
government system in Uganda as a success story
worth emulating by other developing countries
(Ministry of Local Government, Decentralisation
and Local development in Uganda, 2014), others
have reservations when it comes to measuring
its achievements (Golooba-Mutebi, 2005). Studies
carried out in other parts of the world have concluded that decentralised governments many
sometimes fail to achieve the objectives of their
formation (Ergas, 1980; Furguson, 1990; Mawood,
1993; Rondinelli & Cheema, 1983). This paper fills
this discrepancy by providing an independent analysis of twenty-four years of local governments in
Uganda in terms of responsiveness, accountability
and effectiveness.
With increasing globalisation and inter connectedness, the experience gained from twenty-four
years of local governments in Uganda can be
shared with other parts of the world. Achievements
and challenges may be compared with the aim of
improving public management generally and local
governance in particular. Therefore, this paper is
of benefit to scholars, public administrators and
practitioners interested in enhancing responsiveness, accountability and effectiveness of local
governments.

5. Research Design and Methodology
This paper was prepared by reviewing and analysing
studies, researches, articles, books, reports, working
papers and other forms of publications, both primary and secondary investigating decentralisation,
responsiveness, accountability, and effectiveness
not only in Uganda, but even in other parts of the
world. Reviewing literature of studies carried out
surrounding decentralised local governments was
useful to generate current information on local
governments in both Uganda and elsewhere in
the world. This was useful to have a contextual
exposure and a broader view of the issues at hand
and to make an analysis according to the situation
(Amini, 2005).

6. Literature
The physical and social conditions in Africa, the inability of the governments to reach to all its people,
the expansion of the democratic processes and the
quest for improved governance, inevitable place
decentralised local government at the forefront of

public sector reforms in the developing countries
(Kasfir, 1993). Whereas in many developing countries decentralisation was conditioned by donors,
(Steiner, 2006), in Uganda’s case it emerged to an
internal quest for improving delivery of public services by government institution. With over 67,000
local governments and administrative units,
Uganda’s local government system is by far among
the most popularised in the world. The local governments system in Uganda is premised on, among
others, the objective of improving delivery of quality services by creating mechanisms that enhance
responsiveness, accountability and effectiveness.
There is mixed experience of decentralised local
governments in Uganda (World Bank, 2003).
The underlying factors for establishing local governments in Uganda were similar to that elsewhere in
the developing world. First of all, the central government had failed to provide basic services such
as education, health, community roads and even
rural water to the people. In Uganda, the civil wars
of 1980s and 1990s made it practically difficult for
government to provide basic services to the communities. There was a lot of political uncertainty and
in the period 1980-1986, Uganda was governed by
six heads of state. None of them had ample time to
plan and deliver basic services to the communities
which resulted in national crisis in delivery of basic
services. Even the few funds that managed to be
transferred to local communities did not translate
into improved outcomes because of corruption,
political uncertainty, and absence of a framework
for public monitoring and evaluation.
The other factor underlying the quest for decentralised local governments in Uganda was the belief
that local problems needed local solution. Central
government was either too far or not in good position to provide sustainable appropriate solutions
to local problems. Therefore, there was need to
mobilise local people into local governments to
forge local solutions to local problems. Whether the
above assumptions were genuine, requires another
forum of debate. However, what is undeniable is
that local governments faced many challenges in
executing their created mandate. First of all, they
lacked local capacity in form of education, skills,
and experience to manage the government functions. Many elected councillors were illiterate and
even those who were literate; had not skills in
public management. Technical staffs recruited to
guide political leaders were no better. Besides, the
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country experienced budgetary shortfalls because
of low tax base and tax capacity. This meant that
the created local governments could not get sufficient budget to execute their functions yet at the
same time, local governments had been created in
regions with no known or proven local economies.
Functionality of the local governments therefore
met a snag from inception. Other challenges faced
by early local governments included the increasing
pressure on the central government to give semi
autonomy to minority groups that ignited the
demand for more local governments. Of course
more local governments meant increased public
expenditure.

institutional capacity to deliver services. In order to
come up with a standing analysis of whether local
governments have been responsive to service delivery, let us briefly highlight the legal and institutional
frameworks guaranteeing responsiveness of local
governments in Uganda:
• Article 176(3) (Government of Uganda, 1995)
provides for a local government system based
on directly elected councils on the basis of universal adult suffrage.
• There are over 67,000 local councils established
for all districts, counties, sub counties, municipalities, municipal divisions, towns, parishes,
wards, villages and cells throughout the country.

With twenty-four experimental years, local governments have become of age and therefore need to
measure their responsiveness, accountability and
effectiveness. This paper analyses the twenty-four
years of local governments in Uganda under two
broad themes: responsiveness and effectiveness,
and accountability and effectiveness.

• The Political Parties and Organisations Acts
(Government of Uganda, 2005) provides for
political parties to sponsor, mentor, and groom
members and potential election candidates.
• Section 3 of the Local Government Act Cap 243
and The Second Schedule of the same Act share
government functions between central and local
governments (Government of Uganda, 2010)
with the following functions devolved to local
governments:
»» Planning Powers (Section 35)
»» Legislative Powers (Section 38)
»» Administrative Powers (Section 45)
»» Financial Powers (Section 77)

6.1 Local Governments’ Responsiveness and
Effectiveness
Conceptualisation of local governments to service delivery cannot be stated better than Akapan
(2008:9). ‛‛It is argued that the lower levels of government can deliver services such as water, education,
sanitation and health effectively. Also, at the lower
levels of government, politicians and civil servants
are more aware of the needs of their community
that will be more responsive to providing such services. Preferences of local populations are better
known at lower levels of government”.
As previously stated, there are mixed evaluations of
the responsiveness of local governments in delivery
of public services (Akapan, 2008). Whereas some
analysts such as (Kato, 1997; Ministry of Local
Government, 2016) cherish local governments in
Uganda for having improved responsiveness to the
delivery of public services, others like (Saito, 2000;
Golooba-Mutebi, 2005) are of the view that the
local governments have not done much. Ahamad
et al. (2005) further analysed the responsiveness
of Universal Primary Education schools in delivery of quality education and identified challenges
that restrict local governments in being responsive to service delivery. These include the limited
budgets; recruiting, motivating and retaining staff;
corruption, misuse and abuse of resources; and low

The above framework provides for rich avenues
of enhancing local governments’ responsiveness
to service delivery. However, the outcome of the
above framework varies from local government to
another. There are some local governments which
have used the framework to enhance service delivery and there also others which are performing
below expectations. This paper is of the informed
view that to enhance responsiveness in the local
government system, we have to operate beyond the
legal and institutional framework. There is no doubt
that the framework for local governments responsiveness is one of the best in the developing world
(Francis & James, 2003), but it is also true that different participants apply the framework differently and
this makes it hard to come to a common conclusion.
For effective delivery of public services, local governments build capacity among the stakeholders and in
the institutions themselves necessary to spearhead
the devolved functions.
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6.2 Local Governments, Accountability and
Effectiveness

paper shall first highlight the accountability institutional and legal frameworks in Uganda:

Putting people at the centre of service delivery and
enabling them to monitor the service providers
gives a framework of best practices for enhancing service delivery in developing countries (Word
Bank, 2004). Effective service delivery requires a
strong accountability relationship among the actors
who may be the citizens, government and service
providers (Ahmad, Devarajan, Khemani & Shah,
2005). Effective accountability, therefore, takes a
long route by citizens demanding services from the
government, the government holding policy makers
accountable, and the proper rules and procedures
are followed.
Accountability in delivery of public services is conceptualised on the notion that by narrowing the
jurisdictions of governments, citizens are in better
position to monitor and evaluate programmes
because they are visibly near and at hand. Local governments therefore bring government closer when
local people exert more pressure on governments
to provide accountability (Devarajan, Eskeland &
Zou, 1999). Recent debate has put emphasis on
political accountability as key requirement for
effective local governments (Besley & Coate, 1999;
Persson & Tabellini, 2000; Seabright, 1996). Central
governments have continuously given up tasks they
could not perform well to other tiers of government which could be more effective perform them
(Ahmad et al., 2005). In many developing countries
including Uganda, creation of local governments
has acted both as a tool and approach to enhancing accountability (Bardham & Dilip Mookherjee,
2006). Such views are held by other scholars such
(Mitchinson, 2003; Nsibambi, 1988; Rondinelli &
Cheema, 1983). However, there has been growing
debate to the contrary that creation of many local
governments that are inadequately facilitated, as
the case is in Uganda, breeds corruption (Khaman
Stuti, 2000). Several reports by ACODE (a local
NGO spearheading good governance and public
accountability in local governments) have continuously unearthed shocking levels of corruption and
abuse of public resources in several local governments in Uganda (Jonas Mbabazi et al., 2016; Lillian
Muyomba-Tamale et al., 2010; Naomi Asimo et al.,
2014).
In Analysing as to where twenty-four years of local
governments have enhanced accountability, this

• Article 164 of the constitution provides for
accountability by all public officers and empowers the state to recovery from the personal
estate of public official who fail to account for
public funds (Government of Uganda, 1995).
• The Leadership Code Act provides for the establishment of the office of the inspectorate of
government to enforce accountability in government institutions (Government of Uganda,
2002).
• The Uganda Police Force, Uganda Prisons
Service, Courts, Tribunals and Commissions of
inquiry formed from time to time.
• The offices of the Auditor General; Accountant
General; Public, Education and Health Service
commissions.
• Section 173 of the Local Government Act Cap 243
operationalises Article 164 of the constitution
and provides for the establishment of several
public structures enforce accountability in local
governments (Government of Uganda, 2010).
These include: The District Public Accounts
Committee, District Service Commission, District
Land Board, District Contracts Committee, internal audit, District Physical Planning Committee,
district, municipal, sub county and town councils
(Government of Uganda 2010), to mention but
a few.
• The general public can also engage local governments to account through Barazas- community
engagements; the media, civil society organisations, and their elected representatives.
The above framework gives unmatched opportunities for citizens to engage their local government
and demand accountability. This paper therefore
presents the view that accountability in local government is Uganda has been greatly enhanced.
However, two questions still arise: (i) Why is corruption still rampant in local governments in Uganda?
(ii) Why is has the quality of decentralised service
delivery (such as in education, health, community
roads, water and sanitation) not improved over the
last twenty-four years? Answers to the above queries seem to lie in other factors that are not directly
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related to accountability in local governments.
Concerns of high population growth, high poverty
levels, increasing informal sector, ineffective regional
development planning, and or high levels of unemployment may account for the above challenges.

with conditionalities which in many cases are
contradictory to local priorities.
• Human resource capabilities of both technical
and political staff in the delivery of services
should be emphasised. Inadequate skills especially by elected leaders hamper their capacity to
formulate, manage and spearhead local development. When the leadership lacks appropriate
skills, local governments cannot effectively
respond to and manage local needs.

6.3 Summary of Literature Review
In summary of the reviewed literature, three broad
conclusions are arrived at. First, that there are sufficient institutional and legal frameworks for local
governments to effectively respond to and account
for delivery of services. Secondly, that in the last
twenty-four years of local governments in Uganda,
there are landmark achievements in enhancing
responsive and accountable delivery of services.
Thirdly, that as growing systems, local governments are continuously experience non legal and
institutional challenges in the effective delivery of
responsive and accountable public services.

6.4 Policy Recommendations

On the side of accountability, as this paper observed,
the factors responsible for the established accountability frameworks not to effectively facilitate
improved delivery of quality services lie outside the
local government system itself. For example, corruption in Uganda is national problem and cannot
squarely be attributed to local governments. This
paper, therefore recommends the following policy
interventions:

From the above study, this paper proposes the
following policy recommendations to enhance
effective responsive and accountable service delivery in local governments.
• To address the challenge of inadequate funding
of local governments which in term hampers
their effectiveness in responding to local issues,
this paper recommends the following:
• That their regional development planning should
be introduced as another tier of national development plans. Regional development plans
should address regional development issues
that cannot ably be handled by individual local
governments.
This recommendation is in agreement with Article
178 of the Constitution of the Republic of Uganda
(Government of Uganda, 1995).
• For full utilisation of the devolved functions of
local governments, creation of new local governments should consider local economies of
these governments. If local governments are
created to bring services closer to the people,
they should have economic capacity to provide
these services. Relying on central government
grants and transfers not only undermines the
spirit of devolution, but also inevitably comes
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• Government should priorities the control
population growth. Uganda has one of the
world’s fastest growing populations with a
mean population density of 173 persons per
square kilometre and a mean household size
of 5.5 persons (Uganda Bureau of Statistics,
2016). Accountability challenges facing local
governments have traces in the high levels of
population and the scramble for the ever diminishing public services.
• Government should intensify programmes to
eradicate poverty which has created big challenges to accountable delivery of services in
local governments. Cases of corruption experienced in many local governments are out
of need (Nsibambi, 1998). To address these
challenges, we need to address its root cause
– poverty.
• There is need for national cultures and ethical
conducts that emphasize public accountability.
Uganda has a diverse culture of mixed religions, tribes, traditions, beliefs, value systems,
languages, and ethnic groups that have shaped
public behaviour (Uganda Bureau of Statistics,
2016). Because of intermarriages, migrations
and integration, national accountability values
have been eroded. This trend has to be reversed
by government in creating national values that
emphasize public accountability.

Twenty-Four Years of Decentralised Local Governments in Uganda: Measuring Responsiveness, Effectiveness ...

7. Conclusion
Local governments have played an important role
in the delivery of decentralised services in Uganda.
The local government system in Uganda, which was
launched in 1997, has become of age necessitating
its evaluation. Local governments were premised
on the general theory of decentralisation with aims
bringing government closer to the people. This paper
conceptualised on three theoretical underpinnings
of decentralisation: Responsiveness, Accountability
and Effectiveness in public service delivery. However,
available literature gives mixed evaluation of local
governments in Uganda, some calling it a success
story and others as not good enough.

do not in any way suggest that recentralisation is
the solution. As systems mature, their functions also
keep on changing. Over the last twenty for years,
the functions of local governments have gradually
changed to emphasising poverty eradication and
spearheading local economic development.
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The Role of Business Leadership in Uplifting the Local
Communities in Mining Areas: A South African Perspective
in the Globalisation Era
M Kanjere
University of Limpopo, South Africa
Abstract: The interconnectedness of economies due to globalisation makes it difficult for companies, especially in Africa to have a local developmental perspective. This is due to volatile markets and the desires of
companies to acquire more market shares and in the process strengthen their share prices. This is done so as
to generate more revenues for the share-holders and create wealth for the minority population that is more
often than not, not even residing in Africa. Thus, the focus of business leadership in Africa has to be more on
corporate social responsibility as opposed to the focus of other business leaders in most developed countries,
who exploit African resources to benefit their own countries. Many developed countries are not faced with the
challenges of poverty, poor health systems and high unemployment rate as it is the case in most African countries. In South Africa, many communities residing next to the mines are economically still disadvantaged. This
is despite a number of legislation and policies, including the mining charters that are meant to encourage the
business leadership in the mining sector to contribute to the well-being of the society. Thus, the focus of this
paper is on business leadership in the mining sector. Business leadership has failed many societies by contributing as little as they can on developing local economies. Hence, many societal members are disgruntled with
the failure of government to enforce certain legislation and policies that are meant to empower communities
economically. Furthermore, communities are angry at mining leadership that does not deliver on substantial
benefits. The persistent ignorance of business leadership in African countries, especially in South Africa, to
develop local communities result in a number of community protests which unfortunately vandalise the little
resources that the communities have. Therefore, this paper argues that business leadership in South Africa
has to play a transformative role that will enhance the socio-economic livelihood of communities residing in
the mining areas.
Keywords: Socio-Economic Factors, Globalisation, Corruption and Transformation

1. Introduction
Africa like all the other developing countries in the
world plays an important role in a global economy. This is despite its major challenges relating
to poverty, sicknesses, diseases, unemployment
and corruption. Corruption is considered as a great
obstruction to growth and development on economic performance. Dzhumashev (2014) states that
corruption can retard economic growth. Corruption
has made many African economies to be frail and
to benefit less from globalisation which is an important phenomenon in post-colonial era. Globalisation
has shaped the world views in as far as political,
cultural and economic issues are concerned. Many
businesses and organisations continue to benefit
from each other and from Africa as well through
integrated trade and technologically enhanced
form of communication. Business Dictionary (2017)
defines globalisation as a process whereby business

or other organisations develop international influence through technology, and integrated movement
of finances, trade, communications, goods and
services.
Globalisation has increased competition amongst
businesses, an element that has placed a lot of
pressure on under-developing economies. Kivine
and Kaipainen (2002) argue that globalisation has
intensified competition in all fields. Thus, many
businesses in developing economies compete at
the same scale as those in developed economies.
This makes the local business leaders in developing economies to shift their focus from corporate
social responsibility to developing larger market
share, with increased share price. Hence in South
Africa many business leaders are share price driven
and do as little as they can to benefit communities
residing in mining areas. Farouk (2014:1) maintains that mining is largely untransformed and
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therefore, it does not benefit the majority of South
Africans. Hence, many mining communities are
still faced with lack of basic facilities such as clinics, schools and recreational facilities. Cairncross,
Kingsting, Liefferink and Van Wyk (2013:7) agree
that some areas surrounding the mines do not have
recreational facilities for adults and children, and
furthermore mining communities continue to live
in shacks where there is no electricity or water taps.
Bester and Cronje (2014:201) argue that instead
of contributing to society, mining companies are
likely to escape their corporate social responsibility
because the mines’ owners and shareholders are
residing far away from the communities wherein
mining takes place. It is therefore through cooperation with the government and communities, that
some of the communities’ needs can be addressed.
Baicher (2005:1) observes that if South Africa has
to prosper, business leaders must stand out and
make a difference. They should contribute to the
socioeconomic development of the communities
in which they operate. Therefore, this paper investigated the transformative role that the leadership
of the mining houses can play in relation to rural
mining communities in South Africa.
Moraka and Rensburg (2015) stipulate that many
South African mines do not have the in-house document that addresses transformation of the host
communities and of their work-force. Therefore, the
researcher opted to focus on this aspect of research
because there is paucity of research in relation to
the transformative role that business leadership
has to play in positively changing the lives of the
South Africans. Transformational leadership has
been the dominant focus of contemporary leadership research, and although positive effects of
transformational leadership have been established,
it should however be noted that little is known of
the transformational process, such as the way in
which it emerges and the way in which it affects
processes. Bass and Riggo (2006) argue that it
has become the approach of choice for much of
the practitioners. This paper investigates the role
that business leadership in South Africa can play
in enhancing the livelihood of rural communities
residing in the mining area. This aim is achievable
through the investigation of the transformative role
of business leadership in South Africa as well as
investigating the perceptions that mining communities have in relation to the transformative role of
business leadership.

2. Literature Review
A previous study conducted in the Rustenburg
mining community in South Africa on corporate
social responsibility, discovered that CSR programmes had little impact on the root causes of
social problems surrounding the areas, and that
the root causes related directly to business practices of the mining companies (Hamann & Kapelus,
2004:87). Therefore, this study will investigate how
business leaders can play a transformative role in
communities. Holland (2014:1) states that mining
operators should generate community benefits that
are meant to transform finite mineral resources
into a positive and sustainable legacy for local communities; they should generate benefits that will
continue after the life of a mine. Communities generally have the perception that mines are there to
benefit them as well, and not only the shareholders.
Odendal (2011) consents that local communities are
increasingly seeking economic benefit from mining
activities in their regions through equity stakes,
infrastructure development, and job creation and
improving the communities’ ability to supply services and goods. However, when the mines develop
their Social Labour Plans, they do not consult the
communities. Sguazzin (2017) argues that mining
companies do not consult the communities when
they develop programmes that are geared towards
enhancing the livelihoods of the communities.
It is therefore imperative that the mines develop
both short-term and long-term benefits for local
communities. Holland (2014:1) agrees that mining
operators should not only generate community benefits in the short-term, but to convert finite mineral
resources into a positive and sustainable legacy for
local communities. Local communities often suffer
the negative environmental catastrophes created
by the mining operations. Munnik (2010:3) maintains that mining has serious consequences on
the movement of the people, their health and the
environment wherein they live. Therefore, mining
leadership should compensate communities and
mitigate against environmental and health hazards
that the communities experience. Kisting (2015:1)
contend that the mining sector has the financial
resources, the technical know-how and the country
has the knowledge and human resources to mitigate potential environmental and health hazards.
Therefore, it can be argued that business leadership
has the capacity and resources which if well applied
can benefit the majority of South African population
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through effective corporate social responsibility.
Nevertheless, Lane and Kamp (2013:166) argue that
companies do make significant disbursements to
meet the demands of both governments and local
communities, but the problem is that companies
see how a large proportion of their investment is
being wasted and thus not making the level of social
impact it required. Misuses of proportioned funds
have created tensions between communities, government and the business leadership.
The impact of business leadership in transforming
the lives of the ordinary South Africans who live
next to the mines has not yet been fully realised.
The majority of South African population that live
in the mining proximity still faces the same challenges that the other communities face; challenges
in relation to lack of housing, limited access to clean
water, lack of resources in the education and health
systems. Curtis (2009:2) observes that many rural
communities are now in open conflict with the
mining companies because they see few benefits
from the mining activities. Holland (2014:1) agrees
that many mining companies have historically failed
to benefit the communities, and that their actions
have generated cynicism and distrust amongst the
community members.
Communities are generally dissatisfied with the
benefits that they receive from the mining sector.
An element of dissatisfaction amongst the communities manifests itself in the number of service
delivery protests taking place in the mining areas. In
some instances, some mining operations are temporarily shut down during such protests and strikes
from mining employees. Kgalemang and Forrest
(2014:1) reported that Mecklenburg open-cast mine
in Burgersfort area was closed for six months following violent protests aimed at the mine and its
employees.
Hartford (2012:1) argues that there has been a popularisation of miners’ strikes and service delivery
protests in communities which had a primary and
direct beneficiary interest in the mines. Scheepers
(2015:1) reported that community dissatisfaction in
South Africa has taken three forms namely, service
delivery protests against the local governments,
xenophobic attacks against foreign nationals and
dissatisfaction with mining companies. He further
reported that Sekhukhuneland communities residing next to the mines in Burgersfort in Limpopo
Province, regularly protested against service

delivery but also focused on mining houses and
their alleged lack of infrastructure development,
local employment and even share-holding.
The relationship between business leadership and
the communities and as well as the government
is complex and it is marred by an element of mistrust. Hughes (2011:6) argues that there is a negative
relationship of mistrust, antipathy and scepticism
between government and business which is underscored by historical, ideological and political fissures.
The government on the one hand perceives mining
business as being exploitative, and business leadership on the other hand argues that the government
sees it as a cash cow. Makholwa (2015:1) states that
it has been two decades since South Africa began its
journey to economic transformation, and yet major
stakeholders are yet to find a common ground on
the best way to uplift black people and redress the
past socio-economic injustices.
Black South Africans are of the opinion that the
true economic transformation has to be led by the
business leadership. Haffajee (2015:1) reported
that South Africa witnessed the economic freedom march, whereby 50 000 young members of
Economic Freedom Fighters (EFF), marched from
the chamber of mines in the centre of Johannesburg
to Johannesburg Stock Exchange ( JSE). One of their
demands was that the mines should play a meaningful role in the development and upliftment of the
mine’s workers and the communities where mining
takes place. It should however be noted that the
mining sector plays a vital role in the economy of
South Africa.
Smit (2013:1) is of the opinion that mining in South
Africa is the driving force of the economy and that
it has shaped the socio-political and cultural developments of the country. Mines create employment
for the majority of South Africans and other people
from neighbouring countries. Mines account for
18% of Gross Domestic Product and over 50% of
South African foreign exchange earnings. Mines also
generate an annual income of about R330 billion
and it accounts for 20% of all investments in the
country (Smit 2013:1). Nevertheless, Kantor (2013:1)
argues that South African mining is in a crisis due
to prolonged industrial actions that sends panic in
the markets.
Some of the industrial actions in the mines are
caused by the fact that many companies in the
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mining sector are slow to transformation and have
not met their transformation responsibilities in the
10 years to 2014; forty-seven percent of the mining
companies’ projects are nearly complete. Thus,
with regard to procurement and enterprise development, forty-two percent of companies met the
target of procuring capital goods from historically
disadvantaged communities (African News Agency
2015:1). It is therefore imperative that the mining
sector show commitment to transformation. Most
mining companies have lucrative transformation
documents which are not implemented. Hence, the
government has developed a Broad-Based SocioEconomic Empowerment Charter for the South
African Mining and Minerals Industry, which is also
referred to as a Mining Charter.

transformation and job creation in its National
Development Plan (NDP) for 2030. It has in the
process implicated the business leadership, which
is expected to play a major role in achieving the
objectives. The core elements of a decent standard
of living are identified as follows in the NDP:
• Housing, water, electricity and sanitation
• Safe and reliable public transport
• Quality education and skills development
• Safety and security
• Quality health care

The Department of Mineral Resources (2015:i)
states that the Mining Charter is the government
led interventions that seek to achieve social cohesion. The department further stated that the
intention of the Mining Charter is to transform
the mining and minerals landscape through the
following interventions amongst others, therefore
mines are expected to:
• Restore the dignity of mineworkers through
provision of appropriate housing and living
conditions.
• Contribute to the development of communities
through community development programmes.
• Procure goods and services from historically
disadvantaged South African companies.
• Facilitate a meaningful and sustainable transformation in ownership patterns to include
transfer of ownership to historically-disadvantaged South Africans.
Carrol (2012:1) consents that South Africa has some
deep-seated social problems which need to be tackled with determination and unity, so that the country
can achieve the lasting cohesion and prosperity. She
further stated that the power that companies have
collectively is greater than the impact that one company can make individually; progress can be made
if companies can work together as partners with
the government for social development.
Government has set out ambitious goals for
poverty reduction, economic growth, economic

• Social protection
• Employment
• Recreation and leisure
• Clean environment
• Adequate nutrition
The question that remains is whether the business
leadership is fully committed to play a transformative role as expected by the South African
government (South African Government News
Agency, 2015:1).

3. Conceptual Framework
The paper revolves around socioeconomic factors
that affect employees within organisations as well
as community members. Chase (2015) defines
socio economic factors as social and economic
experiences and realities that influence a person’s
personality, attitudes and lifestyle. Socioeconomic
factors may include one of the following; education, income, occupation, culture, religion, place of
residence and poverty status. These factors play an
important role in determining the level of transformation in South Africa. Gerdtham and Johannesson
(2001) maintain that socioeconomic factors like
health, education and income have both direct
and indirect effect on a person‛s state of happiness
and transformational perceptions. The American
Psychological Association (2015) states that socioeconomic factors are conceptualised as the social
standing or class of an individual or group.
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Closely related to an element of socioeconomic
factors and transformation is the concept of
corporate social responsibility (CSR). CSR refers
to a way in which organisations manage their
business practices with the aim of producing the
overall positive impact in society (Baker, 2015).
Organisations should therefore not only exist for
profit making but also to contribute positively to
the livelihood of communities. Kotler and Lee
(2005) agree that corporate social responsibility
is a way in which organisations show commitment to improve the well-being of communities
and employees through discretionary business
practices.
CSR involves issues relating to environmental sustainability, social development of communities,
adherence to the ethical standards and observance
of laws governing the companies. United Nations
Industrial Development Organization (2015) defines
CSR as a way in which companies achieve a balance
of economic, environmental and social imperatives
or ‛‛Triple-Bottom-line”; whilst addressing the expectations of the stakeholders, CSR integrates social
and environmental concerns of society in the daily
operation of the business.

4. Theoretical Framework
Theoretical framework undergirding the study is
transformational change theory. Transformational
change theory encompasses a wide range of
approaches in the field of social transformation.
Gass (2013:1) states that transformational change
is a systems approach to a holistic change. He further stated that transformational change requires
from its practitioners a high level of commitment
and skill in collaboration; it also enables them to
reflect on their practices. Scheele (2015:1) defines
transformational change as the process of altering
the basic elements of an organization‛s culture,
including the norms, values and assumptions under
which the organization functions. Transformational
change affords the practitioners an opportunity to
perceive their roles and responsibilities in the organization differently. Business leaders in South Africa
need transformation in their outlook to societal
challenges and the way in which they can mitigate
against such challenges. Government alone cannot
address socioeconomic problems facing the country.
Daszko and Sheinberg (2005) argue that it is
through transformation that practitioners tend to

possess profound knowledge for future challenges
by continual questioning, challenging, exploring,
discovering, evaluating and testing the organisations’ thinking processes. Thus, business leadership
should constantly reflect on the role that they play
in impacting society so that they can constantly
improve on their contribution. Transformation is
more that moving from good to better, it involves
a paradigm shift.
In Table 1, on the following page, Daszko and
Sheinberg (2005) presented the following types of
changes in the organisations.
Henderson (2002:189) states that transformational change requires altering the basic elements
of an organisation’s culture. He further stated
that transformational theorists argue that
involvement in the change process produces commitment, which is a personal decision to align
values and beliefs to those of the organisation.
Therefore, it can be said that transformational
change facilitates a high degree of commitment
in the place of conformity. It is through transformational change that business leadership could
be highly committed to transforming the local
communities by not only choosing to conform
to the laws and regulations of the country but to
show empathy.
Socioeconomic factors are factors that involve or
relate to both social and economic issues; they are
the economic factors that determine a person’s
social status in the community. Chase (2015:1)
defines socio economic factors as social and economic experiences and realities that influence
a person’s personality, attitudes and lifestyle.
Socioeconomic factors may include one of the
following; education, income, occupation, culture,
religion, place of residence and poverty status.
Gerdtham and Johannesson (2001:1) maintain
that socioeconomic factors like health, education and income have both direct and indirect
effect on a person‛s state of happiness. American
Psychological Association (2015) stated that socioeconomic factors are conceptualised as the social
standing or class of an individual or group.
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is a way in
which a corporate manages its business practices
so that it can produce an overall positive impact
in society (Baker, 2015:1). Corporates should
therefore not only exist for profit making but
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Table 1: Three Types of Changes
Traditional

Transitional

Transformational

Motivation for
change

Better, faster and
cheaper

Fix a problem

Survival, environment,
world changes,
breakthrough

Degree of change

Incremental
improvements

Transition from
old to new; A to B

Revolutionary, necessary

Thinking

Improve

Change
management,
strategic planning

Radical shifts in mindset, thinking or actions

Actions

Manage and control
processes

Design the plan;
implement plan

Whole system
change, complete
overhaul of mind-set,
paradigms, culture,
communications,
strategy, structures,
actions, systems and
processes

Destination

Improvements can be
limited to improving
the wrong things

Projects
completed

Continually
transforming, no end
state

Change requires

Improvement of
skills, practices and
performance; often
limited to focusing on
individual performance
rather than the whole
system to make
significant differences

Controlled
process; projects
managed and
assigned

Senior leadership
committed to new
thinking, learning and
actions; coaching from
outside

Outcomes

Improvements limited

Changes limited

Sustainable change with
leadership and continual
learning, new actions
and new systems

Source: Daszko and Sheinberg (2005)

also to contribute positively to the livelihood of
communities. Kotler and Lee (2005:3) agree that
corporate social responsibility is a way in which
corporates show commitment to improve the
well-being of communities through discretionary business practices. Thus, CSR involves issues
relating to environmental sustainability, social
development of communities, adherence to the
ethical standards and observance of laws governing the companies. United Nations Industrial
Development Organization (2015:1) defines CSR
as a way in which companies achieve a balance of
economic, environmental and social imperatives or
‛‛Triple-Bottom-line”; whilst addressing the expectations of the stakeholders. CSR integrates social

and environmental concerns of society in the daily
operation of the business.

5. Research Design and Methodology
The qualitative research approach was used to conduct a document analysis. The qualitative research
approach is sometimes referred to as the interpretative approach. The choice of the design is informed
by the intention of the researcher to examine complexities of the business leadership in relation to
mining communities in their natural settings. Leedy
and Ormrod (2014:97) state that qualitative research
studies complex human situations or complex
human creations that occur in natural settings.
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Therefore, the researcher conducted an extensive
literature review that also included studying the
trends in the integrated reports of mining companies in South Africa with the purpose of identifying
their corporate social responsibility programmes.
Other sources were consulted so as to establish
the concerns of communities in relation to the
role that business leaders in the mines play in
changing the socio-economic status of the local
communities.

6. The Role of Business Leaders in
Transforming Local Communities in
the Mining Areas
The role that business leaders can play in communities has to be defined within the confinements of
global economics. This is because globalisation has
an effect on various businesses and their focus.
Brink (2001) observed that globalisation has an
effect on both developing and developed economics. For example, globalisation has a direct effect
on the focus of business leaders and on economic
growth, income status and macro-economics.
Thus, the current global environment and its inherent complexities, makes it difficult for business
leaders to maintain a healthy balance between
wealth creation and social cohesion. More often
than not, business leaders tend to tilt the scales
towards wealth creation. However, this article
argues that business leaders are expected to lead
a moral aspect of their companies through developing socio-economic status of local communities.
They should supply the resources and training that
will have a long lasting impact on communities;
this will help the communities as benefits will last
as compared to the past wherein business leaders
‛role was not perceived along long lasting impact.
Fedderke and Pirouz (2002) maintain that the role
of business leaders in the mining sector has to be
reviewed.
Business leaders have to ensure that relationships
are maintained not only with the customers, suppliers and government, but also with the local
communities. This is because globalisation has
created inter-dependency and synergies across
relationships with various stakeholders. Noren
(2004) maintains that countries and people have
become inter-twined and thus, mutually dependent; companies are part of the process so as to
progress and develop. Thus, companies cannot
choose to develop at the expense of developing

local communities that reside especially close to
the mining areas.

7. Conclusion
Increased competition in a globalised economy
should not make South African mining leaders to
abandon their corporate social responsibility. This
is because communities residing near the mines
are often overlooked when programmes are developed; communities have to be extensively involved
and consulted when programmes are developed.
This will help the mines to eliminate a high level of
dissatisfaction amongst the communities.
Mining leadership should strive to create a balance
between high dividends amongst the shareholders and programmes that benefit the communities.
Government alone cannot be able to finance programmes that can benefit all the communities.
Government need a visionary and corporate social
responsibility oriented leadership that will assist
with the development of communities, especially
those that resides near the mines. At the same time,
government has the responsibility of addressing
corruption that erodes essential resources and discourages direct investments from other investors
across the globe.
A solid and purposeful partnership between
government and businesses should propel
transformation in socio-economic status of the
communities. Thus, socio-economic transformation in South Africa cannot be achieved if the mines
still believe in giving out as minimum as they can
to communities. Mining leaders should develop
programmes that have a lasting benefit to local
communities. Short-term benefits are eroded
when mines close or when people are still not
empowered.

8. Recommendations
This paper recommends that business leaders
should perceive their role as transformative in
relation to local communities. This will help the
business leaders to be considerate of the needs of
local communities. They will also know that corporate social responsibility is a moral fibre of every
business. Businesses do not only exist for wealth
creation but also for making a difference in the lives
of local communities. Thus, this article advocates
for transformative businesses.
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Abstract: While the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa (RSA) (Act 108/1996) permits the shift of functions from one sphere of government to another, the reality has been that the two (2) top spheres (provincial
and national) are not ready to defer their constitutional obligations to municipalities. This is, attributed to the
power that accompanies functions and the ‛lack of adequate capacity’ at local government level. Local government as a sphere closest to communities finds it hard to deliver as expected due to lack of Constitutional
mandate to implement on some functions. The housing function is one of the examples of the functional
areas of concurrent national and provincial legislative competence listed under Schedule 4 Part A of the RSA
Constitution. The Constitution provides for assignment of such function towards their shift from national and
provincial sphere to local sphere if those functions would be administered effectively in municipalities and also
if municipalities have amassed requisite capacity for administering those functions. The assignment that is
envisaged herewith forms part of the subject of decentralisation which is a global debate. In pursuit of decentralisation, local governments should be strengthened towards delivery of social services to citizens. Some of
the challenges around decentralisation are highlighted in order to understand the concomitant difficulties that
governments are faced with whenever attempts to implement the idea are set in motion. This paper considers
the Constitution as well as other pertinent pieces of legislation around powers and functions as distributed
across spheres of government; as well as processes of transferring/shifting of those functions. The ensuing
paper uses the theory of decentralisation in order to gain understanding of the drive behind empowering
local government for improved delivery as well as meeting government targets. Recommendations around the
issues of decentralisation as well as shift of powers and functions across spheres of government are made in
possible amelioration of identified decentralisation and service delivery bottlenecks.
Keywords: Decentralisation, Capacity, Local government, Accreditation, Assignment, Delegation, Powers, Functions

1. Introduction
This paper outlines some of the challenges of
decentralising power from national and provincial
governments. The focus of the argument centres
on the competence of housing delivery. According
to the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa
(RSA), Act 108 of 1996 (hereafter referred to as the
Constitution) the housing function is a national and
provincial competence (RSA, 1996). The National
Department of Human Settlements (DHS) is responsible for facilitation of a conducive policy environment
for the delivery of integrated sustainable human settlements, whereas provincial departments (provinces)
are responsible for the actual delivery. Unless in the
context of accreditation of municipalities, housing
delivery function remains an unfunded mandate in
1

local government since it is within a purview of national
and provincial competence. The importance of the
Accreditation and Assignment Programme becomes
much clearer when looking at the challenges facing
the human settlements (housing) sector. Concisely,
the human settlements sector faces an ever-burgeoning housing backlog that cannot be easily addressed
through the current mode of provincial delivery. The
backlog of 2, 3 million people who are in need of
adequate housing as well as the 1.5 million people
in urban informal settlements are in dire need for
shelter (Ojo-Aromokudu, 2013). Therefore, municipalities, as governance custodians of communities where
service delivery takes place, should assist provinces by
administering the human settlements/housing function in order to directly contribute in addressing the
housing backlog. Involvement of municipalities in the
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housing delivery is possible through the Accreditation
and Assignment Programme, among other means. In
brief, the Accreditation Programme is all about building additional capacity in qualifying municipalities in
order to enable them to administer/manage the housing function on behalf of provinces.
Important to consider is the current shift from
the delivery of housing towards the delivery of
integrated sustainable human settlements and
improved quality of household life. According to
the Breaking New Ground (BNG) Policy 2004, sustainable human settlements can be defined as
‛‛well-managed entities in which economic growth
and social development are in balance with the carrying capacity of the natural systems on which they
depend for their existence and result in sustainable
development, wealth creation, poverty alleviation
and equity” (DHS, 2004:17). This definition uplifts
crucial aspects that are the nucleus of human settlements and those aspects are socio-economic
growth, natural systems (resources), sustainable
development, poverty alleviation, and equity. In
essence, the delivery of human settlements should
serve as a catalyst for these crucial aspects to be
realised. This is one among other reasons for the
shift towards implementing catalytic human settlements projects. Simply put, it means that effective
human settlements delivery should give rise to
socio-economic development, poverty alleviation,
and equity among citizens. This shift necessitates
the active involvement of local government, other
sector departments, and other crucial stakeholders
such as the entities of the Department of Human
Settlements and the private sector.

2. The Challenge of Decentralisation
and Assignment of Functions
While the desire is that of empowering local government and assigning legislative powers and
administrative function, there exists a dilemma in
terms of the actual execution of this desire. The
transfer of powers and function to local government
cannot be effectively applied mainly because of two
(2) challenges. The first challenge relates to the lack
of requisite capacity in local government units (Van
der Waldt, 2002), and the second challenge pertains to the subtle disinclination of sub-national
(provincial) and national governments to relinquish
and defer their powers and functions to local government. Decentralisation has not yielded desired
benefits because of reasons such as inadequate

competent personnel (human capacity) in municipalities, poor co-ordination, and inertia of central
government to devolve powers to the districts
(Ayee, 2000; Crawford, 2004; Taabazuing, 2010). As
a result, national and provincial governments face a
dilemma of whether or not to effect decentralisation
(Sharma, 2004; Devas, 2005). Cameron (2012) adds
that politics negatively affect decentralisation and
service delivery in turn, and this sustains the status
quo of poor delivery of social services which is evident through chronic community protests as well
as mistrust towards government especially local
government by communities. These challenges
are experienced across countries (Onyach-Olaa,
2003; Kumi-Kyereme, Yankson & Thomi, 2006;
Daemane, 2011). For the purposes of this article,
the challenges highlighted are viewed through the
decentralisation theory. The decentralisation theory
may assist in shedding light with a view to resolving
some of these challenges.

3. Theoretical Framework
This paper adopted the decentralisation theory
which is the theory that describes the effective transfer of power from top spheres/tiers of government
to local/municipal spheres. The basic tenets of this
theory are deconcentration, delegation, and devolution. Decentralisation has been understood and
approached differently in different continents and
regions and this makes it cumbersome to generate
a definition that commands universal acceptance
and appeal across the board. That notwithstanding,
for the purposes of this article, decentralisation is
considered as the transfer of power from central
government to sub-national and local government
levels in a political, administrative, economic, and
territorial hierarchy (Crook & Mano, 1998, Agrawal &
Ribot, 1999). Authors indicate that there are various
forms of decentralisations. For example, Fleurke,
Hulst and De Vries (1997), Neven (2002), Falleti
(2004), and Yuliani (2004) identify four (4) forms of
decentralisation which are political, administrative,
fiscal, and market decentralisation. In all four (4)
forms, the decentralisation theory supports continuous strengthening of local government towards
the delegation of functions and authority, and ultimate transfer of those to local government.
While the general theory of decentralisation
describes the transfer of powers and functions
from one sphere of government to another, the
administrative decentralisation best describes the
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situation when legislative powers over social service(s)/functions are transferred from one sphere
of government to another which in this case in
point is referred to as ‛assignment’ (DHS, 2012:26).
As cited in Gregersen, Contreras-Hermosilla, White,
and Phillips (2004), the World Bank (2000) indicates
that in a case of administrative decentralisation,
local governments perform functions that are delegated to them especially through constitutional/
legislative provisions.
Falleti (2004:3) argues that ‛‛administrative decentralisation comprises the set of policies that transfer
the administration and delivery of social services
such as education, health, social welfare, or housing to sub-national governments”. She adds that
this form of decentralisation entails devolution of
powers to make decisions over these policies and
also the transfer of revenues from central government to local government in order to meet the costs
of the administration and delivery of social services.
As such, administrative decentralisation is funded
accordingly and it coincides with fiscal decentralisation (Falleti, 2004). Yuliani (2004) and Ekpo (2008)
argue that it is imperative to make a distinction
between three (3) concomitant concepts which are
the tenets of the decentralisation theory. The concepts are deconcentration, delegation and devolution.
Neven (2002) makes an attempt to distinguish the
three (3) concepts in this way: Deconcentration is
a form of decentralisation which is common in
unitary states as it redistributes decision making
powers, financial, and management of responsibilities among various levels of the central
government wherein responsibilities are shifted
from the central government to those working in
districts. This enhances local administrative capacity under the supervision of central governments.
On the other hand, delegation is a form of decentralisation wherein central governments transfer
of decision-making powers and administration
responsibilities to semi-autonomous organisations
is not wholly controlled by the central government,
however those organisations are accountable to
the central government. As part of decentralisation,
governments delegate responsibilities when they
create public organisations such as: transportation
authorities, housing authorities, regional development corporations, semi-autonomous school
districts, or even special project units. Devolution
is when governments devolve functions through
transferring authority for decision-making, finance,

and management to quasi-autonomous units of
local government with corporate status. This form
of administrative decentralisation usually transfers responsibilities for services to municipalities
that elect their own mayors and councils, and raise
their own revenue. In a devolved administrative
system, local governments have legally recognised
jurisdictions over which they exercise authority and
perform public functions (Neven, 2002). In considering the possible origin of decentralisation, it was
found that the idea evolved in response to a perceived failure of central governments. Proponents
of decentralisation argue that the proclivity towards
decentralisation was driven by push and pull factors to reduce central bureaucracies and increase
economic liberalisation and market orientation, and
also to grow commitment towards a socially just
and equitable government administration as well
as to bring government closer to the people (Enters,
Durst & Victor, 2000; Neven, 2002). Neven (2002)
goes on to raise a number of advantages as well as
conditions for effective decentralisation:
• decentralisation assists in addressing bottlenecks in decision-making that are inherent in
central government planning processes.
• decentralisation reduces complex bureaucratic
procedures and increases government sensitivity to the needs of communities.
• decentralisation assists national governments
to reach communities for delivery of social services with ease.
• decentralisation relieves executive management
in central governments of their regular everyday
tasks in order to focus on policy issues.
• decentralisation enhances opportunities for
participation by residents.
• decentralisation may lead to more inventive and
responsive programmes by allowing for experimentation at local level.
• decentralisation increases political stability and
cohesion by allowing citizens to take control and
ownership of public programs at the local level.
With regards to conducive environment for successful decentralisation, Neven (2002) raises the
following key conditions:
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• decentralisation programme must link local
financing and fiscal authority to service delivery
responsibilities and functions of local government entities.
• community must be informed about service
delivery costs and options as well as sources of
funds so that they take meaningful decisions to
ensure value for money.
• there must be a mechanism for communities
to express their preferences in a way that binds
political principals for better incentive towards
community participation.
• there must be a system of transparent accountability that enables communities to monitor local
government performance so that politicians and
officials are responsive.
• legal and institutional frameworks, service delivery structures, and intergovernmental fiscal
system should be designed to support political
objectives (Neven, 2002).
It appears that governments and citizens stand
to gain with the application of decentralisation.
Notwithstanding the resounding advantages raised
by the proponents of decentralisation, criticisms
against decentralisation abound. Without delving
much into those, it is worth noting that the detractors of decentralisation contend that the application
of decentralisation may lead to macro-economic
instability, budget constraints, and clientelism,
(Stein, 1998; Rodden, 2000; Rodden & Wibbels,
2002). This may result in negative outcomes in some
countries where the decentralisation programme
is implemented.

4. Accreditation and Housing Delivery
in South Africa
Accreditation is a recognised status of municipalities by MECs for Human Settlements that whilst
municipalities have met certain criteria and standards, such municipalities require additional capacity
support before assuming full responsibilities of
administering the housing function (DHS, 2012).
As part of the decentralisation agenda, accreditation is implemented on the following principles:
efficient and integrated human settlements delivery, accountability must accompany responsibility
and funding follows function, accreditation must

build capacity, adequate, transparent, and realistic resourcing, prioritised universal and flexible
application across the country, and cooperative
governance (DHS, 2012). As part of this recognition,
some responsibilities within the housing function
are delegated from provinces to municipalities that
are accredited. The Accreditation and Assignment
Programme serves as a continuous capacity building and support mechanism for municipalities until
they are ultimately assigned with the housing in
accordance with Section 156(4) of the Constitution
which states that ‛‛the national government and
provincial governments must assign to a municipality, by agreement and subject to any conditions,
the administration of a matter listed in Part A of
Schedule 4 or Part A of Schedule 5 which necessarily relates to local government, if (a) that matter
would most effectively be administered locally; and
(b) the municipality has the capacity to administer
it” (RSA, 1996).
From an intergovernmental relations (IGR) point of
view, the Accreditation and Assignment Programme
compels the three (3) spheres of government to
work together in the spirit of IGR. The Programme
also obliges the housing sector within the spheres
to liaise with various sector departments and with
various organs of states as key stakeholders. The
National Department of Human Settlements (as the
facilitator and policy custodian of the Programme)
works with all provinces, municipalities, the South
African Local Government Association (SALGA),
Department of Performance Monitoring and
Evaluation (DPME) in the Presidency, National
Treasury, South African Cities Network (SACN),
Department of Cooperative Governance and
Traditional Affairs (CoGTA), as well as Finance and
Fiscal Commission (FFC) on all policy issues regarding accreditation and assignment of municipalities.
A forum for these stakeholders was established
and it is known as the National Accreditation Task
Team (NATT). The NATT Forum is chaired by the
DHS and it serves to discuss issues regarding the
Accreditation and Assignment Programme and
make recommendations to the strategic for the
human settlements to take decisions on such
issues.
Accreditation has three (3) levels, which are level 1,
level 2, and assignment level (which was previously
referred to as level 3 in accordance with the erstwhile
Municipal Accreditation Framework, 2006) to which
functions are allocated (DHS, 2012). Accreditation
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levels 1 and 2 are mainly characterised by capacity
building and delegation of provincial functions to
municipalities. However, when municipalities are
accredited at the ultimate level, such municipalities
are assigned with the housing function. According
to the Municipal Accreditation Framework (2012),
assignment is the formal transfer of the housing
function from the provincial sphere to a municipal sphere which implies the shifting of planning,
financial, and legal accountability from the assigning to the receiving authority, taking over financial
accountability for the housing function which
includes the right to receive the funds as well as
all assets necessary to perform the housing function (DHS, 2012). When a municipality is assigned,
such a municipality signs an executive assignment
agreement with a province which allows such a
municipality to administer all housing programmes
in the Housing Code which gives such a municipality
the status and role that is normally played by provinces. In such a case, housing function is no longer
an unfunded mandate to such a municipality since
one among the principles of the accreditation programme provides that, ‛…funding follows function’,
and as such, the function has been transferred to
a municipality (DHS, 2012:12).

5. Policy Environment
With regards to the housing policy, the following are
some of the overarching policy instruments around
decentralisation (Accreditation and Assignment
Programme) in the context of housing delivery in
South Africa:

5.1 Comprehensive Plan for Sustainable
Human Settlements Development: BNG
Policy, 2004
The Comprehensive Plan for the Development of
Sustainable Human Settlements: Breaking New
Ground (BNG) Policy 2004was introduced to provide
a ten-year review of the housing delivery in South
Africa since 1994. Very important to note about the
BNG policy is its emphasis to the delivery of sustainable human settlements by stimulating property
market, spatial restructuring of human settlements, densification, social integration, upgrading
of informal settlements, and job creation (DHS,
2004). With its implementation, the BNG proves to
be a key policy solution to the housing challenges
identified in the democracy in South Africa (Trusler,
2009; Landman, 2010).

With regards to decentralisation, the BNG Policy
(2004) supports the decentralisation agenda by
proposing the development of a policy framework
to govern the accreditation and assignment of
municipalities to administer the housing function
in South Africa. The policy states that it ‛‛envisages
the accreditation of municipalities particularly the
metropolitan areas, secondary towns and ultimately to all municipalities. A framework is to be
established to address various policies, constitutional and legislative aspects in order to enable
municipalities to manage the full range of housing instruments within their areas of jurisdiction.
In order to be accredited, municipalities will have
to demonstrate their capacity to plan, implement,
and maintain both projects and programs that are
well integrated within IDPs and within the 3 year
rolling capital investment programs mandated by
the Municipal Finance Management Act (MFMA)
(DHS, 2004:31).

5.2 National Housing Code, 2009
In 2009, the National Housing Code was published
in accordance with the Housing Act and as a review
of the edition that was first published in 2000. The
Code sets out principles, standards, norms, and
guidelines for the application and implementation
of the housing programmes. The Code provides
for a number of programmes that are available
to assist the housing/human settlements sector
towards achieving the Constitutional access adequate housing (DHS, 2009). The Accreditation
and Assignment Programme is one of the housing programmes contained in the Housing Code.
The national housing programmes in the Code
are compliant to the BNG policy principles which
are the basis for the delivery of integrated sustainable human settlements (Tissington, 2011).
Regarding the decentralisation agenda, the Housing
Code (2009) supports the implementation of the
Accreditation and Assignment Programme. Under
the financial intervention section of the Code, it
states that ‛‛the rationale behind the move towards
the accreditation of municipalities is dictated to primarily by provisions in the Constitution, and further,
by the logic of cooperative governance and current
constraints in the housing delivery process. The
accreditation of a municipality involves the delegation and, subsequently, assignment of certain
clearly defined functions in respect of the administration of National Housing Programmes, leading to
eventual assignment of all the functions by formal
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proclamation of assignment by the Premier in the
Government Gazette” (DHS, 2009:10).

5.3 National Development Plan, 2011
The National Development Plan (NDP) focuses on
the vision that portends the manner in which the
country will be by the year 2030. Of paramount
importance to human settlements practitioners is
Chapter 8 of the NDP which is about the transformation of human settlements and the national space
economy. The Chapter provides for the continuous
empowerment of municipalities in order to drive
national spatial economy through the delivery of
human settlements (National Planning Commission,
2011). Continuous strengthening of municipalities
is at the kernel of the Accreditation and Assignment
Programme.

5.4 Municipal Accreditation Framework, 2012
With regard to the Accreditation and Assignment
Programme, the Municipal Accreditation Framework
(2012) provides for the implementation of the
Programme detailing the processes that should be
followed when accrediting and assigning municipalities with the housing function. The Framework
also provides for the capacity support, governance,
and oversight arrangements, as well roles and
responsibilities for various spheres of government
in support of the Accreditation and Assignment
Programme (DHS, 2012).

5.5 Legislative Environment
The legislative framework is provided by the
Constitution, with specific reference to Section
26 which provides for the right of access to adequate housing for everyone and Section 156(4)
which provides for the assignment of municipalities (RSA, 1996). Other legislative provisions are
drawn from the Housing Act, 1997, Act 107 of 1997
which provides for, among other things, the roles
and responsibilities of the three (3) spheres of
government concerning the housing function and
Section 10 which provides for the accreditation of
municipalities (RSA, 1997a). The Municipal Systems
Act, 2000 (Act 32 of 2000) which sets out processes
to be followed for assignments to municipalities
in sections 9 and 10 (RSA, 2000). The Financial and
Fiscal Commission (FFC) Act, 1997 (Act 99 of 1997)
requires that the FFC be consulted in instances
when assignment occurs, and also the transfer of

assets and liabilities from one sphere to another
(RSA, 1997b). The Inter-Governmental Relations
Framework Act, 2005, (Act 13 of 2005) which provides for the mechanism of intergovernmental
relations as well resolution of intergovernmental
disputes (RSA, 2005). The Inter-Governmental Fiscal
Relations Act, 1997, (Act 97 of 1997) which promotes
inter-spherical cooperation on financial, budgetary,
and fiscal matters (RSA, 1997c). In addition to the
above noted Acts of Parliament, the annual editions
of the Division of Revenue Act (DoRA) accompany
the national budget annually and set out a framework for financing various spheres of government.
The Municipal Finance Management Act, 2003, (Act
56 of 2003) regulates financial matters in local government, set out treasury norms and standards,
and clarifies responsibilities of both political and
administrative office bearers (RSA, 2003). The
Public Finance Management Act, 1999, (Act 1 of
1999) regulates financial management in national
and provincial government and also to ensure that
revenue, expenditure, assets, and liabilities of those
governments are effectively managed (RSA, 1999).

5.6 Planning Approach
All hope is reduced to proper planning in order to
address the human settlements problem. Proper
planning in the human settlements sector should
consider these three (3) elements: the nature and
extent of the human settlements backlog, spatial analysis, and the dynamism of demographic
information upon which planning is based. In the
delivery of human settlements, challenges are
noted regarding the mushrooming of informal
settlements, scarcity of well-located land, and
assisting the gap market. An emerging challenge
is the budget cut on the human settlements over
the Medium-Term Expenditure Framework (MTEF)
period. The 3 elements coupled with the four (4)
challenges constitute the problem statement of
the human settlements sector. In an attempt to
state/define the problem statement, consideration should be made on backlog, challenges, and
demographics. The estimates for housing backlog
sit above 2 million houses. Ojo-Aromokudu (2013)
notes that about 2,3 million people are in need of
adequate housing, whereas Moodley (2013) indicates that the backlog is at 2.1 million housing
units with almost 10 million potential beneficiaries on the waiting list as cited in Scheepers (2014).
On average, about 120 000 housing opportunities
are delivered per annum. Delivery trends indicate
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a decline in housing delivery opportunities from
2006/07 –2014/15 financial years (South African
Broadcasting Corporation, 2016). Thus, planning
has shifted towards prioritising possible benefits of
well-located and integrated sustainable urban housing projects (Baily, Haworth, Manzi, Paranagamage
& Roberts, 2006; Rogers, 1997).

5.7 Legislative and Policy Frameworks for
Planning
Given the problem statement, the government
wishes to turn things around for the betterment
of the country. What is important to consider is
the legislation and policies around planning in
the country. From a legislative point of view, the
Spatial Planning and Land Use Management Act
(SPLUMA) was adopted in 2013. The SPLUMA serves
to provide for spatial planning and management of
land use, to determine the relationship on spatial
planning systems across the spheres, to determine
policies, principles, norms, and standards for spatial
development planning and management of land
use; to address apartheid spatial and dogmatic
disproportion; to establish tribunals for planning
in municipalities (RSA, 2013). The SPLUMA and the
NDP align particularly with regards to the provisions
for spatial transformation to enhance economic
growth in the country. As such, human settlements
can serve as an economic drive that champions
other sectors towards economic growth.
At a provincial level, the common planning tool is
the Provincial Growth and Development Strategy
(PGDS). According to the PGDS guidelines, provinces
play a role in contextualising national imperatives,
and guide municipalities to develop and implement of Integrated Development Plans (IDPs), and
other programmes for sustainable development
(Presidency, 2005). Therefore, PGDS serve as pivotal
guides for coordination and allocation of resources
across the spheres as well as private sector investment to achieve sustainable development outcomes
(Fuo, 2013). The guidelines also advise that the
PDGS gives direction for provincial development
programmes and projects on long-term perspective, focussed on addressing implementation
logjams and issues as well as institutional reform,
and enable intergovernmental alignment to guide
activities of various role-players (Presidency, 2005).
The Municipal Systems Act (MSA) provides that municipalities must undertake developmentally-oriented

planning through the IDP, and such planning must
align across the spheres of government (RSA, 2000).
The IDP is contemplated in the mentioned MSA as
an overarching municipal planning instrument that
integrates plans from various sectors into one plan.
The IDP is translated into a Spatial Development
Framework (SDF) which clearly shows the exact geographic locations where planned developments of
all sectors are spatially configured. Section 26(e) of
the MSA requires municipalities to develop SDF as an
integral cog of the IDP (RSA, 2000). According to the
SDF guidelines, a credible SDF should have a vision
and planning principles for equity and sustainability,
be aligned with provincial and national policies as
well as sector plans, guide land use management,
and have an implementation plan (Department of
Rural Development and Land Reform, 2011).

6. Housing/Human Settlements
Planning
According to the Minister of Human Settlements,
Hon. Lindiwe Sisulu (MP), the starting point of
turning things around is to develop a human settlements master spatial plan (DHS, 2014). This uplifted
the mandate of the Housing Development Agency
(HDA) into a developer of choice for the sector. As
such, the HDA was tasked with a responsibility to
develop a Master Spatial Plan (MSP) in order to
guide planning towards meeting the 2014-2019
Outcome 8 MTSF targets and beyond (HDA, 2014).
The MSP outlines the principles of spatial development, spatial (targeting) principles, and the criteria
for investment and prioritisation in human settlements across municipalities (HDA, 2014). As part
of the spatial targeting principles, the MSP focuses
on the UN-Habitat development goals which are
about compacting, connecting, and integrating
settlements by delivering catalytic projects which
require the sector to focus on spatial development
principles (HDA, 2015).
For human settlements projects and programmes,
planning starts from the municipalities through
the IDP process where consultation with communities and all relevant stakeholders including
other departments is held. As part of the IDP, a
five-year plan that shows the pipeline planning of
the human settlements sector within a municipality
is developed and reviewed annually. That five-year
plan is known as the Housing Sector Plans (HSP)
or Housing Chapter of the IDP (South African Cities
Network, 2014). In metropolitan municipalities,
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Built-Environment Performance Plans (BEPPs)
are developed in order for the Urban Settlements
Development Grant (USDG) to be released in
accordance with the USDG framework and guidelines. The HSP is developed in phases which include
the situational analysis phase, strategic phase, project formulation phase, and lastly the approval phase
where the HSP is consolidated into the IDP for
adoption by a municipal council.
At the provincial level, there is a planning instrument
referred to as the Multi-Year Housing Development
Plan (MYHDP) which provides for pipelining of housing projects in a particular province. This MYHDP
has to be informed by the combination of housing
sector plans that are developed in various municipalities under a particular province (Presidency,
2005). There are also Annual Performance Plans
(APPs) that are drafted provincially to outline the
targets that a province aims to achieve. The provincial departments of human settlements utilise
business plans informed by the PDGS which links
the human settlements plans with plans from other
sectors within the provincial priorities.

result as part of the uncertainties around whether
to decentralise or not. The decentralisation policy
was utilised to view the issue of delegating and
transferring powers and functions to local government. Recommendations on some policy issues to
be considered towards the implementation of the
decentralisation programme as well as for future
studies around the subject are provided.

8. Recommendations
It is important to consider the nature of the state in
terms of its ambitions to strengthen local governments. In order to address the dilemma of whether
or not decentralisation should occur, it is important
to take bold steps which are in the best interest of
the communities and put politics aside. The following recommendations can be considered:

The National Department prepares a business plan
template that the provinces should utilise to compile the business plans that they submit in order to
receive the Human Settlements Development Grant
(HSDG). An HSDG business plan is drafted in accordance with the Housing Code to guide the provinces
to demonstrate the plans that they have for a particular financial year on each of the programmes
in the Housing Code. Also, the provincial plans are
directly aligned to the MTSF targets that are set at
the national level and approved by Cabinet.

7. Conclusion
Considering the arguments by proponents which
outweigh the critiques of the decentralisation programme in this regard, it is only fair and rational to
give the decentralisation programme an opportunity for implementation. Clearly, there is desire to
shift towards a situation where local government
units are empowered in order to implement government policies and deliver social services to the
communities on a sustainable basis. However, the
intent is faced with challenges of capacity in local
government and difficulty on the part of national
and sub-national governments to devolve powers
and functions to local government. Other challenges of poor governance and service delivery
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• Reaffirmation of commitment towards improving government efficiency and effectiveness
should be emphasised in order to reassure the
electorate that governments are committed to
serve the interests of the electorate.
• Central and sub-national governments should
overcome all fears and invest in robust campaigns of building capacity in local governments
in terms of all aspects of capacity developments
in order for local governments to deliver in line
with the expectations of the citizens.
• Sustainable implementation of accreditation
and delegation programmes as a precursor to
assignment or formal transfer of powers and
functions to local government which is the
sphere closer to communities.
• Depoliticisation of the decentralisation programme so that the effectiveness of the
programme does not rely on whether politicians
are absolute determinants of whether the programme exists or not.
• Massive monitoring and evaluation programme
should be implemented robustly in instances
where decentralisation has taken place and
contingency plans to maintain positive status.
• Vigilance on the development of credible implementation protocols and executive transfer
agreement in terms of delegation and transfer
of function should be ensured.

SL Sithole and NL Manthosi

• Institutional arrangements should be set in
place to support effective implementation of
the decentralisation programme.

Department of Human Settlements. 2015. Strategy for the Revised
Approach to the Accreditation Programme. [Unpublished].
Department of Human Settlements. 2016. Address by LN Sisulu,
MP, and Minister of Human Settlements at the launch of

It is also recommendable for future studies on
the same subject to conduct studies on the same
subject thereby profiling best practices from which
countries that aspire for decentralisation can adopt
some lessons.
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Abstract: This paper is an exploratory study of Africans’ support for democracy as a system of government.
Using two rounds of Afrobarometer surveys, the article compares Africans’ views on democracy from three
African countries; Botswana, Nigeria, and Swaziland. The paper also seeks to find out if Africans’ demand for
democracy is related to attitudes of fear of political intimidation and satisfaction with democracy. In so doing, the
paper seeks to divert from instrumental or economic measures of support but to explore political factors that
determine regime support. The paper departs from a basic premise that individual freedoms are fundamental
to the functioning of democracy and as such there is a need for people to exercise their democratic rights in
a free and politically conducive environment. The study finds that support for democracy in Africa’s mature
democracy remains high across the two survey rounds while Africa’s former military regime show an increase
in support for democracy. There is less than majority support for democracy in Africa’s absolute monarchy.
Satisfaction with democracy influences Africans’ support for democracy while fear of political intimidation
only influences Africans in Swaziland to demand democracy. Based on these findings, the article argues that
to a certain degree, Africans support democracy because they value it as a system of governance. This study
is significant because democratic experiments on the continent have largely been a result of external forces
and pressures of neoliberal agenda, donor assistance and globalization. It is also important given the fact that
African countries have so far fallen under different regimes that are not necessarily democratic. It is therefore
essential to compare the level of support for democracy across the three regime types in order to assess what
Africans think of democracy as a system of governance.
Keywords: Political support, Africa, Regimes, Democracy, Attitudes

1. Introduction
When former colonial powers left, most African
countries dealt away with institutional and political practices left behind. With the exception of
Botswana and a few others, most countries abolished multiparty politics and opted for a one party
state while Ghana, Nigeria, Guinea to mention a
few at the time of independence fell under military rule. Quite significantly, these political regimes
failed to inspire development for their countries
and instead dragged the fortunes of their countries
down through greed, and corruption more especially countries that were endowed with resources.
In some instances, elections were held but in rather
unbearable environment characterized by violence
and unleveled competition. This paper is an exploratory and comparative study of Africans’ support for
democracy in three countries; Botswana, Nigeria
and Swaziland that are supposed to represent
states that are categorized as Africa’s ‛mature’
democracy, formerly military regime and absolute
monarchy respectively. Based on Afrobarometer

surveys (2012 and 2014), qualitative research methodology is used to analyze variances in support for
democracy across the regimes. Logistic regression
models are used to determine if Africans’ support
for democracy is related to attitudes of fear of political intimidation and satisfaction with democracy. In
so doing, the paper seeks to divert from instrumental or economic measures of support but to explore
political factors that determine regime support.
The main aim of the study is twofold, first to compare what Africans’ think of democracy as a system
of governance, that is whether it is preferable to
other systems or not, and secondly, if Africans
support democracy, is it more to do with fear of
political intimidation or their satisfaction with
democracy. The findings suggest that there is an
overwhelming support for democracy in Africa’s
‛mature’ democracy, while support for democracy
in former military regime is increasing but citizens in absolute monarchy show an uncertainty
towards democracy. Satisfaction with democracy
influences Africans’ support for democracy while
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fear of political intimidation only influences Africans
in Swaziland to demand democracy.

2. Literature Review
It is widely acknowledged that democracy, which as
usually portrayed as a western idea and concept,
is an ideal and an aspiration that most countries
in the world would like to work towards. The 2014
and 2015 Afrobarometer survey results appear to
concur because the results show that the majority
of people surveyed in 36 African countries indicated
that they preferred democracy to any other kind of
government (Nicolson, 2016). On the other hand,
most of the literature on Africa and democracy
deals with issues regarding conflict wars, dictatorship, economic failures, corruption, famine,
diseases, natural disasters and so on. Perhaps less
known across the globe is the fact that there are
many perceptions of what democracy means and
the fact that there are many historical non-western
perceptions and practices of democracy in many
pre-colonial systems/societies around the world
including Africa (Ake, 1991; Bradley, 2011). There
is also ample evidence that in the 1960s the successful anti-colonial movements throughout Africa
premised on fundamental democratic principles
that people should rule themselves by governments
which they put in power through the ballot box
(Gyekye, 1992; Oladipo, 2001; Wired, 1996).
Africa’s experience with democracy can be classified in three phases. The first, the precolonial phase
lasted until the begging of colonization (1884-1885)
(Bradley, 2011). African societies are reported to
have exercised forms of horizontal-type of democracies in which traditional rulers played a key role.
This period that marked the beginning of Africa’s
official marginalization, which still continues today,
in international political and economic affairs was
followed by the colonial era. For most African states
colonialism lasted until the 1960s except for a few
countries like Mozambique, Angola, and Namibia
that got their independence in 1975 and 1990
respectively while Zimbabwe was liberated in 1980
and South Africa’s apartheid system was brought to
end in 1994. The rich literature shows that under
colonial domination and apartheid rule, Africans
were denied most basic democratic rights that the
settlers enjoyed hence the struggles for emancipation and democracy (Ihonvbere, 1997; Oladipo,
2001; Lewis 1992; Joseph, 1997; Ihonvbere 1997).
This period does not therefore count as a period of

democracy for Africans instead it marked beginning
of the struggle for independence, self-determination
and democracy (Shivji, 2003). Equally important is
Shivji’s (2003) observation that neither formal independence nor the victory of armed liberation wars
marked the end of democratic struggles because
they are also a fight for good governance that is
why they still continue today despite the various
reforms that have been made across Africa. It is in
this context that the fall of the eastern European
dictators also led to the fall of most African authoritarian regimes.
The third wave of democratisation in Africa, which
continues today, is said to have begun after the fall
of the Berlin war in 1989 which marked the Soviet
Union’s debacle and its Eastern European allies.
This review of literature focuses on this last phase
which, just like the second, constitutes Africa under
African rule. The difference between the second
and the third wave of democratization, which are
both very well documented, is that the former was
overshadowed by dictatorial rule which often ended
with military rule mainly in west Africa and the proxy
wars that contributed to economic, political and
social destabilization of the continent (Barka &
Ncube, 2012; Makara 2013). Most of the post-colonial leaders, nationalists and elites were being
corrupt, abandoned democratic principles, introduced one party states, marginalized the majority of
the people and enriched themselves (Fanon, 1963;
Chole & Jibrin, 1995).
The one party state which was basically an instrument of oppression of the majority was justified on
several grounds ranging from rejecting multiparty
politics as a western concept that was divisive to
Africans because it allegedly fuelled racism, ethnicity and religious conflicts, to multiparty politics
being a waste of resources that could be channeled
towards development of African states that were
victims of underdevelopment as a result of colonialism (Herbst, 2001). In short, one party state
system was justified as vehicle for democracy and
economic development. The reality is that all the
foregoing factors contributed to the third wave
of democratization in Africa that led to the end of
most dictatorships on the continent. The internal
struggles for democracy coupled with the external
pressures such as the fall of the Berlin wall, donor
countries and international instructions’ instance
that democratization was a precondition for financial
assistance, all contributed to the implementation of
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democratic reforms on the continent (Joseph, 1997;
Maathai, 2010, Ihonvbere (2007:3); Bratton & Van
de Walle, 1997).
The initial results of these reforms have produced
overwhelming support for democracy in Africa but
twenty-seven years later there are mixed results
that show that democratic reforms in some countries have stagnated and while others have declined
and a few states have even experienced coups
such as in Nigeria (1993) Mali (2012) Guinea-Bissau
(2008) Niger, (February, 2010). Other regimes fell as
a result of citizen pressure (Barka & Ncube, 2012;
Makara, 2013). These include Egyptian regime and
the NATO assisted overthrow of Muammar Gaddafi
of Libya. Many of these countries like a few others
are still facing instability partly because the leaders
continue to cling to power, manipulate elections and
ignore institutions of accountability. Some analysts
contend that some of the post-Cold War democratic
experiments in Africa have been derailed by western
and Chinese attempts to ‛‛militarise” the continent
which could lead to ‛‛neo-colonialism” or ‛‛new imperialism” (Piombo, 2015; Franke, Giglio & Janiszewski,
2007). In other cases, it has been argued that the
U.S. military presence on the continent has led to
regime change, failed states, political instability and
constant warfare (Swanson, 2015). Turse (2016) has
observed that the armed groups have multiplied at
more or less rate the same pace as the U.S. military
expansion in Africa.
On the overall, evidence shows that most Africans
appear to prefer democracy as a system of government. The studies such the one about Benin,
Botswana, Ghana, Lesotho, Mali, Namibia, Senegal
and South Africa confirm this (Doorenspleet, 2012;
Bradley 2011; Mattes & Bratton 2007). Botswana
and Mauritius probably represent the very few
countries that were spared from foregoing harsh
realities and were later praised as the most stable
states and good examples of democracy in Africa.
Unlike most African states that experienced political instability that included military coups, social
unrest and high levels of poverty, the two countries were not only stable but achieved high levels
of development. However, in the post-Cold War
period both countries have also been criticized for
losing some of the democratic qualities leading to
charges that they have become electoral democracies dominated by ruling parties that are not
really accountable to the people (Kasenally, 2011).
However, without taking the shine away from the

credible achievements these two countries have
accomplished, in the post-Cold War period both
states have also received more criticism for losing
some of the democratic qualities (Good & Taylor
2003; Taylor 2003; Groop 2017; Kasenally 2011;
Srebrnik, 2002; Bunwaree & Kasenally 2010; Frankel
2010).
Critiques of Botswana’s democracy contend that
while the country’s economic story of ‛‛rags to
riches” is undisputed, the distribution of the wealth
from diamond sales has largely benefited the elites
and democratic practice has been on the decline in
recent years (Good and Taylor, 2008; Poteete, 2012).
Others contend that Botswana, which for a long
time was seen as Africa’s ‛democratic hope’ is the
same as South Africa was perceived until recently,
that the country is basically dominated by one party,
and that democratic institutions that are supposed
to ensure checks and balances are weak, making
transparency and accountability difficult resulting
in the blurring of lines of demarcation between
the state and the ruling party (Taylor, 2006; OseiHwedie, 2006; Good, 2008; Poteete, 2012; Groop,
2017; Mogalakwea & Nyamnjohb, 2017). In spite
of the foregoing, Batswana’s positive perception of
democracy still remains one of the highest in Africa
(Bratton, 2002; Doorenspleet, 2012).
In the case of Nigeria, one of the current case studies, extensive literature shows that the country got
independence from Britain in 1960 and four years
later the country experienced its first coup that was
followed by many others in 1970, 1993, 1998 as the
struggle for democracy intensified ( Joseph, 1987;
Lewis, 2000; Ohachenu, 1995). Olusegun Obasanjo,
the man who reintroduced democratic reforms in
1999 as a democratically elected leader t first ruled
Nigeria between 1976 and 1979, when he took over
power through a coup (Oladeinde, 2017). Under
military rule, mismanagement of the country led
to charges that Nigeria was the poorest ‛oil rich’
country that was ruled for almost 30 years by coups
and a series of ruthless bloody kleptocratic leaders
(Agbaje, Diamond & Ebere, 2004; Ibrahim, 1986;
Ohachenu, 1995). Military rule contributed to profound poverty, serious ethnic and religious strife and
lingering corruption which usurped people’s basic
democratic rights. Obasanjo was the only military
leader who returned power voluntarily to civilian
rule and began seriously addressing the perceived
corruption. Today, despite the various economic and
political challenges, including terrorism, the majority
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of Nigerians believe democracy is the best form of
government (Bratton 2002; Doorenspleet, 2012).
Swaziland gained independence in 1968 and has
been ruled by a constitutional monarchy and
since 1973 to date when the then King, Sobhuza
II, father to current King Mswati III, suspended the
independence constitution and imposed a state of
emergency that still remains in force today (Dlamini,
2013; Masuku & Limb, 2016). The decree conferred
absolute power to the monarchy and banned all
political parties. Since then the struggle for democracy in Swaziland has been growing from strength
to strength and the absolute monarchy is seen as
the root of all problems in Swaziland and an island
of autocratic rule in Southern Africa where countries largely practice various kinds of democracy
(Kenworthy, 2011; Daniel & Vilane, 1986; Bischoff,
1988). The government in Swaziland has integrated
traditional authorities whose structures have been
set-up to primarily service and protect the monarchy. Consequently, Swaziland is the only country
among the three cases studies where absolute
monarchy is in existence and people’s democratic
rights have been usurped by the state (Bischoff,
1988; PUDEMO, 2014; Daniel & Vilane, 1986). It is
therefore hardly surprising that of the three case
studies selected for this study Swaziland has the
lowest rating of democracy and perceptions in the
case of Afrobarometer studies.
In spite of the fore going, there have been very few
studies on political attitudes in Africa although in
recent years there has been an increasing scholarly interest on the subject (Logan & Mattes, 2010;
Bratton & Robert, 2001; Diamond & Morlino, 2005).
In terms of popular support for a regime, in their
study, Bratton & Mattes (2001) compare support
for democracy in electoral democracies of South
Africa, Ghana and Zambia. Consistently, in all three
countries, support for democracy was strongest
among citizens who felt that elected governments
were generally doing a good job (Bratton & Mattes,
2001). Africans’ approval of government performance was closely connected to party identification,
with supporters of the ruling party in each country being much more approving. But they caution
that if popular support for democracy is linked to
government achievements other than intrinsic valuations of democracy as an ideal, then Africans risk
having ‛democracies at risk’. In this vein, democracy
is valued not so much for what it is but for what it
can do (Bratton & Mattes, 2001:452).

Fernandez and Kuenzi (2009) compared support
for democracy in Latin America and Africa and
concluded that support is high in Africa (72%) compared to Latin America (59%) because transitions to
democracy in Latin America took place in the 1980s,
while those in Africa took place in the 1990s. For
them, Latin Americans have had more time than
Africans to become disappointed with democracy.
But the low support of democracy in Latin America
is influenced by perceptions of crime and safety. In
other studies, support for democracy was conditional on whether a regime follows the rule of law;
there are free and fair elections; and the economy
maintains a high standard of living (Mishler & Rose,
2002).
Bratton (2002) found that Africans support democracy in 12 countries he studied, although he found
shallow support. And this is because Africans still
expressed a sentiment on support for non-democratic regimes. This ambivalence led Bratton to
conclude that democratization on the continent
is still far from complete. Besides the cited works,
there are still very few comparative studies on attitudes towards democracy on Africa, particularly
across regime comparative studies. Also, there is
scant literature that explains support for democracy in terms of political goods such as perceptions
of freedoms, satisfaction with democracy and civic
engagement.

3. Insights from Theory
From Lincoln’s view of democracy as a government
of the people, by the people, for the people, the
term democracy has since been interpreted quite
differently. But even then, it is widely accepted
that democracy should entail rules that facilitate
the selection of leaders by people, in contrast to
forms of governments that disregard people in
choosing leadership such as absolute monarchies.
Accordingly, democracy is a system of rules and
procedures by which leaders, groups, and parties
compete for power, and in which free and equal
people elect representatives to make binding decisions (Mattes and Bratton, 2007).
Political support for a democratic regime is fundamental to its continual stability, sustenance and
survival. Legitimacy of a regime rests on the public’s
support and this ensures the smooth running of
government. As Easton (1975) rightly concludes, a
defining feature of democratic regimes is that they
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depend for their survival and effective functioning
on the public’s willing acquiescence and support.
All regimes require a measure of public support;
transitional regimes arguably require even more
than stable democracies, given the greater stress
and competition they face from potential alternative regimes (Mishler and Rose, 2001:14). More
importantly, a democratic regime becomes consolidated when, among other conditions, people
see it as legitimate and accord it some measure of
support. Democracies become consolidated only
when, all significant elites and an overwhelming
proportion of citizens see democracy as ‛‛the only
game in town” (Linz & Stepan, 1996a,15). For Karl
(1990), a consolidated democracy is one in which
institutional arrangements and procedures develop
into permanent, consistent, and autonomous institutions governed by justifiable rules.
Public attitudes toward democracy shape the prospects for regime consolidation through the process
of political legitimation (Mattes & Bratton, 2007:2).
It is the people who ultimately judge their political
process, procedures and institutions and their perceptions are important to legitimate a regime. In
political theory, there are various approaches that
explain political support and its measurement. More
specifically, idealist measures of support measure
support in terms of citizens’ adherence to the principles or ideals of democracy (Mishler & Rose, 2001).
Idealist measures are based on some ideal ‛‛destination” of where citizens are supposed to be. It is a
rather abstract measurement that is premised upon
what people think in terms of the values of democracy. But the efficacy of idealist measures of political
support is problematic and it is argued that they do
not sufficiently capture support for democracy in
new democracies (Mishler & Rose, 2001). Citizens in
new democracies do not have sufficient knowledge
about democracy and its ideals.
Conversely, for citizens of established democracies, the fundamental structure and democratic
character of the regime are well known and widely
accepted and while they may not appreciate how
the legislative process works, they do have a basic
understanding of institutions and support democracy. For them, they prefer democracy to any
other alternative and in fact as Mishler and Rose
(2001:3) put it, ‛‛it is inconceivable that the existing
regime could be replaced by any other.” On the
other hand, realist measures of support are based
on citizens’ acceptance or rejection of the regime

of the day, whether democratic or not. ‛‛A realist
approach to regime support is less concerned with
the extent to which citizens subscribe to democracy in the abstract and more concerned with the
extent to which citizens embrace or reject their
current regime, whether democratic or undemocratic, established or incomplete” (Mishler & Rose,
2001:14). Norris argues it’s better to ask them about
regimes with which they have actual experience,
and focus on which regimes people are willing to
support or reject. The basic assumption here is
that regardless of how well designed its political
institutions and processes, a sustainable democracy requires people who are willing to support,
defend and sustain democratic practices (Mattes
et al., 2000)
The efficacy of a realist approach is that it can be
relied on not only to assess popular support for
stable democratic regimes but to also compare
levels of support for undemocratic regimes and
regimes attempting the transition to democracy.
Related to the realist approach, Mattes and Bratton
(2007) propose a demand and supply measurement of support and consolidation of democracy.
They argue that democratic consolidation both
requires a ‛‛high” level of demand, but also where
most people think they are receiving democracy
- over time. In this vein, survey questions should
not ask respondents whether they love democracy
or not but instead, they should offer respondents
realistic choices between democracy and its alternative (Mattes & Bratton, 2007). To this end, demand
for democracy in opinion surveys is measured by
asking citizens the question,
‛‛Which of these three statements is closest to your
own opinion? (A) Democracy is prefer- able to any
other form of government; (B) In certain situations,
a nondemocratic government can be preferable; or
(C) To people like me, it doesn’t matter what form
of government we have”.

4. Data and Methods
This paper uses the Afrobarometer public attitudes
surveys conducted between 2008 and 2014 to analyze Africans’ views towards democracy across the
three regimes. The interviews were conducted with
sample sizes of 1200 adult citizens in Botswana,
Swaziland, whereas in Nigeria interviews were conducted with a sample of 2400 adult citizens because
of the geographical size of the countries.
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Table 1: African influences for demand of democracy
Variable Construction
Variables

Values

Construction notes

0, 1

0, not preferable, 1, preferable

Satisfaction with democracy

0, 1, 2, 3

0, not democracy, 1, not satisfied
2, satisfied, 3, don’t know

Fear of political intimidation

0, 1, 2

0, No fear, 1, Fearful, 2, don’t know

Dependent variable
Support for democracy
Independent variables

Source: Authors

Afrobarometer is an African-led, non-partisan
research network that conducts public attitude
surveys on democracy, governance, economic
conditions, and related issues across more than
30 countries in Africa. Six rounds of surveys were
conducted between 1999 and 2014. Afrobarometer
conducts face-to face interviews in the language
of the respondent’s choice with nationally representative samples of between 1,200 and 2,400
respondents. A sample of this size yields results
with a margin of error of +/-3% at a 95% confidence
level (Afrobarometer.org)

majority (82.5%) support for democracy in round 5
which slightly increased to 82.9% in round 6. Almost
7/10 Africans in former military regime support
democracy, though there is a slight drop in round
6. There is less than majority demand for democracy in Africans in absolute monarchy. Only 46% of
Africans in absolute monarchy demand democracy,
and there is a slight decline in demand for democracy in round 6.

Using round 5 and 6 of the data, descriptive statistical analysis is conducted to compare the level of
demand for democracy across the three regimes
based on the following questions:

The models for the three countries combined (Table
2) are statistically significant and our explanatory
variables seem to predict the likelihood for Africans
to support democracy. Generally, Africans who are
satisfied with democracy are more likely to support
democracy than those who think that their country
is not a democracy. In round 5, the likelihood is
increased by 2.58 times and this increased to 3.5
times in round 6 of the survey. The likelihood of
those not satisfied with democracy to support it
increased from 1.9 in round 5 to 2.4 in round 6.
Africans seemed to demand democracy more in
round 6 particularly in Africa’s established democracy (Figure 1 & 2). But Africans are not fearful to
demand democracy as in both rounds fear does
not seem to increase the likelihood to support
democracy.

i) ‛‛Which of these three statements is closest to your
own opinion? (A) Democracy is preferable to any
other form of government; (B) In certain situations,
a nondemocratic government can be preferable; or
(C) To people like me, it doesn’t matter what form
of government we have”.
The next step is to run logistic regression models
to determine what influences Africans’ demand for
democracy using round 6 of the survey. Logistic
regression is appropriate statistical technique for
variables that are categorical. Logistic regression
analysis examines the influence of various factors
on a dichotomous outcome by estimating the probability of the event’s occurrence (Reddy et al., 2015).

5. Support for Democracy in Africa
Figure 1 & 2 on the next page show that Africans
in established democracy overwhelmingly demand
democracy throughout the periods studied. There is

6. Results of Logistic Regression and
Discussion

Now, looking at the individual models for the
three regimes, Africans in a mature democracy
who are satisfied with democracy are 7.6 times
more likely to support democracy than those who
say a country is not a democracy. Having had the
experience of democracy for 50 years, it does not
come as a surprise that Batswana who are satisfied
with democracy would demand democracy more
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Figure 1: Support for Democracy

Source: Authors

Figure 2: Support for Democracy Round 6

Source: Authors

compared to those who say the country is not a
democracy. On the other hand, the results show
that those who are not satisfied with democracy
are 4.5 times more likely to demand democracy
than those who say the country is not a democracy.
It is expected that those who are dissatisfied with
democracy will express demand for more of democracy particularly in the wake of the recent spate
of events that threaten democracy in Botswana.
For instance, the onslaught on media freedoms
which has escalated to arrests of journalists, and
the assault on the independence of the judiciary
by the presidency have of late been cited as incidences that indicate regression of democracy. But
besides these, Batswana who are dissatisfied with
democracy may well be disillusioned with abuse
of state media, weak oversight of parliament over

the executive and lack of culture of consultation
that has come to characterize Botswana especially
under the Khama regime.
Africans in Nigeria who are not satisfied with
democracy are 3.5 times more likely to demand
democracy than those who say the country is not a
democracy. This expression for support for democracy by those who are not content with democracy
does not occur in a vacuum as some elements of
democratic retrogression have been noted in the
Buhari administration not long after a landmark
historic shift of power in 2015. The Buhari administration’s disdain and disrespect for court decisions
also threatens the core fundamental precepts of
democratic practice. The arrest of seven judges
(among) who include two justices of the apex court,
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Table 2: Combined Model for the Three Countries
Round 5
Variables
Satisfaction
with
democracy

Fear of
political
intimidation

B

Round 6
P-value

95% CI for
OR

OR

B

P-value

OR

95% CI for
OR

Country
not
democracy

ref

Not
satisfied

0.67
(0.151)

< 0.001

1.968

(1.464,2.645)

0.878
(0.133)

< 0.001

2.407

(1.855,3.124)

Satisfied

0.948
(0.153)

< 0.001

2.58

(1.912,3.482)

1.256
(0.136)

< 0.001

3.512

(2.692,4.582)

Don’t
know

-1.264
(0.254)

< 0.001

0.282

(0.172,0.464)

-1.694
(0.217)

< 0.001

0.184

(0.12,0.281)

No fear

ref

Fear

-0.347
(0.064)

< 0.001

0.707

(0.624,0.801)

-0.222
(0.067)

< 0.001

0.801

(0.702,0.914)

Don’t
know

-0.164
(0.264)

0.535

0.849

(0.506,1.425)

-0.652
(0.279)

0.02

0.521

(0.301,0.901)

Constant

0.167
(0.147)

0.258

1.181

-0.074
(0.129)

0.564

0.928

ref

Source: Authors

Table 3: Models for the Three Countries
Model for Botswana
VARIABLES

B

S.E.

SATIS DEMOCRACY

Sig.

Model for Nigeria

Exp(B)

B

S.E.

0.000

Sig.

Model for Swaziland
Exp(B)

B

S.E.

0.000

Sig.

Exp(B)

0.000

NOT SATISFIED (1)

1.495

0.699

0.032

4.459

1.259

0.36

0.000

3.522

0.494

0.166

0.003

1.638

SATISFIED (2)

2.030

0.693

0.003

7.611

1.586

0.366

0.000

4.886

-0.032

0.176

0.856

0.969

DON’T KNOW (3)

-0.891

0.755

0.238

0.41

-0.244

0.494

0.621

0.783

-2.718

0.353

0.000

0.066

FEAR

0.000

0.341

0.639

FEAR (1)

-0.797

0.173

0.000

0.451

-0.007

0.117

0.95

0.993

0.121

0.128

0.344

1.129

DON’T KNOW (2)

-1.339

0.573

0.019

0.262

-0.54

0.376

0.152

0.583

0.062

0.622

0.920

1.064

Constant

0.212

0.69

0.759

1.236

-0.644

0.372

0.083

0.525

-0.16

0.146

0.273

0.852

Source: Authors

the Supreme Court, is one of the significant issues
in the Buhari administration’s relationship with the
judiciary (Obiyan as cited in Akinola, 2017).
On the other hand, finding of this study show that
Nigerians who are satisfied with democracy are 4.9
times more likely to support democracy than those
who say the country is not a democracy. It does not
come as a surprise because Nigerians have had to
contend with repressive military rule in the post-independence era and the country has also battled

with a myriad of challenges since introduction of
multiparty politics in early 1990s. These challenges
include rampant corruption, the threat of terrorism
posed by Boko Haram extremists and political instability particularly surrounding the alternation of the
presidential position between the Islamic dominated
north and Christian dominated south. Democracy
seems to be preferable at least to the extent that
people can participate in the political process and
most of their rights are entrenched compared to
when the country was under military regime.
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According to the data gathered by this study, citizens who are not satisfied with democracy in Africa’s
absolute monarchy are 1.6 times more likely to
demand democracy than those who think that the
country is not a democracy. Surprisingly, the likelihood to support democracy in Swaziland by those
who are discontent with lack of democracy is rather
low or unexpected. Even those who are satisfied
with democracy are less likely to demand as the
log odds of supporting democracy are decreased
by 0.969. It would appear that the level of discontent with lack of democracy in Swaziland have not
reached a point that Swazis could desperately and
overwhelmingly demand democracy. Alternatively,
the fear of political intimidation perhaps even
explains why there is low demand for democracy in
the monarchy. Those who are fearful are 1.1 times
more likely to support democracy. This is expected
though, given the lack of political space in Swaziland.
The country conducts elections on a non-partisan
basis and persistent calls for democratic reforms
by civil society have fallen on deaf ears as political
parties remain outlawed in the kingdom1.

content. Fear of political intimidation does not in
any way increase the likelihood for Batswana and
Nigerians’ to support for democracy. Conversely,
Swazis show ambivalence towards support for
democracy as in both periods under review, there
is less than majority support for democracy. But
fear of political intimidation makes Africans in the
monarchy to demand democracy. In sum, support
for democracy in Africa is not just instrumental, that
is, based on government performance, but this article has shown that to certain degree, Africans hold
intrinsic views about democracy based on political freedoms and whether they are content with
democracy or not.

But it may well be that Swazis are conservative
and, as they express less than majority support for
democracy (See Figure 1 and 2). But compared with
Africans in an established democracy and former
military regime, fear of political intimidation seems
to increase the likelihood to demand democracy in
the monarchy.

Barka, B.H. & Ncube, M. 2012. Political Fragility in Africa: Are
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Abstract: The current account, capital and financial accounts make up a country’s balance of payments. These
accounts tell a story about the state of an economy, its economic outlook and its strategies for attaining its
foreseen goals. By means of cointegration and VECM approach, this study examines the impact of current and
capital accounts on foreign direct investment in South Africa. The cointegration test results reveal the presence of a long run economic relationship amongst the variables implying that they share a common linear.
Furthermore, foreign direct investment has a significant and positive relationship with current account and
capital account in the short-run. GDP, which was, introduced as a control variable in the system showed an
insignificant and negative relationship with foreign direct investment. Apart from contribution to the literature,
the findings of this study are valuable for international organisations and the African governments in terms of
future policies. The study recommends that the government should continue with the strategy of attracting
more foreign investors into South Africa, because the money help boost domestic productivity and thus have
a potential to expand the economy.
Keywords: Foreign Direct Investment, Current account, Capital account, South Africa

1. Introduction
The current account, capital and financial accounts
make up a country’s balance of payments (BOP).
Jointly, these three accounts tell a story about the
state of an economy, its economic outlook and its
strategies for attaining its foreseen goals. A large
volume of trade, for example, can show an open
economy that supports free trade. On the other
hand, a country that shows little international activity in its capital or financial account may have an
underdeveloped capital market and little foreign
currency entering the country in the form of FDI
(Heakal, 2014).
The capital account contains FDI, portfolio and other
investments, plus changes in the reserve account
and current accounts which are important indicator
about an economy’s health. It is well defined as the
sum of the balance of trade (goods and services
exports less imports), net income from overseas
and net current transfers. A positive current account
balance indicates that while a negative current

account balance indicates the opposite, a current
account surplus increases a nation’s net foreign
assets by the amount of the surplus, and a current
account deficit decreases it by that amount. These
accounts are the two main components of a nation’s
balance of payments (Heakal, 2014).
FDI is considered an important source to build up
physical capital, create employment opportunities;
develop productive capacity and increase skills of
local labour and managers through transfer of technology, and integration with rest of the world. FDI
inflow is accounted as credit entry in the financial
account of BOP thus having direct positive impact
on BOP. However, increasing volumes of FDI also
increase the size of imports and profits return,
(Rehman, Hafeez, Ali & Ahmed, 2010).
In developing countries such inflows may cause
exchange rate appreciation (Dutch disease), trade
and income account balance failing. These may
have serious implications for overall BOPs, foreign
exchange reserves and direct investment. Having
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to increase the imports over and above exports,
countries require much of the US dollars (USD) for
payments. Investment income payments to foreigners increase the current account deficit, as they
are outflows and thus reduce the capital resources
available to the host economy. These investment
income flows are affected by the business cycle and
display significant volatility. It is this feature that
largely prevents FDI from being anti-cyclical and
stabilising, due to its effect on the BOPs through
the current account (South African Institute of
International Affairs (SAIIA, 2013).
The aspect of FDI makes many developing countries
vigilant about full financial liberalisation. Some notable examples of economic crises caused by BOPs
instability in the wake of financial liberalisation are
the 1994 economic crisis in Mexico, known as the
‛‛Tequila crises” and the 1997 Asian financial crisis.
These economic events are also marked by large
current account deficits and fixed exchange rate
systems. The South African current account deficit
has established a great deal of attention in the past
decade. This is not unwarranted as an extended
current account deficit is commonly acknowledged
as indicating an unsustainable BOPs and this state
of affairs, which usually precedes a currency crisis.
This decrease causes destruction as exchange rates
adjust and make what was before- hand affordable
no longer affordable (SAIIA, 2013).
A further result is a mismatch with investors’ expectations, which causes them to lose confidence in the
economy. Once that occurs, investors will begin to
sell their asset holdings, which could be government bonds, stocks and shares in companies. When
a country runs a current account deficit, the deficit needs to be financed. Most of the economies
around the world including South Africa are still
facing liquidity downfalls due to the 2008 financial
crisis are trying to control their imports. As a ripple
effect, the house prices have been diminishing,
along with vehicle sales, manufacturing production
has been reduced, the mining sector is shrinking
further and retrenchments are on the increase
(SAIIA, 2013).
Economic growth was expected to slow-down in
South Africa which is a risky proposition for Africa
as a whole but luckily, the sound fiscal position was
somewhat a cushion to the economic slowdown. On
the other hand, lower global demand hurt South
Africa’s export-sector and the falling rand was

expected to significantly counter such a decrease
(Zini, 2008).
The current study examines the impact of current
and capital accounts on foreign direct investment
in South Africa. Based on the literature survey, it
appears as if not many studies are available that
has focused on this relationship in the context of
South Africa.

2. Literature Review
There is a consensus by most academics that the
Mexican Tequila Crisis has been caused by fiscal
debts and high current account deficits that were
not justifiable (Calvo, 1998). The latter is an important argument of the study, due to its examination
of the connection between capital inflows and
the current account. Calvo further states that the
Mexican current account deficit reached 8% in 1994
and was expected to reach about 9% in 1995. The
Tequila Crisis caused a decrease in capital inflows
into Central and South America, which consequently
affected Argentina through a decline in capital
inflows and investments, thus causing a recession
(Hausmann & Velasco, 2002).
Given the complexity of this issue, several authors
present a variety of positions of this matter.
Hossain’s (2007) take on this is that the initial impact
of an inflow of FDI on BOP is positive but the medium
term effect could become either positive or negative
as the investors increase their imports of intermediate goods and services, and begin to repatriate
profit. Jansen (1995) argued that the impact of FDI
on the current account has become complicated by
the investment income payments that arise from
FDI and Lehman (2002) established that structural
change in external accounts of a country takes place
due to FDI inflows. Trade openness and host country risks are found to increase affiliate profitability
of FDI and earning repatriations are not determined
through constant dividend pay-out ratio. Using data
for the period 1996-2000 of Brazil and Argentina
Lehman observed that FDI was responsible for causing huge income and profit repatriations that had
caused current account deficit in both countries.
Woodward (2003) claimed that FDI flows have contributed significantly to current account deficits.
Using data of six economies Woodward’s results
showed that FDI was one of the main factors responsible for current account deficit in these countries.
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By making it analogous to loan, the study argued
that subsequent repatriation of the capital, from
the recipient country, was the same as repayments
of loan. Kumar (2007) determined that FDI inflows
appeared to be risky for developing countries’ economies. FDI being foreign capital, led to capital flight
in times of extreme financial crisis. The Kumar concluded that FDI may be accompanied with distress
sale of domestic assets and proved harmful for the
economy. The profits earned through the investment were ousted to the countries of origin of that
foreign investment that had exerted bad impact on
current account balance.
The size of FDI seem also to have some impact
because Mencinger (2008) points out that the
bigger inflow of FDI led to higher current account
deficit. This is based on the notion that it drives
local competitors out of business, increases import
and decreases the efficiency acquired by firms from
multinational firms. In addition, Bhagwati (1998)
claimed that the impact of FDI on growth appeared
to be positive in the case of export promoting
countries but not in the case of small developing
economies. The study also discovered that the FDI
to GDP ratio and current account balance to GDP
ratio of eight transition economies had shown a
negative relationship.
A few studies have been conducted to examine
the nature and direction of causal relationship
between FDI inflows and current account balance
in case of Pakistan. Several scholars such Siddiqui
and Ahmad (2007) and others as also investigated
this relationship by focusing on a causal relationship between FDI and current account. Amongst
them Demekas et al. (2005) concluded that the
benefits of FDI had long been recognized for the
host countries, including knowledge and technology
transfer to domestic firms and the labour force,
productivity spill-overs, enhanced competition, and
improved access for exports abroad, notably in the
source country. Finally, Mohammed (2007) argues
that South Africa has experienced high portfolio
investments in the last decade. After the advent of
constitutional democracy in April 1994, the country
experienced a net inflow of capital for the first time
in approximately ten years.

3. Research Design and Methodology
The empirical analysis is done by employing the
annual time series data (1980 to 2013) of FDI,

current accounts, capital accounts and GDP from
South African Reserve Bank. GDP which is used as
a proxy for economic growth was introduced as
a control variable in the system and the model is
presented as follows:
InFDI t = α + β1 InGDPt + β 2 InCurrAccountt +

β 3 InCapAcct + µt

(1)

where,
InFDI

= Foreign Direct Investment

InGDP
= Gross domestic product used as
		 a proxy for economic growth
InCurrAccount = Current account
InCapAcc

= Capital account

The cointegration and VECM approaches are
employed to analyse the long run and short run
relationships respectively and the results are presented in section 4.

4. Data Analysis and Results
4.1 Unit Root Tests
This first step of the analysis includes the stationarity testing by means of the Augmented Dickey-Fuller
(ADF) test to determine the integrating order of time
series variables. The test is used to test for the presence or absence of a unit root in each variable and
to determine their order of integration.
The test is based on the following assumptions:
H0: unit root exist
H1: unit root does not exist,
and the interpretation of the results is based on
comparing their t-statistics with their critical values:
If t*>ADF critical values: accept the null hypothesis
(there is unit root)
If t*>ADF critical values: reject the null hypothesis
(no unit root)
The results are presented in Tables 1 and 2 respectively. All the variables are transformed logarithms
and they were tested on all the models.
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Table 1: The Unit Root Test Results at Levels
Variables

Model

Log(FDI)

Log(CU)

Log(CA)

Log(GDP)

ADF
Lags

ADF ( t-Statistics)
τ ττ µ τ

Critical
Value at 5%

Conclusion

Trend & intercept

0

-2.850656

-3.552973

Unit root

Intercept

0

-2.895314

-2.954021

Unit root

None

0

-2.578822

-1.951332

No unit root

Trend & intercept

3

-0.748997

-3.568379

Unit root

Intercept

3

1.161473

-2.963972

No unit root

None

3

1.816714

-1.952473

No unit root

Trend & intercept

3

-2.451385

-3.552973

Unit root

Intercept

3

-2.067349

-2.954021

Unit root

None

3

-2.109077

-1.951332

No unit root

Trend & intercept

3

3.782647

-3.552973

No unit root

Intercept

3

15.011500

-2.954021

No unit root

None

3

22.581300

-1.951332

No unit root

Source: Authors

The result from Table 1 shows that logs of FDI,
Current account, Capital account and GDP show the
existence of unit root, which is means nonstationary
at levels except at ‛‛None” where they are stationary.
This means majority of the models indicate that our
variables have a unit root problem at levels thus the
null hypothesis is not rejected (unit root does not
exist). This calls for first differencing and the results
are presented in Table 2 on the next page.
The results from Table 2 show that when the ADF
test is applied to variables at first differences all
of the variables are stationary in first difference,
unit root existing only in GDP at intercept. Thus the
null hypothesis of nonstationarity is rejected (no
unit root) and the variables are integrated of order
one I (1).

4.2 Cointegration Analysis
Once it has been established that the variables are
integrated of the same order, the next step was to
determine whether there exists a long run equilibrium relationship amongst them. Cointegration
describes the existence of an equilibrium or stationarity relationship among two or more times series
each of which is individually non-stationary. The
advantage of this analysis is that it allows one to
integrate the long run and short run relationship
between variables within a combined framework.

Two conditions must be met for two or more variables to be cointegrated.
Firstly, they must be integrated of the same order.
Secondly, linear combinations of the variables
from the regression of the non-stationary variables
(in levels form) must be stationary. In this study,
maximum likelihood approach is used to test for
cointegration. This approach has been shown to
be superior to Engle and Granger’s (1987) residual-based approach. Among other things, the
Johansen approach is capable of detecting multiple
cointegrating relationships. These tests are based
on the following assumptions:
H0 : there is no cointegration
H1 : there is cointegration
The results are presented in Table 3 and the first
column of the table provides the tests for hypothesized number of cointegrated equations where the
null hypothesis is ranging from ‛‛None” number of
cointegration relationship (r = p) up to ‛‛At most 3”
cointegrating vectors. The second column gives the
eigen values in descending order, while the third
and fifth column reports the corresponding trace
statistics and max-eigen statistics generated. The
fourth and sixth columns report the critical values
at the 5% levels.
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Table 2: Unit Root Test at First Difference
Variables
Log(FDI)

Log(CU)

Log(CA)

Log(GDP)

Model

ADF
Lags

ADF ( t-Statistics)

Critical
Value at 5%

Conclusion

Trend & intercept

3

-7.978853

-3.557759

No unit root

Intercept

3

-8.071788

-2.957110

No unit root

None

3

-8.205215

-1.951687

No Unit root

Trend & intercept

3

-5.959273

-3.568379

No unit root

Intercept

3

-5.198946

-2.963972

No unit root

None

3

-2.210959

-1.952910

No unit root

Trend & intercept

3

-7.521863

-3.557759

No unit root

Intercept

3

-6.984808

-2.957110

No unit root

None

3

-7.651927

-1.951687

No unit root

Trend & intercept

3

-3.712678

-3.557759

No unit root

Intercept

3

-0.740093

-2.957110

Unit root

None

3

0.426437

-1.951687

No unit root

τ ττ µ τ

Source: Authors

The results of the trace test statistic shows the
presence of four cointegrating equations and the
maximum eigen value statistic indicates the presence of two cointegrating equations at 5% level.
The results are based on comparing the trace statistics 84.06471 which is greater than critical value
47.85613, 41.90302 is greater 29.79707, 16.75566
is greater 15.49471 and 6.809936 is also greater
than the critical value 3.841466. The max-eigen test
results are based on comparing the max-eigen statistics of 42.16170 which is greater than the critical
value 27.58434 and 25.14736 is greater than the
critical value 21.13162. These results prove that the
variables are tangled together in a single way in the
long run and there is no unique long run equilibrium
relationship. Therefore, the existence of a long run

relationship of the model can be seen within an
Error Correction Term (ECT).

4.3 The Estimation of Error Correction Term
(ECT)
ECT techniques allow the long run and short run dynamics to be estimated in single step. The constant term of
the single error correction framework is a combination
of the short run and long run constant. This technique
has an advantage as it isolates the speed of adjustment
parameter that shows how quickly the system returns
to equilibrium after arbitrary shock, (Zellner, 1962).
A 1% increase in current account will lead to a 2.2459%
positive change in FDI. This implies that when foreign

Table 3: Johansen Cointegration Test Results (Trace and Max-Eigen Statistics)
Hypothesized
No. of CE(s)

Eigen
Values

Trace
Statistic

0.05 Critical
Value

Max-Eigen
Statistic

0.05 Critical
Value

None

0.732210

84.06471*

47.85613

42.16170*

27.58434

At most 1

0.544270

41.90302*

29.79707

25.14736*

21.13162

At most 2

0.267142

16.75566*

15.49471

9.945723

14.26460

At most 3

0.191691

3.841466

6.809936*

6.809936*

Trace test indicates 4 cointegrating equation(s) at the 0.05 level
Max-eigen value test indicates 2 cointegrating eqn(s) at the 0.05 level
*denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 0.05 level
**MacKinnon-Haug-Michelis (1999) p-values
Source: Authors
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investors send money into the domestic economy,
it must ultimately pay out the returns due to the
foreign investors. As such, a deficit may be a result
of the claims foreigners have on the local economy
(recorded as a debit in the current account). This is
due to the fact that they will have to be paid off in
the form of returns (dividends, capital gains), which
are debits in the current account. Therefore, a deficit
could be the result of increased claims by foreign
investors, whose money is used to rise local productivity and stimulates the economy.

Finally, Table 4 also shows that a 1% change in GDP
will lead to a -0.0015% negative change in FDI and that
the ECT (-1) is negative and significant which reflects
the possibility of correcting the deviation from the
long run equilibrium path. Its coefficient is interpreted
as the speed of adjustment or the amount of disequilibrium transmitted each period to economic growth.
Its magnitude is -0.676405 denoting that about 68%
of disequilibrium is corrected in subsequent period.
After a test of the ECT was made, the model was taken
through a battery of diagnostic tests in the form of
histogram and normality test and serial correlation
test and stability tests in the form of Ramsey Reset
and CUSUM tests.

A 1% rise in capital account will lead to a 0.0120%
positive change in FDI. Hence, governments, corporations and individuals are free to invest capital in
other countries. This then paves the way not only
FDI into industries and development projects, but
for portfolio investment in the capital market as
well. As a result, companies striving for bigger markets and smaller markets seeking greater capital
and domestic economic goals can expand into the
international arena, ensuing in a stronger global
economy. Portfolio foreign investments can encourage capital-market deregulation and stock exchange
volumes. By investing in more than one market,
investors are able to diversify their portfolio risk
while increasing their returns.

4.4 Diagnostic Tests
4.4.1 Histogram and Normality Test
Engle and Granger (1987) show that a properly structured model is determined by using normality test.
The test also shows how a random variable can be
normally distributed given the underlying data set. In
simple terms, the test is a way of choosing a model
and can be measured in various ways. In descriptive statistics for example, the test can be employed
in order to see the level or percentage of goodness

Table 4: Results of ECT
Variable

Coefficient

Standard Error

t-Statistic

Dlog(CA)

2.245962

1.975303

1.137021

Dlog(CU)

0.012025

0.016580

0.725268

Dlog(GDP)

-0.001518

0.004572

-0.332030

ECT(-1)

-0.676405

0.153162

-4.416273

C

196.4517

572.7901

0.342973

Source: Authors

Figure 1: Normality Test on the Residuals
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of fit of a normal model to the data. The normality
test generates a histogram of the residuals, and the
Jarque-Bera-statistic for testing their normality. In
order to get the skewness and kurtosis, and how they
differ with the normal distribution, the Jarque-Bera
statistic is employed.
The Jarque-Bera test statistics tests whether the residuals are normally distributed. The null hypothesis is
that the residual are not normally distributed and the
decision rule is that if P<0.05 level of significance then
the null hypothesis should be rejected. In Figure 1,
on the previous page, the probability value is 0.000,
therefore the study accept the null hypothesis. This
means that the residuals are normally distributed for
the current study.

4.4.2 Serial Correlation
Table 5 presents the results of the serial correlation
on the residuals, from the output of Breusch-Godfrey
serial correlation test. The null hypothesis of the test
is that there is no serial correlation in the residuals
but the probability value of 0.0914 indicates that is
rejected. This means that there is no serial correlation
in the residuals.

4.4.3 Heteroskedasticity Test
The last diagnostic test undertaken is the heteroskedasticity test which occurs when the variance of
the error terms differs across the observations. Its
existence is a major concern in the application of
regression analysis and the results are presented
in Table 6. The ARCH test tests the null hypothesis
that there is no heteroskedasticity up to order q in
the residual.
Based on the probability value of 0.8246; the study
accepts the null hypothesis. This means that there
is no heteroskedasticity up to order q in the residual therefore no problem of misspecification of the
second order.

4.5 Stability Tests
4.5.1 CUSUM Test
The stability CUSUM test is applied to evaluate the
stability of the long run coefficient together with
the short run dynamics. Figure 2 shows CUSUM test
from 1980 to 2013 the stability of the parameters
remains within the critical bounds of parameter
stability.

Table 5: Serial Correlation Test on the Residuals
F-statistic

2.609636

Prob. F(2.28)

0.0914

Obs*R-squared

5.341936

Prob. Chi-Square(2)

0.0692

Source: Authors

Table 6: Heteroskedasticity Test: ARCH
F-statistic

0.049943

Prob. F(1.31)

0.8246

Obs*R-squared

0.053079

Prob. Chi-Square(1)

0.8178

Source: Authors

Figure 2: CUSUM Test
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Table 7: Ramsey Reset Test on Residuals
Value
Df
Probability
F-Statistic
0.260228
(1.29)
0.6138
Likelihood Ratio
0.303734
1
0.5816
Source: Authors

4.5.2 Ramsey Reset Test
The Ramsey reset test, also known as the regression
specification error test is applied is applied as the
second stability of the model and the results are presented in Table 7 above.
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The Impact of Exchange Rate and Exports on Economic
Growth of South Africa
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University of Limpopo, South Africa
Abstract: South Africa is currently running at a very low phase of economic growth and this raised major
concerns to different stakeholders in the country. A balanced exchange rate together with export promotion
is viewed as the key instruments that can be used to improve the growth rate of the economy. This paper
is aimed at determining the impact of exchange rate and exports on economic growth of South Africa. The
Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) and Phillip-Perron (PP) tests were employed to determine the unit root of the
time series data. Johansen cointegration procedures and vector error correction model (VECM) were used to
capture the short-run and long run relationship between the variables. The Engle-Granger causality test was
also employed to determine the degree of influence amongst the variables. Furthermore, the paper carried
out the impulse response function (IRF) to plot the difference between time series process without a shock
and the time series with a shock. The results indicate that there is a significant positive relationship between
exports and economic growth. The results further indicate that there is a significant negative relationship
between exchange rate and economic growth. This implies that a depreciation of the rand in the foreign
exchange market can contribute positively to the home country, because more of the domestically produced
products could be sold in the international market. Measures to promote exports and balanced exchange
rate are therefore recommended.
Keywords: Economic growth, exchange rate, exports, Johansen cointegration, Vector error correction model,
Impulse response function

1. Introduction
South Africa is currently running at a very low phase
of economic growth and this raised major concerns
to different stakeholders in the country. According
to Statistics South Africa (2016), Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) was reported at -1.2% during the first
quarter of 2016 and 0.2% during the third quarter
of 2016. This proves the fact that the South African
economy is growing below the target of between
2 to 3 percent per quarter. The exchange rate
between the Rand (South African currency) and
the US dollar was trading at roughly R13.01 per
US dollar in February 2017 (SARB, 2017). This also
proves the fact that the Rand is not doing well in
the foreign exchange market.
Expansion and openness to foreign markets was
viewed as a key determinant of economic growth
because of the positive externalities it provides.
Helpman and Krugman (1985) indicated that firms
in a thriving export sector can enjoy the benefits
of efficient resource allocation, greater capacity
utilization, exploitation of economies of scale, and
increased technological innovation stimulated by

foreign market competition. Exports can also provide foreign exchange that allows for more imports
of intermediate goods which in turn raises capital formation and thus stimulate output growth. It
is also possible to have growth-led exports (GLE)
which has the reverse causal flow from economic
growth to exports growth. This can be stipulated by
productivity gains caused by increases in domestic
levels of skilled labour and technology (Awokuse,
2007).
The exchange rate plays a vital role in a country’s
level of trade and other transactions with economic agents in other countries. It is very much
important in the world economy because countries
need foreign currencies to perform international
transactions for goods and services. South African
industries or households who are willing to buy
goods and services from other countries need to
convert their home currency (Rand) into the foreign currencies which the goods and services are
coming from. On the other hand, foreign citizens
or companies which are interested in buying goods
and services from South Africa also need to convert
their home currencies into South African Rands.
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This whole process helps in the smooth running of
transactions between countries. The most important question been asked by trading parties is how
much to spend from one currency in order to get
another country’s currency. This brings to the idea
of stabilising the exchange rate because of the role it
plays on economic growth and stability in the economy. Since the South African Reserve Bank (SARB)
adopted the free-floating exchange rate system,
the country’s exchange rate has turned to be more
volatile. This could be a risk to the growth of international trade and macroeconomic stability because
of the presence of hedging facilities that could be
employed to protect entities against exchange rate
risks (Nyahokwe & Ncwadi, 2013).
In essence, the ultimate aim of this paper is to determine the impact of exchange rate and exports on
economic growth of South Africa. The paper has
been structured as follows: section 2 contains the
literature review; section 3 contains the methodology applied in the paper; section 4 presents the
results and findings of the paper and lastly section 5
concludes the paper.

2. Literature Review
This section presents both theoretical framework
and empirical literature.

2.1 Theoretical Framework
This section incorporates and discusses the theories
that link to this paper, which includes; the stage
theory, Adam Smith’s theory of absolute advantage
and the purchasing power parity (PPP theory).

2.1.1 The Stage Theory
The stage theory suggests that internationalization
is a gradual process that requires the acquisition,
integration, and also the use of knowledge with
regard to foreign markets. The accumulation of
resources, exploitation of economic of scale, and
building excess capacity is viewed as a result of a
growing firm. These resources allow management
to direct more efforts to exports when compared
to smaller firms (Bonaccorsi, 1992). The theory
contains elements of learning that takes place over
time as owners and managers develop intellectual
capital used in the development of internationalisation strategies and resource allocation (Orser,
Spense, Riding & Carrington, 2008). The holding
of this theory purports and confirms that exports

are larger, more established, and run by more
experienced managers.

2.1.2 Adam Smith’s Theory of Absolute
Advantage
The theory of absolute advantage was based on
the notion that the national’s wealth is reflected
by its production capacity, not necessarily in holding of precious metals. Adam Smith believed that
it is the division of labour that may leads to the
greatest improvement in the productive powers
of labour. He based his argument on the fact
that the advancement of labour will lead to more
output that can be produced with the same amount
of labour. Nonetheless the division of labour will
leads to quantitative and qualitative production
improvements. This will result in an increased
output, stimulation of technological development,
and workers’ skills and productivity will enhance.
As a result, economic growth is promoted and also
national wealth increases.
Smith argued that domestic and international trade
are determined by the same rules. In other words,
the division of labour works internationally the
same way it does domestically. He also emphasized
that a nation tends to buy scarce goods from abroad
and specialises in the production of some other
goods. This implies that a nation would produce
and export the commodities that they can produce
more cheaply as compared to other nations and
import those which it cannot produce. This whole
situation will lead to each country specialising in
the production of goods that they produce the best
(Schumacher, 2012).

2.1.3 The Purchasing Power Parity (PPP Theory)
The Purchasing Power Parity (PPP theory) explains
the movements in the exchange rate. It is originated
from the work of British economist David Ricardo.
This theory takes its starting point from the law one
price, which states that under conditions of free
completion and absence of transportation costs
and trade barriers, identical goods should have one
price in any given country. PPP is an extension of the
law of price. This theory asserts that the exchange
rate between currencies of two countries equals
the relation between the price levels of these two
countries. Only in this way the purchasing power of
currencies in both countries is the same.
There are two versions of PPP, absolute and relative,
the former is considered quite restrictive since it
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will be valid when financial markets are efficient
and baskets of goods are identical, which does not
occur due to market imperfections, transaction
costs, product differentiation and international
trade restrictions. However, relative PPP states
that prices and exchange rates vary maintaining
a constant ratio in the purchasing power of the
domestic currency of each country regarding other
currencies. Thus, the country with a higher inflation
differential should raise the exchange rate of its
currency regarding the other one, that is, it should
recognize the loss of value of its currency (depreciation); being this raise in the exchange rate same as
the difference between both inflation types.
The PPP allows one to estimate what the exchange
rate between two currencies would have to be in
order for the exchange rate to be at par with the
purchasing power of the two countries’ currencies. Observed deviations of the exchange rate
from PPP are measured by deviations of the real
exchange rate from its PPP value of 1 (Mcknight
& Sanchez, 2014).
The PPP exchange rates help to minimize misleading international comparisons that can arise with
the use of market exchange rates. For example,
suppose that two countries produce the same
physical amount of goods in two different years.
Since market exchange rates fluctuate substantially, when the GDP of one country measured in
its own currency is converted to the other country’s
currency using market exchange rates, one country
might be inferred to have higher real GDP than the
other country in one year but lower in the other
year. Both of these inferences can fail to reflect
the reality of their relative levels of production.
However, if each country ‘s GDP is converted into
the other country ‘s currency using PPP exchange
rates instead of observed market exchange rates,
the false inference will not occur (Spaho, 2015).

2.2 Empirical Literature
Using the vector autoregressive (VAR) model and
Granger-causality method, Ghartey (1993) studied the relationship between economic growth
and export in Taiwan, United State and Japan.
The results indicated that exports lead to growth
in Taiwan and economic growth Granger-causes
export growth in United State. Furthermore, it
was also pointed out that there is existence of
causal relationship between exports and economic

growth in Japan. Heitger (1987) and Lussier (1993)
concluded that exports is a vital determinant of
economic growth after using ordinary least square
method to study the relationship between exports
and economic growth. Kravis (1970) and Michaely
(1977) employed the Spearman rank method to
determine whether export is an important determinant of economic growth. Their results were the
same as those of Heitger (1987) and Lussier (1993).
Colombatto (1990) used 70 country samples to
determine if exports lead to economic growth.
The results rejected the null hypothesis of exportled growth. Jung and Muturi (1993) applied the
Granger-causality test to analyse the relationship
between export growth and economic growth for
37 developing countries. The results also rejected
the null hypothesis of export-led growth. Ahmed,
Butt, and Alarm (2000) employed a trivariate
causality framework to study causality between
export and economic growth. The results also
rejected the null hypothesis of export-led growth.
From the literature reviewed, evidence point out
that there are mixed results on the question of
whether indeed export can contribute positively
to economic growth. This whole process makes it
interesting to see what we can get from the South
African economy.

3. Research Design and Methodology
This paper employed Johansen cointegration
test and vector error correction model (VECM) to
capture the relationship between the variables.
The Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) and PhillipPerron (PP) tests are also used to determine the
unit roots for time series data. The Engle-Granger
causality test is also employed to determine the
causality effect amongst the variables. Diagnostic
tests will also be performed to check the existence of serial correlation and heteroscedasticity in
the time series. Furthermore, the paper performs
stability tests to determine whether the model is
correctly specified. In conclusion, the paper will
carry out the impulse response function. This section is structured as follows; Model specification
will be presented first, followed by the discussion
of Data. In conclusion, the section will discuss the
estimation techniques which include the following: unit root tests, Johansen cointegration test,
VECM, the Engle-Granger causality test, diagnostic
testing, Stability tests and the Impulse Response
Function (IRF).
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3.1 Model Specification
The model of the study consists of three variables with annual time series data. The variables
are economic growth (EG), exchange rate (EX) and
Exports (EP). In the model, Economic growth is being
regarded as the dependent variable, with exchange
rate and exports been regarded as the independent variables. The equation of this model can be
expressed as follows:
EG = f(EX, EP)

(1)

and as a linear equation,
EGt = βο + σ1 EXt + σ2 EPt + εt

(2)

where:

βο

=

Constant

EG

=

Economic Growth

EX

=

Exchange rate

EP

=

Exports

σ

=
		

Parameters of the model with all
real numbers

ε

Error term

=

3.2 Data
The time series data for all the variables is collected
from the World Bank. The time series data covers
the period 1962 until 2016. The data for exchange
rate is presented as the annual percentages of the
real effective exchange rate against the US dollar.
The US dollar was chosen simply because it serves
as the central reserve in the foreign exchange
market. For economic growth, the annual percentage of real GDP was used. Furthermore, the annual
percentage time series data for export performance
was used for exports. The time series data for all
the variables is presented in annual percentages.

3.3 Estimation Techniques
3.3.1 Unit Root Tests/Stationarity Tests
Johansen’s Cointegration method, VECM and
Granger causality involves initial testing of the
time series to ensure the order of integration of the

variable by means of testing for unit roots. As the
model contains economic variables of a time series
nature, the empirical analysis will start by examining
their statistical properties. The essence of analysing
these properties is to determine if the variables in
the model are stationary, so as to avoid spurious
regression which might lead to a high R2 and thus,
misleading results (Asteriou and Hall, 2011). To get
reliable results from the analysis of econometric
models, it is required that the time series data under
consideration should be stationery.
This paper will perform two different tests of
unit roots, namely; informal test and formal test.
Informal test results will be in the form of visual
inspections presented in the form of graphs or figures. Formal test results will be presented in the
form tables. In order to validate the characteristics
in the time series data, the study utilises two different formal unit root tests, namely the ADF and PP
tests. These tests are employed to determine the
non-stationarity assumptions as well as to ensure
that spurious results, problems of autocorrelation
and heteroscedasticity are avoided (Dickey & Fuller,
1979). In general, these tests are consistent with
each other; however, the study included both of
them to ensure accuracy regarding the unit root
test conclusion.
When running the ADF and PP tests, the main focus
will be on the probability values, critical values and
the t-statistics values. If the critical values are lower
than the values of the t-statistics at different levels
of significance, the null hypothesis is not rejected.
Meaning there is a unit root or the time series data
is not stationery. However, if the critical values are
greater than the t-statistics at different levels of significance, the null hypothesis is rejected. Meaning
there is no unit root. If variables are stationary in
a model, they will tend to have a constant variance
and some elements of autocorrelation over time
(Noula, 2012). If a series is not stationary, it may
become stationary only after differencing.

3.3.1.1 The Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) Test
The ADF test can be performed using three different
kinds of regressions, namely; without intercept and
deterministic time trend, with intercept and with
both intercept and deterministic time trend. The lag
length on these extra terms is either determined by
the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) or Schwartz
Bayesian Criterion (SBC), or more usefully by the lag
length necessary to whiten the residuals.
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The equation for ADF is given by:

The maximum eigenvalue test is given by:
^

δyt = α0+ β t + γ yt –1+ δ1δyt –1+ ...+ δp –1δyt – p+1

(3)

where α is the constant, β, the coefficient on a time
trend and p is the lag order of the autoregressive
process. In order to select the optimal lag length
for the model, the log-likelihood function must be
maximised (Maggiora & Skerman, 2009).

3.3.1.2 Phillip-Perron (PP) Test
According to Asteriou and Hall (2011) Phillip-Perron
(PP) test is a generalization of ADF test that allows
for fairly mild assumption concerning the distributions of errors. The distribution theory supporting
the Dickey-Fuller tests is based on the assumption
that the error terms are statistically independent
and have a constant variance. When using the ADF
methodology, we have to make sure that the error
terms are uncorrelated and that they really have
a constant variance. The main reason this study
conducts the PP as well is because the ADF test
loses power for sufficiently larger values of p or the
number of lags (Gujarati, 2004). The regression of
PP is as follows:
Yt = b0 + b1Yt –1 + μt

(4)

3.3.2 Johansen Cointegration Test
The paper employed Johansen cointegration
approach to determine the long-run relationship
amongst the variables. According to Gujaratti (2004),
Johansen’s method takes a starting point from the
VAR representation of the variables:

δ Y t = μ + πY t

p –1

–1

+ Σ Γj δYt –1 + ε1
i=1

(5)

where Yt is an nx1 vector of variables that are integrated of order of one-commonly denoted by I (1)
and εt is an nx1 vector of innovations. If the coefficient matrix Π has a reduced rank r < n, then there
exist nxr matrices α and β each with rank r such that
Π = αβ1 and β1Yt is stationary, whilst r is the number
of cointegrating relationships.
The Johansen cointegration approach depends on
two different likelihood ratio tests of the reduced
rank of the matrix; namely, the trace test and the
maximum eigenvalue test.
The Trace test is given by:

λtrace (r ) = −T

n

^

∑ 1n(1 − λ

i = r +1

r +1

)

(6)
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λmax (r , r + 1) = −T 1n(1 − λr +1 )

(7)

where:
Λ

T is the sample size, and λ is the ith largest canonical
I
correlation.

β1, represent the matrix of cointegrating vectors
α, represent the speed of adjustment coefficients
r, represent the number of cointegrating relationships

Π , determines the extent to which the system is
cointegrated and is called the impact.
3.3.3 VECM
The purpose of the vector error correction model in
this study is to determine the short-run relationship
between the variables. The VECM will only be carried
out if there is cointegration between the variables
from the Johansen cointegration test.
Model specification:

∆X t = β x 0 + β xx1∆ t −1 + β x11∆P1t −1 + β x 21∆P 2t −1 + ν x t

(8)

P1t = β10 + β1x1∆ t −1 + β111∆P1t −1 + β121∆P 2t −1 + ν 1t

(9)

∆P 2t = β 20 + β 2 x1∆ t −1 + β 211∆P1t −1 + β 221∆P 2t −1 + ν 2t (10)
Where: δXt represent the economic growth variable, δP 1t represent the exchange rate variable and
δP 2t represent the exports variable. β Represent
the coefficients of the variables, t –1 represent the
tests for unit root, while (v xt , v 1t , v 2t ) represents the
VECM error terms.

3.3.3.1 The Lag Length Selection Criteria
An important preliminary step in model building is
the selection of VAR lag order. Estimating the lag
length of autoregressive process for a time series
is a crucial econometric exercise in most economic
studies. This paper will apply some commonly
used lag-order selection criteria to choose the lag
order, such as Akaike Information Criterion (AIC),
Hannan-Quinn (HQ), Schwartz Criterion (SC) and
Final Prediction Error (FPE).
Using Akaike Information Criterion to choose lag
order:
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 log L  2 K
AIC = −2 

 T  T

3.3.6 Stability Test
The paper employed the Cusum and Cusum squares
for stability tests. The purpose of these tests is to
determine whether the model is stable.

Using Schwartz Criterion to choose lag order:

 log L  K log T
SC = −2 
+
T
 T 
Using Hannan-Quinn to choose lag order:

 log L 
HQ = −2 
 + 2K
 T 
3.3.4 Diagnostic Testing
In order to ensure that the results from the econometric models yield true estimates, the researcher
performs diagnostic tests. The paper will carry out
the Jarque-Bera test to check if the residuals are
normally distributed. This is followed by BreauchGodfrey and Breauch-Pegan-Godfrey tests to check
the existence of serial correlation and heteroscedasticity respectively.
3.3.5 The Engle-Granger Causality Test
The concept of Granger causality starts with the
premise that the future cannot cause the past. If
event A occurs after event B, then A cannot cause B.
Granger (1969) applied this concept to economic
time series to determine whether one-time series
‛‛causes” in the sense of precedes another. However,
merely because event A occurs before B does not
mean that A causes B. Therefore, the Granger causality test will also be used to determine if there is
causality between the variables as well as which
one actually causes or predicts the other. It is stated
that, if the probability value is significant at 5%, then
the null hypotheses can be rejected.
Model specification:
n

n

n

i =1

j =1

k =1

n

n

n

3.3.7 The Impulse Response Function
More generally, an impulse response refers to the
reaction of any dynamic system in response to
some external change. Impulse response function
(IRF) of a dynamic system is its output when presented with a brief input signal, called an impulse.
The study employed the impulse response function to trace out the response of the current and
future values of each of the variables to a oneunit increase in the current value of one of the
VAR errors. It shows the effects of an exogenous
shock on the whole process over time. The impulse
response sequence plots the difference between
time series process without a shock and the time
series with a shock. The study will first perform the
impulse response function using the vector error
correction model. To confirm the results, the study
will also perform the impulse response function
using the VAR model.
A VAR was vector MA (∞) form as:

yt = μ + εt + ψ1 εt –1 + ψ2 εt –2 + ....
Thus, the matrix ψs has the interpretation:

∂yt − s
= Ψs
∂ε 't
that is; the row I, column j element of ψs identifies
the consequences of one unit increase in the jth
variable’s innovation at date t (εjt) for the value of
the ith variable at time t + s (Yit + s ), holding all other
innovations at all dates constant. The equation:

∂Yit + s
∂ε ' jt

EGt = ∑ α i EGt −i + ∑ β j EX t − j + ∑ β k EPt − k +ut (11)
EX t = ∑ α i EX t −i + ∑ β j EGt − j + ∑ β k EPt − k +ut
i =1

j =1

(12)

k =1

n

n

n

i =1

j =1

k =1

EPt = ∑ α i EPt −i + ∑ β j EX t − j + ∑ β k EGt − k +ut
where: EGt

=

Economic Growth

EXt

=

Exchange Rate

EPt

=

Exports

Ut

=

Error term

(13)

as a function of S is called the impulse response
function. It describes the response of Yit + s to a onetime impulse in Yjt with all other variables dated t
or earlier held constant.

4. Emperical Results and Discussions
4.1 Unit Root Tests
The results from ADF and PP tests indicate that
the null hypothesis of a unit root process for the
series economic growth, exports and exchange
rate cannot be rejected because they exhibit the
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presence of a unit root at level form. However,
all the time series data appears to be completely
stationery after having been differenced once.

4.2 Johansen Cointegration Test
The Trace test and Maximum Eigenvalue test were
carried out to determine cointegration amongst
the variables. Tables 2 and 3 present the results

from the Trace test and Maximum Eigenvalue test.
The trace test indicates that there is no cointegration amongst the variables, meaning there is no
relationship between the variables. However, the
maximum eigenvalue test indicates that there is
one cointegration equation amongst the variables,
meaning the variables are related in one way. This
implies that the null hypothesis of no cointegration
between the variables can be rejected.

Table 1: Summary of Unit Root Tests (ADF and PP Tests)
ADF
Levels

1st
Difference

Intercept

-3.514532**

-7.477819***

-3.359372

-7.043379***

Trend & Intercept

-3.868826*

-7.433385***

-3.614204**

-7.408771***

None

-2.362458**

-7.509819***

-1.386866**

-7.345269***

Intercept

-1.198466

-6.178606***

-1.083255

-6.598811***

Trend & Intercept

-3.570680

-6.132068***

-3.105936**

-6.549254***

None

-1.612867**

-6.110415***

-2.535619**

-6.034560***

Intercept

-2.554744

-6.467164***

-2.796617*

-6.581388***

Trend & Intercept

-2.691829

-6.432577***

-2.905752

-6.545047***

None

-0.300908

-6.530990***

-0.239910

-6.666418***

VARIABLES
ECONOMIC
GROWTH
EXCHANGE
RATE

EXPORTS

PP
Levels

* denotes the rejection of the null hypothesis at 10% level of significance
** denotes the rejection of the null hypothesis at 5% level of significance
*** denotes the rejection of the null hypothesis at 1% level of significance
Source: Authors’ calculations

Table 2: Summary of the Trace Test
Hypothesized
No. of CE (s)

Eigen
Value

Trace
Statistic

Critical Value
@ 5%

Prob.**

None

0.344260

29.28808

29.79707

0.0571

At Most 1

0.096958

7.766521

15.49471

0.4907

At Most 2

0.049055

2.565277

3.841466

0.1092

Trace test indicates no cointegration at the 0.05 level
* denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 0.05 level
**MacKinnon-Haug-Michelis (1999) p-values
Source: Authors’ calculations

Table 3: Summary of the Maximum Eigen Value Test
Hypothesized
No. of CE (s)

Eigen
Value

Max-Eigen
Statistic

Critical Value
@ 5%

Prob.**

None

0.344260

21.52156

21.13162

0.0441

At Most 1

0.096958

5.201294

14.26460

0.7163

At Most 2

0.049055

2.565277

3.841466

0.1092

Max-eigenvalue test indicates 1 cointegrating eqn(s) at the 0.05 level
* denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 0.05 level
**MacKinnon-Haug-Michelis (1999) p-values
Source: Authors’ calculations
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Table 4: Normalised Cointegrating Equation
Normalised cointegrating coefficient (Standard error in parentheses)
Economic Growth (EG)

Export Promotion (EP)

Exchange Rate (EX)

1.000000

-0.236115

0.029050

(0.13967)

(0.01203)

Source: Authors’ calculations

Table 5: Summary of VECM Estimates
Variables

Coefficients

Standard error

t-statistics

D (EG)

-0.148993

0.15045

-0.99031

D (EX)

0.114550

0.03683

-0.66631

D (EP)

0.368024

0.15507

2.37321

CointEq1

-0.522341

0.14527

-3.59556

Constant

0.023223

0.30821

0.07535

R-squared = 0.465126
Adj. R-squared = 0.378053
Source: Authors’ calculations

Economic growth (EG) normalised to unity as the
endogenous variable of the regression. With the
estimated cointegrated vector, the associated
coeffients represent the long-run equilibrium relationship. The cointegrated vector is expressed as
follows:
EG + EX + EP = 0

(14)

Thus:
EG + 0.029050EX – 0.236115EP = 0

(15)

EG = – 0.029050EX + 0.236115EP = 0

(16)

Equation 16 postulates the existence of a long-run
negative relationship between economic growth
and exchange rate. It estimates that a 1% appreciation in the value of the South African Rand can
lead to 0.03% decrease the rate of economic growth.
In the same logic, a 1% depreciation of the Rand
can lead to 0.03% increase in growth rate. It also
appears that economic growth is positively related
to export promotions. Based on equation 16, it is
estimated that a 1% change in exports lead to 0.23%
change in economic growth.

short-run equilibrium. This paper established
VECM considering 1 cointegrating vector derived
from Johansen cointegration test, with lags interval
of 1 to 2. The estimates of VECM are presented in
Table 5 above.
Since VECM is a system of equations, the error
term of the Cointegrating equation 1 is negative
(-0.522341) and significant. This implies that 52%
of disequilibrium is corrected annually. The coefficient of correlation (R-squared of around 47%) of
the series reveals that the VECM significantly translate short-term adjustments in all three variables
and it explains adjustments in all series according
to short-run changes. Based on the overall VECM
results, the error correction terms indicate that
economic growth, exchange rate and exports substantially adjust to long-run shocks affecting natural
equilibrium.

4.4 The Engle-Granger Causality Test
The results of the Engle-Granger causality test are
presented in Table 6 on the next page and they
indicate that there is no causality amongst all the
variables.

4.3 VECM

4.5 Diagnostic Testing

VECM corrects the long-run disequilibrium through
short-run adjustments, leading the system to

The diagnostic tests in Table 7 on the following page
indicates that residuals are normally distributed.
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Table 6: The Engle-Granger Causality Tests
Pairwise Granger Causality Tests
Date: 07/06/17 Time: 10:27
Sample: 1962 2015
Lags: 2
Null Hypothesis:
EX does not Granger Cause EG

Obs

F-Statistic

Prob.

52

2.53356

0.0902

1.09643

0.3425

0.00160

0.9984

2.05402

0.1396

2.96164

0.0615

0.31742

0.7296

EG does not Granger Cause EX
EP does not Granger Cause EG

52

EG does not Granger Cause EP
EP does not Granger Cause EX

52

EX does not Granger Cause EP
Source: Authors’ calculations

Table 7: Summary of Diagnostic Testing
TEST

Ho

P-VALUE

CONCLUSION

Jarque-Bera

Risiduals are
normally distributed

0.205716

Do not reject Ho since PV is
> 5% L.O.S

Breusch-Godfrey

No serial
Correlation

0.4054

Do not reject Ho since PV is
> 5% L.O.S

Breusch-PeganGodfrey

No
Heteroskedasticity

0.6309

Do not reject Ho since PV is
> 5% L.O.S

PV = Probability Value
L.O.S = level of significance
> = Greater than
< = Less than
Source: Authors’ calculations

This is indicated by the probability value of 0.205716,
which is greater than 5% level of significance. The
results further indicate that there is no serial correlation and heteroskedasticity. This is indicated by
the probability values of 0.4054 and 0.6309 respectively, which is greater than 5% level of significance.

4.6 Stability Test
Figures 1 and 2 on the following page present the
results for the Cusum Test and the Cusum squares
respectively. Both figures indicate that the model is
fairly stable as the cumulative sum moves inside the
critical lines. This movement between the lines of
significance at 5% level of significance is therefore
an indication of stability.

4.7 The Impulse Response Function
The impulse response function shows how one variable responds over time to a single innovation in

itself or another variable. Figure 3 on page 363 presents the results of the impulse response function
Based on Figure 3, economic growth responds
positively to a shock on itself from period 1 until
period 12. The results further indicate that economic growth responds positively on an increasing
rate to a shock on exchange rate from period 1
to 2, decline positively from period 2 to 3 and start
increasing positively from period 4 until the end
period. Furthermore, it is also indicated that economic growth start by responding positively to
a shock on exports from period 1 to 3, and then
become negative from period 5 until the end period.

5. Concluding Remarks
The primary aim of this paper was to determine
the impact of exports and exchange rate on economic growth of South Africa. The paper adopted
Johansen cointegration procedures to determine
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Figure 1: The Cusum Test
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Figure 2: The Cusum Squares
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the long-run equilibrium relationship between the
variables. The results pointed out the existence of
1 cointegrating equation, meaning that the variables were integrated in one way. The nature of
the relationship showed that economic growth is
positively related to exports. These results are in
line with the findings of Ghartey (1993), who used
the vector autoregressive (VAR) model for Taiwan,
United States and Japan. Heitger (1987) and Lussier
(1993) also concluded that exports are a vital determinant of economic growth after using ordinary
least square method. Most of the studies reviewed
pointed out that exports serves as an important
determinant of economic growth. Even though,
there are few studies like Colombatto (1990) who
rejected the null hypothesis of export-led growth
after analysing the sample of 70 countries.

The direction of the relationship further indicates
that economic growth is negatively related to
exchange rate. These results can be supported by
economic theory on the perception that a strong
Rand will make domestically produced goods
expensive in the international market. The main
idea is that if the value of the South African Rand is
affordable in the foreign exchange market, more of
the domestically produced products will be bought
in the international market. This can contribute positively to economic growth.
Theory and empirical literature has proven that
exports and exchange rate plays an important role
on the level of GDP in the South African economy.
It is therefore recommended to policy makers in
South Africa to adopt policies that will promote
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Figure 3: The Impulse Response Function
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exports and balanced exchange rate in the country. This can be achieved by implementing policies
that are aimed at increasing the level of production
in the country.
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Africa: A Review of Progress, Challenges and Prospects
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Abstract: A strong industrial base is an important pillar for development. Industry can promote inclusive
development in terms of sustainable jobs and livelihoods and also with respect to building resilience in the
era of globalisation and climate change. The problem in Africa is that the continent remains largely not industrialised. Where it has occurred, it has not been very inclusive and sustainable. There are continental efforts
to advance the industrialisation agenda such as the Accelerated Industrialisation Development Action (AIDA)
Plan and the pursuit of agro-allied industrialisation. Even though in the last ten years, economic growth rates
have increased for a number of countries, most are experiencing low and declining growth. While the state
of human development has also improved for most of the continent, over ninety percent of the region falls
under the Low Human Development category of countries. Manufacturing Value Added (MVA) in Africa is the
lowest globally as the continent continues to be a primary commodity producer and exporter and is vulnerable
to economic, financial and political crises. The paper investigates the problem of lack of or limited progress
made on industrialisation. It therefore aims to review the progress made in promoting inclusive and sustainable industrialisation in Africa. Its main objectives are i) to assess how the continent has performed thus far
with regard to industrialization, focusing on progress and challenges ii) to identify and draw lessons from the
strategies and policies which selected countries are pursuing in order to promote inclusive and sustainable
industrialisation iii) to assess the implications in terms of the role of the developmental state. Using secondary
data sources, the paper employs a qualitative research methodology. It shows that industrialisation is low
overall and that, to a large extent, it has not been inclusive and sustainable. The paper recommends number
of strategies to intensify the effort, integrating industrialisation into development planning and budgeting,
design and implementation of industrial policies, increasing investments in building an infrastructural base for
industry, integrating gender equality and women’s empowerment and youth participation, investing in human
capacity for industrialisation, and strengthening partnerships through South-South Cooperation.
Keywords: Sustainable industrialisation, inclusivity, democratic developmental state, development

1. Introduction
The theme of industrialisation has resurfaced again
on the African development agenda. Concerned
by the persistence of poverty, unemployment, inequality and dependence on commodity or primary
production, African states appear to have re-committed themselves towards a more rapid approach
implementation of industrialization. In 2012, the
growth rate in over 80 per cent of African countries
was higher than the global growth rate of 2.7 per
cent. In addition, 16 African countries were among
the top 30 to be experiencing the highest growth
rates in the world (United Nations Economic and
Social Council (ECOSOC) et al. 2013:iii). A number
of countries have witnessed relatively high rates of
growth in their Gross Domestic Product (GDP) (for
example, Ethiopia, Angola, Mozambique, Ghana,
Tanzania, among others). However, since 2014,

generally, growth has declined to around 3.5 to 4
per cent per annum. Dubbed as ‛Africa rising’, the
phenomenon of high growth was short lived due to
the onset of the global economic and financial crisis
in 2008-2009 and the recent decline in commodity
prices on the global markets. The problem is that
the growth has been vulnerable to external shocks.
Despite some periods of high growth ‛spurts’, and
although there have been some improvements
in human development in terms of, for example,
access to education and health services, generally,
most countries in Africa (with the exception of a few
such as South Africa, Botswana, Morocco, Algeria,
Tunisia), all fall in the Low Human Development
(LHD) category of countries based on the United
Nations Human Development Index (HDI).
Furthermore, using the Gender Inequality Index
(GII) which Measures gender inequality, most of
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Africa has the widest disparities between men and
women in terms of participation in labour markets,
decision-making in Parliament, access to secondary
education and access to health services. (United
Nations Human Development Report, 2016). The
prevalence of poverty is also relatively much higher
than other regions. In short, the continent continues to face the challenges of poverty, inequality,
unemployment and low levels of human wellbeing. The quest for industrialisation is an attempt
to resolve these challenges. Basically, the major
challenge facing the continent relates to its continued dependence on production of commodities
or primary products. This makes them vulnerable
to the vicissitudes of international commodity and
financial markets. In addition, it also means that
the continent does not fully benefit from its rich
natural resource base-the oil, gas, minerals and
agricultural land. Past experiments in industrialization in Africa led to increases in growth but not
sustainable development. Instead, colonial policies
attracted multinational capital which tended to
extract and export commodities rather than process
them into final goods. The post independent state
has struggled to transform this inherited pattern.
The African Union Commission’s Agenda 2030 and
the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) under Agenda 2030, both integrate industrialisation as one of the key strategies to achieve
structural transformation and promote human
development in Africa. The urgency to implement
could not have been more pronounced than in the
case of Africa which has 34 of the World’s 48 Least
Developed Countries (United Nations Development
Organisation (UNIDO), 2016).

high-technology manufacturing. The United Nations
Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO,
2016:1) argues that:

Agenda 2063 advocates an industrialisation
approach which is reinforced by beneficiation and
value addition. Mineral beneficiation has been identified and prioritised by many African countries as
an economic opportunity to stimulate industrial
development and diversification for multiple job
creation opportunities. This is based on the continent’s vast mineral resources which range from
diamonds, gold, uranium, bauxite, steel, aluminium, copper, platinum, coal, etc. (African Union,
2017). The agenda of industrialization therefore,
is basically concerned about how the continent
can achieve structural transformation, strengthen
its productive capacity and improve performance
in Manufacturing Value Added (MVA), increase
the share of manufactured exports in its total
exports and also shift from Low to medium and

This paper therefore focuses on the problem of limited progress made on industrialisation in Africa. It
is about how the continent can promote inclusive
and sustainable industrialisation. Its specific objectives are to assess how the continent has performed
thus far with regard to industrialization, focusing on
progress and challenges, to identify and draw lessons from the strategies and policies which selected
countries are pursuing in order to promote inclusive
and sustainable industrialisation and to assess the
implications in terms of the role of the developmental state. Using secondary data sources, the
paper employs a qualitative research methodology. It shows that industrialisation is low overall
and that, to a large extent, it has not been inclusive
and sustainable. The paper recommends number
of strategies to intensify the effort, integrating

‛‛Rarely has a country evolved from poor to rich
without sustained structural transformation from
an agrarian or resource-based economy towards
an industrial or service-based economy. This transformation is important to ensure wealth creation
through increased economic integration and productivity”. United Nations Industrial Development
Organization (UNIDO, 2016:1).
It has also been argued that even if a country succeeds in industrialisation, this does not necessarily
guarantee that development takes place. The case
of Africa’s earlier industrialisation experiments
provides evidence for that. Based on the evidence
on the path to industrialisation which other countries adopted (for example, South Korea, Malaysia,
Singapore, among others), this paper emphasizes
that an inclusive and sustainable industrialisation
will not happen on its own or based on markets or
initiatives of private sector alone. While ensuring
that it pursues a path that is appropriate for the
African context, the state in African countries has
to take a very strong leadership role in terms of
defining the vision for industrialisation and developing the wide range of policies and strategies
that are necessary to achieve that goal. Of critical
importance will be the need to mobilise the requisite financial, technical and human capacity develop
state and private sector capacity (including largescale as well as Small and Medium-sized Enterprises
(SMEs), to deliver on the plans.
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industrialisation into development planning and
budgeting, design and implementation of industrial policies, increasing investments in building an
infrastructural base for industry, integrating gender
equality and women’s empowerment and youth
participation, investing in human capacity for industrialisation, and strengthening partnerships through
South-South Cooperation.

addition, due to the skills gap between men and
women resulting from gender inequality in education and training, social and cultural practices,
among others (United Nations, 2016b), industry
employed more males than females. Although more
males were recruited, they participated mainly as
labour and not in management and also in unskilled
and semi-skilled positions.

2. Importance of Industrialisation in
Development

Athukorala (1996) & Lall (1999) point out that manufacturing is critical, and is probably the most
important engine of long-term growth and development. They cite the experiences of Malaysia and
China and South Korea where industrialization led to
export growth and massive increases in employment.
Oyelaran-Oyeyinka (2016:1) contextualize industrialisation within the sustainable development discourse.
They contend that development is an ultimate outcome of sustainable, equitable industrialization. In
other words, it must not be industrialization as an
end in itself but rather, a means towards addressing the social, economic and political needs of a
nation. Industrialization should thus be viewed as
a strategy that empowers citizens to become independent and self-determining in all aspects of their
lives. Sustainability is also about protecting the environment. Green industrialisation is a call to ensure
that Africa’s industrialisation does not add to carbon
emissions and also destroy the environment.

UNIDO (2016:34) makes a very sound argument
why industrialisation is important for any country
or region. It advances four pertinent reasons. It
notes that evidence from the industrialized regions
demonstrates that industrialisation is pivotal to economic growth and in improving human well-being
through job creation and higher incomes. It argues
that sustained structural transformation from an
agrarian to an industrial economy is vital for the
creation of wealth. UNIDO also argues that it is a
strategy to enable Africa to meet the goals in the
agendas referred to above (Agenda 2030 and 2063).
SDG Goal 9 is on industry, innovation and infrastructure development. Some countries in Africa have
experienced very high rates of growth in the last ten
years due to a commodity price boom while others
have increased modest rates. While there have been
some improvements in human development and
reduction in poverty, evidence shows that except
for a few countries (for example, Morocco, Tunisia,
Egypt, Mauritania, South Africa, Botswana, Mauritius
and Seychelles), most countries are still fall in the
Low Human Development (LHD) category when the
United Nations Human Development Index (HDI) is
used. Furthermore, rural poverty, youth unemployment and income inequality are relatively higher
than other regions. For these reasons, Africa has
to pursue comprehensive strategies which include
industrialisation in order to resolve those challenges.

3. Inclusive and Sustainable
Industrialisation
What is inclusive industrialisation? Inclusive implies
participation of all those who are willing and able to
take part in the process. Historically, industrialisation in Africa was driven by multinational companies
who were attracted by the cheap labour offered by
the region. Local labour was hired at low wages. The
companies brought in their capital in most instances
and were also the owners of the enterprises. In

4. Africa’s Industrialisation
Performance: Review of Evidence
The performance of the African continent with
respect to industrialization has been poor. A
number of indicators can be used to demonstrate
this. The Manufacturing Value Added (MVA) is a
common measure. It represents the output of the
manufacturing sector since its focus is on processing materials into finished products. An increase
represents improvement in industrialisation
whereas a decline denotes either de-industrialization or simply a decline in manufacturing output.
A related measure is the share of MVA in a country’s GDP. A higher share represents a higher rate
of manufacturing. Another measure that is commonly used is the share of manufactured exports
to a country’s total exports. The share of outputs
and exports that are produced using low, medium
or high-technology manufacturing is yet another
measure that reflects the degree of complexity in
a country’s manufacturing processes. Using data
from the United Nations Industrial Development
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Organisation (UNIDO), these indicators have been
used to show how Africa has performed on industrialization. Figure 1 uses the MVA share in GDP
over the period for which data were available, that
is, 2009-2013. Africa was compared to other developing regions such as Asia and the Pacific, Latin
America and the Caribbean as well as the industrialised countries. The evidence showed that Africa
was the least performing over the period, with an
MVA/GDP share of 10 per cent compared to 25
per cent for Asia and the Pacific, 13.5 per cent for
Latin America and the Caribbean and 15 per cent
for industrialised countries.

Figure 2 compares performance using the share
of manufactured exports in world manufactured
exports for the period 1995-2013.
Based on the technology composition indicator
(low, medium and high), Africa’s products are largely
resource based for the entire period, with some
growth in low-technology manufacturing.
In terms of Medium to High Technology (MHT)
manufacturing, Africa fares lowest for all the three
years that are indicated. China, Asia and Pacific do
much better. Industrialized countries are the best

Figure 1: Share of MVA in GDP 2009-2013

Source: Author

Figure 2: World Manufactured Exports by Development Group, Region and
Income 1995, 2005 and 2013

Source: UNIDO, 2015
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Figure 3: Technology Composition of Manufacturing Value added, by Development
Group, Region and Income, 1990, 2000 and 2013

Source: UNIDO, 2015

Figure 4: Medium and High – Tech Manufactured Exports: Share in Total Manufactured
Exports 2009-2013 (%)

Source: Based on data from United Nations Industrial Development Organisation (UNIDO)
2016. Industrial Competitiveness Report 2016. Vienna. UNIDO. P. 228

performers in term of MHT manufacturing, almost
double the performance of Africa in 2013. Figure 4
shows the relative shares of medium and high-technology manufactures in total manufactured exports
over the same period. Once again, Africa has the
lowest shares as compared to the other regions and
for the period covered. Asia and the Pacific, China
and the industrialized countries exceed Africa’s
share by over 20 percent.
Performance in terms of the Competitive Industrial
Performance (CIP) Index also shows Africa being the

least competitive of all regions. Figure 5 on the next
page presents the details.
According to comparative data on Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) presented by the World Economic
Forum (WEF), Sub-Saharan Africa has the lowest
GDP of US $1.39 trillion (measured in current
prices in 2016). The Middle East and North Africa
recorded US $ 2.86 trillion while Latin America and
the Caribbean stood at US$ 5.01 trillion. These
regions all perform way below advanced economies whose GDP was US$ 45.96 trillion. Emerging
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Figure 5: Industrial Competitiveness in Selected Countries

Source: Author

Figure 6: Gross Domestic Product (GDP): Sub-Saharan Africa in Comparison to Other Regions 2016.

Source: World Economic Forum (WEF), 2017

and developing countries as a group recorded half
of this amount (US$ 29.25 trillion), (World Economic
Forum, 2017). These statistics further reinforce the
argument that although growth has improved in
Sub-Saharan Africa in the last decade, the continent still ranks as the lowest when compared to

globally. It points to the urgent need for a turnaround strategy that can leapfrog economic growth
and development on the continent. Industrialization
has a potential to contribute to the achievement of
that goal.
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While industrialised countries are now moving
into what is called ‛the New Industrial Revolution’
(NIR), or ‛Smart’ industrialisation, most countries
in Africa are just beginning. A very small number
are producing medium to high technology manufactured products. Instead, their manufacturing
largely consists of primary commodities, with a
small proportion of light-technology produced
goods. The NIR is about digitization of industrial
processes. It includes the use of artificial intelligence or robotics, nano and biotechnology and
other related processes. The technology of the
NIR has the potential to improve productivity,
reduce energy, and resource consumption. In that
regard, it is both efficient and environmentally
friendly. Sustainable industrialisation is about
adding value to the natural resources that the
continent has but while minimizing damage to
the environment.

5. Obstacles to Industrialisation in Africa
Countries face many obstacles that have hindered
progress towards industrialisation. As a result, GDP
is dominated by the production of primary commodity production with all its attendant problems,
for example, fluctuations in commodity prices on
international markets. Consequently, productivity in Africa’s manufacturing is generally far below
that of developed countries. Exceptions are Egypt,
Morocco and South Africa who have relatively specialized more into manufacturing as compared
to other countries. They also have higher labour
productivity. UNIDO (2016) points out these countries have positioned themselves as assembly hubs
for automobiles in, for example, Durban (South
Africa), and in textiles and clothing for European
firms in Tangier (Morocco), Monastir (Tunisia).
Diversification is a major challenge in Africa and
LDCs. According to the concentration index (indicating the level of product diversity in imports and
exports) LDCs in Africa trade in few products compared with LDCs in Asia.
The slow regional integration at sub-regional as
well as continental level, also slows down the pace
at which industrialisation can happen. Regional
value chain processing in for example, mineral
beneficiation, agro-processing, that may depend
on economies of scale cannot be implemented
until regional integration takes place. It has been
observed that Africa is one of the least regionally
integrated continents in the world. Some evidence

of this are the tariff and non-tariff barriers that still
exist among countries, that they are often higher
than those between them and the rest of the world.
Another reflection of poor integration is that while
the continent’s trade with the rest of the world has
grown at double digit rates since 1995, it remains
dominated by trade with developed countries and
is highly concentrated in natural resources and primary commodities.
Low performance in terms of competitiveness is a
serious challenge for most of the region. Despite
overall improvements in competitiveness, compared to low-income Asian countries, most African
LDCs have struggled to take advantage of low labour
costs to increase their share of labour-intensive
manufacturing. Factors that explain this include
poor business environments, low institutional
capacity, weak infrastructure and relatively high
unit labour costs in manufacturing, which compare
unfavourably with competitors in Asia. According to
the World Bank’s Logistics Performance Index (LPI),
over 2007-2014, low-income Sub-Saharan, Africa
showed the weakest performance of all World Bank
regions and income groups. Higher costs of production and low productivity have eroded Africa’s
competitiveness especially when confronted by
cheaper or more efficient producers like China and
other Asian economies.
Another challenge consists of limited human skills.
While African states have definitely improved
access to education services, there is a serious gap
in regard to Science, Technology, Engineering and
Mathematics (STEM) education which are key for
industrial processes.

6. Strategies to Facilitate Inclusive and
Sustainable Industrialisation
6.1 A Visionary and Strategic Framework
As the experience of industrialised countries show,
the process takes time and also requires planning
and resources. African countries therefore need to
integrate the agenda for industrialisation into their
national visions and national development planning
and strategic frameworks. In addition, industrial
policies that are in harmony with regional and continental frameworks are vital. Below is an example
of how the SADC region has developed an industrialisation strategy which has already been approved
by member states in 2015. SADC is in the process
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of crafting an Action Plan for the implementation
of the Roadmap.

undertaking, the Roadmap calls upon member
states to invest in building state capacity to formulate and implement industrial policies and the
monitoring and evaluation thereof. Their capacity
to negotiate win-win agreements and partnerships
with other governments and companies that wish
to invest in Africa should also be strengthened. This
must include capacity for developing investment
frameworks and agreements that promote the
goal of inclusive and sustainable industrialization. Source: A summary of some provisions of
the SADC Industrialisation Strategy and Roadmap
2015-2063.

The SADC Industrialisation Strategy and
Roadmap 2015-2063 was Approved on
20 April 2015:
The main objective of the strategy and roadmap
is to increase manufacturing production, exports,
particularly those in medium and high technology
categories. The Community has set clear goals.
For example, some of the long-term goals include
i) to increase real GDP growth from four to seven
per cent annually; ii) to double the share of manufacturing value added (MVA) in GDP to 30 per cent
by 2030 and to 40 per cent by 2050, including the
share of industry-related services; iii) to increase
the share of medium-and-high-technology production in total MVA from less than 15 percent
at present to 30 percent by 2030 and 50 percent
by 2050; iv) to increase manufactured exports to
at least 50 percent of total exports by 2030 from
less than 20 percent at present; v) to build market
share in the global market for the export of intermediate products to East Asian levels of around
60 per cent of total manufactured exports and; vi)
to increase the share of industrial employment to
40 per cent of total employment by 2030. (SADC,
2016:14). Some key strategies to achieve the above
targets consist of diversification and broadening
of the industrial base, improving the productive
capacity, productivity and competitiveness of SADC
economies. The Roadmap anchors industrialisation within the framework of a highly integrated
region because that creates a larger market than
each country and makes it possible for firms to
increase production in order to benefit from the
economies of scale that such a large market
offers. SADC members therefore have to facilitate
the integration of their economies in terms of free
movement of people, goods and services as well
as trade. It also advocates a strong leading role of
governments whose key role is to create a policy
framework that supports local private sector and
foreign investors. This includes developing and
implementing an industrial policy and incentive
framework, investing resources for the building
of infrastructure (power, roads, rail, ports, telecommunications and other). 15. Governments
also have a responsibility to create a macroeconomic environment that facilitates this agenda,
for example, stable prices. Recognizing that many
countries still lack the capacity for this massive

Under the leadership of the Department of Trade
and Industry (DTI), South Africa also has one of the
largest support programmes for industry development. A comprehensive policy framework, the
Industrial Policy Action Plan (IPAP), has identified
sub-sectors in which the government deems the
country to have a comparative advantage. These
include agro-processing, auto assembly and auto
components manufacturing, wood and furniture,
pharmaceuticals, basic metals and metals processing, and textiles and clothing sectors. The
Department also manages one of the largest
incentive programmes for industry development
in Africa. (Department of Trade and Industry,
2016).

6.2 Making Sure the Process is Inclusive
Inclusive industrialisation calls for a process in
which the local population in Africa, men, women,
youth, rural and urban, participate actively both
as owners and drivers of industry and also as
workers, depending on their expertise. It calls for
countries to introduce and implement policies
that support such participation and also practical
interventions to build local capacity for industrialisation. Part of the challenges faced by small
enterprises and the informal sector include the
lack of skills required to participate in value-addition activities. Inclusive industrialisation therefore
requires countries to invest in skills development.
These measures include, but are not limited to:
i) investing in skills development of the requisite
skills in order to enhance local capacity for industry. Emphasis must be in Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) education,
an area in which many African countries still have
a huge deficit. ii) Increase investments in agriculture in order to improve the sector’s productivity
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and output. Agriculture is a major source of inputs
for agro-processing. Countries should also invest
in the development of infrastructure in both rural
and urban areas to facilitate productive activities.
Facilitation of agro-processing offers many opportunities for inclusive industrialisation since, in many
African countries, the majority of people live in rural
areas, especially women. Agro-processing also has
the capacity to involve Small and Medium Sized
Enterprises (SMEs) who were also previously marginalised from industrialisation processes. Some
of the products in the sub-sector can be produced
using low-cost technology which SMEs can also
afford. In countries like Senegal, Madagascar,
Ghana, Ethiopia, Kenya and Tanzania, for example, the value of agro-industries as a share of total
manufacturing is high-estimated at around 50-60
per cent. This is much higher than in industrialised countries. A number of African countries are
beginning to realize the importance of the sector.
Mauritius has one of the most comprehensive SME
support environments. The government introduced a National Strategy for the development of
the SME sector and that includes a wide range of
strategies including policy support, access to credit,
technology upgrading, knowledge and skills development, quality standards, access to markets and
linkages with larger enterprises in procurement
and sub-contracting arrangements.

6.3 Industrialise Through Trade and Deeper
Regional Integration
The fragmentation of the African market is very costly
for all African countries. Industrial agglomerations
and other growth benefits could be realized from
development of transport, logistics and industrial
corridors, and hub development around transport
nodes and important urban centres. Preferential
liberalization of service trade now features in many
regional trading arrangements, and the LDC service waiver of the World Trade Organization (WTO)
opens the possibility of making them more widely
available on a non-reciprocal basis.

6.4 Increase Investments in the Development
and Growth of Agriculture, Mining,
Manufacturing and Service Sectors
Since many countries are richly endowed with agricultural and mineral resources, it will be crucial for
African countries to invest in the growth of these
sectors. Agriculture and mining provide the much

needed inputs for processing. The services sector
which provides vital services such as power, electricity, transport, among others, is also important
in supporting the process.

6.5 Infrastructure Development
To enhance competitiveness through cutting down
the cost of doing business, it is widely acknowledged that the continent has to further develop its
infrastructure, particularly, roads, rail, ports and
air transport. In addition, investments in developing capacity for electricity generation, water
services provision, telecommunications and ICT,
are also important. SDG goal 9 calls for states to
‛build resilient infrastructure, promote inclusive and
sustainable industrialisation and foster innovation
through ‛inclusive and sustainable industrialisation’.
Invest in energy and resource efficiency and promote green and clean technologies and industries.

6.6 Developing Capacity for Participating in
Regional and Global Value Chains (RGVs)
Develop capacity for participating in regional and
global value chains Africa’s GVC integration is
generally shallow, but it increased by 80 per cent
between 1995 and 2011, albeit from a very low
base. Five African countries Lesotho, the Seychelles,
Swaziland, Tanzania and Zimbabwe – are among
the world’s top 30 countries in terms of intensity
of GVC participation; 13 countries predominantly in
Western and Central Africa – are among the bottom
30 globally. Six of the 10 most integrated countries
are in Southern Africa. Small, open economies such
as Lesotho and Mauritius source more inputs from
abroad and produce more inputs used in GVCs than
larger economies such as Nigeria or South Africa.

6.7 Removing Bureaucratic Obstacles
Sanieipour (2015) recommend reforms such as
tariff exemption schemes, tackling bureaucratic
inefficiencies and the creation of Special Economic
Zones (SEZ) and Free Trade Zones (FTZ) can attract
foreign investors and lead to further industrialization. If implemented appropriately, SEZs and FTZs
can also foster structural transformations by establishing domestic backward linkages and developing
domestic industrial clusters. This was the case in East
Asia where SEZs allow for linkages to surrounding
domestic firms through both technology and skills
transfer, leading to an increase in domestic capability
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6.8 Partnerships with Emerging Powers of the
South: The Role of Foreign Direct Investment
(FDI)
The African Union Commission (2016), at its 27th
Summit, encouraged member states to take maximum advantage of Africa’s partnerships, especially
with the newly industrializing and emerging powers
of the South, for the development and transfer of
technology, for the establishment of joint industrial
enterprises in Africa, and for greater market access
for African manufactured products. Increasingly, a
number of African countries are cooperating with
China, Brazil, India and Malaysia, among others, to
obtain investment, acquire technology and benefit from the skills and expertise that they have to
offer. For example, in 2015, during his visit to South
Africa, the Vice Minister of Commerce of China, Mr
Zhang Xiangchen, announced to the Department of
Trade and Industry (DTI), his country’s pledge of US$
50 billion (R 660 billion) towards industrialisation
projects in South Africa and the rest of the Africa.
China would also provide 50 technical experts in
building and upgrading of industrial parks, building
of new power plants, 40 000 training opportunities
in different sectors and 200 000 industrial managers
to train and develop local industrial managers. The
Minister further announced that China would also
increase investments in Special Economic Zones
in Africa and provide training as would be necessary (Department of Trade and Industry, 2015). In
negotiating agreements with investors, countries
will have to ensure that they guarantee mutually
beneficial outcomes and that the goals of inclusivity
and sustainability are integrated.

6.9 Resource Mobilisation and Finance for
Industrialisation
Mobilise diaspora resources by finding innovative
ways to encourage citizens of African nations living
abroad to invest in their home countries. Curb illicit
financial follows and redirect resources towards
industrialization.

6.10 Explore the Feasibility of Adopting Smart
Industrialisation in the Context of the NIR
Africa should also explore the feasibility of adopting
smart industrialisation in some sectors. In terms
of inclusivity, it has also been argued that the NIR
approach may provide the solution to increase the
participation of women and youth in sectors such

as mining where they have been largely excluded
because of the hazards of the mining environment.
Digitization means robots can be used in mineral
extraction. Women and youth can be employed
to operate the machines on the surface where
the environment is safer. However, as robots may
displace much of the labour that industry would
otherwise hire, the NIR may have negative consequences on employment.

7. Conclusion and Recommendations
Discussions in this paper have demonstrated the
interest in Africa to industrialise. Evidence showed
that for most of the continent, the level of industrialisation is still very low and that the little industry
that has taken place is dominated by primary commodity production. The small industry that exists
is largely in the form of light manufacturing processes in sub-sectors like agro-processing, apparel
and furniture and basic metals processing. The
paper argues that Africa’s vast oil, gas and mineral resource base, provides an opportunity for
resource-based manufacturing in order to enable
the continent to get higher value from its resources.
However, it is not enough merely to industrialise.
Countries have to reflect and decide on issues such
as what kind of industrialisation and how does a
nation ensure that it does not replicate the industrialisation experiments of the past which reduced
much of the population into low-wage workers
as inputs into multi-national companies’ industry ventures. The paper argued that the current
wave of industrialisation has to be inclusive and
sustainable, inclusive in making sure that hitherto
excluded and marginalised groups participate, not
just as unskilled and low-wage workers but rather,
as owners of manufacturing enterprises and/or as
employees at all levels-from managerial to skilled
and semi-skilled. It must be a process in which
women, the youth, rural communities and urban
poor, can also find opportunity. Sustainability is
a call for equality in access to participation and
benefit from the process while also safeguarding
the protection of the environment. Even though
Africa is not among the highest polluters in the
world, adopting a Green Industrialisation approach
should be integrated into industrial development
strategies. While markets have a critical role in
driving business and enterprise, inclusive and
sustainable industrialisation cannot take place
simply based on markets alone. The paper emphasises that the state in African countries will have
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to play a strong leadership role to drive the process. Evidence from countries that have succeeded
in this process demonstrates how the state was
instrumental in developing the national vision and
long-term developmental strategy and policies and
also in creating institutions, mobilising resources,
building human capacity and creating an investment environment that supported all types of
industry.

African Union Commission. 2016. Africa needs collaborative

The paper makes some key recommendations.
Africa should build on the continental, regional
and national frameworks that have already been
developed to advance the industrialisation process. Countries should also consider integrating
the goals of inclusivity and sustainability in their
policies and strategies for industrialisation. Of
critical importance is the need to strengthen the
capacity of governments in formulating, mobilising
resources, financing and implementing industrial
policies. Inadequate capacity in this area has
slowed down progress to industrialise. Massive
investments in human resource development will
be necessary in order to build the technical and
other skills that industrialisation entails. Equally
important is the importance of investing in the
development of infrastructure, ranging from
transport systems, power and communication.
Africa will also benefit from entering into partnerships with countries and companies within the
continent, South-South cooperation and also in
the context of North-South cooperation, provided
such partnerships are based on mutual benefit.
Strengthening communication between government and the private sector will also be vital in
order to better understand how best to support
entrepreneurship and business in pursuing this
agenda.

Cheryl, L. & Zhang, X. 2009. Cluster-Based Industrialization in

Thus, a critical factor for success, in the author’s
view, will be the need for an unprecedented and
revolutionary transformation of the state in Africa
in terms of its competency and capacity to develop
and implement the industrialisation agenda. Public
management therefore has a central role in Africa’s
quest for an inclusive and sustainable industrialisation process.

World Economic Forum (WEF) 2017. Africa can become a global
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Abstract: Postcolonial African states have gained notoriety for what most of the literature suggests intractable problems in the running, control and management of Africa’s material and human resources. Quite often
the litany of ills and imperfections laid at the feet of African leaders and governments appear so colossal that
few solutions are countenanced. The recent social upheavals and civil wars in Cameroon, Somalia, Nigeria,
Sudan, Uganda as well as in north African states like Egypt, Libya and Tunisia suggest that severely dislocated
societies can hardly be effectively rescued or expeditiously repaired in an unstructured way or as consequent
to a misconception of democracy, poor governance and poor leadership with a predilection for corruption. In
other words, Africa’s collective woes have always been judged as owing to managerial ineptitude. The proposition here is that analysis of governance and administrative practices in Botswana and South Africa could
reveal that the social and political challenges are being tackled in innovative and strategic ways. The reasons
for that have more to do with the socio-economic mechanisms created by the elite classes and transnational
corporations in those societies. In a way, the postcolonial and post-apartheid ways and means of in the two
countries owe their stability and partial successes to the structures put in place by the former colonial upper
classes. The present leadership and political groupings are in actuality a recapitulation of the governance and
control mechanisms of colonial and apartheid times. The legacy of ineptitude reigning in many African countries is due to an inability of the ruling elites to adopt and adapt the well-laid ways and means of the colonial
masters and their transnational corporations. As such, the ineptitudes are hardly innately African, but rather
are part of the groundwork laid by undemocratic practices of the past and present globalised corporations.
Keywords: Challenges, Development, Governance, Ineptitude and Postcoloniality

1. Introduction
The narrative on newly independent Africa from
the early 1960s, has been nothing but unflattering. The literature abounds with disturbing tales
about bloody military coups, crushing poverty,
great drought and famine, together with troublesome anecdotes of serious underdevelopment
(Elaigwu & Mazrui, 2003:454-455; Mazrui & Wondji,
2003: passim; Mbaku, 2008:29-31; Meredith, 2008
4-6; Mills, Obasanjo, Herbst & Davis, 2017:x-xi).
Numerous reports name the socio-economic devastation of African countries as having been created
by inefficient public service, rampant corruption,
incompetent leadership, dictatorial or tyrannical
rule often alleged to have precipitated maladministration, misgovernment and poor control especially
within a one-party state machinery (Elaigwu &
Mazrui, op cit: 463-467; Kieh, Jr., 2008: 4-6; Meredith,
op cit: 2-12).
From nations in the north like Algeria and Egypt, to
those in the south like Malawi, Mozambique and

Zimbabwe, and others in the west, such as Cotê
d’Ivoire, Ghana and Liberia, and finally going to
those in the east, like Kenya, Uganda, Ethiopia and
Somalia, the tale has been the same: ethnic strife
or tribal wars, xenophobic attacks, religious intolerance and rampant poverty and disease, brutal
suppression of dissenting journalists, torture or
physical abuse of political opponents, and the looting of state coffers by greedy, dictatorial leaders
(Williams, 2011:39; Meredith, op cit:150-156). Thus,
after independence or in the postcolonial period
following the dismantling of colonial machinery, a
disturbing picture of failure or incompetency has
emerged in government practices, public rule and in
the administrative, economic and political systems
of most African countries (Salvatore, 1989:15-35;
Kieh, Jr., 2008: ibid; Soyinka, 2012:9-12).
The purpose here, however, is not to recite a litany
of historical mishaps and misfortunes of Africa.
Rather, it is to uncover, as far as possible, the reasons and/or causes of what has conventionally been
characterised as problems, setbacks, crises, failures
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or challenges (Salvatore, ibid; Williams, op cit:4749) in the ‛‛development processes of control” and/
or in the running and managing of state or public
machinery of post-colonial, modern African governments. Related to the narrative of crises, mishaps,
inefficiency and low success, is the matter of recognition and identification of contributory factors
in the outbreak of failure in administrative systems
of more than a few African states.

2. Rationale for Study
In order to obtain a deeper and fuller understanding
of what precisely brought about the governmental or managerial failures in African rule alluded to
in the literature, the study interrogates, discusses
and analyses both colonial and postcolonial or
post-apartheid factors. In other words, the problems
and challenges often ascribed to poor leadership,
weak public institutions and inefficient governing
structures in certain African states, are the primary
concern herein.
The underlying argument of the study’s is that
the postcolonial African states, having assumed
responsibility to change discredited colonial edifices
(Mazrui, 2003:113-121), would mobilise government machinery and public structures to develop,
improve and benefit their citizens and/or nations.
In other words, the new leadership would remove
the ‛‛chains or shackles” of racial imperialism and
‛‛decolonize” the continent and its peoples, in the
way that Mazrui (op cit:7), Ngugi (1992:12-25) and
Altbach (2006:409) address and define the concept.
The other crucial matter was whether or not the
subsequent postcolonial/post-apartheid governments and administrations actually carried out,
discharged and/or executed the development
mandate implicit in the challenges and, problems
that seemingly continue to plague a large number
of post-independence African nation-states, as
Davidson (1992:159-161), Chomsky (2004:150) and
Soyinka (2012:vii-xiii) would characterize them. For
news commentators, political analysts and writers
like Mbele (2017), Quest & Busaria (2017), Mbaku
(2008:29), Ngom (2017:38-40), including Mills,
Obasanjo, Herbst & Davis (2017:1-3), such considerations are important for deriving solutions to
the challenges or problems faced by the individual
country’s administrative systems.
In addition, understanding the nature of policies
and procedures followed to render the African

nation-state functional and efficient would probably indicate where and how success might be
achieved and failure avoided. The need for insights
into the functions of African state structures has
apparently been demanded by the numerous
conflicts, crises and upheavals that reigned on the
continent (Kawamura, 1989:261-263) long after
decolonisation.
Indeed, the study cannot be justified by mere refutation of the negative stories, the shocking news
and snide comments that have apparently gained
notoriety for the continent. Required rather, was
reasoned argument and/or explanation around
fundamental questions such as the following:
• Which sort of impediments are the reasons for
the mishaps that seemingly characterise governance practices of African nations?
• What public administration processes and/or
governance mechanisms have assisted sub-Saharan countries like Botswana, South Africa,
and perhaps even Kenya, to be associated with
socio-economic stability and success on the
continent?
• Where precisely lie the differences among the
apparently failed states and the prosperous
ones?

3. Research Design and Methodology
In the above regard, the point of departure and
focus of the study was the isolation and identification of the challenges and problems African states
are reported to be facing. In order to narrow the
scope and to maintain that focus, the United Nations
Millennium Goals of 2000 document (UNMG, 2010)
were chosen as the analytic framework for discussing the development goals seen as relevant to the
continent’s challenges in governmental practices
and state administration. Furthermore, thumbnail
sketches were drawn of the type of problems that
development processes and in African states like
Ghana, Nigeria, Liberia, the Democratic Republic
of Congo (DRC), Ethiopia, Sudan, Zimbabwe and
Lesotho appear to have encountered, according to the United Nations policy and programme
documents.
In the mentioned seven states (and for other countries to be named later) were selected on the basis
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of what the researcher judges to be current or contemporaneous problems.

means for eliminating what can have been called
the legacy of ineptitude in the relevant countries.

To that end, what has generally been portrayed
and been regularly reported on and/or shown
as topical on mass media platforms of radio, television, magazines and newspapers, became the
input information and readily organised data for
analysis of the challenges and concerns around the
development issues in various African countries.
Hand in hand with the selection and investigation
procedures was a trawling through and sorting
of several public policy manifestoes, government
administration papers and planning documents
published by the various African governments and
their related institutions. The chosen documents
had to be sufficiently screened to pass an informal
authenticity test that included scanning for official
status, proper dating and referencing. Thereafter
the papers served as the legitimate standard and
framework against which administrative and management performance would be judged, measured
and/or weighed.

From the explanation above, the methodology
is implicitly qualitative since the study closely
examines texts and/or documents containing government policies, managerial strategies, public
procedures and official practices (including those
that individual African countries have identified)
related to the developmental goals set out in the
UNMG document. Therefore, the discussed issues
were tackled from a descriptive, root cause analytic
viewpoint, in the manner that Galer, Vriesendorp
and Ellis (2005:34) explain it. The approach and
procedure permitted exploration and comparisons
leading to sufficient isolation of the problems and
challenges confronting and/or conflicting with policy
stipulations/precepts laid out in African government
policy documents.

An interpretivist approach was adopted on the
hypothesis that analysis of, for example, an African
government leader’s behaviour in the public
arena could yield a firmer grasp of the cause of
the problems and probably lead to ways of overcoming them, as agencies like the Department
for International Development (DfID, 1997) and
the European Union’s Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development (EU-OECD, 2016)
frequently contend. While the evaluation was largely
informal, it was made stringent largely for the systematic and discursive purposes intended for the
study. As du Plooy-Cilliers, Davis and Bezuidenhout
(2014:40-42) would have it, the researcher’s stance
in the study arises from ‛‛an assumption that there
exists certain factors that produce the challenges”
or problems faced by agencies like the continent’s
governments structures and administrative institutions. Such factors were then employed to delineate
parameters of success, and used to analyse and/or
measure failure in attaining the universally accepted
goals specified in the United Nations Millennium
Development Goals (UNMG, 2000; Sachs, McArthur,
Binagwaho & Bahadur, 2005:passim). The analysis
was assumed to bear potential help for addressing
the failures often placed at the feet of postcolonial or
post-apartheid African nation-state administrations.
From that, it seemed feasible that solutions would
emerge or might be gleaned and presented, as the

The analysis attempted, thereby, to establish
the factors that may have inhibited success or
promoted failure in the way the problems were
managed within the relevant nation-state’s
public institutions, as would be expected within
democratic nation-states (Belmont, Mainwaring
& Reynolds, 2002:1-4). While the methodology
entailed snapshot profiles of selected countries, a
fair measure of in-depth analyses of government
or public institution practices was conducted. The
approach was derived mainly from case studies
carried out by international agencies of the United
Nations (UN). The agencies or organisations include
the Children’s Fund (UNICEF), the Development
Programme (UNDP), the Conference on Trade
and Development (UNCTAD) and the Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO).
Other bodies like the World Bank, the International
Monetary Fund (IMF), the United States Agency for
International Development (USAID), as well as, management research and development agencies, like
the Bureau for Global Health (of USAID), have also
made studies of African problems and challenges.
While such bodies have suggested solutions and
introduced programmes of one or the other kind,
the problems in African countries have seemingly
not lessened (Davidson, 1992; Brock-Utne, 2000:4346; Djite, 2008:14-16; Meredith, 2014:624).
On the other hand, academic researchers, scholars and writers such as, Stringer (2002), Galer, et
al. (2005), Anstey (2006), Ouane and Glanz (2010),
together with Frederickson, Smith, Larimer & Licari
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(2012), have over the years, directly or indirectly
offered projects to sort out African problems. Some
of the plans were presented as capable of yielding
beneficial management solutions and administrative strategies that African governments, state
organs and public organisations could adopt and
employ to govern and manage state processes
in order to bring success. One such plan is the
Millennium Project which outlines practical steps
for achieving the development goals specified in the
UNMDG, according to Sachs, McArthur, Binagwaho
& Bahadur (2005:passim).
The issues found to be most critical to the socio-economic problems of development were chosen,
namely, education, health, unemployment, and
the environment. These themes are not discussed
and examined in isolation of related concerns such
as, human rights; medium of learning/instruction;
language; social questions of race, equality and poverty; safety and security; human welfare or general
well-being; plus, the impact of ‛‛civil and religious
conflicts” occurring in many societies on the African
continent today (Meffe, 2017:35).

4. Terminological Clarification
Partly because of the thematic closeness, contextual
and issue-based orientation of the study, twin terms
like ‛‛government” and ‛‛governance” (Lipczynsky,
Wilson & Goddard, 2013:109,121), ‛‛administration”
and/or ‛‛management,” as well as, the triple concepts of ‛‛incompetence, inefficiency” and ineptitude,
are treated as belonging to one conceptual group.
Within the discussion, the use and application of
terms goes hand in hand with meanings associated
with notions such as, ‛‛organisational management”
and ‛‛public rule/control”, according to the set of
theoretical policies and procedural precepts that
Anstey (2006:117-119) and Frederickson, Smith,
Larimer & Licari (2012:125-127) contend are key in
the field of public management.
For the sake of clarity, terminology like ‛‛postcolonial” and ‛‛post-apartheid” should not be viewed as
mutually exclusive and separate. Indeed, a definition
incorporating and representing the comprehension
that efforts or attempts to de-racialize, destroy and
overthrow the colonial system (Sabido, 2015:55-58),
is crucial for a historical contextualisation of the use
and application of the concepts. ‛‛Postcolonialism”
appeared useful for the study, largely because
of the way Littlejohn and Foss (2010:343-345)

elucidate the concept. Firstly, the latter writers
examine ‛‛postcoloniality” in terms of the dismantling or the ‛‛undoing” (by newly independent and
free governments) of previously prejudicial, racist
and suppressive practices of the colonial edifice.
Thus the effort to destroy all vestiges of colonialism,
imperialism, racism and/or apartheid, equates to
‛‛decolonisation,” in Littlejohn and Foss’s definition.
Since one of the primary concerns in the study is
how postcolonial African governments administer,
manage and control their affairs, the latter definition
seemed fairly germane to the thrust of the study.
Secondly, their exploration of ‛postcolonialism’
apparently converges with the ideas put forward by
scholars and philosophers like Ngugi (1992), Franz
Fanon, Michel Foucault, Edward Said and Gayatri
Spivak (Ashcroft, Griffiths & Tifflin, 2006). The latter
scholars critically examine the condition of ‛‛coloniality” from the perspective that, where one set of
human beings dominate ‛‛the other,” and/or other
humans, it is quite often through brutal force or
the exercise of military ‛‛power” (Littlejohn & Foss,
op cit:342-344). As such, it seemed appropriate for
a theoretical inquiry into the reasons for success
or failure of African states to eliminate the institutions, ways and means of colonial or imperialist
rule. Indeed, the investigation became bound to an
evaluation and/or assessment of the new African
government’s efforts to replace colonial structures
and functions, as well as, to destroy colonial ideologies, policies and practices. Any post-independent
African government’s pursuance of the decolonisation agenda, presumably through administration of
progressive development programmes is, therefore, one of the key issues addressed in the study.
In the literature, ‛‛neo-colonialism” is often closely
linked to debates on the implications of associated concepts like: postcolonialism, independence
and freedom in the ‛‛developing world” which
conventionally includes Africa (Kieh, Jr. 2008:4-6).
When conceived of within an Africa partitioned
by European delegates at the Berlin, London and
Paris conferences of the late 19th century (Davidson,
1992:8-12; Rodney, 1997:10-17; Mazrui & Wondji,
2003:passim; Meredith, 2005:1-6), the term encapsulates notions of Africa straining against shackles
of a new colonialism. In other words, modern types
of racism, imperialism, exploitation and suppression of the so-called ‛‛developing world” by those
with ‛‛capitalist power and control,” is referred
to as ‛‛neo-colonialism” (Meredith, 2014:558-563;
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Sabido, 2015:56). In certain contexts, neo-colonialism is associated with and characterised as the
international expansion of modern business and
corporations into global markets located in the
developing world that includes Asia, South America
and Africa (Chomsky, 2004:148-150). How African
continent’s leadership within governments of
nation-states and the citizens have interacted with
and responded to the ‛‛neo-colonial trends” induced
by international business or trade, the influence
of huge corporations and related global-political
changes (Gikandi, 2006:473; Kieh, Jr., op cit:1-3), is
also of significance in the study.
Though occupying the same semantic field, in this
study the word ‛‛governance” is distinguished from
‛‛government,” on the basis of the latter’s figurative and institutional connotations. According to
Buscher and Dietz (2005:4), the former concept is
conventionally understood as the ‛‛practice of control and way of exercising authority” using rules set
to reach the goals desired by the governed. In a
sense, the latter definition is succinct but seems to
fall short of mentioning the ‛‛participatory dimension” required of governance practices that are
said to be democratic, as Anstey (op cit:284-289)
expounds the notion.
An understanding similar to the latter exposition of
a participatory element would probably render the
governance notion useful for a thorough analysis
of the reasons for failure or success of the African
governments discussed herein. ‛‛Development” has
mostly to do with how a state is run, controlled or
governed in order to improve, uplift and to advance
the well-being of citizens (UNCTAD 2002). In the
study, how the notion of development is defined
was dictated by its relation to the notion of postcoloniality as freedom from the shackles of racist
control, colonial governance, imperialist rule and
post-colonial exploitation.
The elimination of ‛‛manipulative neo-colonial rule”
and the ‛‛capitalist control of the means of production” (Ashcroft, Griffiths & Tiffin, 2006:397-398),
would presumably lead to political liberation and/or
the attainment socio-economic equality in countries
previously devastated by poverty, (Davidson, op
cit:161-165), became the key question and central
concern in how African nation-states were being
administered since after independence, that is,
beyond decolonisation and in the post-colonial or
post-apartheid era.

5. Development Challenges and
Governmental Responses
For purposes of focus and to derive maximum benefit from discussing African challenges, thematic
areas seen as critical for development were selected.
The areas gleaned from the UN documents specifying them are: education, health, economy, and
the environment (UNMG, 2000; UNCTAD, 2002:2-6).
Running through the five is the thread considered
important for understanding especially economic
developmental progress for many African governments searching for stability, efficiency and success
in the way their countries are run (Mills, Obasanjo,
Herbst & Davis, 2017:assim).
The classic example of the negative consequences
and resultant problems emerging from colonialism
are artificial borders created by the English, French
and Portuguese colonizers in West Africa (Meredith,
2005:309-311). The present country known as The
Gambia, is a tiny, narrow strip of land stretching
from the Atlantic coast and bordering along both
banks of the eponymous river. The result of the
demarcation has been to separate people of the
same Wolof language and customs from one
another and an effective delay and/or brake to
socio-economic development (Djite, 2008:18-20).
Today three nations surround the English-speaking
Gambian enclave and they consist of Francophone
Senegal and Guinea, plus the Lusophone GuineaBissau in the north and south, respectively. What
postcolonial challenges have occurred as a result
of ‛‛forced fusion, imposed unity and arbitrary borders,” as Soyinka (op cit:9-12) characterises it, will
be evident in the ensuing discussion. As stated
previously, many African states inherited systems
of governance and administrative practices established by the former colonial masters. Yet, when
native African leaders came into power, their
eagerness to change or transform colonial ways of
running public office appeared to fade and peter
out. In fact, as the latter writer and other researchers argue, the new governing elite and upper class,
seem to have started colluding with the ‛‛former
colonialists and new imperialists in exploiting,”
through their corrupt practices, to undermine and
under develop their own countries (Kieh, Jr., op
cit:5-6; Djite, op cit:18-21). Huge businesses, companies, banks, new technology and the information
explosion, today known as the ‛‛new globalisation”
(Chomsky, 2003:136-139; Kieh, Jr.,), have created
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other challenges for African nations that were not
exposed to the urban and sophisticated ways of
the western European countries as well as those of
the so-called Asian tigers, like Singapore, Malaysia,
South Korea and Japan. The great need for African
governments to embark on poverty reduction
programmes and introduce poverty alleviation
mechanisms has always been at the forefront of
the development agenda in those countries (Bukuku
& Mahmoud, 1989:119).

5.1 Civil Wars and Tribal Conflict Dislocate
Governance
The Rwandan genocide caused by ethic rivalry
among the Tutsi and the Hutu people, according to
researchers like Meredith (2005:passim) and Meffe
(2015:34), was allowed to fester because the UN and
the international community were indifferent to the
inter-ethnic uprisings and deep divisions among the
populace of Rwanda, Kenya’s Luo and Gikuyu people
and those tensions arising out of neighbouring
countries like Uganda, Burundi, and DRC. The quality of life for a country’s citizens is perceived as being
at the very heart of development. However, when a
nation faces military coups, huge migratory moves,
drought and a resultant famine, as was the case
in Nigeria, Ghana, Sudan, Ethiopia and Zimbabwe
from the 1970s through the mid-1980s (Bukuku
& Mahmoud, ibid.; Salvatore, 1989:22-31; Mazrui,
2003:4-5 passim; Meredith, op cit:678), the chances
of positive governance are diminished by the resultant challenges of both a logistical and administrative
nature. Where some kind of intervention is initiated,
as was done in Sierra Leone and Rwanda, it has to
be a well-planned or well managed, as was done in
the latter countries. According to writers like and
Mills, Obasanjo et al. (2017:227-230), the efficient
deployment of a well-trained peace-keeping joint
African Union and UN forces, are far more helpful
in ‛‛de-escalating conflicts” (Meffe, 2017:34-36), than
troops sent in to violently squash the enemy.
The latter strategy apparently is working for places
like Kigali, Rwanda largely because efforts for peace
and reconciliation involve the close cooperation of
government agencies, non-governmental organisations and the communities previously and directly
affected. The programmes put in place to rebuild
the traumatised communities, to encourage former
victims to record and write their experiences and in
training ordinary citizens to patrol and protect their
neighbourhoods, were partially successful. This was

owing to the elimination from the programme any
show of military force such as that used to crush the
insurgents who had involved and used child soldiers
in the genocide of Sierra Leone, Liberia and Rwanda
(Anstey, 2006:passim; Meffe, ibid:31-33). Key to the
success of the programmes is building public trust
in government agencies like the army and police
that had been trained to be impartial and neutral.
On the other hand, the challenges of war in
countries like the Democratic Republic of Congo
(DRC), Central African Republic, Mali, Côte d’Ivoire, Liberia, South Sudan, Uganda and Zimbabwe,
have bequeathed the devastation of misrule, maladministration and corruption that historically, has
hindered development (Belmont, Mainwaring et al.
2002:passim; Anstey, 2006:70-82; Mills, Obasanjo
et al. ibid:171-4). These conditions called for more
efficient ways of governing (Belmont, Mainwaring,
et al. 2002). In Lesotho, the small mountain kingdom
that went through three coups before the 2014-15
military blow out, political and constitutional rivalry
led to and produced a crisis and much instability
(Ramalepe & Shai, 2016:100-103). The intervention
of South Africa as the powerful brokering neighbour
created a measure of stability enough to restore an
elected government in 2016. While South Africa’s
intentions can be viewed as laudable, there is also
reason to question the ability of Lesotho’s own government to manage the regular explosions over
who rules in the kingdom.
Equally, there seems to have been incapacity in the
Nigerian authorities to handle the insurgency and
instability problems caused by the Islamist Boko
Haram, in the north-eastern part of the country
(Mills, Obasanjo et al. 2017:258). In the wake of these
dislocating civil wars and religious or ethnic strife,
citizens of the said countries have had to languish in
devastating hunger, to suffer the pain of migratory
flight, poverty, misery, squalor and disease. In those
circumstances, very little progress and/or improvement has been achieved in the well-being of the
general populace, especially where safety, health,
sanitation and education services are concerned.
The post-independence anticipation of post-independence African governments to introduce
changes that usher in stability, peace and prosperity
for developing the former colonies was thwarted by
intermittent coup de tats, military strife and genocidal wars. In most cases, the governments and
public institutions responsible for providing the
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barest tools and means to counter the mentioned
problems, have been found wanting not just in their
lack of any capacity to take action but also inefficient
when the issue is dealt with.

5.2 The Socio-Economic Problems in
Zimbabwe, Zambia and Kenya
On account of incessant drought spells through
2013 to 2015 have created an agricultural challenge
in the low production of maize (Mbele, 2017; Quest
& Busaria, 2017), especially in Zimbabwe, Malawi,
parts of Zambia and northern Mozambique. The
drought itself brought to the fore the inability of
government institutions, farming agencies, irrigation schemes and the health system setup to handle
the outbreak of diseases like Ebola and its after-effects. How the combined problems affected the
national economies and the citizen’s quality of life
has been described by the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) as the weakest economic growth rate in
sub-Saharan Africa in over twenty years. In the face
of, for example, farming product shortages and the
high pricing practices on agricultural produce, the
governmental bodies have done little to counter the
resultant socio-economic problems of their nations.
What was suggested by international agencies of the
UN and the European Union (EU) in order to better
the socio-economic conditions of the citizens was,
for example, to encourage government institutions
to be innovative in addressing the problems confronting them. In other words, African govern and/or
state agencies were urged and empowered, through
training projects funded by international bodies like
the USAID, World Bank and the IMF, to embrace
modern farming methods and mechanisation by
introducing policies and implementation practices
(Kumwenda-Mtambo, 2016; World Bank, 2016). Over
the years, affected African countries like Kenya and
Zimbabwe, have responded to the challenges of
drought, starvation and food shortage by importing large quantities of maize from Mexico and other
places, though such measures have been viewed as
somewhat short-sighted (BBC World Business News,
2017). The latter view arises out of a reigning mistrust, among Africa’s developing nations, of solutions
offered by western and/or European institutions, like
the World Bank, IMF and EU. These organisations,
according to Chinweizu (2003:passim), represented
the new breed of post-colonial imperialism and capitalist domination of African countries in the so-called
developing Third World.

5.3 Environmental Degradation and Skills
Shortage
In recent times, it has been widely reported
that there is serious pollution of the waters of
Lake Tanganyika and Lake Victoria (Mbele, 2017)
in central Africa where Tanzania, Uganda and
southern Kenya lie. There those huge bodies of
natural, fresh water no longer yield the required
quality of fish and the water itself has been contaminated by the progressive dumping of raw
sewage from burgeoning shanty towns around the
shores of those lakes. The government response,
according to Serumaga (2017:37), has been to
laud the benefits of exporting the Nile perch to
European countries, while neglecting the latter
species’ rapacious nature which has eradicated
indigenous fish types. The livelihood of the communities living close to the lake was threatened in
that the diminishing supply of fish has meant less
money earned and a lower income from the markets, since August 2015. On the other hand, the
Tanzanian National Environmental Council has in
recent years begun introducing workshop literacy
and information-sharing programmes among the
lakeside dwellers about overfishing, pollution and
proper use of water and/or sanitation processes
(BBC World Business News, 2017). Environmental
protection and the sustenance thereof implicitly
requires that the officials monitoring the flora and
fauna be skilled professionals in the relevant fields
and industries. Should such persons not possess
the necessary qualifications and experience, there
is likely to be disasters on the environment of the
kind seen in the oil spillages in the Niger delta,
near Port Harcourt, fairly recently (SOWETAN,
2017:1).
The appropriate response to the illicit oil refinery
enterprises in the Nigerian town of Kana Rugbana,
was seen as more beneficial when the modular,
legalised refineries programme was introduced by
the country’s Vice President Yemi Osibajo early in
March and April 2017. The Port Harcourt and the
Delta area local communities were readily accepting
of the skilful interventions and positive plan than
the previous violence and bloodshed triggered by
corrupt oil traders colluding with military or navy
officials. On the other hand, it became clear that limited capacity in government institutions of control
due to unskilled and poorly educated civil servants
and ill-equipped civic bodies & organisations over
the oil industry, the nation’s ordinary oil refinery
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workers and breadwinners would continue to be
deprived and ‛‛disadvantaged” (Servaes & Oyedemi,
2016a:passim; CNN News – Inside Africa, 2017).

5.4 Governmental and Managerial
Interventions
Economic development in both South Africa and
Botswana derives its success from industries of
excavation and mining the rich gold, platinum and
diamond resources in those countries. More importantly though, in Mazrui and Ade Ajayi’s estimation
(2003:643-644), is that such success came through
the employ of proper management and supervision
of the associated capital, investments, manufacturing, engineering and technology facilities. In
other words, having mineral resources and owning
large tracts of land teeming with flora and fauna
does not amount to much if the rich resources are
poorly used, are neglected or do not receive proper
management.
There must therefore exist an understanding of the
resources as part of the public good that has to be
utilised, governed and managed in sustainable and
beneficial ways for the country’s citizens (Tsheola,
2017:15; Mills, Obasanjo, et al., op cit:226-227). The
role the state plays in that is quite critical since
it is government machinery and its systems that
has greater national visibility and is more widespread than private companies, enterprises and
industries.
The direct involvement of government machinery in
public programmes or projects is required in order
to ensure that the goods and services are of quality. When the administrative arm of government
does not function properly and efficiently, perhaps
through the ill-discipline or ineptitude of officials,
the consequences can be dire. An example of mismanagement and neglect of national projects was
seen in recent disasters reported cases in Abuja,
Nigeria and in Durban, South Africa (Child, 2017;
DAILY SUN, 2017). The equipment, infrastructure
and building projects put in place for government
offices, hospitals, clinics and schools were poorly
supervised and improperly inspected, especially
in terms of, their strength, quality and integrity of
materials used to erect the very buildings. Hence
poorly built structures were granted permits for
occupation while no official safety certificate had
been issued or any document signed to vouch that
the inspection having been carried out. That the

finished housing could later pose a danger to the
occupants as well as being hazardous the general
citizenry (Quest & Busaria, 2017; DAILY SUN, ibid.),
was overlooked by obviously unqualified and/or
inefficient building personnel employed within the
state machinery.

5.5 Health Matters in Egypt and Zimbabwe
While the condition of certain South African hospital and clinic buildings and medical equipment
is reported as poor by Childs (2017), it is evident
that the resultant health problems require the intervention of relevant institutions and departments
of government. In other countries like Egypt and
Zimbabwe the challenges those nations faced have
been handled in innovative and effective ways by
the authorities and NGOs.
To begin with, the Egyptian experience is fairly
instructive. The challenge to health workers
there lay largely in convincing the female population from the Aswan rural localities to use
contraception (Galer et al., 2005). By conducting
a root cause analysis through interviews and consultative discussion, the health workers, nurses
and family doctors found that there were many
rumours, myths and misconceptions around the
use of pills, syringes and bottled medicines (Galer
et al., ibid:43-44). The task team formed and called
El Khor Health Unit addressed the problem of
negative attitude towards contraception through
an action plan that involved the communities by
training women volunteers and forming alliances
with the local religious leaders. This action worked
splendidly since the attendance at the family planning clinics increased from 21.5% in 2002 to 34%
between January and June, in the later months
of 2004, according to Galer et al. (ibid.). A similar
experience has been reported by family planning
health workers in Zimbabwe around the Mutari
district, where the involvement of local councillors
are not career and populist politicians, as Sebola
(2015:15-16) avers should not be the case, are well
known contributors to the development projects
and processes in their local communities. What
is instructive in the above scenarios is that without carrying out a preliminary analysis of the root
causes of the problem and without a structured
action plan and the engagement of alliance-forming tactics, little success can be attained in say,
providing a community with good medical or
health services.
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5.6 Education and Change: South Africa and
Botswana
Certain scholars like Brock-Utne (2000:46-47) and
Blommaert (2010:22-24) contend that colonialists
established certain globalised ways through their
languages, in technology and education systems
within African societies, in order to ‛‛overawe” and
‛‛shake the confidence” of Africans in their tried and
tested cultural expertise and traditions (Mazrui &
Ajayi, 2003:644). Indeed, in the context of education,
where consideration of the medium of learning or
instruction and using indigenous African languages
for high order functions, like in commerce, business,
law, scientific inquiry and research is of importance
(Kennedy, 2011:25-27; Negash, 2011:161-163), the
over-reliance on the colonial language, in many
African states, has partly led to quite serious dropout rates and failure to attain meritorious and
beneficial at both schooling university education
(Djite, 2008:65-74; Ouane & Glanz, 2010:4-6).
Even in the Republic of South Africa (RSA), where
the post-apartheid constitution stipulates the parity
among the eleven official languages, there still is no
college or university in that provides tuition through
the medium of an African language. Indeed, none
of the so-called historically black universities (HBUs)
offers or conducts research and scientific inquiry in
any of the indigenous languages, as Djite (ibid.), Mbaku
(2008:29-31), Spolsky (2009:256 passim) and Ouane
and Glanz (2010) argue. Despite the implicit demand
in the native language speaker population figures, the
use of English and Afrikaans for the high order functions required in the country’s business, commercial,
legal, scientific and technology enterprises, no serious
effort has been made to promote the equitable use
of African languages and thereby develop and elevate
them, as Alexander (2002:91-98) indicates.
Thus, English emerges in most postcolonial African
states as what Blommaert (2010:76-78) calls a ‛‛linguicidal force” in that it serves as a predominant
instrument for all discourse even in the presence
of indigenous African languages which are consequently consigned to a slow decline and death.
The multilingualism that needs to be prioritised, as
the RSA Constitution enjoins, has become no more
than an illusion where remains the RSA’s unofficial
‛‛lingua franca” (Alexander, ibid.).
The political will required to achieve the set UNMDG
goals such as attaining proper human development

through an education system (New African, 2017),
that communicates through local languages,
eliminates illiteracy, diminishes socio-economic
inequality and which helps to avoid the poverty
trap, has been sorely missing in other countries as
well, according to Habte, Wagaw and Ajayi (2003),
Sachs, McArthur, et al. (2005) and Mills, Obasanjo,
et al. (2017).
For the Botswana nation which has been named
Africa’s foremost economic success story, development as related to ‛‛education and poverty reduction”
has been pragmatically approached. Through
establishing medium term National Development
Plans since 1970 (Maipose, 2008:7-9), the country’s
government has made conscious, focussed policy
decisions on the delivery of goods and services like
education, health and water to many communities
in the sparsely country (Mooketsane, Modilenyane
& Motshegwa, 2017). Indeed, the funding support
to education was boosted by the discovery of large
mineral resources and diamonds in the early 1980s
(Maipose, ibid.). Wealth generated from mine royalties and the Botswana government’s shareholding
revenue has been channelled towards poverty
alleviation, job creation and an increased access
to education through structured funding policies.
In Gambia, Sierra Leone, Guinea-Bissau and
Mozambique where changes in education are
required, be it at school, college, tertiary and/or
university level, the policy plans and development
manifestos drawn up by post-independence governments were neither partially implemented nor
fully followed. Clearly, therefore, government and
administrations within African states were found
wanting in bringing about beneficial change, if not
radical improvement, in the running and control of
national education systems (Davidson, 1992:144146; UNCTAD, 2002:42-50).

5.7 Poor Leadership, Inefficiency and
Ineptitude
The post-independence expectation that freedom
would usher in decolonised development and postcolonial opportunities in new state machinery and
public institutions, was not realised. At the heart of
the mentioned ‛‛daunting” problems, by Meredith’s
(2014:593-600) estimation, is the role of leadership.
In other words, the vision of freedom and dream
of Africa growing and thriving was hardly realised
partly because of the quality of post-independent
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leadership, the kind of government they run
and the public administrative systems they are
expected to run and control not politically but
efficiently ‛‛to deliver proper service to the populace” (Frederickson, Smith et al., 2012:15-20). For
citizens of countries like Ghana, Nigeria, Malawi,
Zimbabwe and the DRC, the devastating droughts,
huge swarms of locusts attacking crops and farmlands, diseases like malaria, smallpox and yellow
fever assailing large populations, became a painful reality. Added to that was the non-performance
and non-intervention of the elected leaders who act
undemocratically and in order to serve their own
interests, whether personal or political (Meredith,
op cit:603-617; Coetzee, 2014).
The response to these crises by government
leadership in sub-Saharan nations like, Liberia,
Sierra Leone, the DRC, Central African Republic
(CAR), Nigeria, Ethiopia, Eritrea, Somalia, Malawi
and Uganda was frequently and without exception, to instigate ‛‛ethnic rivalry, strife over scarce
resources plus secessionist conflicts and mini-wars”
with large numbers of the native population being
attacked and decimated (Anstey, 2008:11-14; Meffe,
2017:passim). Governments under Samuel Doe,
Charles Taylor, Foday Sankoh, Joseph Mobutu, JeanBédel Bokassa, Emeka Ojukwu, Colonel Mengistu,
Hastings K. Banda, Gabriel Mugabe, Milton Obote
and Idi Amin became notorious for despotic greed,
corruption, nepotism, their suppression of dissent
or opposition voices, the looting and syphoning
off to European banks of their country’s resources
for self-aggrandisement (Meredith, 2005:291-292
& passim). These tyrants have transformed themselves into modern, home-grown imperialists.

natural disasters or management processes is what
gives an ‛‛indication of good governance,” as outlined in the UNMDG (2000), UNCTAD (2002), World
Bank (2007) and EU-EOC (2016) documents.
The resultant impact of poor or inept leadership
during natural or man-made disasters could, for
example, be widespread poverty and people’s
mass migration from rural to urban areas where
unhealthy and squalid conditions in makeshift
houses destroy their hope of obtaining the means
to a life better than their original places of abode.
In the carrying out of the minimum requirements
so outlined for any country’s government and its
leaders, it is universally accepted that the country would be effectively run and administered for
a moderately prosperous and stable future, as in
Botswana, Kenya and South Africa (Sachs, McArthur
et al., 2005:passim). At the helm of these developmental processes and changes would be the African
leader who has been democratically elected into
power. Where the leader of the nation-state does
not abide or conform to such guidelines, he or she
will be judged to be detrimental to the country’s
socio-economic development.

6. Findings
Some of the main findings of the study have to do
with insights gained from analysing how development programmes were administered and
controlled in public institutions of several African
states. The scenarios drawn from the Botswana
and South Africa experiences strongly suggest the
following points:

Causes of the development problems creating
unsatisfactory living conditions for the citizens
have been roundly blamed on the African dictators named earlier, even as the economic decline
in the countries they lead has been laid at their feet.
However, the challenges posed by natural disasters
that increase the ‛‛already high levels of poverty”
(Mahmoud & Bukuku, op cit:117-128), in the rural
and agricultural areas of Ethiopia, Sudan, Uganda,
Kenya and Tanzania, cannot be reasonably blamed
on the ineptitude of government leaders. Rather,
it is common cause to inquire about the ‛‛management style of civil service, public or government
institutions” like schools, universities, hospitals and
similar services (Habte, Wagaw & Ajayi, 2003). The
response to disruptions brought about by either
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• Public institutions charged with delivering services have to be monitored and managed under
a codified law with plans, systematic guidelines
and procedures to regulate their functioning.
• Accountability to oversight bodies like parliament and the judiciary systems of the country
has to be pursued at all times by the leadership,
the administrative and managerial structures.
• Involvement and participation of the citizenry
through education and using local languages
in development programmes will ensure that
success is attained and conflict is avoided.
Participation of the citizens is not only the democratic oil that makes the state machinery work,

PKD Makhudu

but also that the citizens acquire attitudes of
trust, fulfilment and ownership of the workings
of their government. That being so, the challenges and problems facing the African state and
each country’s government, can be addressed
and probably solved through an organised and
efficient programme of action or plan.
• The involvement and intervention of international corporations and agencies like the IMF
and World Bank has had moderate success in
the development of certain African countries.
It has, however, been argued that in certain
instances their international corporate interventions have increased many an African country’s
overdependence on neo-imperialist control, to
detriment of its own identity and a sustainable
national self-actualisation.

administration. The major ones are connected to illequipped leadership that frequently often indulges
in brazen corruption; poor organisational skills in
running programmes intended to combat poverty,
help increase literacy and develop technical skills to
support advances in agriculture, health and environmental protection. Where those programmes were
meant to provide educational support and alleviate certain health-related problems, it is evident
in many instances that governance mechanisms
and implantation procedures around them were
inadequate and dysfunction.
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Women and Leadership Within the Public Service: Is the
Glass-Ceiling Effect Real or Imagined? A Case Study of
Mpumalanga Department of Rural Development and
Land Reform
TS Ngomane
Department of Rural Development and Land Reform, South Africa

Abstract: The purpose of this paper is to explore perceptions on the existence of barriers often referred to
as a ‛‛glass ceiling’’, to women’s career development within the Department of Rural Development and Land
Reform in Mpumalanga. The term ‛‛glass ceiling” refers to an unseen and unreachable barrier that prevents
women from climbing the corporate ladder regardless of their qualifications or achievements. The human
socialisation process is said to have instilled and perpetuated gender inequality in the way both boys and
girls are socialised, whilst boys are socialised to believe that they are superior, decision-makers, protectors,
brave, heads of households, independent and assertive, girls are taught to be submissive, nurturing, soft and
sensitive, passive, dependent, obedient and submissive beings. This kind of socialisation is said to promote
autonomy for boys and dependency for girls; as a result, men are able to climb the corporate ladder with
relative ease as compared to women. Reproductive roles such as taking care of the family, fetching firewood,
water, taking care of the sick, attending community engagements such as funerals, are relegated to women
due to skewed patriarchal customary practices. Working mothers are said to find it hard to balance work and
household responsibilities and find themselves taking more time off from work in order to take care of children
and other members of the family. This creates loss of confidence in women as they are deemed unreliable
and less committed to their work. It is argued that the lack of mentorship specifically targeting women as a
group is another invisible barrier preventing women from climbing the career ladder. The results of this study
confirms what literature asserts that women face barriers such as lack of mentors, inability to balance work
and household activities due to unequal division of household activities, and general gender discrimination
by men and women who believe that women are not born to lead.
Keywords: Glass Ceiling, Leadership, Mentorship, Corporate Ladder, Work-Life Balance

1. Introduction
Women’s battle for liberation has been going on
since the 19th century as captured under the three
waves of feminism. The main concern of the first
wave of feminism was about women having the
right to vote and gain political and legal equality (Gillis & Munford, 2003; Krolokke & Sorensen,
2006:2-7). The second wave of feminism was
formed around the 1960’sand was about fighting for social and cultural inequalities suffered
by women (Mann & Huffman, 2005; Krolokke &
Sorensen, 2006:7; Mota, Fominaya, Eschle & Cox,
2011; Carter, 2013). The third wave began in the
1990’s to this day and calls for the appointment
of women into leadership positions. Women are
said to be experiencing the glass ceiling effect which
refers to unseen and unreachable barriers that prevents women from climbing the corporate ladder

on par with men. The argument presented in this
paper does not by any means dispel the fact that
women are making notable strides in the corporate
and government spheres, a fact that is evidence
by the growing number of women heading private corporations and in government structures.
In Africa, Dr Nkosazana Dlamini-Zuma was elected
by the African Union Commission as its chairperson
making her the first woman to lead the organisation. Her appointment is a demonstration of how
Africa is paving the way for female leadership and
thus increasing the level of importance placed on
gender equality. There are also few women from
the African continent who are political leaders in
their own right such as Joyce Banda the President of
Malawi, Navi Pillay a jurist who served as the United
Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights and
Ellen Johnson Sirleaf, the 24th and current President
of Liberia. There are several treaties that have been
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ratified by many countries all over the world, to
implement and monitor gender equality strategies;
namely, the Convention on the Elimination of all
Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW,
International Covenant on Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights (ICESCR), African Charter on Human
and People’s Rights (ACHPR), the Beijing Platform
for Action (BPA) and the Millennium Development
Goals (MDGs) now referred to as the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs). There has also been
an improvement in the establishment of structures
that monitor the implementation of developed policies that govern gender equality in South Africa such
as the Commission for Gender Equality, Equality
Courts and the Human Rights Commission. What
this paper postulates is that only a few women, as
compared to men, advance to higher echelons of
careers.

2. The ‛‛Glass-Ceiling” Defined
The term glass ceiling refers to an unseen and
unreachable barrier that prevents women from
climbing the corporate ladder regardless of their
qualifications or achievements. This term was first
heard of around 1986 when it was published in
an academic article of the Wall Street Journal in
1987.Ever since then there has been an increasing interest in the term (Jackson & O’Callaghan,
2009; Hoyt, 2010; Bombuwela & De Alwis, 2013;
Angelovska, 2014:7; Grover, 2015). It is said that
the glass ceiling barrier is invisible, however it
becomes more apparent when women have to
attain top positions in companies and the public
sector. This barrier is felt more by women and
people with disabilities (Cotter, Heinsen, Ovadia
& Vanneman, 2001; Ragusa & Groves, 2012). This
is because leadership is viewed with a masculine
face rather than a genderless face (Moran, 1992;
Elmuti, Jia & Davis, 2009; Kiamba, 2008; Piterman,
2008:38; Hoyt, 2010). This indirectly discriminates
against women because patriarchy dictates that
men should lead and women should be followers
or supporters of men. As such, ‛‛men are said to ride
the glass-ceiling escalators’’ to top positions thus
implying that to get to top positions, women have
to struggle (Hoyt, 2010). Ideally, in a just society,
leadership should be genderless. The genderlessness of leadership does not by any means imbue
that women and men lead in the same manner.
Each has a distinct way of leading like for example,
women possessing the characteristics of gentleness
in their leadership skills and men that of aggression

when they lead. The difference in leadership styles
by no means implies that one leadership style is
better that the other.

3. Conceptual Framework
The paper is anchored on the socialist perspective of feminism. The Socialist perspective puts
more emphasis on women’s position of subordination to men in society. Patriarchy is blamed as
a social order that puts women in the subordination position because it divides humans into two
categories, i.e. female and male. This division calls
for people to act in particular ways to maintain
the social order. Socialist feminism describes the
social order as a male-dominated gender order.
Men are regarded as strong, intelligent, and having
leadership capabilities and hence their responsibilities are described as such. Women on the other
hand are relegated to inferior status as they are
deemed dependent on men hence their responsibilities are those that do not have decision-making
capacity. Women’s roles are defined along the
lines of motherhood, domestic workers and child
rearing. According to Holub (n.d:4), most women
would sacrifice to leave their jobs and thus forsake
their careers so they can assist in the rearing of
their children. It is only after the kids are grown up
that women would think of their careers and by
then they are either too old to re-enter the work
place. Their qualifications may no longer be relevant or there has been a lot of changes within the
workplace that they no longer ‛‛fit”, a notion that
seldom affects men. It is thus plausible that women
play a vital role in men’s career advancement even
though this is rarely acknowledged since they are
the ones what take career breaks in order to take
care of children.

4. Contributory Factors to the GlassCeiling Effect on Women
4.1 The Socialisation of Women
The family is regarded as the first institution to
perpetuate female oppression and discrimination.
Male dominance is a learned behaviour because
children learn how to connect gender and the
power relations that are associated with it. The
value that is placed on a boy child makes him realise
that he is better and important than the girl child.
This is also apparent in the division of household
labour. Boys are socialised to believe and know
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that they are superior, they are decision-makers,
protectors, brave, heads of households, independent and assertive, whereas girls are taught to be
submissive, to always strive to please men, to
become mothers, soft, sensitive, passive, dependent, obedient and to be submissive housewives.
This kind of socialisation aver the promotion of
autonomy for boys and dependency for girls
(Eagly & Karau, 2002; Crespi, 2003:2; Kambarami,
2006:2; Wallace, 2007; Marks, Bun & McHale, 2009;
Stanford Encyclopaedia of Philosophy, 2010:10;
Hamieh & Usta, 2011:11; Sultana, 2011:8).On the
basis of this statement, it can then be adduced
that when women are socialised to be dependent
on men, they never develop and perfect their own
leadership skills and thus cannot participate in a
‛‛male dominated” territory. In most cultures it is
seen as taboo for women to lead, especially leading men because, culturally, women are perceived
to be weak (Moran, 1992; Mathipa & Tsoka, 2001;
Chipunza, 2003; Kiamba, 2008). On the other hand,
women who show leadership abilities are judged
for not being feminine enough but as wanting to
be men. This leads to them being rejected by both
men and women because stepping out of what is
regarded as normal, in this case being submissive
and dependent, is a taboo. This is because there
are already gender roles and responsibilities that
have been assigned to both men and women by
the patriarchal order of society.

4.2 Social Responsibilities and Women’s
Career Advancement
According to perused literature on the gender division of labour at household level, and reproductive
roles performed by women disadvantages them
because these roles are not seen as important
and hence relegated to women whilst productive
roles are relegated to men. Customary practices
relegate reproductive roles like taking care of the
family, fetching of firewood, water, taking care of
the sick, attending community engagements like
funerals, to women, whilst men are given productive roles that assist them to make money and thus
earn prestige. Working mothers are shown to find
it hard to balance work and household responsibilities (Green, Moore, Easton & Heggie, 2004:22;
Piterman, 2008:11; Elmuti et al., 2009; Hewlett,
Peraino, Sherbin & Johns, 2013:5; Hoyt, 2010;
Sumberg, 2010:22). The impact is more serious
on women who have small children. Women with
older children or those without children are said

to be able to climb the career ladder faster since
they do not suffer from time poverty unlike their
counterparts who have small children and have to
juggle work and taking care of children. It is argued
that most women are stuck in the middle corporate ladder which is termed the ‛‛sticky rung of the
ladder” (Sanders et al., 2009; Merchant, 2012:15).
What affects women with regard to career advancement is that they take more time off from work due
to the responsibility of taking care of children and
other members of the family. This creates loss of
confidence in women as they are deemed to be
unreliable and less committed to their work. On
the basis of this assertion, it would be reasonable
then to conclude that even though more men assist
in the sharing of household activities, the bulk of
the work is still done by women; as such men are
able to progress faster to higher ranks in their
careers. Women’s social responsibilities deepen
gender inequality in the workplace because it is a
cause of subtle discrimination of women. It thus
becomes important for organisations to make it
easier for them to balance work and life by developing policies and programmes to mitigate the covert
discrimination of women in the workplace.

4.3 Leader Preference
The argument regarding leadership styles is that
women and men show different styles in leadership. Whilst men are depicted as calculating,
risk taking, assertive, domineering, aggressive,
decisive and having confidence in their leadership style (Moran, 1992; Growe & Montgomery,
1999; Elmuti et al., 2009; Kiamba, 2008; Piterman,
2008:38) women are portrayed as docile, patient,
do not take calculated risks, nurturing, lack confidence and not showing aggression (Mathipa &
Tsoka, 2001; Green et al., 2004:24; Buckalew, 2012;
Johns, 2013:6). Interestingly, women who show
aggression and take risks are not likeable; they
are devalued by both men and women (Pieterman,
2008:46; Sanders et al., 2009; Hoyt, 2010:489;
Merchant, 2012:43, Johns, 2013:6). This asserts
the hypocrisy in the way society operates, whilst
women are reprimanded for breaking gender stereotypes by ‛‛behaving like men”, in the showing of
aggression and taking of calculated risks, society
tolerate the same behaviour if it is portrayed by
men. It is thus safe to postulate that most women
who watch the difficulties faced by other women
as they climb the corporate ladder and realise the
difficulties such women face, subsequently avoid
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unnecessary stress by not applying for higher
positions at the cost of their own career mobility.
Women fear being thrown into the deep end and
watched whether they can swim or drown. It can
thus be contended that society rewards women for
being unassertive and hard working. They are discreetly taught through socialisation, that someone
else controls their fate. It is also through socialisation that men are discreetly taught to control
women’s destiny. (Kiamba, 2008; Hewlett et al.,
2010:18; Ragusa & Groves, 2012). Women who are
able to ‛‛morph” from being female to male whilst
maintaining a balance by not overstepping existing ‛‛invisible gender lines” do better with regard
to career advancement than those who cannot.
Having said that, this is not to say such women do
not face challenges in the advancement of their
careers because it is deduced that men will sabotage, undermine and make it difficult for women
to lead. Literature, however, asserts that there is
no leadership style that is more suitable for men
or for women. It acknowledges that both men and
women seem to do well when given an opportunity
to lead. The diversity of leadership styles should
thus be embraced. The difference in leadership
styles should not be associated with gender.
What is important is the achievement of goals or
results as set out by companies and organisations.
Leadership capabilities are not innate as society
tends to think, however, leadership is learnt behaviour. By exposing women to leadership positions
and giving them the right skills, women have the
ability to lead just as well as men even though using
different leadership styles. Even though legislation
advocating for women’s career advancement has
been developed, as a result, most institutions or
organisations just appoint women for compliance
sake, they do not provide support and that contributes to women’s failure.

4.4 Men’s Clubs
It is alleged that men tend to promote other men
to higher positions (Growe & Montgomery, 1999;
Piterman, 2008:10; Elmuti et al., 2009). It seems like
an unspoken ‛‛brother code” that holds the ‛‛boys”
together. Consequently, for women to advance
career wise, they need to form some career networks which implies that they must form part of
men’s clubs. Men seem able to form career networks with more ease than women because to form
part of social networks one needs to have time to
‛‛hang” with members of the networks. Women

spend much of their time caring for families and
thus suffer from time poverty, men on the other
hand have enough time to play golf and visit ‛‛drinking holes” together. It is argued that women suffer
from time poverty which is detrimental to their
career progression. If they had all the time in the
world, they would also be able to play golf and visit
drinking holes so they can be members of the social
clubs that enhances career opportunities. Hence,
you find the membership of these clubs being more
male than female. It is postulated that it is within
these networks or men’s clubs that talent is recognised (Growe & Montgomery, 1999; Piterman,
2008:10; Hewlett et al., 2010:22; Hoyt, 2010:489).
It is, therefore, safe to argue that for women to
succeed and climb up the career ladder there is a
need for them to form relationships with men. Even
within these relationships women are expected to
tread very carefully, because they need to manage
their presence, otherwise they might be regarded
as threats and that will thwart the very purpose of
joining men’s clubs.

4.5 Mentorship
Mentorship is argued to provide an opportunity for
women to learn the ropes in an informal and formal
environment. It creates a platform for women to
learn on the job and thus boost their career progression. Women who are mentored are said to
stand a better chance of being visible and recognised for career progression than those who are
not. Mentorship is also necessary in preparing a
second order of women to take over to balance
the equation and address gender inequality in the
workplace. It is alleged that women, unlike men, lack
mentors to show them the ropes in terms of career
advancement because the majority of those in leadership positions are men (Mathipa & Tsoka, 2001;
Kiamba, 2008; Elmuti et al., 2009; Johns, 2013:7). It
can be reasonably contended that since men are in
the majority in terms of the occupation of high positions in the workplace, they prefer mentoring other
men. This might to due to fear of sexual harassment
connotations, fear of jealous spouses or pure mistrust of women’s ability to lead. According to Growe
& Montgomery (1999), women prefer being mentored by other women because it is assumed that
they have a common understanding of challenges
faced by women than men. It is argued that men
have no tolerance to the fact that women have to
balance work and family care, a notion that is said
to support and perpetuate the gender stereotypes.
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4.6 The Appointment of Women to Senior
Positions Within South Africa

5.1 Sampling Techniques

As a measure of meeting the 50 percent (50%)
target of women in senior or management
positions, South Africa developed the Head of
Department’s 8-principle action plan for promoting
women’s empowerment and gender equality within
the Public Service in which heads of departments
are encouraged to include in their departmental
action plans towards achieving women’s empowerment and gender equality within the Public
Service through the Department of Public Service
Administration (DPSA). This however seems not to
be strictly monitored as it is done on ad-hoc basis
by Heads of Departments because there are no
punitive measures for non-compliance. The fact
that Senior Managers do not have to report on
gender mainstreaming and sex desegregated data
is one example of how lax the law is in terms of
reporting and accountability. DPSA presented a
memorandum to Cabinet on 27 November 2012
indicating that the gender target at SMS level
was not achieved. Cabinet then agreed to retain
and extend the target date from 2015 to 2016
in order to achieve the fifty percent (50%) target
for women at SMS level. The current gender representation at SMS level within the Department of
Rural Development and Land Reform is fifty-nine
percent (59%) men and forty-one percent (41%)
women. The representation within Mpumalanga
Department of Rural Development and Land
Reform is thirty-nine percent (39%) women and
sixty-one percent (61%) men. The Department aim
to achieve the target by March 2016 (Republic of
South Africa, 2015).

5. Research Design and Methodology
This study utilised a qualitative research approach.
Interview schedules were used to collect data from
employees of the Department of Rural Development
and Land Reform. The purpose of this paper was
to explore perceptions on the existence of barriers often referred to as a glass ceiling, to women’s
career development within the Department of Rural
Development and Land Reform in Mpumalanga.
The province has a total of seventeen (17) local
municipalities but only one of the municipalities was chosen because the Head Quarters of
the Department of Rural Development and Land
Reform is located in its area. As such the study was
conducted within the Ehlanzeni District.

A purposive sampling technique was utilised in the
study to draw employees who were willing to participate in the study. This sampling method was also
chosen because it is less complicated and more economical in terms of time and expenses. A sample
size of one hundred (100) employees out of a staff
complement of three hundred and eighty-nine (389)
within the Department of Rural Development and
Land Reform in Mpumalanga Province (fifty males
and fifty females) was utilised in this study.

5.2 Data Collection Techniques
Data was collected by utilising semi-structured
interview schedules, perusal of documents and literature on gender equality and leadership.

5.3 Analytical Procedure
The researcher used interview summary forms to
summarise each and every interview. The summary
was used to capture field notes, emerging themes as
well as opinions, attitudes and perceptions. A comparative analysis was done to compare and contrast
data obtained from different respondents and also
in identifying emerging issues. A content analysis
was ascribed where codes were assigned to specific
characteristics in a text and a conversation analysis
used to look at patterns of speech and responses.

6. Results and Discussions
The aim of this research was to determine perceptions on the existence of barriers, often referred to
as the glass ceiling, to women’s career development
within the Department of Rural Development and
Land Reform in Mpumalanga. Literature mentioned
various barriers for women’s career progression
such as women’s socialisation and socio-cultural
responsibilities, men’s clubs and lack of mentoring
programmes targeting women as a group.

6.1 Perception of Barriers Preventing Women
from Climbing the Corporate Ladder
Women are said to be facing invisible barriers that
prevents them from climbing the corporate ladder
at the same pace as men regardless of their qualifications (Jackson & O’Callaghan, 2009; Hoyt, 2010;
Bombuwela & De Alwis, 2013; Angelovska, 2014:7;
Grover, 2015). In order to gauge perceptions on
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Figure 1: Perception of Barriers Preventing Women from Climbing the Corporate Ladder

Source: Author

awareness of the existence of barriers preventing women from climbing the corporate ladder,
respondents were asked to indicate whether they
were aware of barriers that affect women’s career
mobility. See Figure 1 above.

the implementation of such policies. This is because
women still face discrimination despite the existence
of such laws. The results of the study thus confirm
what literature asserts that women face more barriers in climbing the corporate ladder than men.

A majority of women (77%) argued for the existence
of barriers preventing women from climbing the
corporate ladder. They cited patriarchal gender
roles such as the unequal division of household
labour which keeps women from pursuing leadership positions due to the inability to balance work
and household responsibilities. They argued that
organisational culture was designed to suit men’s
needs rather than collective needs of both men
and women since the culture did not take into cognisance women’s roles and responsibilities. Sixty
percent (60%) of male respondents argued for the
non-existence of barriers preventing women from
climbing the corporate ladder. They mentioned the
existence of legislation developed to enforce the
appointment of women such as the Employment
Equity Act 55 of 1998 and the Constitution of the
Republic of South Africa Act 108 of 1996 as ensuring the employment of women and career mobility.
Whilst accepting the reasons given by the men on
the existence of laws advocating for women empowerment and eradication of gender discrimination, it
is however important to note that the existence of
laws advocating for equal appointment of women
into high positions however does not translate to

6.2 Social Responsibilities and Women’s
Career Advancement
Customary practices relegate reproductive roles like
taking care of the family, fetching of firewood, water,
taking care of the sick, attending community engagements such as funerals, to women. The impact of
reproductive roles on women with regard to career
advancement is that women take more time off from
work due to the responsibility of taking care of children and other members of the family. Men seldom
take time off from work to take care of sick children;
it is women who make the sacrifice. This creates loss
of confidence in women as they are deemed unreliable and less committed to their work as compared
to men. According to perused literature, working
mothers are shown to find it much harder to balance work and household responsibilities (Green et
al., 2004:22; Piterman, 2008:11; Elmuti et al., 2009;
Hewlett, Peraino, Sherbin & Johns, 2013:5; Hoyt,
2010; Sumberg, 2010:22), especially women who
have small children hence they are found to be stuck
in the middle corporate ladder, termed the ‛‛sticky
rung of the ladder” (Sanders et al., 2009; Merchant,
2012:15).In order to probe whether reproductive
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Figure 2: Social Responsibilities and Women’s Career Advancement

Source: Author

roles impacted women’s career advancement,
respondents were asked to indicate if having children affected or did not affect women’s prospects of
climbing the corporate ladder. See Figure 2 above.
According to the results of the study, ninety-six
percent (96%) of female respondents indicated
that having children affected women’s prospects
of climbing the corporate ladder. Seventy-two percent (72%) of male respondents also affirmed that
women who have children may not climb the corporate ladder on par with men because women
are seen as primary care givers hence they have
to choose between pursuing their careers or bringing up children. Working hours for managers at
the higher echelons are said not to cater for family
needs because managers work unpredictable hours
and sometimes have to travel far from home. This is
said to contribute to women refusing job offers for
fear of being unable to balance work and household
responsibilities. The results of the study, therefore,
confirm what literature postulate that working mothers find it hard to balance work and life (Green et
al., 2004:22; Piterman, 2008:11; Elmuti et al., 2009;
Hewlett et al., 2013:5; Hoyt, 2010; Sumberg, 2010:22).

6.3 Mentorship
Mentorship is said to provide an opportunity for
women to learn the ropes in an informal and formal
environment. It is also said to create a platform for

women to learn and boost their career progression.
Women who are mentored are said to stand a better
chance of being visible and recognised for career
progression than those who are not. It is alleged
that women, unlike men, lack mentors to show
them the ropes in terms of career advancement
because the majority of those in leadership positions are men than women (Mathipa & Tsoka, 2001;
Kiamba, 2008; Elmuti et al., 2009; Johns, 2013:7). To
probe the availability of mentorship programmes
for women, respondents were asked if there were
mentorship programmes targeting women within
the Department of Rural Development and Land
Reform. See Table 1 on the following page.
The majority of respondents (88% males and 90%
females) indicated that the Department of Rural
Development and Land Reform has no mentorship
programmes targeting women. The respondents
agreed that mentorship programmes prepared
women for leadership positions as it gave them the
opportunity to learn on the job. They also indicated
that mentoring assisted women in building their
self-confidence and assisted organisations with
career pathing and succession planning efforts. The
results of this study then confirms what has been
asserted by literature that women lack mentors to
show them the ropes in terms of career advancement women (Mathipa & Tsoka, 2001; Kiamba,
2008; Elmuti et al., 2009; Johns, 2013:7). It was only a
few respondents (12% males and 10% females) who
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Table 1: Opinions on the Availability and Implementation of Mentorship
Programmes Targeting Women
RESPONSES

PERCENTAGE
MEN

WOMEN

There are mentorship programmes targeting women in
the workplace

12%

10%

There are no mentorship programmes targeting
women in the workplace

88%

90%

0%

1%

100

100

No response
TOTAL
Source: Author

cited the risk of sexual harassment when mentoring
was between a male and female. The Department
of Rural Development and Land Reform has policies in place for mentoring and succession planning
however, these does not specifically target women
as a group. As such, these policies are not implemented hence they do not benefit those that they
are meant for.

that indicated that they had no problem reporting
to either a woman or man. What was important was
that the person leading them should be skilled. From
these responses it is hoped that in time, indeed leadership will become genderless and people will be
judged based on capability and not gender.

6.4 Leader Preference

The results of this study confirms what literature
asserts that women face barriers such as lack of
mentors, inability to balance work and household
activities due to unequal division of household activities and general gender discrimination by men who
believe that women are not born to lead because
they are too emotional to handle work pressure. It
is in light of these results that recommendations
are made that:

Men are depicted as calculating, risk taking, assertive, domineering, aggressive, decisive and having
confidence in as far as leadership style is concerned
which is said to render them effective leaders (Elmuti
et al., 2009; Kiamba, 2008; Piterman, 2008:38).
Women on the other hand are portrayed as docile,
patient, unable to take calculated risks, nurturing,
lacking confidence and not aggressive (Mathipa &
Tsoka, 2001; Green et al., 2004:24; Buckalew, 2012;
Johns, 2013:6). These perceptions have a serious
impact on the ability of women to lead because it
makes women to be viewed as being unable to lead.
In order to probe respondents’ perceptions on the
ability of women to lead, respondents were asked
to indicate whether they prefer being led by females
or males. See Figure 3 on the following page.

7. Conclusion and Recommendations

The majority of male respondents (42%) indicated
that they prefer being led by men instead of women.
The reasons given were that women are viewed as
weak and emotional whilst men are said to have
strong leadership skills than women. The results
of the study thus support what has been stated in
literature that leadership is viewed with a masculine
eye than female eye (Moran, 1992; Elmuti et al., 2009;
Piterman, 2008:38; Hoyt, 2010). It was only eighteen
percent (18%)of males who participated in the study
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• Organisations develop focused strategic planning by having retention strategies where they
target women as the next in line for management and leadership positions. This will assist
organisations to have a pool where they draw
women for succession purposes.
• Collection of sex desegregated data and research
on the implementation of gender equality programmes should form part of organisational
strategic plan regarding retention strategies of
women within organisations.
• Organisations develop leadership programmes
targeting women to enable them to develop
confidence and the ‛‛killer instinct” men are
postulated to possess. Trainings should be tailor-made for women taking into consideration
their social role in society, as such trainings
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Figure 3: Leader Preference

Source: Author

should be scheduled at venues that are conducive for women to be able to travel home and
be able to still attend to household chores.
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State Capture as a Manifestation of the Historic Narrative
of Oligarchy in Selected African Countries
BK Sebake
University of Mpumalanga, South Africa
Abstract: The history of state control is characterised by actions of the elites’ who influence the state power
towards a specific direction of its benefits. This practice has generated political patronage growing into power
elitism in African states, in which resources are channeled into private purse for capitalist reasons. The unforeseen governance-ills of state capture created political instabilities and divided the society in the post-colonial
Africa. The impact of state capture often made the majority of African societies to survive under the ravages
of poverty in the midst of the power game. The unintended consequences of the state capture is that, it may
reverse the gains of a maturing democracy and in the efforts to restore the dignity of the African people through
improved service delivery and poverty alleviation. This paper argues that the control of public resources is illegally
diverted into private control by this arrangement. The worrisome factor is the manner in which this illegal and
manipulative system has been institutionalised in some parts of the African states and they are protected for
their wrong doings in the name of finding political correctness. The paper is a literature review in nature and
primarily a qualitative reflection of the history of governance in African States in the quest to outline scotches
of state capture. The focus areas are on historic and concept analysis of oligarchy, state capture analysis and
its impact, capitalism as a colonised set-up of public service in Africa, institutional set-up of corruption, negative impact on African States. The paper aims to contribute towards researches in the scholarship of Public
Administration and for solutions on governance-ills in African continent.
Keywords: State capture, Oligarchy, Democracy, Political power, Service delivery, Corruption

1. Introduction
African states have been characterised by a number
of governance ills that have been generated from
the historic African traditions and customs. These
elements created an unequal society marked by
monarchy, patriarchy and others that seek to divide
the society in one way or the other. Out of this experience, the paper note that African states transition
to democracy always got confronted by new phenomena that are sometimes anti-progress as they
relates to governance. The thematic essence of the
paper uses oligarchy and state capture to characterise the development of public administration
and governance in Africa. Firstly, the conceptual
analysis of oligarchy, which is noted and given a
number of scholarly definitions of oligarchy. In an
attempt to analyse the existing literature, the definition derived from Aristotle reflects that oligarchy
involves the exercise of power by the richest citizens
– who happen always to be the few. It is therefore
oligarchy refers broadly to extreme political inequalities that necessarily accompany extreme material
inequalities(Winters & Page, 2009). Current configurations of global, imperial and state power relate

to formations of Oligarchic control (Kapferer, 2005).
The practice of oligarchy in this instance undermines and compromise state severity.
Biersteker and Weber (1996) suggest that state
sovereignty is an inherently social construct. The
modern state system is not based on some timeless
principle of sovereignty, but on the production of
a normative conception which links authority, territory, population (society, nation). It is therefore,
state control is in the hands of unlawful arrangements that have less consideration of democracy
and the rule of law. Oligarchy is a form of concentrated minority power. Even in democratic societies
with free participation and universal suffrage, small
segments of a population or community can be disproportionately empowered in a variety of ways and
with different effects. Concentrated wealth, both
as the foundation of the power of oligarchy and
as a constant source of social tension, provides a
basis of political cohesion for oligarchs, whether
or not they are networked. The power and interests of oligarchs are an intrinsic element of their
position at the top of materially stratified social formations (Winters, 2011). It is arguable that oligarchy
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represents elitism at the advanced stage, where
actors personally command and control massive
concentration of wealth and therefore aspires to
be capitalists’ detachment. The position of the
paper that oligarchies operate independently and
find expression on political system due to wealth
they possess, which stifle democracy, therefore
opposing the idea that citizens shall be equal. The
perception of scholars, particularly in Africa, is that
oligarchy was associated with the colonial-African
regime as a major governance set-back. Rhoden
(2015) argues that a modern conception of oligarchy, which can be housed under an authoritarian
regime as easily as it can under a liberal democratic
one can affect our understanding of the potential
national political repercussions of extreme inequalities of wealth. The fundamental question of
the paper is whether it may be correct to characterise state capture as a system of manipulated
governance that is premeditated by the scotches
of oligarchy? It is therefore that the paper would
examine the conceptual analysis of state capture
at first. Chipkin (2016) suggests that the term ‛state
capture’ is suddenly omnipresent in political and
social commentary in South Africa. Migrating from
economics the expression describes an especially
severe form of corruption. It is imperative to examine the capacity of African states towards advancing
issues of economy, particularly the capacity to sustain it. It is noted that model of economy in most
of African states was that of pursuance of privatisation policy perspective, which it may be argued
that the state shifted its major economic drive to
the private sector and created a space for elitists
influence and its persistence generated into state
capture. Kozarzewski and Baltowski (2016) argue
that the important feature of polish privatisation
was its gradualist and highly consensual character.
Its authors were aware of the trade-off between the
speed and quality of the transformation processes.
They believed that a slower transition due to careful
preparation of privatisation deals (both in technical
and social dimensions) was much more important
than a massive and rapid formal change of owners
because the reformed market environment would
exert strong pressure on state-owned enterprises,
forcing them to adapt and restructure, thus making
their privatisation less urgent, albeit still necessary.
In furthering the arguments, one would postulate
that a state development in Africa in relation to
democracy is infiltrated by the individuals operating
outside formal structures of democracy to control
the state based on the illegitimate arrangements

of corruption being state capture premeditated
through political system of governance. This constitutes some regrettable moments in the historic
narrative of a prosperous democracy that was
envisaged by Africans in the post-colonial Africa.

2. Governance and State Capture
Question
The essence of this section requires an in-depth
analysis of governance praxis in Africa, in particular in relation to state capture. The fundamental
question is for instance, in South Africa, state capture gained grounds recently as if is a new concept,
which this section is intending to provide a narrative
in Africa on state capture. Firstly, governance has to
be understood as a formal process that deals with
the affairs of the country, which Mthanti & Ojah
(2016:133) refer to as formal institution. Mthanti
& Ojah (2016:133) postulate that situations often
arise where formal institutions are effective, but the
goals of formal and informal agents are in conflict.
Substitutive informal institutions subvert formal
rules where goals between formal and informal are
incompatible; secondly, they arise where formal
institutions are ineffective and they may create
vested interests in those substitutive informal institutions. State capture is noted as ownership of elite
corruption that influences wealth, both politically
and administratively. In furthering the argument,
observing World Bank efforts to create awareness
on state capture as the efforts of a small number of
firms (or such groups as the military, ethnic groups
and kleptocratic politicians) to shape the rules of the
game to their advantage through illicit, non-transparent provision of private gains to public officials.
Aslanova (2009) suggests that economic bureaucrats and rent-seeking officials predominantly
benefit from constant intrusion in the economic
bubble and as a result are most concerned in the
maintenance of the status quo by hampering the
reforms. The earlier assertions are confirmed as
Hellman, Jones & Kaufman (2000) argue that state
capture, influence, and administrative corruption
are all shown to have distinct causes and consequences. Large incumbent firm with formal ties to
the state tend to inherit influence as a legacy of the
past and tend to enjoy more secure property and
contractual rights and higher growth rate. Hellman
et al. (2000) further argue that they develop economy wide measures for these phenomenon, and
formulates rules of the game. The engagements
into state capture are used as a strategic basis for
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competing with other individuals with similar influence, and regrettably against the essence of good
governance, which continue to suffocate and stifles emerging democracy in Africa. State capture, in
essence, constitutes state failure. In support of the
earlier assertion, there are many reasons for state
failure, but for the purpose of arguing the state capture in this instance, two major literatures address
the source of political disorder in contemporary
Africa; one is political and points to low quality of
governance (World Bank, 1991; Fukuyama, 2004
see in Bates, 2007) and the other to the weaknesses
of political institutions (Jackson & Rosberg, 1982;
Bratton & van de Walle, 1997 in Bates, 2007). In the
expansion of the apportioning of state capture to
political disorder, African states are a manifestation
of political process, which requires that state control
is a participatory process, which should uphold the
rule of law. State capture represents weak political institutions of governance, and work against
the will and the aspiration of the people, but in the
interest of capital. It is questionable how hygienic
is politics in Africa and the essence of ensuring
ethics in African political systems is imperative. It
is arguable that the more persistence state capture
is, African states generate governments ruled by
individuals who does not occupy position of power
and scotches of oligarchy emerges. This narrative is
carrying a negative sign of Africa geared to ethical
politics; governance and democracy is at stake.
The fundamental question is whether state capture in a democratic state might not create restless
society and future civil conflicts? Crawford and
Botchwey (2016) argue that unemployment and
poverty levels are believed to be higher than the
national average, while social services are abysmally
low. In furthering the debate, the regrettable state
capture in the center of these growing restlessness
due to poor service and lack of leadership that
impact the society badly. State capture may cause
rebellion in political and governance in any society.
Rebellion can be modelled as an outcome of kleptocratic rivalry, an industry that generates profits from
looting (Grossman, 1999 in Oyefusi, 2008) or quasi-criminal activity (Collier, 2000, in Oyefusi, 2008).

3. Capitalism, Morality and Colonised
Set-Up of Public Service
While the paper underscores the history of colonialism in Africa through a capitalist means of public
service. The point of departure is the review of

the literature on capitalism and the context of its
focused primarily on oligarchy and state capture
as praxis of governance within the African continent. It is understood that capitalismis a governance
system that seeks to advance profit first and therefore the social part of the service is usually delivered
on a higher fee. In conformity, Bell (2002:120) states
that capitalism is depicted here as a system of traders and merchants, or, some would grandly say,
entrepreneurs, seeking profitable opportunity. It
is understood that capitalism represents a system
that advances the rich, and those who owns means
of production. The history of colonial Africa, most
of international countries leading with the strong
economy still think of influencing African states in
a form of capturing their active economic systems
and establish linkage with states leaders to exploit
state purse. In recent times, the concept of state
capture has become very popular in the political
and economic arena of South Africa. It was particularly the close relationship between the President of
South Africa, President Jacob Zuma and the Gupta
family that stirred up great concern about the South
African state facing a possible state capture. Many
analysts, however, argue that the notion of state
capture has long been part of the dealings of the
ruling party, the African National Congress (ANC),
but has been concealed by the fact that the South
African state has not been regarded as a failed or
failing state. This is primarily because the ANC government is still able to exercise full administrative
control, maintain some degree of peace and is able
to consistently provide public goods to its citizenry
( Jonas 2016:16 cited in Martin and Solomon, 2016).
This relations of the President of South Africa and
the Gupta family started dominating public platforms on the basis of the societal restlessness in
relation to the economic crisis in South Africa. The
recent development of African states failure to provide jobs and services to its citizens and poverty
became the order of the day necessitated the societal revolt to take centre stage of what the state
is doing to relieve economic pressure out of the
citizens. According to Sutch (2015:2 cited in Martin
& Solomon, 2016), state capture can be referred
to as the actions of individuals or groups both
in the public and private sectors, influencing the
formation of laws, regulations, decrees and other
government policies to their own personal advantage. It is important to note that when discussing
state capture, the state and the economy cannot
be conceived as two separate entities. Economic
and political power is therefore fused. The paper
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argues that the set-up of public service in Africa
given these illegal arrangements are therefore that
public service is still colonised by few individuals
that influences the state to its own private gain.
These elements happen despite the fact that they
are being exposed on a daily basis, which provoke
thinking of whether does this symbolise a new order
of Africa public service? It is noted that in every electronic and print media, these scotches are always
dominating the space, but whether African citizens
are used to them to such an extent that they are no
longer bothered leaves room for interpretation. In
the set-up of public service in relation to state capture dominating is questioning the praxis of politics
and societal morality to advance good governance.
The fundamental question is whether the praxis of
governance in Africa inculcates ethical grounds that
are ready to isolate decisively state capture in the
efforts to project African states ability to govern.
Raz (1994) suggests that this attitude strikes at the
age-old question of the relation between morality
and law. In particular it concerns the question of
whether it is ever the case that a rule is a rule of law
because it is morally binding, and whether a rule
can ever fail to be legally binding on the ground that
it is morally unacceptable. Often in philosophy, a
large part of the answer to this question consists
in rejecting it as simplistic and misleading, and substituting more complex questions concerning the
relation between moral worth and legal validity. Let
us, however, keep the simplistic question in mind; it
helps to launch us on our inquiry. The paper posits
that the need to put in motion active citizens program that will dismantle and reject the immorality
of state capture as an advancement of a capitalist
system that negate social right of the society from
benefiting services without determining systems by
imperialist oligarchies in Africa.

4. Institutional Set-Up of Corruption
The paper acknowledges oligarchy and state capture as corrupt activities that exist as governance ills
in Africa and elsewhere in the world. This section will
tap into Africa stories on corruption and its efforts
to eradicate its scotches. The paper underscore
that the socio-economic and political circumstances always serve as a source for corruption.
Sociological and/or cultural factors such as customs,
family pressures on government officials and ethnicity constitute potential sources of corruption. In
Nigeria, although traditional values of gift-giving and
tributes to leaders often lead to what Brownsberger

(1983 cited in Salisu, 2000) describes as ‛‛polite corruption”, the extent of such corruption is relatively
small. A radical definition of corruption should not
depend on the size and shape. But be classified as
corruption in order to ensure that it does not have
home in Africa which in the contextual analysis, it
create generations of oligarchy and state capturers
that are existing for greedy purposes. A number
of authors (Wraith and Simpkins 1963, Lloyd 1967,
McMullan 1961 see in Salisu, 2000) have pointed out
that Africans know the difference between a polite
gratuity and a bribe and that traditional (Nigerian)
culture does recognise that the community leader
has a duty to his people, and that this bars systematic exploitation of office. The understanding
of the paper is that gratuity is regulated by public
service policy framework in which declarations is
often encouraged. However, it has repercussions of
generating growing tendencies amongst public servants and leaders. Crawford and Botchwey (2016)
argue that the global rush to grab resources took
an unexpected turn in Ghana recently. With the hike
in gold prices from 2008 onwards, a large influx of
foreign miners, especially from China, entered into
the artisanal and small-scale mining sector (ASM),
despite it being ‛reserved for Ghanaian citizens’
by law. One could concede that the narrative of
Ghana is not exception as foreign competitors still
have hangover on the colonial stance that utilises
Africa for its personal gains regardless of the fact
that Africans must benefit their mineral resources.
In the narrative of Ghana, Crawford and Botchwey
(2016) posit that President Mahama established
an Inter-Ministerial Task Force to ‛flush out’ illegal
miners, a military-style operation with the deportation of significant numbers of Chinese miners and
small numbers of other nationalities. Yet the state
was not absent pre-Task Force. Foreign miners were
able to operate with impunity because they were
protected by those in authority, i.e. public officials,
politicians and chiefs, in return for private payments. It is understood that corruption find space
in the public service in Africa on the basis of the
inability to internalise ethics in the political systems
and deal decisively with corruption by the ruling
class in African continent.
A closer look into the Zambian perspective on corruption and its public service narrative, Chikulo (2000)
states that the strategic role good governance should
play in African socioeconomic development has been
the object of concern for Western donor countries
and aid agencies since the 1980s. Recently, however,
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the issue of corruption has re-emerged as a problem
of concern in the dealings between African governments and Western donors. Increasingly, there is
heightened recognition of the negative impact of
government corruption on the socioeconomic process, as well as its corrosive impact on society and
fledgling democratisation. The Zambian narrative
raises a scholarly enquiry as to whether colonialism
is over or not? This enquiry is informed by the fact
that some remains of it still confront African continent through imposing capitalist imperial agenda
that benefit the foreign dictators of the economy.
After a significant years of combating corruption in
Zambia without any success, Mbao (2011) states that
on 27 August 2009, the Government of the Republic
of Zambia launched a national anti-corruption policy
and strategic document aimed at providing a framework for preventing and combating corruption in a
comprehensive, coordinated, inclusive and sustainable manner. That significant milestone marked a
candid acknowledgement that previous efforts at
legal and institutional reforms have had very limited
impact on the prevalence of corruption which, in
the Zambian context, ranges from petty bribes and
misuse of state power at public goods and services
delivery points, to the embezzlement and looting
of national resources. In a conclusive argument, it
is noted that corruption in relation to state capture
and oligarchy in Africa is perpetuated by foreign dictatorship of the market and political greediness of
political leadership in Africa, which needs austerity
measures legislatively and decisiveness from the
legislators themselves.

5. Negative Impact of Oligarchy and
State Capture in Africa
African continent has gained its independence from
the colonisers and, therefore, its independence
requires sustainability and principle of dependency and the will of its citizens requires protection.
However, Oligarchy and state capture has always
remained constrain to sustain the will of the citizens in African continent. Kaufman (2005) suggests
that governance and corruption cannot be measured. It is true that less than a dozen years ago
virtually no internationally comparable measures
of governance or corruption existed. But in recent
years, the World Bank and others have sought to
remedy this. At the World Bank, constructed aggregate governance indicators that cover more than
200 countries, based on more than 350 variables
obtained from dozens of institutions worldwide.

Indicators cover the following six dimensions of
governance: voice and accountability; political stability and the absence of major violence and terror;
government effectiveness; regulatory quality; rule
of law; and control of corruption. Karklins (2007)
observed that elite cartels involve interlocking
networks of power-and spoils-sharing presidents,
politicians, business leaders, military figures, and
others, who exploit a weaker state apparatus. In the
argument, one postulates that the impact of oligarchy and state capture, as a result of unethical weak
leadership and state institutions of democracy, are
being infiltrated by immoralists. Karklins (2007) further notes that oligarch and clan corruption consist
of ‛‛disorderly, sometimes violent scamble(s) among
contending elites” seeking political and economic
benefits and monopolies. One posits that law and
order is usually compromised by the influence
of oligarchy and state capturers, which question
democratic institutions of African governments are
operating within. It is therefore that Africa will forever remain underdeveloped due to stigma of these
corrupt tendencies. It is arguable that corruption
is illegitimate process and system. On the contrary
view, Huntington (1968:6 cited in Seligson, 2002),
suggests that corruption provides immediate, specific, and concrete benefits to groups which might
otherwise be thoroughly alienated from society.
Therefore corruption may thus be functional to the
maintenance of a political system in the same way
reform is. The essence of the debate on governance
as argued by the paper is that governance needs
ethics and if African politics need corruption to sustain the regime, there is a strong ethical question
in political system in Africa. However, the question
of who determine what is ethical in society as a
dilemma of political governance in any democratic
country, and therefore the issue of ethics and politics has consequences in African public service.
According to Thompson (1987:4), the ethical conflict that officials from two general characteristics of
public office – it’s representational and its organisational nature. The suffocation of democracy in Africa
given a perpetual ownership of unethical behavior
of those who occupy public office and given what
can be defined as political correctness, the nations
have those who protect the individuals who perpetrate such behaviors due to uphold political
correctness. It is arguable that political correctness
had always fragmented unity in any country that is
plugged by oligarchy and state capture. The extent
of fragmentation is noticed by society regardless of
whether active in the mainstream politics or not.
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6. Conclusion

Chipkin, I. 2016. The State, Capture and Revolution in Contemporary
South Africa.Working paper, Public Affairs Research Institute.

The thematic essence of the paper served as a scholarly reflection of governance-ills in Africa given the
emergence of state capture, which has been argued
as two elements that represent corruption and put
democracy in Africa in danger of its maturity. The
narrative of corruption in African countries has
been outlined as one of the consequences of poor
leadership that undermines the essence of good
governance. As the paper represents a scholarly eyeopener, it is conclusive that imperialists’ capitalism
still confronts African states due to greediness and
profit driven. The essence of morality in African politics is presented as another area of weakness, that
self-help by public officials and political leadership
allows it to plug public service, which citizens’ control is overlooked. It is presented that sovereignty of
African state is in danger of collapse and civil conflicts
perpetuated by unwillingness to decisively address
state capture and its element ‛‛oligarchy”. The role of
African leaders should be to reject these tendencies
as public officials and political leaders are fundamental to eradicate governance-ill in Africa and pursue an
important agenda of African development. The independence of African state depend on its awareness
and ability to confront both capitalism and imperialism in order to reduce the spread of state business
being determined by few individuals who used capital as a means to circumvent African democracy,
and it is therefore that the scotches of oligarchy and
state capture is always work in progress.
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Context of South African Municipalities
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Abstract: This paper evaluates, analyses and reflect on how the theory of the ability to pay and who benefit
are applicable to the municipalities. Revenue collection is critical for the survival and sustainability of municipalities. This paper is theoretical in nature and scope and base its argument from secondary literature sources.
This paper concludes that the theory of ability to pay is the most applicable in South African municipalities as
ratepayers possess the ability to pay rates and taxes despite of the benefits from municipalities in terms of
the services they receive. This theory is the direct opposite in its elements with the benefit theory. The benefit
theory or voluntary exchange theory states that individuals which in this instance are municipal residents who
benefit the most of municipal services in turn pay more taxes than those receiving minimal services.
Keywords: Ability to pay theory, Municipality, Revenue, Services

1. Introduction

2. The Ability to Pay Theory: A Synopsis

Local government as one of the spheres of government is the constituent through municipalities
which is closer to the people. Through municipalities, municipal residents expect municipalities in
their areas of jurisdiction to provide them with
services as mandated by the Constitution of the
Republic of South Africa (1996) and other pieces
of legislation. Failure to satisfy this legislative
requirement, residents may confront municipalities through service delivery protests in a verge
to force their municipalities to deliver services as
might have been promised through the Integrated
Development Plan and other forums. It is therefore
incumbent on municipalities to ensure that they
deliver the services as required by the community
and promised to the community if it were to retain
the trust and confidence. However, it remains the
responsibility of municipal residents to ensure that
they pay rates and taxes for the service provided
to them so that sustainability in service provision
can be maintained. Revenue collection is critical for
the survival and sustainability of municipalities. This
paper therefore attempts to evaluate, analyse and
reflect on how the theory of the ability to pay and
who benefit are applicable to the municipalities. To
do this, the paper provides the literature review in
order to locate the article to the broader theoretical
framework of the ability to pay theory.

Every research project must be placed in the context
of the general body of scientific knowledge; therefore
it is important to indicate where this study fits in
that picture through the review of literature (Babbie,
1995; Boote & Beile, 2005); wherein literature review
should be understood as a critical assessment of
what has been done in the past in the given discipline,
more in the direction of revision and or consideration
(Nkatini, 2005: 26).The ability to pay theory indicates
that, every person should pay taxes to the government depending upon his or her ability to pay (Zolt
& Bird, 2003:16; Rai, 2004:72; Chodorow, 2008:740;
Batt, 2012:70). The insinuation in this theory is that
the wealthy class people should pay higher taxes to
the government, because without the protection of
the government authorities like police and defence,
they could not have earned and enjoyed their income
that they enjoy. Adam Smith argued that the taxes
should be proportional to the income (Zolt & Bird,
2003:16; Rai, 2004:72; Chodorow, 2008:740; Batt,
2012:70). It can therefore be argued that this is one
of the critical principles of tax because it advocates
for tax to provide equity in its application, wherein
those who have the financial resources and the ability to pay should make the payment.
The ability to pay theory propagates that people
should be asked to pay taxes according to their
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ability to pay and assessment of their taxable
capacity should be made primarily on the basis
of income and property (Emslie, Davis, Hutton &
Olivier, 2001:2; Chigbu, Eze & Ebimobowei, 2012:31).
It can therefore be argued that in instances when
the low income earners pay tax, that negates the
principle of equity as envisaged by Smith (1776) and
it further widens the gap between the rich and the
poor in the society, invariably further distancing the
realisation of income redistribution which the tax
systems seeks to achieve. The South African practice
of treating indigent differently by giving them certain amount of free water and electricity confirms
the application of the ability to pay theory.
In the dawn of democracy, the South African new
dispensation was confronted with challenges of
providing services to previously disadvantaged
groups (Mathebula, 2014). This prompted the need
for government to introduce policies that could be
used to compensate for the injustices created by the
apartheid government. In the local sphere of government, the delivery of some services as a result
are provided free of charge to indigent households.
This necessitated the development of the indigent’s
policy. Indigent policies according to Fourie and
Opperman (2007), is a policy of dealing with service delivery to poor households, notwithstanding
the fact that social welfare is not a function of local
government. The welfarist approach of delivering
services has in the past put South Africa on the spotlight for making its residents too dependent on the
state for all their social welfare needs (Ravallion,
2008). On the other hand Duclos (2002) argues that
the poor community cannot be deprived of the
right to basic service because of mere affordability
therefore, government should create the means to
provide for such groups of people. Despite these
criticisms South Africa has continued to pursue indigent policies in the local sphere of government for
political and other reasons (Fourie & Opperman,
2007). Since municipalities are required to provide
some of its basic services without being compensated, providing sustainable services has been a
challenge in this sphere of government.
An ideal tax system should also comply with the
principle of equality as was reported by Smith
(1776:371). The equality principle captures both
the ability to pay and the benefit principles which
plays a pivotal role in taxation (Martinez-Vazguez,
2001:4; Rai, 2004:58; Batt, 2012:71). The ability to
pay principle distinguishes between the horizontal

equality and vertical equality that is embedded
in taxation (Rai, 2004:3; 2011:1; Batt, 2012:71).
Horizontal equality refers to equality between tax
subjects in similar circumstances, whereas vertical
equality mandates that tax subjects should bear
tax in proportion to their income levels or levels of
economic well-being, which implies that the higher
the level of economic well-being the greater should
be the tax burden (Slemrod, 1990:159; MartinezVazguez, 2001:2; Lau, 2003:4; Rai, 2004:3; ITEP,
2011:1). The ability to pay principle is often used
to justify the imposition of direct taxation such as
a tax on income or tax on capital gains (MartinezVazguez, 2001:29; Rai, 2004:58; Batt, 2012:71). It can
therefore be argued that the ability to pay theory
will ensure that the indigent are not overburdened
and are instead given relief through the free services that are afforded to them.
The benefit theory mandates that those who benefit most from the use of commodities or services
should be required to pay for the benefit of use
(Emslie et al., 2001:12). It can therefore be argued
that in the South African context, this theory is not
applied, because the quantification of the benefit
and the resultant payment thereof will leave the
indigent without any service. The benefit principles
are therefore used as a justification for the imposition of an indirect tax, such as a value added tax
(Martinez-Vazguez, 2001:29; Pfister, 2009:12). The
subject of every state ought to contribute toward the
support of the government, as nearly as possible, in
promotion to their abilities that is in proportion to
the revenue which they enjoy under the protection
of the state (Emslie et al., 2001:12).

3. The Ability to Pay Approach in the
Context of Taxes and Revenue
On the ability to pay approach, the government revenue and expenditures are treated separately and
taxes are based on taxpayer’s ability to pay and it
derives from wealth as well as current income; there
is no ‛quid pro quo’ (Gaffney, 1971:423; Slemrod,
1994:343; Zolt & Bird, 2003:29; Rai, 2004:58;
Chodorow, 2008:697-736; Chigbu, Eze & Ebimobowei,
2012:31; Zhou & Madhikeni, 2013: 49-60). Taxes paid
are seen as a sacrifice by taxpayers, which raise the
issues of what the sacrifice of each taxpayer should
be and on how the measurement of such sacrifice
should be done (Rai, 2004:100). The common sacrifices are equal and equal marginal sacrifices and
equal proportional sacrifices.
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Equal sacrifice, in using this principle, the total loss
of utility as a result of taxation should be equal for
all taxpayers and the rich will be taxed more heavily
than the poor (Young, 1986:204; Rai, 2004:27). For
example, if it comes to the payment of tax, because
R1 of tax is a small amount for a rich person than a
poor person, it will be regarded as correct that the
rich person should pay a higher rate than a poor
person if all are to sacrifice equally and this means
that the rich should be taxed more than the poor.
It can therefore be inferred that a person in higher
income group should pay more tax than those in the
lower income groups. Equal proportional sacrifice
means that the proportional loss of utility as a result
of taxation should be equal for all taxpayers, which
means that everyone forgoes the same percentage
of utility in paying taxes (Young, 1986:204-206; Rai,
2004:100). This means that the proportional loss
that emanate from taxation should be equal for
all the taxpayers. For example, a person earning
R20 000 could pay tax of R2 000 and the one earning R10 000 paying R1 000, which means they both
make equal sacrifice, even though in terms of the
amount the another is higher but they are both 10%.
Equal marginal sacrifice, in this case is the instantaneous loss of utility when determined as a measure
by the derivative of the utility function as a result
of taxation should be equal for all taxpayers (Rai,
2004:100). This will entail the least aggregate sacrifice which means that the total sacrifice will be the
least (Young, 1986:204; Rai, 2004:27). This means
that since a person who has a higher marginal utility
of income and a person with lower income have a
higher utility of income; it therefore means that the
rich will pay more taxes than the poor. The economists have put forward many theories or principles
of taxation at different times that were used as
guidance to the state as to how justice or equity in
taxation can be achieved (Rai, 2004:72; Chodorow,
2008:740).
The most popular and commonly accepted principle of equity or justice in taxation is that citizens
of a country should pay taxes to the government
in accordance with their ability to pay (Zolt & Bird,
2003:16; Rai, 2004:72; Chodorow, 2008:740; Batt,
2012:71; Guj, Bacoum & Limerick, 2013:5). It can
therefore be argued and appears reasonable and
just that taxes should be levied on the basis of the
taxable capacity of an individual, and in using this
principle it can be stated that if the taxable capacity of one person is greater than that of the other

person, that a person who earns more should be
asked and expected to pay more taxes in comparison with the one who earn less. It can further be
argued that if the taxes are levied on this principle
as stated above, then justice can prevail and be
achieved and the tax burden will then be evenly
spread based on the ability of the person to pay
such taxes. There are however differences of opinions by economists on the definition of ability to
pay. This is mainly on the exact measure to a person‛s ability or faculty or capacity to pay the taxes
(Furman, 2008:8; Batt, 2012:70). It can be argued
that it is clear from the discussion of ability to pay
approach that taxation emphasises that the amount
of tax emanating from an economic activity should
be directly proportional to the ability of that particular entity to pay the taxes, conversely a person
who is having a higher income should also be taxed
more as compared to the person who is having low
income. The ability to pay approach have following
main viewpoints on which is founded: ownership
property, tax on the basis of expenditure, income
as the basis proportionate principle, revenue from
private income, irregular income and the revenue
from state ownership.

3.1 Ownership of Property
Some economists are of the view that, ownership of
property can be a good determinant and can therefore be used as the basis for measuring a persons’
ability to pay taxes. However, this is not conclusive
enough. The notion has been rejected on the ground
that it would mean that if a person earns a large
income but does not spend it on buying any property, such a person will then escape taxation. It is
on this ground that this paper argues that property
ownership must not be used as the only determinant for paying taxes (Zolt & Bird, 2003:16; Rai,
2004:58; Furman, 2008:8; Guj, Bacoum & Limerick,
2013:14). It will further mean that if on the other
hand another person earning income buys property;
he will be subjected to taxation, in which case it will
be argued that taxpayers will then deliberately avoid
buying property as a way of ensuring that they do
not pay taxes. The use of property ownership as the
basis for ability to pay taxes is not sustainable and
can distort the revenue collection methodologies
applicable to South African municipalities and will be
unfair to a person who decides to make investment
in properties despite the amount of income earned.
This on the other hand can discourage people from
using their income for the fear of being taxed.
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3.2 Tax on the Basis of Expenditure

4. The Ability to Pay Tax: An Analysis

It is argued that the ability or faculty to pay tax should
be determined by the expenditure that a person
incurs, which therefore means that the greater the
expenditure that a person incurs, the higher should
be the tax liability and the converse should hold (Guj,
Bacoum & Limerick, 2013:5-14). Although not applicable to South African municipalities, this principle
is applied by the central government in terms of the
Value added Tax. However, this particular principle
has been criticised for being unsound and unfair
to the taxpayer as a person having a large family to
support will in no doubt incur a larger expenditure
in contrast to a person with a smaller family or consumption needs. It can therefore be argued that if
the expenditure is used as the test of one‛s ability
to pay tax, then the former person who is already
burdened with expenditure and many dependents
will have to pay more taxes than the latter who has
a small family. This will be contrary to the equity that
is supposed to be found in tax and it will be unjustifiable (Slemrod, 1994:2; Zolt & Bird, 2003:16; Rai,
2004:72; Guj, Bacoum & Limerick, 2013:5).

Emanating from the discussion of the tax maxims
as outlined they may be interpreted in terms of the
broader principles of social justice which demand
that taxation should not only be equitable in the
sense of impartiality but there should be elements
of fairness. It is also evident from the discussion
of the ability to pay and the equity of sacrifice
that they are designed in such a way that reduces
economic inequalities and has the ability to redistribute wealth (Rai, 2004:72; Chodorow, 2008:740).
One of the very important subjects of taxation is
the problem of incidence of a tax. The incidence
of taxation refers to the final money burden of a
tax or final resting place of a tax. It is the desire
of every government, local government included
that it should secure justice in taxation. It is only
when government knows who pays tax that it can
evolve an equitable tax system and it can easily tap
important sources of taxation and ultimately collect
large amount of money without adversely affecting
economic and social life of the citizens of the country (Akintoye & Tashie, 2013:223).

3.3 Income as the Basis for Taxation

This paper proceed to argue that a sound tax system
should also promote equality or theoretical justice,
which means that the tax burden should be proportionate to the taxpayer’s ability to pay as was
discussed in the theory of ability to pay (Rai, 2004:58).
It is therefore on this viewpoint alluded that the other
critical element of the sound tax system is the administrative feasibility, which means that tax laws must
be capable of being convenient, just, and effective
(Akintoye & Tashie, 2013:223). Tax possesses the
power that can destroy and must be exercised with
care in order to avoid or minimize the damage of the
proprietary right of the taxpayer (Akintoye & Tashie,
2013:223). It can therefore be concluded that tax
collection of municipalities in South Africa must maintain the general public‛s trust and confidence in the
sense that it must be used justly and not deceitful.
The power to impose rates and taxes by government
which is in nature dependant of the power to legislate and implement cannot be delegated for obvious
reasons. This limitation arises from the doctrine of
separation of powers among the three branches of
government and taxpayers are not relieved from the
obligation of paying a tax because of the belief that
it is being misappropriated by certain officials, for
otherwise, collection of taxes would be hampered
and this may results in the paralysation of important
local government functions and service delivery.

Applying this principle would mean that the income
should be used as the basis of measuring a person’s ability to pay taxes. The use of income as the
basis of taxation, on the face value it appears the
more justifiable arrangement and fair one. This
means that the greater the income of a person
the greater the tax. A person who earns a bigger
income should be asked to pay more towards the
support of the realisation of developmental local
government than a person who earns lesser income
(Young, 1986:204; Slemrod, 1990:163-164; Rai,
2004:44; Zhou & Madhikeni, 2013:51). This is the
same principle of pay as you earn that the South
African Revenue Services (SARS) utilises in collecting
tax. There is no doubt that South African municipalities can adopt this principle to enhance its tax
and revenue collection capacity. This, at least on
paper could be the best way of dealing with tax
matters because it allows those who are indigent
to benefit from those who can afford. It also has
an element of cross subsidisation on taxpayers or
citizens in different income levels. In the modern
tax systems in many countries around the world,
this basis of taxation has been accepted as the best
test for measuring the ability to pay tax per person
(Rai, 2004:58; Guj, Bacoum & Limerick, 2013:14).
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In practice, the ability to pay theory asserts that
there should be identification of non-payers and
collect monies owned from those most likely to
pay as this can also accelerate the tax recovery and
collection and increase the revenue performance
through the data driven decision making (Fjeldstad
& Moore, 2009:5; Fjeldstad & Heggstad, 2012:23).
The best practice segmentation in the tax collection
function of municipalities includes an assessment of
taxpayer’s willingness and ability to pay the taxes, as
well as values in monetary terms of what is at risk
(SARS, 2010:50; Cattarelli, 2011:64; SARS, 2011:3;
SARS, 2012:4; SARS, 2014:26-29). It can therefore
be argued that in the current conjecture even those
who have the capacity to pay rates and taxes are
not paying hence the huge outstanding municipal
debts that is found in South African municipalities.

5. A Close Look into South African
Municipalities on Issues of Rates and
Taxes
Tariff levels imposed by municipalities are not high
to warrant complaints but yet the South African
municipalities can only collect fifty percent of their
target revenue per annum. This means that there
is a need for the municipalities to strengthen their
enforcement arm of revenue collection to ensure
that those who are not paying are followed up and
the outstanding rates and taxes are collected, even
if this would mean enforcing payment using the
hands of law as it is the case with SARS. It’s however worth noting that based on the Cooperative
Government and Traditional Affairs Department
Report, and the press release on Local Government
Revenue and Expenditure: Fourth Quarter Local
Government Section 71 Report (Preliminary results)
for the period 1 July 2014 – 30 June 2015, it is evident
that there are challenges on the effectiveness of
revenue collection.
On the issue of collection of debtor’s book or debts,
it is prevalent that the poor collection of the book is
an issue of having or not having a clear and appropriate policy mechanism to recover debts. The key
issue is the ability to recover debts or avoid the
further escalation of the level of unpaid debts. In
this regard it is important to consider what the
various characteristics or salient features of the
various categories of debtors. In this regard, various views prevail in that two main categories of
debtors should be considered, with the first category being the underprivileged sector of the South

African population which makes out the majority.
This category makes up a very significant part of the
debtors book of municipalities, but falls completely
out of the SARS net. The second category is the
middle and affluent part of the community, as well
as the business sector. This category falls squarely
into the SARS and municipal nets. If the ability to
recover tax is concerned, SARS only requires an
execution strategy, as the various tax Acts provide
ample powers of recovery. SARS only focus on the
sphere of the community with the ability to pay
or assets to attach in the case that non-payment.
The collection function includes an assessment of
taxpayer’s willingness and ability to pay the taxes,
as well as values in monetary terms of what is at
risk (Cattarelli, 2011:64; SARS, 2011:3; SARS, 2012:4;
SARS, 2014:26-29). It can therefore be argued that
the ratepayers who are also taxpayers are more
prone to pay SARS debt as compared to the municipalities, which can be attributed to the strength of
SARS enforcement capabilities which is not there
in municipalities.
It is evident that tax possesses the power that can
destroy and should be exercised with care in order
to avoid or minimize the damage of the proprietary
right of the taxpayer (Akintoye & Tashie, 2013:223).
It can further be argued that if the ability to pay
theory is applied, then those citizens who do not
have the means to pay for the services they will have
to. In the meantime, these people will enjoy the benefit of the services that the municipalities provide if
the benefit theory was to be applied. Tax collection
must therefore maintain the general public’s trust
and confidence in the government particularly in
municipalities as a constituent charged with the provision of providing basic services to communities.

6. Conclusion
This paper argued that the principles and theories
of taxation that the basic principles of a sound tax
system are based on fiscal adequacy. The sources
of revenue in South African municipalities should be
sufficient to meet the demands of public expenditure and financing service delivery. It also became
evident from the paper that a sound tax system
has the potency to also promote equality or theoretical justice, which means that the tax burden
should be proportionate to the taxpayer’s ability to
pay as was discussed in the theory of ability to pay.
There is no doubt that this could be linked to the
ability of the have’s and the have not’s in the South
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African context (Rai, 2004:58; Guj, Bacoum, Limerick
& 2013:11). The ratepayers even if they have the
ability to can pay rates and taxes and benefit from
the municipal services, they are not committed to
making the payment as they not prioritise the payment of rates and taxes. It can be concluded that
ability to pay theory is applicable and applied in
the South African context in the collection of rates
and taxes while the who benefit is not applicable as
those who are indigent will not have the financial
resources to pay for such benefits.
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